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FOREWORD

The first edition of "A Dictionary o f Sanskrit Grammar" by Mahamahopa- 
dhyaya Professor Kashinath Vasudev Abhyankar was published in 1961 as 
Gaekwad's Oriental Series No. 134 by the Oriental Institute under the authority of 
the M. S. University of Baroda. In 1977 its second revised edition by MM. Professor 
Kashinath Vasudev Abhyankar and Dr. Jayadevbhai Mohanlal Shukla was publish
ed with an addition of "about three hundred new entries" (Preface to the second 
edition by Dr. J. M. Shukla) as Gaekwad’s Oriental Series No. 134. Within a very 
short span of time the edition went out of print indicating its importance and utility 
as a reference-book.

There has been an incessant demand for this book and we are happy to bring 
out its third edition.

I tender my most sincere feelings of gratitude to Professor Dr. M. N. Desai, 
Vice-Chancellor, M. S. University of Baroda for his keen interest and for providing 
facilities for the reprint. I am grateful to Professor Ramlal Parikh, Vice-Chancellor, 
Gujarat Vidyapeeth, Ahmedabad for his interest in this work by persuading the 
Navajivan Press to accept the printing of this work, "A Dictionary o f Sanskrit 
Grammar" by photo-offset process. We are thankful to Shri Jitendra T. Desai, 
General Manager, Navajivan Press, Ahmedabad, for his cooperation and for 
expediting the printing. I am also thankful to Shri P. N. Srivastav, Manager, M. S. 
University of Baroda Press and also Shri N. N. Shah, Technical Assistant and my 
other colleagues in the Oriental Institute for cooperation and toy expediting the 
publication of this work. /

Vadodara 
24 March, 1986

S. G. K A N TA W A LA  
DIRECTOR 

ORIENTAL INSTITUTE



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

Within a few years after the publication o f ‘ A  Dictionary of Sanskrit 
Grammar \ the book became out of print. With continuous inquiries pouring in 
about its availability it was thought necessary that a second edition should be 
made available to the serious students o f Sanskrit learning. Hence, a request was 
sent to the Director, Oriental institute, Baroda for the issue o f a second edition. 
He readily accepted the request.

Prof. K . V. Abhyankar, my revered teacher asked me to revise all the entries, 
add a few more references to the existing entries and further add about three 
hundred new entries. I readily accepted his suggestion. The new entries are 
mostly of the nature o f semantic terms.

Before the printing of the book was taken up a tragic event took place. 
Prof. Abhyankar, with Mrs. Abhyankar, their two brilliant young grand children, 
and an aged servant, met with an unnatural and tragic death. Sanskrit scholars 
in India and the West were shocked at this unprecedented vagary of Destiny.

Prof. Abhyankar was the most authoritative o f the grammarians active in 
India. He enriched research in Vyakaranasastra by his scholarly works like 
Vakyapadlya, Mahabhasyadlpika, Paribhasasamgraha and others which are 
indispensable to students of grammar.

I express my deep and sincere sense of gratitude to Dr. A . N. Jani, the 
present Director, Oriental Institute, Baroda, for planning the completion of 
printing of this book in a record time of about ten months. But for his zest and 
vigour the work would not have been completed so soon.

I am particularly thankful to Shri Siddhartha Y . Wakankar, Research 
Officer of the Oriental Institute, for scrupulously correcting the proofs of this 
work.

I thank the mthorities and workers o f the M. S. University Press for 
expediting the pri ting of the present work.

Ahmedabad,
21-10-77 J. M . Shukla
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INTRODUCTION TO THE FIRST EDITION

Object of this Dictionary

No apology is needed for undertaking the compilation o f the present 
‘ Dictionary o f Sanskrit Grammar’, which, although concise, is expected to meet 
the needs of Sanskrit scholars and research students o f Vyakarana and other 
Sastras by serving as a useful reference book in their study of, and research 
work in, any branch o f Sanskrit learning. The many independent treatises in 
the several Sastras and the learned commentaries upon them, as also the 
commentaries on classical poems and dramas, are, in fact, full o f grammatical 
explanations of words and constructions, involving a liberal use o f grammatical 
expressions and technical terms at several places. The elementary knowledge 
of grammar which a scholar o f Sanskrit possesses, is not found sufficient 
for his understanding fully the grammatical references in these books, especially 
so at present, when the practice o f sending young boys to the Sanskrit 
Pathasalas to study the standard classical works with commentaries along with 
some standard elementary treatises on grammar, has already stopped. The 
number of Sanskrit Panditas and Sastrins, who had to obtain a sound footing in 
grammar before they undertook the study o f the higher texts o f the several Sastras, 
and who, therefore, could be consulted by young scholars and research workers 
in the several Sastras, has also diminished considerably. The usual Sanskrit 
Dictionaries such as those o f Monier Williams, V. S. Apte and others are found 
of no avail in supplying explanations o f the grammatical technique which confronts 
modem scholars at every step in their critical reading o f the several Sanskrit texts. 
Under these circumstances, it is only the technical dictionaries o f the type of the 
present ‘ Dictionary o f Sanskrit Grammar ’ that can render a valuable assistance to 
scholars and research workers in their reading o f the higher Sanskrit texts in the 
Several Sastras,

Beginnings of Sanskrit Grammar

Every science has necessarily its own terminology and a special vocabulary. 
The remark is true with respect to Sanskrit Grammar or Vyakaranasastra which 
has developed as a science during the last two thousand years and has got several 
technical terms and numerous words with a special grammatical significance. 
The origin of grammar can well-nigh be traced to the Period o f the Brahmanas
i.e. about 1000 B.C., when Vedic scholars began to discuss the meaning of the 
inspired Vedic hymns by carefully showing disconnected, the words o f the Vedic 
hymns and noting down the differences in accents as also the changes caused by 
their coalescence in the continuous recital or the Samhitapa|ha. They also 
tried to explain the sense o f the Vedic words by tracing them back to the roots 
of suitable senses and laid down rules for their proper and correct pronunciation. 
These three pursuits viz. (a) the discussion o f the features o f the Pada text,



( b ) the derivation of words, and (c) directions regarding the proper pronuncia
tion of the Vedic words, were carried on with vigour with a view to preserving 
the Vedic texts intact, and the treatises dealing with these three branches were 
respectively called by the names Pratisakhya, Nirukta and Sik$a, all o f  which 
could rightly be called Vyakarana or Grammar, as they were devoted to determining 
the correct words as distinguished from the incorrect ones. Although a 
number o f .books were written by Vedic scholars in these three branches, not 
more than five or six Pratisakhya works, a solitary Nirukta work, and a few 
$ik$a works are the only available works at present.

Development of Sanskrit Grammar

In course o f time, on the analogy of the derivation of words, an analysis 
o f the word into its constituent elements such as the base, the affix, the augments 
and the modifications, was undertaken by grammarians. This separation of the 
different elements o f a word constituted Vyakarana or grammar, which was deve
loped as an art by ancient grammarians like Apisali, Sakatayana and others before 
Panini. It was Panini who carried it to perfection, and his work, the Astadhyayl, 
compact yet exhaustive, and laconic yet clear, is simply a marvellous product 
o f art by a man o f amazing intelligence. A s a result, the works on grammar by 
all ancient scholars who flourished before Panini disappeared in course o f time 
leaving only a few quotations behind them. Panini 'was followed by a number 
o f grammarians who wrote popular treatises on grammar, based, no doubt, on 
Panini’s srammar, some o f which, in their turn came to have auxiliary works, 
glosses and explanatory commentaries. These different treatises, written by 
Sarvavarman, Candragomin, Devanandin, Palyaklrti Sakatayana, Hemacan- 
dra, Kramadlsvara, Jumaranandin, Supadma and others with their auxiliary 
works and commentaries, came to be looked upon as different systems o f grammar. 
These treatises present two kinds o f treatment: some o f them are arranged in 
Sutras in the same manner as the Aftadhyayi o f  Panini which treats one after 
another the several grammatical elements such as technical terms, padas o f roots, 
case-relations, compound words, krt affixes, taddhita affixes, substitutes, accents 
and euphonic changes; while others give a topic-wise treatment following in that 
respect the ancient grammarians before Panini such as Indra, Vedic Sakatayana 
and others who treated one after another the different topics of grammar such 
as the euphonic changes, declension, conjugation, compound formation, nouns 
derived from roots, nouns derived from nouns and the like. The special 
feature of all these grammars was that they entirely omitted the Vedic peculiari
ties and accents.

Sanskrit Grammar as a Science

The subject of Sanskrit grammar was first treated as a science by the two 
epoch-making grammarians, first by Katyayana, a few centuries after Panini, 
and then by Patanjali, the exponent o f Katyayana, who lived in the second 
century B.C. It was carried to perfection by the stalwart grammarian Bhartrhari 
of the fifth century A,D , Later grammarians, prominent among whom were
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Jayaditya, Vamana, Kaiyata, Haradatta, Bhattoji, Kondabhatta and Nagesa, 
developed by their substantial contributions, the work o f Panini as a science to 
such an extent that the number o f smaller and greater works well nigh rose to 
eight hundred and that o f the authors to four hundred. The grammar of Panini, 
"which is looked upon as the standard oneat present gives about a hundred technical 
terms, more than two hundred suffixes, about two thousand primary roots and 
more than five thousand special words arranged in more than two hundred and 
fifty classes according to the special grammatical peculiarities shown by .each 
class. The number o f indepedent primary words, besides these five thousand 
special words, if roughly estimated, may exceed even twenty-five thousdan. 
Besides these primary roots, primary nouns, affixes and technical terms in the 
different Sastras, there is a vast number o f secondary roots and secondary nouns, 
which is rather impossible even to be approximately determined.

Nature and Scope of this Dictionary

The preparation o f a comprehensive dictionary o f Sanskrit Grammar, 
a subject which has been developed fully by Sanskrit Grammarians for the last 
two thousand„years, is certainly a stupendous work which can only bs done by 
a band o f grammarians who have got a sound footing in the subject. In the light 
o f what has been said above, the present dictionary is only an honest and humble 
attempt in that direction, made by the compiler who was inspired to-undertake 
this rather arduous venture by his close study o f the subject for more than sixty 
years according to the traditional method of the East, combined with the critical 
and comparative method of the West. As the work was done single-handed, 
and finished within a limited time with a view to making it available to students 
and scholars of Sanskrit at as early a date as possible, the number o f books con
sulted was a limited' one. The number o f entries is more than four thousand 
out of which the important ones are in the form o f short articles supplying very 
briefly the necessary information from the different sources with quotations from 
or references to the original works. A ll the standard works in grammar have 
been carefully consulted including the available Pratisakhya works, the Mahabha- 
sya, the Kasika, the Vakyapadiya, the Siddhanta-Kaumudi and others. The 
Katantra, the Sakatayana, the Jainendra, the Haima and other grammars, as also 
the different Paribhasa works have been consulted at important places. Minor 
works and commentaries are not consulted as. the important words and topics 
occurring therein have been mos.ly included here on account of their occurrence 
in the major works. Atention is, of course, paid to grammaical importance and 
significance, and only such words and such senses o f them as have a grammatical 
significance, have been included in the present dictionary along with affixes, aug
ments, substitutes and technical terms mostly given in Panini’s grammar. Names 
of authors and books, printed as well as found in a manuscript form, have been 
included as far as practicable in the present work. A  scrupulous attention has 
been paid to the Pratisakhya works, the Mahabhasya and the Kasika which are 
looked upon as supremely authoritative in the, field of Sanskrit grammar. It 
must be admitted that the scholarly index works of Dr. Bothlingk and Dr. Renou



were found very useful in providing references to standard grammar works. 
The abbreviations for the titles of books consulted and those o f grammatical 
terms are given separately at the beginning o f the present* Dictionary o f Sanskrit 
Grammar ’. Names o f books and authors have been sometimes given in the 
Roman script and sometimes in the Devanagari script.

Conclusion

• Acknowledgements are due to Mr. M. N. Chapekar, Aryasanskriti Mudrana- 
laya, Poona, who has given ample co-operation in getting this Dictionary printed 
in the shortest possible time. For facility o f printing, accents o f Vedic passages 
and words are not shown, nor italics haye been used for Sanskrit terms written 
in the Roman script nor the breaking o f a word at the end o f a line is done scrupu
lously at the end o f a syllable or a constituent part. In spite of all possible 
care, some slips have crept in for which the indulgence o f the reader is craved. 
It is expected that Sanskrit scholars will make full use o f this work and offer their 
valuable suggestions for future undertakings o f this type.

A  sincere sense o f gratitude must be conveyed to Dr. Bhogilal J. Sandesara, 
the Director o f the Oriental Institute, Baroda, at whose initiative the project 
o f this ‘Dictionary o f Sanskrit Grammar,’ undertaken some years ago, but post
poned from time to time, was not only pursued with vigour, but completed and 
turned into a volume in the Gaekwad Oriental Series.

601-2 Sadashiv Peth,
Laxmi Road, Poona 2. K. V. Abhyankar

Varsapratipada, Sake 18S3.
17-3-61.



HINTS FO R THE USE O F THIS D IC TIO N A R Y  <

1. Words in this dictionary are arranged in the serial order o f the Sanskrit 
alphabet which is current everywhere, viz. the fourteen vowels beginning with 
ar and ending with an, and then the thirtythree consonants consisting o f the five 
guttural, the five.palatal, the five cerebral, the five dental and the five labial conson
ants and then the four semi-vowels and the four sibilants, aj is taken as a com- 
bination o f f  and %, and ^ as one o f ^  and

2. Words are given in their noun-base (Jtr%tn%R) such as am*, 
etc., without thie addition o f any case affix.

3. A t places o f option where any one o f the anusvara and the parasayarna 
could be used, the anusvara is consistently used, and a place after the vowels and 
before the consonants is assigned to it in the alphabetical order. For example, 
the words containing anusvara such as spot, Hfrt, HcTPT, 
HstQRoi g-ga, g-ferr etc., are all placed after e  and before Bfj

etc.

4. Each word entered, has got only one paragraph assigned to it, although 
the explanation o f the word may cover sometimes a full page or more.

5. The meaning or meanings o f  a word are given immediately after it, 
and therefore no capital letter is used at the beginning o f the word with which 
each meaning begins.

6. The various senses o f a word are given one after another with serial 
numbers placed before them. The several senses o f a word are arranged as far 
as possible in their chronological order o f origin.

7. The various senses are usually illustrated with quotations from standard 
authors with full references as far as possible,. From among the Pratisakhya 
works, the RkpratiSdkhya is generally quoted, while from among the numerous 
grammar works, the Mahabha$ya and the Kasika are quoted profusely.

8. The first figure in references, which is generally the Roman one, refers 
to the main section such as the adhyaya or the Kanda or the Patala, while the 
next one refers to the subordinate sections, such as the stanza or the Sutra or the 
like. When there are three figures they refer to the adhyaya, the pada and the 
Sutra in the case o f Pacini, and to the Mandala, the Sukta and the stanza in 
the case o f the Rksamhita

9. When a particular form is illustrated, the illustration begins with the 
abbreviation ‘ e.g. while usually, when the sense given, is illustrated, the explan
ation or the quotation in Sanskrit begins with the abbreviation *cf\
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11. As the senses given in such dictionaries are more or less technical or 
conventional, the literal or the usual sense o f the words is given only when it is 
allied to the conventional sense.

12. Sanskrit words are generally given in the Devanagarl script; when, 
however, the Roman script is used, the diacritical marks which are in current 
use at present, are employed.

10. Each o f the different senses o f a word dr o f the uses o f a word in 
different ways, begins with a separate number ( 1 ), ( 2 ), (3  ), etc,;, when, however, 
the same sense is given with different shades o f it, by words which are practically 
synonymous, no separate numbers are given, the shades o f sense being, separated 
by a colon, or by a comma.

LIST OF W ORKS AND AUTHORS CONSULTED 
. ( I n  order of abbreviations used)

A. Pr. =  Atharvaveda Pratisakhya.
Astadhyayi =  Panini’s Astadhyayi.
Bh. Vr. =  Bha$avrtti of Purusottama- 

deva.
Bhar. Slk§ =  Bharadvaja Slksa.
C. V y., Can. Vy. =  Candra Vyaka

rana.
Dhatuvrtti =  Madhavlya Dhatuvrtti.
Durgacarya =  Durgacarya's commen

tary on the Nirukta.
Durgasimha =■ Durgasimha’s Katantra- 

Sutravrtti.
Durgh. Vr =  Durghatavrtti of Sara- 

nadeva.
Hem. =  Hemacandra’s Sabdanugasana.
Hem. Pari =  Hemacandra’s Paribha- 

sapatha as given by Hemahamsa- 
gaiji.

Jain., Jain. Vy. =  Jainendra Vyaka
rana by Pujyapada Devanandin.

Jain. Pari. =  Jainendra Paribhasavrtti 
by K . V. Abhyankar.

K aiy., Kaiyata =  Kaiyata’s Maha- 
bhasyapradlpa.

Kalapa =  Kalapa-Vyakaranasutra.
Ka£. =  Kasika of Jayaditya and Vam- 

ana.

Ka£. viv. =  Kasikavivaranapanj ika, 
known by the name Nyasa.

K at. =  Katantra VyakaranaSutra.
Kat. Pari. Durg. =  Katantra Paribha

savrtti by Durgasimha.
K av. Prak. =  Kavyaprakasa of Mam- 

mata.
Laghumanjusa =  Laghumanjusa of 

Nagesa.
M. Bh. =  Mahabhasya of Patanjali 

on the Sutras of Panini ( Dn 
Kielhorn's edition).

Mahabhasya Vol. VII =  The Volume 
of the introduction in Marathi to 
the Patanjala Mahabhasya, written 
by K . V. Abhyankar and publi
shed by the D. E . Society, Poona.

Mahabhasyadlpika =  commentary on 
the Mahabhasya by Bhartrhari.

Muktavall =  Nyayamuktavali of 
Visvanathapancanana.

Nanaikesvara =  Nandikesvarakarika.
Nir. =  Nirukta of Yaska.
N yasa= K a5ikavivaranapanjika, a com

mentary on the KaSikavrtti by 
Jinendrabuddhi.

P., Pan ss Pacini’s As{adhyayl.



Padamanjari=Padamafijan, a comm
entary on the Kaslkavrtti by 
Haradatta.

Pan. Sik. =Siksa of Panini.
Par. Bhas. =  Paribhasabhaskara of
Haribhaskara Agnihotri.
Par. Sek. =  Paribhasendusekhara of 

NageSa.
Paramalaghumanjusa =  Paramalaghu- 

manjusa of NageSabhatta.
Pari. Sang. =  Paribhasasamgraha by 

K . V. Abhyankar.
Phit. Sutra =  Santanava’s Phitsutra.
Pradlpa =  Kaiyata’s Mahabhasyapra- 

dlpa.
Purusottam=Purusottamadeva’s Pari- 

bha$avrtti.
R. Pr. =Rgvedapratisakhya by Sau- 

naka ( Sanskrit Sahityaparisad 
Edition, Calcutta.)

R. T .=  Rktantra Pratisakhya.
R. V., Rgveda, Rk. Samh.=Rgveda- 

samhita.
Sabdakaustubha =  Sabdakaustubha of 

Bhatjojl Diksita.
Sak.=Sakatayana’s SabdanuSasana.
Sak. Pari. =  Sakatayana Paribhasa- 

pafba.
S. K . Sid, Kau.=SiddhantakaumudT.
Siradeva =  SIradeva’s Paribhasa
vrtti.
Siva Sutra=Mahe£varasutras.

Sring-Prak. =  Srngarapraka^a of
Bhofa.
T. Pr. =TaittirIya Pratisakhya.
Tait. Samh. =  Taittiriya Samhita.
Tattvabodh. =  Tattvabodhinl by 

Jnanendrasarasvati.
Tattvaciniamani =Tattvacintamani of 

GangeSopadbyaya.
Tribhasyaratna =  commentary on the 

Taittiriya Pratisakhya.
Uddyota=Mahabhasya-Prad!poddyota 

by  Nagesa.
Un. Sutra =  Unadisutrapancapadl.
Un, Sutravr. =  Unadisutravftti by 

Ujjvaladatta.
Upamanyu =  Nandikesvarakarika- 

bhasya by Upamanyu.
U vvata == U vvata’s Bhasya on the 

Pratisakhya works.
V. Pr.=Vajasaneyi PratiSakhya.
Vaidikabharana =  commentary on the 

Taittiriya Pratisakhya.
Vaiyakaranabhusana =  Kondabhatta’s 

Vaiyakaranabhusanasara.
Vak. pad. =  Vakyapadlya of Bhartr

hari.
Vak. Pad. tlka =  Commentary on 

Bhartrhari’s Vakyapadlya.
V., Vart. =  Varttikas on the Sutras of 

Panini as given in the Mahabhasya 
(D r. Kielhorn’s edition.)

Vyadi=Vyadiparibhasasucana.



ABBREVIATIONS USED

abl. ablative case, 
above, a reference to some preceding 

word, not necessarily on the 
same page, 

acc. accusative case, 

adj. adjective, 

adv. adverb.
Ahn. Ahnika of the Patanjala Maha

bhasya. 
aor. aorfst.

Atm. or Atmanep. Atmanepada.

caus. causal. .

cf. confer, compare.
com. commentary.

comp, compound,

cond. conditional.
conj. conjugation.

dat. dative case.
desid. desiderative.

dual, dual number.
ed. edition.

e.g. exempli gratia, for example, 

etc. et cetera, and others.

f., fem. feminine, 
freq. frequentative, 
fut. future.

gen. genitive case, 
gend. gender, 

gr. grammar,
i.e. id est, that is. 

imperf. imperfect, 

impera. imperative.

ind. indeclinable, 

inf. infinitive.
ins., inst. instrumental case, 

kj-t. krt (affix), 

lit. literally, 
loc. locative case. i 
masc. masculine gender, 

ms. manuscript, 
neut. neuter gender, 
nom, nominative case.

Pan. Panini.
p.p.p. past passive participle.

Parasmai. Parasmaipada.

pari, paribhasa.

part, participle.

pass, passive voice.

perf. perfect.

pers. person.
pi. plural.

pres, present tense.

pron. pronoun.

sec. second.

sing, singular.
subj. subjunctive.

suf. suffix.
tad. taddhita affix.
Vart. Varttika ( on the Sutra of 

Paijini).

Ved. Vedic. 

vide see.

v. 1. varia lectio, another reading, 
voc. vocative case.



A  Dictionary of Sanskrit Grammar

®T ( x ) the first letter of the alphabet 
in Sanskrit and its derived langua
ges, representing the sound a (sr);
( 2 ) the vowel a ( m) representing in 
grammatical treatises, except when 
prescribed as an affix or an aug
ment or a substitute, all its eighteen 
varieties caused by accentuation 
or nasalisation or, lengthening; ( 3) 
personal ending a (3?) of the perf. 
sec.pl. and first and third pers. sing.; 
(4 ) krt affix a (a?) prescribed espe
cially after the denominative and 
secondary roots in the sense of the 
verbal activity e.g. gggf, f w ,  tajT,. 
=q=Eff etc. cf. 3i sfsqqra. etc. ( P. III.. 
3.102-106) ; ( 5) sign of the aorist 
mentioned as am (sre) or can (=35-) 
by Panini in P. I l l  1.48 to 59-e.g. 
3FOT;, 3H13K3L; (6 )  conjugational 
sign mentioned as sap ( or ia 
(3T) by Paflini in P. III.1.68, 77. 
e.g. e tc .; (7 )  augment am
(spq;) as prescribed by P. VI. 1.58; 
e.g. ^sr, ' 333%; (8 ) augment at 
(sis) prefixed to a root in the im- 
perf. and aorist tenses and in the 
conditional mood e.g. 3 ^ ,

cf. P. V l.4 .7 1 ; (8 ) krt 
affix a (3?) prescribed as sj®, sr? , 3 -̂, 
3m , 81̂ , 37 ,̂ %  W, 01, etc.
in the third Adhyaya of Panini's 
Astadhyayi; (9 ) tad. affix a ( bt ) 
mentioned by Panini as sj=g5

, 31 etc. in the fourth and the 
fifth chapters of the Astadhyayi of 
Panini; (10 ) the samasanta affix a 
(3?), as also stated in the form of 
the samasanta affixes (^9 , sr?; £ 5 } 

3TC and sr^) by Panini in
V. 4. 73 to 12 1; ( 1 1 )  substitute a 
(st^O accented grave for 5 ^  before 
case-affixes beginning with the ins.

case; (12 )  remnant (3?) of the 
negative particle after the eli
sion of the consonant n ( \ )  by 

P. vi, 3.73 (13  ) remnant 
of the Unadi affixes sjh , ,

oft ( ) ( i ) nasal utterance called 
3Tg^K and written as a dot above 
the vowel preceding it. cf.

spsit ffff ; it is pronounced after 
a vowel as immersed in it. The 
anusvara is considered ( 1 )  as only 
a nasalization of the preceding 
vowel being in a way completely 
amalgamated with it. cf. T. P r.'V .
i i ,  3 1; X V . 1 ;  X X II. 14 ; ( 2 ) as 
a nasal addition to the preceding 
vowel,' many times prescribed in 
grammar as nut ( g ? ) or nutn ( 3 ^ ) 
which is changed, into anusvara in 
which case it is looked upon as a 
sort of a vowel, while, it is looked 
upon as a consonant when it is 
changed into a cognate of the 
following consonant ( ) or re
tained as n ( ^ ) .  cf. P. V III. 4.58; 
( 3 ) as a kind of consonant of the 
type of nasalized half g ( jt ) as des
cribed in some treatises of the 
Yajurveda Pratisakhya; cf. also R. 
Pr. 1 22 V. Pr! 14.148-9. The vowel 
element of the anusvara became 
more prevalent later on in Palj, 
Prakrit, Apabhramsa and in the 
spoken modern languages while 

. the consonantal element became 
more predominant in classical Sans
krit. 3135^# ffcT 
3*3?fR: 1 — ;

1 I. 28.

sffi Ŝ-FTre the same as or
or sjcfjmgfcrcptj- prescrib-
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ed by the rule
,fa ^ 5f P. II.2 .i  and the following 
P. II. 2.2 and 3; e.g. armpi:,
sisffqtq# etc.

sf§J3T% also qq a class of words
headed by srg which have their 
last vowel accented acute when 
they stand at the end of a tat- 
purusa- compound with the word 
srfr as the first member, cf. P.
VI. 2. 193.

3T: ( : ) ( x ) visarga called visarja- 
nlya in ancient works and shown 
in writing by two dots, one below 
the otli.r, exactly of the same 
size, like the pair of breasts of a 
maiden as jocularly expressed by 
Durgasimha. cf. a?; I
3T5R

*1*# ( p r f lf  on 
I. 1 .1b ). fegrr is always a dependent 
letter included among the Ayo- 
gavaha letteis and it is looked 
upon as a vowel when it forms a 
part of the preceding vowel; while 
it is leaked upon as a consonant 
when it is changed into the Jibva- 
muiiya or the Upadhmanlya letter.
( 2 } a term used for nominative in 
ancient grammar-treatises.

Sf K ^  (  « )  ragfljsfa, represented.by a 
sign like the in writing, as stated 
by Durgasimha who remarks 
gfejcpfff fSjfpj^tagsrr The Jihva
miiliya is only a voiceless breath 
following the utterance of a vowel

■ and preceding the utterance of the 
gutteral letter ? o r i | ,  It is look
ed upon as a letter (qof), but de
pendent upon the following conso- 

_ nant and hence looked upon as a 
consonant, e.g. x sjtfl'Tcr.

ST X \ ( x )  Upadhmanlya represented * 
by a sign like the temple of an ele
phant as stated by Durgasimha who 
remarks “  JRgwrifM'JT

Kat. I. I t  is a voiceless 
breath following the utterance of a 
vowel and preceding the utterance 
of the labial letter p  ( ir) or ph (<?>•)• 
It is looked upon as a letter (g^ ), 
but dependent upon the following 
consonant and hence looked upon 
as a consonant.

name given to the nom. case 
in the Taittiriya Pratisakhya, cf.

-  3T:̂ TC ?fcr T. Pr.
. r- 23-

(1 )  condensed expression (WHfK) 
representing the letters ?, g, 
and of in Panini’s Grammar cf. P.
VI. 1.12. l o r ; VII. 4. 2. (2 )  sign 
( ) of the benedictive in Vedic 
Literature in the case of the root 
131 e.g. fqcTt ^ # q  P. III. I. 86 V. 2; 
( 3) remnant of the termination 

•arqpj P. V. 3. 71; (4 )  substitute 
( 3?i53r) for the last vowel of 
the word ( P . IV. 1. 97) e.g.

( 1)  affix 3?̂  substituted for the 
affix <f given in Panini’s Grammar 
as— ngw as in srrftRFiT, sitfer ( P. III. 
3- i n  ); as in eriw, jfsifer, 

' ( P. III. 1. 133; III. 3. 10,
108 ); p? as in w  ( P. V. 3.80);

as in Tri©3*fi: ( P.
IIL  2. 146; IV. 2. 39, 53, e tc .}; 
as in srsnfi:, t o ;:; 7 ^ :. III. 1. 
149; IV ..2,61 etc.

81353? substitute ( 3TT%rT ) for the last 
letter of the word prescribed 
along with the tad. affix ^  by P.
IV. 1. 97. e.g. #TOrf%:

affix prescribed before the last 
syllable of pronouns and indeclin- 
ables without any specific sense 
for it ( P. V. 3 j i ) e.g. g f e ,  3 *̂1%: 
etc.

sra fe f not mentioned by any other 
case-relation such as sicfRH,
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and arfrsRoij stated with respect 
to the indirect object, governed by 
roots possessing two objects such 
as p r , qra and others, which in the 
passive voice is put in the nomina
tive case. The indirect object is 
called akathita because in some 
cases there exists no other case- 
relation as, for example, in qk# qf 
qrat or ftsjt or HTTOi tR-TR 
while, in the other cases, the other 
case-relations ( with the activity 
expressed by the verb ) are wilfully 
suppressed or ignored although they 
exist, as for instance in *if TO, 

*lf ; see ^ P. i .  
4.51 and the Mahabhasya thereon, 
cp. also 3iqrTG[Tiiift I
Heta. on Vak. Pad. III. 7.70.

ttWfiTO not shaken ; tremulous ; said 
with respect to vowels in Vedic 
utterance, kampa being looked 
upon as a fault of utterance, cf.

• 3Tf&"irc*rRf 1 e  as#: 1 R.
Pr. III. 31. 
fr

a case-relation excepting that 
of the subject to the verbal acti
vity. cf. =ej P.
III. 3.19.

intransitive, without any ob- ! 
ject, (said with regard to roots 
which cannot possess an object or 
whose object is suppressed or 
ignored ). The reasons for suppres
sion are briefly given in the well- 
known stanza;

sjifrnts
t e l  11 Vak. Pad. III. 7.88. In the 
case of intransitive roots, the verbal 
activity and its fruit are centred in 
one and the same-individual viz. 
the agent or sat cf.

Vak. Pad. III. 7.67. 
An ancient verse describing the 
senses in which a root is intransi
tive is as follows :

'ngiFT n

ST=J>fe2?Ft an object governed by 
an intransitive root by virtue, of 
the activity of a transitive root 
which is supposed, as for instance, 
in urewi# where the word 
which governs as an object, is 
suppressed; cp. Vak. Pad. III. 7.67.

3f4)$reT %^T the activity of a transi- 
' tive root like that of an intransitive 

root by virtue of the suppression 
. of its object as, for instance, in ^  

and the like, cp; Vak. Pad..
III.7.88.

name of the commen
tary by Harinatha on the Pari- 
bhasenduSekhara ( )  of 
N agesabhatfa.-

®R5PT ( STOTRfftr) an invariable ( ) 
euphonic change ( g f a )  such as 
the dropping of the consonant r (\)  
when followed by r. cf. R. Pr.
IV. 9. ^gr% scrftrafawT § ^ t- 
«Rmwqtn 1 e.g. ^ffg, 
S?WI9t 3PUT W  R. v .  I. 180.1. ,

the letter a { 3?) inclusive of all 
its eighteen kinds caused by short
ness, length, protraction, accentua
tion and nasalization in Panini’s 
grammar, in cases where a ( of) is 
not actually prescribed as a ter
mination or an augment or a sub
stitute, cf. 3?ojfeg3iftej Tfisrsq: P. I.
1.73. The letter is generally given 
as the first letter of the alphabet 
(. ) in all Pratisakhya and
grammar works except in the alpha
bet termed Vaiiiopadesa, as men
tioned in the Rk Tantra cf. 3?r % 
srr srr 5fij[ f  ® ^  5E f  3 3TT: i CW i: I
s®TU|5WT: I ------- 3t: x «r X qr: l i  j
3 I  at etc. R. T. I. 4.

not causing any verbal activity; 
different from the karakas or in-
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struments of action such as the 
.agent, the object, the instrument, 
the recipient ( g-5fc[H ), the separated 
( 3?tnafR) and the location, ( )
cf. M. Bh. on I. 4.23, 29 and 51 
and on II. 3.1.

«H>|4 riot a grammatical positive 
operation : e.g. elision ( )  cf-. 
^3 ^ 9tra;i 3i w  st«r: 1
M.Bh. on I. 3.2.

( 1 )  not limited by any time- 
factors for its study such as cer
tain periods of the day or the year.
(2 )  not characterized by any 
technical terms expressive of time 
such as adyatanl, paroksa occurring 
in the ancient Pratisakhya and 
grammar works. The term akalaka 
is used by the writers of the Kasika- 
vrtti in connection with the gram
mar of Panini. cf. “  
sqrasW.”  Kas. on P. II. 4.21 ex
plained by the writer of the Peda
nt afijaii as ppffnj sracfsnft-

SI35T35TW different from the Kalapa 
or the revised Katantra Grammar 
cf. “qrsRtrw; Kas. on
P. II-. 4.21.

not marked by the mute letter 
k ( sfi) and hence not disallowing 
guna or vrddhi substitutes for the 
preceding vowel, cf.
P. VI. r.58; #?rsf%cr: P. V II. 4.83.

lit- non-krt; an affix applied to 
a root, but different from the §3. 
affixes, cf. p. VII.
4.25. ■

not established; said of a gram
matical operation which has not 
taken place e.g. STfcWftwH M. Bh. 
on V. 2.100; V. 3.84. aiso fcngrWeff 

M. Bh. on VI. 4 62.

doing or accomplishing what 
is not done or accomplished; the

expression is used in connection 
with grammatical operations like 
W W  or only in cases
where it is necessary i.e. where 
already there is no hrasva or dfrgha 
cf. ar§?pfiift snimfaqgj rrmi 1

1 M. Bh. on V I.
I.127. The rules of Grammar, like 
fire, are applied to places where 
they produce a change.

short, expression for the 
grammatical maxim qifnj-
rfpqr: which means “  the followers 
of Panini do not insist on the 
taking effect of a iule when its 
cause or causes disappear.”  See 
Par. Sek.,Par. 56.

word or expression without 
the necessary euphonic changes cf.

?r dftaig. g  ^ arfTO'Ikra. P. 
V. 3.84 vart. 1.

8Ĵ cRTT|?r words ending with a breath
ing or visarga which are not looked 
upon as placed immediately before 
the next word and hence which 
have no combination with the 
following vowel e.g. w  
R. V. IX . 3.1.

non-technical; not formed or 
not arrived at by grammatical 
operations such as the application 
of affixes to crude bases and so o n ; 
natural; assigned only by accident, 
cf. the gram, maxim

sfiiwstsiq: which means "  in 
cases of doubt whether an operation 
refers to that expressed by the 
technical sense or to that which is 
expressed by the ordinary sense of 
a term, the operation refers to 
what is expressed by the technical 
sense." Par. Sek. Par. 9 also M. 
Bh. on 1. 1.23. and Vak. Pad.
II. 366.

ST§R!?»r—3}fK??]T, an epithet applied to 
the pronunciation of Veda words
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improperly which does not serve
■ any useful purpose, cf. 

srttql^T Uvata on R. Pr.
X IV .'68.

31%^ not possessing the mute letter 
k ( *R) g (« )  ° r A ) and hence 
not preventing the.guna and vrddhi 
substitutes for the preceding vowel, 
if they occur, e.g. litdlpS

mR: 1 M. Bh. on P.
I .i .i . Vart. io.

definite, known or specified de
finitely. cf. 3PfcTTft:w!MW*rfirt 31W

Bh. I. 1.72.

srf^rra not a result of a verbal acti
vity ; the expression is useu in con
nection with qualities ( on a sub
stance ) as opposed to the activities 
found in it. cf. #s

M. Bh. on IV. 1,44.

a class of words headed 
by 3?^<r which take the tad. affix 
ihak ( ) in the sense of ' resulting 
from ’ e.g. arjfsiffra 
ilIcmifiTO. etc. cf. P. IV.4.19.

a letter of the alphabet, such as. 
a (3?) or i  (?  ) or h ( ?  ) or y  ( q j  or 
the like. The. word was originally 
applied in the Pratilakhya works 
to vo-.vels (long, short as also pro
tracted ), to consonants and the 
ayogavaha letters which were tied 
down to them as their appendages. 
Hence 3?^ came later on to mean 
a syllable i.e. a vowel with a con
sonant or consonants preceding or 
following it, or without any con
sonant at all. cf. stNt HSOTRrt:

p r. 1. jy .
19 cf, a^Tf etc. The term
aksara was also applied to any letter 
( ), be it a vowel or a consonant, 
cf. the terms SWWig*
used by Patanjali as also by the

earlier writers. For the etymology 
of the term see Mahabhasya 3f§jt 
51 Sit fifarra; s sratffaf l 3*1 wig:

I M. Bh. Ahnika
2 end.

an ancient work of the Prati- 
Sakhya type, attributed to ApiSali 
and discussing the chanting of 
Sama-gana.

name given to the dvipada 
viraj verses divided into padas of 
five syllables, cf. r^i€l flw i: %f%  ̂
gsrf 3?ifajg«rc?r: 1 pwt rar^^Fn?f«n- 
W ls^ q ^ fR : R. Pr. X V II. 50.

alphabet; traditional enu
meration of phonetically indepen
dent letters generally beginning with 
the vowel a (sr). Although the 
number of letters and the order in 
which they are stated differ in 
different treatises, still, qualita
tively they are much the same. 
The Sivasulras, on which Panini’s 

_ grammar' is based, enumerate 9 
vowels, 4 semi-vowels, twenty-five 
class-consonants and 4 sibilants. 
The nine vowels are five simple 
vowels or monothoegs ( ) as
they are called in ancient treatises,

. and the four diphthongs, ( ) .  
The four semi-vowels y, v,
W ^ 3 ) called antasthavarna, the 
twenty-five class-consonants or 
mutes called sparsa, and the four 
usman letters s, §, s and h (

are the same in all the PratiSa- 
lchya and grammar works although 
in the Pratisakhya works the semi
vowels are mentioned after the class 
consonants. The difference in 
numbers, as noticed, for example 
in the maximum number which 
reaches 65 in the Vajasaneyl-Pra- 
tisakhya, is due to the separate 
mention of the long and protract
ed vowels as also to the inclusion
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of the Ayogavaha letters, and their 
. number. The Ayogavaha letters 

are anusvara, Visarjanlya, jihvamu- 
liya, upadhmanlya, nasikya, four 
yamas and, svarabhakti The Rk 
Pratisakhya does not mention I (e£), 
but adding long a ( a ? r ) £ ( f ) u ( 3’ ) 

and r ( 55) to the short vowels, 
mentions 12 vowels, and mention
ing 3 Ayogavahas and a f ) 
lays down 48 letters. The Rk 
Tantra Pratisakhya adds the vowel 
I ( 55) ( short as also long ) and 
mentions 14 vowels, 4 semi-vowels, 
25 mutes, 4 sibilants, and by add
ing 10 ayogavahas viz. 4 yamas, 
nasikya, visarjanlya jihvamimya, 
upadhmanlya and two kinds of 
anusvara, and thus brings the total 
number to 57. The R.k Tantra 
makes a separate enumeration'by 
putting diphthongs first, long 
vowels afterwards and short vowels 
still afterwards, and puts semi
vowels first before mutes, for pur
poses of framing brief terms or 
pratyaharas. This enumeration is 
called varnopadesa in contrast with 
the other one which is called varn- 
oddesa. The Taittiriya Pratisakhya 
adds protracted vowels and lays 
down 60 letters; The Siksa of 
Panini lays down 63 or 64 letters, 
while the Vajasaneyi-Pratisakhya 
gives 65 letters, cf. V. Pr. V III.
1-25. The alphabet of the modem 
Indian Languages is bassed on the 
Varnasamamnaya given in the 
Vajasaneyi-Pratisakhya. The Pra- 
tisakhyas call this enumeration by 
the name Varna-samamnaya. The 
Rk. tantra uses the terms Aksarasa- 
mamnaya and Brahmarasi which 
are picked up later on by Patanjali. 
cf. gfer:

m -
u % :i
jnrnfioRT ^  §1% 1 M. Bh.

- Ahnika 2-end.

I  ewf wfr! bwt ^

Aitareya Araijyaka 
IiI.2.3. 1

name of an ancient work 
on grammar attributed to Gargya; 
cp. sTwiftra srraq: 1
ST?5? 31^03 -TT̂T sqFOT -quota
tion attributed to Halayudha in 
Vrddhatrayi.

W 'U s- forming a part 01 a syllable 
just as the anusvara ( nasal utter
ance ) or svarabhakti ( vowel-part) 
which forms a part of the preced
ing syllable, cf. 3 ^ = ^  sqsjir îsjaspt; 
R. Pr. I.22, also 
R. Pr. I.32.

unitary import; the 
meaning of a sentence collectively 
understood.

W lfo ( x ) absence of any other re
course or alternative, cf. ft 
^3 Purusottamadeva- 
Pari. vrtti Pari. 119 ; ( 2 ) which is 
not a word termed gati. cf. 
’TNrferf®niifi%5̂ »Tjh P. V III. 1.57.

a»«W«s>cct non-communicativeness, in
ability to communicate adequately 
the intended meaning, cf. 
i f w f i :  sstHra 1 3T»mwfig. M. Bh. 
on II. 1 .1; cf. also w ra :
3iw % : 1

STJP* non-secondary, principal; cf.

M. Bh. on I. 4.51.

spgjtef uncomprehended, unincluded 
cf. ^f%#^g<r?N;rafeh
cf. also >T5ir^r 583

Padamanjar! on Ka£ VIII.
3-57-

wUr a term in the Katantra grammar 
for a word ending in i  ( ? ) or u (3 )
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cf. sgsfsr: Kat. II. 1.8; st̂ s k̂r: 
Kat. II. 1̂ 50.

srflrtiqns^il a class of words headed 
by the word to which the
tad. affix arm is added in the senses 
of ‘ given there ’ or ' done there ’ 
e.g. cf. arqiq^nf 3Tm?l%q
3TO^i*PI.P. V. 1.97 Vart. 1.

an ancient writer of Vedic 
grammar mentioned in the Taitti
riya Pratisakhya. cf. wqTOSf
( fW r.) ( frita swr^i ?f
arnnfr) T.'Pr. IX. 4.

an ancient writer of Vedic 
grammar, mentioned in the Taitti
riya Pratisakhya. cf.
{ stored wi sijpra:

«r) Tait. Pr. X IV . 32.

. analogy conveyed by 
the expression stiff implying
permission to the agent to do 
certain other things in a sacrificial 
session when, as a matter of fact, 
he is only permitted to work as an 
agent at the sacrificial action 
( ) ,  by virtue of the reply 
' ’ to his request made in the 
sentence srar ^ i K  cf. Brar-^rfaj- 
ssnfo M. Bh. on. II. 2.2 J.

§TJ? the original Samhita text as oppo
sed to pratrpna ( sr̂ oui) or pada- 
patha, ( ) which is the recital 
of separate words.

3I5RI not forming part of the regular 
te x t ; cp. 3m^^|5r%f3 1 % f^ § -

l Kaiyata on M. Bh. on 
Pa. IV. 4.89.

t Vasudeva-Sararia Agravala), 
a modern scholar of Sanskrit 
grammar, the author of “  India as 
known to Panini ” .

non-inclusion, non-comprehen
sion. cf. Par.

£ekh. Par. 72; M. Bh. VII. 1.1 
. Vart. 13.

snw q elision of'the vowel a,A, u, r or 
/ ( sf, %s 3, or s  ) which prevents 
Sanvadbhava cf.
P. V II. 4.93, as also
VII. 4.2 where the elision prevents 
the shortening of the penultimate 
vowel if it is long.

unvoiced, merely breathed; a 
term applied to the surd conso
nants, 3, s s, and visarga which are 
uttered' by mere breathing and 
which do not produce any sonant 
effect, cf. T . Pr. 1. 12; R . Pr. I. 11. 
The term jit ( is used for these 
letters as also for the first two 
consonants of a class in the Vajasa- 
neyi-Prati£akhya cf. |r ft fag.;

• - w m  V. Pr. I. 50.51.

%{§ The vikarana before lun affixes, 
substituted for the affix cvi ( )  
in the case of the roots mentioned 
by Papini in Sutras III. 1.52-59; 
( 2 ) the Vikaranapratyaya in Vedic 
Literature before the benedictive 
affixes prescribed by Panini in 
Sutra III. 1.86; ( 3) krt affix in the 
feminine gender showing verbal 
activity applied to roots marked 
with the mute letter w and the roots 
f ^ ,  and others P. III. 3 104- 
106. e.g. surr, f^rr, etc.

not marked with the mute letter 
n ) signifying the absence of the 
prohibition of the guna or the 
vrddhi substitute, cf; sifefff 
(epRfEq: ) M. Bh. III. 3.83 Vart. 2. 
In the case of the preposition a 
( m ) unmarked with n ( f ) ,  it 
signifies a sentence or remembrance 
of something cf. W RW iRkfej; e.g. 
3TI m  1  3TT R# fes cf. M. Bh. 
on I. 1.14.

W  ( 1 )  the crude base of a noun or 
a verb to which affixes are added:



a technical term in Pacini’s gram
mar fof the crude base after which 
an affix is prescribed e.g. OTg in 
I tW , or fj in etc. cf.

Jjsftsipj; P. I 4-I3 ; 
{ 2 ) subordinate part constituent 
part cf. TOim in ggrnfM- 
P. II. 1 .2 , also >rf**rrai<nf
Par. Sek. Par. ‘93.10; ( 3 } auxiliary 
for an operation, e.g. sjnRsf, wl-Rf 
etc. cf. saŝ fq- ftfrreifa
Par. Sek. Par. 50; (4 )  element of 
a word or of an expression cf.

R. T. 190, ^ 
R- T. 127. sqsR <PRifFt T. 

Pr. 2 r.i.

considered as auxiliary or part 
of another e g. T O ffSR :;
cf. §qwf^% P. JI. 1.2 and
the Vartika thereon "  q^ft =es5̂ K}

an operation prescribed in the 
section named aiigadhikara, com
prising the fourth quarter of the 
sixth book and the whole of the 
seventh book of Panini.

«STfT$raT? a large section of Partini’s 
Astadhyayi covering five quarters 
(V I. 4.1 to the end of V II)  in 
which the various operations under
gone by crude bases before various 
affixes etc. are prescribed.

^ gw rf^ T -n  class of words headed by 
to which the tad. affix 

( 1=K) is added in the sense of com
parison ( irrn ); e.g. srngi^ : 
cf. Kas. on P.V, 3. 108,

STST the short term or pratyahara in 
Panini’s Grammar representing a 
vowel, e.g. stsfcT ( ending with a 
vowel), sjxtffr (vowel coalescence 
or combination).

impossible to amend, not 
to be discussed, cf, g# sj ‘ *i:

’ fftr 3m r^:; Pada-
mafijar! on P. II. 2.12.

retaining its gender although 
used as an adjective.

class of words headed by aisf 
to which the fem. affix an is added, 
sometimes inspite of the affix f  
being applicable by other rules 
such as 3q^<#R[Erqra° P. IV , 1.63 
and other rules in the section, e g. 
sraT, ftq?3T, afaifT, Zm. 
cf. P. IV. 1.4.

author of the Cintdmani- 
prakasikd a gloss on Cintamani, the 
well known commentary by Yaksa- 
varman on the Sabdanusasana of 
Sakatayana. Ajitasena was the 
grand pupil of Abhayadeva; he 
lived in the 72th century A.D.

3rf§RTre*TO class of words headed by 
the word srfin; which do not allow 

lengthening of the final vowel by 
P. VI. 3. 119. although they form 
technical terms e.g. sjptWSt, jfertqcft 

etc. cf. Kas on P. V I. 3 .119.

See under

sjs? tad. affix a ( sr) with the mute 
letter 5 ( s^), prescribed ( i ) after 
the words and others in various 
senses like progeny, dyed in, pro
duced in, come from etc. P. IV  
1.86, ( i i ) after the words ft? and 
others in the sense of grandson and 
other descendents. P. IV. 1. 104. 
For other cases see P. IV . 1 .1 4 1 , 

,161 ; IV. 2.12, 14 etc. IV . 3.7 etc.
IV. 4.49. The feminine is formed 
by adding I ( f ) to words ending 
with this affix stsj, which have the 
vrddhi vowel substituted for their 
initial vowel which gets the acute 
accent also e.g. 3TRfl:, _3Tf'cTR:,

( 1 )  token term standing for 
vowels and semi-vowels, excepting



specially mentioned as not 
interfering with the substitution of 
« (15) for n (%) e.g. a^oi, 
etc. See. P. V III. 4.2; (2 )  aug
ment a ( sr  ̂) with an acute accent, 
which is prefixed to verbal forms in 
the imperfect and the aorist tenses 
and the conditional mood. e.g.

sra^raiSee P. IV . 4.71;
( 3) augment a (sr?) prescribed in 
the case of the roots k .  , etc. be
fore a  Sarvadhatuka affix beginning 
with any consonant except y  {\ ), 
e.g. 3 ? ^ ,  aRcpig., srr̂ q etc.;
see P . V II. 3, 99, 100; ( 4 )  aug
ment a ( srs) prefixed sometimes 
in Vedic Literature to affixes of 
the Vedic subjunctive ) e.g. 
ftrfwa., etc; see P . III . 4.94.

tad. affix are prescribed after the 
word by the rule 
cf. sfiSfa qat S^T: Kas. on P.
V. 2.35.

tad. affix 3T«r applied in the sense 
of pitiable or poor to a word, pre
ceded by the word 37 when the 
whole word after 3? is dropped, e.g. 
aqs { +  are ) see. P. V. 3 80.

( 1 )  token term (ssn^K) for . all 
vowels and semivowels which, when 
prescribed for an operation, include 
all such of their sub-divisions as 
are caused by length, protraction, 
accent or nasalization, cf. spjfeg- 

P. I. 1.69; (2 )  token 
term for the vowels sr, f  and ar in- 
all Panini’s rules except in the rule 
I. 2.69 given above e.g. see. s i f t  

P. VI. 3. m ;  %soi: P.
V II. 4.13. and sm fssp^q.P. V III. 
4. 57; ( 3 )  tad. affix a {sr) prescrib
ed generally in the various senses 
such as ' the offspring, ’ ‘ dyed in , '
* belonging to ’ etc. except in cases 
where other specific affixes are pre
scribed cf. P. IV . .1.83; 
(4  .) kr. affix a ( m), applied, in the

sense of an agent, to a root with an 
antecedent word ( 3^ )  standing 
as its object, e.g. see P.
III .2 .1 ; see P . III.3.12.

•Wlif* a term applied to all taddhita 
suffixes collectively as they begin 
with 3jm cf. P. IV. r.83.

^*3 the minimum standard of the 
quantity of sound, which is not per
ceived by the senses, being equal to 
one-fourth of a M atra; cf. srii^g 
twwro 5 see
T. Pr. 21.3; V. Pr. 1.60; A. Pr. III. 
65. Rk. tantra, however, defines 
sroj as half-a-matra. cf. spfenj ( R .T . 
1.41).

the rule prescribing cog
nateness (sp M ) of letters. The 
term refers to Panini’s sutra 

P. I. r.69. The 
terms 3?f qgi?riw and are used
in the same sense.

author of who
was a Tamil Brahmapa by caste.

^  ( 1 )  tech. term in Panini’s gram
mar for short sr, cf. P . I. 
r.70; gtn: P. I. 1.2 ; (2 ) per
sonal ending sr for ? (?? ) of the 1st 
pers. sing. Atm . in the Potential, 
P. III. 4.106 ; ( 3 ) case-affix in the 
case of and srsiŝ  for abl. sing, 
and pi. P. VII. i.3 r, 32 ; (4 )  tad- 
affix s?g; ( 3j) prescribed after fivfj; in 
the sense of the loc. case before 
which is changed to g , 5  being 
the tad. formation; cf. P. V.. 3.12 
and V II. 2.105 ; ( 5 ) substitute sRt 
(31?) for 55̂  forming the present 
and future participles in the Para- 
smaipada active voice cf. iq -  
5rw#T° P. III. 2.124 and m : B5T P.
III. 3.14.

sraij non-Atmanepadin verbal affixes 
P. I I I .4.78, Can. 1. 4,11, 

Sak; I. 4.101.
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sra^3t55 not taking that much time 
only which is shown by the letter 
( vowel) uttered, but twice or thrice, 
as required by its long or protracted 
utterance ; the expression is used in 
connection with vowels in Panini’s 
alphabet, which, when used in 
Panini’s rules, except when pre
scribed or followed by the letter 3., 
includes their long, protracted and 
nasalized utterances; cf.
xnsrerc: 1 . 1-69.

not having the same mute 
significatory letter, but having one 
or two additional ones, cf. 
ijfnf ( Par. §ek.
Pari. 84).

srafgcT an affix which is not a taddhita 
affix. cf. P. 1-3-8; M. Bh.
on I. 3.4; V. 3,1 e c.

implying no specific, purpose; 
not intended to teach anything, 

; e.g. Kas. and
Si. Kau. on cTPIlflcr P.
1.2.32; cf. also 3Tff̂  vrcfJTW: ( the 
use of does not necessarily 
convey the sense of the comparative 
degree in Paijini’s rules) M. Bh. on 
P. I. 2.33. This statement has been 
given as a distinct ParibhasS by 
Vyadi and Sakatayana. The author 
of the Mahabhasya appears to have 
quoted it from the writings of 
Vyadi and the earlier grammarians. 
See also M. Bh. on siW kR ^P. II.
2-31-

) tad. aft. sftTg, applied to 
the words atR, <TC and st̂ r ; e.g. 
?%RTt s w  srmcr:, w ibw :,

5TEJW 3fTO:
x  cf. P. V. 2.28, 29.

conveyance of only the 
properties of one to another without 
convening the actual form, describ
ed as the significance of antadivad- 
bhava. cf. ?r WT M. Bh.

on P. V I. 1.85 Vart. 26. See m ^n#-
- o.

ÊF below.

®RfP3[ personal affix of the third pers. 
pi. Atm. in the Imperative ( 
cf. P. III. 4.90.

*hRur« passing over a word in the 
ffOTts without repeating i t ; passing 
beyond, cf. s f e q  T^lf: R. Pr. X .7, 
which means catching a word for 
repetition by coming back after 
passing over it, e.g. ??sOifr 3fTO.I 

l or sfg 1 ctfig 1
=[% 1

yfdvrt îdl one of the varieties of— in 
fact, the first variety of—-the Atic- 
chandas metre, which see above; 
this Atijagatl consists of 52 sylla
bles. e.g. qtHMgilH, Rk. 
Samh. 8.97.13 cf. wnflstiraraf gi 
ftqWRRSRT R. Pr. X V I. 80.

extended application; transfer 
or conveyance or application of the 
character or qualities or attributes 
of one thing to another. Atideia fn 
Sanskrit grammar is a very common 

, feature prescribed by Panini gener
ally by affixing the tad. affix ijg. or 
qg. to the word whose attributes are 
conveyed to another, e.g.
P. III. 4.85. In some cases the 
atidesa is noticed even without the 
affix Jig. or qa;. e.g.
P. I. 2.1. Atidesa is generally seen 
in all grammatical terms which end 
with * vadbhava ’ e.g. ( P.
I. x.56-59). (P- VII. 4.93), 

(P . VI. 1.85),
( P. V. 4.50) and others. Trilocana- 
dasa on Durga’s commentary on 
K at. Su. II. 2.60 gives five kinds; 
cf. g  ^
Out of these atideSas, the 
is the most important one, by virtue 
of which sometimes there is a full 
representation i.e. substitution of 
the original form called sthanin in 
the place of the secondary form
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called ade£a. This full representa
tion is called w f ^ r  as different 
from the usual one which is called 

Cf. M. Bh. on I. 2.1; V II. 
1.96; V III. 1.90 Vart. 1 and V III. 
1.95. Vart. 3. Regarding the use of 

there is laid down a general 
dictum 6imwiT<¥ t̂ 
when an operation depending on 
the general properties o f a thing 
could be taken by extended applica
tion, an operation depending on 
special properties should not be 
taken by virtue of the same; e.g.

in P. III. 3.132 means as in 
the case of the general past tense 
and not in the case of any special 
past tense like the imperfect (smsicR) 
or the perfect See Par. Sek.
Pari, 101; M. Bh. on P. III. 3.132. 
There is also a general dictum a?#- 

whatever is transferred 
by an extended application, need 
not be necessarily taken. See Par. 
Sek. 93.6 as also M. Bh. on P. I. 
1.123 Vart. 4; I. 2.1 Vart. 3; II. 
3.69 Vart. 2 etc., Kaiyata on I I . 1.2 
and VI. 4.22 and Nyasa on P. I.1.56 
and P. 1. 2.58 Vart. 3. The dictum 

is given as a Pari- 
bhasa by Nagesa cf. Par. Sek. 93.6.

one of the varieties of Atic- 
chandas consisting of 76 syllables, 
e.g. 9 ft JT irrecT Rk.
Samh. I. 127.6.

a variety of the Gayatri 
metre consisting of 20 syllables, cf. 
R. Pr. X V I. 22.

SfldMfri absence of any possibility; See 
cf. P. III. 3.139 Can.

1.3-107.

srf&iWW intense effort; characteristic 
effort as required for utteiing a 
vowel with ftsfirresffor.

over-application of a defini
tion ( srfimsfq a|f%: 1) which is

looked upon as a serious fau lt; e.g. 
sffirsRift P. VI. 1.66 Vart. 3.

MfcNg too much, rather unnecessary; 
e.g. srf^ f fe ll ',  M. Bh. on
I. 1.38, Ŝ iTfcRg M. Bh. on I. 
4.63; VI. 1.145; Jjrffof M.
Bh. on V III. 1.4.

surplus, redundant; cf. Nir.
IV. 20; see Kaiyata on M. Bh. on 
P .V .  1.131.

sri^TrK quite distinct; used with res
pect to pronunciation ^

1 cf. T. Pr. X V II.
8.

quite apart, used with respect 
to lips which are widely apart 
( ftfstr) in the utterance of long sir 
and %  cf. T. Pr. II. 12 ,13 .

srfcJsqjflr the same as 3# 5r6 »̂ which 
see above. Extensive application 
with respect to a rule which applies 
to places where it should not apply. 
See Par. Sekh on Pari. 28, Pari. 83; 
also Padamanj. on Ka£. II. 1.32.

srfsRraCt a variety of Aticchandas 
metre consisting of 60 syllables. 
e-g- §3*n *n5r*rî f*r: Rk. Samh. 1. 137.
1. cf. R. Pr. X V I. 82.

srflrercr excess or excellence as shown 
by the affixes er* and ere cf. crcw- 

v. Pr. V. 2;
M. Bh. on VI. 

2.139; V H I.x.71; (2 )  desire as 
shown by the affix sjqf in Panini's 
grammar; cf. m  3rftg% R. T. 126.

e f̂lRrnFT excellence, surpassing; the 
same as srf^iq in V. Pr. V. 2 cf. 

srnftstT P. V. 3.55, also cf.
1 te^sfer- 

HgTCFl: M. Bh. on V. 
2.94, where sTfcnTW means 
Patanjali, commenting on P. V. 3.55 
clearly remarks that for srf^iq, or 
for the old grammarians,
out of fancy only, used the term
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erfguiqw, as it was a current term in 
papular usage; cf. I w :  gj?f?[WT:

*TFW1% M.^Bh. on P. V. 3.55- 

s s fd w ' excess of contact, which to a 
certain extent spoils the pronuncia
tion and leads to a fault. s # ^ f  is 
the same as 5 :?# , the letter 3  being 
called g:^g on account of excess of 
contact. This excess of contact 
( )  in the case of the utter
ance of the letter \  results into a 
fault as it practically borders on 
stammering; cf. S'fcftqyr Mfen ^
R. Pr. X IV . 26.

( 3?fir*?K also) name of the 
seventh musical note in the singing 
of Saman. cf.
JFSrfcmwf: T. Pr. X X III. 13.

transfer of a consonant in a 
Stobha. See jpig?!.

potency which is known 
by the name ‘ p ast5 and which stops 
the note on of present, cp. Vak. pad. 
III. 9-51 and tpf

t©T.)

^  short term used by Panini to sig
nify together the five affixes 

and cL
WRTh P. V I. 4.14.

not having the same force; 
not belonging to the same type out 
of the four types of rules viz. <r, 

STnTCf and sr^n*. cf. s?g5q3̂ :  
OTt ?! ^rfcf Jainendra Pari. 66.

(  5RTOT )  a compound 
having its members in different 
cases, cf. Vak. pad. III. 14.478;

^  ( t s r .)

personal ending of perf. 1st pers. 
dual, cf, tRW'RRf 
P. III. 4*82.

snjsr krt affix srg. applied to the root 5? 
in the sense of past time. cf.
P . III. 2.104,

personal ending of pres. 3rd per. 
pi. substituted for it (3??9 ), the a? of 
IT ( 3?̂ t ) being changed into ic and ^  
being omitted; see gfrcT! (P. V II. 1.3)

( P. V II. 1.4 ) and for snm%- 
( P. III. 4.79).

complete contact of the 
verbal activity ( fe ll) ;  cf. P . V. 4.4.

constant contact; complete 
contact, uninterrupted contact, cf.

^ P. II.. 1.29; II. 3-5-:
2FSFaTq||qi complete or absolute denial 

or concealment of facts; cf. TO% I
srgRm il P  H I. 2.115. Vart. 1.

past happening, cf. srpj%
*pr:i f e f e t . 1
K as. on P. II. 1.6.

35W5W rather too little, an expression 
used by Patanjali idiometically cf.

M. Bh. on 1. 1.69 etc.

having a very slight contact 
( with the organ producing sound ), 
as in the case of the utterance of a 
vowel.

a variety of Aticchandas metre 
consisting of 68 syllables, e.g. 3r*rr 

gsiiq: Rk. Samh. 8.111.1.

the group of prepositions 
headed by srfo which are compound
ed with a noun in the acc. case; cf. 
3R3CT: sstfcrM fgfopir M. Bh. on P.
I I .  2.18.

ĉ^=a*fi-q characterized by a sharp 
utterance; a name of the grave 
accent.

very closely uttered, uttered 
with close lips and jaws, ( said in 
connection with the utterance of 
the vowel sr): cf. T. Pr. H. 12. See

also 3m  change of a vowei into 
short sr.

possessing or having a short ej 
vowel in it ;  archaic form used by
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Panini in gtj^li'a^r: ( P. V II. 2.62) 
instead of sjgj the correct one ; cf. 
ST£tEI?g?nf°t T̂qf̂ T M. Bh. on I. 1.1 
and I. 4.3;

>3*1 Unadi affix sr? prescribed in Unadi 
Sutras 393-396 e.g. see 

etc.

SsspNlfcRTI*?*? the Pratisakhya work of 
the Atharvaveda believed to have 
been written by Saunaka. It consists 
of four Adhyayas and is also called

krt. affix 3Tg with 3 accented, 
applied to roots marked by Papini 
with the mute syllable g  in the 
sense of verbal activity; e.g.

; cf. f | d ^ P .  III. 3*23.

wspr conjugational affix of perf. 2nd 
pers. dual Parasmai. substituted for 
the personal ending sra, cf. P. III. 
4.82.

Sk?*5? ending with the short vowel s j; 
cf. P. V III. 4.7; a term applied to 
nouns of that kind, and roots of 
the tenth conjugation which are 
given with the letter sr at their end 
which is not looked upon as mute 
( icO e.g. jfi, etc. Mark also the 
root ft? described by qasiir as sr ĉf 

, cf. fq f^ n : M. Bh. on I.1.56., 
and II. 4.43.

a term in ancient grammars 
and Pratteakhyas meaning non- 
appearance of a phonetic .member 

(V. Pr. -1.141), explain
ed as by 3^?. Late; on, 
the idea' of non-appearance came 
to be associated with the idea of 
expectation and the definition of 
ijtq given by Panini in the words 

siq: ( as based evidently on 
the Pratisakhya definition) was 
explained as non-appearance of a 
letter or a  group of letters where 
it was expected to have been

present. See M. Bh. on 1. 1.60 Vart.
4 and Kaiyata thereon.

name given to the class of roots 
belonging to the second conjugation, 
as the roots therein begin with the 
ro o t. sr\. The word sifeisjfer is also 
used in the same sense; cf. srf̂ - 
spgftwi: 3P1: P. II. 4.72; cf. also 

given by Hema- 
chandra as ^aribhasa 61 corres
ponding to the maxim §fJ^fOT- 

I in the system
of Panini.

Unadi affix srf? e.g. fR<v, 5^-; cf. 
g3«l#sft: Un. 127.
c Z

See above.

aug. added to the word ^  
before the negative particle q. e.g.

cf. P. VI. 3.76.

not seen properly; doubtful; in
distinct; said with respect to a letter 
which is not distinctly deciphered 
in the Samhitapatha; e.g. era: ( Rk. 
Samh. I. 107.3); the last letter 3; of 
?TQ; is deciphered in the Pada-patha 
which is given as cfg. *f: cf. sjggcjffi 
wJf R. Pr. X.15.

S f^f wrong place, not a proper place; 
cf. s?^ts4 =? qfter: 1 M.Bh. on P. 
1.1.13 and I. 2.1.

51̂  absence of fault; absence of 
inconvenience. The expression #«r- 

often occurs in the Maba- 
bhasya; cf. M.Bh. on I.3.62; I.

’ 4.108, etc.

substitute for case affixes g  and 
3?  ̂ added to words ending with the 
affixes and and to the words 
srrq, and faR. cf. P. VII. 1.23.

sraSift tech. term of ancient gram
marians signifying in general the 
present time o f the day in ques
tion, the occurrence of the im
mediate past or future events in
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- which is generally expressed by the 
aorist ( § 5 ) or the siinple future 
(?sa); the other two corresponding 
tenses imperfect and first future 
( viz. s® and §2 ) being used in 
connection with past and future 
events respectively, provided the 
events do not pertain to that day 
which is in question; cf. ‘ 31 /31W- 

M.Bh. on P. I l l  2.102 Vart, 6.
P. V I. 4.114. Vart. 3; (2 ) 

term for the tense showing imme
diate past time called 5 ^  in 
Panini’s grammar e.g. mqft sfSRrqt I 
*n Wffa. K at. III. 1.22, Hem. III. 
3.« .

not expressive of any 
substance which forms a place of 
residence ( of qualities and actions); 
cf. 5PCT {%srf%T%S
( P . II. 4. 13);
M. Bh. on II. i.x .

lit. not made up of two ele
ments, and hence, produced with a 
single effort, an expression used 
for simple vowels ( B ) such as 
ar, f ,  3,55  ̂ and simple consonants
*s, ® ^  etc. as distinguished from 
diphthongs (grsqgpj such as 
5% #r and conjunct consonats ti, % 
etc. which appear to have been 
termed cf.
R. Pr. X I. 3.

«nsr|TO*t not preceded by ( two or 
more) prepositions; i.e. preceded 
by only one preposition, cf. sr^ s- 
SfTO'Rq P. VI.4.96 prescribing 
short a? for the long bit of the root 

before the kft. affix q. e.g. sres^:.

S i t e  ( 1 )  additional or surplus acti
vity which a rule in grammar some
times shows; srfrc or 
srfH ;  cf. M. Bh. on I. 3.11; K a l  on
III. 2.124; Bh. Vjr. on III. 4.72;
( 2 )  surplus subject matter e.g.

imwiraiftTO snfsifena. ( V. 
Pr. I. 33.)

srf^ROi ( i ) support; a grammatical 
relation of the nature of a location; 
place of verbal activity, cf. anoints- 
T^r^l^P. I. 4.45; (2 )  one of the 
six or seven Karakas or function
aries of verbal activity shown by 
the locative case. cf. =?
P . H .^ 3 0 ; (3  ) substance, * dravya' 
cf. sra%^oHif% sr̂ Eqqrt%
M.Bh. on II. 1.1. ( 4 )
topic under discussion, cf. Vak.
pad. II. 1x6 and III. 7.148, 155.

governing rule consisting of a 
word ( e.g. sRqq:, gttigiffrt: e tc .) 
or words ( e.g. ©qitarieftftisra;,
\  e tc .) which follows or is taken as 
understood in every following rule 
upto a particular limit. The mean
ing of the word is discussed 
at length by Patanjali in his Maha- 
bha§ya on II. 1. 1, where he has 
given the difference between sipMiK 
and qftfliqi; cl. 3tRt^k: umqtq cTW 

3%  3f t  3trfag^l

1 See also Mahabhasya on
I. 3.11; I. 4.49 and IV . I. 83. The 
word or wording which is to repeat 
in the subsequent rules is believed 
to be shown by Pacuni by cha
racterizing it  with a peculiarity of 
utterance known as or

The word which 
is repeated in the following Sutras 
is stated to be sffq-ficr. The Sabda- 
Kaustubha defines adhikara as 

sqrm: Sab.
Kaus. on P. 1.2.65. Sometimes the 
whole rule is repeated e.g. sippi: P.
III. 1.1, 313*3 P. V I. 4.1, SWRJRTT: 
P. V. 4.68, while on some occasions 
a part only of it is seen repeated. 
The repetition goes on upto a parti-? 

' cular limit which is stated as in 
| P. VI. 4.22, sHsferafliqM:
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P. I. 4.56. Many times the limit 
is not stated by the author of the 
Sutras but it is understood by 
virtue of a counteracting word 
occurring later on. On still other 
occasions, the limit is defined by 
the ancient traditional interpreters 
by means of a sort of convention 
which is called This
srf̂ RR; or governance has its influ
ence of three kinds: ( 1 )  by being 
valid or present in all the rules 
which come under its sphere of in
fluence, e.g. ftmrn.or eTgjRjf ( ii)  by 
showing additional properties e.g. 
the word sjqRR being applied to 
cases where there is no actual 
separation as in T C i j W

(iii) by showing additional 
force such as setting aside even 
subsequent rules if opposing. These 
three types of the influence which 
a word marked with and
hence termed aifro* possesses are 
called respectively arffcUOTftT, 3rf%3> 
srh and srfspfi For details see 
M. Bh. on I.3.11. This srfspsrc; or 
governing rule exerts its influence 
in three ways: ( 1 ) generally by 
proceeding ahead in subsiequent 
rules like the stream of a river, 
( i i ) sometimes by jumps like a 
frog omitting a rule or more, and 
{ i i i ) rarely by proceeding back
ward with a lion’s glance; cf. faCI?-

srf^rcif^nrr JffiT: ll Jurisdiction, region 
of application : cf. Vak. pad. II. 
79 and srftqitig =1^3 ■ 
f*r$R.\l Pun.
on Vak. pad. II. 79.

a superintending aphorism, 
which gives no meaning of itself 
where it is mentioned, but gives 
its meaning in the number of 
aphorisms that follow; e. g. the rules 

TOJ and ansstfaaj P. III. 1. i ,
2, 3 °r 9*IT. P. II.1.4.

w ffe g  in a sacrifice; at the time of a 
sacrifice ( 313). cp. in
the same sense, cf. Vak. pad. II. 
254-

imperfectly uttered as regards 
contact. It may mean a slighted or 
imperfect utterance of a final mute 
which wavered between the sonant 
and the surd (cf. sfPrcq̂ i ^ i Atharva 
Pratisakhya I. 9 }

STJjpfl tad. affix applied to the pronoun 
which is changed into 5 before 

the affix and then elided by P. VI.
4.148, or changed into ar in which 
case <|sfT or srspf could be looked 
upon as a tad. affix.

srsRSFT determination to begin an 
activijty with a view to getting its 
fruit, cf. n S 3$tH

tfsl 3T^H, JlTf^ vm- 
WRWl:, raffe,

f t t t l  cf. M. Bh. on I. 3.14
and I. 4. 32.

name of a class of words 
headed by the word to which
the tad. affix is added in the 
sense of ‘ 3?| *rq: * i.e. found therein, 
or existing therein, e.g.

' srrRrtfepj;, etc. cf. M.Bh. on IV .
3- 60.

8IWRhT Seuperimposition, as that of a 
word upon the object denoted by it 
which leads to their identity, cf. 
Vak. pad. III. 11.10 .
JimRfli 5n%: MRhro i

superimposition; a relation bet
ween a word and its sense according 
to the grammarians; cf. Vak. pad.
II.240. ( 2) appendage; cf. 3n§*#R<Kl 

R. Pr. X V II. 43.

sparnn* supplying the necessary ele
ment. cf. rpHIHFIIsfenreaRq 
cnsfjRqpaiifK:̂  Kas§. on P. VI. 1. 139., 

cf. also Nir. 1. 1 .1 3  and M.Bh. on 
Siva Sutra 1, Vart 14.
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3T«nf|sr ( variant for ) surper-
imposed, imagined as existing, cp. 
sisqTftcwf ^R55rf%gml®rcn: i

!i Vak.'pad.

I. 3-

sr«T krt affixes substituted in
the place of of the infinitive in 
Vedic Literature ( P. III. 4. 9 .), 
e.g. fqgsq; when 3js%  ̂is substituted, 
the initial vowel of the word 
becomes g^Rl. e. g. I

^  tad. affix a? (si^ ) ( x ) added to 
the word f̂t̂ r in the sense of the 
' dyed in to form the word cf. 
P. IV. 2. 2. Vart. 2; (2 ) added to 
the word in the sense of * pro
duced in ’ cf. 3Ri5i: 3<r^nfs M.Bh. 
on IV. 3. 34 Vart. 2; ( 3 )  added 
after the affix ok  in the same sense 
as e.g. f liq t  flpr:, Wi: cf.

P- V. 3.4S.

SR substitute for the affix 5  ( 032 
j anc* others of which

only g  remains ), cf. P. V II.
1. r. e.g. sfiRfjr, fTCTT, ,

etc.

SRI? ( 1 )  substitute arq̂ as Samasanta 
at the end of a Bahuvrihi comp, 
in the feminine for the last letter of 
the word 3>>re, and for that of 
in all genders e.g. joitsft ( by apply
ing f  to foihrq.), ^Tf^srr, s r f e q w ; 
cf. P.V. 4. 131, 132; ( 2 )  substitute 
3^  for the last letter of the words 
3rR*r, f̂*r etc. before the affixes of 
the instrumental and the, following 
cases beginning with a vowel e.g. 
war, sht, ®r?FTT etc. cf. P. V II. 1.75;
(3) substitute 3}  ̂for the last letter 
of the word gf%, of words ending in 
?S} as also of 351^ and others before 
the nominative sing, affix 5. e.g.
«KSrf, 35I3T; C f . P. V II I. 93, 94.

possessing no 3 ^  or vowel in 
it. cf. %% fr ^T^stfcrptialsq*

cTcr: a r ^ :  sfasr: cf.
Par. Sek. on Pari. 52.; M.Bh. on I. 
4.2 Vart. 22.

a word without the negative 
particle ( before it. e.g.

a sutra in Apisali?s 
grammar quoted in M.Bh. on IV. 
2.45 see also P. II. r.6o, V II. x.37.

uncerebralized; not changed in
to a cerebral letter, cf.

Uvata on R. Pr.
IV. 34-

SRRTfifS not resulting from any ex
tended application or srfer^, cf. 
stffqisra arafeSti M.Bh. on IV.
I. 151-

absence of the verbal 
activity in all ways or respects; 
incomplete activity; e.g. T%a^q.not 
completely cut, cf. awsRfJmr ScTig. 
P .V . 4.4.

period of time not pertaining 
to the day in question; used in 
connection with past time, to 
express which the imperfect is 
generally used; also in connection 
with the future time to express 
which the first future is generally 
used e.g. u: «j: s&>tf etc. cf._
P. III. 2.111, 113; III. 3.15, 135;
V. 3.21.

without any mute significa- 
tory letter attached; 
is the short name given to the 
maxim— ' 3

See M.Bh. on I.3.1; V.2.9. 
There is a reading in the Par. Sek.

for sTfigqPŴ ijfDt, in ' 
which case the is called

See Par. Sek. Pari.
81.

a grammarian who wrote a com
mentary Kamadhenu-sudharasa on 
Bopadeva’s Kavya-kamadhenu. He 
lived in the sixteenth century.
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*\
a grammarian who wrote a 

commentary Balamanorama on 
Siddhanta-Kaumudi.

SR^R ( i )  immediate, contiguous 
su ffe r , cf. ^ jt: P. I. 1.7,
also P. VI. 2.49; cf. afJRrt

V. Pr. I. 48.; (2 )  nearest, as 
compared with others of the same 
type; cf. 3?W ajJRTO 31 aria: fll srirT- 

M.Bh. on I.r.43; cf. Par. 
Sek. srqnT^ ftm f af^ rt m,
which means that a prescriptive or 
prohibitive rule applies to the 
nearest and not to the distant one 
Par. Sek. 61, Can. Par. 30.

non-final cf. SFPRlifcpq
when a change does not concern a 
final letter then it concerns that 
which immediately precedes the 
final. Par. Sek. Pari. 95. cf. also 
M.Bh. on VI. 1.13 Vart. 5.

SR'** not different, the same; cf.
that which has got 

a change regarding one of its parts 
is by no means something else; P a r .. 
Sek. Pari. 37.

being the same, being 
looked upon as not different. See 

above.

ssRftpSR inability to express the mean
ing desired. The expression q 31 
sTJrfwwm. frequently occurs in the 
Mahabhasya referring to such 
words or phrases as could be form
ed by rules of grammar or could 
be used according to rules but, are 
not found in current use recognized 
by learned persons or scholars; . 
cf. er£iirfif%TO 5

I Padamanj. on III.
2.x; also cf. srafasTRK,' aiftsRonsri 
Sgsftftvi | q,} ■ iiHTFOTfe cT3

Nyasa on II. 2.24; for examples of 
see also M.Bh,

3

ffgferamsT: M.Bh.
on III. 3.19, also on III. 2.1, V. 5,
IV. 2.1. See Kas. on III. 1.22, III. 
3-I58.

that which is not applied; 
lit. ( an operation or v idh i) which 
has not taken place or which has 
not bsen effective; cf.

Slfh§%T H ffo gqqi ifig 5J « -  
R fa?2! M.Bh. on 1. 1.5; IV . r.37. 
Cf. also  ̂ s r i f ^
Sfl t̂frfl ?T51 M.Bh.
on VI. 4.22; V III. 3.15.

3Rf^i|<3F not conveyed or expressed 
by another i.e. by any one of the 
four factors viz. verbal affix, krt 
affix, taddhita affix and compound. 
The rule (P . II. 3.x) and
the following rules lay down the 
different case affixes in the sense of 
the different Karakas or auxiliaries 
of the verbal activity, provided they 
are not shown or indicated in any 
one of the above-mentioned four 
w ay s; e.g. see the acc. case in 
srlift, the inst. case in ^ 11  fpnffr, the 
dat. case in qf the abl.
case in qmRin^S©', or the loc. case 
in 91P?qf

SRV̂ HSr a wording which does not. con
tain any reduplicative syllable ; an 
epithet applied to such roots as are 
not to be reduplicated a second 
time before affixes of the perfect, 
as they are already reduplicated ; 
cf. ©ft P. v i .  1.8.

3RSR? ( 1 )  without any signification ; 
lit. having no meaning of them
selves, i.e. possessing a meaning 
only when used in company with 
other words or parts of words which 
bear an independent sense; ( the 
word is used generally in connection 
with prepositions); e.g. srfoqfr 
P. I.4.93, cf.
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qq: ii M. Bh. on P . 1. 4.93; cf. q ftfar 
' 3TOnf 0PTif§Rr§R®- Nir. 1. 1.3;

cf. also BT̂ t̂ r r K a i. on
I. 4.93, explained as sjqsrfnr f̂TfqsJK- 
srf&sifegrPi; q cgsrfwmRfa- by

{2) meaningless, purpose
less; cf. sminpgr sirai^r ^ilT^qifoi: 
qisn =53 mn% m srfcn«i- 

srfifg RJ jpiforen #01 M. Bh. on 
I. 1.1, as also graswtnra ft 
’m rft 3IM îra. M. Bh. on P.
VI. 1.77. See for details M. Bh. on 
I. 2.45 Vart. 12 ; III. 1.77 Vart. 2

- and Kai}'ata and Uddyota thereon; 
( 3 )  possessed of no sense absolute
ly  as some nipatas mien: ST&fn:, 

=? R#KT: Uv. on R. Pr. X II. 9;
EITfirqRw^P. I. 2.45 

Vart. 12 cf. also 5F3T ?Rr %TTcRR*m 
P. IV . 4.82. Vart. 1, iPfiFTOftlTcRr- 
?i*m P. V. i .i i 3 ' Vart. 1, also 114 
Vart. 1. ■ v

synonym, synonymous, con
veying no different sense, e.gl g f: 
W - ' M. Bh. on P.
V. 1.59; sift ?  §f e  tfsRW 
M .B h . on P . I. 1.56, also 
f*r%r 13$#. 1

rf| cn^fvfQ% ff?r 1 
M. Bh. on P. II. 3.1.

STspifoffgi^T: not conveying any 
different sense, wpifrcrcqTfMt ar^ lt 
M. Bh. on I. 4.93.

aT?rferfw opp. of 3# J & ; an operation 
not concerning a single letter, e.g.

P. I. 1.56 and M.
Bh. thereon ; cf.
K at. Pari. 39.

having no occasion or scope 
of application ; used in connection 
with a rule the whole of whose pro
vince of application is covered by a 
general rule, and hence which be
comes technically useless, unless it 
is allowed to set aside the general 
rule; cf. f f  ff5#  WrST

rules which have no opportunity of 
taking effect ( without setting aside 
other rules) supersede4 those rules; 
M. Bh. on V. 4.154, also Par. £ek. 
on Pari. 64.

absence of any opportunity 
of taking effect, scopelessness; con
sidered in the case of a particular 
rule, as a criterion for setting aside 
that general rule which deprives it 
of that opportunity; cf. 
ftwwgfcr 31 This 3H-

is slightly different from sjq- 
or particular mention which is 

defined usually by the words 
mfJreegfi: 1 i

( a w ord) whose forma
tion and accents have not bsen ex
plained ; cf. Nir. IV . 1 ;  V. 2.

SHM'iN lit. having no p a rts; impartite; 
without any concern with the indivi
dual component parts; application 
in to ta lity ; cf. f e t  § s?5m -

p . V I. 1.84, 
Vart. 5 and Bhasya thereon; aifasT

a rule
in grammar applies to all cases 
where its application is possible; it 
cannot be said to have its purpose 
served by applying to a few cases 
only.

fault of having no end; end
lessness; cf. 5HI3IT Jjjsgq- 

K av. Prak.; cf. 31=534 urfa sm?- 
^51̂ 603̂  ?rra.i 

5H3 ^ OT<%5T fat f t #  I ,31? cfW 
3sf%?gcreret ^  f=r ?«r5|sjti M. Bh. 
on II. 1.1.

indefiniteness; cf. a^frTOPT- 
srsri f̂t: M. Bh. on 1. 2.30,

Vart. 1.

( x ) undetermined, indefinite; 
see M. Bh. quoted above on 
cf. also 3n^?Tg^rar: *rqf%

513^51 M- Bb- 00 !• x'56 i



III. i.4, V II. 2 .io, V II. 4.9. The 
substitutes caused by an ardhadha- 
tuka affix are, in fact, effected by 
virtue of the prospective applica
tion of the ardhadhatuka affix be
fore its actual application. (2 )  re
peating or going on without inter
ruption cf. Vak. pad. 1. 106.

sn ri tech. term used by the. authors 
of the Pratisakhya works for fre- 

' quentative formations such as fiftq:, 
=«fl§qg. e tc .; cf. A. Pr. 4.86.

c

STHFSJIif not depending on another for 
the completion of its sense; cf. n 

P. III. 4.23, and Nyasa 
thereon which explains as

not capable of presenting ( on 
its mere utterance) any tangible 
form or figure; the word is used in 
connection with a technical term 
(5fffRT®?) which presents its sense 
by a definition actually laid down 
or given in the treatise; cf. 
tfsTT I sniffing: sr§R: M. Bh. on I. i .  r.

SHTFRT without any known cause; inst
inctive cf. Sonina} gtsvqie: w :  %©?- 
^'3% I Vak. pad. II. 118

absence of consideration; dis
regard; cf. ^  P. II. 3-38.

non-initial; e. g. §33^
P. III. 4. 102, Vart. 4; also M. Bh. 
on V II. 1. 3.

not replaced as a substitute; 
e.g. q: srfr

M.Bh. on I. 1.57 Vart. i ,  
III. 2.3 Vart. 2, and VI. 1.12 
V 5rt. 10. " ,

( 1 ) original, not such as is 
substituted; e.g. P.
V II. 2.86; (2 ) absence of statement, 

e. g. ?s# R
P. III. 4.67 Vart. i;c  f. the Pari.

srfsffeaisT?: I Par. Sek.
Par!. 113.

not a close relation; distance; 
cf. i i f ^  ?rra^fR|5t-

M.Bh. on V IIL  3.13.

that samhita text which 
has an order of words in it, which 
is different from what obtains in 
the Pada-patha, and which appears 
appropriate according to the sense 
intended in the passage. There are 
three places of such combinations 
of words which are not according 
to the succession of words in the 
Pada-patha, quoted in the. R. Pr.

R%r Rk. Sarhh.
V. 2.7, t o  Rk. Samh.
X. 64.3; fRT rifcr Rk. Samh. 
IX . 86.42. cf. oar 3T3rg<j=w%n: 1 q 
ifcri SRFli tfftmfe Uvvafa
on R . Pr. II.78.

o
absence of proximity, absence 

of cognateness; cf. I f  d t

'SRlfiKT q 1 M.Bh. on Siva Sutras 

3- 4.

SHI'S? having or possessing no apya 
or object; intransitive ( root); cf.

3 ?  Candra 1.2.97 
standing for 3?5%l<v.
P. III. 2.148.

^  /
sraif (.1) non-vedic; not proceeding 

from any Rsi, or Vedic Seer, cf. 
t f f f l  P. I. i.x6; also
Kas. on the same; cf. ftiFRgqfi:# 
r̂m 1 3Ti=ri# M.Bh. on VI.

1.129; ( 2 )  pertaining to the 
Pada-patha which is looked upon as 
3Rit i.e. not proceeding from any 
Vedic Seer; cf. armt ?f?ra*<n: I B ^ 

Uvvata on R. Pr. III. 
23; cf. also A. Pr. III. 1.3. cf. also 
ffiT TOT: IIS TOTf RT,
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■flrat ffcT KaSika on P. I.
x.16

krt affix in the sense of curse, 
e.g. 5is ^ ra jc f .  3ti#%
srft: P. III» 3.112. This affix 3rf% 
gets its 5̂  changed into or after m 
or of the preceding preposition 
as in 3?si2][f3i:; cf. K a i. on V III. 4.29

srffi'sr samasanta affix after the word 
and some other words prescribed 

by P. V. 4. 124-6, e.g. sssqmtf,

( 1 )  not admitting the augment 
I?_to be prefixed to it; the term is 
strictly to be applied to ardhadha- 
tuka affixes placed after such roots 
as have their vowel characterized 
by a grave accent ( ); the
term srfts being explained as 
qualifying the sjitwijpfi affix; (2 ) 
in a secondary way, it has become 
customary to call such roots stfe  
as do not allow the augment to 
be prefixed to an ardhadhatuka 
affix placed after them. Such 
roots are termed ag^rer verily 
because they are possessed of an 
anudatta vowel, e.g. f ,  % {sr, 11 ,̂ 
f^ e tc . as against n} Pir, %

etc. which have their 
vowel characterized by an acute. 
( )  accent. For a complete list 
of such roots see the well-known 
stanzas given in the Siddhanta- 
kaumudi incidentally on sn ^ q r^ - 
JJ5T: P. V II. i;5<
---- Rfen: II M l

c

---- 5jf%̂  f̂n |̂| as
also some lists by ancient gram
marians given in the Mahabhasya 
on P. V II. 2.10
or in the Kasika on the same rule 
P. V II. 2.10. '

( 1 )  name given to Stanzas 
giving a complete list of such roots

as do not allow the augment ? ( I ? ) 
to be prefixed to an ardhadhatuka 
affix placed after them. For such 
Karikas see Sid. Kau. on VII.
1.5 as also Kasika on V II. 2.10;
(2 )  a short treatise enumerating 
in 11 verses the roots which do not 
admit the augment before the 
ardhadhatuka affixes. The work 
is anonymous, and not printed so 
far, possibly composed by a Jaina 
writer. The work possibly belongs 
to the Katantra system and has got 
short glosses called

iter, fst'F'fr and the like which 
are all anonymous.

a short commentary 
by Ksamamanikya on the work 
Anitkarika, which see above.

sfPlsfST not separable into two padas 
or words by means of avagraha; 
cf. gTsq R. Pr. V. 41; cf.
also R . Pr. IX . 25, X III. 30. See 

below. '

( 1 )  not nitya or obligatory; 
optional; ( said of a rule or pari- 
bhasa whose application is volun
tary ). Regarding the case and con- 
jugational affixes it can be said 
that those affixes can, in a way, 
be looked upon as nitya or obliga
tory, as they have to be affixed to 
a crude nominal base or a root, 
there being a dictum that no crude 
base vvithout an affix can be used, 
as also, no affix alone without a 
base can be used. On the other 
hand, the taddhita and krt affixes 
as also compounds are voluntary 
as, instead of them an independent 
word or a phrase can be used to 
convey the sense. For a list of 
sjich nitya affixes see M. Bh. on V. 
4.7; (2 )  the word 3?f*is is also 
used in the sense of not-nitya, the 
word being taken to mean
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occurring before as well as 
after another rule has been applied, 
the latter being looked upon as 
arf^  which does not do so. This
* nityatva ’ has got a number of 
exceptions and limitations which are 
mentioned in Paxibhasas 43-49 in 
the Paribhasendusekhara.

3Tffn?5t*W an underived word; an 
ancient term used by authors of the 
Pratisakhyas to signify ' original ’ 
words which cannot be subjected 
to

STFRIr  ̂ not necessary to be specific
ally or implicitly stated, as it  can 
be brought about or accomplished 
in the usual way; e.g. 555^1 fefn- 

sfaisRcfffgf911 
qigq; M.Bh. on V III. 1.15. See 
also M. Bh. on VI. r.207. and VII. 
2.27.

srfjjgstjsi without support, without 
any real object as its foundation 
cf. Vak. pad. 1. 138.

not serving as a cause, not 
possessing a causal relation; e.g.

Par.
Sek. Pari. 85. See also M.Bh. on

I. I-39-

srfeffi not subject to any limitation; 
cf. simi fern:, 3?*rf srf^crt:, smf 
f?Rcn:, M.Bh. on II.
3.50. In the case of ( a res
trictive rule or statement) a limi
tation is put on one or more of the 
constituent elements or factors of 
that rule, the limited element being 
called fecf, the other one being 
termed drfffacf; also see KaS. on
II. 2.30.

whose sex— especially whe
ther it is a male or a female— is 
not definitely known from its mere 
sight; small insects which are so. 
The term in P. IV. r. 131 is

explained in the Mahabhasya as 
sjffffar qr M. Bh.

on P. IV  1.131.

whose . sense has not been 
specifically stated; the word is 
used with reference to such affixes 
as are not prescribed in any speci
fic sense or senses and hence as are 
looked upon as possessing the sense 
which the base after which they 
are prescribed has got; cf,
STSPir: f̂ ĉT— affixes, to which 
no meaning has been assigned, 
convey the meaning of the bases to 
which they are added; cf. Par. Sek. 
Pari. 113; cf. also M.Bh. on III. 
2.4, III. 2.67, III. 3.19, III. 4.9,
VI. 1.162.

3TPT2  an undesired consequence or 
. result; cf. srfta =3 snaJSt meqfer

M.Bh. on I. 3.1;' also cf.
M.Bh. on VI. 1.2.

wfcfesr ignorant or inattentive to 
what the Grammarian intends or 
desires to say. cf. -

3T5cf: 'tsrftl <sr 
tg5T: M. Bh. on VIII. 2.106.

krt affix, termed f a  also form-, 
ing the pot. pass. part, of a 
root; c f . ' P. III. 1.96.
e.g. see the forms wftsr, the
mute ? showing the acute accent on 
the penultimate vowel.

( 1 )  imitation; a word uttered 
in imitation of another; an imitative 
name; cf. =nt?rfaq^P. 1 . 4.62;

f t  s j f e -
Siva sutra 2 Vart 1; cf. also 

5Tf.fe\ srg^oi - f̂s- an imitative 
name is like its original Par. Sek. 
Pari. 36; also M. Bh. on VIII. 
2.46; ( 2 )  imitative word, onoma- 
topoetic word; cf. c;# ®i§: gfffsr: 
g S f f f f r l  cf 3?i§: i 
M.Bh. on I. 3.48. cf. also j f j f o  
fP ^ r g i^ N ir .  IX . 12.
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dragging (from  the preced
ing ru le) to th e % following rule 
taking the previous rule or a part 
of it as understood in the following 
rule or rules in order; the same as 
3Tgif%; cf. BTg^uiptam*: Kas. on II.
4. i8s III. 2.26, V II. 1.48; cf. also 
the Paribhasa that
which is attracted from a preceding 
rule by the particle ^ is not valid 
in the rule that follows; Par. Sek. 
Pari. 78.

( 1 )  prototype, image, cf.

w w e t :  1*1  ̂11 
Vak. pad. I.5. ( 2 )  supposition as 
the same, false identification 

s0̂ . ) cf. Vak. pad 1. 86

( 1 )  imitation opposed to 
natural ( )  cf. Kaiyata on 
M.Bh. on sjfgq . ( 2) image, proto
type ( 3Tg;fiK ) cf. Vak.pad. I.5.

attracted from a previous rule 
as is frequently done in Panini’s 
rules. See the word srgEfjfui above.

not actually stated or expressed 
in a rule; cf. Kas.
on II. 4.18, III. 2.26, V II. 1,48; also 
cf. Nyasa on P. II. z ‘. 9.

right or regular order in a 
Vedic recital, called sw. e.g. 3 ^ :  ^

srjjpiHflt enumeration ( in the right 
order as opposed to sgsfiH); e.g.
si*r ■ ■fircS'jnRa
'M.Bh. on II. 1.58; also on IV. 
2.70; verbal forms of the root ^  
with sig occur in this sense very 
frequently; e.g. asf 3T<pRlEsim:; 
so ialso the p.p.p. Brgstfcf occurs 
frequently in the same sense.

lit. that which follows Tantra 
i.e. &istra which means the original 
rules of a Sastra; technical term for 
Vartika used by Bhartrhari; cf. qjpit

snpramf srpaprt ^ Vak. pad. 
I.23, where the word is ex
plained asVartika b y  the com
mentator.

ST'frrfr other than or the first 
person; cf. P.
V III 1.53 and KaSika thereon.

non-production of an element 
of a word such as an affix or an 
augment or the like; cf.

P. III. 1.2, Vart. 7, a#t- 
a?#  crfsft P. III. 1.94 

yart. 2, also )
P. III. 1.26 Vart. 3.

non-udatta, absence of the 
acute accent; one of the Bahyapra- 
yatnas or external, efforts to pro
duce sound. This sense possibly 
refers to a stage or a time when 
only one accent, the acute or 
was recognized just as in English 
and other languages at present. 
This udatta was given to only one 
vowel in a single word ( simple or 
compound) and all the other 
vowels were uttered accentless i.e. 
srggrrer. Possibly with this idea in 
view, the standard rule ‘
33% ’̂ was laid down by Fanini 
cf. V I. 1.158. As, however, the 
syllable, just preceding the accent
ed (s^ ri)  syllable, was uttered 
with a very low tone, it was called 
3Tg?recT7, while if the syllables 
succeeding the accented syllable 
showed a gradual fall in case th ey. 
happened to be consecutive and 
more than two, the.syllable succeed
ing the was given a mid-way 
tone, called cf.

Thus, in the utterance of 
Vedic hymns the practice of three 
tones a.nd came in
vogue and accordingly they are 
found defined in all the Pratisakhya 
and grammar works; cf. 3is%§5Rf:s .
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SffllfK: P. 1. 2.29-31, 
T . Pr. I. 38-40, V . Pr. I. 108-110. 
Anudatta is defined by the author 
of the Kasikavrtti as 
nraFiiip^pfr ?rm fljPrsn^rr

*®rr, ^ m sigecra:
cf. sjrfĉ PTT J?r|^g^n 
51=^1 M.Bh. on I. 2. 29,30. Cf. also 
ssrawgsresj 1 btrw-
fesiwuiifW !3̂ lsg*TSRT: 11 R . Pr. 
III. 1. The term anudatta is trans
lated by the word ‘grave’ as appo
sed to ' acute ’ ( u datta,) and 
‘ circumflex ’ ( svarita); The term 
is used in the sense of st^+s^TtI: 
i.e. ' 3if^sun%iTt: 1 cf. P. V I. 1. 
161, 190. (2 )  a term applied to 
such roots as have thei. vowel 
STgcfl’Q or grave, the chief charac
teristic of such roots being the 
non-admission of the augment ? 
before an ardhadhatuka affix 
placed after them. ( See srfqz ).

quite a low tone, completely 
grave; generally applied to the tone 
of that grave or anudatta vowel 
which is immediately followed by 
an acute ( 35R!) vowel. When the 
three Vedic accents were sub
divided into seven tones viz. 3^Rt, 
3^ 3*, 3*g?R!, 3!3^RRK, ^ fel-

and sesgfft corresponding to 
the seven musical notes, the arg^iwc 
was the name given to the lowest

- of them all, sg^Ren; was termed 
flsRTC also; cf. asTxR^ferwI m ail 
P. I. 2.40; cf. also M.Bh. on I. 2.33.

a term meaning ' having a 
grave accent,’ used by ancient 
grammarians. Cf. m
3?g?P̂ I M.Bh. on I. 2.33.

* 331%^ lit. one whose mute signifi- 
catory letter is uttered with a grave 
accent; a term applied to a root 
characterized by an indicatory 
mute vowel accented grave, the

chief feature of such a root being 
that it takes only the Atmanepada 
affixes; e.g. amt, q # , etc.; cf. 
sfg^railrr P. I. 3.12; such
a root, in forming a derivative 
word in the sense of habit, takes 
the affix g=3. e.g. spfr?:, epfo:, etc. 
provided the root begins with a 
consonant; cf. srspftnig P. III.
2.149.

( a root) pronounced ori
ginally i.e. pronounced in the 
Dhatupatha with a grave accent; 
see the word above; cf.
3T̂ €fq̂ qfw?wtaî iTiigqî gi®rqt irfs 
f f  fcr P. VI. 4.37. See also the 
word s n ^  above.

( 1 )  reference, mention, state
ment referring to a preceding ele
ment. cf. q*rwwtg^r: P .I. 
3.10; cf. 3m)3S==Rl̂  ftsfrjfo

M. Bh. on 1. 1.57 Vart.
3. ( 2) declaration; prescription; the 
same as a # ^ i. cf.

s tg l#  3 ^ 3 ^  *wf-P. 
1. 1.36 Vart. 1; ( 3 ) a grammatical 
operation cf. SWRPU

?ira. Sid. Kau. 
on P. I. 3.10. See the word 
in this sense cf. W -

V. Pr. 1. 143.

a fore-sound; a preceding 
additional sound which is looked 
upon as a fault; e. g. when 
pronounced as sjplfir. This sound 
is uttered before an initial sonant 
consonant. It is also uttered 
before initial aspirates or visarga. 
cf. ithPfcrragiiTs: s « 3K. snf^TRf,
T O  WTI R. Pr.
X IV . ?8, 19.

( a le tter) uttered through 
the nose and mouth both, as differ
ent from anusvara which is uttered 
only through the nose, cf. g w t e t -  

P.1. 1.8, and M. Bh,
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thereon. The anunasika or nasal 
letters are the fifth letters ol the five 
classes ( i.e. ^ , uj ,  *0 as- also 
vowels 3T, 3 and semi-vowels when 
so pronounced, as ordinarily they 
are uttered through the mouth only. 
( e. g. aft, etc. or A ,  i  etc. in 
*F#m, e t c .) The srg-

or nasalized vowels are named 
and they are said to be con

sisting of three matras. cf. atfr

atmra R. Pr. I. 63,64;
cf. also 3wqfi: srgrnf^ifc

T. Pr. X V . 6. Trivikrama, a 
commentator on the K at. Sutras, 
explains as 3ig qsna.
W\'j c;qf sagiircteil: l. g*sWR- 
gx^Roj ! s?g-

sigsn^i
H f l ! and remarks further ’jqfeiq- 

I Com. by Tr. on Kat. 
I. 1. 13. Vowels which are uttered 
nasalized by Panini in his works 
viz. g ara , *n3'nSj ’FITre etc. are 
silent ones i. e. they are not actu
ally found in use. They are put by 
him only for the sake of a complete 
utterance, their nasalized nature 
being made out only by means of 
traditional convention, e. g. w ,  *q§ 
etc. cf. 3tr^S3jgflli%5 53, P. I. 3.2; cf. 
also srfaffrrgiilfeWT: qifttffrai: Kas on 
I. 3.2.

sr>fw5!jf% subsequent occurrence, cf. 
l^wmgft®rir ^scrai is ie m : 1 Vak. 
pad. 2.362 a

( 1 )  Occurring subsequ
ently. Words which come to be used 
after the principal word as ?xi, for 
instance, for or ^wt for gpwsfl. 
cf. Vak. pad. II. 121, 124, 360.

_ ( 2 ) Produced afterwards; the word 
is used in connexion with sounds 
which remain in the brain after a 
word is heard, cf. Vak. pad. III. 
9.67.

a commentary on hjib ( 
fo m q fe l  by f l u f f s ) .  The work 
is believed to have been written by

- S fjffo  I t  is not available at present 
except in the form of references to 
it which are numerous especially in 
Slradeva’s Paribhasavrtti.

31 J iff 'S  discord, absence of validity, 
incorrect interpretation; cf. 5J*wigqq- 
f%?§ M.Bh on I. 4.9.

srgvrercrRj impossibility of being ex
plained; cf. ?m rclgrqf srgqqemRFit 
ScTOT Nir II. 2.

srgWW impossible to be explained, not 
consistent; cf. 3Wicqgqq3iid 1

5IWH5PU Nir. I. 15.

( Hf|?n ) lit. to be recited, 
after; the Pada text of the Vedic 
Samhita.

not subordinated in word- 
relation, principal member; cf. aig- 

P. IV , 1.14 and M. Bh. 
thereon ; cf. also Par. Sek. Pari. 26.

an effort outside the mouth 
in the production of sound at the 
different vocal organs such as 
mg etc. which is looked upon as an 
external effort or bahyaprayatna. 
3?gsr̂ iq is one of the three main 
factors in the production of sound 
which are ( 1 ) *«jm3 ( 2 ) ^  or 
3Tr*FcR5I3?fl and ( 3 ) 3?gsKtq or srru- 
srae?!; cf. Can.
The commentator on T. Pf. describes 
sjgq^R as the g^Rnj or gqKT̂ sRRoi, 
the main cause in the production of

- articulate sound; cf. 3?gq̂ tq%
got: sjfe srgsRR^; cf. also argsRtql)- 
5cqgsKFT Win ; U vvata on R. 
Pr. X III. 1. Generally two main 
varieties of JTOCTqsr are termed ajg- 

which are mentioned as ( i )
( emission of breath) and 

snygsRR ( resonance), the other
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varieties of it such as ftiK , 5jgR, qfa, 
3T f̂, BT̂ snoij HfTsn  ̂35!^ BTĝ re and 

being called merely as sfl®£R̂ .

sigs^iT  subsequent utterance; lit. 
post-position, as in the case of the 
roots % ^ an d  am in the periphra
stic perfect forms; cf. f.̂ rrs- 
gqqfrra, P. I. 3. 63; q*nS«ig5i%T: 

III. 4.4.

srgsiffa application after an applica
tion as in the case of siifcT ( genus) 
which having been completely appl
ied to one individual becomes appli
cable to another similar individual, 
cf. Vak. pad. III. 1.14.

srggs? a letter or letters added to a 
word before or after it, only to 
signify some specific purpose such 
ss ( a ) the addition of an affix 
( e. g. %[, 3?^g , sr® e tc .) or (b) the 
substitution of gtn, i fe  or STsraRq 
vowel or ( c ) sometimes their pre
vention. These anubandha letters 
are termed fg, ( lit. going or disapp
earing ) by Panini ( cf.
13. etc. 1,3.2 t o g ) ,  and they do 
not form an essential part of the 
word to which ihey are attached, 
the word in usage being always 
found without the gg. letter. For 
technical purposes in grammar, 
however, such as snfê T or of 
affixes which' are characterized by 
?g, letters, they are looked upon as 
essential factors, cf. bi%̂ RTT sjipF'Ti:, 

etc, Par. Sek. Pari. 4 to 8. 
Although qTFtw has invariably used 
the term ^  for letters in his 
Sutras, Patanjali and other reputed 
writers on Panini’s grammar right 
on upto Nagesa of the 18th century 
have used the term of ancient 
grammarians in their writings in 
the place of The term was

■ chosen for m ate significatory letters 
by ancient grammarians prpbably.

on account of the analogy of the 
qg, tied down at sacrifices to 

the post and subsequently slaugh
tered.

a grammarian of the 
twelfth century who wrote a work 
on grammar called w?=: t̂-srfcTT or 

The traditional founder 
of the Sarasvata School. The name 
of Narendracarya is associated with 
Sarasvata school b y  Kssmendra, 
Vitthala and Amrtabharati. Possib
ly Narendra wrote sutras. Anubhuti 
added Vartikas and settled the text, 
which was known after him. He has 
also written mgqTS and streqRrefeqT. 
The grammar is a short one and is 
studied in some parts of India.

STjpj; not allowing the addition of the 
augment ( i.e. letter \ )  after the 
last vow el; The term is used, in 
connection with the present part, 
affix, by Panini in his rule 

VI. 1.173-

SffjpTFi inference, suggestion, cf.
{=PiT 1 eraHgHHWT
M.Bh. on I. 3.1.

STjpfts? in the natural order ( opp. to 
sffci&T), cf. in R.
Pr. II. is a term applied
to Samdhis with a vowel first and a 
consonant afterwards.

combination according to 
the alphabetical order ; a kind of 
euphonic alteration ( 3 ft  ) where the 
vowel comes first, e.g. +  3T&:
where s  is changed to s ; nq: ^3: 
=  W  cf. R. Pr. II. 8. ( See 
argilir). See below.

continuation or recurrence of 
a word from the preceding to the 
succeeding rule ; the same as anu- 
vrtti; cf. aigqifp’ qffl WW. 1 ^
^  W pg 1 ^  cTft ' M-Bh-
on I, 1.3., V. 2.4.



to be observed, to be obeyed; 
cf. q WOT srjp^: |
^W Tg3?K M. Bh. on III. I. log.

repetition of a rule already laid 
down or of a statement already 
made; cf. smmFcW^cm

Kas. on II. 4.3; Vak.
pad. II. 115

sr^flrf^ operation in conformity with 
what is found. The expression 
fgigfeft: is often found in the Maha
bhasya ; cf. M.Bh. on I. 1 .5 ,1. 1.6, 
I. 1.21, III. i.g , III. 1.13, VI. 1.6,
VI. 1.77, V I. 1.79, V I. 4.128, VI. 
4.141, V III. 2.108.

s-rjerfrr repetition or recurrence of a 
word from the previous to the sub
sequent rule or rules, which is 
necessary for the sake of the intend
ed interpretation. The word is of 
common use in books on Panini’s 
grammar. This continuation is 
generally uninterrupted like the 
stream of a river some
times however, when it is not 
required in an intermediate rule, 
although it proceeds further, it is 
named In rare cases
it is taken backwards in a sutra 
work from a subsequent rule to a 
previous rule when it is called

STgSlISR traditional instruction; treat
ment of a topic; e.g. sjsj 
M.Bh. on 1.1.1. where the word is 
explained as

3T%;i 5% cf. slso

Dlpika and Pradipa.

(1 )  lit. attaching, affixing; aug
ment, 3i3ep3Ji?t-3ĵ i3qtrff:. ( 2 ) a term 
for the nasal letter attached to the 
following consonant which is the 
last, used by ancient grammarians; 
cf, ’T# ^ stO T,inf^t'nsH  cf.
P .1. 1.47 Vart. 2 and M.Bh. there

on; cf. K at. IV.
1.13. The term a jjq f is defined in 
the Katantra grammar as 
aqspf:. The term is applied to the 
nasal consonant \  preceding the 
last letter of a noun base or a root 
base; penultimate nasal of a root 
or noun base; Kat. . II. 1. 12.
(3 )  resonant sounds helping the 
manifestati m of cf. Vak. pad. 
I. 106 and ^1.

name of one of the main seven 
vedic metres which are known by 
the name It has eight
letters in each one of the four padas. 
It is sub-divided into f?ittre36g'J and 
^ ‘TKg'g'l. fisqi f̂pgq has further 
divisions like ( 8 ,12,12  ),

(12 ,8 ,12 ), and 
( 1 2 ,1 2 ,8 ) .  has

divisions like ( 7, 7, 7, 7)
and ucraarcferS ( 5,-5. 5, 5. 5, 6). cf. 
Rkpratisakhya X V I. 27-30.

independent mention, a second 
time, of a thing already mentioned, 
for another purpose; cf. ‘ ’
sfir f^cTW ^CK : P. 1. 1-53 
Vart. 1.

according to the Samhita 
text of the Vedas; c f. <?arw n^sf^ 
57 fa tit 3733ft Bhartrihari’s Maha- 
bhasyadipika p. g; cf. also R. Pr. 
X I. 31, also X V . 33, where the 
word is explained as by
Uvata.

STjpjjfra recapitulation; grasp ( by the 
mind), cf. I 1 M. Bh.
on P. 1.1.52 ( 3T3 €€R: 3TOSTC: 1 3^3 
on w  on 1.1,52).

resonance following the utter
ance of a letter; cf. g [375- 

I Svopajna on
Vak. pad. I. 106.

see above under af.
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sjsJJS said afterwards, generally in 
imitation; cf. | sjsj-

M.Bh. on III.2.109.

Sf Ĵrf; statement with reference to 
what has been already said; the 
same as anvadesa. which see below.

statement or mention imme-. 
diately afterwards; the same as the 
word8Tg% used by Panini in I.3.10, 
cf.
’TWgMr; Uvata on V. Pr. 1.143.

having no ekasesa topic in it; 
a term applied to the Daiva Gram
mar which does not discuss the 
ekaSesa topic to which Panini has 
devoted ten rules from I. 2.64 
to 73.

having many vowels or 
syllables in it; the same as sjifaTl 
of Panini; cf. Hem. III. 4 46.

SfKî iTgrK having many syllables in it; 
c f.s ^ ra j^ ^ t^ n m lr  Kat. II. 2.59.

having many vowels ( two or 
m ore) in it; opp. to ipsiw; a term 
frequently used in Panini’s gram
mar meaning the same as 
or which see above; cf. P.
V I. 3.4a, VI. 4.82.

*
( I ) not forming an integral 

part, the same as srqqjfir; cf.
^ q^ T ' %m: Par. Sek. Pari 4.
( 2) absence of any definite view
Cf. 37?HiKî !=Ej I ^
*srt: t. .TiPifR 3WHHI m m  ^ 1
M.Bh. on VI. 1.7.

( 1 )  possessed of a plural sense; 
referring to many things, cf.

M.Bh. on P. VII. 2.98 also 
P - 1. 2.64 Vart. 

15; ( 2 ) possessed of many senses, 
cf. sjjfaraf aifq -3̂ 1% M.Bh. on 
P. V III. 2.48; also cf.

mKratgsjifa'sira: Nir. i v . i .
. Indeclinables also have many

senses; Uddyota
on P. VI. 3.109.

SRR5I» possessed of many latters; lit. 
possessed of not one letter, cf.
3t%RT®f!ra.s  ̂p. 1.1.55.

not ending in a diphthong; cf.
Par. Sek. Par in 7.

undetermined, indefinite; 
q^sniRq

OTTO M.Bh. on I. 2.30, also
M.Bh. on VI. 1.37; not invariable, 
cf. WfjsfitfSera ^ tq ^ . M.Bh. on VII. 
2.102, V III. 3.34.

SfHRlfrlsi not possessed of any definite 
cause; M.Bh. on
I. 1.20 also on 1. 1.59 and I.2.64.

final, phonetically last element 
remaining, of course, after the 
mute significatory letters have been 
dropped, cf. M.Bh. on
1. 1.21 Vart. 6.

lit. bringing about as the 
final; an affix ( which is generally 
put at the end); ancient term for 
an affix; cf. tci: filter ^ ^ riR ; t̂?cr- 

i 3T :̂ 14  ^ % I Nir. 1.13.

lit. essence of the mind; 
internal Thinking principle, cf. 

^TgU ĉrT *RT: I
il Vak. pad. 1.114.

lit: interior operation; an 
operation inside a word in its 
formation-stage which naturally 
becomes antarafiga as contrasted 
with an operation depending on 
two complete words after their 
formation which is looked upon as 
bahiranga.

inside a word; explained as 
ip-% by 33?; cf. 3^Fa:q%st%

V. Pr. IV. 2 cf. also f l i w
R. Pr. II. 13.

insertion of a letter or phone
tic element such as the letter ^
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between 5  and a sibilant, or the 
letter ^between tn and a sibilant; cf,

C f . P.
V III. 3.28, 29, 30, 31; cf. §srer:trRn: 
3ff.dyfedHra; R. Pr. IV . 20.

inside the foot of a verse 
explained as <n<  ̂ by Uvata; 
cf. m eqisfcrw^ts^. P. VI. 1. 113.

ST=?r:̂ lT /., ako written as 
/., semivowel; cf, 

3i*rFarc*n: 1 ftfcr ft fir &fer ftfar; V . Pr.
V III. 14-15; cf. ex
plained by asfz as 
Tag^fcT 3?^:^: R . Pr. I. 9, also 
TO£Kt#?cR**n: T. Pr. I. 8. The 
ancient term appears to be 3j?er:?*n 
/. used in the Pratisakhya works. 
The word occurs twice
in the Mahabhasya from which it 
cannot be said whether the word 
there is m, or 3FcR*lT /. The 
term ar^sr or a ifgw  is explained by 
the commentators on Katantra as 
^  faĝ cftfir 1

31*?!? interval between two phonetic 
elements when they are uttered 
one after another; hiatus, pause; 

w n g , R .T. 34; also f o #  
Vyasasiksa; (2) 

space between two phonetic ele
ments. e. g. ^ { 1 ^  explained as 

(between two vowels) by 
Uvata cf. sFcRmnRt1# ® *
Nir X . 17.
sw sgfg «t: | Durga's comment.

a highly technical term in 
Panini’s grammar applied in a 
variety of ways to rules which 
thereby can supersede other 
rules. The term is not used 
by Panini himself. The Varti- 
kakara has used the term thrice 
( See I. 4.2 Vart. 8, VI. 1. 106 
Vart. 10 and V III. 2.6 Vart. 1 )  
evidently in the sense of * imme
diate ' urgent % of earlier occur

rence’ or the like. The word is 
usually explained as a Bahuvrlhi 
compound meaning ‘ srct: srfrffj fql?r- 
tufir ’ (a  rule or operation which 
has got the causes of its application 
within those of another rule or 
operation which consequently is 
termed ). ajrckff, in short, is a 
rule, whose causes of operation 
occur earlier in the wording of the 
form, or in the process of formation. 
As an rule occurs to the mind 
earlier, as seen above, it is looked 
upon as stronger than any other 
rule, barring of course amgr? rules 
or exceptions, if the other rule pre
sents itself simultaneously. The 
Vartikakara, hence, in giving pre
ference to rules, uses generally 
the wording which is
paraphrased by arercf ffe ir K  
which is looked upon as a paribhasa. 
Grammarians, succeeding the Varti
kakara, not-only looked upon the 

operation as weaker than ar?cr- 
*ff, but they looked upon it as 
invalid or invisible before the 
operation had taken place. They 
laid down the Paribhasa 3if§s 3%^- 

which has been thoroughly 
discussed by Nagesa in his Pari- 
bhasendusekhara. The 3RRfcf is 
taken in a variety of ways by Gram
marians: ( 1 )  having causes of 
application within or before those 
of another e.g. from the root 

(1e +  3 +  q )  where the qqi- sub
stitute for ? is sjixRsf being caused 
b y 3 as compared to guna for 3 
which is caused by q, ( 2 )  having 
causes of application occurring be
fore those of another in the word
ing of the form, ( 3 )  having a 
smaller number of causes, ( 4 ) oc
curring earlier in the order of several 
operations which take place in 
arriving at the complete form of a 
word, ( 5) not having ( tech-
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nical term ) as a cause of its appli
cation, (6 ) not depending upon 
two words or padas, ( 7 ) depending 
upon -a cause or causes of a general 
nature ( as opposed to one 
which depends on causes of a 
specific nature { ) .

the phrase is used gene
rally for the iftmm ‘ srfe® sjfefffFcTCf ’ 
described above. See the word 
3FS*3f. The has got a very
wide field of application and is used 
several times in setting aside diffi
culties which present themselves 
in the formation of a word. Like 
many other paribhasas this pari
bhasa. is not a paribhasa of universal 
application.

the strength which an 
afitaranga rule or operation possesses 
by virtue of which it supersejdes all 
other rules or operations, excepting 
an apavada rule, when or if they 
occur simultaneously in the forma
tion of a word.

characterized by the nature 
of an antaranga operation which 
gives that rule a special strength to 
set aside other rules occurring to
gether with it.

very close or very cognate, 
being characterized ( 1 )  by the 
same place of utterance, or (2 )  by 
possessing the same sense, or ( 3 ) by 
possessing the same qualities, or
(4 )  by possessing the same dimen
sion ; cf. P- !• i-5°  and 
Kas. thereon sfRR I 

37%: fern* w  p f& a  
qtci'rgqpRt: I goRi: 'm'-> SFi:, KPT: | 
swmff: s?g<sir spjwiisin

.sjsonoj a group of words mentioned 
inside another group of words (jm); 
cf. sr
eR m : KaS. on III. 1.55; also 

°1: K ai. on IV . s .ix z .

sflFgwfe inclusion of an element ( of 
sense) in what has been actually 
assigned, e.g. I aWM&fir
qnra.1 tfSr: Kas. on P.
1 . 3.84,3js=raf%roqsn gfa: i

KaS. on P. III. 2.95.

separated by a dissimilar ele
ment; cf. ^IfcTrtt 3WTfa: P. IV. 
1.93 Vart. 5. sqsifiRTTtcTtft 
srgsre: s t o m t  T. Pr. X IV . 30; cf.

. also R . Pr. III. 9. '

supposed condition of being 
at the end obtained by the single 
substitute (iRn^r) for the final of 
the preceeding and the initial of the 
succeeding word. cf. 3ĵ n%=ES[ |

Sid. Kau. on 3T*cnf̂ r«? P. VI. 1,84. ,

/. also semi-vowel; see
under 3 ^ :^ .

STf?fwR.d having the last vowel circum
flex, e .g . I cf. q%o^...

I Kas. on P. VI. 2.37.

condition, attributed to a 
single substitute for the final of the 
preceding and initial of the succeed
ing word, of being looked upon 
either as the final of the preceding 
word or as the initial of the succe
eding word but never as both ( the 
final as well as the in itial) at one 
and the same time; cf. artsf̂  
siFcnf^g.Slr. Pari. 39 also M. Bh. on 
I.2.48.

affix of the impera. 3rd pers. 
pi. Atm., substituted , for the 
original affix &T, e.g.

srftcf affix of the pres. 3rd pers. pi. 
Parasmai. substituted for the ori
ginal affix f t ,  e.g. §3 f?cT, *Rf%.

SFg affix of the impera. 3rd pers. pi. 
Parasmai. substituted for the ori
ginal affix % , e.g. ^=1,
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affix of the pres. 3rd pers. pi. 
Atm. substituted for the original 
affix IT, e.g.

a word with its last vowel 
accented acute. Roots, crude noun 
bases and compound words gene
rally have their last vowel accented 
acute; cf. fire: ( mft'Tf§3v?f) W

Phit. Sutra I . i ; TOt: ( P. V I. 
1.162) g^Ri: w a j  ( P. VI.
1.223) ^  ^ kJ.1

( i ) final letter • aref ^ ^ 1  
{ 2 ) final consonant of each of the 
five groups of consonants which is 
a nasal R. T. 17.

a grammarian of the seven* 
teenth century, possibly the same 
as the author of Tarkasamgraha, 
who wrote a commentary on 
Astadhyayi called Mitaksara and 
Pradipodyotana, a commentary on 
Pradipa.

a technical term of Jainendra 
grammer for Panini’s sr«rn3 .̂ cf.

I Jain. Su. I. 2.152.

STfJRRa: optionally; lit. in another 
w a y ; cf. srHRrer: V .P. V. 15.

optionally; lit. in another 
way. The term is very common in 
rules of Panini, where the terms m 
and f|*TW are also used in the same 
sense.

another sense, sense different 
from what has been expressed by 
the wording given; cf.
P. II. 2.24; also 8F*iq^srTOt 
M. Bh. on II. 1.6.

connected with the word 3M; 
connected with another; e.g. 
m i 1 . .  sr 5m T̂RljqgtfiT: 1

I M. Bh. on P. II. 3.22.

an object which is 
different from what is mentioned,

yet similar to it ;  cf„ irfsrcgEfcm5̂ - 
tif crari ®#»ifcr: 1 araiiprara&g# 
snsrofqr arpft# i ?n#r ©tern#!

1 M. Bh. on P. III. 1.12.

irregular; cf. ^flsriUT
K a l  on

P. V II. 3.34.

( i ) having another purpose or 
signification; cf. STf#
?Pffcr M. Bh. on I. 1.23; (2 ) another 
sense which is different from what 
is expressed ; cf. qgqtfl: Can.
II.2 .46.

W j^ otr: other grammarians. This 
expression, twice mentioned by 
Patanjali may refer to Katyayana 
whose Var. 1 on P. VI. 1.144 teaches 
exactly what the others are stated 
to have taught.-

reciprocally dependent and 
hence serving no purpose; same as 
fcrlcRlstq which is looked upon as a 
fault, cf. 3T*qt?;q q̂ | 5J[3̂ :

xf M.Bh. on IV. 1.3.

«F*8frrafe a combination of letters 
according to the order of the letters 
in the Alphabet; a samdhi or eupho
nic combination of a vowel and 
a consonant, called 
where a vowel precedes a consonant; 
and sRsat-sifaatagfa where a conson
ant precedes a vowel, the consonant 
in that case being changed into the 
third of its class; ^  g xf 

sqaqgTit J&wq: 1
^ 11 R  Pr. II. 8.9 

e. g. w  ĉf:̂  g  53: and others are 
instances of ar^^Tgstirsrft where 
ftgrr after the vowel is dropped ; 
while btRt: is an instance of

where the consonant 
h precedes the vowel sr.

( 1 )  construing, construction ; 
arrangement ox words according to 
their mutual relationship based
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upon the sense conveyed by them, 
1 ( 2 )  continu

ance, continuation; cf. ^cTsjĥ ser;

s?q irras:, 3?q %ssj£ f%  M .B h. on 
P. II. 1.1.

given in accordance with the 
sense ; generally applied to a tech
nical term which is found in accord
ance with the sense conveyed by 
the constituent parts of i t ; e.g. 
wfawflslT, cf. hihit: w w t: ^  tm .

qsfi M. Bh. on
P. I. 1.23.

z&vpwm A technical .term used in 
accordance with the sense of its 
constituent parts ; e. g. g w ,
b?«w , srro&r, .^sftorsr,
HOT, aqqg; etc. All these terms are 
picked up from ancient grammarians 
by Panini ; cf. era Hffqi: tfSTWT

1 stMflqfl W  ftfTT%cT I 
3R*IT i cf. M. Bh. on I. 1.23 ;
also cf. M. Bh. on 1. 1.27, I. 1.38,
I. 2.43, I. 4.83, II. 1.5, III. 1.1, 
III. 1.92 etc.

relaxation or wide opening of 
the sound-producing organs as done 
for uttering a vowel of grave accent, 
cf. Jiraiffif faspm  Tait. Pr.
X X II. 10. 

t:
a word attracting a previous 

word such as the word ^  in the 
Sutra texts.

restatement; expression of 
what is already in existence, explan
ation of what is known or current. 
The word is used in connexion with 
grammatical explanations by finding 
out the base and the affix or affixes, 
augments, substitutes of words 
which are already in use etc. cf. 
Vak. pad. II. 170, 231, 440, 448; 
III. 14, 171, 272.[cf. also K aiy. on

I. 2.45 and Helaraja on Vak. pad.
III. 1.67 and M.Bh. on I. 2.32.

lit. explanatory. The word 
is used in connexion with the science 
of grammar, when it qualifies the 
word ‘ Sastra. ’ When it qualifies 
the word ‘ Vakya ’ it refers to what 
is termed sriifarem. cf. Vak. pad.
II.3 6 2 ; III. 14.615.

what is to be explained by 
its division into a base and an 
affix; the word as qualify
ing the word 31^ is taken to mean 
‘ fit for use ’, ‘ which can be used. ’ • 
cf. Vak. pad. I. 24; III. 14. 74.

aggregation of a secondary 
element along with the primary one;

JTfficfT 3??si!Tjq: Nyasa on P. II. 2.29. 
One of the four senses -of =̂ , e. g. 
fagiUS JIT =ETFR; cf. jp?RT

l also M. Bh.
III. 1.1.

( 1 )  lit. reference to the ante
rior word or expression; cf.

( h : in T. Pr. VII. 3,
3?erk̂ i in V. 8 ) T. Pr. I. 58; (2)

, reference again to what has been 
stated previously; cf.

P. II.
4.32 and Vart. 2 thereon; ^ 1- 

f t  m l I
5#<ntcR*l T

KaS on the above.

a word capable of attracting 
a word or words from previous 
statements; cf. T. Pr.
X X II. 5 ; same as 3RRife.

31̂  ( 1 )  krt affix sr, in the sense of 
verbal activity ( ) or any verbal 
relation ( err? ) excepting that of an 
agent, ( sjs|) applied to roots ending 
in or 3 and the roots qf, f, j  etc. 
mentioned in P. III. 3.58 and the 
following rules in preference to the
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usual affix Efsf. e. g. jr:, TC, 33:, 
<3 :̂, W:, Sf:, sw: etc. cf. P. III.
3 57-87 ; ( 2 )  compound-ending sjq 
applied to Bahuvrihi compounds 
in the feminine gender ending with 
a Purana affix as also to Bahuvrihi 
compounds ending with prece
ded by 5̂ 5. or e. g. ^l#q3iTT 

3T?er®ru:, qz:, cf. P. V.
4. 116, 117. a technical term of 
Jainendra grammar for fgcftqi of 
Panini. cf. Jain. Sut. I. 2-158.

c
( i ) deterioration of the place 

or instrument of the production of 
sound resulting in the fault called 
ftSH ; c!. w w f w O T  wstsa 3W ^  

R. Pra. X IV . 2. ( i i ) draw
ing back a word or words from a 
succeeding rule of grammar to the 
preceding one ; cf. ^ qfff creitq 3 ^ 1-

I M.Bba. on P. II. 2.8 (iii)  
inferiority ( in the case of qualities) 
n ^ l ( iv )
=?te3qEf#rfR^ 1 P. III. 4. 104, Var.
2. Kaiyata says sjqqr?: 1 which 
Nagesa explains as 3?^stf?rgf5>it5Tq’- 
w : etc.

a descendent, male or female, 
from the son or daughter onwards 
upto any generation; cf. 5rcqpR*Fi, 
P. IV. 1.92.

SPTST?! degraded utterance of standard 
correct forms or w ord s; corrupt 
form ; e. g, 11#, and the like, of 
the word i[t, cf. *fl: ifZRq gss^q n rt 
nl# fitar jftqlffifcfiT s i w t :
M.Bh. on I. 1 .1 ;  cf. qt
T̂ftfcf sggfigt 1 f^Rrett-

Vak. pad 1. 149; cf. 
srsfcRqs^: ( Vyadisutra ) on which 
Punyaraja says gf?q f| srq^^q 
sififa: com. on Vak. pad. I. 149.

T O  SfTf * another says.5 Patanjali 
uses this expression eighty three 
times in Mahabhasya. It refers to 
opinious of other grammarians. They

were either Vartlkakaras before 
Katyayana who critically examined 
Panini’s sutras and to whom Katya- 
yana was indebted or they may be 
the grammarians who explained the 
Vartikas. Sometimes we find the 
expression 3?q̂  3TTf: |

sP frf achievement; cf. qssqrai ftqt- 
qRgqtfH: 3?>T̂’T: see Kas. on 3m}}
P. II.3 .6 .

SPT̂ JT a letter which is phonetically 
badly or wrongly pronounced, cf. 
guMcand ^ cm qt%

Pan. Sik. 50.

a special rule which sets aside 
the general rule ; a rule forming an 
exception to the general rule, which 
is termed ?qpq or snq e. g. mfttgqfln 
3i: III. 2. 2 which is an exception of 
the general rule ^oqqi H I. 2. 1 ;  cf. 
^  jnsiiHt qt {|{hrk«?% g crei 
cÎ q̂ Rtq *tq%;, Par. Sek. Pari 
57 ; for details see Par. Sek. Pari. 
57-65; cf. jqiq^RtRRI^Ht^qra.l 
3t*prf: w rfsiw f^ q: I STWRI
s^qf^ q̂r: t^rc: 1 
3?Fftqraj 3rqqjor1%Erq 5^ fT 3ceilf: 
l^qt: l R. Pr. 1. 23 and com. thereon;
( 2 )  fa u lt; cf. 5T&qf%*ftraL
...R . Pr. X IV . 30 on which 332 
remarks siraTDUJTq̂ Kl ?t<n: tiPn jq- 
^rrtt stRtqyi'Jfrr, . ■ •

snTSRrSFT the convention that a rule 
laying down an exception supersedes 
the general rule ; cf. fg t  
P. I. 3.9 Vart. 7.

the convention that a 
special rule is always stronger than 
the general rule. cf. 
qr^l sren means cf. sn.^r.g*
I. 1. 22.

st'rarf&srfcrN a conflict with a special 
rule, when the special rule super
sedes the general rule ; cf. ‘ 3T§ti?q*q ’ 
srfcr t ‘ sn%; ^  ‘
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Ricgf ̂  ew il#
*#aif?r | M. Bh. on I. L54 Vart. i .

that which has already happen
ed or taken p lace; cf. KiizqT #fT 

i p r:i 3n«m»i?g i snf^ro- 
i w :  i w  ^ iiw *jerar®r m
Psf^TI# f?qit M. Bh. on III. 2.102

«P?51S3[ corrupt form of a correct word, 
called J&xjj ajso; cf. ^=5# ?  31 w  
*K«R|S5: M. Bh. on I. 1. T. 3??g qrfq- 
TOcrar*v?ii73[ ^  | t̂ î^cjrqt^seqt

ll M. Bh. on V. 3. 55.
SRto: I Kauti.

Arth. IT. 10. 61.

sr înnsfw not in conformity with the 
rules of Panini’s grammar; cf.

a M. Bh. on 1. 1 . 1.

6TCI3H detachment, separation, abla
tion ; technical term for 
which is defined as gwq^S'lKlJPl, 
in P. I. 4.24 and subsequent rules 
25 to 31 and which is put in the 
ablative case; cf. BTtrr?T% qgsft P.
II. 3.28.

s n w  ( 1 )  point of departure, separa
tion; cf. g w n ^ iK R ^ P . 1 . 4.24; (2) 
disappearance; cf. g'W%Irf|teram?qg- 

I <mr 1

^  M.Bh. on IV . 1.36.

wnsra without any purpose or object, 
useless; cf. a^RST?%qR'n^^ag, 
Nyasa on P. I. 4.80.

^  also; in addition to; 3?f% is used 
sometimes to mean absolute of or 
unqualified by any condition; cf. 
37% ^  1 3?%a£: |̂tqTfsr=qft-
=*iri$: 1 1 # ?t 1
K a i. on P. III. 2.75. H I. 2.101,
V II. 1.38; cf. 3?fel§TTl sqfvr^TO^i 
Durgasimha on K at. II.3.64.

not marked with the mute letter 
?• A  Sarvadhatuka affix not marked 
with mute » is looked upon as

marked with ^ and hence it prevents 
the guna or vrddhi substitution for 
the preceding vowel or for the 
penultimate vowel if it be ar. e.g. 
p a :  Sipi:, f ifr g  where no guna 
takes place for the vowel 3 cf. 

P. I- 2.4.

®T'33 ( 1 )  not existing before; cf. 
3TFWSJ Bl'jJ: =a^T3R: M.Bh. on 
I. i.2 o ,I . 1.46; (2) not preceded by 
any letter or so, cf. srtfe
M.Bh. on I. 1.21; ( 3) a rule pres
cribing something not prescribed 
before; cf. cR spjjfr ftfascg RJWHjj 
f ir  3T>J5 sr M.Bh.
on I. 4.3., III. I. 46, III. 2. 127,
III. 3.19.

STI^ lit. unmixed with any (letter); 
a technical term for an affix consist
ing of one phonetic element, i.e. of 
a single letter, cf. srjgi 
P. I. 2 ./J  1.

31^57 relation of dependence; cf.
M.Bh. on IV. 2.92.

SRte.R separation, division, detach
ment (srqrei  ̂ f^Fi: 1 )  cf. Vak. pad.
I.24; II, 10, 269, 442; III, 13. 6,
14. 145. The word is used, rather 
technically, in the sense of the 
separation of the base from the 
affix. The word also means a 
separated part of a word, such as 
the base separated from the affix, 
or the affix separated from the base 
to which an individually separate 
sense is attributed b y grammarians 
cf. Sfqtaq 1
Helaraja on Vak. Pad. III. i .i .

lit. taken away ( as a p a rt) 
from the whole; part of the sense 
of a word taken out from the 
composite sense possessed by the 
whole word.

3f:qq^t% r, A famous ver
satile writer of the sixteenth cen
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tury A .D . (1530-1600), son of 
a Dravid Brahmana. 

He wrote more than 60 smaller 
or greater treatises mainly on 
Vedanta, MImamsa, Dharma and 
Alamkara Sastras; many of his 
works are yet in manuscript form. 
The Kaunradi-prakaSa and Tinan- 
taSesasamgraha are the two pro
minent grammatical works written 
by him. Pandita Jagannatha spoke 
very despisingly of him.

non-retention of the ori
ginal word accents; cf. 5T3 2R3 q&c-

M. Bh.
on VI. 2.49. See the word stfrfcferc.

3T3ra<|{% ( 1 )  impossibility to obtain 
the correct form; (2 ) absence or 
want of apprehension, cf. 
=3Wfcrttf%: M.Bh. on I. 1.1,
1. 1.44 Vart. 8.

useless prohibition; unneces
sary prohibition; cf. Rfem: 
arsrfaw: M.Bh. on 1. 1.6; 1. 1.20.; 
I. 1.22 etc.

3TS3PT ( x ) lit. absence of any affix; 
an affix such as fer or fij;  ̂ which 
wholly vanishes; cf. 8TJR33:

• fqq#: M. Bh. on 1. 1.6;
jfPf;: M.Bh. on 1. 1.58; ( 2 )  that 
which is not an affix, cf. awezpnacrt: 
WT *n M.Bh. on I. 1. 61,
I. 1.69; ( 3 ) that which is not pre
scribed, 3TSRqT»]m?T; M. Bh. 
on I. 1.69.

3T5ISIFT ( 1 )  non-principal, subordi
nate, secondary, cf. 3^TOgqg%T- 
ftfc, M.Bh. on I. 2.43; ( 2 )  non- 
essential, non-predominent, cf.

P . II. 2.19 and the 
instance g in  ^pTcf: T%11 Ka£. on
II. 2.19.

not found in popular or current 
use, e.g. the words 3^, ^  etc,

M.Bh. on 1. 1 . 1, also 
M.Bh. on I. 1.24.

STSRfrl ( 1 )  non-employment of a word 
in spite ok the meaning being 
available; cf.
P . III. 3. 154; (2 )  non-employment 
cf. a standard dictum
of grammar not allowing superfiu-' 
ous words which is given in M.Bh. 
on P.I.1.44 Vart. 16 and stated in 
Candra and other grammars as a 
Paribhasa.

3T5ra)f?Rl not-fonnd in actual use 
among the people although men
tioned in the sastra-texts; a mute 
indicatory letter or letters, cf. 
awqfflt 13  ̂ Sak. I. 1.5 Hem. I. 1.37 
Jain. I. 2.3 and M.Bh. Pradipa on
III. 8.31.

STTOl1 non-application of a rule of 
grammar or of a technical term; 
cf. 3i;*]3 gfqxRig; tffFTsstflfn:
M.Bh. on P. I. 1.1 Vart. 11.

No't well,-known; secondary 
(used in connection with sense) 
cf. lit =EtTs#$er 
jffJUf^'Par. Sek. Pari. 15.

absence of clear sense or 
interpretation; cf. #tOT«FR31o[5rrelfe 
M.Bh. on I. 1.1. Vart. 8, I. 1.38 
Vart. 4.

same as sWi'̂ mvrTfT one of 
the three> kinds of optional appli
cation of a rule; cf. *mf*cT 
stl^ srsn  ̂ 3*R5? I M.Bh. on P.

- I. 1.44 Vart. 20; optional applica
tion of a rule prescribing an opera
tion; e.g. swiftftwrt P. V II. 2.6;
V II. 3.90 srgtremfer P. I. 3. 43.

1 sifctKqfer m  • 
fomi Kas. on I.
4.53. f̂ TTTt I tsjf'm: 1

STSTETfsPSF? prescription of a new 
thing, cf. ^straft^T% stmrafcr: 
M.BJi. on V I. 4.171 V a rt 2.
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army Rlfef prescribing an operation 
which otherwise cannot be had. 
3Tnrfe5f 5fiaft :̂ gnrasrfa^r:. ,P. III. 
4.24 Vart x.

see above arsrraf^?.

srsn% ( x ) non-occurrence or non- 
realization of a grammatical opera
tion or rule— sunfafq :̂ M. Bh. on 
I. 1.56 Vart. 8;, ( 2 )  prohibition 
of the occurrence of a rule dr 
operation, cf. arsnM 1 ^ W cR T  
nrfa: rn M.Bh. on I. 1.43,
I. 1.63.

non-protracted vowel cf. aqat
P. VI. 1. 113.

SRISRJ not coming in the way of 
rules otherwise applicable; the 
word is used in connection with 
firaRR i.e. constituted or announced 
forms or specially formed words 
which are said to be 3TTO5& i.e. 
not coming in the way of forms 
which could be arrived at by 
application of the regular rules. 
Siradeva has laid down the Pari
bhasa. sreiWJfiFqft fjfTORT̂ r . *tW!% 
defending the form gK(a?T in spite 
of Panini’s specific mention of the 
word jqoi in the rule s w fr tg o
IV . 3.105.

stvttK not-forming an integral part 
of another; quite independent 
(used in connection with aug
ments). cf. re; s^cq <jcifer arifttm  

M. Bh. on I. 1.
4 7 ,1. 1.51. trf ?r§frfin: M. Bh. 
on VI. 1.71, VI. 1.135, and
VII. 2.82.

a Jain grammarian who 
wrote Sffeiretqc, based on the Sabda- 1 
nusasana Vyakarana of the Jain 
Sakatayana. His possible date is 
the twelfth century A.D.

a Jain writer of the 
thirteenth century who wrote a

commentary on the SabdanuSa- 
saha Grammar of Hemacandra.

a reputed Jain Grammarian 
of the eighth century who wrote 
an extensive gloss on the 
The gloss is known as 
5TCilf% of which 
appears to be another name.

absence; absence of any 
following letter which is technically 
called avasana. cf. I

gmsrf: Ĵra. S. K . on P.
I. 4.110.

that which does not 
convey a masculine sense; a' word 
which is not declined in the 
masculine gender; a word possessing 
only the feminine gender e.g. *3^, 
sot etc. cf. sunfrojpiFU P. VII. 3.48.

STP&fife a variety of long metres 
called arRpeg^g,; it consists of 100 
syllables, cf. srfa:
fegp i.R . Pr. X VI. 60.

the first of the two utter
ances of a word which chara
cterise the krama method of 
recital; e.g. in the krama recital 
of W  etc. q 01: 1  ̂f #  1 the first 
recital % q: is called or sm

while  ̂ is called
cf.
^  R. Pr. X L  21.

sn̂ CTcT depression or sinking of the 
voice as required for the utterance 
of a circumflex vowel.

a word standing as identical 
with the object denoted by it cf.

W  I 51= ^ !%
Cs.

5T I Vak. pad. II.128.

9TT$ISIT the activity of a word in show
ing its sense, the power of denota
tion; a relation between the word 
and its sense, viz. the object 
denoted by it. cf. Vak. pad. II. 402;
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®̂ pi: w :  ^sqr'Ti^i
( gozt.) i

arf^W'btal an ancient lexicogra
phic work quoted by Mahesvara in 
his commentary on Nir. 6.14 as 
arfiwR^l^R: trsfa grtfmse: l
Medhatithi also quotes the work 
cf. on Manu Smr. II. 140 (Tilt ?mWR-

srfts iH fe n  function of denotation 
which is effected in language by the 
use of words related to each other. ■ 
cf. Vak. pad. II. 106.'

sifiraT*! designation, denotation, ex
pression of sense by a word which

, is looked upon as the very nature 
of a word. The expression srPlTO 
33: ( denotation of sense
is only a natural characteristic of 
a word) frequently occurs in the 
Mahabhasya; cf. M.Bh. on I. 2.64 
Vait. 93, II. 1.1, cf. 333^ qf'HF# 

sffftTTOSi: (R . Pr. X III.7) where 
the word qf Rmra means 
Although 3rf*TSTR means activity of 
denotation and means
denoted object, both are found 
used synonymously. Patanjali on 
I. 2.5 r. Vart. I. understands siftraq 
as principal sense and suPflTO as 
original sense.

srfii t̂q' object or thing denoted by 
a word; sense of aword; cf. 3?fiT- 

M.Bh. on II.
2.29.

arfilRWFT lit. that which is placed 
near or before; the first of the 
doubled class consonants; a mute 
or sparsa consonant arising from 
doubling and inserted before a 
mute; cf. srqm^noi: TC 
waTOtW  ( T. Pr. X IV . 9. )
explained by as

VV- JTW 3Tt>W^q WTJRTO:.

3TprfJi«}i# viqfer i fcqfitfflwi:
ant'MN: ffq#: i q*n q: ^ra^cr 

q: cqqcurll 1 The Rk. 
Pratisakhya explains the term 
srfvtftqR somewhat differently; cf.

g-trROT. wfrcqrarafi'
=5IFrei% R. Pr. V I. 17 ,18 . explained 
by gsqs as ^qffqu^r ^  q ^ ^ T  
3T=xr:?m̂ f ^ qntfftf fcratfcrw ^ serf
WOT q%?TSJ #TCOT 1 cT^K. 3Tf*r-
ftww qm 1 q*n srqr ?n ^  st sr i 
B <-1̂ 1 U  ? f  tcqs 3rftrft*rm 11
3TW ŝfpr possibly according to 
ssqs here means the first, of the 
doubled letter which, although the 
second letter is attached to it, is 
separately uttered with a slight 
pause after it. arfawTR means, in 
short, something like ‘suppression.’ 

T-he R k. Tantra takes a still wider 
view and explains as the
first of a doubled consonant, cf. 
suftmra: 1 5fvFT3i xr 1
R. T. 21.

S£TT$lR̂ f% development of an activity; 
manifestation; cf. 5^3

M.Bh. on
V I. 1.84.

that which has already 
entered on functioning or begun to 
function: cf. *̂TFRT ^ R T

STfitftffgTJlT
1 M.Bh. on II. 1.1. cf. 

3rfaf?rft^ q^Tl^n?:, M.Bh. on IL  
3.46; Pari. Sek. Pari. 62.

is an ancient name atvisarga. 
cf. Kasika on P. V III. 3.86 which 
derives the word. Among the 
PratiSakhyas it occurs only in 
Atharvaveda Pratisakhya 1.42. 
Abhinisthana seems to be the true 
form.

used in connection with a 
or euphonic combination in 

which the vowel sr, as a first or a
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second member, is absorbed into 
the other member, e.g.

also where ar of sra
is absorbed or merged in s?r of 
on? of <n#; cf. 3f*nf%frrfter; 
aifcrl# : i <pffrori?f 'rretf^fiK^ssr 
gft5n:; R . Pr. II. 13 to 235; cf. tR?: 
q^nsfer P. V I. 1. iog.

name given to the 
circumflex vowel which is the 
resultant of the 3rftfeft<rerw.

sriSrare ( 1 )  sriStsrpraft a kind of 
euphonic combination where the 
nasal letter % is dropped and the 
preceding vowel ( 3tt ) is nasalised 
e.g. m l qr§ 1 (2 )  view, 
purpose, intention; cf.ferŝ
?mRrsn% »p%, %i ^ M.Bh. on
I. 1.27; cf. also ^ftdsrcf:

P. 1. 3 72.

arfsfflFg of Kashmir, who restored the 
corrupt text of Mahabhasya, cf. 
Vak. pad. II. 484-496.

siRRTJT R  a grammarian who
wrote a Vrtti on the Karakapada 
of Goyicandra’s commentary.

inclusive extension to a par
ticular limit; inclusive limit; cf. 
3T(e P. II, 1 .13, 3?!5

M. Bh. on
1 . 4.89; ( 2 ) full or complete exten
sion ftiqTS'nivqf *R*T:.I cf.

53^ 1 1
3R#iT Kas. on P. III. 3.44.

absorption of a vowel when 
two long vowels of the same kind 
come together e.g. at aTTC: =  cTTC:, 
3T3g[ sif=3iqBT, the resultant vowel 
being pronounced specially long 
consisting of one more matra, which 
is evidently, a fault of pronuncia
tion. Cf. 3JKR 3TRI*:; fts#  ejt 
3TKR I arfvfssna

Uvvata on R. Pr. X IV

27*

expression; cf. tfis;
g W R l f t s q i f l t  cT^STlfR flqfcf I f f * o q -  

H Nir X . 16.

5n^Rlf|?r lit. carefully directed towards. 
The word is used in connexion with 
a word which is carefully directed 
towards its power of denotation 
with a view to communicating the 
intended sense, cf. Vak. pad II. 401.

STT̂ KJTfiiofr name of a metre in which 
two feet have ten syllables and 
the other two have twelve syllables;

. cf. t?Kq'r qr^qRrgifM Ri
P r .X V I.6 6 .

STOWfef provided with a svarita or 
circumflex accent.

srf Îflcr expressed ( used in connection 
with the.'sense of a word) ^snfiTftrfr 

M.Bh. on I. 2 .6 4 ,1.3 .1; ex
pressed actually by a word or part 
of a word, same as M. Bh.
on I. 4.51.

theory of the denota
tion by words possessed of indivi
dually separate senses giving rise 
to a different kind of sense known 
as when they are taken. to
gether, This view propounded by 
the Bhatta school of Mlmamsakas is 
opposed to the other view viz.

propounded by the 
Prabhakara school, cf. Vak. pad.
II. 1; II. 41, 42.

being what it was not before, 
cf. P . V. 4.50
Vart. 1.

not bringing about a difference-, 
not making different; nondiscrimi
nant; cf.jjtnT Par. Sek. Pari.
109 cf. 33 xf 3T^5T sifqr ^ gnjr 
5̂ 5!% M.Bh. on 1. 1.1.

a connection of unity, as 
noticed between the nominative 
case affix of the subject and the
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ending % of a verb, which produces 
the sense.

relation of non-difference as 
stated by the Vaiyakaranas

between an adjective and the sub« 
stantive qualified by it. e. g. 

is explained as

interior;. contained in, held 
i n ; cf. 8t«p?rc«r m m : i
I f :  M. Bh. on
I. 1.56.

a m s R  ( BH ASKARASH ASTRI Abh-
- yankar 1785-1870 A. D .) an emin

ent scholar of Sanskrit Grammar 
who prepared a number of Sanskrit 
scholars in Grammar at Satara. He 
has also written a gloss on the 
Paribhassndusekhara and another 
one on the Laghu-Sabdendusekhara. 
( VASU D EVA SH ASTRI Abhyan
kar 1863-1942 A. D .) a stalwart 
Sanskrit Pandita, who, besides writ
ing several learned commentaries 
on books in several Sanskrit Sas
tras, has written, a commentary 

. named ‘ TattvadaTSa ’ on the Pari- 
bhasendusekhara and another nam
ed ' Gudharthaprakasa ’ on the 
Laghusabdendusekhara.
( KASHINATH VASUDEVA Abh
yankar, 1890-1976) a scholar of 
Sanskrit Grammar who has written 

and
and compiled the 

and the present Dictionary of 
Sanskrit Grammar.

stwp3(, substitute for dat. and abl. pi. 
affix vijg. after the words and 

cf. P. VII. 1.30.
is also noticed as a different reading, 
cf.' M. Bh. and Kasika on VII. 
1. 30.

STWRcf repeated, redoubled word or 
wording or part of a word. The 
term .ajwRcr is applied to the whole

doubled expression in Panini’s gram
mar, cf. 3$ BTKRcra; P. V I. 1.6; (2 )  
the seven roots w it h p la c e d  at the 
head viz. 3i ,̂ 3ftr, =33^ ,  rTR, 

and which in fact are redu
plicated forms of to., q, T̂, W9 , r̂a., 
sft and

inclination towards an action; 
tendency to do an a c t ; cf.

P. V. 4.17
3rrag?sft s#R«[ifrei: (M . Bh. on V. 
4.19} is the explanation in the 
Mahabhasya, while 
( Kas. on V. 4.17 ) is the one given 
in Kasika.

STATIST lit, doubling or reduplication; 
technically the word refers to the 
first portion of the reduplication, 
which is called the reduplicative 
syllable as opposed to the second 
part which is called the reduplicated 
syllable; cf. 'jyfagra: P . V I. 1.4.
(2 )  Repetition, the second part 
which is repeated; cf. ( R. T.
165 ) explained as I
qzwarfe' I i; ( 3) repeated
action ; cf. srsqrg: 5?!: s«i: 'OT’TTffe 
Kas. on P . I. 3. 1.

«rwni?r omission of any sound; a fault 
of utterance.

lit. accumulation or addition 
of sense brought about by the 
addition of adjectives or qualifying 
words, cf. Vale. pad. III. 14. 90, 
96, 98. cf. 5}4%
W IW W ,I  Nirukta I. 2. It also 
means mere show of- additional 
knowledge cf. q=g -rgltll

1 Sabda Kaustu- 
bha on I. 2.45 where refers to 
Nyasa.

snj, ( 1 )  a technical brief term in Pan
ini’s grammar including vowels, 
semivowels, the letter ^ and nasals;
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(2 )  a significant term for the accu
sative case showing change or sub
stitution or modification; cf. sf 
fî RR̂ q T. P r . . I. 28 explained as 

r t#  miOTreqf ^qfcr i arfirra- 
feftqifq^qsajtira; 1 ( 3 )  augment sr 
applied to the penultimate vowel of 

5^, ( P. V I. 1.58, 59 and VII. 
1.99) { 4) substitute for 1st pers. 
sing, affix P)<i, by P. III. 4 101 (5 )  
Acc. sing, case affix arq.

' W  called srinrfflf, an ancient gramm
arian mentioned in the by 

qlq%q. He is believed to have written 
some works on grammar, such as 
q|K3i3$pi, his famous existing work,

however, being the Am;_’'ako§a or 
Namalinganusasana.

a j ajn grammarian and a 
pupil of Jinadattasuri, who lived 
in the fourteenth century who is 
believed to be the writer of 

TRfT55 etc.

3Tg tad. affix 3i^ applied in Vedic 
Literature to words ending in 
i?, indeclinables and the affixes cR 
and e. g. srat ^qw 5RR q?q; cf. 
w j =q P. V. 4.12.

snpr T̂TfcfT a grammarian who is believ
ed to have written §qtfqqn or jprlfq f̂r, 
a gloss on the

called also 3T̂ ?raf?r, a comm
entary on the S%qFfiTg<ft of

9TJTteraf «̂fT a f%%}[ work of the 
White Yajurveda. I t  follows Vajasa- 
neyi Pratisakhya.

also called 8TOmnT% is ;an 
extensive commentary on Sakata
yana grammar (sutras). I t  is believ
ed that the gloss was written by the 
Sutrakara and fathered the comm
entary on aratet I a Rastrakuta 
king of ninth century.

A Jain grammarian of' the 
ninth century who wrote the gloss 
known as 3T^qff% on the Sabdanu- 
Sasana of Sakatayana; the is 
quoted b y in his *n§fi%. It has 
a com: called Nyasa, by Prabha- 
candra.

swten also 3#Enif%, a gloss on the 
grammar of Sakatayana. See 
qt above.

a commentary on NageSa’s 
Paribhasendusekhara named so, as 
it commences with the words 3fiqr- 
q$r etc.

utterance (o f  words) accom
panied by water drops coming out 
of the mouth ; a fault of utterance 
or pronunciation;
It is explained differently in the 
Rk. Pratisakhya ; cf. 3?|gi*qr 3Tkt- 
fOT; ( R. Pr. X IV . 2) held tight 
between the lips which of course, is 
a fault of pronunciation ; cf. i*5T 
SR*5wfl<3lT5rcT ft I# 3F^f=f wnerwt 

M.Bh. I. I. 'R'RnffS.

( i ) substitute for the causal sign 
fnj before s ir ,  3*13 etc. by P. VI. 
4.55 ( 2 )  substitute for K before a 
vowel by P. V I. 1 78.

the substitute sjq for the final ? 
of the root #  by P. V II. 4.22.

3T2T5 tad. affix a?q substituted optio
nally for oq after f| and f t  by P. V. 
2.43. e.g. gq^,

substitutes for inst. sing 
affix 3T in Vedic Literature, e. g.

3iqqT. cf. M.Bh. on V II. 1.30.

3PH5R  non-mixture of words where the 
previous word is in no way the 
cause of ( any change in ) the next 
word, srqiq̂ ; Bffrtsw  ̂Uv. on R. Pr.
X I . 12 e. go where the ^m\z
is 1



snfa a term applied to the odd feet 
of a stanza; cf. Jpnqgligft 'TISHflT 
sn«n$fr i m w l i #  sjm R. Pr. 
X V I. 39.

the letters or phonetic ele
ments aig^K, f t # ,  upfci, 
and qji called so, as they are always 
uttered only in combination with 
another phonetic element or letter 
such as 3T or the like, and never 
independently;, cf. 3fiRKTf̂ *IT qnTgHT- 

ttfen: % *ircftr sricjmt ?r 
U vvata on Vaj. Pr. V III. 

18. These sjqtipjTf letters possess the 
characteristics of both, the vowels 
as well as consonants; cf. s^n^TfTm- 

Jfitsij: oiff 513 3i**rT-
1 M.Bh. on

SR a technical term for Ardhadhatuka 
affixes in the Mugdhabodha gra
mmar:

a word, the coalescence of 
which is not nasalized, as the word 
sn in sflozrq; as contrasted with 
3?$t aft m : ; cf. R. Pr. X I. 18.

a Visarga which is not rhotacized; 
the term is used in the same 
sense.

not rhotacized; not turned 
into the letter r, cf.
&PJ#: bthik^  1 R . Pr. II. 9.

aHlsS'Jilt? a group of words given in 
P. IV. 2.80 which get the taddhita 
affix 53̂  ( 3T5 ) added to them as a 
caturarthika affix e.g.

etc. see Kasika on P. IV.
2.80.

the strong blowing of air from the 
mouth at the time of the utterance 
of the surd consonants; cf. Vaj. 
Siksa 280.

SPS ( 1 )  lit. signification, conveyed 
sense or object. The sense is some
times looked upon as a determinant

of the foot of a verse; cf. 5rret*ft 
tnq: R. Pr. X V II 

16. It is generally looked upon as 
the determinant of a word ( q ? ). 
A  unit or element of a word which 
is possessed of an indepsndent 
sense is looked upon as a Pada in 
the old Grammar treatises; cf. 3?#: 
q?fcf?r cf. also s$r: q ^ V .  Pr.
III. 2, explained by gssfz as swfftwift 
q ^ i  q ?A  5 F #  q ^ i
There is no difference pf opinion 
regarding the. fact that, out of the 
four standard kinds of words jot, 
sutler, 3qgn andf?mcr, the'first two 
kinds htt[ and sfreqRT do possess an 
independent sense of their own. 
Regarding possession of sense and 
the manner in which the sense is 
conveyed, by the other two viz. the 
Upasargas (prepositions) and 
Nipatas ( particles) there is a strik
ing difference of opinion among 
scholars of grammar. Although 
Panini has given the actual designa
tion q  ̂ to words ending with either 
the case or the conjugational affixes, 
he has looked upon the different 
units or elements of a Pada such as 
the base, the affix, the augment 
and the like as possessed of in
dividually separate senses. There 
is practically nothing in Panini’s 
sutras to prove that Nipatas and 
Upasargas do not possess an in
dependent sense. R e: Nipatas, the 
iule which means that ^
and other indeclinables are called 
Nipatas when they do not mean 
gvf, presents a riddle as to the 
meaning which =3 and the like 
should convey if they do not mean 

or i.e. a substance. The 
Nipatas cannot mean or verbal 
activity and if they do not mean 
or ^sq, too, they will have to be call
ed ( absolutely meaningless) 
and in that case they would not be
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termed Pratipadika, and no case- 
affix would be applied to them. 
To avoid this difficulty, the Varti- 
kakara had to make an effort and 
he wrote a Vartika 
srrfcrqfefER l p . I. 2,45 Var. 12. As 
a matter of fact the Nipatas m 
and others do possess a sense as 
shown by their presence and ab
sence ( sja^i and ). The sense, 
however, is conveyed rather in a 
different manner as the word g jjf, 
or ggrra, which is the meaning 
conveyed by ^ in *re: cannot
be substituted for =3 as its synonym 
in the sentence Looking
to the different ways in which 
their sense is conveyed by nouns 
and verbs on the one hand, and 
by affixes, prepositions and inde- 
clinables on the other'hand, Bhar» 
trhari, possibly following Yaska 
and Vyadi, has developed the 
theory of stores as contrasted with 

and laid down the dictum 
that indeclinables, affixes and 
prepositions ( 3q?rfs ) do not directly 
convey any specific sense as their 
own, but they are mere signs 
to show some specific property or 
excellence of the sense conveyed 
by the word to which they are 
attached; cf. also the statement 

. * 3 sjsriismiftfr

Nir I. 3. The Grammarians, just 
like the rhetoricians' have stated 
that the connection between words ! 
and their senses is a permanent 
one (ft®), the only difference in 
their views being that the rhetori
cians state that words are related, 
no doubt permanently, to their 
sense by means of or conven
tion which solely depends on the 
will of God, while the Grammarians 
say that the expression of sense 
is only a  natural function of words;

cf. 'srfaWT jp: Varttika
No. 33 o b  P. I. 2.64. For 
see Vakyapadlya of Bhartrhari II. 
165-206.

purpose of existence as. 
noticed in every object in nature- 
cf. Vak. pad. III. 11.14 which says 
"  Just as purposeful activity of the 
elements of the three gunas which 
are always found mixed up, is quite

- distinct in each case, so it is cognis
ed in the case of all objects.

comprehension of sense; cf. 
3?*ke!W: 3?£ tsrengf^Tsftiir

M.Bh. on P. I. 1.44,
III. 1.7 etc.

STsSSffO! use of the word 6 a ? # c f .
M.Bh. on

1. 1.11.

genus or general nature 
possessed in common with others 
by  individual objects, on which 
the corresponding genus of the 
word denoting the object is super
imposed cf. Vak. pad. III. 1.6, 
8, 11.

mention or specification of 
sense, cf.
M.Bh. IV . 1.92.

underlying principle in the 
use of a word in language; the desire 
on the part of a speaker to communi
cate his thought, cf. Vak. pad. 1.13.

f o f s a r  t ^  3  

m i If

HI a well known maxim 
or Paribhasa of grammarians fully 
stated as .
deduced from the phrase a*%<?i]forra; 
frequently used by the Varttikakara. 
The Paribhasa lays down that 
‘when a combination of letters 
employed in Grammar, is possessed 
of a sense, it has to be taken as
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possessed of sense and not such a 
one as is devoid of sense. ’

conveyance or expression 
of sense, cf. sfsrfftraifr 53:
P. I . 2.64 Vart. 33. It is only a 
nature of words that they convey 
their sense. This statement of the 
Vartikakara is taken as a standard 
dictum which is fully consistent 
with the doctrine of

a factor which determines 
the intended -sense out of the 
various senses that arise in the 
mind. Such factors are syntactical 
connection in a sentence sRv??!, 
situation context, the meaning of 
another word (a?#), propriety 
(sfrfsioq), place (^ r) , time (^T®), 
association ( ) ,  dissociation 
( ) ,  company ( ) ,  hosti
lity  ( ) ,  evidence from 
another sentence ( B ff) and the 
proximity of another word (

srffifa), cf. Vak. pad. II. 3x4,

315*

the condition of being needy, 
desire to possess, described as a 
cause of being entitled to do a 
thing, cf. Vak. pad. II. 79.

31''=T=i» a fault in the utterance of a: _ ]
vowel of the kind of abridgment 
of a long utterance, ex-

. plained as ^^ Tw ^-half the utter
ance of the short vowel; cf.

P. 1. 2.32. cf. also

Tai. Pr. 1.44.

sign 0f  Anunasika, cf, srg sff 
srqr Itqsi pfeq ] Nyasa
on 1.1.8.

t  IN
STsTSKdM a queer combination of 

half the character of one and half 
of another, which is. looked upon 
as a fault; cf... ?r <3*4

%% 1 asm  1 stf .vâ qr:

sfiW# are %(%■; M.Bh. on IV. 1.78; 
cf. also are srceqi: 'TIW ^  1
cf. nft 37*5521-
folfcre I cf. also
Sabdakaustubha, p. 2.

3HWHI half of a matra or 'mora\, 
cf. W w nr:
Par. Sekh. Pari. 122, signifying 
that not a single element , of utter
ance in Panini’s grammar is 
superfluous. In other words, the 
wording of the Sutras of Panini is 
the briefest possible, not being 
capable of reduction by even half 
a mora.

srlpFTTf^ taking for its utterance the
- time measured by the utterance of 

half a matra or mora; a consonant, 
as it requires for its utterance 
that time which is measured by 
half a matra (m atra being the 
time required for the utterance of 
short a?); cf. R. Pr. I. 16; T. Pr. 
I.37; V. Pr. I. 59-

a group of words given in 
P. II. 4.31 which are declined in 
both-the masculine and the neuter 
genders; e.g. spH:, ai’MN.; \«r:, 

w ?. etc.- cf. 3m f: .5% ^ 
P. II. 4.31.

i sryicWI a term used for the Jihva- 
muliya and Upadhmanlya into 
which a visarga is changed when 
followed by the letters *3, and 
the letters <̂ 3;, respectively.

the half of a short vowel having 
half morae. According to P. 1.2=32 
the initial part of Svarita is ardha- 
hrasva. In the contexts of long 
and prolonged ( pluta ) vowels, it is 
used in . the same way i.e. their 
initial portion will have one morae; 
cf. also Vak. pad. II. 308.

the acute (a^Trl) accent 
which becomes specially or
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3 R̂Rr< when the vowel, which pos
sesses it, forms the first half of a 

t̂fer vowel.

a class of words which take the 
taddbita affix 3t=3 (3t) id the sense 
of the affix i.e. in the sense of 
possession; cf. srqirrcr 3f5jg; i

crce: i 3n f Efcrnsn^ i 
5T§3lfiwH Kas. on P.
V . 2.127.

ST35 a RfJitfK or a short term signifying 
any letter in the alphabet of Panini 
which consists of 9 vowels, 4 semi
vowels, 25 class-consonants, and 4 
sibilants.

3T5i8goT that which is not a proper 
i.e. Sutra; a Sutra which does not 
teach definitely; a Sutra which can
not be properly applied being ambi
guous in sense. cf. f^fa- 
srffrqftSift Par. Sek. Pari. 
1.

3T3T$rroR> ( 1 )  not used in a secondary 
sense; ( 2 ) not accomplished by the 
regular application of a grammar 
rule; cf. raqral: f% f^5T-

Kas. on III. 2.59.

srfisif ( 1 )  not possessed of a definite 
gender; cf. M.
Bh. on I. 1.38, II. 4.82; ( 2) stfesj 

( Sid. Kau. on P. VII.2.90).

■srf®f:=rq»r not possessed of a definite 
gender and number; a term gene
rally used in connection with a^qqs 
or indeclinables.

absence of elision or omission.

STigfSnTTH a compound in which the 
case-affixes are not dropped. The 
Aluk compounds are treated by 
Panini in VI. 3.1 to VI. 3.24.

an operation, which, on the 
strength of its being enjoined by 
means of the genitive case, applies

to the last letter of the wording 
put in the genitive; cf.

M. Bh. on I. 1.65; cf. 
SfifeqWl 'reWtSRWT® 3T[%:
S.K . on P. I. 1.52.

sr T̂'T absence of elision of an affix etc. 
cf. gq: anstq: 1 irsr: jjw sftf 1
M. Bh. on II. 1.1.

the dissolution of a com
pound not in. the usual popular 
manner, e.g. dissolved as
< 1^  3-  ̂ :pq g , as contrasted with 
the srflaffgi: viz. ^5T: I see also 
arfwfft; dissolved as f% in the
shifts#?!?.

®T55ffoi ( 1 )  the word actually used 
in Panini’s rule e.g.
P. I. 2.41. (2 ) the wording as ar®, 
or wording by mention of a single 
letter; e.g. sn% ^Tg^qf *fl: P. V I. 
4.77.

®T5’TaT feebler effort required in the 
production of sound or in the utter
ance of a letter cf. iRMsRqre- 
I’aqte'raR: ( )  Tait. Pr. X X . 12.

STWJPTfaT not of frequent occurrence in 
the spoken language or literature; 
the term is used in connection with 
such words as are not frequently 
used; cf. ^^qsTqlrrr: 

sm̂ iTRr
Nir. I. 14.

ST'S'TUFT ( 1 )  non-aspirate letters; let
ters requiring little breath from the 
mouth for their utterance as oppos
ed to mahaprana; ( 2 )  non-aspira
tion; one of the external articulate 
efforts characterizing the utterance 
of non-aspirate letters.

3frr4ha« having a smaller number of 
vowels in it; such a word is general
ly placed first in a Dvandva com
pound; cf. P. II. 2,34.

'jt  *mcr is
the same as used in-the
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stfepRRJ# or 3T5«RTOR in Katantra 
( K at. II. 5.12).

®r5'TT̂ r̂ an operation requiring a 
smaller number of causes, which 
merely on that account cannot be 
looked upon as sFcRf. The anta- 
ranga operation has its causes 
occurring earlier than those of ano
ther operation which is termed 

cf.
8̂353%: 1 w  gfff

^ 4.11 Par. Sek. Pari.
50.

elision or omission of a single 
phonetic element or letter; cf. 
'3#qtsq: P . V I. 4.134.

an operation prescribed with 
reference to one single letter; cf. 

P. I. 1.56.

occasion; possibility of appli
cation; cf., g i l l*  1

fRr I f i f a t  snatfer I
I fltilffr 1 M. Bh. on I. 1.3. Vart.

6.

sreFJfT Spijt up into constituent parts, 
cf. Nyasa on P. III. 1.119. cf. also 

'ft W-II 3rqm;: 1 Durga. on 
K at. IV. 2.27.

( 1 )  separation of a compound 
word into its component elements 
as shown in the Pada-Patha o f  the 
Vedic Samhitas. In the Pada-patha, 
individual words are shown sepa
rately if they are combined by 
Samdhi rules or by the formation 
of a compound in the Samhita- 
patha; e.g. in the Samhita-
patha is read as g*:s%rn. sHjpir 
Tq-feg <jsq% ffar srqJlf: I In writing, 
there is observed the practice of ; 
placing the sign ( s ) between the 
two parts, about which nothing can 
be said as to when and how it 
originated. The Atharva-Prati-

sakhya defines as the ’ separa
tion of two padas joined in Samhita. 
( A .P r . I I .  3.25, II. 4.5). In the 
recital of the pada-patha, when the 
word-elements are uttered separate
ly, there is a momentary pause 
measuring one matra or the time 
required for the utterance of a short 
vowel. (See for details Vaj. Prat. 
Adhaya 5 ). (2 ) The word stejhi: 
is also used in the sense of the first 
out of the two words or meir jers 
that are compounded together See 
Kasika on P. V III. 4.26; cf. also cTH 
(flfsrei) nm T̂RcT
Tai. Pr. I. 49. The term srejnf is 
explained in the Mahabhasya as 
‘ separation, or splitting up of a 
compound word into its constituent 
parts; cf. facOTC
ffs  I ( M. Bh. on IV. 2.36); also cf.

snatfa-1 «r agfcr- srg-

tpf ( M. Bh. on III. 1.109)
where the Bhasyakara has definitely 
stated that the authors of the Pada- 
patha have to split up a word 
according to the rules of Grammar. 
( 3 ) In recent times, however, the 
word is used in the sense of 
the sign ( s ) showing the coale-. 
scence of bt ( short or lon g) with the 
preceding sr ( short or long) or with 
the preceding ^ or aft e.g. fBjfts=4:, 
37*IISSTf5s5. ( 4 ) The word is also 
used in the sense of a pause, or an 
interval of time when the consti
tuent elements of a compound word 
are shown separately; cf. gfrofasiff 

( V. Pr. V. 1 ) .  (5 ) The 
word is also used in the sense of the 
absence of Sandhi when the Sandhi 
is admissible.

the interval or pause after 
the utterance of the first member 
of a compound word when the 
members are uttered separately. 
This interval is equal to two moras
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according to Tait.- Pr. while, it is 
equal to one mora according to the 
other Pratisakhyas.

substitute for the final aft of 
the word %  cf. ssrq® P. VI.
1.123, 124.

something which need not be 
specifically prescribed or stated, 
being already available or v a lid ; 
cf. s w i f t
3i^ w g,P. II. x.30 V. 1.

a short gloss or commentary on 
a standard work.

lit. limitation, specification, 
specific knowledge cp. Vak. pad. III. 
14.11, 297 ; ( ta r )

SffSfRiJj ( x ) restriction; limitation; cf.

Kas. on P. II. 1.8. ( 2 ) deter
mination cp. Vak. pad. II. 268 ; cp. 
also sTepscR”! RoR' 1 Punya.

limit, which is either exclusive 
or inclusive of the particular rule 
or word which characterizes it ; cf. 
maj sjit M. Bh.
on I. 3.3.

3T=n%ra; object of lim it; cf. 5  ̂
srq t# #  Ka£. on P. V. 3.37.

member of portion, as opposed 
to the total or collection ( gtj^Tq ) 
which is called cf. sr^ siral:

Par. Sek. Pari. 98. 
The conventional sense is more 
powerful than the derivative sense.,

accent occurring in the case 
of a part of a compound word ; 
accent for a compound word within 
a compound word. cp. Vak. pad.
III. 14. 57, 61.

the genitive case signifying 
or showing a p a rt; cf. q^qan^l^q- 

^  M.Bh. on I. I.2I.

f e n  activity residing indi
vidually separate in various parts. 
The word is equivalent to the max
im TOWftemfH: I and is in con
trast with greqttftflHlifr: I which 
can be stated as gg^PH#qi fe il. cp. 
Vak. pad. II . 372-75, 378.

the letter sr ; the first letter of 
the Sanskrit alphabet, comprising 
all its varieties caused by grades, 
(5W, cgcr) or accents or nasa
lization. The word qo} is used in the 
neuter gender in the Mahabhasya ; 
cf. M.Bh. I. 1.9, tit

M. Bh. I . 1.48 Vart. 1 ; 
cf. also M.Bh. on I. 1.50 Vart. 18 
and I. 1.51 Vart. 2 ; cf. also 
swHt tflcT*C. Siradeva Pari. 17.

srg-siTTfi name of a Samdhi when a class 
consonant, followed by any conson
ant is not changed, but retained as 
it i s ; cf. ^  3 ^ ]-
fiaRf era. R. Pr. IV. i ; e. g. 
3JK=R R. V. I. 113. 16, t  
( R. V. VII. 99.7) 3I3?ra^p: ( R. V. 
X . 85.14).

(V. 1. a term
occurring in the LinganuSasana 
meaning ‘ possessed of such genders 
as have not been mentioned already 
either singly or by combination ’ 
i. e. possessed of all genders. Under 
3jqftisfef5T are mentioned indeclin- 
ables, numerals ending in or 
adjectives, words ending with krtya 
affixes i. e. potential passive partici
ples, pronouns, words, ending with 
the affix sr  in the sense of an instru
ment or a location and the words 
qrfer and 3 ^ .  ( See mfeftq-f®sSig3JTfl;r 
Sutras 182-188).

ST35E2P3, necessarily ; the expression 
3j5Rq fq^qq, is very frequently 
used in the Mahabhasya when the 
same statement is to be emphasized.
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3TTOFT pause, cessation, termination ; 
ef. I qqfaifTOtq: sprerTOf:

S. K . on P. x. 4. 110.

srf^TT stage, condition; stage in the 
formation of a w ord; e.g. 3<T̂ n=rc*ri, 
35m*rr, etc.

3T3%iet of a uniform nature; cf. Rli: 
fsm%crt
ftfg5q;%, M. Bh. I. 1.70 V. 5.

araiST? deficient in one or more sylla
bles. The word is mostly used in 
connection with a Vedic Mantra.

-araircimf^; one who is not conversant 
with the proper use of language; 
cf. m  siterpqWH 'Hstw erê r siw;;- 
M. Bh. 1. 1. 1.

sdsRTensf meant for not preventing 
the application ( of a particular 
term ) to others where it should 
apply. The word is frequently used 

-in the K asika; cf. araisraOTJ sfiR: 
gnnJWOHRPTOR: I Kas. on P. IV. 
1.4, also see Kas. on III. 1. 133 ;
III. 2.67, 73; IV . 1.78.

immutable. The term is used 
frequently in the Mahabhasya in 
connection with letters 01 the alpha
bet which are considered ‘ .n itya’ 
by Grammarians; c f . ^

M. Bh. I. 1. Ahn 2 ; cf. also

*n^g M. Bh. on I. 1.1.

non-application, non-prescrip
tion { ); cf. gJTftr 
Miser’:*! M. Bh. on VII. I. 30; Par. 
Sek. Pari. 92.

S frfw fes  without the application of 
a case termination. The term is 
used frequently in connection with 
such words as are found used by 
Panini without any case-affix in his 
Sutras; sometimes, such usage is 
explained by commentators as an

archaic usage; cf. Briefest I 
3: X: I M. Bh. I. 1. Ahn. 2 ; 

also M. Bh. on I. 1.3 ; III . 1.36,
V II. 1.3 etc.

arfWFT absence of division, equilibr
ium cp. Vak. pad. 1. 128.

srfsRTFitrST a view of grammarians 
according to which there are words 
which are looked upon as not susce
ptible to derivation. The terms

■ and 3T̂ |e<m§j are also used-
in the same sense.

a maxim mentioned by 
Patanjali in connection with the 
word where the taddhita affix 
5* (?=K), although prescribed after 
the word srft in the sense of ‘ flesh 
of sheep’ ( i i i w) ,  is actually 
put always after the base srft'fi 
and never after 3tPt. The maxim 
shows the actual application of an 
affix to something allied to, or 
similar to the base, and not to the 
actual base as is sometimes found 
in popular use. cf. gift: fRRmi-
3ft%?r ftqf!S'TOTT|etn'%̂ fqtqra' srfls- 

1 era*n iq r̂c s?n^-
•3rs?T£wf%fofer arrRraftfer 1 M. Bh. 
on IV. 1. 88; cf. also M. Bh. on
IV. 1. 89; IV. 2. 60; IV. 3.131,
V, 1.7, 28; VI. 2.11.

ssrf^iferer name of a fault in pronoun
cing a word where there is the abse
nce of a proper connection of the 
breath with the place of utterance ; 
‘ ajf f̂rsKT: ’ Pradlpa on
M. Bh. 1. 1. 1. There is the word 
8^«f«fer which is also used in the 
same sense; cf. ĝ er 
i%fera;° .M; Bh. on 1. 1 .1 ."

absence of keenness to state ; 
ignoring, disregard, cp. Vak. pad. 
I. 137 and goq. * sffi-qsjraf 3I#<TRRq 
3r*erffa;fig'trRRftfer ?r eRqiq%r: 1

( i ) not taken technically 
into consideration, not meant; cf.
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srfqqfs# qgl vtqf?r M. Bh. on II.
3. 52 ; (2) unnecessary; superfluous; 
the word is especially used in conn
ection with a word in a Sutra which 
could as well bs read without that 
word. The word aiera is sometimes 
used similarly.

. absence of specification ; cf.
M. Bh. I. 1.20 Vart 

I ; Par. Sek. Pari. 106.

arfijiifocr not specified, mentioned with
out any specific attribute ; cf. ’igin'q 

M. Bh. on I. 1.9; 
cf. aiso Katan. VI. 1.63.

3Tff% absence of, or prohibition of, a 
vrtti or composite expression ; non- 
formation of a composite expression; 
cf. ?wran%R<irRT M.
Bh. 011 III. 1 .8 .

lit. not beginning with the vowel 
bit, or clt; a word which has got 
no 3?T or i? or sn as its first vowel, 
as for example *§=<p, etc.

etc; cf. siT^miSl  ̂
P> IV. 1. 160. also 

P. IV.

1.113-

( 1 )  indistinct; inarticulate; 
cf. f#T P. V I. 1.98
also P. V. 4.57; 3?sjfiji 
Kas. on P. VI. 1.98; ( 2 ) a fault of 
pronunciation; cf. fnrcT«ra 3 

I

absence of separation, com
plete mixture cp. Vak. pad. III. 3.8. I

j
3?n?rjfTfi unseparated/ undivided, in

separable, mixed; cf. JflszmffRq spjqt 
nifefa: 55^5 M.Bh.-on Siva-sutra 
4. V. 9 whereon Kaiyata remarks.

B gs:w iK  1

( 1 )  indeclinable, lit, invariant, 
not undergoing a change. Panini 
has used the word as a technical

term and includes in it all such 
words as ^ H W ^ e t c .  or com
posite expressions like aisqjffaaFlflinH, 
or such taddhitanta words as do 
not take any case affix as also 
krdanta words ending in or K, 

srf, m. He gives such words in a 
long list of Sutras P. I. 1,37 to 
41; cf. sgijr %  fefS ^ 1 

^ g ig  Kas.
on P. I. 1.37 and Gopatha Bra- 
hmajja I. 1.26. ( 2) non-Jcsing, 
remaining intact; an s indeclinable 
which shows no variation of form 
by the application of any gender 
or case-affix; cp, Vak. pad. III.
14.105.

name of a treatise on in
declinable words attributed to 
Sakatayana,

a work on the meanings 
of indeclinable words written in the 
sixteenth century A.D. by Vitthala 
Sesa, grandson of Ramacandra 
Sesa, the author of the Prakriya 
Kaumudl.

STcq̂ fTSTTf name of a compound so 
called on account of the words for
ming the compound, being similar 
to indeclinables; e.g. ft,

etc.; cf. 3?flEqq'®|Kl4 
^ejcftc îftvncf: M.Bh. on II. 1.5. The 
peculiarity of the avyayjfchava 
compound is that the first member 
of the compound plays the role of 
the principal word; cf.

M' Bh. on II. 1.6.

absence of intervention 
between two things by something 
dissimilar; close sequence; cf.

t  M .B h.#
on I. 1.7. Vart. 8; cf. also ^  

^qsnjriDjjp^
M.Bh. on VII 3.44, VII. 3.54,
V II. 4.1, V II. 4.93. The term 
31̂ 1*1 also is used in the same sense.
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ST^T^IT absence of proper disposal; 
absence of a proper method regard
ing the application of a rule; cf.

M.Bh. on I. 3.60 V. 5. ■

insufficient extension, as oppos
ed to sjf&sqrfa or over application; 
cf. glrqrf^ftrsiTO^ i

I Padamafijari
on II. 1.32.

siWFtf an intransitive root; a techni
cal term in the Candra Vyakarana 
( C. Vy. I. 4. 70 ) as also ~ in 
Hemacandra’s Sabdanusasana; cf. 
sssqiHtfiq 3%^^ qr | e^RRi

hx ^  3T 1 *
%  I 1 5 5 #  31

tfg: ^ ip f  Hem. IV. 1.19.

STi^qf^qSj the view held generally 
by grammarians that all words are 
not necessarily susceptible to ana
lysis or derivation, an alternative 
view opposed to the view of the 
etymologists orNairuktas that every 
word is derivable; cf. qTfnRfoqsfHfe- 
15? tctra Pari.
Sekh. Pari. 22; jjifsj; gqi^R: ^ q -  
ettrft 3^?qf%q^ Vyadi’s Samgraha.

arŝ q̂̂ T underived, unanalysable; cf.
qiftqreraft M.Bh. I. 

1.61 Vart. 4; Par. Sek. Pari. 22.

same as s^qftiq^; See 
above the word srsjpqfaq .̂

( 1) Pratyahara or a short teim 
standing for all vowels, semi
vowels, and the fifth, fourth and 
third of the class-consonants; all 
letters excepting the surds and 
sibilants; ( 2 ) substitute 3j for the 
word before affixes of cases 
beginning with the instrumental, 
and for i?cf\ before the tad. affixes n 
a n d ^ ;  see P. II. 4.32 and 33;
(3 )  substitute sj for the gen. sing.

case-affix ®g, after the words gsj^  
and see P: VII. 1.27.

incapacity to pronounce words 
correctly; cf. sr^qr w f t ? .  3151̂ 1 
*KtPK M.Bh.
on Siva-sutra 2.

unnecessary to be prescribed 
or laid down.; cf. a?f%6?T g-frwtqcfig. 
P. I. 2.53; also fef 3?%E3? stwmeri- 
% m M. Bh. on II, 1.36.

a class of words headed by 
the word to which the taddh-
ita affix  ̂ is applied in the four 
senses specified in P. IV . 2.67 to 
70; e.g. s m c ,  qiTC;

etc. cf. P .IV . 2.80.

compounds like which ■
cannot be strictly correct as ĵjsfr- 
gtne, but can be merging if the 
word ^ ’4 in the rule

be understood in the 
sense of ‘ meant fo r ’ a particular 
thing which is to be formed out of 
it; cf. ftfifer: JTp f̂ir %?wrai<OJTTgq#- 
^ W ^ M .B h. on II. 1.36.

sraTcSTn? a class of words headed 
by s w ift  to which the taddhita. 
affix 3^  (31) is added in the senses 
mentioned in rules before the rule

#sqfiro P. IV. 4.2. which are 
technically called the Pragdlvya- 
tlya senses, e.g. ,
nrfqci^ etc.

aTJ3Jc8l*nn2T0I a commentator who wrote 
a gloss on Panini’s Astadhyayi in 
the Tamil languagp,

( 1 )  a class of words headed 
by the word sw to which the affix 
q ^  (3nq;r) is added in the sense of 
>?!?[( grand children etc.);e.g. MFgPW, 

3fic?PR: etc.; cf. P. IV. 1. 
n o ; (2 ) a class of words headed 
by the word s r  to which the 
taddhita affix qg îs added in the 
sense of a cause of the type of a
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meeting or an accidental circum
stance; e.g. sTliWF.  ̂ cf. 
?PPt I P. V. 1.38.

S'S another name for the famous 
woik of Fanini popularly called 
the Astadhayi; cf. e?giq«n*n: ift- 
flmiRq 3Tg% mfSi^r^ 1 ?qi#i W  

! fsjlR I Kas on P.V.
1.58; (2 )  students of Panini’s 
grammar, e.g. mw,V. qifol̂ Tqi; cf.

OTTO, 1 K a i  on P.IV. 2.65.

®T2*T a term used by ancient gram
marians for the vocative case.

«TOTip5T name of a commentary on 
the Katantra Vyakarana by Ram- 
akisoracftkravartiri.

srST'ansffc name popularly given to the 
Sutrapatha of Panini consisting of 
eight books ( adhyavas) containing 
in all 3981 Sutras, as found in the 
traditional recital, current at the 
time of the authors of the Kasika. 
Out of these 3981 Sutras, seven are 
found given as Vartikas in the \ 
Mahabhasya and two are found in i 
Ganapatha. The author of the I 
Mahabhasya has commented upon j 
only 1228 of these 3981 Sutras. 1 
Originally there were a very few 
differences of readings also, as 
observed by Patanjali ( see Mbh on
I. 4 .1); but the text was fixed by 
Patanjali which, with a few addi
tions made by the authors of the 
Kasika, as observed above, has 
traditionally come down to the t 
present day. The Astadhyayi is ! 
believed to be one of the six Ved- : 
anga works which are committed to 1 
memorygby the reciters of Rgveda. 
The text of the Astadhyayi is recited 
without accents. The word 3?gl«u# 
was current in Patanjali’s tim e; cf. 
ftlBfrawf 3igT«jpft- M. Bh, on VI. 
3-iog.

STST̂ rei a metre having eight syllables 
in a fo o t; cf. gt xfgmrasju I 
srgTajnsra: TKT: ^ !? t  3r R. Pr. 
X V I. 9.

«rfs name of a metre of four feet consr 
isting of 64 syllables in all, 12 sylla
bles in the odd feet and 20 in the 
even fe e t; e. g. Jiff q: etc.

R. V. II. 22. 1.

STg| Eight varieties of the
recital of the vedic texts viz. sier, 
jim , %®r, W , «?3r, zfs, m  and sr.

( 1 )  case affix of the nominative 
and accusative plural and the abla
tive and genitive singular ( *ig., , 
3% and 5H.); ( 2) taddhita affix a?€. 
( 3i%) added to T#, amr* and w ,  by 
P. V. 3.39 ; ( 3) compound ending 
3?€ ( appl ied to the words n*ir 
and % l̂ standing at. the end of a 
Bahuvrihi compound ( P. V. 4.122 );
(4 )  Unadi affix sttj. prescribed by 
the rule and subsequent

rules (628-678 ) to form words tuch 
as JRS., etc. ( 5 ) ending syllabi?;

, with or without sense, of words 
in connection with which special 
operations are given in grammar; 
cf. P. VI. 4.14 ; cf. also aiFRW^rnir-- 
ir-qfsjcn ^ cTĝ rftT̂ r
Par. Sek. Pari. 16.

WET affix aie mentioned in the Nirukta 
in the word 316) cf. sret

I Nir I. 17.

srere*! not possessing any notian of 
numbers the word is used in con
nection with avyayas or inaeclina- 
bles ; f| M.
Bh. on II. 4. 82.

ST5I5T35 a term for the C'andra Gramm
ar, as no sariijnas or technical terms 
are used therein ; cf.
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not used as a technical term or 
name of a thing ; cf. .

HtwremsnsTR. P. 1. 1.34*

( i ) separatedness as in the 
case of two distinct w ords; ( 2 )  
absence of co-alescence preventing 
the sandhi; cf. R. T. 68, 70.

sRTHWPf the same as see above;
e. g. ^  ; 05

failure to understand the 
sense ; cf. §i?rsisiq}siftn5gmT

M. Bh. on I. 1.23 Vart. 3.

sretsra Impossibility of occurrence 
( used in connection with an operat
ion); cf. trsj fcqfem: I 
1% ?rrt 1 Bh. I. 1.12 
Vart. 3 ; ( 2 )  impossibility of a 
statement, mention, act etc. cf. 
3TOT*i: M. Bh. on
II. 1. 1.

absence of the conjunction of 
consonants; cf. P.
I. 2.5.

absence of clear understanding, 
nescience, misconception; cf. Vak. 
pad. II. 91.

3TBi|af absence of juxta-posidon, abse
nce of connectedness ; cf. n̂qcif- 
itcrar koss 1
sWtffCtTqi M. Bh.
on I. 3.1.

( 1 )  absence of or entity ;
(2 )  other than a substance i. e. 
property, attribute, etc. cf.

f?PTicrwr *Prf% M. Bh. I. 
4. 59 ; cf. also #seT?sf§fergui: M. Bh. 
on IV. 1.44. cf. also ^r?qtsfiTt P. 
I- 4- 57-

srsnra ( 1 )  syntactically not conne
cted, e. g. and 3^ : jn the 
sentence 1 ( 2 )
unable to enter into a compound 
word, the term is used in connect

ion with a word which cannot be 
compounded with another word, 
although related in sense to it, and 
connected with it by apposition or 
by a suitable case affix, the reason 
being that it is connected more 
closely with another word; cf. gR%j- 

M. Bh. II. 1. .1.; e. g. 
the words ?,g and fcr: in the sentence 
TffO. m. fsra-:.

a compound of two words, 
'which ordinarily is inadmissible, 
one of the two words being more 
closely connected with a third word, 
but which takes place on the auth
ority of usage, there being no obst
acle in the way of understanding 
the sense to be conveyed; e. g.

i sitraraf 1
3?g?i‘mif?r jjiaifa, sinai: m„
Bh. on II. 1. 1.

not compounded, not entered 
into a compound with another word; 
cf. gtfit sreirffRq Hem. II. 3.13.

STOTRfT ( 1)  absence of a compound.
q)cfa5R-q P. V III. 4 .14  ; 

(2  ) an expression conveying the 
sense of a compound word although 
standing in the form of separate 
words; cf. ^  -srefntfq

sriaifc1 srf<c#qin%
3^4 qgq. M. Bh. on II. 2.29.

srenCT not having the same outward 
form or appearance; e. g. the affixes 
3 R , 3 ^ , °i, 31̂ ., sr, and the like 
which are, in fact, ad they have 
the same outward form viz. the

■ affix 3?. 3R  and qq; are sthsu ; cf. 
P. III. I. 94.

not admitting all caseaffixes 
to be attached to i t ; cf. crf&rara#- 
firvtfrfi: P. 1. 1. 38; JRJTfS

I afr: qer: m m  I Ka£. on
I. 1 .38.
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absence of a syntactical con
nection ; cf. sat qs: I vz: I 3rg;rr- 

- aif e  grti#  ̂ ^ q fc r  i w rreuM ^i
«I ft 3H:

fe r  m f i  i f e n  ? a t  q ^ f ^ r i  M .  
Bh. on II. 1.30.

dissimilarity in apparent form 
'(although the real wording in exist
ence might be the same ) e. g. Jiq., 
31̂ , cf. Par.
Sek. Pari. 8.

( 1 )  Uriadi affix 3?g:; ( 2 )  tad. 
affix st3 . See above the word sf^.

samasa-ending affix arg. See 
above the word 3^.

)
STRW invalid; of suspended validity 

for the time being; not functioning 
for the time being. The term is 
frequently used in Panini’s system 
of grammar in connection with 
rules or operations which are preve
nted, or held in suspense, in conn
ection with their application in the

process of the formation of a word. 
The. term ( strIs ) is also used in 
connection with rules that have 
applied or operations that have 
taken place, which are, in certain 
cases, made invalid or invisible as 
far as their effect is concerned and 
other rules are applied or other 
operations are allowed to take place, 
which ordinarily have-been preven
ted by those rules which are made 
invalid had they not been inva
lidated. Panini ; has laid down 
this invalidity on three different 
occasions ( 1 )  invalidity by the 
rule VIII.2.1. which
makes a rule or;; operation in the 
second, third and fourth quarters 
of the eighth chapter of the 
Astadhyayi invalid when any pre
ceding rule is to be applied, (2 )  
invalidity by the rule

which enjoins mutual invalidity 
in the case of operations prescribed 
in the Abhlya section beginning 
with the rule ( V I. 4.22).
and going on upto the end of the 
Pada ( V I 4.175), ( 3) invalidity of 
the single substitute for two letters, 
that has already taken place, when 
^is to be substitued for g., or the 
letter a. is to be prefixed, cf.
Rfe (V I. 1.86). Although- Panini 
laid down the general rule that a 
subsequent rule or operation, in 
case of conflict, supersedes the 
preceding rule, in many cases it 
became necessary for him to set 
that rule aside, which he did by 
means of the stratagem of invalidity 
given above. Subsequent gram
marians found out a number of 
additional cases where it became 
necessary to supersede the sub
sequent rule which they did by 
laying down a dictum of invalidity 
similar to that of Panini. The 
author of the Varttikas, hence, laid 
down the doctrine that rules which 
are nitya or antaranga or apavada, 

’ are stronger than, and hence super
sede, the ariitya, bahiranga and 
utsarga rules respectively. Later 
grammarians have laid down in 
general, the invalidity of the 
bahiranga rule when the antaranga 
rule occurs along with it or sub
sequent to it. For details see 
Vol. 7 of Vyakarana Mahabhasya 
( D. E . Society’s edition) pages 217- 
220. See also Pari. Sek. Pari. 50.

invalidity of a rule or opera
tion on' account of the various 
considerations sketched above.

. See srfgs. _ ■

the same as Antaranga 
Paribhasa or the doctrine of the 
invalidity of the bahiranga opera
tion. See the word . aifgs above.



For details see the Paribhasa
- "  asiddham bahirangam antararige" 

Par. Sek. Pari. 50 and the discus
sion thereon. Some grammarians 
have given the name to
the Paribhasa srfgs srdjSffRRW as 
contrasted with spentt 
which they have named as qftitlf-

the circumflex accent 
prescribed by Panini in the three 
Padas 2 ,3, 4 of adhyaya V III called 
Tripadi or Asiddhakanda. This 
Svarita is not the original Svarita 
but enclitic or secondary. See also 
P. V III. 4.66, 67.

the augment 3^  seen in Vedic 
Literature added to the nora. pi. 
case-affix following a noun
base ending in sr; e.g. SRfs.y^rra: 
etc. cf. P. VII. 1.50, 51.

substitute for the last letter 
of the word gg,before the •gfftlTOW 
affixes, i.e. before the first five case 
affixes e.g. S ^ g ^ ra r  etc.; cf.
P. V II. 1.S9.

3T§*I, Unadi affix sng ( srgjf) by gf- 
'ngwitsg^ Un. Su. 628; cf. ?r

Kas. on
P. VI. 3-75-

( 1 )  krt affix in the sense of the 
infinitive ( )  in Vedic Litera
ture, e.g. sfr#; cf. g w  
P. I I I .4.9. (2 )  3?% as a loc. sing, is 
used in the sense of arfljnifr in com
mentary works and in Gaijapatha.

unblended, unmixed, just as the : 
sense of one word with that of 
another according to the view of 
scholars who follow the <!33l^rcj. cp. 
Vak. pad. II. 248, 249. |

of 'direction', e.g. p^ra;, 
etc. cf.

3TSTlffr: P.V.3.27.

sr, an, and sti 3. This term is used 
in 5lk Tantra cf.
R.T. 94. 3r«t possibly means 
'belonging to sj i. e. all the three 
grades f*?, and of aj.'

less in contact with the vocal 
organ than the semi-vowels; the 
term occurs in Hemacandra’s 
Grammar ( Hem. I. 3.25) and is 
explained by the commentator as 
tTOSScra amg stands
for the letters A and ' n which are 
substituted for the vowels <1 % and 
ait a?r when followed by a vowel; 

cf. also £ak I. 1.154.

not in contact with any vocal 
organ; the term is used in connec
tion with the effort required for 
the utterance of vowels, snprrc and 
sibilants when no specific contact 
with a vocal organ is necessary; 
cf. WT f%lcl  ̂ R.
Pr. X III. 3.

first person; the term is used in 
the sense of the first person in the 
grammars of Hemacandra and 
Sakatayana. cf. sfrfSt 
(Hem. III. 3,17),

a term used for those 
compounds, the dissolution of 
which cannot be shown by the 
members of the compound; e.g. 
cf, : l
c w r  l I M.Bh.
on V. 4.5.

A term used for the perfect 
tense; cf. ?  (R.T. 191).

SRcTtra tad. affix in the sense : not homogeneous; asavarna. cf.
of the base itself, but called j 5 ? ^ :  ^  Hem. I. 2.21,
prescribed after, words in the sense j also 3?^ Sak. 1 . 173.
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untoned; a word without an
- accent, as different from a word 

. which has an accent, but which 
is n o t‘ uttered with that accent; 
c f .3T%un% .3tr t%  arr r̂r
3i?TOiiainm*5r: *3: M.Bh. on VII. 
1.2, V II. 1.89.

3TT

an ( x )  the long form of the vowel 3f 
called consisting of two matras, 
in contrast with ( i )  the short sr 
which consists of one matra and the 
protracted 3fl3 which consists of 
three matras; ( z ) substitute arr 
of two matras when prescribed by j 
the word or Ife for the i 
short vowel 3T; (3 )  upasarga 3tt j 
( 3 n f) in the sense of limit e.g, art : 

Hstt ( P. I. 4.1.) sriftnt qqi: > 
qjTO: K a l  on II. 1.13. an j
(M .Bh. on I. 1.14); ( 4X) indeclin- j 
able 3jt in the sense of remembrance ; 
e.g. an g  cf. i
Jtq?=crf*#4T ^ 1 tRmicr fer |
W'TCftfeq. M.Bn. on I. 1.14; (5 j 
augment an ( 3T[̂  ) as seen in

etc. cf. M.Bh. VI. 1.12 Vart. 6; 
(6 )  augment arj (sri^) prefixed 
to roots in the tenses g f ,  and 
55̂ 5 ( 7 )  substitute arr prescribed 
for the last letter of pronouns 
before the tad. affixes f^i, jst, 
and qg., as in ^Tlf, cTTĝ r etc.
( 8) feminine affix bit ( Si?., 511. or 
=511̂ ) added to nouns ending in. arr;
( 9 )  substitute 3ir ( bit or arrâ  or st 
or 3r;^) for case affixes in Vedic 
literature 3?tt JRITO, 3TO # sqi; etc.

STT indeclinable ari pronounced nasa
lized, e.g. am aft sr5?- M.Bh. I.3.2.

3TFS see above the word m sense ( 5 ).

STT̂ JJ, the substitute a r i^  for of
the gen. pi. after the words 
and 3P5*  ̂e.g. ; cf.
P. V II. 1.33.

a word used in the sense of
* original source ’ or mine for 
Mahabhasya by commentators in 
phrases like ?qgrTR̂ , aTRRtTfi I

3*1* ^  ( a word ) attracting^ another 
word stated previously in the 
context e.g. the word ^ in the 
rules of Panini.

srpfisffii? a class of words headed by 
the word arrot to which the tadd
hita affix ^  ( =R) is applied in the 

. sense of clever or expert; e. g. 
stPt&R:, c^$:, 5Tf̂ q»: etc. ; cf. 

«r̂  P. V. 2.64.

sn^Tjg1 (or also) expectant of
another word in the context, e. g. 

and smix in aif 3, a?f sqif* 3 
siRfT Kas. on arfg^ 

fermifH ( P. V III. 2.96).

expectancy with regard to 
sense-completion, generally in com
pounds such as WCRfilf etc. 
cf. 3T?aRfT5fI^ff M. Bh. 
on III. 2. 114.

a word for which there is 
expectancy of another word for 
the completion of sense.

the letter art; cf. stsrrw f|fsl<reqr 
3THiRjlfoiH: | M. Bh. 1, 1 Ahn. 2

( i ) a variant for s^ rek, cp. 
Kas. on Pa. II. 4.21 ( ii)  Extend
ing to the Kalakavana near the 
confluence of Ganga and Yamuna.

tad. aff. 3711%^ affixed to the 
word <?sj; in the sense of ‘ single *,
* alone cf.' P. V.

3.52.

STTfSFlfNr a gtoup of 43 roots of the
class of roots beginning with 

the root and ending with 
which are Atmanepadin only.

STTf.ra lit. form ; individual thing ; cf.
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.  ̂ M. Bh. on III. 1.40 Vart. 6. 
The word is derived as anfe^ bt 
annfar: and explained as cf.
.a r r i^ 5qsq^ wrar f  Rr ^ t a R g ^
Nyasa on IV . 1.63, (2 )  general 
form which, in a way, is equivalent 
to the generic notion or genus; cf.

f® M. Bh. I. 1. Ahn. 1 ;  ( 3)
notion of genus; cf. also q^fit 

. f a W M  fm n fc m  w t ^ f #  e  w s: 1 
%?nf I anfRRfa ST. M. Bh. 1. 1. Ahn. 
1 ;  (4 )  a metre consisting of 88 
letters; cf. R. Prat. X V I. 56, 57.

s n f  Rmoi a class or group of words in 
which some words are actually 
mentioned and room; is left to 
include others which are found 
undergoing the same operations; cp.
Sioqrcq: ftnftft: I vm w - frflft- 
BiTtfJl'n: 1 M. Bha. on II. 1.59. 
Haradatta defines the word as 

sursffisnir not: aiif foiiq: I 
Padamanjar! on II. 1.59. Some of 
the Ganas mentioned by Panini and 
in Unadi and Phit-sutras also are 
Akrdganas, e. g.
JPJT, and
others. The Word Vrt which is put 
at the end of a Gana to mark its 
close does not occur in those Ganas 
which are looked upon as Akrtiga- 
nas. cp. 3if^nra;if;fcR>iils^ 1 Ka. bn 
Pa II. 1.48.; cp. Jte
3T<Tftnf5teRrs?g>J.f: 1 *5 
B anijifiW. I Svo. on Ganaratnama- 
hodadhi. cp. also ‘ gFft^ssr sqimraf 

cm 1
a s ^ c t.’ l a Karika attributed to 
Apisali.

directly or expressly- 
mentioned in the fourteen Pratya- 
hara Sutras of Panini; a letter 
actually mentioned by Panini in 
his alphabet -‘ a r ^ . ’, ‘ sr̂ ’ etc.

®rrill§r ( 1)  taken as understood, being 
required to complete the sense ; cf.

fisfa  3?T%ef *mfcT M. Bh. on III. 2. 
178; (2) a term used for the circum
flex accent or sftcT as it is uttered 
by a zig-zag motion of the organ 
in the mouth caused by the air 
producing the sound ; cf. an%trf iftH 

rnsjpiif qrgftPHt q b  
U vvata oa R . Pr_III. 1.

®TT%tr a zig-zag motion of the organs 
producing sound caused by the a ir ; 
see 3n%g above.

designation, conventional name; 
cf. go=5ipj sicqfcf =̂rmp°qr ff
stfifa M. Bh. on I. 1. 1 . ;  cf. also 
wisnfwfiFerrara; P . I . 1.35; c f. also 

TO5R1 Tai. Prat. I. 16.

SfBRRt verbal form, v e rb ; cf. *tm*rR- 
ureqis gx?si«rRTfii «ipnf?r Nir. I. 1 ;  
^ i R  M.
Bh. I. r. Ahnika 1 ;  also A. Prat.
X II.. 5, t o r  arreqit M. Bh.
I._ 2.37 Vart. 2, 3?reqROTW^T felT- 

Sid. Eau. on II. 1. 72, ftfiqr-. 
qraTOBjqra. V. Pr. V. I ; cf. URSFSfiR- 
*rreqra- w i t  *n«q% r r̂rcsiito gsqi- 
^I^qia V. Prat. VIII. 52 ;
cf. also Athar. Prat. I. x. 12, 18 ; ~ 
1. 3. 3- 6 ; II. 2. 5 where akhyata 
means verbal form. The word also 
meant in ancient days the root 
also, as differentiated from a verb or 
a verbal form as is shown by the

- lines 5 ^ ,. a^Ffqra ^
^it -B *rig: R. Pr. X II. 5 where 
f aipjqta ’ and ‘ *ng ’ are used as 
synonyms. As the root form such 
as 'fi, g  etc. as distinct from the 
verbal form, is never found in

■ actual use, it is immaterial whether 
the word means root or verb. In 
the passages quoted above from the 
Nirukta and the Mahabhasya refer
ring to the four kinds of words, the 
word akhyata could be taken to 
mean root ( *tt§ ) or verb ( ftiq i^ ). 
The - akhyata or verb is chiefly 
concerned with the process of being
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and becoming while nouns ( aTOft) 
have sa'ttva or essence, or static 
element as their meaning. Verbs 
and nouns are concerned not merely 
with the activities and things in 
this world but with every process 
and entity ; cf.
=g£ Nir. I . ; BtlT I

TOT: I Laghumanjusa. When
a krt. affix is added to a root, the 
static element predominates and 
hence a word ending with a krt. 
affix in the sense of bhava or verbal 
activity is treated as a noun and; 
regularly declined ; cf.
3<R}cf̂  vrqfa M. Bh. on II. 2. 19 and 
III. 1.67, where the words w ,  2̂JT, 
TO and others are given as instances. 
Regarding indeclinable words end
ing with krt. affixes such as f ^ ,  
and others, the modern grammari
ans hold that in their case the 
verbal activity is not shadowed by 
the static element and hence they 
can be, in a way, looked upon as 
akhyatas ; cf. aisqqfa) Vaiyakar- 
apabhusana.

SHkM! rail f e n  a work dealing with verbs 
written by Anubhutisvarupacarya 
on the Sarasvata Vyakarana.

a work dealing with verbs, 
and their activity by Kj-sna-Sbastri 
Arade, a great Naiyayika of the 
18th century.

Id^IqR0! a treatise on verbs dis
cussing verbal forms by Vangasena.

lit. adventitious, an addition
al wording generally at the end 
of roots to show distinctly their 
form e. g. W , Hlcf e tc .; cf.

=? P. I. 2. 6; cf. also

P. III. 4.16, P. III. 4.
17 and a ' number of other sutras 
where f  or ftr is added to the root ;

cf. JftnfefiR:, P.
III. 3.108 Vart. 2.3. 4. where such 
appendages to  be added to the roots 
or letters are given. The word snjpg 
is an old word used in the Nirukta, 
but the term 3rt»F$p appears to be 
used for the first time for such 
forms by H aradatta; cf. i

TfR̂ r: Padam- 
afijail on VII. 2. 31. In the traditi
onal oral explanations the second 
part of a reduplicated word is term
ed aiFl'ip which is placed second
i.e. after the original by virtue of 
the convention al
though, in fact, it is said to possess 
the sense of the root in contrast 
with the first - which is called 
abhyasa. A  nice distinction can, 
however, be drawn between the four 
kinds of adventitious wordings 
found in grammar viz. 
aiwne and 3)iqq which can be briefly 
stated as follows: The former two 
do not form a regular part of the 
word and are not found in the 
actual use of the word; besides, they 
do not possess any sense, while the 
latter two are found in actual use 
and they are possessed of sense. 
Again the agantu word is simply 
used for facility of understanding 
exactly and correctly the previous 
word which is really wanted; the 
wording, besides serving this pur
pose, is of use in causing some 
grammatical operations, sjvqre is 
the first part of the wording which 
is wholly repeated and it possesses 
no sense by itself, while, agama 
which is added to the word either 
at the beginning or at the end or 
inserted in the middle, forms a 
part of the word and possesses the 
sense of the word.

3TFTTT augment, accrement, a word 
element which is added to the primi
tive or basic word during the process
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of the formation of a complete 
word or p a d a .' The agama is an 
adventitious word element and 
hence differs from adesa, the substi
tute which wholly takes the place 
of the original ( or ' Out of
the several agamas mentioned by 
Paiiini, those that are marked with 
mute 5 are prefixed, those, marked 
with fj j are affixed, while those, 
marked with are placed imme
diately after the last vowel of the 
word. The augments become a part 
and parcel of the word to which 
they are added, and the character
istics of which they possess; cf.

also
3TOTRT Par. Sek. Pari.
i i .  Those grammarians, who hold 
the view that words are unproduced 
and eternal, explain the addition of 
an augment as only the substitu
tion of a word with -an augment in 
the place of a word without an aug
ment; cf. sflltgRenffa sTfimir- 

w m i:  M. Bh. on 1. 1.20; I.r.46. 
The term agama is defined as 
fqemrjreg qt.Em: i 3n»i«ifrTgg5q- 

5% Com. on Tait. 
Prat. I. 23. cf. m\ I

3rten?g
®tq: eqfqsfifaig.l Durgaon Kat.

I. 2.1; also Kas; on P. VI. 3.109 
which cites a similar verse; cf. also 
Durga on Kat. II. 3.1 and Hela. 
on Va-Pa. III. 14.564.

a.base to which an augment is 
added; cf. mjnfq qs sipmraq m m fe 
M. Bh. I. 1 Ahnika 2.

a class of roots forming a sub
division of the Curadigana or the j 
tenth conjugation beginning with i 
qŝ  and ending with which are j 
only atmanepadin; e.g. q^qo'} sjqqt, j 

s t q t , n##. . !

STFnjR name of an ancient writer of 
Vedic grammar and Pratisakhya 
works; cf. R. Pr. I. 2.

STTETPPJ an ancient scholar of Nirukta 
quoted by Yaska; cf. arfjg 3tg: | 

aniJiq®!: Nir. I. 9.

SH® ( i ) the preposition 3i(. See the 
word 3Tj above, ( i i )  substitute m 
for a case-affix in Vedic literature.

STIf an operation prescribed in the 
section, called angadhikara, in the 
Astadhayl of Panini, made up of 
five Padas consisting of the fourth 
quarter of the 6th adhyaya and all 
the four quarters of the seventh 
adhyaya. anifra. fqwm >?fq̂ qi: 
M. Bh. on I. 3.60 Vart. 5; cf. also 

Par. Ssk. Pari. 55; 
also M. Bh. on III. 2.3.

tad. affix m applied to the word 
?fsgnu and 3\Rr; cf. P. V. 3;36, 38. 
e.g. srafr; 3^0 Kas. on
V. 3.36, 38.

STF̂ TC ( 1 )  customary usage of putting 
or employing words in rules; cf. 
sTHiqHKlc^ircife:, P. I. 1.1, Vart. 4. 
cf. also 1 sif^rqhTgq-

I iRsiTRTq? flfrcri -M.
Bha. I. 1.1. ( 2 )  behaviour; cf.

P. III. 1.10; cf. also 
f?W9?r M. Bh. on VI. 3.109.

STT îyflST denom. affix fffl. applied to 
any pratipadika or noun in the 
sense of behaviour; cf. gfmfcrqR%*q 

f e  qrfisq: 8?*#
M. Bh. on III. 1.11; cf. fs^ vq  aiRR- 
femmra Par. Sek. on Pari. 52.

*
preceptor, teacher; a designa

tion usually given to Panini by 
Patanjali in the M ahabhasya;'cf. 
the usual expression aspqqfer srr îq: 
as also 3Trwrqcrfft?r?qq ;̂ also cf. 
^^RTffl T̂qr: ? ;fl Rqtqf%. cf..
also the populargdefinition of srmrq
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given as “ f?nsFq qfgt snsn 3#=5n% 
cTĉ wF̂ I H*?Rqf% f%=Cer rraHR S R #  1 ”

srraR ^ ft^  a partisan of the preceptor 
Panini or the Sutrakara who is 
looked upon as having approximate
ly the same authority as the Sutra
kara; cf, BTIC— C% I 
K aiyata on I. 4.105, Vart. 2.

s<Hi-5*PT3r necessary qualification to 
teach the Veda with all its pathas 
having the necessary knowledge of 
accents, matras and the like. Cf.

q #  II R. Prat. I. 8.

a class of words headed by 
the word 3}yfw which do not have 
their final vowel accented acute 
by P. VI. 2.146 when they are pre
ceded by the prepositions sr, TO etc. 
although they are used as proper 
nouns, e.g. ;
cf. Kasika on P. V I. 2.146.

straightforward, easy to follow 
on account of being direct, cf. Vak. 
pad. I. 12; 3iF3ig: SHm*?-

( 1 )

( 1 )  augment an prefixed to roots 
beginning with a vowel in the im
perfect, aorist and conditional, 
which is always accented (g^Ri); 
cf. P. V I. 4.72; (2 )  augment an 
prefixed to the imperative first 
person terminations, e.g. TOrPl, w 'l 
etc.; cf. P. III. 4.92; ( 3 ) augment 
a?r to be prefixed to case-affixes 
which are feg. after nouns called 
nadi; e.g. gnit; cf. P. V II. 3.112.

tad. affix ( 3TP) in the sense of 
possession added to the word 31̂ ;  
e.g. cf. P. V. 2.125.

( i ) long an as different from short 
or protracted a? prescribed by the 
word ffe  or in the case of sr, or

8

by the word sna. when substituted 
for another vowel, as for example 
in the rule 3it%  and the
following; cf. P. VI. 1.45, 57; ( 2 )  
substitute for the ablative affix 
after words ending in ar; cf. P. V II. 
1.12; (3 ) substitute an3. for a case 
affix in Vedic Literature, e.g. ?T cTK, 

Ka£. on V II. 1.39.

STFfF* Atmanepada third person dual 
ending, technically substituted for 
«K by P. III. 4.78. ■

®nra tad. affix 3tĵ  applied to 3 ^ . bter 
and.?%ni by P. V. 3.34.

snfRARt'-ss applied by extension or 
transfer of epithet as opposed to 

See the word sri^ r; the 
term is often used in connection 
with rules or operations which do 
not apply or occur by the direct 
expression of the grammarian; cf.

M. Bh. on I.2.I.; cf. also 
3Trra%%fi3TR?pi; Par. Sek. Pari. 93,6.

a tad-affix in the sense of 
excellence; a term applied to the 
affixes m  and as also cR and fqg, 
prescribed by Panini by the 'rules 
3nft5jira% and
cTwt â#r cf- P.V. 3 .5 5 , 57- This
superlative affix is seen doubly 
applied sometimes in Vedic Lit, 
e.g. agfRPl Y aj. Sam. I .i;  cf. 
also cTĉ cTT̂J S«de 
P.V. 3 .5 5  Vart. 3.

| a word ending with an
atiSayika affix; cf.

'3rn%5II^% 'M.Bh. on V.
3-55-

the substitution of long 3j[ 
prescribed by the term ang. as in 
•3r&=r and the following
cf. P. V I. 1.45 etc.

the innermost principle, the 
essence, in grammar the ultimate
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word principle, cp. Vak. pad. III. 
1.21; III. 9.89.

anrJT  ̂ agent or K artr as in the terms 
or cf. 1<T 3fl?w:

3q=qJII. 1.8.

a technical term for the 
affixes called S f  ( er, arrar^etc.) and 
the affix arm ^ 5 1 ,, 3̂ 0 ,
called so possibly because, the 
fruit of the activity is such as 
generally, goes to the agent ( ) 
when these affixes are used. Con
trast this term (Atmanepada) 
with the term Parasmaipada when 

' the fruit is meant for another. For 
an explanation of the terms see P. 
VI. 3.7 and 8.

a root which always takes 
the Atmanepada affixes. ( See 
above ).

a technical term used for 
such roots as speak for the agent 
himself; the term means
the same as the term 
The term is not mentioned
by Panini; but the writer of the 
Vartikas explains it, cf. 3TTW%*?pr- 

P. VI. 3.7 and 
8 Vart. 1; cf. also sjRRt

Kaiyata
on VI. 3.7. The term is found in the 
Atharva-Pratiiakhya. III. 4.7. It 
cannot be said whether the, term 
came in use after Panini or, al
though earlier, it belonged to some 
school other than that of Panini or, 
Panini put into use the terms ' 
Atmanepada and Parasmaipada for 
the affixes as the ancient terms 
Atmanebhasa and Parasmaibhasa 
were in use for the roots.

311̂  the substitution of arr; e. g. , 
cf. arr P.VI.3.90!

possessed of the vowel arr; 
containing the vowel srjj e.g.

gjq: etc. cf. wferat P.VI.
x . 1 5 9 .

sira*! name of an ancient grammarian 
who is quoted by Sabdakaustubha 
on P. I. 2.6. Atreya is believed to 
have prepared the padapafha of 
Tattirlya Samhita.

belonging to the second con
jugation or class of roots which 
begins with the root cf. ^ n ?- 

3C<n Pur.
Pari. 67.

STTf̂  ( 1 )  commencement, initial; cf. 
3T<jjts$jn] arrf?: M.Bh. on 1. 1.21 (2 ) 
of the kind of, similar; isfiT'fiTC:.

commencement of an action 
cf. f o w l :  sn % #  K a l  on
srif^dfq xfi: ^1 P. III. 4.71.

possessed of the mute indicatory 
letter an signifying the non-applica
tion of the augment f  ( ?^) to the 
past-pass. part, term srt. e.g. %uoi 
from the root fsr%a[i; similarly ftlm, 

etc. cf. 3fl%ra P. VII. 2.16.

the Vrddhi substitute pre
scribed for the first vowel of a word 
to which a tad-affix, marked with 
the mute letter sr, or ^ is added;

- e.g. wrqnw, 1̂% etc.; cf. dtiteHPnt: 
P. V II. 2. 117* 118.

( 1 )  prescribed for substitution; 
specified for an operation; cf.
§ M. Bh. on VI. 1.

I 155; cf. also M.Bh. on VI. 1.158 
Vart. 3; M.Bh. on IV. 3.23 Var. 
5; cf. also anfssitRrra: M. Bh. 
on I. 1.57; (2 ) indicated or stated; 
snf̂ sT 1%

3TT55T substitute as opposed to sthanin, 
the original. In Panini’s grammar 
there is a very general maxim, 
possessed of a number of exceptions, 
no doubt, that "  the substitute
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behaves like the original”
P.I.1.56); the application 

of this maxim is called for
purposes of this ŝrrwspgpf the elision 
(etq) of a phonetic element is 
looked upon as a sort of substitute; 
cf. swrst'OT ?*nferaicl, Kas. on P.I.
1.58. Grammarians many times 
look upon a complete word or a 
word-base as a substitute for 
another one, although only a letter 
or a syllable in the word is changed 
into another, as also when a letter 
or syllable is added to or dropped 
in a word; cf. f^g, T ^ g .- ^ ^ f r i :  I 

1 3T(%q% q: e  arfer: 1 ^
| M.Bh. on I. 1.58; cf. also 

S? M.Bh.
on P. 1. 120; cf. also BinTO
35T%i: M.Bh. on I.1.20; (2) indica
tion, assignment; cf. ♦jRfel "• 
sp^scrti, WlHfRlct, sn%: 
R. Pr. I. 30-32; cf. also stĉ sj: gq^r: 
com. on Tai.-Prat. II. 20; cf. also 
swt^r aril^R: V. Pr. IV . 131, where 
Uvvata remarks

*MV  ̂ 3t ^ k :
af̂ Tc-q:! cf. also

A. Pr. II. x.2, where K is pre
scribed as a substitute for a case- 
affix and e! and ®r̂  are cited as 
examples where the acute accent is 
also prescribed for the substitute K.

<hA R h , that for which a substitute 
is prescribed; the original, sthanin;

. ,cf. 3n%ftRt«l^r[: cf. also M.Bh. on 
P. I. 1.56.

snst ( 1 )  - premier; cf. K*n% q^*iR 
( Vak.  
pad. I.16; (2 )  preceding, as oppos
ed to succeeding (3=3*); cf. gfi%

V . Pr. I. 100; (3  ) original; cf. 
srmficr: w isura: (original base) 
Bhasa Vrfti. IV. 1.93; (4 )  first, 
preceding, ®r[lf  ̂ f f e
M.Bh. on III. 1-91.

consideration of 
a single or solitary letter as the 
initial or the final one according 
to requirements for operations 
prescribed for the initial or for 
the final. Both these notions— the 
initial and the final— are relative 
notions, and because they require 
the presence of an additional letter 
or letters for the sake of being 
called initial or final it  becomes 
necessary to prescribe arrsRrSR in 
the case of a single letter j cf. srisRr- 

1 sTKr i f  3i*cr 
1 mx vre#

Kas. on
P. I. 1.21; cf. also 3Ttsp3W  I stfei^q 
3nf ?̂a?cPPi w lr  1 T. Pr. 1.55. 
This sflfFcfcpgif of Panini is, in fact, 
a specific application of the general 
maxim known as vyapadeiivad- 
bhava by virtue of which “  an opera
tion which affects something on 

, account of some special designation, 
which for certain reasons attaches 

; to the letter, affects likewise that 
which stands alone. ’ ’ cf. Pari. Sek.

| Pari. 30.

• the initial word of a sentence
• which according to some constitutes 
| sentence ( ) ;  cp;
I swdwtofiper: TOW: 1
I ( goq. on Vak. pad II. 17 )

| sn jp irt a word beginning with an 
; acute-accent i.e. which has got the 

first vowel accented acute; words 
in the vocative case and words 

; formed with an affix marked with 
a mute si. or ^  are adyudattaj cf. P.

• VI. 1.197, 198; for illustrations in 
| detail see P. V I. 1.189-216.

] specific mention of a
; word with the accent udatta or
! acute on the first syllable; cf.
S 3Tif5rei%tfRR M. Bh. on I.1.56,
j VI. 1.12.
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receptacle or abode of an action; 
cf. sjifspp  ̂ 3? { ^  fe t :  I3PTK: K a l  
on P. I. 4.45 also M. Bh. on III. 
3.121; the Prakriya KaumudI men
tions four kinds of adharas; cf. 
3?iq%fcs: gpftfq# sqra 
Prak. Kau. on II. 3-36.

restriction of the verbal 
activity with respect to the object 
on which it rests, cp. Vak. pad. II. 
463; spWTTOf ^TW*TR3lfa-

( a ^ .)

power of supporting things 
as is possessed by which sup
ports everything, cp. Vak. pad. III. 

7-151-

snsrHm^nsr a non-differential rela- 
'  tion ( )  between the person

al endings faq,fra,etc. and the noun 
' in the nominative case which is .the 

subject of the verbal activity; rela
tion of a thing and its substratum; 
cf.
sisgwsRsrig..

STTfezr supeifkuty, superiority, notion 
of surplus; cf. qRqr'i: Br M.
Bh. on II. 3,46, II. 3.50.

a sub-division of roots belong
ing to the or tenth conjuga
tion beginning with and ending 
with which take the Vikarana 
f&l=̂  optionally i.e. which are also 
conjugated like roots of the first 
conjugation; e.g. qtsrqfer,

sn ŝp a thing placed in another or 
depending upon another, as opposed 
to adhara or the container; cf. 
st&qajtfensiaj M. Bh.
on P. IV . 1.44.

®lFf ( 1 )  krt. affix (^FW ,̂ or =3T?rO 
substituted for the lakara and 
applied to atmanepadi roots form

ing the present participle; (2 )  krt. 
affix applied to atmanepadi 
roots in the sense of past time form
ing the perfect participle; cf. fear: 
EfiTJJSEfl P . III. 2.106.

sri'llf substitute srt^ in the place of the 
last letter ( ^  ) of the first member 
of dvandva compounds of words 
meaning deities or of words sho'w- 
ing blood-relationship which end 
with the vowel e.g., ftcmftnd, 

1 TOrfqro cf. p . V I. 3.25,26.

( 1 )  close: proximity; absence 
. of any intermediary element, gene

rally of the same nature;
. 3TR*crH; cf.

M. Bh. I.4.2. Vart. 21; Par. Sek. 
Pari. 51. This close proximity of 
one letter .or syllable or so, with 
another, is actually i.e. phonetically 
required, ,and generally so found 
out also, but sometimes such proxi
mity is theoretically not existing as 
the letter required for proximity is 
technically not present there by 
the rule In such cases, a
technical absence is not looked upon 
as a fault, cf. i# re  g'ft'rrafi'RT^q 
3TF5ffcTwi;RTq aftqicr-
f 3  qTreffd qi?T 1 33 § crfa&TO- 

M. Bh. on V III. 3.13. 
cp. also w t  ^?ns§W'i! e ^ w ifq

Uvata
on Vaj. Pra. V I. 14. ( 2) close con
nection by mention together at a 
common place etc.; cf. 
ggpqfsĥ M. Bh. on I. 1.27.

name of a Buddhist gram
marian, the author of the work 
named Candra-Vyakarana Pad- 
dhati.

STHSRW absence of any utility; super
fluity; absence of any object or 
purpose; cf. 5FP5TT-

M. Bh. on P. VI. 1.86 Vart,
5 cf. also P. VI. 1.158 Vart. 4; V I.
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1.161 Vart. i ,  VI. 1.166 Vart. 1, VI.
I.167 Vart. 3.

imp. 1st per. sing, affix frt with 
the augment m prefixed, which has 
got its ^  changed into mby P. V III. 
4.16.

the augment an^, added to the 
words and others before.
the fem. affix f ; e.g. splint, cf.

P. IV. 1.49.

nasalization; utterance 
through the nose, an additional 
property possessed by vowels and 

' the fifth letters of the 5 classes (%  
^ ^  , *0 cf• wtspTRi^ 3pn: 
M. Bh. on 1. 1.9.

serial order, successive order 
of grammatical operations or the 
rules prescribing them as they 
occur; cf. M. Bh. on
V. 3.5; cf. also

ssf p̂ttoPt 1 ascr.
M. Bh. on P. I. 1.57.

s n g ip f  successive order, as prescribed 
by tradition or by the writer; cf. 
^ T ^ D ir fn a ^ 0! <j«f fifarer: 1
f%RrtTO?#T 1 ! M.
Bh. II. 2.34 Vart. 3; also qaifaTHTg-

1 I M. Bh. on.
II. 2.34 Vart. 6; cf. srfeet^

1 ®(T wft- 1 ^
§ 3TT ?f? R. Pr. II. 2; 

cf. also s n g tjo ^ ft^ S ir a . Pari. 6.

the samhita-patha or 
. recital of the running Vedic text in 

accordance with the constituent 
words; e.g. fet. ftfew , or «rci

as opposed to the 
sriflg^STffcrt which is actually found 
in the traditional recital e.g. Jjpfaj- 

Rk samh. V. 2.7 or to  
cfi r̂er 'jspipi. Rk sarnh. X . 64.3. See

• R . Prat. II. 43.

STTgrrrR^ obtained or made out by 
inference such as Paribhasa rules 
as opposed to Srauta rules such, as 
the Sutras of Panini; cf. sngmfjft;

Kas. on V I. 1.85; also 
cf. trOTi^r-

?r sin: Par. Sek. on Pari. 11; 
cf. also [er ^ sreq^T 3Jig-
Htfiwqr sreii snsr Pari. Sek, on
Pari. 50.

3npd'<W«l closest affinity; cf. srgqcRTT̂ ;- 
q^Kqrjls sn??i<aTJn5̂ <nf?Hisrew: M.Bh. 
on V IL  2.84, as also aTFsrcafqre ffiS^ 
M. Bh. on VII. 1.96 Vart. 6.

__ 0 ’
STFcW proximity; close affinity; close

relationship. There are four kinds 
of such proximity as far as words 
in grammar are concerned: Re: the 
organs of speech ( ) as in ?o?j.

regarding the meaning ( 3?%:) 
as in qT3^ p f? r : ,  regarding the qua
lity (301) as in t o :  and regard
ing the prosodial value ( swi"?) as in 
aigs%3 cf. aflFcR
3<W*noifct\ Par. Sek. Pari. 13. cf. 
also Kas. on I. 1.50.

3 1 word ending with which has 
the consonant dropped and the 
preceding 3i[ nasalized; e.g. *mr ^  

Rk. Sam. V III. 35.20, *itr 
Rk Sam. VI. 19.1; cf. gun- -

-iTimsfe P. VIII. 3.9, V III. 
3.3; cf. also f?er vfr %err sTR^i: 

R . Pr. IV. 26, 27.

being different, difference. 
sRjwr •flW aisifll?: i cm: S3W l 

, m?r sT?qt 3?;q§si 3-fir
Kaiyata on P. V. x.124. *n?- 

sifcrsiqlira^R^F^^i 
Nagesa. The word is freely used 
in M.'Bh. e.g. I. 1.62. Va 11, V.
2.59, Va. 4.

a-TTT ( 1 )  common term for the fem. 
endings jih., and given by
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Panini in Adliy. IV , Pada i ;  cf. 
3M 9Tc[It§,T: P. II. 4.82. P . IV . 1.1; 
P. VI. 1.68; cf. also P . V I..3.63. 
P. VII. 3.44; P. V II. 3.106, 116; 
P. VII. 4.15. etc.; (2 )  a brief term 
for case-affixes beginning with the 
inst. sing and ending with the loc. 
pi. cf. P . V II. 2.1x2.

3m i%  ( 1 )  production; resulting of 
something into another; change; 
cf. ?r&: ^fcqr'tfa: Jjq-
k r r :  V. Prat. 1. 142 and U vata’s 
com. thereon; cf. also WTRi 
explained as qjwit R. Pr. VI. 9.
(2 ) modification ; cf. arrqg^

31. R. Pr. X III. 1 ;  ( 3) con
tingency, undesired result.

SfrTW patronymic affix such as 3i<H.and 
others. The term which is the 

, same as the usual term 3?^ in cR3T- 
P. IV. I, is found sometimes 

used in the Varttikas and in the 
Mahabhasya; cf.

p #  P. IV. 1,163 Vart 6.

su.q^r son of the author of
Sphotanirupana (17th  cent. A. D . ).

( 1 )  a work of sriR r̂fe, possibly 
his grammar ; cf. sTrRg-^^ftt M. Bh. 
on IV. 1.14 ; ( 2 )  a student of 
Apisali’s grammar; arrfqgsrjsfr  ̂ snft- 
=I®T M .  Bh. on IV  1.14 ; sftfq îs- 
'TTPt?fra=2!I#iJTIcrfft?iT; M. Bh. on VI. 
2.36; cf. qtFlTOi: qsf?er—

3Ti^r?g
' <Sfa: ii

STirWlI; an ancient grammarian men
tioned by Panini and his commenta
tors like Patanjali, Helaraja and. 
others; cf. qr P. IV. 3.98 ;
<r*TI M. Bh. on IV. 2.45.
for various references to this great 
and reputed grammarian see Ujjv. 
on Unadisutra 1. 18 ; Mahabha§ya- 
dipika, p. 49; Nyasa on Pa 1,3. 22;

Sab. E au . on I. 3.22 ; Kas. on V II. 
3.95; K aiy. on II. 3 .17 ; Durg. on 
K a t .  I. 2 . 1  etc.

3Trfa?TE-5f%§n an important Siksa work 
composed before the ninth century 
A. D. and attributed to Apisali, a 
grammarian earlier than and refer
red to by Panini.

STTg  ̂ augment aiiq. added to the words 
31# and ^  before the affix 

cf. M. Bh. on IIL  1.25 and Vart. 1 
and 2 thereon ; e. g.
Wfcf,

angz augment (snqj suggested in the 
place of snj^; by Patanjali to be 
prefixed to the affix fnp̂ ; cf. M. Bh. 
on III. 1. 25.

depending upon another cp. 
Vak. pad. II. 168 snfa'TFTSl 
§ jt 1 i f  f t w :

it

3TT=!f to be obtained by an a ctiv ity ; 
( the same as v y a p ya ). The term 
is used in connection with the 
object of a verb which is to be 
obtained by the verbal activity. 
The word ati'wi is found used in 
the sense of Karman or object in 
the grammars of Jainendra, Saka
tayana, C'andra and Hemacandra ; 
cf. C'andra II 1. 43; Jainendra I. 
2 .119  ; Sak. IV . 3. 120 ; Hem. III.
3. 31. Hence, the term is 
used for a transitive root in these 
grammars.

SII^ET ending with the fem. affix sir 
(SR , 51?. or cf. fFRT: P. II.
4. 30 Vart. 3.

3T13TW ( 1 )  similarity of one phonetic 
element, for instance, in the case 
of \  with sir resulting from Samdhi; 
e. g. sparer 3R1RT fifeq i 8?=r: where 
JRTO and stand for JRfq and
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fjpfcpi; cf. '^KFcrrft Ath.
Pr. II. 1.4 ; ( 2 )  Similarity of accent 
of words in the Samhitapatha and 
Padapa tb a ; (3 ) followed by cf. A . 
Pr. II. 1.14 ; (4 )  distress ; cf.
=3, P. V III. 1.10. srTHfrwimnif: iftel 

I Kasika. (5  ) s t r w  
3% ^ Ath.
Prati. I. 1.3.

a rule given in the section 
called extending from P.
V I. 4. 22 to VI. 4 .175 , wherein one 
rule or operation is looked upon as 
invalid to another on e; cf. 
siwra. P . VI. 4. 22 and M. Bh. 
thereon ; cf. also qiqcTT

aTTOxiji ĵ]; Vyadi Pari. 38.

srrsftsprcr repetition of an action ; cf.
Kas. on III. 4.22 ; 

cf. M. Bh. III. 4.24 ; V III. 1. 4 ;
V III. 1.12.

an operation prescribed by . 
a rule in the section called sn+fR- 
JpfcCq. See above.

a section of Panini’s gram
mar from VI. 4. 22 to V I. 4. 129, 
called as it extends to the ■
rule V I. 4. 129, including i t ; I 
but as the governing rule is i 
valid in every rule upto the end of i 
the Pada, the 3rr-4N n w i also extends ; 

upto the end of the Pada. See an*!T- | 
==s?re? above.

invalidity or supposed 
invisibility of one rule with respect 
to another, in .th e  section called ! 
3?T*ta!Tfsnl. See s?rai=®sJM above. ]

-internal effort made in 
producing a sound, as contrasted 
with the external one called sniprqw. 
There are four kinds of internal 
efforts described in the Kasikavrtti.; 
cf.
— f rozen,  BfcTcrr, fqicraT %fer 1

Kas. on P. 1. 1. 9. See also qwt % T I 
3n « P #  etc. Si. Kau. on 1. 1.9.

STT'-t-'̂ TRT changes prescribed in connec
tion with the 3?«iig or reduplicative 
syllable ; cf. 3Tl«Jra: M.
Bh. on III. 1.6.

sn1̂ . ( 1 )  augment prescribed in 
connection with the words and 
3i?rif before the case-affixes called 
ef^R«?R ; cf. p .
V II. 1. 98 ; ( 2) the affix added 
before or a perfect termination 
by rules T5.fr and 
the following ( P. III. 1. 35-39), 
as for instance, in

3prM,tc, e tc .; (3 )
geni. pi. case-affix as in g w q ; , 

with prefixed in 
etc., and with g  prefixed in ^31^ 
etc.; (4 )  loc. sing, case-affix 3?p̂  
substituted for f  ( # ) ;  cf. 
sfr+q: P. V I. 4. 116.

siW ^oi ( 1 )  calling out from a dis
tance ; ( 2) an invitation which may 
or may not be accepted; cf. f|f*r- 

w.w: P. III.
3. 161 whereon M. Bh. remarks 3?*r 
PTJp^qlJp^c#: % 1 3Tiif
#TJP5T0T iprrfr 3Tgr?t{||?r 3Tiq;?iq  ̂i %<?!%

Tffoifa =31^ 01̂  1 d t  ^ 53 
1 *fiW=3R: i M. Bh.

on P. III. 3.161.

3U?ffs5I5r ( 1 )  a word in the vocative 
sing. cf. P . II. 3.48; a tech.
term in Panini’s grammar, the pecu
liar features of which are TOW35R 
( cf. P. II. 1.2 ), STfqWJlRq^R ( cf. P .'
V III. 1.72 ), fa&? ( cf. P. V III. 1.8 ), 
3TTS<nwr ( cf. P. VI. 1,198), 
tr?  ( cf. P. V III. 1.19 ), splitting of 
1? into sir and %, e. g. 3)iT into 3!?rr 3 f  
( cf. P. V III. 2. 107 Vart. 3 ); (2 )  
Vocative case, cf. art̂ KR armP̂ Tn̂ : 
srip: Rk. Prat. I .2 S ; Vaj. Pr. III. 
139; 11. 1 7 !  II* 24 V I. 1.
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srprf*3<3H>I'M> a word connected' with 
the verbal activity possessed by 
srwf^er e. g. fo|^  in .3^*11^; cf.

Kaiyata on P. II. 1.2.

3TW?s®r a word in the vocative case ; 
lit. a word possessed of the sense of 
invocation ; cf. 3?ra«?pn$$ :
51=5 Sak. I. 3.88; cf. also
Sim;?# com. on Hem.
I I .  1 . 2 5 .  i

tad. affix srtft^in the sense of 
possession, applied to the word 
cf. P. V. 2. 126.

snftsr completely mixed ; cf. snftsiWR-
■ b  'j jf s ic fc r  j ju ^ j ?nfq ■

tRUi'iR 1 1 sfr̂ ls;̂  3nft«Ewi%f 
^  M. Bh. on

V I. 1.85 ; similarly ®rifosi?if, 
etc.

sng tad. affix ( 3it̂ )  added to the 
affixes n i. e. and o t  which are 
placed, after indeclinables; e. g. 
f%^i^ etc. cf. P. V. 4.11.

arralicf ( r ) iterative ; a repeated 
word, defined as fssw  cf.

«r^ e. g. qfTRp 
3?h% Vaj. Prat. I. 146; (2 )  

the second or- latter portion, of 
a repeated word according to 
Panini; cf. P.
VIII.1.2. The Amredita word gets 
the grave accent and has its last 
vowel protracted when it implies 
censure; cf. P. V IIL 1.3  and V III. 
2.95. Haradatta has tried to explain 
how the term 3ni#cT means the 
first member; cf. ?r§ 
fJra«g5 srfBS: antifl# 1 Ban?
afBS: SC I  ^  q-R«n«Ja 1

Padamanj. on V III. 1.2.

srit* an iterative compound;
cf. g I A. Prat. III., 1.5.

siRT the substitute a?i  ̂for % before a 
vowel; e. g. for %+3T?: cf.

P. VI. 1.78.

sfFf ( 1 )  the affix snq applied to the 
roots gn., 13. and others ending wifh 
which they are looked upon as roots; 
cf. P. III. 1.28; P. III. 1.32. The 
affix is applied optionally when an 
ardhadhatuka affix is to follow, 
e.g. jTt'nftcrr, Jirar; cf. P. III. 1.31; 
( 2) augment; cf. sreflt qofcq m m :  
R. Prat. X IV. 1 Uvata.

STPmr tension of the limbs or organs 
producing sound, which is noticed 
in the utterance of a vowel which 
is accented acute (g?Ri) srrqml 
sTl̂ TPJir nr, com. on Tait.
P iat. X X II. 9; cf. >Tiwnm̂ .
313Rft=5i Uv. on R. Prat. III. 1; cf. 
also asfiiiR  com. on Vai.
Prat. I.31; cf. also srremt

M.Bh. on P.
I. 2.29.

ssnsjj krt. affix srisq before which fSi 
(causal f  ) is changed into 3^; cf.

P. V I. 4.55.

sn? substitute a?n; for sr in the words 
ftg  and mg; e.g. TfocWRRJ; cf. P.
VI. 3-33-

STH'S tad. affix ( btr) applied to the 
word iittfT in the sense of offspring 
according to the Northern Gram
marians; e.g. itpth;:, ( optional forms 
‘ jfltq and acc. to others); cf. 
P . IV . 1.129,130.

tad. affix applied to the words 
m  and fs?, e.g. sjRfTĈ :, f?s[H?K:; cf. P.

P.V.2.122 Vart. 3.

s n #  K RISH N ASH ASTRI a reputed 
Naiyayika of Banaras of the 
nineteenth century, who wrote, 
besides many treaties on Nyaya,
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a short gloss on the Sutras of 
Panini, called Panini-sutra-vrtti. j 
He also wrote Akhyata-viveka and \ 
Karaliavada. !

the word which is stated 
to have two opposite senses ‘ near ’ 
and ' distant ’ cp. Vak-pad. III. 
14.276.

STIR tad. affix applied to the word 
’jtcR when the whole word refers to 
a year, e.g. TOft in the last year; 
cf. B.V. 3.22 Vart. 2.

STR krt. affix applied to the roots 3J 
and cf?3. in the sense of habituated 
etc. e.g. cf. P. III.
2.173.

SHOT attribution or imputation of 
properties which leads to the 
secondary sense of a word; cf.

Par. j
Sek. on P a n .15. j

STRiqoftq' same as 3jf*rfen?n see above j
.. j

*n*I resultant from sense; made up j
of sense; cf. a-nfer-

Par. Sek. on
Pari. 37.

combination of the meanings 
( of the base and affix); see the 
v/ord above.

*
STTWWTspJ a term used in contrast 

to the term for such verbal
and krt affixes, as are not 
personal endings of verbs nor 
marked with the mute letter 51, 
cf. 1 srm rpi r
P. III. 4. 113 and 114. The personal 
endings of verbs in the perfect 
tense and the benedictive mood 
are termed ardhadhatuka, cf. P .III.
4. 115, 116; while both the terms 
are promiscuously found utilised in 
the Vedic Literature; cf. P . III.

9

4.117. The main utility of the 
ardhadhatuka term is the augment 
f  ( ?  ̂) to be prefixed to the ardha
dhatuka affixes. The term 
was in use in works of the old 
Vaiyakaranas; cf. am i STI'fcrRHig

~5srg srptsngwi \ s ra j gff=rg 
Refill gftg ?Tfrr§ M. Bh. on

II. 4.35. It cannot be said how 
the term ardhadhatuka originated. 
Probably such affixes or pratyayas, 
like the krt affixes generally as 
could be placed after certain roots 
only were called ardhadhatuka, as 
contrasted with the verbal and the 
present participle affixes which 
were termed sarvadhatuka on 
account of their being found in use 
after every root.

sfT^ltpT old term for an'cNijps; see

the topic or section 
in Panini’s grammar where opera
tions, caused by the presence of 
an ardhadhatuka affix ahead, are 
enumerated, beginning with the 
rule 3fl'i'Tr§% V I. 4.46 and ending 
with VI. 4.69. Such operation? 
are summed up in the stanza 

q t̂qsj fStafas* srafcasi*i;i snilT 
^ sftgfc; M.Bh. as

also Kas. on VI. 4.46.

derived from the holy sages; 
founded on sacred tradition, such 
as the Vedangas; cf. ®««T =3 ifcisFifo- 

R. Prat. X IV  30. The word 
is explained as by the com.
on Vaj Prat. IX .21, and as Vaidika 
samdhi on X . 13. Patanjali has 
looked upon the pada-patha or 
Pada-text of the Samhitas of the 
Vedas, as anarsa, as contrasted 
with the samhita text which is 
arsa; cf._an**lH in the sense gHeiRFU; 
R . P iat. II. 27; cf. also

M.Bh. on III. 1.109.
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sn ffa  tad-affixes 3^, 353; etc. as also 
the senses in which the affixes are 
applied, given in the section of 
Panini’s grammar P .V  1 .19 -7 1.

«TT?5 case affix in Vedic literature e.g. 
qiicT K al. on V II. 1.39.

STRra tad-affix (an®) applied to the 
word 31^in the sense of ‘ talkative* 
e.g. 3T3I3-' cf. P . V. 2.124.

STFg tad. affix in the sense ‘ as gfffr ’ 
e.g. #315:, 3W1I5:; P.V. 2 122.

krt, affix ( 3?jg) applied to the 
roots etc. e.g. ?>p3i§:.

etc. cf. P. III.2.15S.

incomplete pronunciation, cl. 
fq ^ s^ ^ M .B h . on I. 1.8.

tad-affix applied to the word *w, 
cf. M.Bh. on V. 4 30.

30^ ^  necessary notion or thing; cf.
i 3TEp$*iR Kas. on

III . 3.170.

sn^ITtstllVfj lit. based upon the inser
tion and extortion of the sense in 
the various parts of a word. cf. 
Vak. pad. II. 79. cp. f|«n 

■ 1 1

srrHrvrfe manifestation, appearance; 
cf. Vak. pad. III. 8 26; III  13.17;
III 14.323. cf. also qo[t«if-

j .

STT&y !«'#;■ having a fixed gender as 
opposed to possessed of all
genders,- cf. 3T[%fe^i snft; iq%fj|<n5[R 
33#  ̂ft 3fiw sifr^M .Bh. on I. 2.52; 
e.g. the word smm in rtjpt ^r:.

characterised by a definite 
number, e.°g. the word ^  which 
denotes a definite singular number, 
cf. Vak. pad III 14.288.

repetition, e.g. w tf% :, see com. 
on Vaj. Prat. IV. 21- cf. also snife?: 

M.Bh. I. 1. Ahn. 2.

the benedictive mood; cf.
P. III. 4. 104, called 

regularly as snsfrfsf.

( 1 )  name of a work on gram
mar written by Taranatha called 
Tarka-vacaspali, a reputed Sanskrit 
scholar of Bengal of the 19th. cen
tury A.D. who compiled the great 
Sanskrit Dictionary named

and wrote commentaries on 
many Sanskrit Shastraic and class
ical works. The grammar called 
3TT§pte is very useful for beginners; 
(2 ) name of an elementary gram
mar in aphorisms written by

which is based on the 
Mugdhabodha of Bopadeva. There 
is a gloss on this grammar named 
Suddhasubodhasutrarthavyakarana 
by Ramesvara.

351̂  ( 1 )  relation of dependence; cf. 
3Tra*nff935t M. Bh. I. 1.12
Vart. 4; ( 2 ) substratum, place of 
residence; cf.

*r3fnf 1 i #  3 ^ 1  g it  1 
g§: I M. Bh. II. 2.29.

an authoritative 
Pratisakhya work attributed to 
Saunaka, the teacher of Aivalayana, 
belonging prominently to the Sakala 
and the Baskala Sakhas of the 
Rgveda. It is widely known by the 
name IJ-k-PratiSakhya. It is a 
metrical composition divided into
18 chapters called Patalas, giving 
special directions for the proper 
pronunciation, recitation and pre
servation of the Rksamhita by lay
ing down general rules on accents 
and euphonic combinations and 
mentioning phonetic and metrical 
peculiarities. I t  has got a masterly 
commentary written by Uvvata.
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3TORT nearest, most proximate; cf. 
f f̂iifr V. Pr. I. 142; cf. also
the sutra angs: Sak. I. 1.7, explain
ed as ; cf. 
also 3?rgsf: Hem. VII. 4.120. cf. Vak. 
pad. I. 11; cf. also arras Siajip^KT I 
g q w i ^ f a t .  <araf%: e *rre3R r n  1 .

sn?rf% close proximity of a word with 
another; cf. 4  srraftmSTR#

I Pari. Bhaskar Pari. 97.

sritdK4^P* a variety of q^Rfi metre of 
40 letters with 8 letters in the first 
and second quarters or padas and 
12 letters in the third and fourth 
quarters; cf. aTKaKM f̂inUfe: R. Pr. 
X V I. 40. For instances of 3trcTK- 

see Rgveda sukta 2 r, Mandala
X .

s n i f t e r  ( 1 )  placed after, following, 
which follow: cf. sTrwrfqmjjm^w^ 

Uvvata on R. Pr. IV. 1. 
( 2 ) properly placed at the end e.g. 
fli6*}?: ?f=T { 3) another name
for 3rf*?ffiqRr, cf. Ath. Pra. I. 48.

stTCT ( 1)  place of articulation, the 
mouth, cf.
M. Bh. on 1. 1.9; ( 2) found in the 
place of articulation; e.g. the effort 
made for the utterance of words; 
cf. 3TR% M. Bh. on I. 1.9,
also Laghuvrtti
on Sak. I. 1.6.

a sub-division of the 
( Xth con j.) roots, beginning with 
the root =qq; and ending with the 
root ^ ; which take the Vikarana

i.e. which are conjugated like 
roots of the tenth conjugation, only 
if they are transitive in sense.

tad-affix (3fl?) in the general 
Saisika senses, e.g. belonging to, 
produced in, etc., added to the 
word am , e.g. arraitf cf.

1; M. Bh. on IV. 2.104.

STlfir tad-affix added to the word 
in the general sense of direction

- but when distance is specially 
meant; e.g. srefff,

See Kas. on snft ^ P.
V. 3-37-

name of Panini. cf. -qrrW*rsHft# 
^ # 33:-

STT r̂F^TTf  ̂ a class of compound words 
headed by the word srrfcftifn in which 
the past pass. part, is optionally 
placed first, e.g. snftmft:, arararfffl:; 
5iI33^:) SpsH'cr:. The class snfterF^nfl 
is stated to be cf. K ai. on
P. II. 2.37.

X

?  ( 1 )  the vowel representing all its 
eighteen forms viz. short, long, 
protracted, acute, grave, circum
flex, pure and nasalised; e.g. % in 

^ P. VI. 4.128; (2 )  Unadi 
affix ?; ( 3 )  tad-affix f ) applied 
to Bahuvrihi compounds in the 
sense of exchange of action or as 
seen in words like fg # ?  e.g.

ftggfg etc. cf. %%
P. V. 4.127, also V . 4.128; (4 ) krt. 
affix f% '(f)c f. gqgir #: f e  P. III. 
3.92; ( 5 ) augment ? ? ( ? ) :  see 
( 6) conjugational affix of the 1st 
pers. sing. Atm.

( i ) short wording ( Hc=K5R) for the 
vowels 3, sr and cf. ^  qqf% 
P. VI. 1 .7 7 1  <&(. P. I. 1.48;

3>nfsT P. I. 1.3; i ^ dt: g ste R ^  
P. I. 1.45, s€Is?rdt m  P.
VI. 1.127, irrsro P. VI. 
3.61; (2 )  krt. affix i ^ ( f )  applied 
to the root form to cite a root e.g.

sift etc. cf. i^% qt srrgffitt P.
III. 3.108 Vart. 2; (3 )  krt. affix i f  

 ̂ applied to the roots wK and others 
in the sense of verbal activity e.g. 
fft:, M :  cf. 1=5 P. III.
3.108 Vart. 8.
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the Paribha§a rule 5# 3°if#  
-P. 1. 1.3; cf. g w i r  
tC3 gtrjt qin Siradeva. Pari. 
93-

( 1 )  substitute for the affix s  given 
as s^ o r f%s by Paijini; cf. s# k: 
P. V II. 3.50; ( 2 )  taddhita affix 
53.1), mentioned in the
Vartikas on P. IV . 2.60; (3  ) krt. 
affix m  applied to ^  e.g. 3n<gftsR: 
cf. 5# sĵ erKi: P. III. 3.125 Vart. 3.

the same affix as Sfj mentioned 
by the mffcPiR in the Vartikas on 
P. IV. 2 60.

tad. affix applied to compound 
words with qs[ as the latter member 
e.g. cf. i^q^fRqcfra; P. IV.
2.60 Vart.

krt. affix applied to 13̂  e.g. 
cf. spmit P. III.

3.125 Vart. 4.

5*3»1? the letter f  with all its 18 variet
ies ( ? + ? K ) . -

the presence of the word 
I f  ( vowels f , 3, % and ) in a rule, 
where the operations gm and 
are prescribed by putting the words 
3«T and ffe ; e.g. %f% ffe: P.
V II. 2.1; cf. P. I. 1.3.

5*STSpT?fl: the substitution of the 
' vowel called ffe i.e. the vowel arr, 

K or prescribed specifically for 
the vowels called i f  i.e. 3 sr and 

e.g. cRUlfc'^'m ffe: P. I. 1.3. 
Vart. 11; cf. also i ^ ’niftqRrtTORci; 
Siradeva Pari. 2.

the same as igq. See below. The 
word is used for sgsj in the 
Atharva Pratisakhya cf. 
fS’p W ?  ^ A. Pr. III. 3.12.

f i f H  ' ( o r % a * l )  is* binding' e.g. in 
plflerftir 2̂ : H cr;, here with

5% is iffff. The term is an old one 
cf. IJk. Prati. 1.35. s p R i s j f 1 
Uvata explains the term uf as giquf. 
The term t in  came to be used later 
on. cf.
The whole phrase is also called

a separable word as opposed to 
part of a compound word 

which is separated or may be 
separated from the remaining part 
when the word is split up into its 
constituent parts. Generally the 
word is applied to the first part of 
a compound word when it is split 
up in the recital of the padapatha. 
The * ingya ’ word is shown by a 
pause or avagraha after it, which is 
shown in writing by the sign ( s ): 
cf. I l f #  ftKTPta =315#  sfr fipPU 
I f ! com, on Tait. 
Prat. x. 48. HR Sit q^ftW^ Com. on 
T. Pr. I. 48.

^  ( 1 )  short wording or pratyahara 
for vowels except sr. cf. 
fllsp s : P. III. 1.36; cf. also VI.
1. 104, VI. 3.68. VIII. 4.31,32 ; (2  ) 
Samasanta affix ? after Bahuvrihi 
compounds showing a mutual ex
change of actions, e. g.

. cf. 1=̂  P. V . 4.
127 also 128.

%.% ( i )  krt. affix ( | ), in the sense of 
verbal activity applied to any root, 
the word so formed being used in 
the fem. gender and in connection 
with narration or in interrogation ; 
e. g. w  qafm rff: 1 1
cf. Panini III. 3. 110 ; ( 2) krt. affix 
in the sense of verbal activity appl
ied to the roots 31 and others e. g. 
3lft:, 3lfl: etc. cf. P. III. 3.108 Vart. 
7 ;  ( 3) tad-afflx ? in the sense of 
offspring applied to a noun ending 
in si; e. g. cf. P. IV. 1.

95-7. 153.
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( I ) augment ? prefixed, in general, 
in the case of all roots barring a 
few roots ending in vowels except s: 
and and roots etc., to
such affixes of non-conjugational 
tenses and moods as begin with any 
consonant except §_ and cf. an*r- 

P. VII. 2.35 to 78 and 
its exceptions P. VII. 2.8 to 34; 
{2 ) personal ending of the third 
person sing. Atm.

(1 ) short wording or pratyahara 
for all vowels except sr and the 
consonants cf. ?ni: 3:
P. VIII. 3.39" also P. VIII. 3.57, 78 
( 2) krt. affix 5 applied to roots such 
as srg. etc. in the sense of verbal 
activity, e. g. aqriisi:, sjifa:, anft; cf.

P. III. 3, xo8, Vart. 6.

( 1 )  a letter or a group of letters 
attached to a word which is not 
seen in actual use in the spoken 
language; cf. ?a.> Sak. I. 1.5,
Hem. 1. x.37. The fg. letters are 
app'ied to a word before it, or after 
it, and they have got each of them 
a purpose in grammar viz. causing 
or preventing certain grammatical 
operations in the formation of the 
complete word. Panini has not given 
any definition of the word , but 
he has mentioned when and where 
the vowels and consonants attached 
to words are to be understood as 
53.; ( cf. t etc.
P . I. 3.2 to 8 ) and stated that these 
letters are to be dropped in actual 
u se ; cf. P. 1. 3.9. It appears that 
grammarians before Panini had also 
employed such s3. letters, as is clear 
from some passages in the Maha
bhasya as also from their use in 
other systems of grammar as also 
in the Unadi list of affixes, for pur
poses similar to those found served 
in Panini’s grammar. Almost all 
vowels and consonants are used as

15. for different purposes and the 5^ 
letters are applied to roots in the 
Dhatupatha, nouns in the Gana- 
patha, as also to affixes, augments 
and substitutes prescribed in gram
mar. Only at a few places they are 
attached to give facility o f pronun
ciation. Sometimes .the lettersi 
especially vowels, which are said 
to be 1^, when uttered as nasalized 
by Panini, are recognised only by 
convention; cf. qifa-
# n : ( S. K . on P. I. 3.2). The word- 
Icfj which literally means going away 
or disappearing, can be explained 
as a mute indicatory letter, smsr-

mi spsir h 1
In Panini’s ' grammar, the mute 
vowel sr applied to roots indicatesthe 
placing of the Atmanepada affixes 
after them, if it be uttered as anu
datta and of affixes of both the 
padas if uttered svarita ; cf. P . I. 3.
12, 72. The mute vowel sn signifies 
the prevention of before the
past part, affixes; cf. P. VII. 2. 16. 
SimiJarly, the mute vowel 5 signifies 
the augment \  after the last vowel 
of the root; cf. P. V II. 1.58 ; f  
signifies the prevention of the aug
ment f  before the past part, affixes 

. cf. P . VII. 2.14 ; 3 signifies the incl
usion of cognate letters; cf. P. I.
1.69, and the optional addition of 
the augment before cf. P. VII.
2. 56 ; 3R signifies the optional appli
cation of the augment ; cf. P . VII. 
2.44; sfr signifies the prevention of 

to the vowel of a root before 
the causal affix, cf. V II. 4.2 ; signi
fies the Vikarana in the Aorist 
cf. P. III. 1.55 ; K signifies the pre
vention of Vrddhi in the Aorist, cf. 
P. V II. 2.55 ; art signifies the substi
tution of ^  for of the past part, 
cf. P. VIII. 2.45 ; f  signifies the 
prevention of and ffe, cf. P. I a
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i.g  ; ^  signifies the addition of the 
"augment and the shortening
of the preceding vow el; cf. P. VI. 3. 
65-66; n, signifies the prevention of 
got and ffs, cf. P. L 1.5; <5. signifies
5,53, cf. P. VII. 3.62 ; applied to 
affixes, signifies the prevention of 
jjni and cf. P. I. 1.5 ; it causes 

in the case of certain 
roots, cf. P. VI. 1.16 and signifies 
3Tie*i%tR if applied to roots ; cf. P. I. 
3.12, and their substitution for the 
last letter if applied to substitutes, 
cf. P. I. 1.53. ^  signifies the actue 
accent of the last vowel; cf. P. VI. 1. 
159; ^  signifies i. e. the plac
ing of the affixes of both the padas 
after the root to which it has been 
affixed; cf. P. I. 3.72; in the case of 
an augment signifies its application 
to the word at the beginning ; cf. P. 
I. 1.64, while applied to a nominal 
base or an affix shows the addition 
of the fem. affix i  ( cf. P. IV . 1. 
15 ; f  signifies the elision of the last 
syllable ; cf. P. VI. 4.142; ^signifies 
ff®, cf. P. VII. 2.115; ^ signifies 
accent, cf. VI. 1. 181, as also that 

. variety of the vowel ( fe?, or 
tgcf) to which it has been applied 
cf. P. 1. 1.70 ; ^  signifies sng^Rl, cf. 
P. VI. 1. 193 ; q. signifies acc
ent cf. sfc'q#r p. III. r.4. as 
also for the vowel before the 
affix marked with q ĉf. P. V I. 1.192; 
q signifies in the case of an augment 
its addition after the final vowel, 
cf. P. I. 1.47, while in the case of a 
root, the shortening of its vowel 
before the causal affix Pr, cf. P. VI. 
4.92 ; ^ signifies tbe acute accent 
for the penultimate vowel cf. P. VI. 
1.217; signifies the acute accent 
for the vowel preceding the affix 
marked with 5?; cf. P. VI. 1.193 ; ^  
implies in the case of an affix its 

; cf. P. III. 4. 113, while 
in the case of substitutes, their

substitution for the whole s i f ^ c f .  
P. I. 1.55 ; q; signifies the addition 
of the fem. affix f  ( # 0  cf. P. IV. 
1 .4 1; g, in the case of affixes signi
fies to the base before them, 
cf. P. I. 4.16. Sometimes even with
out the actual addition of the mute 
letter, affixes are directed to be 
looked upon as possessed of that 
mute letter for the sake of a gram
matical operation e. g. BRsrTjpirftcr; 
P. 1. 2.4; 3Ttf%jni!K fta; P. 1. 2.5; 
foig; P. VII. 1.90 etc. (2  ) the shoit 
vowel f  as a substitute; cf. sne

P. VI. 4. 34.

tad. affix in the sense of 
‘ found ’ or * produced in which is 
affixed to words cn^T^q, g§® and 
others; e.g, cn^er, 5ff®cr, §f%cr, 
g:fer etc.; cf. cFfpq 

P. V. 2.36.

possessed of interdependence; 
depending upon each other; cf.

'  Candra Pari. 54.
Grammatical operations are of no 
avail if the rules stating them are 
mutually depending on each othen 
The word fatcrc; has the sense of 

here.

mutual relationship with 
each other. Out of the four senses 
of the indeclinable =3 viz. grpm, 

and Burn?:, the 
Dvandva compound is formed of 
words connected in the last two 
ways and not in the first two ways. 
The instances of in the sense of 

are vrwf^qarerr:, gappflwr 
etc.; cf. Kas. on P. II. 2.29; cf. also 
gsjaj ^ 1 ^ 3 #  JTf2)=r

gsjwra ?Rr M. Bh. on II. 
2.29; cf. also e  w

Siradeva,Pari. 16.
"K

depending upon each other; 
cf. =? wffoi ^
cTW 1 I M.
Bh. on 1. 1.1. See fcrfoc above.
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a grammatical operation caused 
by i.e. by a mute letter which is 
purely indicatory; cf. c?# fTTC ftOT?- 

M. Bh. I. 3.2.
See sg, above.

frST the substitution of short f  by
P- I- 2.17, 5TW P.

VI. 4.34, etc.

characterization; indica
tion b y a mark; e.g. sisrftsiTO: cf. 

=q ( g?f!qr) P. II. 3.21.

??g krt affix mentioned by Paijini in
VI. 4.55 as causing the substitution 
of 3?q. for fa before it; e.g.

M. Bh. on VI. 4.55.

s[Sf krt affix, added to the roofs *R, vg., 
etc.. in the sense of instrument; 

cf. aTicP&jjs ŝRSC  ̂Pti P. III. 2.184-6. 
e.g. srRspj;, *sffasRetc. The
words ending in have got the 
acute accent on the last syllable; 
cf. P. V I. 2.144.

a letter which is termed fa.; 
see f a  above.

fRs*! a Chinese seholar-pilgrim (634- 
713 A .D .) spent many years in 
India and travelled in the country 
in many parts. During 691-692 
A.D. he wrote his Record of Bud
dhist Practices sent home from the 
Southern Sea He has given a 
detailed account of the Sanskrit 
grammarians.

augment e.g. 313%^:, -jRfew:; 
cf. P. V. 2.53.

![%£. possessed of the mute indicatory 
letter ?; e.g. the roots fif?, and 
the like, in whose case the augment' 

is affixed to the last vowel; 
cf. f it#  a n  mat: P. V II. 1.58.

( 1 )  krt affix f  applied to the roots 
?>, 1, 51 , and sg when they are pre
ceded by certain words like etc. 
in certain senses; e.g. ^2?%:,

3m4^ .';  cf. P. III. 2.24-7; (2 ) krt 
affix ( fa f t ) prescribed by P. III. 
3.170 e.g. 3T^5RT,

spf ( 1 )  substitute for the inst. case 
ending in btt ( sr) after bases ending 
in 3T; cf. P. VII. x.12;
( 2 ) tad. aff. fq  affixed to e.g. 
qPifS?: cf. P. IV. 4.133.

substitute 5*̂  for the last vowel 
of the words § W , and
others before the affix 5 i.e. pre
scribed after these words in the 
sense of offspring e.g. sKT5*nfa5fa:, 
Bl*nfi%q:, etc. cf.

P. IV. 1.T26, 127.

tad. affix Xn in the sense of pos
session applied to the word ft which 
is changed into e.g. cf.
fn ^  v - 2-33-

i[Tft ( 1 )  krt affix f^  applied to the 
roots #  with f%, g  with sr and the 
roots f*r, f, i% and others, e.g. §|rr- 
ftmift, srspfr, suft etc. cf. P. in .  2.93 
and III. 2.156-157; ( 2) tad. affix 

affixed to the word in
the sense of ‘ covered with ’ ( cf. P.
IV. 2 .11 ,), in the sense of collection 
to the word gw e.g. cf. P. IV.
2.51, to the word argajgiq in sense 
‘ student of ’ e.g. argmspfr cf. P. IV. 
2.62, to the words and cf. 
P. IV . 3.111, to the word ^  cf.P.
IV ..4.23 and to the word «?ig: cf. P.
V. 2.85 and flrsj!  ̂ cf. P. V. 2.91 in 
specified senses and in the general 
sense of possession to words ending 
in 3T, cf. P. V. 2.115-117 and to 
certain other words cf. P . V. 
2.128-37.

krt affix 1^. by III. 3.44 followed 
invariably by the tad. affix aim. by 
P. V. 4 . 1 5 ,  e.g. gftrHopc, .

srfrsRTOct author of ‘ qft^r ’ , a comment
ary on the Paribhasendu-Sekhara 
of Nage&bhatta.
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Author of Anunyasa, a com
mentary on. Nyasa on Kasika, by 
Jinendrabuddhi. Many quotations 
from Anunyasa are found in Pari- 
bbasavrtti of Siradeva. The word 
Indu is often used for Indumitra; 
cp. I
Pari. Vr. of Siradeva Pa. 36. He is 
also quoted by Vitthala in his com
mentary Prasada on Prakriyakau- 
mudl where quotations are given 
from a gloss named Indumati 
written probably by Indumitra on 
the Astadhyayi. cp. also Ujjval- 
datta on Unadisu. II. 8 j..

sptfilefcTsT author of a commentary on 
the Paribhasendusekhara.

name of a great grammarian who is 
believed to have written an exhaus- 

' tive treatise on grammar before 
Panini; cf. the famous verse of 
Bopadeva at the-commencement of 
his Dhatupatha

; ll The division of words into
Frakrti and Pratyaya is attributed 

r to Indra. cp. Rktantra Vyakarafia
I. 4.; cp. also sRiqisg. |
Sak. Stl. 1. 2.37. Indragomin is same 
as Indra. No work of Indra is avail-, 
able at present. He is nowhere 
quoted by Panini. Many quotations 
believed to have been taken fromfi 
his work are found scattered in 
grammar works, from which it ap
pears that there was an ancient 
system prevalent in the eastern 
part of India at the time of Fanini 
which could be named 
to which Panini possibly refers by 
the word srrera. From references, it 
appears that the grammar was of 
the type of Jrfw , discussing various. 
topics of grammar such as alphabet, 
coalescence, declension, context,

8 compounds, derivatives from nouns 
and roots, conjugation, and changes

in the base. The treatment was 
later on followed by Sakatayana 
and writers of the Katantra school. 
For details see Mahabhasya ed. by 
D. E . Society, Poona, Vol. V II 
pages 124-127.

author of Gudhaphakkikapra-' 
ka£a, a gloss on the difficult passages 
in Siddhantakaumudi. He also 
wrote SamvadacintamanI, a small 
treatise on roots and their meanings 
and a commentary called Kaus- 
tubhaguna on Sabdakaustubha.

a technical term of Jainendra 
grammar for Panini’s feftqi cf.

Jain Su. 1.2.158. 
This Sutra also speaks of technical 
terms 3>T, m, *TT, qT. of Jainendra 
for Panini’s qaT, and
irsmi respy.

a technical term in the Jainen
dra Vyakrana for ( the loca
tive case).

f'S  ted. affix applied to 1 (letter \)  
in the sense of the consonant e.g. 

t e ;  cf. P. III. 3. 108
Vart. 4.

^  augment ?  added to the base
after the last vowel, e. g: cf. ■

P. V II. 3. 92.

or tad. affix applied
to the words i f ,  3 V
words showing colour and words 
such as p ,  trRfs, sjg, # r ,  3^  etc. 
in the sense of ‘ quality ’ or attri
bute ’ ; cf. Pan. V. 1.122, 123. For 
changes in the base before the 
affix see P. VI. 4.154-163.

krt. affix applied to words 
showing or verbal activity; 
e.g. ?}|ff[ir ;̂ cf.
qcqgisq; Ka£. on P. IV. 4.20.

tad affix ( qqj in the sense ofj'pity5- 
e.g. ; cf. P. V. 3.79.
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substitute for the last ? before a 
vowel generally in the case of 
monosyllabic roots ending in f  and 
the word nT; e.g. frrai
■few % ct:, cf. ®rf%
P. VI. 4. 77-80.

case-ending for inst. sing, in Vedic 
Literature; e. g. gftqr, 3:1 m r ; cf. 
P . V II. 1.39. and Vart. 1 thereon.

mute indicatory ending of roots, 
signifying the application of the 
aorist sign a? (3^) optionally; e.g. 
sifting, or srflsftg. from the root 
( fii%  in Dhatupatha), cf. also 
3rf%^a;, from fs^ ( ); cf.

. P. III. 1.57.

tad. affix (.^r) in the sense of 
possession applied in Vedic Litera
ture; to making the word 
e.g. ; cf. P. V. 2. 109 Vart. 3.

tad. affix (n ;) in the sense of 
possession applied in Vedic Litera
ture to making the word 
e.g. cf. P. J|m: V. a. 109 Vart. 3.

a root ending with mute indica- 
tary ending See

I ?  (&% ) substitute for the perfect 
3rd pers. pi. Atm. affix ?r; e.g. 

etc.; cf. P. III. 4.81.

^  tad. affix applied to the words 
*RRI, q»l?r (and others in the 
four senses prescribed in P. IV. 
2.67-70; e.g. sRi r̂e:. 3W#ts:, 
cf. P. IV. 2.80.

( 1 )  tad. affix ss •( 1 ^ )  in <he 
sense of pity; e.g cf.

V. 3.79. The tad. a ffix 's^  
making the word srifstfxt is also 
affixed in the same sense. Seefq. (2) 
tad.affix fw ( maki ng the word 
spatere in the sense of possession, 
prescribed after the words

10

ftraaT, etc.
e.g. at iii®, sfifq®, 'ftrafbs, 
etc. cf. P .V . 2.99, 100, 10 5,117.

substitute for before an affix 
called ' vibhakti e.g. f f ;  cf.
P .V . 3.3.

W  a word frequently used in the 
Varttikas and the Mahabhasya and 
other treatises in the senses of 
( 1 ) 3 .  desired object ( 2) a desired 
purpose, (3  ) a desired statement,
(4 ) a desired form i.e. the correct 
form; cf. M.Bh.
I.I. Ahn. 1. %rf!*ninf§[grcif%: Pari. 
Sek. Pari. 114.

a short treatise . on 
grammar ascribed to Jayadeva.

a class of words headed by the 
word fg  to which the taddhita 
affix (5& ) is added in the 
sense of 3i%sj i.e. ‘ by him ' i.e. 
by the ‘ agent of the activity 
denoted by the past pass, participles 
fg and others; cf. q i, y is  
etc. Ka£. on P. V. 2.88.

f f s  a word generally used in the 
statements made in the Maha
bhasya, similar to thos.e of the 
Sutrakara and the Varttikakaras, 
which are ‘desired ones’ with a 
view to arrive at the correct 
forms of words; cf. srrm# viRffiqt 
si fegfT:, Seqa M.Bh. on
IL  4.56.

IpJ the superlative tad. affix in 
the sense of or srfâ rq
(excellence). The commentators 
however, say that the taddhita 
affixes and fg, like all the tadd
hita affixes showing case-relations, 
are applied without any specific 
sense of themselves, the affixes 
showing the sense of the base itself 
(& $ ) ;  e.g. gswJi:, <rg5nr:,
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q£§:; item:, etc.; cf.
P . V.3. 56-64. The affixes and 
fa are applied only to such subst
antives which denote q uality; cf.
P. V. 3. 53.

t[S3l the same as ?8. See fg.

possession of the same pro
perties for causing grammatical 
operations as the tad. affix fg^ 
possesses, as for instance, the elision 
of the syllable beginning with the 
Jast vowel ( fe # r), substitution of 
the masc. base for the fem. base 
(<3=̂ 13) etc., before the denom. 
affix f&rqj e. g. in the sense
of trff 3fRg; similarly JWqfer qjqfr, 
33*1% cf. M. Bh. on. P. V I 4. 
155 Vart. 1.

krt affix 1*2=̂  applied; in the sense 
of ' possessed of habitual behavi
our, action, or splendid accomp
lishment. ’ to the roots s ^ } ;

■ Hfqq;, etc. e.g. 3 ^ ,% ^  cjeqfa'S:,
etc.; cf. P. I l l

2,136-138.

krt affix in Vedic Literature in the 
sense of the infinitive, e.g. 
arsqf^. cf P. III. 4.10.

.(1 )  substitute fa  for the vowel of 
the roots, jft, hi 3;!, *rr, ^  etc. 
before the desiderative, affix ; 
e. g. Pi?*#, sn ft'#  etc. cf. P.
V II. 4.54; ( 2) unadi affix fg  e. g.

alternative affix mentioned in 
the Mahabhasya in the place of 

cf. M.Bh. on III, 2.57, See

¥ .

f  the long vowel f  which is techni
cally included in the vowel f  in 
Panini’s alphabet being the long

tone of that vowel; (2) substitute f  
for the vowel sri of the roots Jfl and 
sni before the frequentative sign 
as for example in cf.
P. V II. 4.31; (3 ) substitute f  for 
the vowel sr befofe the affixes f% and 

as, for instance, in 
p'tqfir etc.; cf. P .-V II. 4.32, 33; ( 4), 
substitute f  for the vowel at the 
end1 of reduplicated bases as also 
for the vowel sit of bases ending in 
the conjugational sign %  e, g.

etc.; cf. P. VI. 4. 113; 
( 5) substitute f' for the lac. case affix 
f ( %) in Vedic Literature, e. g.B^fr 
for ?rcfg-:in frar w ft.
cf. KIU. on P. V II. 1^39; ( 6): tad. 
affix f  in the sense of possession 
in Vedic Literature as for instance 
in r4t; § iis# v  c -̂ on. P. V. 
2.109; ( 7 )  the fem. affix f  (.#H, 

or ^ )  ; cf. P. IV  1.58, 39,
IV  1.40-65, IV. 1.13.

tad. affix added to jt[%;
and qfg, e; g. fem.
qiste; cf. P. IV  4.59; ( 2 ) tad. affix 

added to and in the
sense of comparison, e.g.
<?ificf|5Fi: ( ) ,  cf. Kas on P. V. 
3.110; ( 3) tad. affix added to 
^if«,.e. g. q i^ :.  cf.
1-73^ P. IV, 1.85 Vart. 5.6; (4 ) tad. 
affix ff.si.in Vedic Literature added 
to srftn., e.g.srtite:; cf. Kas. on P. I-V.
1.85, Vart. 7; (5) tad. affix added 
to jgrfr e.g. f e t f t o ; ; cf. P . ' V. 

T-33' •

f z  augment f  prefixed to a Sarvad- 
hatuka (strong) affix beginning 
with a consonant after the roots 
a ,  *g, and others e.g".

sr-51'fia;, etc.;
cf. P. VII. 3.93-98.

long vowel f  as different from f  or 
f  3 prescribed as a substitute ; cf. 
P. VI. 3 27, V I. 3.97.
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f% i; ( a  root) possessed of long f  as 
a mute indicatory ending meant for 
prohibiting the addition of the aug
ment % to the past part, terminat- 
tions cT and erea.; e,g. a?t:, etc. ; 
cf. P. VII. 2 .14 .

a desired object, which, in con
nection with transitive roots, gets 
the designation s*fr, when the agent 
has a keen desire for i t ; cf. jsjft- 
fticTcm ^  p. I. 4- 49-

tad. affix fug added to the word 
trs in sense of possession; e. g. 
JT&TO:, cf. P , V.2.114.

f 3? substitute for the tad. affix s ; e. g. 
STRftq:, Wiste: etc; cf. P. V II. 1.2 and
IV. 2. 114.

f*f|; affix f<q added to the root f  
showing the application of the Atm 
anepada affixes; e, g. cf. P. 
III. 1. 29.

fsRT tad-affix f'-si5!., showing super i- 
ority or excellence of one individual 
over another in respect of a quality, 
added to a substantive expressive of 
quality ; when the substantive ends 
in the affix q, that affixq is removed; 
e. g. srcffara., ’KTCW, 5tifTq?fr
( % :) ;  cf. P. V. 3.57-64.

the same as f  <q?i which see above.

tad-affix added to the word sre  
in the sense of possession ; e. g. 

; cf. P. V. 2.1x1.

t?! substitute f  for before the
tad-affixes and ; e.g. i f f ,
tfqf: also f ^ : ,  cf. P. VI. 3.90.

author of ‘ Dhaiumaia a 
short metrical treatise on roots.

author of ( 1 )  a gloss on K aiy
ata’s Mahabhasya-pradlpa, and (2 ) 
an independent treatise Sabdabodh-

ataranginT. He is believed to have 
been a pupil of and lived in
the latter part of the 16th centjiry 
A. D.

an external effort

in the production of sound charac
terized by the emission of breath, 
when the cavity made by the cords 
of the throat is kept wide apart, as. 
found in the utterance of the con
sonants andg.

f  an external effort ( gwijqefi) in
the production of sound character
ized by only a slight contact of the 
cords of the throat, made in the 
utterance of semi-vowels ; cf.

S, K . on P. I. 1.9.

stage of the quality of a 
thing or of an undertaking which is 
almost complete, to show which, the 
tad-affixes ^57, WI and are
applied to a word • e. g. 'tg-ISS'T:, <?g-

cf. P, V. 3.67.

t^TRr an external effort characterized 
by slight resonance or sounding of 
throat cords when they slightly 
touch one another.

flT  effort made for the production of 
sound; cf. sntp# fiReu m smt- 
fiqt 3*pi 1 ffimq. R. Pr,
X III. 1.

( t ) labial vowel standing for the 
long sc and protracted a> 3 in Pajjini’s 
grammar unless the consonant g.is 
affixed to it, 3^  standing for the 
short 3 o n ly ; (.2 ) Vikarana affix 3 
of the 8th conjugation 
and the roots f ^ a n d  $o=r; cf. P. III. 
x. 79-80 ; (3  ) substitute (3  ) for the 
vowel 3? of f>, e. g. -per:, before 
weak Sarvadhatuka affixes, cf. P. V I
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4.110; (4 )  krt. affix 3 added to 
bases ending iii and the roots 
3̂ 5 , fflsr, f e , ^  as also to bases 
ending- in in the Vedic Litera
ture, e. g. f%#5:
cf. P. III. 2.168-170 ; (5  ) Unadi 
affix 3 ( an) e. g. mm:, Big:, etc.; 
cf. Unadi I. x ; ( 6) mute vowel 3 
added to the first letters of a class 
of consonants in Panini’s grammar 
to show the whole class of the five 
letters; e. g. f ,  5 , g, 5 , 5 which 
stand for the Guttural, the palatal 
the lingual,, the dental and the labial 
classes respectively; cf. also r^t b: 
P. V III. 4.41; (7 )  3 added to ^  
showing the consonant ?  as nasali
zed n ; cf, g: V. Pr. III. 133.

^  short term ( JTfqrgK) for the vowels j  
g, SR- and e. g. g4?iTTOr%S'Trah !

- P. V II. 1.70, also *3*: M r P. V II. i
2. x i, fggfmrfnaL %'■ P. V II. 3, 51. i

^  ( 1 )  the krt. affix 33,si. applied to ; 
the roots and others, e.g. ;
ST'p:, etc. with udatta accent : 
on the first syllable ; cf, P. III. 2. : 
154; ( 2 )  tad. affix 33; (3#.^) added 
to the word e. g. ^5% trg-''c f. ■ 
Kas. on P. V. I. 103.

the same as 3^. See 3$;

<sw prescribed, taught, lit. said ( al
ready ). 3% 37 is a familiar expression 
in the Mahabhasya and the Vartti- 
kas referring usually to something 
already expressed. Sometimes this 
expression in the Mahabhasya, refe
rring to something which is not 
already expressed, but which could 
be found subsequently expressed, 
leads 'to  the conclusion that the 
Mahabhasyakara had something like 
a ‘ Laghubhasya ’ before him at the 
time of teaching the Mahabhasya. 
See Iii el horn’s Katyayana and 
Patanjali, also Mahabhasya D. E. S. 
Ed. Vol. V II, pages 71, 72.

a word with its meaning (in  
the neuter gender ) unchanged when 
used in the masculine gender ; gene
rally an adjectival word ; cf. Candra 
Vyak. I. 4.30.

3 rTTP*-T a word or expression whose sense 
has been already expressed. The 
expression is frequently
used in the Mahabhasya and the 
Varttlkas and cited as a Paribhasa 
or a salutary conventional maxim 
against repetition of words in the 
Paribhasapathasof Vyadi ( Par. 51), 
Candragomin ( Par. 28) and Katan
tra ( Par. 46 ) and Kalapa ( Par. 46 ) 
grammars.

see 3\Spt.

a short anonymous 
treatise on case-relations, com
pounds etc. written mostly in 
Gujarati.

a short grammar work, 
written by explaining decle-
usion, cases and their meanings, 
compounds, etc. and giving a list of 
Prakrta words with their Sanskrit 
equivalents.

a class .of words headed by the 
word 3*f*r to which the taddhita 
affix ( S f ) is applied in the sense 
of ' one who studies and under
stands ’ ; cf. 3W4W a  m 
similarly Kas. on P. IV.
2.60.

a writer on Vedic phonetics and 
' euphony quoted in the Taittiriya 

Pratisakhya; cf. 3 ^ q  Tai.
Pra. V III. 22.

characterized by the mute indi
catory le t te r s ,^  o r (t ;  see 3fj.

S'SvrRT or 3qtww writer of a gloss on 
the Nirukta, called ‘ Niruktabhasya’, 
believed to have lived in the iSth 
century A. D ; writer also of a
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grammatical work Sisyahitavrtti or 
Sisyahitanyasa, a gloss on Durga- 
vrtti of Durgasimha, which was sent 
to Kashmir and made popular with 
a large sum of money spent upon 
it, b y  his pupil'Anandapala.

i
a technical term forsqm , the pen- j 

ultimate letter in the Jainendra i 
Vyakarana ; cf. 355®: Jain. V. 4.28. j 
and I. 1.66. i

the higher tone also called 3a[Rl j 
or acute ; cf. FrHjpuq. R. T. 55, also 
q t 5PF,rq;t R. Fr.
III. 19 ; cf. also the terms 3^gfs R. 
T. 61, R. T. 62, m%m, 
etc.

3^ or acute; see above; cf. 
3=e%SRT 31 P. I. 2.35.

pronounced or uttered; the 
phrase g^fesf^RP,: is used in conn
ection with the mute indicatory 
letters termed ^  in Panini’s gram
mar,. as these letters are not actu
ally found ‘ in use in the language 
and are therefore supposed to vanish 
immediately after their purpose has 
been served. The phrase1 31’feppsj'- 
ra^sgq^’ T: ’ has been given as a 
Paribhasa by Vyadi (Pari. 1 1 ) , in 
the Candra Vyakarana ( Par, 14 ), in 
the Katantra Vyakarana ( Pari. 54) 
and also in the Kalapa Vyakarana 
(Par. 7 1 ) . Patanjali has used the 
expression 3^R35r«rf%?t: in connec
tion with ordinary letters of a word, 
which have existence for a moment 
and which also vanish immediately 
after they have been uttered ; cf.

STR: M. Bh. on I. 4. 109.

vanishing immediately 
after, utterance. See

pronunciation, enunciation (in 
the Sastra ). The phrase 
is often found used in the Mahabha

sya and elsewhere in connection with 
the words of Panini, everyone of 
which is believed to have a purpose 
or use in the Sastra, which purpose, 
if not clearly manifest, is assigned 
to it on the strength (srasat) of its 
utterance ; cf. )
3c# n M. Bh. on III. 4.89 V.
2; cf. also M. Bh. on IV  4.59; V I. 4. 
163, VII. 1.12, '50, VII. 2.84. In a 
few cases, a letter is found used by 
Panini which cannot be assigned any 
purpose but which has been put 
there for facility of the use of other 
letters. Such letters are said to be 
a^Roir#; cf. 1 i sng-
3-4: I Kas. on II 4.36. f̂ w git. ] 
3^?fKqm:; ^r[*r: | Kas. on III. 
i .  43. The expressions g^rg®4: and 

in the Mahabhasya mean the 
same as aWRffir#:.

diverse; cf. f%
feqierr: Nir. I. 3.4.

3‘%iScRT specially accented; ; cf.
a%*cRr m ; P. I. 2.35.

35  ̂ a technical term of Jainendra 
which corresponds to Panini’s cp. 
Jain. Su. g fs jg j 1. 1: 62.

the famous commentator on 
the Unadi sutras. His work is called 
Unadisutravrtti, which is a scholarly 
commentory on the Unadisutra- 
patha, consisting- of five Padas. 
Ujj valadatta is believed to have lived 
in the 15th century A. D. He quotes 
Vrttinyasa, Anunyasa, BhagavrttI 
etc. He is also known by the name 
Jajali. He mentions Candralinga 
sutra and is quoted by Padmanabha- 
datta.

^  ( 1 )  short term ( )  for vowels 
excepting sr and ?, semivowels, nasal 
consonants and the consonants IVi;. 
and '-q..; cf. nq 35% fr 3T P. V III. 3.

- 33; ( 2) the particle 3; cf. 3f^ 3  q  ̂
P. V III. 3.21, also 33t: P. 1. T. 17.
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a class of words headed by the 
word 353 which have their final 
vowel accented acute ( 3^rtl)'; cf.

5̂ 7.:. 1 *Rt spT̂ cTI 
gra: 1 Ka£. on P. VI. 1. 160.

<T2_ augment 3 affixed to the roots f  
and |  before the krt affix g; cf. a^I-

<rf% 3?
3^ Kas. on P. VII.
2.34.

the affix 301., causing f f t  on account 
of the mute letter nj, prescribed after 
the roots $, %  qr/fsi, ft, BT’C and 
sr^ by the rule
301, which is the first rule ( or S u tra) 
of a series of rules prescribing vari
ous affixes which are called unadi 
affixes, the affix 3^ being the first 
of them. e. g. r̂e.-, qff.-, STg e tc .; 
cf. Unadi I, 1.

yu|ji4 affixes headed by the affix 301., 
which are similar to krt affixes of 
Panini, giving derivation mostly-of 
such words as are not derived by 
rules of Panini. No particular sense 
such as agent, object etc. is menti
oned in connection with these affixes 
but, as Panini has stated in “

”  P- I ll-  4.75. the various 
Unadi- affixes are applied to the 
various roots as prescribed in any 
Karaka sense, except the and 
the aWKR; in other words, any one 
of the senses, agent, object, instru
ment and abode, is assigned to the 
Unadi affix as suits the meaning of 
the word. Although some scholars 
believe that the Unadi affixes are 
given by a grammarian later than 
Panini as there are words like cfpsjjs, 
^5K and others included in the list 
of Unadi words and that there are 

. many interpolated Sutras, still the 
Unadi collection must be looked 
upon as an old one which is defini
tely mentioned by Pacini in two

different rules; cf. Panini 3^ k41 
3p m  P. III. 3.x and cn*W ii% n ^ :
III. .4. 75. Patanjali- apparently 
ascribing the collection to Sakata
yana, as seen from an interesting 
passage of M.Bha. on 30115% fp sq j 
has given a very interesting discus
sion about these Unadi affixes and 
stated on the strength of the Vartt- 
ika, fralciils[5rra^r:, that these affixes 
and the words given in the Unadi 
collection should not be considered 
as genuinely derived. The deriva
tion is not a very systematic and 
logically correct one and therefore 
for practical purposes, the words 
derived by the application of the 
affixes 3^ and others should be 
looked upon as underived; cf. 3<nR- 

M. Bh. on. P.
I. 1.16, III. 4. 77, IV. I . 1, VI. 1.
62, VII. 1. 2, V II. 2. 8 etc. There 
is a counterstatement also seen in 

. the Mahabhasya 3qR3t sgcTSllPf, re
presenting the other view prevailing 
at the time ; cf. M. Bh. on III. 1. 
133; but not much, importance 
seems to be attached to it. The 
different systems of grammar have 
different collections of such words 
which are also known by the term 

. Unadi. Out of the collections belon- - 
ging to Panini’s system, three colle
ctions are available at present, the 
collection into five padas given in 
the printed edition of the Siddhanta 
Kaumjidi, the collection into ten 
Padas given in the printed edition 
of the Prakriya-KaumudI and the 
collection in the Sarasvatikaijtha- 
bharaiia of Bhoja forming Padas x,
2 and 3 of the second Adhyaya of 
the work.

rv v
^ITT^nrc a metrical work explaining 

the words referred to ' above, 
with meanings assigned to them. 
There are two such compositions
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one by Ram atarkavagiia or Rama- 
£arma and the other by Ramacandra 
Diksita; a third one is by Ramatar- 
kavagfSa to Mugdhabodha; and by 
Padmanabhadatta on Saupadmaun- 
adisutravrtti.

word form pr crude base, 
ending with an affix of the un class, 
which is looked upon as practically 
underived, the affixes un and others 
not being looked upon as standard 
affixes applied with regular mean
ings attached to them and capable 
of causing operations to the preced
ing base as prescribed by rules of 
grammar ; cf. OTSqtssifWlft JTlflrâ -

spprftm Pari.
Sek. on Paribhasa 22.

3nUTR[5[f% o r  is a comme
ntary on Unadisutras by Svetavan- 
avasin, son of Aryabhatta.

sgUHffoiff, a collection of
Sutras which begins with the Sutra 
prescribing the affix after the 
roots m, <IT, fit OT--J; and ;
cp. Q?T L  i. For the different 
versions of the text see 3 'Jitf̂ . Similar 
sutras in Katantra, Apisali, Candra, 
Sakatayana, Haima, * Goyicandra, 
and Padmanabha systems of gram
mar are also called Unadisutras. 
Some scholars ascribe the author
ship of Unadisutras to'Panini. The 
technical terms, <$#, 3TR, 
ar<m, ifa, tfffflRoi, and 3t«uh are used 
in the same sense as in Panini. The 
anubandhas are similar. Katyayana 
shows that particular rules of Panini 
viz V III. 3.50 ; VII. 4.15 ; VII. 2.78;
VIII. 3.59, do not apply to Unadi. 
Unadi IV. 226 goes against Panini. 
Vimalasarasvatl ( 14th. century) 
and Durga ascribe Unadisutras to 
Vararuci Katyayana. Magha ascri
bes Unadi to Panini cp. SiS. X IX .

75. Modern scholars ascribe it to 
Sakatayana. Unadi sutras are found 
in the works of Bhattoji ( Siddhanta 

, Kaum udi), Svetavanavasin ( Com. 
on Unadisutras), Narayanabhatta 
(U nadi khanda in Prakriyasarva- 
sv a ), Perusuri ( Aunadikapadarn- 
a v a ), Vjtthala ( Prasada) and soon.

the text of the Unadi 
Sutras divided into ten chapters 
believed to have been written by 

It  is printed at the end of 
the Prakriya Kaumud! and separa
tely also, and is also available in 
manuscripts w ith a fe w  differences. 
Patanjali in his Bhasya on P . III.
3.1. seems to have mentioned Sakat
ayana as the author of the Unadi 
Sutras although it cannot be stated 
definitely whether there was at that 
time, a version of the sutras in five 
chapters or in ten chapters or one, 
completely different from these, as 
scholars believe that there are many 
interpolations and changes in the 
versions of Unadi sutras available 
at present.

^■crff^^S'TRT the text of the Unadi 
Sutras divided into, five chapters 
which is possessed of a scholarly 
commentary written by Ujjvala- 
datta. There is a commentary on 
it by Bhattoji Diksita also.

a gloss on the Unadi 
Sutras in the different versions. 
Out of the several glosses on the 
Unadi Sutras, the important ones 
are those written by Ujjvaladatta, 
Govardhana, Purusottamadeva, 
Ramacandra Diksita and Haridatta. 
There is also a gloss called Unadi- 
sutrodghatana by MiSra. There is a 
gloss by  Durgasimha on the Katan- 
tra version of the Unadi Sutras.

3^  ( 1 )  Short vowel 3 in Panini's 
terminology ; cf. P. I. 1.70, X  2.12.
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IV. I.44, V. 1. m  ; (2 )  tad-affix gg, 
applied to <p and for which q̂  
is substituted; e. g. q ^ . cp. P. V. 
3.22 Vart.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the taddhita 
affix © is added in the four senses, 
the affix being popularly known as 

cf. etc.;
Kas, on P. IV. 2.90.

3 3̂5ir a variety of the Krama described 
in the Pratisakhya works.

( x ) the best, the highest, the 
last; ( 2 ) the last letter of the con
sonant dasses, the nasal; cf, A. Pr.
II. 4.14 ; R. Pr. IV. 3 ; cf. also. arg îr 
meaning non-nasal; ( 3 ) the
or the premier or the first person 
constituting the affixes ft, <?g, and 
rig.and their substitutes, cf. P. I.
4. 107.

( 1 )  following, subsequent, e. g. 
3tRq?, the latter part of a compound" 
word ; ( 2 ) end of-a word, q̂ TnT; cf.

sftnn: Com. on T. Pr. |
III. i f  j

subsequently, then, after- j 
wards ; cf. fgq, M. Bh. j
on I. 1. 1. j

3^*3  in subsequent rules ; cf. gxi^fg- 
M. Bh. on I. 1.23.

the latter member or portion 
of a compound word as contrasted 
with ijspre; cf. qRt ĉi*q?i?rg?Rra; A. Pr.
II. 3. 1 1 ;  cf. also 3?§gtirq% P. VI.
3. 1.

ulterior form.

serving a purpose in subsequent 
rules; of use in a subsequent ru le ;

■ cf. 3tRW:, M.
Bh. on I. 2.22.

elevation of tone.

( 1 )  production ; cf. spjfi?qf%: 
production of a phonetic element 
T. Pr. 23.1; (2 )  production of a 
grammatical element such as the 
application of an affix or addition 
of an augment or substitution of a 
letter or letters during the process 
of word-formation; cf. nfcrsfiR̂ tqq̂ ffii 

Sllf gfcq%: Pari. Sek. 
Par. 75 ; M .B h. II. 2.19. Vart. 4.

to be produced, to be placed 
after; to be annexed; (cau s.) to 
produce, to get annexed, to a d d ; 
cf. Apisali’s Vart.
quoted. in M. Bh. on P. IV. 2.45.

STPT® author of a commentary on Pan
ini’s Linganusasana. It is doubtful 
whether he was the same as 
or ^§!?w, the famous astrologer of 
the tenth century.

possessed of short cf. qtcfgsf- 
P. IV . 3.151.

c-
a general rule as contrasted with 

a special rule which is called 3?q^ 
or exception; cf.

Hema. Pari. 56 ; qfqsfi?- 
Par. Sek. Pari.

63, Sira. Pari. 97 ; cf. also
stwrt: - For the rela

tion between 3cgf} and srq̂ ig; and its 
details see Nagesa’s Paribhasendu- 
sekhara on Paribhasas 57 to 65 ; cf. 
also sjqqi^JTcftin  ̂explained
by the commentator as 3?e»if 
J T fiftw  f?*rq: srq^Kf 1
fri^ sewn iri; s?r#n<3; 1 Biq̂ K-
flqq- 3cgixf: (3#: R. Pr.
I. 23.

a sentence making a general 
statement as contrasted with a sen
tence making a specific statement 

which generally forms 
an exception and hence is called the 
sm R qm . Cp. Vak. pad. II. 347 and 
3c€mR2i OTRI'SSFH: 1 (Pun).
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not consistent with what is 
taught in rules of a S astra; cf.

?il wmi3RtfiR<rcwt £i§upalavadha II.

a class of words headed by 
the wor.d to which the tadd
hita affix ^  ( j )  is added in the 
sense of f^Rr ( takes away by 
means of); cf. 3 #  I

I t | Kas.
on P. IV . 4.15.

a class of words headed by the 
word 3?h to which the taddhita affix 
333;, instead of the usual affixes ann 
and others, is added in the sense of 
an offspring; cf. sflcg:, etc.
Kas. on P. IV. 1.86.

that which follows; a term fre
quently used in the Pratisakhya 
works in the sense of ‘ following ’ or
<TT; Cf. fSKR
explained by the commentator as 
snerR T. Pr. II. 4 7 ; c f.
also explained by.
the commentator as 
t #  R. Pr. II. 1 1 ;  cf. also 

P. V III. 4.67.

writer of an extensive gloss 
(N yasa) on Haimabrhadvrtti. His 
pupil Devendrasiiri wrote Raimala- 
ghunyasa and is an abridgement of

■ Udayacandra’s work.

surnamed Pathaka who wrote 
a commentary on the LaghuSab- 
dendusekhara named Jyotsna and 
a very critical work on Paribhasas 
similar to Slradeva’s Paribhasavrttj;

- the work is incomplete.

author of Mitavrttyarthasamgra- 
ha, a gloss on Panini’s sutras, who 
added a commentary to it. He lived 
in the seventeenth century. He 
belonged to Gujarat.

•â PKITcT author of a treatise giving 
rules for the determination of the : 
pada or padss of roofs ; the treatise : 
is named He
was a Jain grammarian, and one of 
the pupils of Sadhusundara.

IT

author of Dhundhika on 
Haimabrhadvrtti ( Prakrta portion

• only)

^ ItT  the acute accent defined by 
Panini in the words 3%KRT-' P - 1* 2- 
29. The word 3%: is explained by 
Patanjali in the words ‘ sTRFTt ^> 4  
3?Scn ffir- 3f : « m  ’ where 
btrtit (mowin' restriction of the 
organs ), rudeness) and

Bjgrrr 9l3aT closure of
the glottis) are given as specific 
characteristics of the acute accent. 
The acute is the prominent accent 
in a word— a simple, word as also a 
compound word-and when a vowel 
in a word is possessed of the acute 
accent, the remaining vowels have 
the STjf̂ ra or the grave accent. 
Accent is a property of vowels and 
consonants do not possess any 
independent accent. They possess 
the accent of the adjoining vowel 
connected with it. The acute accent 
corresponds to what is termed 
‘ accent’ in English and other 
languages.

raised acute, a tone slightly 
higher than the acute tone which 
is mentioned in connection with the 
first half of a circumflex vow el; cf.

cfl R.p. I l l ,  2 .

conventional understanding 
about a particular vowel in the 
wording of a sutra being marked 
acute or udatta, when ordinarily 
it should not have been so, to imply 
that a Paribhasa is to be applied 
for the interpretation of that Sutra; 

'cf. P. VI. 1.13 Vart.
14, also Sira. Pari. 112.
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an accent made up of Udatta, 
j. e. an accent which is a reduced 
udatta. I t  is called also JT33. I t  is 
mentioned in connection with an 
acute vowel following in the 
Padapatha, according to Kanva’s 
view ; cf. ^  sinit r̂a-

K̂ nS; id
m  sreler Jr êr com.

on V. Pr. I. 150.

^Irssrfei the same as ^gffr. accentless 
tone, mentioned in connection with 
the latter half of a circumflex vowel 
as also with a grave vowel or vowels, 
if not followed by another acute or 
circumflex vow el; cf. j
P. V III. 4.67. I

similar to udatta although 
not exactly acute, which character
izes the latter half of the circumflex 
vow el; cf. :;  T. Pr. I. 42.

a grammatical example in ex
planation of an interpretation ; cf.

irqlsujfer P. VI. 1.11.

characterized by short 3 as a 
mute indicatory vowel ( 1 )  By 
virtue of this mute 3 added to it the 
word 5, for instance, signifies along 
with its cognate consonants n̂ , 
fj,, and ^ also ; cf.
P. I. 1. 69. ( 2 ) Roots marked with
3 as mute get the augment f  optio
nally added before the kft affix e^T; 
e. g. f i f e i  and sgRgr from the root 
51̂  ( )  by virtue of the rule sftat 
fT P. VII. 2.56.

possession of short 3 as the 
penultimate letter, e. g. 55^ sr??? 
^rireqq^ p. vil. 3.41.

a class of words headed by the 
word 3sfl<j to which the taddhita 
affix sjcj, js added in the sense of 
' nature ’ or ' profession cf. 3irg-

qi 1 Similarly
Ka6. on P. Y. 1.129.

Jâ iHSig alleviation, ease, relief; name 
given to a Samdhi in the PratiSa- 
khya works when a visarga and a 
short vowel 3? preceding it are chan
ged into short 5?, ( e. g. q: -f  
=  3 5̂ : ) ,  as also when the vowel 
H or 3Ti is changed into 3* being 
followed by a dissimilar vow el; e. g. 
wa -r X'Z: — m  S.'S: cf. R. Pr. II. to

name given in the Rk. 
Pratisakhya to the Udgrahasamdhi 
where the vowel 3? is followed by a 
long vow el; e.g., m f #  R.
Pr. II. 10.

came given to a samdhi in 
the Rk. Pratisakhya when the vowel 
si or 3ti is changed into si e. g. sr 
•5Rg«i: =  srag«i: also jt̂ jii +
=  sfurcq cf. R. Pr. l l - i i .

^TcT elevation ; named also 3 # ^ .

( 1 )  elision, a term used in the 
sense of ' lopa ’ in the ancient gra
mmar works ; ( 2 ) name of a com
mentary by Jayananda on the 
Haima-linganu^asana.

description ; mention of qualities; 
cf. g%: M. Bh. on I. 3.2 ; the 
word is used in contrast with 
or direct mention ; cf.

l g<n: m»i- 
1 aasg c r r ^ ^ R g ^ :  mm 1 m )-

5f]q snfa^li ^  m ipftghfcafer ! 
m  jfiftfs 1 e  aasgunf^neuTif 1 sqflir % 
Aftfer 1 amoig^r: 1 eiem 1 

1 §3^  it ^Tg% rg # U  
^npeigflgfer I s i ^  • 

m rfr-.-ts#  ^?=er 1 « 
jjiunnf 1 3^et *r if% 1 M. Bh. 
on I. 3.2 ; ( 2) spot, place, passage 
of occurrence; 3'T^I^i:; cf.
2WSKT Pari. Sek. Pari. z.
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referred t o ; pointed out, sub
ject, as contrasted with the pre
dicate ; cf.

qq^oi ere% - 
I 5T«m I fptf W Tcffi I <4

f !  qf l in gram
mar refers to the subjectpart of a 
sentence as opposed to the predicate 
-part. In the sentence the
case is strikingly an opposite one 
and the explanation given by Patan
jali is very interesting; cf. 
m w m  3rrer%pj g'serra; i

M. Bh. on I. x. i .
i'

relationship between the i 
subject and the predicate where i 
generally the subject is placed first j 
in a sentence ; cf. 'ft I
ffcr: ^  i cf. also rrraFFWB%.^

Padava-
kyaratnakara.

the word always refers in gra- , 
mmar to the famous commentary j 
by NageSabhatta written in the first i 
decade of the 18th century A. D . on j 
the Mahabhasyapradlpa of Kaiyafa. j 
The Uddyota appears to be one of | 
the earlier works of Nagesa. It is 
also called Vivarana. The commen
tary is a scholarly oneand is looked 
upon as a final word re : the exposi
tion of the Mahabhasya. It is belie
ved that Nagesa wrote 12 Uddyotas 1 
and 12 Sekharas which form some 
authoritative commentaries oh pro- 1 
minent works in the different \ 
Sastras.

31[STl?RSrai name of a commentary : 
on the ‘ Tantrapradipa * of Mai- I 
trey a Rak§ita, which latter is a com- j 
mentary on Jinendrabuddhi’s Nyasa j 

- which itself is a commentary on j 
Jayaditya’s Kasika.

appearance of an object; com
ing into existence. According to

Vale. pad. III. 9=56. Time has two 
powers by which it brings about the 
emergence or disappearance of 
objects. The power that makes 
objects visible is called permission 
(sTwqggr).

a technical term in the Jainendra 
Grammar for the terms gq. and 
cf. sFtrcfwft 3̂ * # .  J a il.
Pari. 85, qfoi^
Jain. Pari. 20.

S'V'SlO? a class of words headed by the 
word 313; after which the taddhita 
affix, added in the sense of nlsr 
( grand-children e tc .) is optionally 
elided, provided the word is to be 
used in the plural number; cf. 31- 
3S5W : 31833̂ 301:; also 3<T5T:, s fr o -
*rt:; s r a : ,  «a^t: snsw: 1
Ka§. on P. II. 4.69.

3^ 351? help given in respect of sense 
to a word by another word connect
ed with it. cp. Vak. pad. 1IL  7.13, 
14, 149. 3<T$K 31%J|: ( t<5T. )

wfficT a fault in the pronunciation of 
letters, noticed sometimes in the 
utterance of a letter adjoining such 
a letter as is coloured with a musical 
tone on account of the proximity of 
the adjacent letter which is uttered 
in a musical note and which there
fore is called ‘ srtfcr ’ ; cf. BW- 

t sqafts: t
Kaiyata’s Pradipa on M. Bh. I 
Ahnika 1.

i a term used by the ancient gram
marians in the sense of the Parasmai
pada and the Atmanepada affixes. 
Helaraja observes “  3nTJj%q^q^qgr-

foqwi: H 3qnf 1
_ on Vak. Pad. III. 12.1. The word 

is not found in Patjini’s Astadhyayi. 
The VSrttikakara has used the 
word in his Varttika sqflfqM'MJ on
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- P. III. 2.127 evidently in the sense 
of Pada affixes referring to the 
Atmanepada as explained by 
K aiyata in the words yqsjf^i 
q^STfW 1 The word occurs in 
the Slokavarttika. ifagquffesR^mf 
quoted by Patanjali in his Maha
bhasya 011 KtfJ# P. III. 1.85, 
where Nagesa writes =̂ri'4- 
t=nr? 1 i f  q^rqco?FRq% 37- 

1 The word is 
found in the sense of Pada in the 
Mahabhasya on P. III. 1.40. The 
commentator on Puspasutra ex
plains the word as s q i l t  
?RT 3T O f T h e  author of the Kasika 
on P. V I. 2.134 has cited the read
ing ^^sqsnogquflcj, instead of ijqf#- 
Jwnnwn: and made the remark 
a%'ra? ifer qgspcrifa jju%. 
This remark shows that in ancient 
times gqsiT meant qgspfr i.e. a word 
in the genitive case. This sense 
gave rise to, or was based upon, an 
allied sense, viz ihe meaning of 
‘ ^  ’ i.e. possession. Possibly the 
sense ‘ possession ’ further develop
ed into the further sense ‘ possession 
of the fruit or result for self or 
others ’ referring to the fci  ̂ affixes 
which possessed that sense. The 
old sense ‘ qgzRr ’ of the word ‘ 3q- 
JH;’ having gone out of use, and the 
sense ‘ qsr’ ' having come in vouge; 
the word must have been 
substituted for the word ‘ aqfjf ’ by 
some grammarians before the time 
of the Kasikakaras. As Patanjali 
has dropped the Sutra (V I. 2.134), 
it cannot be said definitely whether 
the change of reading took place 
before Patanjali or after him.

name of section twelve of 
the third kan<Ja of Vakyapadlya of 

. Bhartrhari.

cause of acceptance; inducing 
acceptance, cp. Vak. pad. I l l ,  14.
1 1 4 .

lit. an injury; destruction, error. 
The word is used as sroerTOm, 37- 
Ef!cF=i 5TR^. The former means an 
instructing sentence e.g. when a boy 
is asked to protect curds from 
crows, he certainly protects it also 
from dogs and the like. cp. Vak. 
pad. II. 312.

( 1 )  taking a secondary sense; 
implication; lit. moving for a sense 
which is near'about; the,same as 
ŝ piT. The word 3)p=tr is explained 
as 3CRK, employment or current 
usage, by Patanjali; cf.

I M. Bh. I. r .i. Vart. 
4; ( 2 ) substitution of the letter g;. 
for flgir; cf. P. IV .
I.1 Vart. 7. cp. also

5T?Ti: feftm I 
Nyasa on P. V III. 3.48; cp. also 
3'qmrc: 3T WTC sq^W fsr: I 
Upalekhasutra V. 6.

known by oneself, by one’s 
knowledge (?qfrw) without any 
direct instruction from another; cp.

1 cp. also
wfir 3q#...qifSi?3qqf qjfot^q.
511%̂  T O  STDfrâ i Kagika. on P.
II. 4.21.

' lit. origin; one that originates, 
augment, 3q*nq% arei 3q*R: I The 
word is used in the sense of ‘ addi
tional phonetic element ’ ; cf. 3q5R 
3Ttim: M. Bh. on Sivasutra 5; cf. also

I- Siva
Sutra 5 Vart. 15. The 13-k Prati- 
Sakhya gives g, in 3 ^ ^  as an 
instance of sqsR. cf. R. Pr. IV. 37. 
In the Nirukta. s tsr . is given as the 
sense of the prefix %q’; cf. sfcgqsRq; 
The com. on the Nirukta explains 
the word 3qsR as

a term used by later gram
marians in connection with such a 
rule on which another rule depends
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cf. stTO s r ^  Pari.
Selch. on Pari. 97, as also M. Bh. on 
t§*?fer ^ P. i l l .  1.26. The relation
ship known as 3q # # q s te w r  occurs 
several times in grammar which 
states the inferiority of the depend
ent as noticed in the world.

instruction; original enuncia
tion; first or original precepts or 
teaching; cf. 3q^r S. K.
on the rule P. I. 3-2.
cf. sunfaTS'T̂ rc M. Bh. on Ahn. 
1. Vart. 15. For difference between 
3q̂ 5r and see cf. also 3q-

i *l?rqre:
figsqre ĝ K aiika on P. I. 3.2; cf. also 
Vyadi. Pari. 5; (2 )  employment 
( of a . word ) for others cf. 3<r%sr: 
toSt: srem: 1 3 isar w  to w R t 
32T nR?gq%: Kas. on 3^hjq& P. I.
4.70.

such a word as is lound in the 
original instruction.

occurrence in the original 
statement before the application of 
any affixes etc., cf.

M. Bh. on P. 1. 1.56, Vart.23.

statement to .the effect 
that a word should be looked upon 
as occurring in the original instruc
tion although it is not there. See 
3q^r. cf.
P. V II. 1.58. Vart. 1.

_____ 1
T̂'TScT name of a samdhi which is des- i

cribed a s g ^ i f^ in  R. Pr.; e.g.
See .

P enultim ate letter, as defined in 
th e ru le  sr<3|r?qifX# 3 q*n P . I. 1.65, 
e.g. see f# q *r, Mq>T, s tjp r , 3?=KRfq'T

■ etc.; lit . 3 q # #  BT th a t w h ic h ,
is p laced near the la s t letter.

a word or a noun which has 
got the penultimate letter omitted 
cf. s r  3 q * n s ! P .  IV . 1.28.

3‘<T«R,I*TteT a letter or a phonetic ele
ment substituted for a visarga fol
lowed by the first or the second 
letter of the labial class. Visarga is 
simply letting the breath out of the 
mouth. Where the visarga is follow
ed by the first or the second letter 
of the labial class, its pronunciation 
is coloured by labial utterance. 
This coloured utterance cannot be 
made independently; hence this 
utterance called ‘ sqsnRR ’ ( similar 
to a sound blown from the mouth ). 
is not put in, as an independent 
letter, in the spireroigpi attributed to : 
hIN*. Patanjali, however, has re
ferred to such dependent utterances 
by the term sratnqifqoT. See sr^iRjt; 
cf. ^  c fcr 1
xq 1 3qsm^ .

is also called srefagfi. See
spffqgfT.

proposition, statement. The 
remark ‘ fero 3T-TO: ’ is of frequent 
occurrence in the Vyakarana Maha
bhasya in connection with state
ments that are deifective and have 
to be refuted or corrected; cf. M. 
Bh. on P. I. i.2 r, 46, 50; I. 2.5 etc.

;3T4tT? lit. a word placed near; an ad
joining word. In Panini’s grammar, 
ths teriti sqq?; is applied to such 

' .  words as are put in the locative case 
by Panini in his rules prescribing 
krt affixes in rules from III. 1.90 to 
III. 4 end; cf. erataqp? P. III.
1.92; e.g. in P. H I. 2.1.
The word is also used in the sense 
of an adjoining word connected in 

. sense, e.g. as also =5f
*pqlqq °̂ P. I. 4.105, 106; cf. also 
laswrfaf feqrargqi^ jrtS;

w :  Kas. on P. I l f .  3.10; 
cf. also tci^cro^qlqq^ra P. I. 3.10, 

P. I. 3.7^ as also 
aTOftraf P .T l. '2.19. and

P. V I. 2.139. Kaiyata on P .
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III. 1.92 Vart. 2 explains the word 
acrqR as sql t̂ft: or sqt^rfcr s q q ^ . 
The word tqq? is found used in the 
Pratisakhya literature where it 
means a word standing near and 
effecting some change; cf. % sri f  3Tf
*c<f ks#  ^sjqqstfSr
3Tn?qRP?I fq r̂ftfSio U vata on V. Pr.
VI. 23.

^qq^rafe a grammatical operation 
caused by a word which is near; cf. 
3qq?ft%r P. 1. 1.72 Vart
9, also 3?rairef 3qq?#fi P. IV. 1.1. 
Vart. 8 where rules such as * 3^ 0 ^ ’ 
and the following are referred to as 
sqq^ftfa, the words sR̂ fSr, 
etc. being called sqqsc by the rule 
cr^qq  ̂OTfrsr**.; P. III. 1.92.

^qq^T^Tfe a case termination added 
to a word on account of the pre
sence of another word requiring the 
addition; cf. the well-known Pari
bhasa 3qq^*ra: Par. 
Sek. Pari. 94; and M. Bh. on I. 4.96 
stating the possession of greater 
force in the case of a karakavibhakti 
than in the case of an upapada- 
vibhakti.

the compound of a word, 
technically termed as sqq̂ c by Panini 
according to his definition of the 
word in III. 1.92, with another 
word which is a verbal derivative; 
c t  5«RRR:, Here technically
the compound of the words f.sw, 
etc. which are upapadas is formed 
with ?sk, before a case-termination 
is added to the nominal base 5K; 
Cf. »TEJTOStqq?Rr sf?:
Il?q%: Par. Sek. Pari. 75.

3 ^ 5 ^  misconception, erroneous 
knowledge, cp. Vak. pad III. 3.57 

1 also cp.

a technical term used in the 
Pratisakhya Works in the sense of 
words which proceed from a rule to 
the following rules upto a particular 
stated limit; cf.
T . Pr. I. 59 explained b y the com
mentator as sq^rs# ?fcr I

g ^ l t :  i

the fourth out of the seven 
stages or places in the production 
of articulate speech, upam£u being 
the first stage; cf. g^ gq-f^ R ^ T ait. 
Pr. 23.9 explained by thecomment- 
a to ra s: $ 5 ^  l
sig^smR: ^oc:

1

a short work in sutra style 
ascribed to BharadvSja Bj-haspati, 
one of the three ancient teachers 
of Vedic recital. Vy§di in his 
Vikrtivalli refers to him as his 
teacher. He may be taken to be a 
contemporary of PSnini. The work 
discusses 3W, one of the eight varie
ties of the Vedic recital. The work 

or may be understood as to. 
The work, along with t^q^qis^f is 
edited and translated by Prof. K , V. 
Abhyankar, Poona 1974.

SqsF*! ( 1 )  the famous commentator
- on the grammatical verses attribut

ed to NandikeSvara which are 
known by the name 
and which form a kind of a com
mentary on the sutras of MaheSvara; 
(2 ) a comparatively modern gram
marian possibly belonging to the 
nineteenth century who is also 
named Upamanyu and who has 
written a commentory named 
Tattvavi martini on the famous 
KaSikavftti by Jayaditya and 

V&mana. Some believe that Upa*



manyu was an ancient sage who 
wrote a nirukta or etymological 
work and whose pupil came to be 
known as

3 'OTT a well-known term in Rhetorics 
meaning the figure of speech 
' simile ’ o r ' comparison The word 
is often found in the Nirukta in the 

. same sense; cf. srcm 37m: I ‘ ^
sfe W  1 Nir III. 13. 

Generally an inferior thing is com
pared to another that is superior in 
quality.

standard of comparison. The 
word is found in the PSginisutra 

P. II, T.55 where 
the Ka^ikavrtti explains it as 37-

'37Tra?T an object which is compared. 
The word is found in Paninisutra 
QTTWt P. II. 1.56, where
the Kasika paraphrases it by the 
word and illustrates it by the 
word in pt?sqi3.

an object which is to be com
pared. See gnrfiRT.

implication, indication; a 
thing indicatory of another thing. 
It  is defined.as BftT

The term is very fre
quently found in commentary works 
in connection with a word which 
signifies something beyond it which 
is similar to it; the indication is 
generally inclusive; cf. K a S i k a  on 

P. I. 3.68 
era m  I as also jtkrji oi g

Ka§. on II. 4.80. The 
verbal forms of s$r and as also 
the words 5583% ^ , s§ # V ® % re tc . 
possess the sense of ‘ expressing the 
meaning not primarily, but second
arily by indication or implication \

5P?R3fif^  a substituted word element; 
cf, #3: tRi gZJRFT i 5R>R: SJW-

w i: ' 1
%q^Nir. X . 17.

3 7 ^  an ancient grammarian and 
Mimamsaka believed to have been 
the brother of Vaisa and the pre
ceptor of Panini. He is referred to, 
many times as an ancient writer 
of some Vfttigranthas.

implication of something by 
means of a mark or sign; significant 
object or mark. cp. Vak. Pad. II.18;
111.14 ,85 . I Hela-
raja.

immediate contact, as for inst
ance, of one word with another; cf.

=tf viftgntfer
spacer 3’mKt. | M .Bh. on VI.-l.72, 
The word is also found in the 
Mahabhasya in the same context.

mention, generally of the 
type of the annexation of some 
words to words already given, or- 
of some limiting conditions or addi
tions to what has been already 
stated. The word is often found 
at the end of the statements made 
by the Varttikakara on the sutras 
of Panini.; cf. P. I. 1.29 Vart. 1; 
1. 1.36-Vart. 3 etc. 'The words 
and are also similarly used.
The word is found sjmilarly used in 
the Mahabhasya also very fre
quently.

inclusion of something, which 
is not directly mentioned; cf. HRigf'T- 

K ai. on P. I. 3.48, also
^TOln«l%T§'T5iil€l$»j; Kas. 

on P . V II. 4.65.

( 1 )  union; cf.
*TqfnT prepositions 

are signs to show that such a union 
with another sense has occurred in 
the case of the noun or. veib to 
which they are prefixed,; Nir. I. 3,;
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- ( 2 ) addition; cf. ft
rfftq!3'RTJ?'JT-‘ *7.3 «i: M. Bh. on P.
IV . 2,21. Vart. 2.

drawn close; cf. artft ^TOfeRKI 
T. Pr. II. i 4. The root is used 
in the senss of finishing in the 
Mahabhasya; cf. ?K%%£Uat

JTJp# cr*-fl 1 M.Bh. on
P.L4. 109 Vart. 6.

TTO TO  compounded together, joined 
together by special grammatical 
connection called sura; cf. *r 
qftg®?: feqf 1 sTOJFKRcri?" 33% 1 
M.Bh! on V 3I. i .t .  Vart. 18.

preposition, prefix. The word 
originally meant only ‘ a pre

fixed word cf. #76*13 wrftl R. Pr. 
X VI. 38. The word became techni
cally applied by ancient Sanskrit 
Grammarians to the words sr, q̂ r, 

OT; etc. which are always used 
along with a verb or a verbal deriva
tive or a noun showing a verbal 
activity; cf. P.I.
4.59. These prefixes are necessarily- j 
compounded with the following , 
word unless the latter is a verbal 1 
form; cf. fTrfewm: P. II. 2.18. 
Although they are not compounded 
with a verbal form, these preposi
tions are used in juxtaposition with 
it; sometimes they are found 
detached from the verbal form even 
with the intervention of one word 
or more. The prefixes are instru
mental in changing the meaning of 

' the loot. ‘cp. • SWOT ^ 1 3 ^
iffas ( 3w : 1 V.L..) 1 fiwrafew- 
Jiiai 11 Some scholars
like Sakatayana hold the view that 
separated from the roots, prefixes 
do not express any specific sense as 
ordinary words express, ' while 
scholars like Gargya hold the view 
that prefixes do express a sense e,g.

si means beginning or nvw; cf. 
?i 'ft%r T̂Onf 3t*rffiKi§ftf!r gTOqfl: 1

I era p-3

Nir. 1.8. It is' doubtful, however, 
which view Panini himself held. 
In his Atmanepada topic, he has 
mentioned some specific roots 
as possessing some specific senses 
when preceded by some specific 
prefixes, (see P. I. 3.20, 24, 2540, 
41, 46, 52, 56, e tc .), which implies 
possibly that roots themselves 
possess various senses, while pre
fixes are simply instrumental in 
indicating or showing them. On the 
other hand, in the topic of the 
Karmapravacaolyas, the same 
words sr, TO etc. which, however, are 
not termed Upasargas for the time 
being, although they are called 
Nipatas, are actually assigned some 
specific senses by Panini. The 
Varttikakara has defined as 

STOn: P. I, 3.Z.  Vart. 7, 
leaving it doubtful whether the sq- 
W  or prefix possesses an independ
ent sense which modifies the sense 
of the root, or without possessing 
any independent sense, it shows 
only the modified sense of the root 
which also is possessed by the root. 
Bhartrhari, Kaiyata and their 
followers including Nagesa have 
emphatically given the view that 
not only prefixes but Nipatas, 
which include sr, TO and others as 
Upasargas as well as Karmapra- 
vacaniyas, do not denote any sense, 
but they indicate it; they are in fact 

and not For details see
Nir. I. 3, Vakyapadlya II. 190, 
Mahabhasya onT. 3.1. Vart. 7 and 
Pradlpa and Uddyota thereon. The 
Rk PratiSakhya has discussed the 
question in X II. 6-9 where, as ex
plained by the commentator, it  is
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stated that prefixes express a sense 
along with roots or nouns to which 
they are attached. It is not clear 
whether they convey the sense by 
denotation or indication, the words 
tjRg; in stanza 6 and in
stanza 8 being in favour of the 
former and the latter views respec
tively; cf. gtcTCT- 

#rarai:;
*tpt mra: iK fc 0!: 

R. Pr. X II. st. 6 and 8. For the list 
of upasargas see R. Pr. X II. 6, T. 
Pr. L  15, V. Pr. VI. 24, and S. K. 
on P, I. 4.60.

the view or doctrine that 
prefixes, by themselves, do not 
possess any sense, but they indicate 

"  the sense of the verb or noun with 
which they are connected. For de
tails see Vakyapadlya II. 165-206; 
also vol. VII. pages 370-372 of 
Vyakarana Mahabhasya ed, by the 
D. E . Society, Poona.

connection with' a . prefix; 
joining of the prefix. Some scholars 
of grammsr hold the view that the 
Upasarga is prefixed to the root 
and then the verbal form is arrived 
at by placing the desired termina
tions after the root, while others 
hold the opposite view; cf. *n§: 

qaugwm 1 3 ^  § 
mpTCsfa spqlt qgiegiqifteqig: Slra- 
deva’s Paribhasavrtti Pari. 131,132; 
cf. also vol. VII. Mahabhasya, 
edited by the D.E. Society, Poona, 
pages 371-372.

a treatise on upasargas, by 
Harikrsria.

a treatise on upasargas by 
Gadadhara Cakravartin.

a short anonymous work 
on the nature of upasargas or pre-

la

positions explaining.their meanings 
with illustrations.

a treatise on upasargas by 
Bharatamalla in the Sixteenth 
Century A. D.

( 1)  adjective, subordinate 
member which does not get the treat
ment of the principal member, e.g.

P. I. 2.48, 8?g<TB%ira. 
P. IV. 1.14 ^
S. K„ on P. I. 1.29, also P. 1. 1.27 
Vart. 2; ( 2) a word referred to by 
the word which is put in the nomi
native case in rules of Panini pre
scribing compounds, e.g. g® (in the 
compound c&gfsra: ) which is referred 
to by the word ft#iT in the rule 

ferrairfo P. II. 1.24 which pre
scribes the Acc. Tatpurusa com
pound. These words are given the 
first place in a compound; cf. stTO- 
h r s  P. I'. 2.43, gqgsR
^ 5 . P. II. 2.30; ( 3) a word which 
has one and the same case when a 
compound in the different cases is 
shown as dissolved, e.g. the word 

in the compound 
which keeps its ablative case when 
the compounds }
grfcp.l, etc. are dissolved;
cf. csfspflRn sn'jifaqit P. I. 2.44.

attended with a prefix, generally 
used in connection with roots; e.g.

^  P- I* 4-3a where 
the Kasika has explained the word 
as

introduction of the necessary 
changes in the wordiDg of the base, 
such as elision, or addition or sub
stitution of a letter or letters as 
caused .by the addition of suffixes, 
cp. # ,5  i f e r a

Svo. on Vak. pad.
II. 349.
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'JW IFf occurrence; presence by virtue 
of anuvrtti i.e. recurrence or conti
nuation of a word in the rules that 
follow; cf.

M. Bh. on I. 3.11. Vart. 1.

a word used rather techni
cally in the sense of the word ffcf 
which is used in the Krama and 
other recitals when Vedic reciters 
show separately the two words 
compounded together by uttering 
the compound word first, then 
the word and then the two 
compound words, e. g. 3 
I - # r  1 ir t  T%¥ti-5reY. The
Kasika defines the word 3'rfscT as

. I Kas. on VI. 1.129.
The Rk-Pratisakbya explains the 
word rather differently, but in the 
same context. The word after which 
1% is placed is called upasthita e.g. 
the word sniff in ^  or fq^nq# 
in 1% as contrasted with
% rt i. e. the word without e. g. 
qi§; or fiNR#, as also contrasted 
with ■Rsrataf̂ fir i. e. the whole word 

?fcr fewswEt which is also 
called tffcr or fitfecT; ( 2 ) occurring, 
present; cf. ^
*513 i-Par. Sek. Pari. 3.

( i ) with, preceded b y ; e. g. 
’M 'rfcr, p q k % r ; ( 2 )  sticking to, 
connected with, ‘ 5nr%fq?rcf. Darga 
on Nir. V. 12 ; (3 ) coming to be 
placed near or in juxtaposition with 
the preceding w ord; cf. 
sen R. Pr. II. 15.

'a'TIfJ lit. inaudible. The word is ex
plained in the technical sense as the 
first place or stage in the utterance 
of speech where it is perfectly 
inaudible although produced; The 
first out of the seven positions of 
voice in Vedic recital, cf. sqifj ?fer

5r*nt qrq: 9IH?; Com. on T. Pr. 
X X III . 5.

( 1 )  sibilation ; substitution 
of a sibilant lfetter for a visarga; 
cf. W R. Pr. X I. 19 ; ( 2 )
name of the samdhi in which a 
visarga is changed iDto a sibilant 
letter; cf. g  g # : R.
Pr. IV. 14 which corresponds to 
Panini V III. 3.18 and 19.

change of Visarga into s ( s.),- 
sibilation of Visarga, e. g. *r§Pi: 
qffr: = s ^ o r ^ T h e  words 
and 3*rrqftcr are found used in the 
same sense by ancient Grammarians. 
See 3<twk; cf. ?mnns? sim qscfirr q<q, 
tT4I °K# T̂imTiSf g?4t^l.̂ 30-RK ®8jp1ctaj

3n=qrqf sq#siRiwn^f: R. Pr.
V III. 12.

gcjT^FJ ( 1 )  hypothesis, presumption, 
acceptance (2 )  determination of 
the sense of a word along with 
limitations put on it by the extra
ordinary powers possessed by that 
word. cp. Vak. pad. III. 13.3. cp.

( te r .)

a denotative word ; a word 
which directly expresses its sense, 
cp. Vak. pad. I. 44. cp. 
qr w .  1 ( i - )

OTM lit. near the firs t; second.

condition, limitation, determi
nant, qualification: e. g.  ̂ ft

fq tw ?! qi fqflws. M. Bh. 
on I. 3.2 as also on V. 1.16 ; cf, also 
w  % fq tq  3XTrf5fqnrr#q& Frf^ te 

I M.Bh. on III. 1.7.

a commentary work 
quoted in Ujjvaladatta’s Unadisut- 
ravrtti I. 78.

b W  lit. near the la s t ; penultimate. 
The word is - generally found used 
in the Candra Vyakarana.
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see 3TFer; the word is generally 
found used in the grammars of 
Sakatayana and Hemacandra.

^qFT means or instrument which is 
used in the accomplishment of an 
objective, but which is abandoned 
as soon as the objective has been 
achieved, cp. Vak. pad. II. 38, 108, 
237; III. 13- 26 ; III . 14. 77. 78-

S'qiSPsr recourse, resort, cp. Vak. pad. 
III. 3.58; cp.

(l©I.)

presenting a difficulty in 
both the ways, cp. tm

I M. Bha. on VI. 1.68. K aiy
ata and Nagesa. have taken 3?racr: 
and WRT gm s* or t W ) as
the two constituent words. 
and m̂ r, however, appear to be the 
two such words, cp.

 ̂ I Uddyota on VI. 1.68.
cp. also ftpsrf isgipWcT: <TRlf I 
Apastamba Sulba sutra 15.9.

H'forcr lit. one near or before the la s t; ! 
the term is generally used in con
nection With words having two or 
more syllables, where it means the 
vowel before the last (vow el); cfl 
sqltn R#r P. VI. 1. 217 and

P. V. 1.132 where the 
writer of the Kasika explains it as 

ff?? 1 '

giving ^nffq and as examples 
where the long f  is upottama ; cf. 
also T. Pr. X I. 3. and Nir. 1. 19 
where the word refers to the third 
out of the four feet of the verse cp. 
also commentary on Ath. Pra.

a supporting assertion or 
statement; cf. M.Bh.
on I. 2.64. Vart. 38-39.

both the alternatives; both 
the senses; double signification; cf.

svR nitfe  ̂ fcr P. 1. 1.23, Vart 4, Pari. 
Sek, Par. 9 where the word ubhaya 
refers to both the senses— the ordi
nary one ( 3TSfif=pr) and the technical 
one (§!%*{)— e. g. the meanings ( i)  
numeral, and ( i i ) words j r .  etc. 
of the word g w .

lit. speaking or showing . 
both the padas or voices; possessed 
of both the padas viz. the Parasmai- 

. pada and the Atmanepada, The 
word is found commonly used in 
the Dhatupatha of Paiiini.

in both the ways lit. in both 
the places; cf. ^ P. I. 1. 44 
Vart. 22.. The word is
used in grammar referring to the 
option ( )  which is hir as also 
3TsnH; cf. M.Bh. on P .r. 1.26 
Vart. 22.

in both the ways ( in the case 
of an option, of course); cf.
■srqiTr P. III. 4.117 where the word 
ubhayatha refers to both the alter
native uses e. g. Sarvadhatuka and 
Ardhadhatuka ; so also vidhilin and 
aslrlin ; cf. Kasika on P. III. 4.117. 
The term ubhayatha is described 
as synonymous with J bahulam ’ or 
‘ anyatarasyam ’ or e va ’ or ‘ eke- 
sam '; cf. srfM ^cR ^jpm r ?r

M. Bh. on P. I. x.44; Vart. 19 ; 
cf. also '3j®trais%f*rq«rT R. Pr. 
X V . 8.

3-snr^gf a hiatus or a stop which 
occurs between two long-vowelled 

. syllables; the term is a
conventional term in the Pratisa
khya literature. The term 
is similarly used in connection with 
short vowels.

a restriction understood in 
both the w a y s; cf. ft!® cj*RpmRi;i

1 R ffiw  m  sew:
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sraqtR? ^ JrifirMff i Mo Bh. ok P.
III. 1.2, Vart. i i  ; cf. also M. Bh. 
on V I. 2.148,

3TWPT̂  ( 1 ) double voice— the Paras
maipada as well as the Atmanepada;
( 2 )  both the words or members 
( in a compound ); cf.

Kas. on P. I. 2.57.

a root conjugated in both the 
P ad a s; a root to which both, the 
Parasmaipada and the Atmanepada 
terminations are affixed ; e.g. roots 
%  g 5*?. etc.

a case or a matter in which 
both the alternatives occur, as for. 
instance, the genitive case for the 
subject and the object of a verbal 
derivative noun ( fi^cT); cf. 3iT*prrar
sCTf&t I snftt: f  fcr # 35**1-
STifa: m  1 siiajqt
W  ^r-‘ Kas. on P. II. 
3.66.

possessed of both the kinds
of properties; cf. ft

wti% fRf M. Bh. on
P. I. 2.31; cf. also : V. 
Pr. I. 110.

<r»
■̂̂ RTsraT expression of the sense by a 

word in both ways, by denoting the 
genus as also by denoting an indivi
dual object, cp. Vak. pad. III. 14. 

359-

the augment 3 affixed to the last 
vowel of ^  by P. VII. 4.20 ; e. g.

tad-affix 3?; with udatta accent 
on the last vowel, affixed to the 
word ĉ er when it  refers to protu
berant teeth ; cf. P. V. 2.66; e. g. !

l

a class of words headed 1 by 
the word to which the sama* 
santa a f f ix ? - ( ^ )  is added, when..

these words stand at the end of 
Bahuvrihi compounds; cf.

similarly fsragPNi:, Kas. on 
P .V .  I. 151.

produced at the breast; cf. %f r̂^n 
3*?% R. Pr. 1. 18, explained by the 
commentator as Ê fr f^i<-

3^91 opening (o f the hole of the 
throat) ; the words ascTT ••-73*3 are 
used in the sense of ‘ opening of the 
glottis ’ which is described as a 
characteristic condition of the utter
ance of a vowel accented grave or 
stgecrei; cf. srrarit ^reoqrigfrR^cpr: 
WlfSl 1 3T ^ 9,fr ^ f? T

M. Bh. on 
P. I. 2.30; cf. T. Pr. on X X II. 9,10.

a variety of the Vedic metre 
. ffcft in which the first pada consists 

of twelve syllables and the rest of 
eight sjdlables; cf. R. Pr. X V I. 33.

(33^) substitute for the vowel 3 
belonging to the Vikarana 3J, to roots 
and to the noun s  under certain 
conditions; cf. 3rf% q#T
P. V I. 4.77.

3^2 also spqs or a reputed Kasmi- 
rian scholar and writer who was 
the son of Vajrata. He wrote many 
learned commentaries, some of 
which are known as Bhasyas. 
Some of his important works are 
RkpratiSakhyabhasya, Vaj asaneyi 
pratisakhyabhasya, Vajasaneyisa- 
mhitabhasya, Vedarthadipika etc.

) name of the second of 
the main seven Vedic metres which 
are known by the name 
The Usnik metre consists of 28 
syllables divided into three padas 
of 8, 8 and 12 syllables. It has got 
many varieties such as 3̂ 3f«n|;, $§5*, 
and others; for details see R . Pr. 

__XVl 20-26.
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( i ) substitute for % , ending of 
the third pers. plu., in the perfect 
tense and in the present tense in 
the case of the roots and e.g. 
ftg: and ,ang: cf. P. III. 4.82-84;
(2 )  substitute 33.(33;) for %  in 
the potential and the benedictive 
moods, as also after the aorist sign g. 
and after roots of the third conjuga
tion, roots ending in 3?r and the 
root t K .  e-g- ^ 5=  31 r̂ -

®Ti:, ^ 5 : ,  etc.; cf. Kas. on III. 
4.108-112. (3 )  a technical term 
of Jainendra standing for Pariini’ s 
sR; cp. Jain Su. I. 1.62.

Unadi affix appliedot roto the 
to form srgg; cf. ai^R): Un. sutra. 

272.

S’lT that which should be taken out 
from a whole; cp, Vak. pad. I l l  
14.8a.

&

3; long vowel e>, 3 being the short 
vowel.

augment ® added to the srvqig or 
the reduplicative syllable of the root 

which is doubled before the affix 
er which is used instead of q (
^ ); e.g.

3^  krt affix added to the root 3ng 
to form the word 3ftrre*fi; cf.
P. III. 2.165.

3^  fem. affix a  prescribed after mascu
line nouns ending in the vowel ® 
and denoting a human being as also 
after some other specific masculine 
bases; cf. ®f?T: P. IV. 1.66 and the 
following sutras. e.g. §5:,

^ l | :  etc.

also 3  ̂ agama s> and 3 prescribed 
after the roots 1  and f  before the 
affix ^  or ^  e.g. soffit si

q^rit ^ 41:; cf. Ka§. 
on P. V II. 2.34.

3^  ( 1 )  samprasararia vowel 3; sub
stituted for the \  of £fl!f under cer
tain conditions e.g. 35:, cf. T̂f 
P. VI. 4.132; ( 2) substitute 3; for . 

before certain affixes; e.g, êi:, 
sjft cjui: etc. cf. =5$?t: s p ^ lfe i  

=3 P. VI. 4.19, 20.

^  ( 1 )  long vow el«  which cannot be 
combined by rules of samdhi with 
the following vowel when it comes 
at the end of the forms of the dual 
number; e.g. ^  etc.; cf.

P. I. 1.11, as also 
=3 I. 1.19; ( 2 )  long vowel®
substituted for the short 3 of the 
root before an affix beginning 
with a vowel e.g. cf. s ^ m i
Otw: P. VI. 4.89.

substitution of the long vowel 
see M. Bh. on P. I. 1.12, VI. 1.85.

r\
marked with the mute indicatory 

letter®; cf. m I
prescribing the addition 6f the 
augment  ̂optionally in the case of 
sfej; roots P. V II. 2.44.

3?T deficient, wanting; often in com
pounds e.g. Wfi, cf. =3j|: 

R. Pr. V III. 28;
%*f g R f R. Pr. X V II. 1.

( ( f^|«0 a variety of the metre 
Brhatl which has three padas of 
twelve syllables each; Cf. gt^Ril 

BI R. Pr. X V I. 33.

a class of words headed by the 
words set 3<ft etc. ending in the 
taddhita affix ffer, which are given 
the designation nfa provided they 
are related to a verbal activity, and 
as a result, which can be compound- 
e~d with kfdanta words ending in 
<=fl, a^ , etc. cf.; etc.
K a l  on P. I. 4.61.
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tad. affix applied to the words eirt 
and in the sense o f e unable to 
b ear’; e.g. erjJ5; see Kas. on
V. 2.122.

aspiration letters, spirants called 
breathings also; the name is given 
to letters or sounds produced with 
unintonated breath through an open 
position of the mouth; cf.
M. Bh. on P. I. i . io  Vart, 3. The 
word refers to the lfetters ^ , SL, 
g ,  visarga, jihvamuliya, upadhma- 
niya and anusvara; cf. srsjh 
vn«rr awn®!: R. Pr. 1. 12; cf. also 
T . Pr. 1, 10.

name of a combination or gi®r 
where a visarga is changed into a 
breathing ( It has got two
varieties named, where the
visarga is changed into a breathing 
as for instance in while it is
called ( passed over) where it 
remains unchanged as for instance 
in 3: A: 73; cf. R. Pr. IV . 11.

31? modification of a word, in a Vedic 
Mantra, so as to suit the context in 
which the mantra is to be utilised, 
generally-by change of case affixes; 
adaptation of a mantra; cf. Sf:

1 ?r strata  ^ 
ftjifen: 1 % =3 sr-w

I M. Bh, on P. 1.1.
Ahnika 1.

=£ fourth vowel in Panini’s alphabet; 
possessed of long and protracted ■ 
varieties and looked upon as cognate ! 
( gqrfl) with 5? which has no long j 
type in the grammar of Panini; cf. | 
R . Pr. I. 9; V. Pr. V III. 3. ( a )  j 
unadi suffix w, applied to the root 

to form the word w ; e.g.
B l# : ; cf. Uri Su. II.

. JOS.

the letter sr with its 18 varieties 
made up of the f a n d  

varieties and characterized 
by the three accents. 3? and s  are 
looked upon as cognate in Panini's 
grammar and hence, sr could be 
looked upon as possessed of 30 
varieties including 12 varieties of s .

a work consisting of five chap
ters containing in all 287 sutras. It 
covers the same topics as the Prati
sakhya works and is looked upon 
as one of the Pratisakhya works of 
the Sama Veda. Its authorship is 
attributed to Sakatayana according 
to Nagesa, while 3?ff?3R is held as 
its author by some, and by
others. It bears a remarkable simil
arity to Panini’s Astadhyayi especi
ally in topics concerning coalescence 
and changes of g, and q^to ^ and m. 
respectively. It cannot be definitely 
said whether it preceded or followed 
Panini’s work.

one of the Piatisakhya 
works belonging to the Asvalayana 
Sakha of the R g Veda. The work 
available at present, appears to be 
not a very old one, possibly written 
a century or so after Panini’s time. 
It is possible that the work, which 
is available, is based upon a few 
ancient Pratisakhya works which 
are lost. Its authorship is attributed 
to Saunaka. The work is a metrical 
one and consists of three books or 
Adhy3yas, each Adhyaya being 
made up of six Patalas or chapters. 
It is written, just as the other 
Piatisakhya works, with a view to 
give directions for the proper recita
tion of the Veda. It has got a 
scholarly commentary written by 
Uvata and another one by Kumara 
who is also called Visnumitra, See 
sTi^r^srfta^i^.
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a class of words headed by 
fiP H  to which the taddhita affix 
3?t̂  ( sr) is affixed in the sense of 
‘ prodaced therein ’ ( era w i:), or 
‘ explanatory of ’ ( sqreqin:')-, cf.

wr:, m snftw
fsj: etc, Kas. on

P. IV. 3 73-

verse-pause equal to 3 matra- 
kalas or three matia units, cf. ^fcr- 
ire:
ftm : f e w
T. Pr. X X II. 13. According to Rk. 
Tantra it consists of two matras.

short vowel %  before which the 
preceding vowel is optionally left I 
as it is, i.e. without coalescence 
and shortened also if lon g; cf.
P. VI. 1.128.

possessed of short m-. cf, ft^cT: 
P. VII. 4.90. Vart. 1.

possessed of the mute indicatory 
letter %  signifying in the Grammar 
of Panini the prevention of the 
shortening of the long vowel in the 
reduplicated syllable of the Causal 
Aorist form of roots which are 
marked with i t ; e. g.
3TW=SK ■ etc, cf. P.
V II. 4,2.

^ 3«TTR? a class of words headed by the 
word to which the taddhita 
affix 3; is added in the four senses 
prescribed in the rules IV. 2.67-70 ; 
e.g. snws:, etc. cf. P. IV.
2.80.

the metre of the Vedic seers. 
The seven metres— m*#, srggq, 

fflll  and su# consisting 
respectively of 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44 
and 48 syllables are named 
as contrasted with the metres t=f, 
JTRiq?? and sttjr, which, when com
bined together, make the metres of

the Vedic seers. For details see R. 
Pr. X V I. 1.5.

taddhita affix sioi. in the sense of 
‘ descendant ’ applied to names of 
ancient sages, by the rule 
iftnpvqaj P- IV. 1.114 ; e. g. mfes:, .

M long variety of the vowel 3T,

( roots) ending in which have 
the vowel ^  changed into f^ b y  the 
rule ^  P . V II. 1.100 ; e.g.

PtsfcT.

^  short vowel <5. taken to be a cognate 
of %  and described as a vocalic 
form of the letter

^f^q; ( roots) marked with the mute 
indicatory letter ?s, which take the 
substitute 3f (3 ^ ) for the Vikar- 
ana of the aorist; e. g. spRra., 3̂ 1̂  
cf. TOrt'rlg P. III.
1-55-

diphthong vowel k made up of sr 
and ?, and hence having 
as its place of origin. It has no 
short form according to Panini. In 
cases where a short vowel as a 
substitute is prescribed for it in 
grammar, the vowel % is looked 
upon as its short form. Patanjali 
in his Mahabhasya has observed 
that followers of the Satyamugri 
and Ranayaniya branches of the 
Samaveda have short R ( if)  in 
their Samaveda recital and has 
given gjsria a m # ,  a ftw  arfs *̂: gcRI 
as illustrations; cf. M. Bh. on I. 
1.48;
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^  ( i ) Singular number, ekavacana; 
cf. if V. P r . II. 3 ;
the term is found used in this 
sense of singular number in the 
Jainendra, Sakatayana and Haima 
grammars; (2 ) single ( vow el) 
substitute ( )  for two (vowels); 
cf. K5: 'j-fq#: P. V I. 1.84;
T. Pr. X . 1 ;  ( 3 ) many, a certain 
number; ( used in pi. in this sense), 
cf. f?  M. Bh. on P. I.
4.21.

transitive verbs having one 
object, as contrasted with fg5&&K; 
cf. Katantra IV. 6. 62.

possessed of one v e rb ; given 
as a definition of a sentence; cf. 
'Pfiffll P. II. x. 1. Vart. 10, explained 
by Patanjali as scTO!

I Hff iff? 1

in the same direction, given 
as the sense of the tad. affix ^  by 
Panini; cf. l afgsr 1 P. IV. 3.
112, 113.

a part or a portion of the whole; 
cf. Pari-Sek. Pari.
37; also' M. Bh. Siva-Sutra 2 Vart. 
4 ; M. Bh. on P. VI.
1. 93 Vait. 5 ;  cf. also 
cn^ irsfara. R. Pr. IX . 10.

( a thing or a substance) com
posed of parts ; cf. the term 
gme or used in connec
tion with compounds of words such 
as m and others with words 
showing the constituted whole 
( )  prescribed by the rule 

P. II. 2 .1  ;
( 2 ) a partisan; cf. the word relsi- 

used often by commenta
tors.

the maxim that * a 
thing is called or taken as that 
very thing although it is lacking

in a part \  stated briefly as spf&qf- 
Pari. Sek. Pari. 37. The 

maxim is given in all the different 
schools of gram mar; cf. £ak. Pari. 
17 ; Candra Pari. 15, K at. Par. Vr.
1, Jain. Par. Vr. 11, Hem. Pari. 7 
etc.

*s rv
consent to a part of the 

whole, ' admission of one part as 
correet.

one and the same individual 
substance; cf. the words tpR^wr-

M. Bh. on P. I. 4.23, tps- 
spqifaTO On P. V III. I . 5 X, 
ratltffft given, as a definition of 
M. Bh.on P. I. 4.1.

made up of one word; consisting 
of one- word; cf. sp-m 
tqqsfi^ifJr | qsfl 1 Sftf trq
*wfcr ! M. Bh. first
Ahnika; (2 )  a continuous word 
paraphrased as and BHR-

by commentators; cf.
V. Pr. II. i 8j (3 )  every 

individual w ord: cf.
R. Pr. X I. 18.

made up of a single word; cf. 
v.m'h ^

^  I M. Bh. on P. I.
1.21 Vart. 5; ( 2 ) made up of one 
foot or m?); cf. «?$
( R. Pr. X V II. 24) explained by the 
commentator as tqr 7RPiT-
T̂ersjâ far 71?: *R*n: 91 b s w  ^

1

combined together; cf. R. Pr. 
com. I^rifag: ifft sp-
Tn-ff ■gcq&j R. Pr. X I. 25 also X V II. 
26.

( vow els) combined by rules 
of Samdhi; cf. tw3%K*IT3*ri  ̂ R. Pr.
V II. 22.

( 1 )  possessed of one matra 
or mora; ( 2 )  a term used for a



short vowel which measures one 
matra or mora; cf.
^ i Aih. Pr. 1.60. :-

a view or doctrine propbund- 
' ed by one of the many ancient sages 

or munis who ate believed to be the 
founders' o f  -a Sastra; a view pro
pounded only by Panini, to the 
exclusion of Katyayana and Patan- 
iaii; cf. ^ g ra tr l'l  sr# fsarateprre sfir 
qjjj Dur-
ghata-Vrtti I. 1.5; see also I. 4.-24,
I 1. 3.IS. '
*\

( 1 )  combination of two Sutras 
into one; cf. am r

ff3 M. Bh P. I. I 3, I. 4.59,
V. 2.25; (2} one and the same 
Sutra; cf. s^Jiftresrar qi spgfa: g$ 

Pari. Stk. Pari. 17; cf. also 
P. IV.

1.27, Vart. 2, Pari Sek, Pari. 39.

characterized by i.e. men
tioned in one and the same rale; cf.

11. Bh. on P. I. 
1.(2. Vart. 10. - See also M. Bh. on 
P. VI. r. 37.

singular 11 Omber; affix of the 
" sii gular number in PanTnFs gram

mar applied 10 noun-bases ( 
and roots when the sense of the 
singular number is to be conveyed; 
the singular sense can be of the 
form of an individual or collection 
or genus. The word ssSRci in the 
technical sente of singular number

- is found used in the PratiSakhyas 
and Nirukta also.

or use or treatment of
the plural sense as if it is singular; 
cf. trw^SF.sfo: I M. Bh.
on II. 4.12. Vart. 5.

( a pada ) made up of a single 
ietverjicf* VSR. %  ® ; cota-

meatary on R. Pr. X . 2; cf. also
• V. Pr. IV . 144-145 where is 
defined as capable of
being produced with a single effort. 
Paflini gives the term st^ct to an 
affix- made u p: of one single letter;. 

:■ cf. m v  P. Iv 2.41.

an expression giving one idea, 
either a single or a composite one. 
A positive’ statement and its nega
tion, so also, a general rule arid its 
exception are looked upon as .mak
ing a single sentence on account of 
their mutual expectancy- even 
though the}' be sometimes detached 
from each other; cf. 
q m  TOIcT M. Bh. on III. 4.67; cf. 
also

. 1 7f?I-
i gfifua^r g 

I Par. Sek. on Pari. 3, Such 
sentences are, in fact, two sent
ences, but, to avoid the fault of 
’ft*?, caused by qmfi?, grammariarrs 
hold them to be- composite single 
sentences.

a pada having the same case 
in the various dissolutions of the 
compound word; e.g. the word 

in the compound word 
which stands only in the 

ablative case €l5n*sqr:, although the
• word fJi%F5T, which stands for the 

wordfira;, could be used in many 
cases. The word f?i*icTPlnfefi is also 
used in the same sense.

single vrtti or gloss on the 
Vedic as well as classical portions 
of grammar. Purusottamadeva has 
used this term in his Bhasavrtti to 
contrast his Vrtti (w *iff% ) with 
the K aiikavrtti and the Bhagavrtti 
which deal with both the portions ; 
cf. Bhasavrtti
on I. 1.16, cf. also Bhasavrtti on III. 
4.99, IV . 3:22 and VI. 3.20.



is possibly used by Puru§ottama- 
deva in the sense of g^?f% or BIW®!- 
ff% i.e. the,common chief gloss on 
both the portions.

a word having one sense only, 
as opposed to many words
having the fame sense or synonyms 
which, are given in as also in

cf. stkt

Nir. IV. j .

a kind of composite formation 
in which only one of the two or 
more words compounded together 
subsists, the others being elided; cf. 
rn: 15|S? |8jS? l l r  I
Kasika on P. I.
2.64; cf. also Wrai^RTfB

1 fts : b s p ^

tq l l q-T,^5j
gj i Bhasavrtti on p. I. 2.64. There 
is a dictum of grammarians that 
every individual object requires a 
separate expression to convey its 
presence. Hence, when there is a 
dual sense, the woid has to be re
peated, as also the word has to be 
multiplied when there is a plural 
sense. In current spoken language, 
however, in such cases the word is 
used only once. To justify this 
single utterance for conveying the 
sense of plurality, Panini has laid 
down a general rule *PFr

and many other similar rules 
to cover cases of plurality not of 
cue and the same object, but plural
ity caused by many objects, such 
as plurality caused by ideas going 
in pairs or relations such as parents, 
brothers and sisters, grand-father 
a ud grand-scn, male and female. 
For example, see the words tajsj,
15gr; similarly ?^r: for many trees, 
m it  for irinr t? fterr =3; for ^ 

cf. also the words SlcRT, 
*n«ir ( for <tu4 and Jipqfon), ssnsjFi

( fo r  w  ^ ^ ), %t ( for e  = 3 )  
and ?iw: fem. 3j«n fem. «w: masc. 
irrespective of the individuals being 
some males and some females. 
Panini has devoted 10 Sutras to 
this topic of Ekaiesa. The Daiva 
grammar has completely ignored 
this topic. Patanjali has very criti
cally and exhaustively discussed 
this topic. Some critics hold that 
the topic of did not exist in
the original Astadhyayi of Panin! 
but it was interpolated later on, 
and adduce the long discussion in 
the Mahabhasya especially the 
Purvapaksa therein, in support of 
their argument. Whatever the case 
be, the Varttikakara has comment
ed upon it at length; hence, the 
addition must have been made im
mediately after Panini, if at all 
there was any. For details see 
Mahabhasya on I. 1.64 to 73 as also, 
Introduction p. 166-167, Vol, 7 of 
the Mahabhasya published by the 
D. E . Society. Poona.

statement by subsistence of 
one word out of many. The phrase 

-is very often used in the Maba- 
bhasya where the omission of an 
individual thing is explained by- 
saying that the expression used is 
a composite one including the 
omitted thing along with the thing 
already expressed; cf. l

'srcfcftfii ^ I M. Bh.
on I. 1.27, on 1 . 1.59, I. 2.39, as 
also 0111, 3.1 Vart. 5 , 1, 4.101. Vart.
3, II. r . i .  Vart. 19 etc.

that which has got the same 
accent or tone; utterance in the 
same tone; monotone. The word is 
applied to the utterance of the voca
tive noun or phrase calling a man 
from a distance, as also to that of 
the vowels or syllables following a 
Svarita vowel in the Sarnhita i.e.
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the continuous utterance of Vedic 
sentences; cf. and the
foil. P. I. 2.33-40 and the Maha
bhasya thereon. In his discussion 
on I. 2.33 Patafijaii has given three 
alternative views about the accent 
of Ekasruti syllables : ( a ) they 
possess an accent between the ^ re  
(acute) and 3?gs[re (grave), ( b )  
they are in the Same accent as is 
possessed by the preceding vowel,
( c ) Ekasruti is looked upon as 
the seventh of the seven accents; 
cf. %«n
^era®f%# I...3H wrfcr t ascren, 

s?35R5:, sjgsrscrc, swfor:

BFR: I M. Bh. on P. I .  2.33.

possessed of one vowel, mono
syllabic; a term used by Hema- 
candra in his grammar for the term 
tra^  of Panini; cf. sri#ff Hem.
IV. 1-.2, which means the same as 
TO # 5 P. VI. 1. r.

having a single consonant at 
the beginning; ci. |

P. VI. 3.59.

( a vowel) placed between 
two single consonants; e.g. the 
vowel a? in 3%  IK, etc.

consisting of one single syllable; 
e.g. £fi  ̂ etc.; cf.
3H&: =? 3 3T M. Bh. on P.
V. 2.1x5, as also on VI. 1.168, VI. 
4.161.

possessed of a single vowel, 
monosyllabic; cf. tHtf# !  P.
VI. 1.1.

l<t‘ name given by Siradeva and 
other grammarians to the first pada 
of the sixth adhyaya of Pacini’s 
A?tadhyayi» as it begins with she 
sutra W #  \  WOT VI. 1.1.

a single substitute in the place 
of two original units; e.g. ^ in  the 
place of 3i and 5, or. aft in the place 
of sr and 3 . The, ade£as or ..substi
tutes named <jf?:qr and q^T are 
looked upon as ekade^as in Panini’s 
grammar although instead of them, 
the omission of the latter and former 
vowels respectively, is prescribed 
in some Pratiiakhya works. tg»l and 
f{|[ are sometimes single substitutes 
for single originals, while. they are 
sometimes ekadesas for two original 
vowels e.g. 3q%,
siref#, sftoni: e t c ; see P. VI. 
1.87 to i l l ,  cf. also A. Pr. II. 3.6.

an accent prescribed for 
the single substitute,, as, for inst
ance, by rules like

and the following rules 
P. VI. 2.4, 5 and 6.

H'ftW pait, portion. Augments or 
Agamas in the Vyakarana Sastra 
are .joked upon as forming a part 
of the word to which the}' are 
attached; cf. m  sfTr.^q^
I s  1

> 1  M. Bh. on I. 3.9, 
Vart. 9; cf. also tester: Par, Sek. 
Pari. 5.

separated or intervened by one 
. single thing, a letter or a word; e.g. 

sit where tgspa fellows
sn^ with one word q'qfe interven
ing ; cf. vw  P.
V III. 1.55.

the letter *T; looked upon as a 
diphthong (srsqajl) made up of the 
letters a? and?. The combination 
of the two constituent parts is so 
complete as cannot allow sny of 
the two parts to be independently 
working for samdhi or any other 
operation with its adjoining letter; 
cf. ir e q q i^  5^3 M.
Bh. Siva Sutra 3 Vart. 9.
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( i ) possessed of one sense as 
contrasted  w ith a t  etc. ( 2 ) 
synonym , c f ..^ |#  ft i,

•<T3*n 5 ^ : q]=&: gsfa: 3*30 1 M." Bh. 
on I . 2.45 V art. 9 ; { 3 ) possessed 
of a composite sen se ; cf. *WT*t

M. Bh. on II. 1.1 Vart i .  The 
words and derived from
the word are often found used 
in the sense of possession of a 
composite sense ’ w w  *im: ^ l% r, 
^ ( 4  r̂; cf. 
smfefg: M. Bh. on P. I. 2.42 Vart. 
1 ;  cf. also the: word (4 )
potent to be connected; cf.
a e #  ( W ? # }  C. Vy. II. 2.1:
( 5 )  analpgous cf. ^ K

I tpfi: j3HR: V'i: 3?iwo} a|?=a|
- : :erWr *RRlftw»l’i. Hem. Vy. III. 

1.22; cf. also.Bgji^ ^ l.S ak . II. 1.4.

3^P-WiTW union of meanings; one of 
the two ways in which the-word 
fOT«4 is explained; cf. qi
aw4  «R.'’«#sn qi 1 M. Bh. on II. 
1.1.

possessed of one single phonetic 
element or letter; cf. sjijTfi t^S[
P. I. 2.41.

*3̂ t«n9r fusion, mixture, union, combi
nation ( of 2 or more letters) ;  cf.

R„ Pr.
III. 11. is said to be resulting
from the coalescence called s?fs?raftcr- 

cf. R. Pr. II. 16, 17.
•s

^  Some scholars. This word is used 
by Katyayana seven times, at the 
end of his Vartikas. Patanjali while 
commenting on them supplies fsgfSer 

. ‘ they maintain \ B y this expression 
Katyayana wished to point out 
that the particular rule of Pacini 
may be regarded as optional, cp. 
Vartikas on Pa. 1.2.38, II. x.i; etc.

( Eggeling Julius) a well-known 
German-scholar of Veda and Sans

krit Grammar who flouiisfted in the 
19th century and who edited the 
Katantra Vyakarana with the com
mentary of Durgasimha and many 
appendices in 1876 as_ also the 
Ganaratnamahodadhi v 'r:iha~ 
mana.

^  a brief term {s a t tK ) for the two 
diphthong letters -s >• and # ; cf.

P.. VI. 1.69, m  tRPaRFff
V I. 1.109. etc. :

515 a short, term (sr^jffK) in Paijini’s 
grammar standing for diphthongs 
or letters ®c,'% art, all; e.g.

. P. VI. .Tj78, 1. 148.

<5^  [Edgerton, Dr. Franklin] an 
American Sanskrit scholar and 
author of ‘ Buddhjst Hybrid Sans
krit Grammar and Dictionary. *

A  fault in pronunciation when 
the voice is indistinct, and the word 
pronounced is not distinctly heard; 
cf. t?#§=r: crisis: I

m  Pradipa on M. Bh. I. 1.1, 
explained' as 3<f%f%s: sfcir •
W ft by Nagesa in his U ddyota.,

tad. affix applied to the Word 
snfS. in the general senses; cf. 
sn il <j©rji§: Kas. on' P.
IV. 3.17.

^k. the vowel K-, cf.
P .I. I.11,

f f l l W  limitation of the k in d ; ‘ such 
and such * ( words e tc .); It limits a 
word to a particular passage ; cp.

crfTnfcij 3?ar ar;2js?r I Com. on
Ath. Pra. II. 28. cf. A. Pr. I.

the substitution of t?; cf.
( P. VII. 3 .10 3 ) w  snsTfcr 

M. Bh. on P. V. 3.10.

W% tad. affix applied to the indecli
nable % ;  e. g. <d*r*E: 1 cf.
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s ia : Kas. on P. IV. 2.104 ; cf. also 
3X1^# l M.Bh. on P. IV.
2.104.

»?f3^  marked by the mute indicatory 
letter i?. Roots marked with indi
catory >? do not allow ffe  for their 
.vowel in the aorist; e. g. »R*ff3.s 
aresfteL; cf. P. VII. 2.5.

c p #  tad. affix gqfa applied to the 
pronoun when the word refers 
to a day ; cf. ’uftngfft Kas. on 
P. V. 3.22.

tad. affix tc f i  applied' to the 
pronouns >55, 3T?«j, 3?«firc, f k ,  sm, 

and 3"?it when the words 
so formed refer to a day ; e. g. 'jis:, 
si^g: e tc .; cf. P. V. 3.-22.

*?wr3 tad. affix test. substituted for the 
tad. affix m optionally, when appli
ed to the words fi and ft e. g. ft*?r, 
S*n/£*t\, cf. Kas. on
w ra  P. V. 3.46.

tad. affix w  applied to arK .'sw , 
and optionally instead of the 
tad. affix siifrr in the senses of fcfj, 
^ t and T̂-3, e. g. 3rTCcr: 3^ 13;. 
Words with this JCT at the end 
govern the.acc. case of the word 
syntactically connected with them, 
e. g. cT3imt sRgfeTJj? Kalidasa :
Meghaduta; cf. w r i P. II. 3.31.

^  a term used in the Jainendra Vya- 
karaija for the- term got of Panini 
standing for the vowels sr, <? aud aft; 
cf. Jain. Su. I. 1.16 enj

TE ending added to the consonant 1 
when a mention of it is to be made; 

' cf. T. Pr. I. 19; e. g. for.

( i  ) krt. affix e. g. q%fenr
*mt:' cf. P. III. 1.96 Vart. 1 ;  ( 2 ) 
Unadi affix applied to cf.

Un. S. IV. 37.

^  tad. affix in the sense of unable 
to bear, found in Vedic Literature 
only ; e. g. f§ilg: cf. V P.
V. 2.122 Vart. 7.

^3  ( 1 )  a particle in the sense of rer 
gulation (f^ H ); cf. WWC:

M. Bh. on V, 3.58; (2 )  
determinant indeclinable; cf. ^  

cf. . Ig^sTRoiT^t? 1 
ftsnta-1.snsrft M. Bh. on
V. 3.58.

use of the word i*sf ; cf.

Bh. on R  III. 4.24.

(1  j the substitute v; for the per
fect affix a, substituted for the whole 
5T by reason of the indicatory letter 
^  attached to 1?. cf. fesfH iftfsiH ..

' and ’ P . III . 4,81 and
I. 1.55 ; ( 2 ) affix cr applied to th e • 
root in V edic Literature"; cf. ' 

! ilR^PITcpajPre :̂ Kas, on P.
III . 4,15.

necessary to be sought; necess
ary to be prescribed ; cf. 
apt M. Bh. on 1. 1.3.
Vart. 8.

*
*5 diphthong vowel ̂  composite form 

of btt and m, also termed ff% in 
Panini’s grammar.

given in the group of eka- 
padas or solitarily stated words 
as contrasted with anekapadas or 
synonyms. See bst? above.

R'sW'y treatment as one single word 
especially found in the case of com
pound words ( HraiRfcWO which, as 
a result of such treatment, have 
only one accent ( acute), and one 
case affix after the whole word ; cf. 
m  iriWRfWR 2fRU%-
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W M. Bh. on P.
' I. 1.29. See

5̂ W 9i  possession of the same tone or 
accent; uniformity of tone or 
accent. See the word cr^gfr above; 
also see P. I. 2.39 Vart. I , 2 ; V III. 
1.55 Var.t. 1.

having only one principal accent 
( Udatta or Svarita) for the whole 
compound word-which is made up 
of two or more individual w ords; 
cf. M. Bh. on P. I. 1.29.

^ 51̂  possession of a single composite 
sense ( by all words together in a
compound); cf. ?fa[cTW !

M. Bh. on I. 2.45 Vart 10 ; cf. j
also M. Bh. on I I .  2.29 Vart. 7 ; cf. j
also 6m# *15®̂  Hem. j
III. x.iS where the commentator j
explains as : In the j
com. on Hem. III. 2.8 is I
explained as^Msr. |

short term (srw .fK) standing for ; 
the two diphthong vowels and !
3?!; cf. 3 q^RTlwir 3
P. VII. 3.4; cf. M.
Bh. on P. I. 1.48. The short sub
stitutes of and an- are ? and e  
when prescribed; cf. P. I. 1.48; 
so also the protracted forms of 
\  and are protracted f  and 3; 
cf. P. III. 2.106. They are called 
fgRR vowels in the Ilk. Pratisakhya. 
Sakatayana says they are TWI .̂ |

 ̂ !
*5̂  the vowel $ ; cf. <?er S&el'e# M. Bh. | 

on P.' III. 4.93.

the substitution of % for 15 by the 
rule prescribing the substitu
tion of the vowel for e: in the 
case of the imperative first person 
terminations ; cf. P . III. 4.93.

name of an ancient school of 
grammar and of the treatise also, 
belonging to that school, believed

to have been written under instru
ctions of Indra. The work is not 
available. Patanjali mentions that 
Brhaspati instructed Indra for one 
thousand celestial years and still 
did not finish his ‘ instructions in 
words ’ ; ( M. Bh. t- i .  1 ) . The 
Taittiriya Samhita mentions the 
same. Patjini has referred to some 
ancient grammarians of the East by 
the word sn=?i  ̂ without mentioning 
their names, and scholars like 
Burnell think that the grammar 
assigned to Indra is to be referred 
to by the word The Brhat-
kathamanjail remarks that Panini’s 
grammar threw into the background 
the Aindra Grammar. Some scholars 
believe that Kalapa grammar which 
is available today is based upon 
Aindra, just as Candra is based upon 
Panini’s grammar. References to 
Aindra Grammar are found in the 
commentary on the Sarasvata- 
prakriya in the Kavikalpadruma of 
BopadeVa as also in the commentary 
upon the Mahabharata by Deva- 
bodha. Quotations, although very 
few, are given by some writers from 
the work. Akalarika in his Tattvar- 
tharajavartika I 5 quotes an Aindra 
sutra. A ll these facts prove that 
there was an ancient pre-Paijinian 
treatise on Grammar assigned to' 
^  which was called Aindra-Vya- 
karana, For details see Dr. Burnell's 
‘ Aindra School of Sanskrit Gram
marians’ as also Vol. V II pages 
114-126 of Vyakarana Mahabhasya, 
edited by the D. E. Society, Poona.

a term used in the Jainendra Gram
mar instead, of the term 1% cf 
Panini which stands for 8jr,%and 
#r; cf. P. I. 1.-1.

taddhita affix applied to the 
word is  the sense of offspring
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to form the word cf. =?3Sim
l^fi P. IV. 1.128.

a class of words headed by 
the word spillt to which the tad
dhita affix tfrfi is added in the sense 
of place of residence ; e.g.

; cf. Kfii. on
P . I V . 2.54.

substitute for the case affix ftra 
after words ending in sj. cf. 3?at 
leg:. P. V II. i.g  to 11.

sir

sit ( 1 )  diphthong vowel made up of 
the vowels 3T and «, termed as guna 
in PaniniJs grammar and prescribed 
sometimes in the place of the vowel 
3; (2 )  affix s?t applied to the root 
jpj; or <Ti to form a noun ; cf. sSfold 

Nir. II. 5.

the syllable #  called by the 
term jrnR and generally recited at 
the beginning of Vedic works. 
Patanjali has commented upon the 
word briefly as follows; qT sHr- 
=f**I «fl sif?IR8̂ S«T5l l9i

# OTq M. Bh. on V III. 2.89.

the vowel 3ft. cf. ^ 3. P. I. 1.15, 16 
prescribing for Nipatas like
®niJ, acTlfl and others with a view 
that the vowel at their end should 
not coalesce with the following 
vowel. The Pratiiakhya works 
prohibit the coalescence of art in 
many cases with the succeeding 
vow el; cf. R. Pr. I. 70 ; V. Pr. 1.94.

marked with the indicatory 
letter # ; roots marked with . the 
mute letter sft have the -Nistha affix 
cr or crqci changed to- q or e.g.

^ l ^ e t c .  cf. ailfera 
P. V III. 2.45 ; cf. also Wt?!

1 93: f*n fsmra; Si.
ICau. on P. VIII. 2.45.

a iW I [Gustav Oppert 1836-1908] a 
German scholar of Sanskrit who 
edited the £abdanu§asana of 
Sakatayana.

See #33* above-. ^  consists of
o.\ mStras, cf. tc% T . ,
Pr. 18.1; says that 3 ^  has
any one of the three accents, while 
stHSasq says it has s r ?i or B ŝjw i.e. 
absence of any accent.

a scholar of grammar of the 
nineteenth century who wrote a 
Vrtti on Pariini sutras called qif f̂?f- 

He has written many works 
on the Purvamimaiiisa and other 
Sastras.

Sffal lit. l ip ; the place of origin ( sqffi ) - 
of the labial letters called stqwrPfN 
ĉrj i.e. the vowels 3>, the conso

nants n, % ^  and the 3T*wfcl 
le tte r ; cf. wjqeqFfraffiWtsr Sid. Kau. 
on itznW FlH P. I . 1 .9, also

V . Pr. I. 70.

s ite l lit. produced upon the l ip ; a 
letter of the labial class; letters 3,
$t, arr, %  ^  and ?  are given 
as letters in the Rk Prati^a- 
khya, cf. R . Pr. I. zo. See the 
word arts above. For the utterance 
of the letter ^ tips of the te£th are 
also em ployed; hence the letter ^ 
is said to have as its

^ 5  the case affix ^  of the gen. and 
the loe. dual.

§?[ ( 1 )  the vowel srr; diphthong vowel 
made up of art and si!; ( 2 )  the 
substitute ^  for the final letter sr 
of the word qg before the fem. affix 
f; cf. JT3-' Ka£. on
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P. IV . 1.38 ; (3 )  case ending of 
the nom. and acc. dual called sifî  
also.

*  • •, 
a term used • by ancient gram

marians for the affix art of the nom. 
and the acc'. "dual. The vowel # (=ft) 
is substituted for in the case of 
nouns of the feminine and neuter 
genders cf. #  P. VII. i .;i 8, 19.

3T!{%3T propriety, which is one of the 
factors to decide the sense of a word 
in doubtful cases, cp. Vak. pad. II. 
314. 316.

the case ending afr of the acc. 
du al; cf. P. IV.’ 1.2.

afwiHi.'p an affix mentioned in the 
class of affixescalled in treatises 
of Panini and other grammarians; 
cf. ?rf f%: l f e w  Kas. on
P. VI. 3.75 ; f%3i%|ff sTlon^r 5TOTI 
M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 2. See the 
word above.

a collection of words 
called The work is a verse
commentary on Unadisutras in five 
Padas, a name given to his woik by 

of the 18th century.

( 1 )  the letter "4i included in the 
f f t  vowels sit, ^ and a?r, and hence

■ called in Panini’s grammar, ( 2 ) 
substitute for the case-ending f  ( f t ) 
in Panini’s grammar; cf. P. VII. 
3.11S, 119.

pertaining to the ulterior 
member of a compound; cf.

( P. V I. 3.61) 3:5 jriat% M. 
Bh. on I. 1.62.

the substitution of the vowel s?T; 
cf. P. V II. 3.117-119.

an affix or an operation re
sulting from the general rule ( scot); 
cf. ff?Bt ijt
Bh. o a lV . i.i6 x  ; cf. also <PfJFiT5$“

fe l^ f stiaifs M. Bh. on IV.
2.66.

an ancient sage and scholar 
of Vedic Grammar who is believed 
to have revised the original text of 

: the sivwremTi?RTres! o11. eSama-Veda. - 
cf. Sab. Kaus. I. i . L

®TT^riFFI an ancient sage whose 
doctrine of the permanence of words 
in the sense is seen quoted in the 
Nirukta, I, i. ‘‘ f  ̂ ;pfT5«r-
?jq<n:.l cp. also f ir

I Vak. pad. II. 343 and 
Svopajiia on it. It refers to the 
origin of the Sphota doctrine.

enumerated; actually stated ; 
cf. a g

Nir. I. 4.

resulting from W fR  or ®sjai!; 
metonymical.

mentioned in the original 
statement; cf, 1
Kas. on »J]Fcir ^  P. I. 1.24; cf. also

. 5?s°ra;
Par. Sek. Pari. 120. -

•&
name of an ancient etymo

logist referred to by Yaska in his 
Nirukta possibly as a commentator 
on fiWT; cf. £Cf grflt imrRlfit-
sjojq Nir. 1. 1. line 4,

3JT*ri?T̂  figurative; metaphorical appli
cation or statement; cf. (fl^i?)

Nir. VII. 13,

forming or standing as a means 
cp. Vak. pad. I l l ,  14.580. cp.

1 (1st.)  .

resulting from immediate 
con tact; immediately or closely 
connected; one of the three types 
of or location which is given

■ as the sense of the locative case; cf. 
sPraPFt stto ippsR— ’sqi'm.

.'1?# i wPf 1
M.„ Bh. V L  5,72^
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ariW^TFi^ subsequently stated by
- way of addition or. modification 

as done by the Varttikakaras ; cf. 
4 rw?sqrfwJi i -n§sz);
Kas. on P. IV. 2. 129 ; cf. also Kas. 
on V. 1.29 and VI, 3.4,1.

( Aufrecht, Theodore ) a German 
scholar and compiler of Cataiogus 
Catalogorum. He edited Unadi
sutras,

produced from the chest; the 
Visarjanlya and h (f^ R ) are looked 
upon as 3TRB and not by some 
ancient phoneticians; cf.

com,
on R. Pr. I. iS  ; cf, also 
TRTWite 1 f^tRtqicwasr- 
tn^rg^S,!! Pan. Siksa. 16.

5TRW produced from the chest. See

substitute a?T for the nom. and 
acc. case endings applied to the 
numeral aig^; cf. si8r«J arfe. P. VII.
1.21.

beginning with a stanza of the 
U§nih metre ; cf. spqfi'j#: gstffSRf: 
Etnr-ir: afim? 1 m i 
sr^f: Uvata on R. Pr. X V III. 5,

—

srg^qR or nasal ( 1 )  looked upon 
as a phonetic element, independent, 
no doubt, but incapable of being 
pronounced without a vowel preced
ing it. Hence, it is shown in writing 
with si although its form in writing 
is only a dot above the lin e; cf. af 

I 3?^K i f  scfcr
Kat. Vyak. I. 1.19 ;

( 2) anusvara, showing or signifying 
Vikara i. e. and used as a
technical term for the second f%*rfgi 
or the accusative case. See the 
word ®f above on page 1. , 1

14

: (  fern  )

or flgri; lit. letting out breath 
from the m outh; sound or utterance 
caused by breath escaping from the 
m outh; breathing. The Visarjanlya, 
just like the anusvara, is incapable 
of being independently uttered. 
Hence, it is written for convenience 
as 3?: although its form for writing 
purposes is only two dots after the 
vowel preceding i t ; cf. sr: 1% 
fla&fra: 1. st̂rr i f  s#  fjmt-
5R3»m^®i0ir 1 Kat.
Vyak. I. 1.16. See 3?: above on 
page 2.

X , ( fa g P is to r )

*< a phonetical element or
unit called Jihvamuliya, produced 
at the root of the tongue, which is 
optionally substituted in the place 
of the Visarga ( left out breath) 
directly preceding the utterance of 
the letter ^ or ^ a n d  hence shown 
a s * f j.  See above on page 2.

y  (s-qsjTFfta)

y  lit. blowing ; a term appli
ed to the visarga when followed by 
the consonant q^or .̂ The upadhma- 
n!ya is looked upon as a letter or 
phonetic element, which is always 
connected with the preceding vowel. 
As the ypadhmanlya is an optional 
substitute for the visarga before the 
letter q.or % when, in writing, it is 
to be shown instead of the visarga, 
it is shown as y ,  or as co, or even 
as X just as the Jihvam uliya; cf. 
3q«tPI% 3q gjfft « n ^

com. on K at. I . ; cf.
also ECTlwqi
qsftFfrcr S. K . on P. V III. 2.1.

a nasal, letter or utterance
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included among the sjqRqtf letters 
analogous to anusvara and yama 
letters. It is mentioned in the 
Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya as |

on which U vvata makes 
the reinark 3TO3 :. The
Rk-Pratisakhya mentions qii.
and as ?nRf-i3 or nasal letters,
while U vvata defines JftRm as a 
letter produced only by the nose ; 
cf. ^ -q s fiifw -ir 3^ m o i f  ^ i r  ^lfgwqi 
Uvvata on R. Pr. I. 20. The Taitti
riya Pratisakhya calls the letter^  
as nasikya when it is followed by 
the consonant q^orm.or ^  and gives 
35m , STTC1® and as instances. 
The Paniniya Sik?a does not men
tion as a letter The Maha
bhasya mentions JuSteq as one of 
the six ayogavaha letters; cf. %

l*h. on Sivasutra
5 Vart, 5, where some manuscripts, 
read infgsfq for wijpfirafq while in 
some other manuscripts there is 
neither the word srt-P'tRm nor 
TTlfffW. It is likely that the anuna- 
sika-colouring given to the vowel 
preceding the consonant g. substi
tuted for the consonants jt, % and 
others by P. V III. 3.2. to 12, was 
looked up jn as a separate phonetic 
unit and called ;nferq as for instance 

xn nr fifat: , gfsraift etc.

^  ( «rar)

^  m , a letter called which is
u ;t:re i partijf through the nose. 
A class consonant excepting the 
tilth, when followed bj' the, fifth 
viz. %  ^ o r ^ ,g e t s  doubled
in the Vedic recital, when the 
second of the doubled consonant 
which is coloured by the following 
nasal consonant is called *ijt. This 
qrt letter is not independent. It 
necessarily depends upon the follow

ing nasal consonant and hence it is 
called arnljRTf. The nasalization is 
shown in script as x  followed by the 
consonant; e. g. 
etc. The pronunciation of this yama 
o r . twin letter is seen in the Vedic 
recital only ; cf. qfesjvRT. . . eft 
fTfBfqir sw 'Wf; S. K. on P. V III. 2.

I •' 1. cf. f  & 3 1 sfir *un:
?»qfJst v .  Pr. V III. 24.

\  ( i )  the consonant 5̂; the first con
sonant of the consonant group as 
also of the guttural group ; (2 )

- substitute g; for consonants %and $ 
before the consonant^; cf. V. P. 
2.41. For the elision ( s it ) of ^ on 
account of its being termed 55, see 
P. I. 3 3 and 8.

sp ( 1 )  tad. affix jr applied to the 
words of the.!R3iq group in the four 
senses called e. g. sRSqsR,

% er: etc , cf. P. IV. 2,80;
( 2 )  tad; affix ^ applied to nouns 
in the sense of diminution, censure, 
pity etc. e. g. s m :, 5 ^  3 ^ :, cf. 
P. V. 3.70-S7 ; ( 3) tad. affix q; in 
the very sense of the word itself 
( )  e. g. sifts;;, %i®er: ; cf.
P. V. 4.28-33; ( 4 ) Unadi affix m 
e. g £?,%, m , ?IW, tHi, 71%

etc. by Unadi sutras III. 40-48 
before which the augment is 
prohibited by P. VII. 2,9 ; ( 5 } krt 
affix % ( a? ) where % is dropped by 
P. I. 3.8, applied, in the sense of 
agent, to certain roots mentioned 
in P. III. 1.135, 136. 144. H I. 2.3 to 
7, III. 2.77 and III. 3.83 e.g. §sr:, 
sre’-r:, tq :, Jjsfqgsr, w w ,
g*T<T:, etc.; (6 )  substitute ^ for the 
word before a case affix* cf. P. 
VII. 2.103; ( 7 )  the Samasanta 
affix itfj. ( % ) at the end of Bahuvrihi 
compounds as prescribed by P. V. 
4.151-160.
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TOf&iWlfSt a Jain grammarian who 
wrote a commentary by r.ame sr*?- 
^Ps^tgrt on the

a class of words headed bywthe 
word 3#', the word st«j after which 
in a compound, does not have the 
acute accent on its first vowel, e.g. 
Safas*:; cf. P. VI. 2.87.

‘fcxtsi!̂  a class of words headed by qpEgj, 
to which the taddhita affix 3)°!. is 
added in the miscellaneous %fNi > 
senses, provided the word, to which 
the affix is to.be added, is the 
name of a country; e.g. sncf:

similarly HTfsfe, cf.
Kag. on P. IV. 2.133.

tad. caturarthika affix sr ( 1  > by 
IV. 2.80 after words headed by to?
e.g. TOI3i:, W tw .; ( 2 ) by P. IV.
4.21, after the word sr#® e.g. 3rr<T-

the consonant cf. P.
IIT. 3.108 Vart, 3.

krt affix ( 31) affixed to the root 
preceded by etc. by P.

IV. 2.60 e.g. erigg:, qrtsr: etc., fem. 
eng# by P. IV. 1.15.

’Sr® tad, affix 33: affixed to g;, sr. 3^ 
and atef by P. V, 2.29, 30 ; e.g.
5R3 etc.

$23^  tad. affix tf.Ei affixed to the word 
in the sense of collection by P. 

IV . 2.51 e.g. ŝqsRSir.

a class of words headed by the 
word which, although adject
ival, are optionally placed first in 
the Karmadharaya compound, e.g.

. cf. .Kas. on II.
2.38.

W l Pi { 1 )  a class ot words headed by 
sR'n to v/hicii the taddhita affix btr?) 
(f%°J.)is applied in the four senses 
given in P. IV, 2.67-70; e.g.

etc.; cf. Ka£. on P. IV.
2.^0 ; ( 2 1 a class of words headed 
by gpi to.which the taddhita affix 
«ilf ( is added in the ser.se of
a ‘ root ’ e.g. ; cf. Kas. on
P. V. 2.24.

name of a commentary on 
Nagefia’s Paribha§endu§ekhsra by 
Mannudeva, known also as Mantu- 
deva or Manyudeva, who was a 
pupil of Payagunae in the latter 
half of the 18th century. The com
mentary is named Dosoddharana 
also.

3^3 glottis; cavity in the throat, hold
ing vocal cords; the place of the 
production of the sounds sr. arr and 
f ; cf. 8Tff|*#fi?n: spra-V. Pr. I .7 1; 
cf. also ifiossrtefirc: jpwrsjff n  Ii- Pr. 
I. 18.

gutturo-palatal. The diph
thongs and are called Kantha- 
talavya, as they are produced in the 
Kan that alu-sthana.

f.osl'tK formally mentioned; directly 
mentioned.

WJZm, gutturo-labial, She
diphthongs an and afr are called 
Kant^osthya as they are produced 
at both the Kantha and the O.siha 
Sthanas.

produced at the throat or at the 
g lottis; the vowel si, visarga and 
the consonant are called in 
the Piatisakli3!as, while later gram
marians include the gu'tural con
sonants 55. n,, ^  and f  an;ong 
the Kanthya letters ; cf.
•qiyif qps: Sid. Kaii. on §i«sre*PUKsi 

P. I. 1.9. See -TPS.

^rrgjfc*- a g roup o i words w h ich are 
.

headed by the word EfiOf and which 
' are either nouns or roots or both,



to which the affix is added to 
arrive at the secondary roots, e.g.
SR®!*#,
cf. i
3Ttf ^  wrgRTfllfta: n Kas.
on P. I I I .-1,27.

a class of words forming a 
portion of the class of words called 
JKlfft’, and headed by the word ,̂0̂ , 
to the derivatives of which, formed 
b y the affix qsj; by the rule

(P . IV. 1.105 ), the affix 3^  is 
added in .the miscellaneous senses; 
e.g.' a'!3,i:; similarly

3ITO*!:, etc.; cf. P. IV.
2.111 and II. 4.70.

a grammarian ( or a grammatical 
work ?) who has referred to Hanu* 
man as ninth grammarian ; cp. com. 
on Ramayana V II. 36.44-45.

I a  class of words headed by 
the word Efif% to which the tad. 
affix tp!iK(3Sfi50 is applied in the 
miscellaneous senses; e.g. sfllrw, 

(from f^ T ) ;  cf. P.
IV . 2.75.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the affix 
( sfi.) is added in the sense of ' good 
therein’ (era *ng'); e.g. sRfw, 
I c l f e : ,  cf. P. IV.
4.102.

ejjctt, krt affix 3r«! of the infini
tive in Vedic Literature: cf.

P. HI. 4-9-

( 1 )  unadi affix as in the words 
e tc .; ( 2 ) tad. affix ^ 

as given by Panini sutras IV. 2.131.
IV. 3.32, 65, 147,1V . 4.21; V. i.k 2, 
23,51,90 , V. 2.64, 65, 66, 6S-75, 
77-82, V. 3.51, 52, 75, Sr, 82, 87, 
95, 96. 97- v - 4-3, 4. ^  29-33.

35*7 ( I ) krt affix.5 prescribed after the 
root gf_e.g. sRiiipn; cf. P. III. 2.70 ;

( 2 )  the Samasanta 3f at the end 
of Bahuvrihi compounds e.g.

3S f.w rta:, c f.
4 P. V. 4.151-154. For its prohibi

tion, see P. V. 4.155-160.

krt. affix 35  ̂ in Vedic Literatufe 
in the sense of the infinitive, e.g.

in srral cf.
P. III. 4.12.

vibration of the larynx which 
produces the sound.

a fault in uttering an accented 
vowel especially a vowel with the 
circumflex accent which is not pro
perly uttered ,by the Southerners 
as remarked by U vvata; c f . -

sjfloiTcqrat t g ^ 33S,: 1 XJvvata 
on R. Pr. III. iS.

the same as spiR. See. 
above, 1 •

a class of words headed by 
the word the affix 3?sj; placed 
after which is elided, provided the 
words and others are names
of countries ; e.g. : #55:, 

w :  etc. cf. P. IV. 1.175.

( 1 )  lit. instrument ; the term 
signifies the .most efficient means 
for accomplishing an a c t ; cf. 
fifraifosT 3a: ■ irfgiTOi#; f^i%r

K as.
on fim OT P. I. 4.42, e.g.

. <niFl in ( 2) effort
- inside the mouth, (anv^a^!?^) 

to produce sound; e.g. touching 
of the particular place (?t o ) 
inside the mouth for uttering 

' consonants; cf. M,
Bh. on P. .1. 1.10 Vart. 3.; (3 )  
disposition of the organ which 
produces the sound ; cf.

¥q?a<TTq̂ r cRt wnlr I Com. on R. Pr. 
X III, 3 ; cf. also M,.
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Bh. on I. 2. 32; cf. also sigsnrwi-
w gfiH  t̂ft-
35N qftnrnpe==r qa*TRl. T, Pr. X X III. 2 
where karana is described to be of 
five kinds srgjRH ( i. e. or reson
ance), *foiif ( contact), 
and ; cf. sprr^  cTR̂ .— argst̂ Î
tt.:, HOT: aftsT,
qftum irrara®: 1 w pgM flra: qafa: 

wf '!§ c4 snqt Com. on Tai. Pr. 
XXI-II. 2. The Vajasaneyi Piatiia- 
khya mentions two karanas gfcrand 
.T̂ ier; cf. g TOt 3T*M̂ cT:
V. Pr. I. 1 x ; (4 )  use of a word e.g .

Cf. ftgqf&sT SflH I 
srnit M. Bh. on. P. VI. 1.129.

W nf^nST turning the instrument of 
the production of sounds towards 
the activity of production, cp. Vak.

. pad. I. 123. cp. sfRniffif. sp^KfRot 
fTf4ta: 3t*rt w s m  . 1
( I . )

or name of a svarabhakti 
.i. e. behaviour like the vowel VL, 
noticed in the case of the consonant 
^ when followed by the sibilant jr; 
cf. * \ \  f̂qt̂ FT as^KqT: I fR"fr 

■ *=?rerar  ̂irfcn ii ^3: ^f|: 1
*l<3?T: Com. on T. Pr. X X I. 15. 

See *ER¥rf%i.

name of a svarabhakti i. e. 
behaviour like the vowel w. noticed 
in the case of the consonant ^when 
it is followed by jr e. g. sryt:. R̂ofr 
is named also.

^R^FEl ancient technical terms 
for the future tense; the word
*Hft«lJcfr.is more frequently used.

produced at the root of the 
' e a r ; the utterance of a circumflex 

vowel is described as Karnamullya.

3RT agent of an action, subject; name 
of a karaka or instrument in general, 
of an .action, which produces the

fruit or result of an action without 
depending on any other instrument;

■ cf. ?s(cr?5j: 3ffirf P. I. 4-54> explained 
as srgnnipr ?i: fNsp#
â KKJR in the Kasika on
P. I. 4. 54. This agent, or rather, 
the word standing for the agent, is 
put in the nominative case in the 
active voice ( cf. P . I. 4.54), in the 
instrumental case in the passive 
voice ( cf. P. II. 3. 18 ), and in the 
genitive case when it is connected 
with' a noun of action or verbal 
derivative noun, ( cf. P. II. 3.65 ).

r . T
<■!=*; the affix 3 of the passive voice
where .the object functions as the
subject; e. g. ^  in 55^
cf. 3T?r: ^ 1% P . V I . 1.95 and the
Kasika thereon..

P t
'fceMvTT experience \ of something ) by 

the agent himself; cf.
P. i l l .  x.18.

c •
(an  affix) applied in the 

sense of the agent of an activity ;
1 rot: 'M. BH.

on P. I. 3.1. Vart. 7.

( a root) whose activity is 
"found functioning in the subject; 
cf. m  Kaiyata
on P. III. x. 87 Vait. 3. Such roots, 
although transitive, dô  not have 
any Karmakartari construction by 
the rule p q fei: P. III.
1.87 as e. g. srr*T has no

construction ; cf.
sn 3v=fT I

3#*rfeno]i m 
M. Bh. on III. 1.87. Vart. 3.

.(a root) whose action or 
happening is noticed functioning in 
the subject ; e. g. the root cf.

('wrerO M. Bh. on I.
3.67, %fct: ( f̂rwig:) M. Bh.
on V. 3.55 ; Vak. pad. III. 14.16S,
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( i ) the topic or the region 
of the subject ( 2 )  the portion of 
Vakyapadlya III. III. 7. 101-128 
where the nature of the agent of 
an activity is discussed.

meant for the agent of the 
action. The word is used in connec
tion with the fruit or result of an 
action ; when the result is for the 
agent, roots having both the Padas 
get the Atmanepada terminations; 
cf. sRffpTcr: f§pnqs& P. I.

3-72-

object of the transitive verb 
which functions as the subject when 
there is a marked facility of action-; 
e. g. is karmakartaii-object,
functioning as subject, in

The word is used also 
for the stqfrr where the object,
on which the veib-activity is found, 
is turned into a subject and the 
verb which is transitive is turned 
into intransitive as a result.

£ ^ ____
«u*ii«t4K name given by Siradeva and 

other grammarians to the second 
Pada of the third adhyaya of Pani- 
ni's Astadhyayi, which begins with 
the sutra III. 2.1.

name technically given to a 
compound-formation of two words 
in apposition i. e. used in the same 
case, technically called 
showing the same substratum ; cf.

I. 2.42.
The karmadharaya compound is 
looked upon as a variety of the 
tatpurusa compound. There is 110 
satisfactory explanation of the 
reason why such a compound is 
termed Sakatayana defines
Karmadharaya as sqprgtf?

•Rfi’TOai where the word 
is explained as sqiqtsR or $33; ( distin
guishing attribute) showing that

the word may mean 
The word in that case could
mean ‘ ^  sr sraT
'TRJj: ’ a compound which gives a 
specification v of the thing in hand.

( r ) object of a transitive verb, 
defined as '  something which the. 
agent or the doer of an action wants 
primarily to achieve. The main 
feature of is that it is put in 
the accusative case ; cf. 
sr#, sftffSt P. I. 4.49; II. 3.2.
Panini has made a  technical 
term and called all such words 
' karman ’ as are connected with a 
verbal activity and used in the 
accusative case; cf 3$ ;
aangffi ^ and nftjfe-

■ ifid e  <nr P. 
I. 4.49-52 ; cf. also ^  ag. 
K at. II. 4 13, stately Jain I. 2. 120 
and sr# Hem. II. 2. 3. Some
times a karaka, related to the 
activity ( feat) as sampradana, 
apadana or adhikarana is also treat
ed as karma, if it is not meant or 
desired as apadana, sampradana etc. 
It is termed in such cases ;
cf.
KaS. on I. 4.51. See the word spfifiRT 
above. Karman or object is to be 
achieved by an activity or f%qt; it 
is always syntactically connected 
with a verb or a verbal derivative. 
When connected with verbs or 
verbal derivatives, indeciinables or 
words ending with the affixes 33;, %  

'37̂ , etc-> it is put in the 
accusative case. It is put in the 
genitive case when it is connected 
with affixes other than those men
tioned above ; cf. P. II. 3,65, 69. 
When, however, the karman is ex
pressed ( 3?faft?r) by a verbal termi
nation (ffl^), or a verbal noun 
termination (fa ;), or a noun-affix

- (crfeft), or a compound, it is put
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in the nominative case. e.g. 
fifa%, srk Iff:, f a : ,  s n f e :  SW  etc. 
It is called srfaffa in such cases; 
cf. P. II. 2.1. See the word arafflfts 
above. The object or Karman 
which is ffEeMU is described to be 
of three kinds with reference to 
the way in which i t  is obtained 

-from the activity. It is called 
when a transformation or a change 
is noticed in the object as a result 
of the verbal activity, e.g. SitSTpT 

sr etc. It is called 
STM when no change is seen to 
result from the action, the object 
only coming into contact with the 
subject, e.g. grt srtf^i tR*lf?r
etc. I t  is called when the object 
is brought into being under a 
specific nam e; e.g. 
refer, cf. fn<i<q ^ ^ 
fttrr I â fwRRTJP*. Padamanjari 
on I. 4.49 ; cf. also Vakyapadlya 
III. 7.45 as also Nyasa on I. 4,49. 
The object which is not fftfltRTO 
is also subdivided into four kinds 
e.g. ( a )  (31W *318
5̂3%, ( b ) afkRfts î? 3t«l or 

or e.g.
( c ) or s^f^r e.g.

srf® in . ( d ) 3 ^ %
e.g. 3 ? ^  #qf?r, JUwfafJrfl#; cf. 
Padamanjari on I. 4.49. The com
mentator Abhayanandin on Jain
endra Vyakarana mentions seven 
kinds 5fM, fewjjT, 
tf̂ BcT, and defining
OT as ^  3TM a<i;
jr#; cf. Jain. Vy. I. 2.120
and com. thereon, is
given therein as an instance of 
f̂ TOJcr. ( 2 )  The word is also 
used in the sense of f%̂ T or verbal 
a ctiv ity ; cf. P. I. 3.24;

scr: Jfitft % P. III. 4 7^,
P. I. 3.14- (3 )  It is also 

used in the sense of activity in 
general, as for instance, the sense of

a word; e:g." wrercta-
WtcffiT Nir. I. 3.4, where Dur- 
gacarya explains karman as ' sense ’

lit. noun showing action, 
participle.

a technical term used in 
connection with a preposition which 
showed a verbal activity formerly, 
although for the present time it 
does not show i t ; the word is used 
as a technical term in grammar in 
connection with prefixes or s ^ s  
which7 are not used along with a 
root, but without i t ; cf. sf.t sitetm̂ cr: 

f i t  M. Bh. on P. I. 4.83 ;
e.g.
qtSR:, 3TT ?rt: tnf3i%:; cf. K al. 

■on P. I. 4.83 to 98. cp. Dipika of 
Bhartrhari p. 1 3 ,1. 19-20, and also 
Helaraja on Vak. pad. III. i .t.

the activity of the agent or 
karta of an action represented as 
object or karman of that very ac
tion, for the sake of grammatical 
operations; e.g. sfits

sp:: To show facility
of a verbal activity on the object, 
when the agent or karta is dispens
ed with, and the object is looked 
upon as the agent, and used also 
as an agent, the verbal terminations 
fit, w: etc. are not applied in the 
sense of an agent, but they are 
applied in the sense of an ob ject; 
consequently the sign of .the voice 
is not 3T ( r̂a.), but q and the 
verbal terminations are cf, etc. 
(3^) instead of %, to etc. In 
popular language the use of an 
expression of this type is called 
Karmakartari-Prayoga. For details 
see M. Bh. on P.
III. 1.87. Only such roots as are 

or i.e. roots whose
verbal activity is noticed in the
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object and not in the subject can 
have this Karmakartari-Prayoga.

exchange of verbal activity; 
reciprocity of action ; 
means feiHiT%lK or cf:

P. I . 3-I4 ; also 3?f-' 
dii, fts r̂a; 1 sqicgsj}-

Kas. on P. III.. 3.43. The roots 
having their agents characterized 
by a reciprocity of action take the 
Atmanepada terminations; cf. P.
I* 3-14-.

3»̂ 9Ivr*T prescribed in the sense of an 
object; a term used in the Maha
bhasya in the sense of affixes used 
in the sense o f ' object ’ as contrast
ed with or *tPf8IW; e.g. the 
affix 1% in the word iaf*r, explained 
as ffer raft: or in the word vjr 
explained as m g Tfrpr:; cf. f e r  

f t  a M, Bh. 
on P. I. 3.1. See similarly the 
words gtncR: M. Bh. on II. 1.51 and 

' aqfirM. Bh. on V. 1.13.

(roots) having their verbal 
activity situated in the object; e.g. 
the root in smsirfs nra; or the
root s  in TOfci cf.

^ P. III. 1.87 Vart. 3.

( roots ) having their verbal 
action or happening noticed in the 
o b ject; e.g. the root 3nq and f̂r in 
wsrrrcwfir where the function
of the root bears effect in the object 
boy and not in the movements of 
the object as in the sentence t̂stt- 
wnfe. See above as also
M. Bh. on III. 1.87 and Kaiyata on 
the same.

lit. karman and others ; a term 
often used in the Mahabhasya for 
karakas or words connected with a 
verbal activity which have the 
object or karmakaraka mentioned 
first; gtff 3^, .

M. Bh. on I. 4.2r.

operations prescribed speci
fically for objects i.e. prescribed in 
the case of objects which are des
cribed to be functioning as the sub
ject to show facility of the verbal 
action ; e.g. the vikarana ^  or the 
affix Cf. wfqr%r

WT ^ { 5cT ! wfev- 
M. Bh. on I. 1 .4 4 .

A  kind of svarabhakti. See

extension; protraction, defined 
as kalaviprakarsa by commentators; 
a peculiarity in the recital as 
noticed in the pronunciation of \  
when followed by =̂ , or 1  when 
followed by ^  e.g. q ^ ; qfstRT. cf. 
Nar. Sik. I. 7.19.

a fault of pronunciation consequent 
upon directing the tongue to a place 
in the mouth which is not the 
proper one, for the utterance of a 
vow el; a vowel so pronounced; cf; 
tier: sqra:.. .^ jrf CRt I cf. also 

srarofa M.
Bh. Ahnika 1.

( 1 )  part, part of time looked 
upon as a power, subordinate to the 
main power viz. or time cp. Vak. 
pad. III. 9.57, 68.j (2 )  Name of 
a commentary by Vaidyanatha on 
Laghumanjusa of Nagesa.

) alternative name 
given to the treatise on grammar 
written by Sarvavarman who is 
believed to have -lived in the days 
of the Satavahana kings. The 
treatise is popularly known by the 
name Katantra Vyakarana. The 
available treatise, viz. Kalapasutras, 
is much similar to the IvataRtra 
Sutras having a few changes and 
additions only here and there. It is 
rather risky to say that Kalapa 
■was an ancient system of grammar
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which is referred to in the Panini 
Sutra P.- IV . 3.10S. For
details see

a commentary on the karaka 
portion of the Kalapa grammar as
cribed-to the famous commentator 

. Durgasimha.

a commentary on the Kalapa
Sutras.

the author of the work referr
ed to as Kalapa in the Mahabhasya 
which perhaps was a work on gram
mar as the word sfiTSl'T is mentioned 
with the word niFTira^ in the 
Mahabhasya, cf. M.Bh. on j
P. IV. 3. 108. Kalapin is mentioned i 
as a pupil of Vaisampayana in the 
Mahabhasya; cf.
M.Bh. on P. IV. 3. 104.

an old grammarian mentioned 
by Ujjvaladatta, who has written a 
commentary on Amara Kosa.

3557 the tad. affix sjsqq. added to any 
substantive in the sense of slightly 
inferior, or almost complete; e.g.

cf. P. V. 3.67 and 
KSsika thereon.

W R T  supposition, assumption; 
cf. ^
K a l  on P. IV. 3. n o ;  cf. also 
fiS'RSTOl^IT 3WT Pari. Sek.
on. Pari. 94.

brevity of thought; brevity 
of expression; minimum assumption. j 
See the word ssnpf.

tad. affix 157. See «f̂ 7.

name of a commentary on i 
Bhattoji’s Praudhamanorama by i 
Kf?riaipisra.

the same as karman or object 
of an action especially when it is 
not fully entitled to be called

I

15

karman, but looked upon as karman 
only for the sake of being used in 
the accusative case; subordinate 
karman, as for instance, the cow in

- *1T ?tfrer. The term was used by 
ancient grammarians; cf. §

fra. 335*1 33% 1%  M. Bh. on P. I.
4.51. See

author of the commentary 
Sabdaratnadlpa on the Sabdaratna 
of Hari Diksita.

author of the Laghu- 
sarasvatsj a small grammar work. 
He lived in the i8tb century A.D.

author of the Haimalinga- 
nuslsana-vivarana, a commentary 
on the Linganusasana chapter of 
Hemacandra’s grammar. He lived 
in the 16th century A.D.

a class of words headed by 
the word to which the tad
dhita affix ^  (335) is added,, in the 
sense of ‘ offspring ’ and, side by 
side, the ending ) is substi
tuted for ihe last letter of those 
words ; e.g. cf.
Ka£. on P. IV. 1.26.

—  *•5W- the class of guttural consonants 
consisting of ihe five consonants =5,

*  •

a treatise on rcots written 
by Bopadeva, the son of Kesava 
and the pupil of Dhanesa who lived 
in the time of Hemadri, the Yadava 
King of Devagiri in the thirteenth 
century. He has written a short 
grammar work named Mugdha- 
bodba wliich has been very popular 
in Bengal being studied in many 
Tols or PathaSalas.

a commentary on the 
Kavikalpadruma, written by the 
author (Sfq^) himself. It is known
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-by the name KavyaM m adhenu;
(2 )  a commentary on Kavikalpa- 
druma by RamatarkavagKa. ( 3 ) a 
com. by Ramarama on Kavikalpa- 
druma.

author ot a small treatise on 
grammar called SarasatvarL He 
Jived in the seventeenth, century 
A.D. He was a resident of Darbha- 
figa. Jayakrsna is also given as the 
name of the author of the Sarasa- 
tvari grammar and it' is possible 
that Jayakrsna was given the title, 
or another name, Kavicandra.

name of a Buddhist grammarian 
who wrote a commentary 011 the 
Candrasutras, named Balabodhlni.

krt affix ski found iii Vedic Litera
ture, in the sen=e of the infinitive ; 
e.g. f«jtl cf. P.
III. 4.13, 17. The word ending in 
this becomes an indeclinable ; 
cf.- P. I. 1.40.

35%^ krt affix 31% in the sense of the 
infinitive in Vedic Literature; e.g. 
SFt,'f«ra?f; cf. K a l  on P. III. 4.9.

a class of compound-words 
headed by in which the visarga 
occur!ing nt the end of the first j 
member is noticed as changed into 
g. aga'nst rhe usual rules; e.g. ^ r:,
f lu ffs :
ami < th-rs; c!. P. VIII. 3.48. As 
thii is said to be sntncum,
similar words can be said to be in 
the although th e y a re  not
actually mentioned in the JFWre.

*51 a technical term used in the i 
Jainendra Vyakarana for the term 
TOsft used in Panini's grammar.

tad. affix Efiing prescribed .after 
words like fqT, sb# in the sense 
oi ; cf. ( v. 1. )

Kas. on P. IV. 2.5r.

name of an ancient writer 
of a Pratisakhya work who held 
that Visarga* before the consonant
g, is dropped only when g js  follow
ed by a surd consonant; cf. Tai. 
Pr. IX. 1.

name of an important small 
treatise on grammar which appears 
like a systematic abridgment of the 
Astadhyayi of Panini. It ignores 
many unimportant rules of Panini, 
adjus*s many, and altogether omits 
the Vedic portion and the accent 
chapter of Panini. I t  probably be
longed to Aindra system as opposed 
to Mahes vara system. It is also 
explained as Kasakrtsnatantra. It 
la\s down the Sutras in an order 
different from that of Panini divid
ing the work into four adhyayas 
dealing with technical terms, samdhi 
rules, declension, syntax, com
pounds noun-affixes ( taddhita 
affixes) conjugation, voice, and ver
bal derivatives in an order, ihe 
total number of rules is 1412 sup- ' 
plemented by many subordinate 
rules or Varttikas. The treatise is 
be'ieved to have been written by 

, Sarvavarman, called Sarvavarman 
or Sarva or Sarva, who is said to 
have lived in the reign of the Sata- 
vah-uia kings. The belief that Panini 
refers to a work of Kalapin in his 
rules IV. 3.108 and IV. 3.48 and 
that Patafijali’s words and

Support.it, has notmuch 
strength. The work was very 
popular especially among those who 
wanted to study spoken Sanskrit 
with ease and attained for several 
years a very prominent place among 
text-books on grammar especially 
in Behar, Bengal and Gujarat. It 
has got. a large number of glosses 
and commentary works, many of 
which are in a manuscript form at
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present. Its last chapter ( Caturtha- I 
Adhyaya) is ascribed to Varanici. ! 
As the arrangement of topics is 
entirely different from Panini’s 
order, inspite of considerable resem
blance of Surras and their wording, 
it is probable that the work was 
based on Papini but composed on 
the models of ancient grammarians 
viz. Indra, Sakatayana ar.d others 
whose works, although not available 
now, were available to the author. 
The grammar Katantra is also 
called Kalapa. A comparison of the 
Katantra Sutras and the Kalapa 
Sutras shows that the ore is a 
different version of the other. The 
Katantra Grammar is also called 
Kaumara as it is said that the 
original instructions for the 
grammar were received by the 
author from Kumara or Karttikeya. 
For detaiL see Vol VII Patafijala 
Mahabhasya published by the D.E. 
Society, Poona, page 375.

( x ) a commentary on 
the Katantra Sutras written by 
Govardhana in the 12th century. 
A .D .; (2 ) a commentary on the 
Katantra Sutras ascribed to Gan- 
geSasarman.

xjpjrsfT a gloss on the commen
tary of Varanici on - the sRter-siyjr 
ascribed to Hari Diksita of the 17th 
century if this Hari Diksita is the 
st-me as the author of the Sabda- 
ratna.

3Sra?iP3l!g=[f% ascribed to Durgasimha, 
the famous commentator of the 
Katantra Sutras who lived in the 
nineth or the tenth century.

^TcF l̂T?prf%£T3jT a commentary ascrib
ed to Ramanatha and called 
Manorama on the Katantradhatu- 
vrtti of Durgasimha. See

bove.

a name usually given to 
a compendium of ihe type of 
Vivarana or gloss written by Trile- 
canadasa of the eleventh century 
on the famous commentary 011 the 
Kafnntra. Sutras by Durgasimha. 
Scholars of Katantra grammar by 
name Kugala, Trivikrama, Jinapra- 
bha, Ramacandra have written a 
Pafijika on Durgasimha’s Vrtti 
which is named Pradlpa. Another 
scholar, Trivikrama has written a 
gloss named Uddyota.

SEÎ RJ’TfomT'ire name given to a text 
consisting of Paribbasasutras, be
lieved to have been written by the 
Sutrakara hitnself as a supplemen
tary portion to the main grammar. 
Many such lists of Paribbasasutras 
are available, mostly in manuscript 
form, containing more than a hundr
ed Sutras divided into two main 
groups— the Paribhasasutias and 
the Balabalasutras. See 
ed. by B.O. R. I. Poona.

1)  name of a gloss 
on the Paribhasapatha written by 
Bhavamisra, probably a Maithila 
Pandit whose date is not known. 
He has explained 62 Paribhasas 
deriving many of them from the 
Katantra Sutras. The work seems 
to be based on the Paribhasa works 
by Vyadi and others on the system 
of Panini, suitable changes having 
been made by ihe writer with a 
view to present the work as belong
ing to the Katantra school; (2 ) 
name of a gloss on the Paribhasa
patha of the Katantra school ex
plaining 65 Paribhasas. No name 
of the author is found in the Poona 
manuscript. The India Office 
Library copy has given Durgasimha 
as the author’s nam e;'but it is 
doubtful whether Durgasimha was
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the author of it. See qft*n*n?rq? ed. 
by B. 0 . R. I. Poona.

ascribed to Sripatidatta, 
whose date is not definitely known; 
from a number of glosses written 
on this work, it appears that the 
work v/as bnce very popular among 
students of the Katantra School.

Katantra-Parisista ascribed to a 
scholar named Ramadasa-cakra- 
vartin who has written another 
work also named Katantravya- 
khyasara.

a gloss on the 
Katantra-PariSista written by a 
Katantra scholar Pundarlkaksa.

a gloss- on the 
Katantraparisista by Goyicandra 
in the twelfth century.

a gloss on
the Katantra-parisista by Siva- 
ramendra, who is believed to have 
written a gloss on the Sutras of 
Panini also.

sfilctstiffen a name given to the K a
tantra Sutras which were written 
in the original form as a Prakriya- 
grantha or a work discussing the 
various topics such as alphabet, 
euphonic rules, declension, deriva
tives from nouns, syntax, conjuga
tion, derivatives from roots etc. etc.

a grammar work written 
by a scholar named Kasala on the 
Katantrasutravrtti by Durgasimha. 
See

a short explanatory 
gloss on the Katantra Sutras by 
Jagaddhara of Kashmir who lived 
in the fourteenth century and who 
wrote a work on grammar called 
Apasabdanirakarana.

a work on the Katantra 
Sutras ascribed to Ramanatha 
Vidyavacaspati of the sixteenth 
century A.D.

a work, explaining the 
various forms of nouns and verbs 
according to the ■ rules of the 
Katantra grammar, ascribed, to 
Bhavasena of the fifteenth century.

a short gloss on the 
Katantra Sutras ascribed to a 
scholar named Chuccliukabhatta.

by Jinaprabhasuri of the 
thirteenth century is a general work 
on Katantra grammar. A gram
marian called Carittasimha has 
written a commentary ( avacuri ) 
on it.

a commentary on the 
Katantravistara of Vardhamana by 
Prthvidhara who lived in the 
fifteenth century A.D.

a famous commentary on 
Durgasimha’s Katantravrtti written 
by Vardhamana a Jain Scholar of 
the twelfth century who is believed 
to be the same as the author of 
the well-known work Ganaratna- 
mahodadhi.

name of the- earliest com
mentary on Katantrastitras. The 
commentary ascribed to Durga
simha was popular as proved by a 
number of commentaries upon it, - 
one of which is written by Durga
simha himself. Some of these 
commentaries are Sisyahifa or Nyasa 
by Ugrabhuti, Katantrapanjika by 
Trilocanadasa, Katantravistara by 
Vardhamana, Katantrap3risi§tatika 
of Pundarlkaksa and a gloss by 
another Durgasimha.

a gloss on 
written by Gunakirti in the fsur- 
teenth century A.D.
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a commentary? on 
Durgasimha’s Katantravrtti by 
Mokse^vara in the fifteeenth century 
A.D.

named Astamangaia 
on Durgasimha’s Katantravrtti 
written by Ramakisora Cakravartin 
who is believed to have written a 
grammatical work frrs# srTORl?T.

a work of the type 
of a summary written by Rama- 
dasa Cakravartin of the twelfth 
century.

W F ^ jT f fe .a n  old Vrtti on the 
Katantra Sutras ascribed to Vara- 
ruci who is, of course, different 
from Vararuci Katyayana. The 
Vrtti appears to have been occu
pying a position similar to that of j 
Durgasimha. I

a treatise on the Katantra 
' Grammar believed to have been 

written by Vidyananda, or Vijaya- [ 
nanda who lived in the eleventh j 
century. j

i
an ancient writer of Nirukta I 

quoted by Yaska in his Nirukta. !
j

( i  ) another name sometimes 1 
given to Katyayana to whom is j 
ascribed the composition of the i 
Varttikas on Paiiini-sutras; ( 2 ) an 
ar.cient writer K atya quoted as 
a lexicographer by KsTrasvamin, 
Hernacandra and other writers. 
Patanjali honours him by the words 
Stan? 1 1 M.
Bha. on III. 2. 3.

the well-known author of The 
Varttikas on the sutras of Panini. 
He is also believed to be the 
author of the Vajasaneyi Prati
sakhya and many sutra works 
named after him. He is believecl

to be a resident of South India on 
the strength of the remark fsfacrfen 
51%nT?iK made by Patanjali in 
connection with the statement ‘ iwr 

which is looked upoh.as 
Katyayana’s Varttika. Katya refers 
to Sakatayana and Sakalya (see Vaj. 
Pra. III. 9 ) and mentions Vajapya- 
yana ( I. 2.64. Va. 35 ). Vya4 i ( on 
P. 1.2.64 V a. 45) and Pauskarasadi 
( 011 P. 8.4.48 ). The authorship 
of Pratljnasutra and Bhasikasutra 
is attributed to him. He is called 
Vakyakara and Madhyamamuni. 
Some scholars say that ■ Vararuci 
was also another name given to him, 
in which case the Varttikakara 
Vararuci Katyayana has to be 
looked upon as different from the 
subsequent writer named Vararuci 
to whom some works on Prakrit and 
Katantra grammar are ascribed. 
For details see Mahabhasya Vol.
VII. pages 193-223 published by the 
D. E. Society, Poona. See also 

below.

•frH’H affix 3?h  forming perfect parti
ciples which are mostly seen in 
Vedic Literature. The affix is 
technically a substitute for. the fee 
affix. Nouns ending in govern 
the accusative case of the nouns 
connected with them; e.g. 
cf. P. III. 3.106 and P. II. 3.69.

augment applied to
just as 3?3f^is applied, e.g.; 

ijwfNira.M. Bh. on V. 3.72.

option; permission to do as 
desired.; liberty of applying any of 
the rules of grammar that present 
themselves; cf. era rmRPfa
m frwin 3T?R M. Bh. on
P.1.1.27 Vart. 6.

abridgment of 5R(^ut%3 of 
Bopadeva; the wor J  is also used as 
a short form for sfipmratf.
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a commentary on. the
Kavva-kamadhenu by Ananta, son
of Cintamani who lived in the 
sixteenth century A. D.

optionally; a t  will; cf. 3tf:TOfo- 
f̂ =}:rt M . Bh. on I. 1.57.

WRP? affix in the sense of ‘ desiring 
for oneself applied to nouns to 
form denominative roots; e. g. 
§ 33iIT*i%; cf P. I l l ,  1.9.

3>R arr affix, given in the Pratisakhya 
works-and, by Katyayana also in 
his Va'rttika, which is added to a 
letter or a phonetic element for

- convenience cf mention; e g . I35R:, 
33TO; cf. Sildxl?!' 3*11̂ ;  3tf3TO '

Tai. Pra. I. 16; X X II. 4.; cf. 
also V. Pr. 1.37. It is also applied 
to syllables or words in a similar 
way to indicate the phonetic element 
of the word as apart, from the sense 
of the word; e.g. 3cT ^33>[̂ erai?3 Î3- 
W lW ,Vyak. Paribhasa; cf. also the 
words =33iTC:, fiNlV; ( 2 ) additional 
purpose served by a word such as 
an adhikara word; cf. 3TfqcK: err: i 

n *T3f?cr M. Bh. on
P . I. 3.11.

=ER3> lit, doer of an action. The 
word is used in the tpchnical sense 
of 'instrument of action’ ; cf. 3iR3i- 

RPtTiq-qiJf: 1 3JR3I tgftfcr 5Tt*T'f- 
3̂ 11§: I fe P tt:  Kas. on P. I. 

4.23; cf. a lso .q ra iffd g -fn f^ i: i gm3i 
R # 3i 1 M. Bh: on P . I.
4^23. The word ' karaka ’ in short,

- means ' the capacity in which a 
thing becomes instrumental in brin
ging aboufan action’ . This capacity 
is looked upon as the sense of the 
case-affixes which express it. M. 
Bha. Ahn. I refers to seven Kara- 
lcas; cp. flRrfsng: I cp. 
also M. Bha. Dipika. p. 13. There 
are six karakas given in all grammar 
treatises. srqrew, tfscCR, 3T&3OT, =R?;di, j

3 ;^  and 351 to express which the 
case affixes or Vibbaktis qgift,

. AH#, feftar . and SIW are
respectively used which, hence, are 
called Karakavibhaktis, as contras
ted with Upapadavibhaktis, which 
show a relation between two sub
stantives and.hence arel'ooked upon 
as weaker than the Karakavibhaktis; 
cf. gqqs^ffi: 3̂ 3if3^ fe t$ 2i{ft Pari. 
Sek. Pari. 94. The topic explaining 
Karakavibhaktis is looked upon as 
a very important and- difficult 
chapter in treatises of grammar 
and there are. several small com- 
pendiums written by scholars deal
ing with karakas only. For the 
topic of Karakas see P. I. 4.23 to 
55, Kat. II. 4.8-42, Vyakarana 
Mahabhasya Vol. VII. pp.262-264

- published by the D. E. Society, 
Poona. •

possibly another name for 
the treatise on Karakas known as 
3)1*3331 written by Puru§ottamadeva 
the reputed grammarian of Bengal 
who lived in the latter half of the 
twelfth century A.D. See 3iK3r35fi.

a work on the Katantra 
grammar discussing the Karaka 

. portion.

also called 
iiogq which is a portion of the 
author’s bigger work named f%®f- 

The work is a discourse 
on the six karakas written by 
Manikantha, a grammarian of the 
Katantra school. He has also 
written another treatise named 
Karakavicara.

( 1 ) written by Purusotta- 
madeva a reputed grammarian of 
Bengal who wrote many works on 
grammar of which the Bhasavrtti, 
the Paribhasavrtti and Jfiapakasa- 
muccaya deserve a special mention.
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The verse portion of the Karakaca- 
kra of which the prose portion 

: appears like a commentary might 
be bearing the name Karakakau- 
mudi.

a work on Karakas ascribed 
to Bhairava.

a treatise on the topic of 
Karakas written by Cakrapanigesa, 
belonging to the famous Sesa family 
of grammarians, who lived in the 
seventeenth century A.D.

a work discussing the various 
Karakas from the Naiyayika view
point written by the well-known 
Naiyayika, Gadadhara Chakra- 
v.artin of Bengal, who was a pupil 
of Jagadlsa and' who flourished in 
the 16th century A. D. He is looked 
upon as one of the greatest scholars 
of Nyayasastra. His main literary 
work was in the field of Nyaya- 
sastra on which he has written 
several treatises.

a work dealing with Kara
kas ascribed to Rudrabhatta.

name given by Siradeva and 
other grammarians to the fourth 
pada of the first adhyaya of Panini’s 
Astadhy&y! which begins with the 
Sutra 1.4.1 and which deals
with the Karakas or auxiliaries 
of action.

(i ) a treatise discussing the 
several Karakas, written by 
Kr§na£astii Arade a famous Naiya
yika of BenaTes who lived in 
the eighteenth century A.D; (2) 
a treatise on syntax written by 
Jayaramabhattacarya which is call
ed also, which see below.

( 1 )  a work on Karakas as
cribed to Manikantha. See Kara- 
kakhanqlanamandana above. ( i i )
name of a work by Cakr.apani£e?a.

case affix governed by a 
verb or verbal derivative as con- 
strasted with a case affix
governed by a noun, not. possessing 
any verbal activity. See the word 

above. See also the word 3T-

the dictum that 
.a Karaka case is stronger than an 
Upapada case, e.g. the accusative 
case as required by the word OT- 

which is stronger than the 
dative case as required by the word 
*jh:. Hence the word has to
be used in the sentence 
and not the worn cf.

Pari. Sek.
Pari. 94.

an anonymous, elementary 
work on syntax explaining the 
nature and function of the six 
Karakas.

3JR'%fy,̂ 3F) known as a lso ; a
short work on the meaning and 
relation of words written by Jaya
ramabhattacarya who lived in the 
beginning of the eighteenth century. 
The work forms the concluding 
portion of a larger work called 

which was written by 
f^ rafw iR R . The work has
a short commentary written by 
the author himself.

the same as 3vRSHR°2tn§3T 
written by See %k^-

a short work on syntax 
by Rabhasanandin, a Bu'ddhist 
grammarian of Bengal who lived in 
the tenth century.

' a verse or a line or lines in
metrical form giving the gist of the 
explanation of a topic; cf.

Padavyavastha- 
sutrakarika of Udayakirti.
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a commentary in verse on
- Bhasya-Vartikas."

T̂ftcT ( i ) ancient term for the causal 
Vikarana, ( in Panini’s grammar 
and in K atantra); (2) causal 
or causative as applied to roots 
ending in fa^or words derived from 
such roots called also ‘ nyanta ’ by 
the followers of Panini’s grammar; 
cf. ^  sriRcT t o w  K at. III. 2.9, 
explained as TO
m m  g ^ t cp. also tct:
wftcr ^  si#  ^ I I. 13.

3nS»tf3i'TTf̂  a class of words headed by
. the. word w&fiTJiq', which are all 

dvandva compounds, and which 
have their first member retaining 
its own accent; e.g, 
sTFFcwm: etc. cf. Kas. on P. VI.
2.37.

- rif“\
the original instructor of the 

Katantra or Kalapa Grammar to 
Sarvavarman who composed the 
Sutras according to inspiration 
received-by him. The Katantra, 
hence, has also got the name Kau- 
mara Vyakarana.

35nt*nfSw the word is found used in 
Yaska's Nirukta as an adjective to 
the word where it means
' belonging to nouns derived from 
roots ( sfwiR  ) ’ like etc.
The changes undergone by the roots 
in the formation of such words i.e. 
words showing action are termed 

cf. crffci- 1
afara; sfilSillfiw;: Durgavrtti on 
Nir. I. 13.

g
W  ( i ) brought into existence by 

activity (ftaqj as oppos
ed to eternal; cf. 0% qcqjsj;

- ^  R. Pr. X III. 4 ; cf. also
?f§ =? TOf: (^r^T:)
M. Bh. on I. r.44 Vart. 17 ; ( 2 )

which should be done, used in con
nection with a grammatical opera
tion ; cf. sfiiq I

1 R. Pr. X IV . 
16; cf. also -ffsrei^ T? ^R^.P- I. 
4.2 ; (3 ) a grammatical operation 
as for instance in the phrases fefR- 

e tc .; cf. also mqg<?qqr- 
Par. Sek. Pari. 15 ;

( 4) object of a transitive verb ; cf.
Sak.

along with the operation ; cf.
rules laying 

down technical ternt-s and-regulating 
rules are to be interpreted along 
with the rules that prescribe or 
enjoin operations (provided the 
technical terms occur in those rules, 
or, the regulating rules concern 
those rules). See Pari. Sek. Pari 3.

one of the important 
Paribhasas, regarding the applica
tion of the Paribhasa rules. See 
5R$3ir?5. For details see Par. Sek. 
Pari. 3.

looking upon the substitute 
as the very original for the sake o f 
operations that are caused by the 
presence of the original; the word 
is used in contrast with 
where actually the original is' re
stored in the place of the substitute 
on certain conditions. For details 
see Mahabhasya on P. I.

1-59-
r-f*

, the wora or wording that under-
goes the operation; cf. gat it

M* Bb- on !• Vart. 
7, also sfi(%gvr=i  ̂ ft 5Rtqf 

Par. Sek. Pari. 10.

. 35T55 notion of time created by different 
contacts made by a thing with 
other things one after another. 
Time required for the utterance of 

; a short vowel is taken as a unit of
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time which is called rjRl or
lit. measurement of tim e; (2 )

. degree of a vowel, the vowels being 
looked upon as possessed of three 
degrees §0, <M, and 'p r  measured 
respectively by one, two and three 
matras; cf. P. I.
2.27 ; ( 3 )  time notion in general, 
expressed in connection with an 
activity iii three \vays past (% r), 
present (q fg R ), and future Orfir1̂ ) ,  
to show which the terms *̂ rt, 
and were- used by ancient
grammarians ; cf. the words 
3tIWw; also cf. 'TrfSifg'T̂ Ttffilssfi 

Kas. bn P. II. 4.21 ; ( 4 ) 
place of recital ( TO§3T) depending 
on the time of recital* cf. j? 'nSis: 

pf. ( V. Pr. III. 3) a dictum j 
similar to Panini’s 'J'Nlfefl; P.
V III. 2.1. (5 )  See Vak. pad. III.
9. 1 to 114.

. a word riot sanctioned by rules
of grammar. The word probably 
refers to the corruption taking place 
in connection with the use of a word 
on account of lapse of time; cf.

Durgh. Vr. on II. 2.6.

signifying time; cf. seps- 
f?R$3ir: STCTO ^  s ?  53R3 :.

a Siksa work (Madras 
rnss. 110. 891, 892) composed before 
the thirteenth century. It has 'a 
commentary named Kalanirnaya- 
dlpika of Muktisvaracaiya.

^155̂  difference in the time of utter
ance ; cf. 1  ̂ 511: 

l M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 1.

interval of time ; cf. snrq-iirsi 
3 i 1
3T3ĵ  I'M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 1.

^ISCStf-̂  Vak. pad. III. 9.1-114, The 
section dealing with time as the 
supreme force in the matter of the

16

presentation or manifestation of the 
various objects in the Universe.

ĵT®9 TiTÎ T time in general; lirispecified 
tim e; cf. 3>f^: sfifsgwiH ff

- I Kas. on P. III. 3.142.

name of the commentary 
by Bopadeva on his own work ififf- 
^qfJT. See

an ancient grammarian refer
red to in earlier grammatical works 
iike Mahabhasya sirfi^s^l 
( Paspasalinika), Bopadeva refers 
to him, in the beginning of Kavi- 
kalpadruma, as one of the eight 
grammarians. Kasika suggests, by 
the Words I ( P. V.
1.58 j. that the work of KaSakrtsna 
had three adhyayas. In the stftfunfe 
and Ganas we get the name
Kasakrtsna. According to Helaraja 
bn Vak. pad. III. 14.564 Kasakrtsna 
did not accept the sutra I P.
V. I. 117.

a list of roots written 
by Kasakrtsna, a- pre-Paninian 
grammarian whose four sutras of a 
Sutra patha work are available. The 
Dhatupatha is available with a com
mentary by Cannavira kavi in 
Kannada language. The work 
which has another name Sabda- 
kalapa, has 130 sutras. It has nine 
ganas, the having been in
cluded under class. There are 
about 2500 roots in the work, 500 
more than these in Paninlya Dhatu
patha.

a class of words headed by the 
word $Rrtc which the taddhita affix 

is affixed in the four senses stated 
in P.IV.2.67-70 e.g. 
etc.; cf. Kas. on P.IV.2.80.

( 1 )  name given to the reputed 
gloss ( ff% ) on the Sutras t>f Panini 
written by the joint authors Jaya-
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ditya and Vamana in the 7th 
century A.D. Nothing definitely can 
be said., as to which. portion was 

. written by jayaditya arid which by 
Vamana, or the whole work was 
jointly written. Some scholars 
believe that the work was called 

. Kasika as it was written in the 
city of Ka£i and that the gloss 
on the first five Adhyayas was 
written b y: Jayaditya and that on 
the last three by.Vamana. Although 
it is written in a scholarly way, 
the work forms an excellent help 
to beginners to understand the 
sense of the pithy Sutras of Panini. 
The work has not only deserved 
but obtained and. maintained a 
very prominent position among stu
dents and scholars of .Panini’s gram
mar in spite of other works.like the 
Bhasavjtti, the Prakriya Kaumudi, 
the. Siddhanta Kaumudi and others 
written by equally learned scholars. 
Its wording is based almost on the- 
Mahabhasya, which it has followed, 
avoiding, of course, the scholarly 
disquisitions occurring here and 

. there in the Mahabhasya. Traditi
onally it is called R3ilf% because it 
is a common treatise on Vedic and 
classical grammar. It has derived 
great help from Candravftti. It 
appears that manj' commentary 
works were written on it, the well- 
known among them being the Kasi- 
kavivaranapafijika or Nyasa written 
by Jinendrabuddhi and the Pada- 
manjaii by Haradatta. For details 
see Vjakaranamahabhasya Vol.VII 
pp 286-87 published by the D.E. 
Society, Poona. (2 }  The name 
KaSika is sometimes found given 
to their commentaries bn standard 
wuiks of Sanskrit Grammar by 
scholars,' as possibly they were 
written at Ka£I; as for instance,

(a) KaSika on Vaiyakara^tabhusana- 
sara by Hari Dlk§ita, and ( b ) 
KajHka on Paribhasendusekhara by 
Vaidyanatha Payagunde.

also called Nyasa, 
the well-known commentary written 
by jinendrabuddhi on the Kasika 
of Jayaditya and Vamana, See 
KaSika above.

a commentary on 
Kasika. by RamamiSra.

a commentary on the 
Kasikavftti named by
Varanava{esa-sastrin .or Varanava- 

. nesa.

5 W I  name of an ancient gramma
rian quoted by Panini, possibly an 

. author of some Pratisakhya work 
now lost. I

name of an anonymous gloss 
on the Candra Vyakarana. '

a class of words headed by 
the words 51%, %(?, and others to 
which the taddhita affixes and 

are added in the miscellaneous 
senses; e. g.

etc.; cf. K a l  on P. IV. 2.116. 
The fem. affix f  is applied when 
the affix *51. is added to the word 
*Slfg; cf. P. IV. 1.15.

a class of words headed by 
,the woid after which a word 
standing as a second member in a 
compound gets the grave accent- 
for it, e. g. etc.
cf. P. VIII. 1.67.

R3 ( 1 ) krt affix 5 prescribed after § 
roots with a prefix attached; e.g. iffe 
JTfw: cf. P.HI.3.92, 93; (2) krt. affix ? 
looked upon as a perfect termina
tion and, hence, causing reduplica
tion and accusative case of the 
noun connected, found in Vedic
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STT, the root and the roots .

and 3 ^ . e.g, <rft: # 4; stgft:, sift?: 
etc., cf. P. III. 2.171; : ( 2 ) a term 
used in the Jainendra Vyakaraija 
for the term tfjfg.

a form derived from the pro
noun f ^ ;  cf. 1 
s??wr s r ^ if^ c m r . ^ 1 Kas. 
on P. V III. 1.48.

a class of words headed 
by the word which get their
final vowel lengthened whenr the 
word fatR is placed after them as 
a second member of a compound,

’ provided the word so formed is 
used as a proper noun; e. g. 
ifilftft:, cf. Kas. on P.
v i . 3.117. (

f e t  ( 1 )  marked with the mute letter 
f  ' which is applied by Panini to 
affixes, for preventing guna and 
vrddhi substitutes to the pre
ceding vowel (?, 3, 5  or es); 
cf. f e #  %  P. I.1.5; ( 2 )  con
sidered or looked upon,as marked 
with mute indicatory gj for, pre
venting guna; cf. 
and the following P. I. 2.5 etc. 
The affixes of the first type are for 
instance ^r, w i,  and others. 
The affixes of the second type are 
given mainly in the second pada of 
the first Adhyaya by Panini. Be
sides the prevention of gupa and 
vrddhi, affixes marked with eg or 
affixes called T%ci\ cause Samprasa- 
rana ( see P. VI. 1.15,16 ), elision 
of the penultimate ^  ( P. VI. 4.24), 
elision of the penultimate vowel 
( P. V I. 4.98,100 ), lengthening of 
the vowel ( VI. 4.15 ), substitution 
o f® .(V I. 4.19.21), elision of the 
final nasal ( V I. 4.37 ), substitution 
of art ( V I. 4.42 ). The taddhita 
affixes which are marked with 
jaute f; cause the Vrddhi substi

tute for the first vowel in the word 
to which they are added.

marking'with the mute letter 
f5, or looking upon as marked with 
mute fi for purposes mentioned 
above; ( see f$g. a b o ve). The word 
is often used in the Mahabhasya; see 
M.Bh. on I. I. 3, 5, 46; 1. 2. 5. etc.

krt affix f  prescribed along with 
i%. See above. The affix 
causes the acute accent on the first 
vowel of the word ending with it, 
while the affix ki ( f  ) has itseif the 
acute accent on its vowel. ?.

fiwiljj a class of roots headed by the 
root vi/. the five roofs j ,  n, f ,  s, 
and after which the desidera- 
tive sign, i.e. the affix gets the 
augment * ( ^ ) ; e. g.

cf; Kas. on P. V II. 2.75.

a class of words 
headed by ftifR meaning som e. kind 
of scent, which get the taddhita 

, affix 13; (8*^) applied to them 
when the word so formed means 
‘ a dealer of that thing; ’ e. g.

1 % R # ;' cf; Ka<s. on P.
■; IV. 4.53.

Kielhcrn F ., a sound scholar 
of Sanskrit Grammar who brought 
out excellent editions of the Patanj- 
ala Mahabhasya and the Paribhas- 
endusekhara and wrote an essay 
on the Varttikas of Katyayana. In 
a number of articles in Indian 
Antiquary he discussed topics like 
Gonardiya and Gonikaputra, K a f 
ka’s indebtedness to Candra gram
mar, Pujyapada and Sakatayana 
etc. For details see Patanjala Maha
bhasya Vo!. V II. p. 40, D. E. 
society edition, Poona. ’

® ( 1 )  guttural class of consonants, 
i. e. the consonants fj, *5., %
The vowel 3 added to ^/signifies
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the class of e .g . §  fw a t ,
3.52, JVII. jtrten V II. 4.62, ^ : f :  
v i i i .  2.30, ft; y i n .  2.62
cf. sriJrfW P. I. i .69;
( 2 ) substitute g  for t o ;  cf. P. VII. 
2.104.

augrnent ^ ( 1 )  added to ^ at 
the end of a word before a sibilant 
le tter; e.g. cf. P. VIII. 3.28;
(2 )  added to the words w  and 
BiRrgi? before the affix 5? ,̂ for the 
formation of the words sfTcf̂ r and 
srfcreK r̂. cf. P . V. 2.129 ; ( 3 ) add
ed to words of the group before 
the tad. affix s  ( f j j) ,  e.g.

cf. P. IV . 2.91. . ■ •

a commentary by Siva- 
bhatta on Haradatta’s Pada- 
manjarl.

( 1 )  a commentary on Nagesa’s 
Laghumanjusa by Krfnamisra; 
( 2 ) a commentary on NageSa’s 

. Paribhasendusekhara by Durbala- 
carya.

a class of words headed by gas 
to which the taddhita affix an̂ R 
(='tK*0 is applied in the sense of jtp? 
i.e. grandchildren etc. e.g. sfitsipwT:,- 
cf. Kas. on P. IV. 1.9.

S?2TI5[ a group of roots headed by the 
root 55 of the V lth  conjugation 
after which an affix which is neither 
fiffg. nor fora, becomes {¥*£, and as a 
result prevents, the substitution 
of or ?f% for the preceding vowel; 
e.g. ffrar, f&§»u cf. TirfJif^s^ii- 

I. 2.1.

name given by Siradeva and 
later grammarians to the second 
pada of the first adhyaya of Panini’s 
Astadhyayi, as the pada begins 
with the Sutra P. I.
2.1.

1S F R  tad. affix fJR  added -to are, e.g. 
; cf. P . V. 2.30.

tad. affix f,si added to words of 
group in the sense of ' ripened 

condition’ , decoction etc.; e.g. tftig- 
•fOK=»’t e t  W . cf. P. V. 2.24. "

name of an ancient gram
marian who lived possibly after 
Panini and before Patanjali and 
who is referred to in the Maha- 
bhasya as giving an alternative 
form for the standard form of cer
tain words; cf.

M. Bh. on III. 2 14 ; cf. also

tw: M. Bh. on VII. 3.1.

name of-an ancient Vrttikara on 
the Sutras of Panini, mentioned in 
their works by Kaiyata and Hara- 

, : datta ; cf. K aiyata’s Pradipa on P. 
I. 1.74, also Padamanjari on 1. 1.1.

substitution of the consonants of 
the g; class or guttural consonants.

derogation; consideration of 
inferiority.; the sense of derogation 
or the like which is conveyed by a 
substantive in addition to its own 
sense, the affix ^  (*£) being added 
in the sense of the substantive itself 
( )  cp. Vak. pad. III. 1,41.

the rule f f? #  (P. V. 3.74) 
of Panini which prescribes the affix 
^  ) in the sense of derogation.

a famous grammarian of 
the eighteenth century who wrote 
some works on grammar of which 
the is an independent
treatise on Paribhasas.

a. word containing a guttural 
letter in i t ; cf. f i #  =3 P. V III. 4.13.

'pTR ( 1 )  Kartikeya who is believed 
to have given inspiration to the 
Katantra-sutrakara to write the 
Katantra-Sutras; (2 )  named Vi§nu- 
mitra who wrote a commentary on
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the sRwfasrH?? named Parsadavya- 
khya.

a phrase used in the | 
gloss on the «KRr;g by Durgasimha 
to give along with the definition of.

or fqgfr a graphic descrip
tion of it as shown in script; cf. 
Kat. I. 1.16 com.

a class of words ( x ) consisting 
of ig ? ,  31% ,  wBto etc. to which the 
taddhita affix s ^ is  applied in the 
four senses given in P. IV. 2.67-70 ; 
e-g. 15% ^ ,  etc.; (2 j con
sisting of gigs; JTtw, tqsRtT etc. to 
which the taddhita a ff ix R  ( 31>) is 
applied in the senses referred to in 
( I ); e.g. ssrgftapj;, ?P P nlf^  etc. cf. 
Kas. on P. IV. 2.80.

j§?*rci?ITfq a class of words headed by 
§«Tqr̂ r in which the word qre at the 
end of the compound is changed 
into and further changed into 
qsc. before the feminine affix I; e.g.

srera#, etc.; cf.
Kas. on P.V.4. 138, 139.

a maxim regarding an 
ascetic brahmin who has grains 
only in { or measured b y ) pots. 
Such a person is called jprfta'F*!: 
flrfspi: 1 If he has grains stored else
where also he cannot be called 
jpviteisq:. [ The roots fts^have 
another letter as over and above 
f  which is also Hence 3^ will 
not bs a substitute *to these roots 
which would have been the ease 
according to P. VII. 1.5S ].

krt. affix 3t applied to the‘ roots 
f a , and f s \ ; e.g. i |

cf.- Kas. on P. III. 2.162.

a term found in the Brahmana 
works and used by ancient gram
marians for ‘ the present tense

effective or efficient, as opposed 
to dormant, as applied to

{ cau se) cf. %*Rrmitr i

1 I Padamanjari
on P. VII. 2.36.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the taddhita affix 
J} (oq) is added in the sense of srqs 
or descendant; e.g. ^Rsq: etc. 
cf. Kas. on P. IV . 1.151;

a kind of svarabhakti; see

a grammarian possibly of the 
Katantra school. He is said to 
have written a work called Katan- 

. traprakriya. Bhattoji in his Sabda- 
kaustubha on 11. 3.36 quotes gfi-

SSfiSRRt fn: ” 1

;£5ST3T% a . class of words headed by 
the word jst® to which the taddhita 
affix 3^ (gsjJ is applied in the sense 
of ' made by *, provided the word 
so formed is. used as a proper noun; 
e.g. EfifSTŜ w;; • cf. Ka6. on P.
IV. 3.118.

intervention by a letter of the 
gutturaj class r cf. ST^f jtrt-

êrssj: 1 irafsR S«r: TOT- 
iftfc, P. V III. 4.2 Vart. 4, 5!

name of a grammarian who 
wrote a commentary on the Katan- 
travrttipanjika; see

the maxim regarding the 
person sinking in a well. When a 
person sinks in a well, he is soiled 
with dust and dirty water. But 
when at the proper depth he gets 
clean water, he becomes cleaner with 
the help of that water. Similarly 
when a person learns corrupt words 
he accrues great demerit. However, 
with the knowledge of correct words, 
he is not only free from the earlier 
demerit but also adds to the stock 
of his merits, cp. M. Bh. Paspasa- 
hnika, vart. 9.



( i ) root f; in the general sense of
- activity ; (2 )  pratj’ahara or short 

form "for the , three roots §, ^ and
m , cf. fsiigrrgs#  P. III. 1. {o.

lit. activity; a. term used in the 
grammars of Panini and others for 
affixes applied to roots to form 
verbal derivatives; cf. Iftffrf 1 TOT: 
U W U )

Kas. on III. 1.93. The krt 
affixes are given exhaustively by 
Panini in Sutras III. z'.gt to III..4 
1x7. ^  and erfser appear to be the 
ancient Pre-Paninian terms used 
in the Nirukta and the Pratisakhya 
works in the respective senses of 
root-born and noun-born words 
( ifFcr and fffeR r according to 
Panini’s terminology), and not in 
the sense of mere affixes; cf.
SRPT!: Mir. I.14; 3T*nfq

fcfl Nir.
II: 2 ; fenis^feTe'iret V. Pr.
I. 27; also cf. V. P r . ' VI. 4. 
Patanjali and later grammarians 
have used the word ?,^ in the sense 
of cf. $%. b?

STî  53^%: Paii. Sek. Pari. 
75. The krt affixes ,are given by 
Panini in the senses of the different 
Karakas stfqRH, w ,
sr# and =Rt, stating in general terms 
that if no other sense is assigned to 
a krt affix it should be understood 
that or the agent of the verbal 
activity is the sense ; cf. I

qifa Kas. on
III. 4.67. The activity element 
possessed by the root lies generally 
dormant in the verbal derivative 
nouns; cf.

I M. Bh. on V. 4.19 and
VI. 2.139.

IKcT ( 1 )  a term used by ancient gram
marians in the sense of ‘ past-tense’; 
( 2 ) effected, done. The word

is. mostly used in this sense in 
grammar works; e.g. 1%

Par. Sek. Pari 6.

a definition of the term 
fefjj in the sense of a rule which 
occurs after certain another rule 
is applied, as well as'before that 
rule is applied; cf. f-TFP'sreff fJioW I 

I Pari. Sek. Pari. 42; 
cf. also m  3^4 ftfq: 1 faTfSJrgf^'ra; 1 
M.Bh. on VI. 4.62.

a class of words such as ger, facT, 
JTcTj *jcr, StR and others with which 
the words 13, ^r, ?j% and 
others are compounded, provided 
both the words forming the com
pound are in the same case; e.g. 
®rfSif?ri:, tpRfcn:, f®s*ijrr: etc. cf. Kas. 
on P. II. r.59.

_____ ^
Is* lit. which has got its purpose 
served; a term used in connection 

. with a rule that has been possible 
to be applied ( without clash with 
another rule) in the case of certain 
instances, although it comes into 
conflict in the case of other ins
tances; cf. ,er* <rt«i 
SFrtr strain Kas. on P. IV . 3.5. 
The word is used almost in 
the same sense.

l>9r lit. that which should be done; 
the word fp? is used as a technical 
term in grammar in the sense of 
krt affixes which possess the sense 
‘ should be done. ’ Panini has not 
defined the term fsq, but he has 
introduced a topic ( )  by the 
name ( P. III. 1.95 ), and men
tioned krt affixes therein which are 
to be called right on upto the 
mention of the affix d^ . in P. 
III. 1.133; cf. f?n: srif 05®: P. III. 
r.95. The krtya affixes, common
ly found in use, are ^  snFftq and n 
(rn., Wi/and itffg.).
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ffoflT artificial; technical, as opposed 
to derivative. In grammar, the 

sterna means 1 technical sense 
as contrasted with srffttr' ordinary 
sen se'; cf.
Par. Sek. Pari, g, Vak. pad. II. 
371 etc.

a term popularly 
used by grammarians for the 'rf l̂'TT 
or maxim that out of the two 

, senses, the technical and the derived 
ones, the technical sense should be 
preferred; in rare cases, the 
other too, is preferred; cf. Pari. 
Sek. Pari. 9.

tad. affix applied to
numerals to convey the sense of re
petition, e.g. qsgfcf: cf. *P5qPit:

P.V. 4-17-

the same as the
retention of its accent by the second 
member of a tatpurusa compound, 
if the first member is a word term
ed Gati or Karaka, by the rule 

fg. P. vi. 2. 139; cf.
3jj*src: M.Bh. on V I. 2.52; 

cf. M.Bh. V I. 2.52
Vart. 6.

the word ending with a krt affix; 
the term is found used in the 
sutras of Panini for cf. fSf&cT-
*WTBT«3 P. I.2.46. The term f^ar 
for root-nouns, or nouns derived 
from roots, is found in the Atharva- 
pratiSakhya (I . 1.10, II. 3.8, III. 
2.4), the Mahabhasya and all the 
later works on grammar. See the. 
word %%

expressed by a krt affix; cf.
M.Bh. on P. 

If . 2.19, III. 1.67, IV. 13, VI. 2.139

mention of a k ft i.e. of a word 
ending with a kft affix. The word 
mainly occurs in the Paribbisa

3 ^ ^  which 
occurs first as an expression of the 
Varttikakara ( P. I. 4.13 Vart. 9) 
and has been later on given as a 
Paribhasa by later grammarians 
( Pari. Sek . Pari. 28). The Pari
bhasa is referred to as 
in later grammar works especially 
commentary works.

a- short term used by 
the grammarians for the maxim

Par.
Sek. Pari. 28. See

a short treatise by a gramma
rian named who lived in the 
fifteenth century. The work deals 
with, verbal derivatives.

the elision of a krt a ffix ; the 
word is found used along with the 
words sTgftr5r«rcf%;, and sfffcraa;

in the Varttika sTRsWlcficRS'-
- srfer f f f

by means of which the phrase 
TO is formed for the sentence

g lita  the dropping or removal of the 
verbal noun ( f ^ r } after the words 
a, to  etc., when they are compound
ed with the following noun; e.g. 
the dropping of jjcT from the ex
pression Mcf: *Ki5TF5Jir: when it is 
compounded into I cf..
g i f t  fflssftrrfcr:, wrfao#: M.Bh. on 
P. I.4. r. Vart. 18.

a class of words headed by 
the word to which the tad
dhita affix fq ( ©KJ is applied in the 
four senses given in P. IV . 2. 67-70. 
e.g. mM*!:; ef. K al. on
P . IV . 2.80.

|j5  also 5§g the foremost of the seven 
Yam as; cf.
STqf: Tai. Pr. X X III. 14.

an alternative name for 
the well-known grammar-work
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written by Ramacandra
. Sesa/See

ffOTrqfSsa- called also a- scholar
of Sanskrit Vyakarana who wrote 
’JOTrafiriffT, a commentary oh the 
Prakriya-Kaumudl of Ramacandra 
Sesa. It is variously called wn%qr- 

or m m  or afspuq^Rr.

a scholar of grammar and 
nyaya of the 17th century A.D. 
who wrote many commentary works 
some of which are ( 1) a comment
ary . called Ratnarnava on the 
Siddhanta-Kaumudi, { 2 ) a com
mentary named Kalpalata on 
Bhattoji’s Praudhamahorama, (3' ) a 
commentary named Bhavadipa on 
Bhattoji’s Sabdakaustubha, (4 ) a 
commentary bn Nagojibhatta’s- 
Laghumanjusa by iiarrie K iin cika. 
and (5 )  a commentary on Vaiya- 
karapabhusana.-

gJOTIRjsr ah alternative name of 
. See

son of Govardharia and sur- 
named Mauni, who wrote -a com
mentary named on the 
Siddhanta-Kaumudl at the end of 
the 17th century A.D.

author of a comment
ary named Purusakara on Daiva 
a grammar work.

a famous gram
marian and logician of the 18th 
century who wrote Akhyataviveka 
and Karakavada. See

a famous grammarian of the 
Sesa family who wrote a commen
tary named the Gudhabhavavivrti 
oh the Prakriya Kaumudi of Rama- 
candra Sesa. He wrote Sphotatat- 
tvanirupana and Krsnakautuhala.

%?. krt. affix i? in the sense of p g  
( pot. pass. p a rt.) found in Vedic

Literature; e.g.
cf. Kas. on P. 111.4.14.

krt. affix i?«i in the sense of 153 
in Vedic Literature; e.g. 1

cf. Kas! on P. ill.4 .14 .

krt, affix in the sense
of u s; e.g. Ttwi.-; cf.

IIi.I.95 Vart. 
( 2 ) Un5di affix cf.

I 1 Djj.
on Una. fV.37.

isolated; a term applied to a letter 
or a word when it is not combined 
with another letter or another 
word in a compound; cf.

I tr;?gg?iqta: Kas. on
P.V.4.124; ( 2 )  simple (w ord) 
without an affix added; cf.

5T?W3. I P; . I.2.45 
Vart. 7, also I ^

' %#r: irafe?ri #1 M.Bh. on P. I.4.14

writer of a commentary named 
TOST on the Siksa of Panini. He 
lived in the 17th century.

¥.SIW5[xT writer of the commentary 
named <|i€l3R; on the grammar. 
*n$B9K written by Goyicandra.

% krt affix ^ used in Vedic Literature 
as noticed in the forms sq 
and 3Tsqj%6%. cf. P. III.4.10.

fefsRrq- jj|_ position of questioning 
the utility; absence of any apparent 
utility; cf. ^fcT

SH{ M.Bh. on I.4.3, III. 
1.46. III.2.127, n i.3 .19 ; VI. 4.49
VII.2.26, and V lll.4 .32.

A
^33  name of the renowned commenta- 

tor on the Mahabhasya, who lived in 
the n th  century. He was a resident 
of Kashmir and his father’s name 
was Jaiyata. The’ commentary on 
the Mahabhasya was named Hfpflsq- 

by him, which is believed by 
later grammarians to have really
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acted as Jf#r Or light, as without it, 
.the Mahabhasya of Patanjali would 
have remained unlit, that is un
intelligible, at several places. Later 
grammarians attached to 9T#T al
most the same importance as they 
did to the Mahabhasya and the 
expression af® has been
often used by commentators. Hara- 
datta’s Padamanjari is indebted to 
his work. Many commentary works 
were written on the Pradipa out 
of which Nagesa’s Uddyota is the 
most popular. The word came 
to be used for the word 
which was the work of Kaiyata. 
For details see Vyakarana Maha
bhasya published by the D . E. 
Society, Poona, Vol. V II. pp. 
389-390-

a commentary on the Maha» 
bhasyapradipa of Kaiyata written 
by Niiakantha of the Dravida coun
try. Nilakantha lived in the 17th 
century aDd wrote works.on various 
subjects.

a commentary on the 
Mahabhasyapradipa of Kaiyata 
written by Pravartakopadhyaya.

( 1 )  a commentary on the 
Mahabhasyapradipa of Kaiyata 
written by Kvarananda, in the 16th 
century; (2 )  a commentary on 
Kaiyata’s Pradipa by Ramacandra- 
Sarasvatl, who lived in the 16th 
century.

a class of words headed by 
the word which get their final 
vowel lengthened when the word 
q?r is placed after them as a second 

' member of a compound, provided 
the word so formed is used as a 
proper noun; e.g. fw sr-

cf. Kaf. on P. VI. 3.1x7.

a reputed grammarian who 
wrote an extensive explanatory 
gloss by name Vaiyakaranabhusana 
on the Vaiyakaranasiddhantaka= 

„ rika of Bhattoji Diksita.- Another 
work Vaiyakaranabhu§anasara 
which is in a way an abridgment of 
the Bhusana, was also written by 
him. Konqlabhatta lived in the 
beginning of the 17th century. He- 
was the son of RangojI and nep 
hew of Bhattoji DIk?ita. He was 
one of the few writers on the 
Arthavicara in the Vyakaranalastra 
and his Bhusanasara ranks next to 
the Vakyapadlya of Bhartfhari. 
Besides the Bhu?ana and Bhu§ana- 
sara, Kondabhatfa wrote two in
dependent works viz. Vaiyakarana- 
siddhantadlpika and Sphotavada.

a scholar of Sanskrit V ya
karana who composed 
a small treatise dealing with the 
declension of nouns.

(1765-1837 A .D .) 
was an eminent European Sans- 
kritist who was responsible for the 
development of the study of Sans
krit learning in the latter half of 
eighteenth century in India. His 
major work is ' Miscelleneous 
Essays ’ . He has given an intro
ductory account of Sanskrit gram
matical literature in "  On the 
Sanskrit and Prakrit Languages" 
Asiatic Researches -7 (1803, 199-
231)-

an ancient grammarian referr
ed to in the Taittiriya Prati§akhya 
{ T. Pr. V . 38 ) and Panini’s Asta
dhyayi. (P . II.4.70).

( 1 )  an alterna
tive name of the Katantra Vya
karana given to it on the strength 
of the traditional belief that the 
original inspiration for writing it
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was received by Sarvavarman from
- Kumara or Kartikeya s ( 2 ) small 

treatises bearing the name Kau- 
maravyakarana written by Muni- 
pungava and Bhavasena. The 
latter has written Katantrarupa- 
mala also.

a commentary on Siddh- 
anta Kaumudi by Bhaskaracarya 
of Tanjcre of the eighteenth century.

a work by Panditaraja 
Jagannatha, criticising Bhattoji 
DIxita’s Sabdakau'stubha.

an ancient, grammarian re
ferred to in the Taittiriya Prati
sakhya ; cf, T. Pr. X V III.2.

a short Siksa manual be
longing to the Taittiriya school of 
the Black Yajurveda and a com-= 
paratively recent compilation. 
The work in seventy-nine verses is 
attributed to Kauhali.

krt affix sr in various senses, called 
by the name i%g[ in Panini’s gram
mar along with the affix JfcTfg; cf.

P. I.x.26. The various 
senses in which srt is prescribed can 
be noticed below : ( 1 )  The general 
sense of something done in the past 
time as past pass, participle e.g. 
$n:, e t c .; cf. P. III. 2.102 ;
(2) the sense of the beginning of an 
activ ity ' when it is used actively; 
e.g. srg :̂ mi cf. P. 111.2.102
Vart. 3 ; ( 3 )  the sense of activity 
of the present tense applied to 
roots marked with mute sj. as also 
to roots in the sense of desire,, 

knowledge and worship ; e.g. frt?;?:, 
f t̂nji:5 srg: as also 5̂TF m:,

; cf. P. III. 2.187, 88; (4 )  
the sense- of mere verbal activity 
(*ipt) e.g. c fera , gfttig.,
( used always in the neuter gender); 
c f. P. I l l ,  3. 114 ; ( 5 )  the sense

of benediction when the word end
ing in cja, is used as a technical 
term, e.g. in the sense W  
^Tg:„ The krt affix f%njs also used 
similarly e.g. g # :  sjfW: cf.
K a l. on P. III. 3.174.

krt affx which also is called 
ftgT. I t  is prescribed in the active 
sense of somebody who has done a 
thing sometime in the past. A word 

, ending in it is equivalent to the 
past active participle; e.g. g w q ;  
sTOn:; cf. P. I. 1.26. The fem. affix 
#faL(t) is added to nouns ending 
in faqg to form feminine bases; cf. 
P. IV. 1.6.

vc.'î c? a noun base ending in the krt 
affix past passive participle; cf. 
sft writer g f  i 
^5# #  W ^  M. Bh. on II. 2.47.

sense of i.e. sense of the past 
pass, participle; cf. tt#

*fer$ P, II. 2. 18,
Vart. 4.

i%?T5( krt affix fir added to roots in 
the benedictive sense to form RP? 
or nouns in a technical sense; e.g. 
crf%: in the sense of ^cTfg.; cf. Kas. 
on III. 3.174. w  is also added in 
the same way. See <RT„

krt. affix fir added to roots to 
form nouns in the sense of verb- 
action ; e.g. ftsrfcr:, nfcr: etc-; cf. 
P. III. 3 94-97.

krt affix added to roots marked 
with the syllable f  by Panini in his 
Dhatupatha; after this affix 1%, the 
tad. affix jt ( iR) in the sense of 

( accomplished ) is necessarily- 
added, e.g. ; -cf. P.
III. 3.88 and P. IV. 4.20.

*̂ ®TT krt. affix fqj added to roots ( 1 )  
in the sense of prohibition convey
ed b y the word 3# or preceding



the root, e g . w  «gfsrr; cf.
P. III. 4 .18; ( 2) in the sense of 
exchange in the case of the root tit, 
e.g. -sjq-ftsq qjTft:; cf. P. III. 4.19.; 
(3 ) to show an activity of the past 
time along with a verb or noun ot 
action showing comparatively a 
later time, provided the agent of 
the former and th e latter activities 
is the same ; e.g. p m  
tffccn 0*1%', cf. P . III. 4-21. 
This krt affix is always added to 
roots when they are without any 
prefix; when there is a prefix the 
indeclinable, ending in is always 
compounded with the prefix and 
pH is changed into s? (5¥*.), e.g. sriSTs 
sip?; cf. sffit m  P. V II.
1.37. The substitution of is at 
will in Vedic Literature; e.g. f?<f( 
qret *f3wra ( instead of

cf. P. V II. 1.38. while 
sometimes, 3 is added after fft as an 
augment e g. cf. P'.
V II. 1.47, as also sometimes Nt or 

is substituted for e.g. 
vii5*., r̂esfr ^ tt% ,  cf. P. V IL  1.48,

■ 49-

ĉWFcf gerund; a mid-way derivative 
of a verbal root which does not 
leave its verbal nature on: Ihe ome 
hand although it takes the form of 
a substantive on the other hand.

53  krt affix 5  added to the roots s?5, 
and in the sense of 

habituated etc. as given in the rule
P. III. 2-134»’

e.g. Jpg:; etc. of. P. III. 2.140.

krt affix t r  added in the sense 
of habituated etc. to the roots 
^  and 3?̂ ; e.g. 3jrR:, SOTO, m il  
cf. P. III. 2.134 an(i  I^o.

common term for the Vikaranas 
and cf. ??■' P. I. 

4.15, also cf, P. III. 2.170, YI» 4.50.

affix  ̂ taking Atmanepada termi
nations after it, added in the sense 
of similar behaviour to a substan
tive. The substantive to which 
this affix i{ is added, becomes a 
denominative ro o t; e.g. 355: s^r- 

cf. Kas. on P . III. 
i . i t - 1 2 ,  also on P. III. 1,14-18.

sfSFjf denominative affix (H o t ) in 
the sense of desiring for oneself, 
added to nouns to form denomi- 
tive roots; e.g. gfrafcr; is also 
added to nouns that are upamanas 
or standards of comparison in the 
sense of ( similar) behaviour; e.g. 
3 ^ #  cf. Kas. on P. III. 1.8,
10. It is also added in the sense of 
doing' to the words «PTSl and 

%!■ e.g. qftjmfcr 3^ ,
cf. Ka£. on P. III. 1.19.

krt affix q applied to the roots wi, 
and ^  in the sense of ‘ verbal 
activ ity 5 and to the roots sjs*. with 

with fit etc. to form proper 
nouns e,g. Wil, f^ T ,
etc., cf. P. III. 3.98 and 99 ; (2 )  
krtya affix  ̂in the sense of * should 
be done ’ applied to the roots 

and fsjr { when preceded by certain 
words put as upapada ), as also to 
roots with penultimate ^  and tbs 
roots and others; e g.

etc. cf.
K al. on P. III. 1.106, 121.

affix g added to certain nouns like 
stflcf and others to form denomina
tive roots after, which terminations 
of both the padas are placed p.g. 
stffffRfcr, cL Ka£. on P. III.
1.13.

Unadi affixes ara.

sgf will i.e. energy or pow er; potency;
the inner force which causes vocal 

. expression, cf. Vak. pad. I. 51.
5£§km srreJFat 3 1 m m  1 sraf- 
sif^Rrdtfcr ss§: f (i» )
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a class of words headed by the 
word ?«§, which have their first 
vowel accented acute in a Bahuvrihi 
compound, provided the first mem
ber of the compound is the word g; 
e.g. §5R§:, §ir<jjfr:.etc.; cf. K a l  on P.
VI. 2.118.

nilT ( i ) serial order or succession as 
contrasted with or simul
taneity. The difference between *rj{ 
and is given by in the 
line ftsRT
Vak. pad. II. 470. In order to form 
a word by the application of several 
rules of grammar, a particular order 
is generally followed in accordance 
with the general principle laid down 
in the Paribhasa
sngTftfat as also according to 
what is stated in the sutras srrctg- 
^irora:, etc.; (2 )  succes
sion, or being placed after, specifi
cally with reference to indeclinables 
like 1?, =3 etc. which are placed 
after a noun with which they are 
connected. When an indeclinable 
is not so connected, it is called f*{5f- 
5fiH; cf. =>? f=rgf?r ( P. IV. 4.36), 

steWr ggftRtfr, Kas. 
on P. IV. 4.36; also ^ I
=̂51®% f t W :  I t :  ( V II. 2.77 ) 3?g- 

K a i. on P . IV . 2.78 ;
( 3 )  succession of the same conso
nant brought a b o u t; doubling; re
duplication ; 5OT is used in this way 
in the Rk Pratisakhya as a synonym 
of dvitva prescribed by Panini; e.g. 
3?t err *4 becomes sn vrr w j j  gtera

becomes cf.
g  w ts-

l etc. R. Pr. VI. 1 to 4; cf.
also e  cr?
U vvata on R. Pr. VI. 1. The root 

. ^  I A. is several times used in the 
Pratisakhya works for f |% ^ ; cf. 
also T. Pr. X X I. 5 ; X X IV . 5 ;
( 4 )  repetition of a word in the

recital of Vedic passages, the recital 
by such a repetition being called 
sOTTO, which is learnt and taught 
with a view to understanding the 
original forms o f ' words combined 
in the Samhita by euphonic rules, 
substitution of letters such as that 
of <n.for q;, or of q; for g,, as also the 
separate words of a compound word 
( ) ;  e.g. q^sqiq IT I a JTTqfr I 

1 I 1
1 cf. 5otT §pJimiiSvH{

R. Pr. X . 1. For details 
and special features,, cf. R. Pr. ch. 
X  and X I ; cf. also V. Pr. IV. 182- 
190; T. Pr. X X III: 20, X X IV . 6.

■ doubling. Irregular doubling is 
looked upon as a fa u lt; cf. qr 

R. Pr. X IV . 25.

author of a grammar named 
srflrerBK who lived at the end of the 
13th century. The grammar work 
was revised by Jumaranandin after 
whom it was called Jaumara Krama. 
also added a gloss on it which is 
called Rasavatl.

O T B  recital of the Vedic Samhita 
by means of separate groups of two 
words, repeating , each word ex- 

_cept the first of the Vedic verse- 
line ; see sfUT above. The various 
rules and exceptions are given in 
detail in Patalas ten and eleven of 
the R.k Pratisakhya. The Vedic 
Samhita or Samhitapatha is sup
posed to be the original one and the 
Padapatha prepared later on, with 
a view to preserving the Vedic text 
without any change or modification 
of a letter, or accen t; cf. ;?
WRW | sapHjp#*.
M. Bh. on III. 1.109, V I. 1.207 and
V III. 2.16, where Patanjali clearly 
says that grammar-rules are not to 
follow the Padapatha, but, the
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writer of the,Padapatha is to follow 
the rules already laid down. The 
Jatapatha, the Ghanapatha and the 
other recitals are later developments 
of the Padapatha as they are not 
mentioned in the Pratisakhya works.

35?nT3[ a class of words headed by the 
word =k?t to which the taddhita affix 

( go*.) is added in the sense of 
‘ one who studies and understands ’; 
e.g. OTiy, WK:, etc. cf.
Kas. on IV. 2.61.

a consonant which is subjected to 
doubling cf. R.
Pr. X V III. 18.

f^ ff  action, verbal activity; cf. ftai- 
r̂ig: M. Bh. on I. 3 .1 ;  cf. also 

R . Pr. X II. S. quot
ed by Uvvata in his Bhasya on V. 
Pr. V III. 50; cf. also arqgitf: fe ra ft  
P. I. 4.59, fetra: P. III. 2.
.126; cf. also %for
g Si3?: I f^ir SOT gr M. Bh. 
Ahnika 1. The word "+n? many 
times is used in the same sense as 
kriya or verbal activity in the sutras 
of Panini. cf. P. I. 2.21; I. 3.13 ;
III. 1.66 e tc .; cf. also

a statement made frequent
ly by the Mahabha?yakara. Some 
scholars draw a nice distinction 
between feir and to r  meaning 
dynamic activity and ^  meaning 
static activ ity ; cf. 
w w  i 50'Tftf^teiw gi«Rg .feir 
Kaiyata?s Pradipa on M. Bh. III. 
1.87. Philosophically f|?n is defined 
as g w  appearing in temporal sequ
ence in various things. When g w  
does not so appear it is called g?r.

ferRisST'T a grammatical work on the 
conjugation of roots written by 
Vijayananda.

a grammar work quoted by 
in his

lit. over-extension or excess 
of action; the word is, however, 
used in grammar in the sense of 
non-happening of an expected action 
especially when it forms a condition 
of the conditional mood (55̂ ); cf. 
prfsfcl'raKJiftRtft: fclFW fenfrqft: 
Kas. on P. III.' 3.139; cf. also 
g m  ferrar: snfroftEi

M. Bh. on III.

3-139-

feiJT gff contact with -the verbal act
ivity ( characterising all karakas ) 
without which no sentence or state
ment stands, cf. Vak. pad. II. 425.

having activity as the main 
factor of denotation ; a verb ; the 
word is given as a sort of
definition of the word sfl^ra which 
is found used in the sense of a root 
as also in the sense of a verb. cf. 
Vak. pad. II. 442.

fsssiiW intended fruit of a verbal 
a ctiv ity ; c f.
P. I. 3.72.

f^ n qm  association with a verbal act
ivity ; cf. 37311?: feiw ft P. I. 4.59.

( adj. to f e n ) lit. meant or in- 
, tended for another action; e.g.,

where is intended for

p . III. 3.10.

meaning . or expressing a 
verbal activity ; a term generally 
applied to dhatus or roots, or even 
to verbs. The term is also applied 
to denominative affixes like 
which produce a sort of verbal 
activity in the noun to which they 
are added ; cf. feqi=w«ii: M.
Bh. on III. 1.19.

determinant or modifier 
of a verbal a ctiv ity ; cf. 
% icr^ f^ ^ l I |  T fi-  M. Bh,
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on II. i .i  ; nouns used as Kriya- 
visesana are put in the neuter 
gender, and in the nom, or the acc. 
case in the sing, number; cf. feil- 

s & t  ^ Pari.
Bhaskara Pari. 56.

repetition or intensity of 
a verbal a ctiv ity ; cf. TO: j
5*4 ’agT‘4? 3 T, Kas. on P. III. 4.2. i

fjpHSTlfir nan:e given to the eighth I 
section of the Third Kanda of 
Vakyapadlya, which deals with 
verbal activity.

-5 krt affix  ̂ applied to the root vft, 
e.g. cf, P. III. 2.174,

-ffsi, krt affix e.g. #55:; cf. ( f*ra:). 
fSfSift WcT5*!: P. III. 2.174 Varttika.

5F.̂ T|f̂ =H a root belonging to the class 
of roots which are headed by #  
and which are popularly known as 
roots of the ninth conjugation ; cf.

■ § 5fTTM SIS'nft6#
Padamanjai! on V II. 2.48.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the taddhita 
affix q '(*$%.) is added in the sense 
of a female descendant; e. g.

jflWir e tc ; cf. Kas. on P.
IV. 1.80.

an ancient school of gramma
rians who are believed to have 
written rules or Varttikas on some 

. rules of Panini to modify them ; 
the 5R|gfa school is quoted in the 
Mahabhasya ; cf. irftflNPcrcwfer ?T JMT 
5S!gfat: TORT I M. Bh. on P. I. r.3.

a class of words headed by 
the word sRlft which do not take 
the feminine affix f  when they stand 
at the end of a compound; e. g, 
ssswns&si, s*ror} i i w  1 e tc .; cf. 
K§£, on P. IV. x.56.

W lf|5|8l-a  class of roots headed by 
the root ?§ ( p H }  to which the

conjugational signal ( ?rr) is added; 
roots of the ninth conjugation.

a word used in the sense of 
‘ neuter gender’ by grammarians 
later than qasf® and the Vartti- 
kakara; cf.

Bhasa Vr. on P. II. 2.2; 
ft K aiyata’s Pr. on II. 1.
5 1 ; ffaissrwra; Durgh. Vr.
on P. II. 4.17.

krt affix gift added to the root 
•4t; e.g. sftjpK; cf, P. III. 2. 174.

spFi1? krt affix in the sense of agent 
. added to .(1 )  a root preceded by 

an Upasarga or a Subanta Upapada 
or sometimes even without any 
preceding word; e.g. smftm, ’4tfT; 
#IT; (2 ) to the root preceded 
by an Upapada which is the objcct 
of the, root gsg, e.g. qR3**r; (3 ) *o 
roots jp; and 'fis^ having as
their object, e.g. ^ f^ T ; cf.
Panini III. 2.94-96.

krt affix m, taking the affix f  
( ®1<0 in the feminine gender, added 
to the roots 5, {% etc.; few , 

f e w ,  n^fr; cf. P. III. 2. 
163-164.

krt affix taking the fem. affix 
|  (# K ) in the feminine gender, 
prescribed in the sense of perfect 
tense, which is mostly found in 
Vedic Literature and a.dded to some 
roots only such as g  etc. in
the spoken language; e. g. 
qfeR. cf. Kas.
on P. I l l ,  2. 107-109.

fl» a common term to signify krt 
affixes fii^and iii both ; c L P . III. 
2.134, VI. 3.1x5, V I. 4.40; V III. 3. 
35, VI. 4.15, VI. 4.97. ■

kft gero afS,52j Le„ an affix of
- wfaisfa iefet®? is dropped and 

aotaiag fo&a&isf>c scMecl to the roots



m .,  etc. under certain 
conditions; e.g.
nlf^; cf. K ai. on P. III. 2.58-60,

{ 1 )  krt affix zero, added to the 
roots 3;, fgj  ̂ and others with a 
preceding word as upapada or with 
a prefix or sometimes even without 
any word, as also to the root 5^ 
preceded by the words wn and 
f 5f, and to the root %  preceded by 
I ,  etc., and to the roots g, and 
f%, under certain conditions e.g,
3 ^ ,  sra;; i w ,
BTugg-., srffefsra.; cf. P. I l l ,  2.61. 76, 
77, S7-92; 177-179; ( 2 ) the de
nominative affix zero applied to 
any substantive in the sense of be
haviour 3?^^ etc.; cf. M.Bh. 
a n d K a s .o n P .I I I . i . i i .

a substantive ending with the 
krt affix ( zero affix) added to a 
root to form a noun in the sense of 
the verbal action (/TO). The words 
ending with this affix having got 
the sense of. verbal activity in them 
quite suppressed, get the noun 
terminations g, sra. etc. and not 
1%, cr: etc. placed after them ; cf.

However,
at the same time, these words under
go certain operations peculiar to 
roots simply because the krt affix 
entirely disappears and the word 
formed, appears like a root; cf. 
TWtn *rra?t 3 5ffTer. Kaiyata’s Prad. 
on V II. 1.70.

a Jain grammarian quoted in 
the well-known stanza

which enumerates the 
seven gems of the court of Vikrama- 
ditya, on the strength of which 
some scholars believe that he was a 
famous grammarian of the first 
century B.C.

a system of grammar 
with Sutra, Dhatu, Gana, Unadi

and LinganuSasana. It has been 
attributed to Ksapanaka. Ujjvala- 
datta refers to a gloss on Unadi- 
sutra by Ksapanaka.' Tantrapradipa 
refers to it.

a Jain grammarian who 
wrote a small grammar work known 
as Anitkarikavivarana.

or K :  G. CHAT
TE R  JI a scholar of Sanskrit gram
mar who has written a works on 
technical terms in Sanskrit, who 
has edited several grammar works 
and the Candra Vyakarana and 
conducting the Sanskrit journal 
named Msnjusa at Calcutta,

TSW lit. rapid, accelerated, short; 
name given in Pratisakhya works 
to a Samdhi or euphonic combina
tion of the vowels 3, w, 5£s 

with a following dissimilar vow el; 
cf. Uvvata Bhasya on R. Pr. III. 
10; cf. also f #  quigf p . -VI. 1.77. 
The name Ksipra is given to this 
Samdhi possibly because the vowel, 
short or long, which is turned into 
a consonant by this samdhi becomes 
very short ( i.e. shorter than a short 
vowel i.e. a semi-vowel). The 
word %sr is also used in this sense 
referring to the Ksiprasamdhi.

o r 3FFRnr% on a com
mentary on the Dhatupatha of 
Panini writtten by Ksirasvamin.

an abridgment of 
ajKn#;# by the author himself. 
See

grammarian of Kashmir 
of the 1 ith  century who wrote the 
famous commentary on
the Dhatupatha and a commentary 
on the Nighantu. Kashmir tradition 
makes him a teacher of Jayaplda of 
the eighth century. He quotes
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Candra Dhatupatha and is quoted 
by Hgmacandra aind Vitthala. He 
is referred to as Swann by Malli- 
natha. He .lived between 1115- 
1165 A.D.

a class of wordings such as 
^ 3  and the like in which the 

consonant ^  is not changed into 
oi. although the consonant \  is 
preceded by %■■%/ ^ or and 
intervened by letters which are 
admissible; e.g. gv*nffr, gRtfer, 
etc. cf. Kas. on P. VIII. 4. 39. 
This class (g w ftjm ) is styled as 
snifcRoi.

a grammarian who lived in the 
sixteenth century and wrote a 
commentary on Sarasvataprakriya.

ijWlfc&'t author of a commentary on 
m^cT5!%iT.

a
SSS ( i  ) another name of the f^sra#. 

See the word above; ( 2) name 
given to the Svarita accent borne 
by the vowel following the semi
vowel which results from the Ksipra- 
samdhi; cf R. Pr. II , 8; III. 7, 10;
V III. 22; cf. %%

V. Pr. X X . 1; cf .also g w  
affr tpr: V. Pr. 1. 115;

P. V III. 2. 4.

1̂®** hissing or whizzing sound given 
as a fault in utterance of sibilants; 
cf. «rfsr: 1 com.
on R. Pr. X IV . 6.

*ft5T ( 1 )  aorist vikarana affix substitut
ed for fw ; cf. P . III. 1.45, 46; e.g. 
3^3;, 3nfe=ra;, srjpa/cf. KSs. onP. III. 
i .  45, 46; (2) krt affix g  applied to 
the root preceded by a pronoun 
such as pr,, etc. e.g. ?m̂ [: 
etc. cf. f t :  w aj P. III. 2.60 
Varttika. ( 3 ) affix g  applied to the 
root Jiif_ or ^jr or to form the 
noun cf. nr#: ^

Nir. II. 2.

Unadi affix cf. epgftwtf f  
Uiiadi III. 73.

f e f  Unadi affix re); cf. g fq ffeg fw : fiffi: 

Unadi III. 155.

krt affix ^ in the sense of 
in Vedic Literature; e.g.- ( ^i m ) 
K a l  on III. 4. 9.

second consonant of the guttural 
class of consonants possessed of

- ■!s?reT15rG[R, sr%q and forR qualities.

^  tad. affix, always changed into 
( 1 ) ,applied to the word'jpf in the 
sense of a descendant, e.g. 
5?ia€ifnW:, cf. P. IV . 1.139; ( 2 ) appli
ed to the words 3t^k, TRHK and 
3TTOTR: in the Saisika sense, e.g. 
spmfa:, etc.; cf. P. IV . 2. 93 
and Varttikas 2,3 on it; (3) applied 
to words ending in the word #  
( which does not mean ' sound1 or * 

letter’ ) in the sense of ‘ present
- there/ e.g. gfcfkqjffa:; cf.

P. IV. 3.64; (4) applied to the words 
and K^p:, in the sense of 

'b earin g ’ ,and to a it^ , tartan, 
and <j=r, e.g. etc., cf,

P. IV. 4.78, 79, 130, 132, 133; 
{5 ) applied in thes ense of 

‘ favourable to ’ to the words 
flspR, etc. (P . V. 1.9), to 
(32) to 811®?;, 3TTf%fr, and
others (53-55). to g*rr ( 85-86), 
to xj%  and wt ( 87-88)
and HTOR, and qftqcfR (92); e.g. 
3frwpftsiJ,3n5#!!: 'nsfN:, 
etc.; (6) to the words 

_ etc. e.g. cf. P . V. 2.5 to 17;
(7) to the words srs^aj, etc.
cf. P. V. 4.7, 8. e.g. arogfa: (8 ) 
is also a technical term in the sense 
of elision or sfa in the Jainendra 
Grammar cf. Jain I. 1.61. (9) The 
word *§ is used in the sense of
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* glottis ’ or the hole of the throat 
( irafe5) in the ancient Pratisakhya 
works.

the consonant see jji.

51̂  krt affix ar in the sense of ' agent ’ 
applied to the roots sr,, m i, and 

when preceded by certain -3TT3; 
words standing as objects. Before 
this affix 5̂=5,, the augment gq, ( 
is added to the preceding 3 ^  if it 
is not an indeclinable, e.g. fjR=r?:, 

<rt?rc: w w :  etc. cf. 
P. III. 2.38-47.

^  tad. affix , applied to nctf.sr in 
the sense of a descendent; e.g.

cf. P. IV . 1.141, to siw 
( P. I V. 2.94 }, to and in 
the Saisika senses {P . IV. 3 .1), to 
nfcr̂ iT, etc. (P . IV. 4.99), to 
HW and tR? ( P. V. 1 .11 ) , to 
( P. IV. 3.71), to jtri ( P. IV. 3.81), 
to words meaning corn in the sense 
of ' a field producing corn * ( P. V. 
2 .1), to { P. V. 2.5 ), and to
the words nig, awi, 311 etc. in some 
specified senses ( P. V. 3.18-23). 
A vrddhi vowel ( sir, ^ or err) is 
substituted for the first vowel of the 
word to which this affix *asj, is ap
plied, as ®l, is the mute letter appli
ed in the affix

tad. affix applied to srh®, srrqfa 
etc. in the sense of ggy, e.g.

3p l̂si!cios ĵ also to the words 
?§j and its synonyms, e.g.

etc.; cf. Ka£. on P. IV. 2.38.

5 *»

a class of words headed by 
the word igfeST to which the affix 
6 ^  is added in the sense of collec
tion; e.g. cf. 
Kas. on P. IV. 2.45. .

a technical term of Jainendra 
grammar, corresponding to stq of 
Panini. cp. JfT̂ r: Jain. Su. I. 
i.6r„

18

krt affix 3?  ̂applied to the root 
fi when preceded by a word stand
ing as the object of the root, pro
vided an abuse is meant, e.g. 
3JI#5Ffcr; cf. P. III. 4.25.

the pratyahara ^  standing for 
the first and second consonants of 
the five classes; cf. P. VII.
4.6 ; also cf. V III. 3.6, VIII. 4.54.

the pratyahara ^  standing for 
hard consonants viz. the first and 
second letters of the five classes 
and the sibilants, before which, 
at the end of a word becomes ft^r, 
and soft consonants i.e. the third 
and fourth consonants of the five 
classes become hard; cf. 
irotfftq: P. V III. 3.15, and ^ P.
v i i i .  4.55.

^  krt affix sr added to any root 
preceded by the word gg, or g, 
and to the roots \  and 5  preceded 
by an upapada word forming either 
the subject or the object of the 
roots, e.g. Efiir *mcTT,

Cf. P, III. 3.126, 127.

*sRT krt affix, added to the roots 
( causal ), «n, 3f\

+l^etc. preceded by certain 
specified upapada words. The root 
undergoes all the operations such 
as the addition of the conjugational 
sign etc. before this ^  on account 
of the mute letter ^  which makes 

a Sarvadhatuka affix, and the 
augment ^  is added to the preced
ing if it is not an indeclinable 
on account of the mute letter 
e.g. -3i^3iq:, * 3 ^ : ,

etc.; cf. P. III. 2.28-
37- s 3-

feci; characterized by the mute letter 
applied to krt affixes which, by 

reason of their being f%^, cause 
( a ) the addition of thene augmt
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(*0  to the preceding words 
' and words ending in a vowel, 

and ( b ) the shortening of the long 
vowel of the preceding word if it is 
not an indeclinable; cf. P. V I.
3.66-6S.

■fewiS ( i ) lit. barren, cf. Sayana on 
Sat. Bra. 8.3. 4 1 ;  (2 ) a supple
mentary recital or enunciation 
which is taken along with the ori
ginal enunciation or upadesa gene
rally in the form of the sutras. The 
word is used in the KaSika in the 
sense of one of the texts forming a 
part of the original text which is 
called upadesa; cf. Kasika

( on P. 1. 3.2 ); cf. also ^rgro:
snfaiflwrat snwnsa? Padamafijail on 
K alika I. 3.2.
Q3TIS: i%<3<Tlssj 1 %sqis: r̂rg'TTS: I 

l There are such 
accessory treatises on Candra, 
Sakatayana, Haima, Katantra, 
Sarasvata, Mugdhabodha and Sau- 
padma.

krt affix fwj in the sense of an 
agent added to the root e.g.

cf. P. III. 2.57. I

1|  a technical term of Jainendra gram
mar, corresponding to sfsn of Panini. 
cf. i :  i Jain. Su. 1. r.29.

spwJ, krt affix 3-7; in the sense of an 
agent added to the root e;g. 
snelrflTf?;:, cf. P. III. 2.57.
See

krt affix applied to the root 5 
in the sense of an instrument when 
preceded by the words snssr, g w , 

etc. provided the whole word is 
similar in sense to cvi-formation 

e. g.
cf. P. III. 2.56; fem. snssraRoft, cf.

IV . 1.15. Varttika

*T

’T third letter of the guttural class of 
consonants, possessed of the pro
perties, qtq. HfcT, *TK and c^q-pn; 
some grammarians look upon the 
word (P . I. 1.5) as made up 
fj, n,, and f  and say that the Guna 
and Vrddhi substitutes do not take 

. place in the vowels 5, z , 37, and 
if an affix or so, marked by the 
mute letter ^ follows.

*T§fW [ GANGADH ARA SH ASTRI 
TE LA N G ] ( 1 )  a stalwart gramm
arian and Sanskrit scholar of repute 
who was a pupil of Balasarasvatf of 
Varanaii and who prepared in the 
last century a host of Sanskrit 
scholars in Varanasi among whom 
a special mention could be made of 
Dr. Thebaut, Dr. Venis and Dr. 
Ganganatha Jha. He was given by 
Government of India the titles 
Mahamahopadhyaya and C.I.E. 
His surname was Manavalll but he 
was often known as nsTT'TOTr#
For details, see Mahabhasya, Vol.
VII. D.E. Society Ed. Poona pp. 
33, 34; (2 ) an old scholar of 
Vyakarana who is believed to have 
written a commentary on Vikrta- 
valli of Vyadi; (3) a compara
tively modern scholar who is said 
to have written two commentaries 
both named Induprakasa’ , one on 
the ParibhasenduSekhara and the 
other on the Sabdendusekhara;
{4 ) author of the Vyakaranadi- 
paprabha, a short commentary on 
the Vyakarana work of Cidrupasra- 
min. See

JTfSTSRFr? writer of Katantra-kaumudI 
possibly different from the reputed- 
Gangesa Upadhyaya who is looked 
upon as the founder of the Navya- 
nyaya school of modern Naiyayikas,
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and who lived in the twelfth 
century A.D.

3|3if.<P¥n§fo a graphic description of 
the Jihvamuliya letter as found in 
script, given by Durgasimha; cf.

BTSTOtesr# Durga- 
simha's com. on Kat. I. i .  18. see 
U ).

a class of words, as found in the 
siitras of Panini by the mention 
of the first word followed by the 
word e.g.

aKtfir, JFlff? etc. The ten 
ganas or classes of roots given by 
Panini in his dhatupatha are given 
the name DasaganI by later gram
marians.

the mention individually of the 
several words forming a class or 
garia, named after the first word 
said to have been written by Panini 
himself as a supplementary work 
to his great grammar called Astaka 
or Astadhyayi, the Siksa, the Dhatu
patha and the Linganuiasana being 
the other ones. Other gramma
rians such as Sakatayana, Apisali, 
Hemacandra and Supadma and 
others have their own ganapathas. 
The ganapatha is traditionally 
ascribed. to Panini • the issue is 
questioned, however, by modern 
scholars. The text of ganapatha 
is metrically arranged by some 
scholars, cf. JT&qifer f f  i f  mmt: 
tnfttfol Sfsjfcr ?fer I Nyasa on V II. 4 3. 
cf. also sraRl#:
5JinnJcrs&i K ai. I. 1.34. It is likely 
that Gariapatha formerly was a part 
of Sutrapatha but was separated 
later on. The most scholarly and 
authoritative treatise on Gana
patha is the Ganaratnamahodadhi 
of Vardhamana.

a grammar work, con
sisting of a metrical enumeration

of the words in the Ganapatha of 
Panini, written by Vardhamana, a  
Jain grammarian of the rath cen
tury, who is believed to have been 
one of the six gems at the court of 
Laksmanasena of Bengal. Vardha
mana has written a commentary 
also, on his Ganaratnamahodadhi. 
Besides Vardhamana’s commentary, 
there are other commentaries 
written by jfafcr and

also called riaRcn- 
a commentary on the qq- 

of Vardhamana written by 
the author himself. See

a metrical comment
ary on Vardhamana’s Ganaratna
mahodadhi. The name of the 
author is not available.

a work of Bhatta Yajne- 
svara. I t  is based on the Svopajna 
on Ganaratnamahodadhi.

a commentary on Ganapatha 
of Panini, written by Kslrasvamin 
of the eleventh century.

WK£5{ a statement of the type of a 
Sutra in the Ganapatha of Panini 
where mention of a word or words 
in the Ganapatha is made along 
with certain conditions; e.g. <j#- 
trcmo, in the

and cffawRq:
srmra'f: in the Some of the
ganasutras are found incorporated 
in the Sutrapatha itself. Many later 
grammarians have appended their 
own Ganapatha to their Sutrapatha.

a commentary on the 
. Ganapatha of Pariini written by 
Mannudeva who flourished in the 
nineteenth century.

( 1 )  lit. m otion; stretching out, 
lengthening of a syllable. The word 
is explained in the Pratisakhya
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works which define it as the length
ening of a Stobha vowel with the 
utterance of the vowel ? or 3 after 
it, e.g. ft? or f  (ft for cr; similarly an 
— ? or sit— ft; (2 )  a technical term 
used by Panini in connection with 
prefixes and certain indeclinables 
which are called i(f?r, cf. P . I. 4.60- 
79. The words called gati can be 
compounded with the foliowing 
word provided the latter is not a 
verb, the compound being named 
tatpurusa e.g. STfrTJj,, cf. P. II. 
2.18 ; the word is used by Panini 
in the masculine gender as seen in 
the Sutra JTmVinK: P- V I. 2.49 and 
hence explained as formed by the 
addition of the affix to the 
word being used as a technical 
term by the rule feqjtf ^ P.
III. 3.174; ( 3 )  realization, under
standing ; cf. Par. 
Sek. Pari. 9 ;
Par. Sek. Pari 76 ; fir

Purusottamadeva Pari. 
Patha 119.

a popular name given 
to the maxim 2 %

551̂  13cq%:; cf. Par. Sek.
Pari. 75.

TftaHWIH the grave ( )  accent of 
the nfir word before a verb with an 
acute ( srfra) accent; cf. fa#  ^ Ixi- 
sfTS P. V III. 1.71.

<r?ra?TT!ra' a compound with the preced
ing gati word prescribed by the rule 
fJliastRJi: P. II. 2.18 ; I R6# -
igrpsr:, M. Bh. on II. 4-26'.

" a root denoting motion ; the word 
frequently occurs in the Sutras of 
Panini and the Mahabhasya in con
nection with some special operations 
prescribed for roots which are 
There is also a conventional expres
sion ^  JRq*r? qTTWf: meaning ‘ roots ,

denoting motion denote also know
ledge ’ ; cf. Hem. Pari. 121.

a popular name given to the 
scholarly commentary written by 
Vaidyanatha Payagunde on the 
Paribhasendusekhara. The comm
entary is called sfirftrer also, as it was 
written in the town of Kas! ( Vara
nasi ).

the reputed Naiyayika 
who wrote numerous works on the 
N avyanyaya; he has written a few 
works like sgc'TfrraK:
W ,  on Vyaka
rana themes,, although the treat
ment, as also the stj'le, is logical.

that which should be under 
stood; the word is used in the sense 
of  cf. aw
M.Bh. on I. 1.9.

capable of conveying the sense; 
intelligible; the word is often used 
in grammatical works; cf. 
JliRRfR8JTra." cf; also

gigcf i
Jpnft M.Bh. on II. 1.1.

T̂J3‘ to be understood, not expressed; 
cf. q9ll*fr *(*# m sigsql H«(rq; I
com. on Hem. II. 2.62.

sisqiftr a class of words headed by tLe 
word Jpft which are formed by the 
application of unadi affixes in the 
sense of future time; e.g. uwq;, 
-aTFTrft, JRfcfPfT etc. cf. K a i. on P.
III. 3-3- ;

involving a special effort. The 
word is frequently used by the 
Varttikakara and old grammarians 
in connection with something, which 
involves greater effort and longer 
expression and, hence, not com- 
mandable in rules of the Sastra 
works where brevity is the soul of
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1 wit c f, qfrqi^ Par.
Sek. Pari. 12 r. The word gs is also 
sometimes used in a similar sense; 
cf. jp  M.Bh. I. 1. Ahn. 1 
Vart. 2. '

greater effort or prolixity of 
expression which is looked upon as 
a fault in connection with grammar- 
works of the sutra type where every 
care is taken to make the expres
sion as brief as possible; cf. ajsrtnsn-

Par. Sek.
Pari. 122. The word nR3 is often 
used for irrWK?.

fT»Tf̂ rpJ| a class of words headed by jt4 
to which the affix 333;, (^ )  causing 
Vrddhi to the first vowei of the 
word, is added in the sense of a 
descendant barring the son or 
daughter; cf. JR P. IV. 1.
105 and the instances

cf. Kas, on P. IV.
1. 105.

T O 5; lit. just like a foetus. The word 
is used in connection with affixes 
that are placed like a foetus in the 
midst of a word in spite of the rule 
that affixes are to be placed after; 
cf. iRsr P. III. 1. 2. The affixes 
8 f^ .. 1̂9. etc. are of this kind; cf.

1 f)5#  *rw«i*rT

Siradeva Par. Vr. Pari. 91.

the word occurs in the Prati
sakhya works in connection with the 
definition of *}s&rr. in the krama
patha. The word gsm means bring
ing together two words when they 
are combined according to rules 
of Samdhi. (See the word 
In the Kramapatha, where each 
word occurs twice by repetition, a 
word occurring twice in a hymn or

- a sentence is not to be repeated for 
Kramapatha, but it is to be passed

over. The word which is passed 
over in the Kramapatha is called 
irsctR; e. g. %rr =3 ^

w : sfesRm
I In the Krama

patha ijrr: and r̂q: are passed 
over and is to be connected 
with Hftqauq. The words q?f̂  W  
and are called galatpada; cf.

®m-3cnr w  h w ; V. 
Pr. IV. 197. There is no ir^q^ in 
WTO.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the affix ^  is 
affixed in the senses mentioned in 
rales from P. V. 1. 5. to V. 1. 36; 
e. g. 3 ^ ,  ^ q^ etc. ;
cf. Ka£. on P. V. 1.2.

the dvandva compound 
words q?w, Jlfrfe, 3T3i ^ ,

*ir{#FlcT and others 
which are to be declined in. the 
neuter gender and singular number; 
cf. P. II. 4.11.

a class of words headed by the 
word »Tf to which the taddhita affix 
fq ( 55) is added in the Saisika or 
miscellaneous senses; e. g. irct^ , 

this class called ‘ gahfya ’ 
is looked upon as snfifa5T% and 
hence the words and
the like could be explained as 
correct; cf. Ka£. on P. IV. 2.138.

*TFT3V name of one of the main seven 
Vedic metres. It generally has three 
padas of eight letters each. However 
illustrations of =Et§«T?r, f|<Rr
and ’TÎ T' are known in Rgveda 
When a foot of the three-feet jtij#  
is found wanting in one syllable, 
we get divisions like qrefrf g. (7, 7, 7) 
8 # ^ !^  ( 7. 6» 7 )» ( 6, 8,
7 ) , q t s w  (6, 7, 8), JrfiiST (8, 7, 
6), qRlIV ( 6,9, 9 ), ( 7, IO, 7 )  
and so on. cf. IjtkpratiSakhya xvi, 
9, X4,16, *8.
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0
an ancient reputed grammarian 

'and possibly a writer of a Nirukta 
work, whose views, especially in 
connection with accents are given 
in the Pratisakhya works, the 
Nirukta and Panini’s Astadhyayi. 
Although belonging to the Nirukta 
school, he upheld the view of the 
Vaiyakaranas that all words cannot 
be derived, but only some of them ; 
cf. Nir. I. 12.3 cf. also V. Pr. IV. 
167, Nir. I .3 .5 , H I. T4.22; R. Pr. 
I. 13 ; X III. 12 ; P. VII. 3.99, V III. 
3.20, V III. 4.69.

an ancient grammarian and 
niruktakara quoted by P an in i; cf. 
P. VI. 3.60, V II. I. 74, V I I . '3 99,
V III. 4.67, cf. also Nir. IV . 3.

a technical term for the term srrf 
( pertaining to the base in the gra
mmar of Panini); cf.
K at. Pari. 72.* I

Ft a technical term of Jainendra gra-. 
mmar corresponding to in
Panini. cf. ft I Jain. Su.
1. 2. 130.

marked with the mute letter 
affixes that are fta, prevent guna 
or vrddhi in the preceding word ; 
cf. f e s #  ^ P. I. 1.5 ; cf. also M. 
Bh. I. 3.to ; III. 2.139; cf. also 

Kas. on P.
I. 1.5.

Ftftsr?' writer of a work
on syntax.

singing, utterance in a musical 
tone uttered with which a Rk 
hyman cannot be called Saman cf. 
Vak. pad. II. 107 and 
(3^0 • The word ( )  also means 
a faulty reading on ihe part of a 
reader who reads in a sing-song 
way. It is a fault of utterance.

a grammatical work writ- 
ten by pupil of Bhattoji
Diksita in the 17th century who 
wrote . many works on grammar 
such as #  etc.

a class of words headed by the 
word g ?  to which the taddhita affix 

is added in the sense of 
‘ good therein ’ ; e. g. qrfesfi:

35:; cf. Kas. on P.. IV.
4. 103.

( r ) degree of a vow el; vocalic 
degree, the Second out of the three 
degrees of a vowel viz. primary 
degree guna degree and vrddhi 
degree e. g. tc and it or -ar, sif and 
3?T. 3f is given as a guna of 3T; but 
regarding 3? also, three degrees can 
be stated sr, 3? and an. In the • P iati
sakhya and Nirukta tc is called gur 
or even goiprrr but no definition is 
given ; cf. gqiarntercmift R. Pr. 
X I. 6 ; snr ftvtrfcRFi: l 
?TErfcf Nir. X . 17 ; ( 2 ) the properties 
of phonetic elements or letters such 
as in? e tc .; cf. R. Pr. Ch. X I I I ; 
( 3 ) secondary, subordinate; cf.

m ,  gnj: fT% WRWt: Durgacarya 
on Nir. I. 12 ; (4 ) properties resid
ing in a substance just as white
ness, etc. in a garment which are 
different from the substance ( ^ ) .  
The word gq is explained by quota
tions from ancient grammarians in 
the Mahabhasya as

1 sritqsjTfwm  #5333-
ll 3Tff i

3°i: ; M Bh. on IV . 1.44; cf. 
also
M. Bh. on V. 1. 119 ; ( 5 ) properties 
of letters like

etc .; cf.
s t o  1 angsnreM g*i: M. 

Bh. on 1. 1 . 1-V art. 13 ; ( 6 )  deter
minant ; cf. ^|#fr 
M. Bh, on P. 1. 1.27 ; ( 7 )  technical
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term in Panini’s grammar standing 
for the vowels sr, % and # ;  cf. 
gq: P. 1, 1.2. For the various shades 
of the meaning of the word g«i} see 
Mahabhasya on V. i .  119. “

1 i......
^ g o ifs  1

a term used by the ancient 
grammarians for the cr
indirect object of a verb having 
two objects. The word is found 
quoted in the M ahabhasya; cf.

<?§r fqfarer 3% 1 #  
guratfar I cf. also gq^#fSi îf̂ fqf̂ r: 
gq* M .B h. on I. 4. 51.

JJUIERIKT a j a]'n writer of the thirteenth 
century who wrote a commentary 
named on p raffra .

a vowel, liable to take tbe 
guna substitute e. g. f ,  3, %  ® and 
the penultimate si; cf. m  fecZRJfid 

I I I
?? 1 3 f?raqT(?i% i M. Bh. on
I. 1.5.

difference in properties; cf. 
sc^mein ^  si-ra fner i

sjf̂ rfirj i M. Bh. on
I. 1.2.

jit. expressing q u ality ; words 
expressing quality such as sp, ifr®, 
etc.; cf. toPt =ej P.
V. 1. 124. See page 369 Vyakaraija 
Mahabhasya Vol. VII. D.E. Society 
edition, Poona.

JJ°RTg%3T name given to the fifth 
section of the third kanda of Vakya- 
padiya, which deals with qualities 
which depend upon ^  or substance.

a class of woids headed by the 
word goj, which, when preceded by 
the word gg in a Bahuvrihi com
pound, do not have tbeir last vowel 
acute; e. g. <ngqi sfsgt

etc. This class of gouf% words is 
considered as ; cf. Kas. on
P. V I. 2. 176.

jrpn?T*TT (  51 f% : = ) (potency) of a word 
which occupies a subordinate posi
tion. cf. Vak. pad. III. 7.81.

’TP*1*!, possessed of a quality; cf. f f  
5F?r 1 re:

§!S I gpRT gqj- sqq^ qt I
i s  1% 1 M. Bh. on I. 4.21.

5 ° ^ ?  subordinate, lit. which has be
come subordinated, which has be
come submerged, and therefore has 
formed an integral part of another; 
e. g. an augment ( sflJTH) with res
pect to the word to which it has 
been added; cf.
Hfnte gfprf | M. Bh. I. 1.20 Vart. 5 ; 
Par. Sek. Pari. i r .

*jRi ( x ) possessed of a special effort 
as opposed to ; cf. cf<v 3? *ErfcT 
M. Bh. Ahnika 1. (2 )  heavy, a 
technical term including ( long) 
vowel as also a (short) vowel 
when it is followed by a conjunct 
consonant, ( cf. sfqti} gs I ^  ^ I 
P. I. 4.11, 12 ) or a consonant after 
which the word terminates or when 
it ( the vowel) is nasalized; cf. Tai. 
Pr. X X II. 14, cf. also R. Pr. I. 5.

a word containing a Jp vowel 
in it; cf. P. III. 1.36.

3W !pi! consideration of prolixity and 
brevity of expression; cf

l M. Bh.. on
I 1.1.

the same as g^wjpT which see 
above; cf.

Siradeva Pari. 125.

^  held up or caught between two 
words with which it is  conneted; 
e.g. the word 3 #  in t  ^  w r  ai%> 

l cf. V. Pr. IV. 176.
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a short gloss on the 
difficult passages of Siddhanta- 
kaumud! of Bhattoji Diksita, by 
Indradatta.

a commentary on Ratria- 
candra’s Prakriya Kaumudi by 
KrsnaSesa of the famous Sesa 
family of grammarians. The date 
of this KrsnaSesa is the middle of 
the sixteenth century. For details 
about Krsnasesa and the Sesa 
family see introduction to Prakriya- 
kaumudi B.S.S. No. 78.

acommentray (lf%) on ahe 
sutras of Panini by Sadasiva MiSra 

/ who lived in the seventeenth 
century,

J|3I8}JraT5r a commentary on the 
Laghuiabdendusekhara by M. M. 
Vasudeva Shastii Abhyankar 
{ 1863-1942).

name of the gloss on the 
Tattvabodhini written by Nila~ 
kanthavajapeyin, a pupil of 
Jnanendrasarasvati.

a class of words headed by 
the word Jjfg to which the taddhita 
affix icq ( 5s0  is affixed in the sense 
of ‘ an offspring ’ ( 3?q?j); e.g. nti ĵ:, 
fl%q: etc:; cf. Kas. on P. IV. 1. 136.

included; cf. ^
Kas. on P. III. 2.178.

a grammarian whose view in 
connection with the correctness of 
the expression %frpra <ga and 
gmq is given by the Mahabhasya
kara in the words ' both expressions 
are justified ’ (smrqsrr ).
Nagesa has observed that nlf&i-Tiipr 
is nobody else but the Mahabhasya
kara himself; cf.
SPflg: 1 Nagesa’s Uddyota on Maha
bhasyapradipa on P. I. 4.51.

3TT5T lit. family. The word is used by 
Panini in the technical sense of a 
descendant except the son or a 
daughter; cf. arqfq JTl^P. IV.
1.162. The word ’ifal'lcq is also used 
in the same sense. The affix, which 
is found many times in the sense of 
gotra, barring the usual is ^ 5  
cf. fFT(R>-nt P. IV, 1.105.

affix in the sense of cf. 
qajitr JTfrsfim: snjftRr e- m:
M.Bh. on IV. 1.93.

lit. inhabitant of Gonarda 
which was the name of a district 
in the province of Oudh in ihe days 
of the Mahabhasyakara according 
to some scholars. Others believe 
that Gonarda was the name of the 
district named Gonda at present. 
The expression snf occurs
four times in the Mahabhasya where 
it refers to a scholar of grammar in 
Patanjali’s tim e ;,c f. M.Bh. on I. 
1 .2 1; I. 1.29; III. 1.92; V II. 2 
io r. As Kaiyata paraphrases the 
words as
scholars say that ntasfa was the 
name taken by the Mahabhasyakara 
himself who was a resident of 
Gonarda. Hari Diksita, however, 
holds that qfaHcfa was the term used 
for the author of the V arttikas; cf. 
Brhacchabdaratna.

a class of eight wards headed 
by the word JTtfqjf, the taddhita 
affix in the sense of jt)5} ( i. e. a 
descendant excepting a son or a 
daughter) such as the affix qs*. or 
3^  after which, is not elided in the 
plural number ; e. g. %£Ri:;
e tc .; cf. Kas. on P. II. 4.67.

sifaT® (  ^5  )  known more by the nick
name of or who lived 
in the eighteenth century and wrote 
several commentary works on well-
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known grammatical treatises such 
as the. Vaiyakaranabhusanasara, 
LagbuSabdendufekhara, Paribhase- 
nduSekhara etc. He is believed to 
have written a treatise on Gana- 
sfitras also; (2 )  a grammarian 
different from the above who
has written an explanatory work on 
t,he Pratisakhyas; ( 3 ) a scholar of 
grammar, different from the ab:>ve 1 
who is believed to have wri‘. ten a 
gloss named Visamarthadipika 011 
the Sarasvata Vyakarana at the 
end of the sixteenth century.

«lTtns$[5r a grammarian who wrote a 
commentary Vaidikabharana on 
Taittiilyapratisakhya. He quotes 
ApiSalteiksa. -

iinftyrjj known also by the name 
’TlJrN?!* who has written several 
commentary works on the gram
matical treatises of the Samksip- 
tasara or Jaumara school of Vya- 
karaiia founded by Kramadisvara 
and Jumaranandin in the 12th 
century, the well-known among 
them being the gf^HgR^r,

and frfgcwfttig^Rr. 
He is believed to have lived in the 1 
thirteenth century A. D.

a Bengali scholar of Katantra 
Grammar who is believed to have 
wi itten KatantrapariSjstapradyota.

n n fN ^  see

s tad. affix applied to nouns 
like arsj, etc. in the sense of a/ - f\7
pair e. cf.
’ftS'T^.Kas. on P. V. 2.29.

a well known German 
scholar who made a sound study of 
Panini’s Sanskrit Vyakaraija and 
wrote a- very informative treatise 
entitled ' Panini, his placa in Sans
krit Literature.9 He lived in the 
latter half of the 19th century.

*9

a grammarian who has written 
a work on Katantra Grammar called 

and also a commentary 
on the Ganaratnamahodadhi of 
Vardhamana. A gloss on the Unadi
sutras is also assigned to Govar- 
dhana who is likely to be the same 
as above,

writer o( a commentary known 
as srtqj^l by reason of that work 
bagmoing with ihe stanza 
0:1 the ParibhasenduSekhara of 
Napesa.

writer of Samasavada, 
a short treatise on the sense con
veyed by compound words.

writer of ' Sabdadlpika a 
commentary on the Mugdhabodha 
Vyakaraija of Bopadeva.

cL CiaSS of words to which the 
taddhita affix (|fO  is added in 
the sense of possession provided the 
word so formed refers to a chapter 
( 3jsqrq) o r a  section {srjT O ); cf.

e tc ,; cf. Ka£. oir P. V.
2.62.

’HT̂ T a tad. affix applied to words like 
nt and others in the sense of ‘ a pla
ce cf. qg îFf 1 qgiff- 

?T?f ,9»H 
rift^ft'fiS^Kas. on P. V. 2.29. 

It is very likely that words like 
»fl8, and others were treated as 
pratyayas by Paiiini and Katyayana 
who followed Partini, because they 
were found always associated with 
a noun preceding then) and never 
independently.

STl'H ( 1 )  a word subotdinate in syntax 
or sense to another; adjectival;

(2 )  possessing a second
ary sense, e.g. the word »?r in the 
sense of ‘ a dull man ’ ; cf.

M. Bh. on 1.1.15,
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I.4. 108, V I..3.46 See also Par. Sek. 
Pari. 15; { 3 ) secondary, as opposed 
to prim ary; c f. *i(  ̂ p iri:

the maxim that the 
primary sense occurs to the mind 
earlier than ihe secondary sense, 
and hence words used in the pri
mary sense should be always taken 
for grammatical operation's in pre
ference to wt-rds in a secondary 
sense. See the word jfjui.

sira?? an ancient sage referred to in 
the Pratisakhya works as a Prati- 
Sakhyakara; cf. T. Pr. V. 38. His 
pupils are Gautamiyah.

a white ass; the word is quoted 
like or as an instance
of words denoting the genus and 
not an individual, cp. Mahabhasya 
on P. II. 1.69, and Vak. pad. II. 
2 ib ; III. 14-39-

greatness of effort; prolixity as 
opposed to 55m ; cf. ©m-

Par. Sek. Par. 115; 
cf. also Par.
Sek. Pari. T2I.

afRT :̂ a class of words to which the 
affix f  (®K) is added to form the 
feminine b ase; e.g. [̂fr, pfi, 
fR.nft- the class contains a large 
number of words exceeding 150; 
for details see Kasika on i!. Iv. 1. 
41; ( 2 )  a small class of eleven 
words, headed by the word jtr; 
w h ich  do not have the acute accent 
on the last syllable in a tatpurusa 
compound when they are placed 
a iter the preposition gq; cf P. VI. 
2.194

ftFR, tad. affix in the sense of posses
sion;. cf. f a f e l  HFift! P. I. 
2.124.

HRsT a fault of pronunciation due to 
the utterance of a letter hindered 
or held back at the throat; cf. 
feiTJgsfiiqt Jisc&cra. R. Pr. X IV . 3 ; cf. 
also iR?r | iRcr: TiifriĴ
gsfa: I l Pradipa on M.
Bh. Ahnika 1.

a sacrificial pot used for the pur
pose of drinking the Soma juice. 
The word is used in this sense in 
sentences like Jit which are
often quoted, cp. Vak. Pad. III. 1. 
58 ,6 1,70 ,8 5.

3*5°! (. i  ) technical term for a word 
or in V eda; cf. qfORs ^ i

qroi 3̂ :  I cffir 1
gqip*r sfs 1 

sTRfJiWTO I Com. on 
T. Pr. I. 22 ; ( 2) citing, quoting; cf. 
JlfDlWl STrfOTlf^R ffSnrftfo Par. 
Sek. Pari. 3 1 ; cf. also ireRftfir 
Com. on T. Pr. I. Z4. ( 3 )  mention, 
inclusion; (4 )  employment in a 
rule of grammar; cf. srrfcfTtf^iIFr 
fe f3 f%g?3trfq Par. Sek. Pari.

7i-

snfBRP citing or instructing the inclu
sion { 2J|ot ) of certain other things 
by tha mention of a particular 
th ing; e.g. the rule

is a ijp is  rule as it advises 
that rhe citing of the letters st}
3, %  etc. includes the long and 
protracted forms of 3f; 3 etc.; cf. 
also
STPlffl6q%: Sid. Kau. on 3hk: 1
VI. r. lor.

specifically mentioned in a 
rule, individually mentioned; cf. 
JII'WI I Par.
Sek. Pari. 31. See the word qfq.

a class of roots headed by the 
root sj§[ to which the affix ^  (ftrf?r); 
causing vrddhi to the preceding
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vowel of the root, is added in the 
sense 6f  sin agen t; e.g. gesneft, 

i f #  etc.; cr. Ka§. on P. III.

I.I34-

BRt a fault in the utterance of a leLter 
which makes it indistinct by being 
held up at the throat. See Jjfcf.

krt affix applied to the roots 
1$, and in the sense of an 
agent; cf. i®rf3R*rs3 P. III. 2.139.

W

^ ( x ) fourth consonant of the gut
tural class of consonants having the 
properties JTREJSRW??
and HIOTl<nrf; ( 2 ) the consonant q 
at the beginning of a tad. affix 
which is always changed into 
cf. P . VII. 1. 9 ; ( 3 ) substitute for 
fr at the end of roots beginning with 

as also of the root under 
certain conditions ; cf. P. VIII. 2.32, 
33. 34 I (4 )  substitute for the con
sonant \  oi Jfgn placed after the 
pronouns and which again 
is changed into f?.by VII. 1.9 ; e. g. 
fen5!,, cf. P. V. 2.40.

( 1 )  consonant ar being added a t . 
the end for facility of pronunciation; 
cf, Tai. Pr. 1. 2 1; (2 )  technical 
term, for the tad. affixes and 
ciijq., cf. P. 1. 1.22, causing the 
shortening of f  at the end of bases 
before it, under certain conditions, 
cf. P. VI. 3.43-45, and liable to be 
changed into and crai^ after 

verbs ending in is, and indecli- 
nables; cf. P. V. 4 .11 ; (3 )  tad. ! 
affix sr ( j  in the sense of ‘ a 
descendant' applied to and in 
the sense o f ' having that as a deity ’ 
applied to srcfawa, min'g and also ; 
to and to the words x\s. etc., 
e.g. 83%:, srifciffcre:,

e t c . c f .  P. IV. 1. 138, IV.

2.2% 29, 93 ; (4 )  tad* affix % appli
ed to 3TJ?, and sm, in the sense 
of ‘ present there ’, to in the 
sense of ' possession to with
out any change of sense, and to 

. and sr#|5  ̂ in, the sense of ‘ deser
vin g ’; cf. P. IV. 4.117, 118, 135, 
136, 141, V. 1 .7 1; ( 5 )  krt affixaf 
when the word to which it has been 
applied becomes a proper noun i. e. 
a noun in a specific sense ora  techni
cal term; cf. III. 3. 118, 119, 125.

SRiT'T the consonant ej . see q.

SI’S tad. affix 53, as lound iu the word 
%f^i; cf. P. V.
2.92 and KaSika thereon.

spj krt affix ar causing the substitution 
of vrddhi for the preceding vowel 
applied in various senses as specified 
in P .I I I .  3- 16-42, III. 3- 45-55.
III. 3. \20-125, e. g. t r :, dn:, srra:, 

8TWifSTRK:, smm*:, *pi: etc.

tad. affix 3f applied to the words 
SfK, gsi, *m, and to multisyllabic 
words in specified senses, causing 
the acute accent 011 the first vowel 
of the word so formed; cf. VI. 2.26,
IV.4. 115, V.x.68, V.3.79, 80.

SF«T one of the eight varieties of the
modes of Vedic recitation. It is

-p.

defined as of four kinds
or ^ % t  w :  1 W is explained
as ^efirTw

I MadhusfidanJ 
Siksa 55 defines it as ftrerg^ r 

.1 fqrarsrasR: sfcsr. 
The recital will be ab ba, abc cba 
abc, bcc bbed deb bed, cd, dc, cde, 
edc, cde, (c  ), de, ed, def, fed.def, 
fe ef ( f )

Wtf tad affix fq, occurring in Vedic 
Literature, applied to the word 
e.g. ;h4 5)- cf. Kas. on P.
V.1.136.

&  ( 1 )  a tech. term applied to noun 
bases or Pratipadikas ending in f
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and g excepting the words ef% 
and q% and those which are term
ed sr#; cf. P.I.4.79; ( 2 ) a conven
tional term for ( a short vow el) 
found used in the Jainendra 
Vyakarana. cp. silfqg Jain.Su.I.2.99.

affixes having the mute letter q, 
as for instance, qsj., e r  etc. which 
cause the substitution of a gattural 
in the place of the palatal letter 
%  or 3̂  before it; e.g. tpr:
cf. P. V II. 3.52.

■̂ 5*5 krt affix sq. causing the subs
titution of Vrddhi for the preceding 
vowel, as also to the penultimate 
vowel 3TS applied to the eight roots 
SJ33V ^ ^  etc,, also to 

.etc. and t o ,  ©1, 35., etc. e.g.
. c# , OTCt, H5WT, srespfr etc.; cf. 

P. 111.2.141-145.

(noun bases or Pratipadikas) 
called or termed £r. See fg.

§  a tech. term applied to the roots 
and T̂, as also to those like I  or 

^  which become 3[T by the substitu
tion of s?l for the final diphthong 
vowel, barring the root ^q, ( to c u t) 
aad ( to purify ); cf. ?r*n 
P J . 1.20.

IJS a conventional term for the first 
five case-affixes; cf. gfs g  Kat. II.
1.68. The term §5 is used in the 
Katantra Vyakaraiia and corres
ponds to the term of 
Panini.

krt affix sr applied to the roots 
and in the sense of 

habit; e.g. ¥fgt *n§t sqlffi:,
q§p; cf. Ka£. on P. III. 2.161.

an external effort in the pronuncia
tion of a sonant or a soft consonant 
which causes depth of the tone; 
cf. 3k% g iifaT: sipr: etc., Sid. 
Kau. on V III. '3.1.

a consonant characterized by 
the property wtq at the time of its 
utterance; cf.
qRljJsrsrai s tq ^ : M.Bh. on P. T. 1.9. 

5  ■

® ( 1 }  fifth letter of the guttural class 
of consonants having the properties 
W 5 K ,  glq, 3reqstT"R¥
and ( 2) the consonannt
^ getting the letter m as an augment 
added to it, if standing at the end 
of a word and followed by a sibilant, 
e.g. cf. ifiit: P5 31ft
P. V III. 3.28; ( 3 ) the consonant 
^ which, standing at the end of a 
word and preceded by a short 
vowel, causes the vowel following it 
to get the augment f  prefixed to 
it; e.g, cf. Sgox,

P. V III. 3. 32. ,

® ( 1 )  fifth consonant of the guttural 
class of consonants which is a 
nasal (argqtr^i) consonant; the- 
vowel sr being added at the end 
for facility of pronunciation; cf. T. 
Pr. I .2t; ( 2 )■ a conventional term 
used for all the nasal consonants 
in the Jainendra Vyakarana. cp.

I Jain. Su. 1.1.4.

a short term or Pratyahara 
standing for the letters %  sjr, 

and casually mentioned in 
the Mahabhasya; cf. sjssfai

sgfonsqftfo I M. Bh. on 
Mahesvara Sutras 8, 9.

a short term or Pratyahara for the 
, consonants % R, and See ^ (3)

§:§g augm en tf^ i. e.^, 01,or ^prefixed 
to a vowel at the beginning of a 
word provided that vowel is preced
ed by oi, or standing at the end 
of the preceding word. See f  (3).

ending of the genitive case sing
ular ; m is substituted for after
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bases ending in sr; cf. P. IV. i .  2 
and V II. 1. i2.

case-affix of the ablative case, 
changed into 3?i  ̂after bases ending 
in w and-into R a f t e r  pronouns; 
cf. P. IV. i.2 , VII. T.12, 15.

case-affix of the locative case, 
changed into ( a ) 3fl^ after bases 
termed Nad!, fem. bases ending in 
an and the word # , ( b ) into after 
bases ending in ? and 3, and ( c )

' into after bases of pronouns; cf. 
P, IV . 1. 2, VII. 3. 116,.117, 118, 
119 and VII. 1. 15, 16.

( 1 )  affixes with the mute letter 
^attached to them either before 
or after, with a view to preventing 
the guna and vrddhi substitutes for 
the preceding % %  or as for 
example, the affixes and
others; ( 2 ) affixes conventionally 
called fej, after certain bases under 
certain conditions; cf. • •
SP-uiPs^.- P. I. 2. 3-4; ( 3 )  roots 
marked with the mate letter ^ 
signifying the application of the 
Atmanepada terminations to them;
(4 )  substitutes marked with mute 
s  which are put in the place of the 
last letter of the word for which 
they are prescribed as substitutes ; 
( 5 ) case affixes marked with mute 
letter ^ which cause the substitution 
of guna to the last vowel ? or 3 of 
words termed f .̂

common term for the fem. affix f, 
mentioned as ®X, or by 
Panini; cf. P. IV. 1. 5-8 ; IV-. 1. 
15-39, 40^65 and IV. 1. 73.

fem. affix f  added to words in the 
class headed by cf. P. IV.
1. 73. Words ending with this affix 

have their first vowel accented 
acnte.

fem. affix f  which is anudatta,
( grave) added ( a ) to words ending: : 
in the vowel ^  or the consonant -q,
(cf. P. IV. r.5 ), ( b ) to words end
ing with affixes marked with mute .
3, ^  or cf. P. IV. 1.6, ( c )  to 
words ending 'with affixes m'ark©fc -. 
with mute 5 as also ending with the- 
affixes z, 3w(, 3^ ,
fWI., , 5̂ , q^and $11. ( cf. P. IV.
1 . 15) and to certain other words 
under certain conditions ; cf. P. IV
1.16-24.

fem. affix f , which is udatta, 
applied to words in the class of 
words headed by jfk, as also to 
noun bases ending in affixes marked 
with mute as also to words 
mentioned in the class headed by .

cf. P. IV. 1.41-46.- It is alsp 
added in the sense of ‘ wife of ’ to 
any word, denoting a male person; 
cf. P. IV. x. 48, and-together, with 
the augment (,3TR[). to the
words T'%, W  etc. e.g.

meaning ‘ the script of the 
Yavanas ’ cf. P. IV. 1.49. It is also 

' added to words ending in and 
words ending in tR and also to words 
expressive of * limbs of the body ' 
under certain conditions; cf. P. IV.
!• 50-59 a»d IV. 1.61-65.

augment ^ mentioned as in 
Kasika, added to the vowel follow
ing the consonant ^ a:t the end of 
a word. See

^ dative case termination changed 
into 3 after bases ending in short 

, st and into after pronouns; cf. P.
IV. 1.2, V II. i ,  13, 14.

noun bases ending with the fem. 
affix si' ( or cf. sspoT- 

^if^fcr M.Bh. on P. I. 1.89 
Vart. 16.

a popular name given by 
grammarians to the first pada of
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the fourth adhyaya of Panini’s 
Astadhyayi as the pada begins with 
the rule IV. I. x.

krt affix in the sense of an 
agent referring to an activity of 
past time, added to the roots g and 
^ ;  e. et. gfsrr, cf. ■■
P. III.,2. 10j. !

i
<sr ;

^ first consonant of the palatal 1 
class of consonants, possessed nf 
the properties, *?th, sr% ,̂ and
wRlfRsf. =̂ .at the beginning of an 
affix is mute e.g. cf. ^  P. [.
3.7; words, having the mute letter 

dropped }, have their last vowel- 
accented acute e.g. I I
cf. f%cr: VI. 1.163.

*3 ( 1 ) the letter the vowel si being 
added for facility of utterance, cf. 
T. Pr. I. 21; (2 )  a Pratyahara or 
short term standing for the palatal 
class of consonants f5, 3̂ , and 
<5.; cf. f=Ê Nrerr#l V. Pr. I. 66; (3) 
indeclinable =? called Nipata by 
Panini; cf. P. I. 4.57, ^
possesses four senses arfqi^,-
Cc£ cTC%t and gntCR cf. Kas. on II. 
2.29. See also M. Bh. cn II. 2.29 
Vart, 15 for a detailed explanation

- of the four senses. The indeclinable 
=3 is sometimes used in the sense of 
' a determined mention ’ or ava- 
dharana ; cf. Ka£. on II. 1.48 and 
72. It is also used for the purpose > 
of aigfft or i.e. drawing a
word from thd previous rule to the 
next ru le; ( cf. M. Bh. on P. VI.
1.90 ) with a convention that a word 
drawn thus, does not proceed to 
the next rule ; cf. ^igfis Par.
Sek Pari. 78; (4 )  a conventional 
term for reduplicative syl
lable) used in the Jainendra Vya- i 
karaija cp. i Jain. Su. 4.3.6.; !

cf. amRI ScOTfe Kat.
Pari. 75.

the consonant the vowel si 
being added for facility of utterance 
and gjR as an affix to show that 
only the consonant is meant 
there; cf. T. Pr. I. 16.21.

■'H’U a grammarian who wrote a 
commentary Lingarthacandrika on 
the 1 Sabdalirigarthacandrika ’ of 
Sujanapandita.

53 *̂T5Tfrf a grammarian who is said to 
have written a work named Dhatu- 
samgraha.

"  argument in a circle ” , a kind 
of fault in the application of opera
tions, resulting in confusion; a 
fault in which one returns to the 
same place not immediately as in 
Anavastha but after several steps; 
cf. psfifisw;?: 3^*1? xjtfi=i;q=qsiWf 
sriStffT I M. Bh. on I. 3.60 Vart. 5 
and Kai. on V I. 1.135.

known by the name 
also, a small work on syntax attri
buted to

) a grammarian of the 
Sesa family of the latter half of the 
17th century who held views against 
Bhattoji Diksita and wrote sW- 

sfiRificm and 
Known also as Cakrapanidatta, ha 
was a pupil of Vire£vara and son of 
Sesakjsna.

( bTta'c^'if)  a well-known 
Bangali scholar who edited Nyasa, 
Dhatupradlpa, Bhasavrtti and 
other works from Rajasahi, now in 
Banglade£a, between 1921 and 1940.

grammarian who has written 
a small disquisition on the correct
ness of the form spj^rr. See
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^  a Vikarana affix of the aorist sub
stituted for fes after roots ending 
in the causal sign K  as also alter 
the roots fii, 3" and others ; this ^

* ,  causes reduplication of the preced
ing root foirri; cf. P. III. 1.4S-50. 
e.g. siftifSr^; cf. also P.
VII. 4.93.

a grammarian who has written 
a work on the topic of the five 
vrttis. The work is named

a short treatise written by ^g- 
dealing with the topic of the 

five compact expressions or Vrctis 
viz. fSt., dter, and

53lf?rar or a scholar of gra-
mmar who has written an inde
pendent work- on Sanskrit Vya
karana called The 
treatise is also known: as or

the indeclinable ^ ( with m as a 
mute letter added to it which of 
course disappears) possessing the 
sense of %g, or condition, e.g. sjq =3 

cf. Ka§. on P. VIII: 1.30.

tad. affix in the sense of 
( known by ) applied to a word 
which refers to that thing by which j 
a person is known, e.g. j

cf. P. V. 2.26.

writer of a Prakrta gram- ; 
mar. He was known also as ^  and ' 
hence identified by some with , 
Candragomin. j

(1) a term used by ancient gram
marians for the fourth consonants 
which are sonant aspirates, termed 
,?î  by Panini; cf. R. Pr. IV. 2. T. 
Pr. I. 18, V. Pr. 1.54. R. T. 176.
(2  ) a musical note in Sama singing.

^rgsff a term used by ancient gram- ; 
. marians for the dative case ; cf. sat I

Nir. I. 9,3. 5

the tatpurusa compound 
with the first word in the dative 
case in its dissolution ; cf.

M. Bh.
on II. 1.36.

consisting of four matras or 
inoras, a short vowel consisting of 
one matia, a long vowel of two 
matras, and a protracted vowel of 
three rnatras; cf. STRrfeflmmgnteTtflf 

ftn'Wggjiiwr sn^ir jo 1
M. Bh. on Siva sutra, 3.4.

^ 3 ^  a group of four; the word de
notes the four kinds of words jjih, 

and raTO which are 
mentioned by ancient grammarians, 
cp. ^  ^355
qtqw ri I. 1.2 ); cp. also Vak. 
pad. 11. 343.

a famous Buddhist Sanskrit 
grammarian whose grammar exist
ing in the Tibetan script, is now 
available in the Roman and Deva- 
r-.agaii script. The work consists of 
six chapters or Adhj ayas in which 
no technical terms or samjnas like 

§ are found. There is no section 
on Vedic Grammar and accents. 
The work is based on Panini's gram
mar and is believed to have been 
written by Candra or Candragomin 
in the 5th century A.D. Bhartrhari 
in his Vakyapadlya refers to him; 
cf. b *rprracf s*r.
Vakyapadlya II. 489. A summary 
of the work is found in the Agni- 
purana, ch. 248-258.

called also 555̂  a well-known 
commentary on Nagesa’s Laghu- 
sabdendusekhara by Bhairavamisra 
who lived in the latter, half of the 
18th century and the first half of 
the nineteenth century.

f\ r\r-
a Jain grammarian- of the 

twelfth century A.D. who has 
written a commentary named Subo- 
dhinl on the Sarasvata Vyakarana.
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or a famous Bud-
' dhist scholar and grammarian who 

flourished in the earlier paii of the 
fourth century A.D. His system of 
grammar with qsf, *rn, *ng, and 
R5WI3 ^I9fi lists is complete. He has 
accepted great help from Panini, 
his purpose for giving a new gram
matical system being to compose a 
hew grammar which should be short 
( <s'§ j, clear ( fifcqg) and complete 
(H'JJt). His tutra-work with his 
own commentary is called Candra- 
vriti which comprises , of six 
adhyayas. His work, excellently 
edited by B Leibisch from Brestan 
omits vedit sutras and sutras 011 
accent, fbhartrhari considers him 
responsible tor restoration of Maha- 
b’hasya ; cp. Vak. pad. II. 478 ff.

a grammarian who around 1500 
&.L), ■ wrote a commentary in 
Kaiinad^-lauguage on Kasakrtsna- 
dlJtupatha.

a short terra ( Pratyahara j for 
tbe ’hrst letters (%  %, n., and q.) 
of the five classes. Sometimes as 
opined by second letters
are substituted for these if a sibi
lant follows them, e. g. awan:. i 
cf. flcftqi: sfR
cf. S. K. on wau g ap j 31ft P. VIII. 
3-28.

^  a short term ( Pratyahara ) for the 
hard unaispirated surds and r̂, ^  

The change of the second,, third 
and fourth letters into the first is 
called =q?f: cf. =3% i ^1

I P. V III. 4.54-56.

tad. affix in tne tense of ‘ being 
( so and so ) in the past \ e. g. 
aiiSsm:, fem. angepsft ; cf.
P« V. 3.53. .

explained as a synonym of the 
word 3THT which means & branch or

a school of Vedic Learning; cf. ==r<TX[- 
3P5T: Ka£. on P. I V. >.46.

lit. eaten up, swallowed up. The 
word is used by Bhartrhari in the 
sense of ' included ’ or ‘ contained 
inside’ (jpftfi.T). cp. -Vak. pad. II. 
2?o, 326; cp. sferr rn̂ icrr srrew fwt 
^  era. ireffcifeimsj; 1 (309.)

having kriya or verb activity 
hidden in it. The term is used by 
Bhartrhari in connection with a 
solitary noun-word or a substantive 
having the force of a sentence, arid 

hence which can be termed a sent
ence on account. of the verbal 
activity dormant in it. e.g. 
cf. nwpi.
Vakyapad. II. 326, and nC u TT

ir^SiJ I Com. on Vakyapadlya
II. 326.

which has got already a scope 
of application ; the term is used by 
commentators in connection with 
a rule or a word forming a part of 
a rule which applies in the case of 
some instances and hence which 
cannot be said to be aq# ( super
fluous ) or withoat any utility and 
as a result cannot be said to bs 
capable of allowing some conclusion 
to be drawn from it according to 
the dictum gsfm fcf I cf.. 3n*rRl 

STfs# Paf. Sek.
Pari. 65.

a term used by the ancient 
grammarians in connection with a 
secondary root in the sense of 
frequency ; the term q fp R r is used 
by comparatively modern gramm
arians in the same sense. The ^sfter 
roots are treated as roots of the 
adadi class or second conjugation 
and hence the general Vikarana 3? 
( ‘ omitted after them. The 
word is based on the 3rd pers. sing
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form from the root ^ in the
sense of frequency ; e. g. = f̂tf?r, 

cf. sr a
gana-sutra in the gana named 

adadi ’ given by Panini in conne
ction with 3?fc3T»tfa*3: sit: P. II. 
4.72; cf. also =3%mfJrfir srrert
g f i  Bha?a Vr. on P. II. 4.72. The 
word ^ R icf is similarly used for the 
frequentative when the sign of the 
frequentative viz. A ( ^ )  is not 
elided. See

a form of the frequentative 
, or intensive, e.g. ^3^101: t

cf. 3rr^ftw#% Nir.
II. 28 ; sfar
Nir. VI. 22. See the word differ/

( 1 )  splitting up of a word into 
its component parts, which is gen
erally shown in the Padapatha by 
31321? (s ) .  The word, hence means 
q5[TO or recital by showing separa
tely the constitutent words of the 
Samhita or the running text of the 
Veda. The word is used almost in 
the same sense in the Mahabhasya 
in respect of showing the words of 
a sutra separatel}'; cf. q %wrl%

s fe  arra: >
f t  d t  1 sRg^tfi

M. Bh. on
MaheSvara Sutra 1 Vart. 6 1 ; (2 ) a 
repeated w ord; cf. sfdWira; 3 3̂! ^  
33: wg. U vvata
on V. Pr. III. 20 ; ( 3) a discussion 
or a debate where consideration is 
given to each single word; cf.

T ilf^  Par.
Sek. Pari. 115.

repetition of a word in the 
^ l 5, 35»nre.v *iznns etc. where the 
several Pathas appear to be called 
tR?. In the a word in a com
pound is repeated twice, in the

■ 5TO5 every word is repeated twice, 
in the «rzwra, ms times.

ao

’Srafaf component words of a running 
text or of a compound word.

substitution of a hard consonant 
or 3̂ , %, 5., for soft consonants and 
aspirates. See the word

name of a Nirukta writer 
quoted by Y a sk a ; cf. Nir. III. 15.

^ * 1  the group of consonants of the 
palatal class, viz. ^  and
The word % is used in the same 
sense in the Pratisakhya works. 
See the word

an ancient grammarian whose 
view is quoted by Panini in his 
Sutra f  3 *rT=sq#<JR*r P. V I. 1. 130. 
He was the author of a work, similar 
to Unadisutras as can be seen from 
quotations of his words.

the same as =Efg or =ftg or
a grammarian who composed 

a compendium on grammar called 
irowrsfN ig and also a commentary 
on it.

a treatise on the grammar 
written by =^ipig in the Sutra form, 
which was named %qi3Kui<fNT§ by him.

-c(IS'1 the same as

the view that there are four 
accents-the udatta, the anudatta, 
the svarita and the pracaya-held 
by the Khandiklya and the Aukhiya 
Schools.

a tad. affix prescribed in the 
fonr senses-^fem % , 
ftqre: and sifjW : mentioned by 
PSnini in IV . 2.67-70; cf. arq^lR-

S 3ft: M.Bh. on
IV. 2.92.

the affixes prescribed in the 
four senses mentioned in P. IV.
2.67-70. These taddhita affixes are
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given in the Sutras,IV. 2.71 to IV . 
2.9T. The term is used for
these affixes by commentators on 
Panini sutras.

words mentioned in the I 
class headed by where the
tad. affix sqoj. is applied although 
the words xTtpfoi, and others
are not.gqq^. words to which «iq, 
is regularly applied by P. V. x.ia4 . j 
cf. P. |
V . 1. 124 Vart. 1.

« |f*  a class of words headed by =sr 
which are termed f?PTRT by Panini 
e.g. JiT, f ,  % ,  e tc .;

' cf. P. I. 4.57. For the
meaning of the word see p.
370 Vyakaranaroahabhasya. Vol.
V II. published by the D. E. Society, 
Poona.

k ft affix sir applied to a root, to 
signify habit, age or strength ; e. g.
B f f i H R  1 f e r n m :  1

HM: I cf. P. III. 2. 129.

name of a treatise on grammar 
written by Candra, who is believed 
to have been the same as Candra
gomin. The Grammar is based upon 

. that of Panini, but it does not treat 
Vedic forms and accents. See the 
word ^55 above. For details see pp. 
375‘37& Patanjali Mahabhasya. Vol.
V II, D. E. Society's Edition.

name of a commen- ! 
tary on the written by

’9T9[ the fem. affix 3fT, applied to 
words ending in the tad. affixes 
and e.g. g rc ra r, ’ Trespr;
cf. K eU. on P. IV . 1.74.

au ancient grammarian refer
red to by Patanjali in the Maha
bhasya as a scholar who had a line 
of pupils named after him; cf.

M. Bh. on P. I. 1 . 7 3 . ,  

‘ He is also the propounder ( )  
of the Carayaniya school o f Krsna 
Yajurveda.

a complete Sik§a work 
belonging to the Carayaniya school 
of the Black Yajurveda, the manu
scripts of which are found in Poona 
( Bhan^arkar Oriental Research 
Institute No. 21 of 1875-76) and 
Gottingen (University Library, 
Sanskrit 25). It treats of Sandhi 
rules, Abhinidhana, meter and ten 
places of articulation.

fulfilment of the object or the 
purpose. The word is used in con
nection' with a rule of grammar. 
See =sr%tf.

the meaning of the indeclinable 
to convey which, as existing in 

different individuals, the dvandva 
compound is prescribed. Out of the 
four senses possessed by the inde
clinable =3, the Dvandva compound 
is prescribed in two senses viz.

and gmfTC out of the four 
agwq, and flurfR;
cf. 5: jiiSrciatfc'i g g ^ ^ n g q  safcrc- 

BHTfK sftr M. Bh. on P. II. 2.29; 
cf. also Candra Vyakaraija II. 2.48.

’Sljg tad. affix (arts?) applied to the 
word in the sense of possession, 
optionally along with the affixes 
I^ and 55. e.g.
and cf. Ka§. on V. 2.122.

desiderative formation; a 
term used by ancient grammarians 
for the term of Paiiini on the 
analogy of the terms # hrt

etc. cf. an 3'ien: jjreira:
3?rg 3?Tgg$jf3t: Nir. VI.

1.

in the sense of the desidera
tive ; cf.
Durgac&rya on Nir. V I. 1.
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name of a commentary on 
the Paribha$endu§ekbara written 
by Vishnu Shastri Bhat, in reply to 
the treatise named See

For details see pp. 39, 
40 of Vyakarana Mahabhasya Vol.
VII. published by the D. E. Society, 
Poona.

substitute % causing vrddhi. in the 
place of the aorist. vikarana affix 
f%̂5; prescribed in the case of all 
roots in the passive voice and in the 
case of the roots q\, spj^etc. in 
the active voice before the affix 5T 
of t h e ' third pers. sing, in the 
Atmanepada, which in its turn is 
elided by P. VI. 4.104. cf. P. III. 
1.60-66.

affixes or substitutes or bases 
marked with the mute letter ^  sig
nifying the acute accent for the last 
vow el; e.g. a?a^, etc.
cf. P. VI. 1.163,' 164.

marking with the mute letter 
signifying the acute accent of 

the last vow el; cf. =sjifa MWTOR- 
M. Bh; on P.

III. 1.3 Vart. 16.

f^clT«n name of a commentary on 
the ParibbasenduSekhara by

consciousness, knowledge; the 
word is used in the sense of the 
word jn  the Samkhya system.

- cp. Vak. pad. III. 14>325» 326.

name of a commentary on 
the Laghusabdendusekbara by 
Vaidyanatha Payagunde, one of the 
distinguished disciples of Nagega- 
bha{ta.

named also who
wrote a learned commentary named 

on the Paribha§endu6ekhara

of NageSabhatta. A small grammar 
work called Vyakaraijadlpa or Dlpa- 
vyakaraija is also fathered upon 
him.

f^RTT ( 1 )  view; theory, e.g. sreqgmH- 
f̂ rr, l̂Eqf̂ r̂f̂ cfi cf. p̂aRmrFq- 

Par. Sek. Pari. 58;
( 2) a matter of scrutiny on a sus
picion; cf. f%TcTI =?—

Durgha{a Vr. on VI. 4.69.

( 1 )  name of a commentary 
on the Sutras of the Sakatayana 
Vyakarana written by It  is
also called (2  ) name of a
grammar work.

a commentary on the 
f^nrraf5! of written by
in the twelfth century. The other 
commentaries are Cintamaniprati- 
pada and Cintamanitippapi. See

questionable; contestable; which 
cannot be easily admitted. The 
word is used in connection with a  
statement made by a sound scholar 
which cannot be easily brushed 
aside; cf.

ticĉ ftzicqwPRî Ni! erft 
Par. Sekh. Pari. 93.5.

1  the group of palatal consonants viz. 
X ,  %  ^ an d cf.' 5 5  P. I. 3 

5: V III. 2.30, f i t s :  V II. 4.62.

^ 5 ^  tad. affix applied to a word 
in the sense of 4 well-known b y “; 
e.g. cf. P. V. 2.26.

a class or group of roots headed 
by the root familiarly known 
as the tenth conjugation.

a grammarian who is supposed 
to have written a gloss ( f{%) on 
the Sutras of Pacini; cf. *rcr ^ ff%:

-  ( V . 1. Nyasa,
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on the benedictory verse of Kasika: 
$%r Mr '̂ Tisfm’mwmfirg.at the 
very beginning;

a gloss on the Sutras of Paiiini 
referred to by Itsing and Sripati- 
datta. Some scholars believe that 
Patanjali’s Mahabhasya is referred 
to here by the word as it fully - 
discusses all the knotty points. 
Others believe that stands for 
the Vrtti of In Jain Reli
gious Literature there. are some 
brief comments on the Sutras which 
are called and there possibLy 
was a similar on the sutras of 
Panini. cp. i Vrtti
on Va. Pa. I. 23. Also cp. 3 #  ^

I Medha- 
tithi on Manu Smrti V. 158.

the sign  ̂ of Panini) of 
the frequentative or intensive. The 
word is mostly used in the Katantra 
Grammar works; cf.

K at. III. 2.14. The 
word %frf2|er is used in the Maha- 
bbasya in the sense of where 
Kaiyafa remarks qs: >jq?̂ rTO5Tr %#- 

cf. sr̂ tq- on M. Bh. on P. IV. 
1.78 Vartika. The word 
means 35*3 in Panini’s terminology 
meaning a secondary root derived 
from the primary root in the sense 
of intensity. The word is
used for the frequentative bases in 
which n, the sign of the frequenta- ! 
five, is omitted. See

^  tad. affix «?§ applied to the word - 
f|jf in the sense of ‘ unable to bear’ 
e.g. cf. P. V. 2.122 Vart. 7.

a southern grammrian of the 
seventeenth century who has com
posed in 430 stanzas a short list of 
the important roots , with their 
meaning. The work is called *rr§- 
i.Wl'juft.

( 1 )  an objector; the word is 
common in the Commentary Litera
ture where likely objections to "a 
particular statement are raised, 
without specific reference to any 
individual objector, and replies are 
given, simply with a view to mak
ing matters clear ; (2 ) repetition 
of a word with interposed ; cf.

'Tftil?: See sffg3<ft
and

the crude form of the word ?ftf 
with the mute consonant 5 added 
to signify the addition of to 
form the feminine base e.g. cf. 
P . IV. 1.15.

. a root belonging to the tenth
conjugation of roots ( ) ; cf.
a ira: F tf %  ?5T |
Kas. on P. VII. 3.34.

^3  the consonant ^ with ^ prefixed , 
for which 51 is substituted by 

^ P. VI. 4.19.

tad. affix s im  causing a vrddhi 
substitute for the first vowel of the 
word to which it is added. The affix 
( is added in the sense of ‘ a 
descendant except the direct son or 
daughter’ to words jssf and others; 
cf. P. IV . 1 98.

the sign of the aorist ( g^ ) for 
which generally and 3^, spfl, ^  
and fm . are substituted in specified 
case ; cf. P. III. 1.43-66.

tad. affix ( of which nothing re
mains ) to signify the taking_ place 
of something which was not so 
before ; after the word ending in 
the forms of the root f ,  »£or 
have to be placed ; e.g. ; cf.
P. V. 4.50.

^ * 5  possessing the sense of fef. See 
%  cf. P. III. 2.56 also P. III. 3.127 
Vart. 1.
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^  the second consonant of the palatal 
class of consonants ( w i ) ,  which is 
possessed of the properties

HfTSim and %
placed at the beginning of affixes, is 
mute; while f?. is substituted, for 
?  standing at the beginning of tad
dhita affixes'; cf. P. I. 3.7 and VII
1 .2. ?  at the end of roots has got 
^ substituted for i t ; cf. P. V III. 
2.36.

S  tad. affix fq, added ( 1 )  to the 
words ai<j and to words ending 
with tad. affix cf P. IV. 1 .143, 
144 and 149; ( 2) to the dvandva 
compound -of words meaning con
stellations, to the words 
3?#?% *riN;, etc.
as also to W  etc. in
certain specified senses, cf. P. IV. 
2.6, 28, 29, 32, 48, 84, 90 & 91;
( 3 )  to words beginning with the 
vowel called Vrddhi ( or sir), 
to words ending with n#, to words 
of the Jif class, and to 3*35. and 
3 ?^  in the, senses, cf. P. IV. 
3,114, 137-45 and IV. 3 .1 ; ( 4 ) to 
the words fiiflJf®, as also to
words ending in stfr in the sense of 
‘ present there cf. P. IV. 3.62-64; 
(5  ) to the words 
dvandva compounds, and
others in the sense of ‘ a book 
composed in respect of ’ , cf. P. IV.
3.88 ; ( 6 )  to words meaning warrior 
tribes, to words ^rfNi etc, as also 
sng*r; and am, in some specified 
senses; cf. P. IV. 3-9^ 131. IV «
4.14, 117  ; ( 7 ) to air words barring 
those given as exceptions in the 
general senses mentioned in the sec. 
V. I. 1-3 7 ; ( 8 ) to the words 33, 

words ending in 
etc. ftsrr, snqftsf and fqiffl in 

specified senses; cf. P. V. 1. 40, 69,

70, gr, 92, 1 1 1 ,1 1 2 ,  135, V. 2.17.
V. 3 .105 ; (9 )  to compound words 
in the sense of e. g. ERTOl^Ri ,̂ 

etc. cf. V. 3. 106; and 
(10 ) to words ending, in strftr and 
WT«T in specified senses; cf. P. V. 4,

' 9- I0-

OTR the letter s ,  the word being 
looked upon as an affix added to 
the consonant % which, by the 
addition of 3f, is made a complete 
syllable ; cf. T. Pr. I. 16, 2r.

301 tad. affix fq causing the vrddhi 
substitute for the first vowel of the 
word to which it is added. 3^ is 
added ( 1 )  to the words and

in the sense of 3fq?q • cf. P.
IV. T.132, 134 ; ( 2 ) to the words 

srtrg and others as a snjftPra 
affix; cf. P. IV. 2.80; ( 3 )  to the 
words jjfftes and ^  in
the sense of ‘ instructed by ’ , cf. 
P? IV. 3.102 ; and (.4) to the word 

in the sense of ‘ being a 
national of ’ or ‘ having as a domi
cile. ’ e. g. cf. P. IV. 3.94.

( x ) Vedic Literature in general 
as found in the rule ^53 which 
has occurred several times in the 
Sutras of Panini, cf.
Ktqfrei M. Bh. on I. 1.1, and I. 4.3 ; 
cf. also V. Pr. I. 1, 4 ;  (2 )  Vedic 
Samhita texts as contrasted with 
the Brahmana te x ts ; cf. ©sgrtsngmifiT 
=qT crfeqifoi P. IV. 2.66; ( 3 ) metre, 
metrical portion cf the Veda. cp. 
9Wl°nftJraR^: "0*?: JRqsjir-

I Nyasa on P. IV. 2.55; 
cp. also 3? r̂eHT<%Tit

Kai. on IV . 2.55.

Vedic metres. They are mainly 
seven, others being their varieties. 
Rkpratisakhya X V I. 1 to 8 divides 
them into an§T,3nt,
$I«I, srrt, and *ira. Each one of the
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seven principal metres vi/. i i i# ,  
W&, <f%, and 

can have the above divisions.

3*^91 represented by the collection of 
Vedic hymns cp. Vak. pad. I. 17 ; 
cp. 1

1 w  % ga^n^gsoppq:
m m  1 ( f  }

Vedic language as contrasted 
with WTT ( ordinary language in 
use }; cf. g?5f  sgm 31*4

3 Iwtq S ĥstTCf f^RcTT T. 
Pr. X X IV . 5.

a popular name given by gra
mmarians to the first pada of the 
fifth Adhyaya of Panini’s Asta
dhyayi as the pada begins with the 
rule sngj sftcrra: P. V. 1. x.

a short term or Pratyahaia stand
i n g  for % 5, %  %, z  and qr5 cf. 
^ g s q i ^ l ^ P .  VIII .  3.7 .

. r
tad. affix fq added to the word 

TR^in the genersl senses, e. g.
cf. P. IV. 2.1x5. The mute

• letter g; has been attached to the 
affix ^  so that the base before 
it could be termed, pada ( cf. rafe % 
P. I. 4.16 ) and as a result have the 
consonant <3̂ changed into \  by P.
V III. 2.39.

' a grammarian quoted by
Ujjvaladatta III. 70, “  is; sflrcgw8?

I

found in the Vedic Literature; 
V edic; cf. sjw *n*TRf

Bhasavrtti on P. IV. 4.143 ,’ 
cf. also fgqflftss
*RfcT; M. Bh. on I. 1.5.

SFTf a learned commentary on Na- 
gesa’s Mahabhasyapradipoddyota 
written by his pupil 3iswg (possibly 
the same as, or the son of,

m*?gD% ) who lived in the eighteenth 
century.

a grammarian who wrote a 
short gloss called on the
Katantrasutras.

^  third consonant of the palatal class 
of consonants, possessed of the 
properties 3R, sfa, W$>Tsnai and 0̂5- 
HftisRTfef. m, at the beginning of 
affixes is mute in Paijini’s grammar.

the consonant % with 3? added to it 
for facility of pronunciation ; cf. T. 
Pr. I. 21. See s*.

one of the seven principal Vedic 
metres. It has four padas of twelve 
letters each. It has further varieties 
like (12, 12, xr, 11), <ra-

( 8, 8, 12, 12, 12 ) and so on. 
cp. Rkpratisakhya X V I. 55.

vOT<freT (  I? )  a famous Naiya
yika who wrote Sabdasaktipraka- 
sika around 1600 A. D.

a poet and grammarian of pro
bably fourteenth century, who 
wrote a commentary named Katan- 
trabalabodhinl on the Katantra
sutras. Rajanaka Sitikantha, a des- 
cendent of Jagaddhara wrote a 
commentary on Balabodhini.

a poet and grammarian of Kas- 
mira of the fourteenth century who 
wrote a commentary named 
on the Katantra Sutras.

( 1 )  the well-known poet and 
scholar of Vyakarana and Alamkara 

“ who wrote many excellent poetical 
works. He lived in the sixteenth 
century. He was a pupil of Vire- 
svara, son of fgsqtfa and he severely 
criticised the views of Appaya 
Diksita and Bhattoji Diksita. He
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wrote a sort of refutation of Bhatt
oji’s commentary Praudlia-Manora- 
ma on the Siddhanta Kaumudi, 
which he named but
which is popularly termed tRtW fS- 

His famous work is 1 he Rasa- 
gangadhara on Alankaraiastra; (2) 
writer of a commentary on the Rk- 
PratiSakhya by name Varnakrama- 
laksana ; (3 )  writer of Sarapradl- 
pika, a commentary on the Saras
vata Vyakarana. He has referred to 
his work Kaustubhakhandana in 
his Prautjhamanoramakhancjana.

32T a kind of Vedic recital wherein 
each word is repeated six times. 
3Ki is called one of the 8 kinds 
(sigflfifef) of the Kramapatha, 
which in its turn is based on the 
Padapatha ; cf. ski flrai
s #  #  qst: I sill fqfOT: JTftfiT: 
=}OT}«i? l 5131 is defined as
3Tg^nft®taT«ii fl m%\

q^ctfw: 3T3®lt I The
recital of sftq  can be
illustrated as w :

I

5tq$®n a famous grammarian of the 
Mauni family who lived in Varanasi 
in the seventeenth century. He 
wrote a
commentary on the Siddhantakau- 
mudi called which supple
mented Tattvabodhini and a com
mentary on the Madhya Kaumudi 
named ftsra. He wrote a comment
ary on the Laghukaumudl also.

a grammarian, ( of course differ
ent from the well-known p o e t), to 
whom a small treatise on grammar 
by name or is
attributed.

SCTfSr ( 1 )  author of a com
mentary on written by

V itthala; (2 ) writer of a comment
ary named Vadighatamudgara on 
the Sarasvataprakriya.

- a famous Bengalee
scholar of Vyakarana and Nyaya 
who has written a small treatise 
dealing with syntax. The treatise 
is named

5Pnf§f?r one of the famous joint authors 
( and 3T*1R ) of the well- 

, known gloss ( fftt) on the Sutras of 
Panini, popularly called 
As the is mentioned by
It-sing, who has also mentioned 
Bhartrhari's Vakyapadlya, as a 
grammar treatise written some 40 
years before his visit, the time of 

is fixed as the middle of 
the 7th century A.D. Some scholars 
believe that 5Pnf f̂q was the same 
as siqrttg a king of KaSmlra and 
snw was his minister. For details, 
see pp. 386-388 of the Vyakarana 
Mahabhasya, Vol. V II, published 
by the D. E . Society, Poona. See

sHM'3  a Jain grammarian of the 
fourteenth century who wrote a

- commentary named g®R also named 
HaimalinganuSasana-vyakhya on 
the feftjprreir of Hemacandra.

a short term (srsnfR) signifying 
the soft inaspirate class consonants 
%  K, %  I  and *

5J??sr substitution of a consonant 
prescribed by Panini for any con
sonant excepting a semi-vowel of 
a nasal, if followed by any fourth 
or third consonant out of the class 
consonants, or if it is at the end of 
a pada; cf. P. V III. 2.39, V III. 4. 

53-

sRflW the same as srr?, which see 
above.
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case termination 3i^ of the nom.
- plural; cf. P. IV. 1.2.

5!% case termination ajg; of the nom. 
plural mentioned as sjg, by Paijini 
m IV. 1.2, but referred to as sjffl by 
him ; cf. P. IV.-1.31 and V II. 1.50.

name given to an alter
nate view about the sense of words, 
referring to the expression of a 
sense which is entirely different, from 
the original sense; this secondary 
sense is found in cases of indica- 

„ tion (a^DRsajott) like I and
Bahuvrihi compounds like 'ftcfpsR 
cp. Vak. pad. II. 228.

a composite expres
sion where the constituent mem
bers give up their individual sense. 
In compound words such as flsigw  
in the sentence the word

gives up its sense inasmuch as 
he, the king, is not brought; 3 ^  
also gives up its sense as every man 
is not brought. It is of course to be 
noted that although the sense is 
given up by each word, it is not 
completely given up; cf.
W r  JIISFcITC M. Bh. on P. II. 
i.x . Vart. 2. For detailed expla
nation see Mahabhasya on P. II. 
i.x . Vart. 2.

abandonment or giving up of 
properties in the case of a word 
included in a f f t  or composite ex
pression; cf. Durg- 
hata Vjrtti on P. II. 2.6.

a short disquisition on the 
correctness of the word 
written by a grammarian named 
Cakrin; cf. W -

colophon.

stl® bom or produced there or then;
’ one of the senses in which the tad.

. affixes, called are prescribed
by Panini in the sutra cTW srra: and 
the following ; cf. P. IV. 3.25-37.

invalidity of a Bahir
anga operation that has already 
takenplace by virtue of the Anta
ranga-paribhasa— sriM 
that which is ' bahiranga ’ is regard
ed as not having taken effect when 
that which is * antaranga5 is to take 
effect. For details see Par. Sek. 
Paribhasa 50.

invalidity of a gram
matical operation prescribed by a 
rule in the aipftq section ( P. VI. 4. 
22 upto the end of the fourthpada) 
which, although it has taken place, 
is to be looked upon as not having 
taken place when any other opera
tion in the same section is to take 
effect. See 3n4falf&3 .

siffe genus; class ; universal; the no
tion of generality which is present 
in the several individual objects of 
the same kind. The biggest or 
widest notion of the universal or 

. genus is fRTT which, according to the 
grammarians, exists in every object 
or substance, and hence, it is the 
denotation or denoted sense of every 
substantive or Pratipadika, al
though on many an Occasion vyakti 
or an individual object is required 
for daily affairs and is actually re
ferred to in ordinary talks. In the 
Mahabhasya a learned discussion is 
held regarding whether stifer is the 
denotation or is the denotation.

. The word sriffr is defined in the 
Mahabha§ya as follows aTif^foiT
snifSfraf .5  *  1 
.stfsr srSI: m. 11 sfTf 1 
mpfaf|sFT?nwrt t o w  1 sref-
#fff f t  3T# M.Bh.
on IV. 1.63. For details see Bhartr- 
hari's V iteapadiya.



the view that mrfir, or genus 
only, is the denotation of every 
word. The view was first advocated 
by Vajapyayana which was later on 
held by many, the . MImamsakas 
being the chief supporters of the 
view. See Mahabhasj'a on P. I. 
2.64, See Par. Sek. Pari. 40.

see srrfTO3.

name given to the first sec- j 
tion of the third Kanda of Vakya- j 
padlya. It discusses snfa- or oni- | 
versality as the denotation of words, j

the acute accent for the last j 
vowfl of a word ending with tfi of 
the p.p.p. denoting a genus; cf. P.
VI. 2.170.

tad. affix snak in the sense of 
sraR or variety; e.g, g<|-

cf. Ka3. on P. V. 3.69. 
Originally srrftq was possibly an 
independent word, but as its use, 
especially as a noun, was found 
restricted, it came to be iooked 
upon as an affix on the analogy of 
the affixes and others.

name of a variety of the Sva
rita or circumflex accent; the ori
ginal svarita accent as contrasted 
with the svarita for the grave which 
follows upon an acute as prescribed 
by P. in VIII. 4.67, and which is 
found in the words flcir etc. 
The jatya svarita is noticed in the 
words m:, ^  e tc .; cf.

sjTSfn^^- ̂  ii-

sqiftspgffg: R. Pr. and coin. III. 4.

tautologcus, unnecessarily repea
ted ; the word is defined and illust
rated by Yaska as

a53f!& fJ§-
JRT 3!<aer(3#  W  Nil. 2L. 16.2, Ftor 
other definitions of ihe w®rd

conveying practically the same idea, 
cf. Nir. X . 16.3 and 4.

3TRfJ tad. affix added in the sense of 
‘ a ro o t’ to the words arfg, sjg, 
gur and others ; e. g. cf. P.
V. 2.24.

^  a technical term of Jainendra gra= 
mmar, corresponding to sfasRTit of 
Panini. cp. fn f%: ! Jain. su. • 
1. 1. 45.

a conventional term for used
in the Jainendra Vyakarana.

( 1 )  lit. affix marked with the 
mute letter oj;; e. g. 3?g.; 3 # } j p .  
the word fet. is not however found 
used in this sense; ( 2 )  a word 
supposed to be marked with the x 
mute indicatory letter 3̂ . The word 
is used in this sense by the Vartti- 
kakara saying that such a word 
does not denote itself but its syno
nyms • cf. P.
I. 1.68 Vart. 7. In the Sutra g*rr 

P.. II. 4. 23, the word 
t t ^  is supposed to be f%a; and 
hence it denotes 53, e tc .; but 
not the word f l^ i t s e l f ; ( 3) In the 
Pratisakhya works fsi3. means the 
first two consonants of each class 
(aft)-, e. g. f .  etc. which 
are the same as letters in Paiji- 
ni’s terminology; cf, fr fr 5r«r̂ r 

'  V. Pr. I.50; III. 13.

author of the Siddhantaratna, 
a commentary on the Sarasvata 
Sutras.

JSjSfWT a grammarian cf ihe thirteenth 
century who wrote a gloss on Katan- 
trasutras. It is named Katantravi- 
bhrama on which there is a comm
entary named Avacurni by Caritra 
simha.

a reputed Buddhist G?a« 
mmarian of the eighth ceaim y who
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wrote a scholarly commentary on 
the Ka£ikavrtti of Jayaditya and 
Vamana. He calls himself Bodhi- 
sattvadesiyacarya. The commentary 
is called or and
the writer is referred to as 
in many later grammar wdrks. 
Some scholars identify him with 
'JW T K ^ i^ ^ th e writer of the tlSjssj- 

but this is not possible as 
was a Jain Gramma

rian who flourished much earlier.

m ention as fsft; cf.
3it*sr: M. Bh. on 1. 1.68 V art. 7. 
See' fifcC. ■

fillp used in the sense of fafffl, the tip 
of the tongue.

( x ) having the root of the 
tongue as the place'of its produc
tion ; the phonetic element or letter 
called ; ( 2 ) name given to
that phonetic element into which 
a visarga is changed when followed 
by ^ or cf. >, <r V.
Pr. V III. 19. The f lfiip fa  letter is 
called also; see Nyasa on I. 
1.9. The R.k. Pratisakhya looks 
upon SR, <5|; and the gut
tural letters as fsfigrfjSffiJ?.

produced at the root of the 
tongue; the same as 
which see above.

augment ^  added to the root 
before the causal sign Pn^when the 
root means shaking ; cf. it  3j?i 
P. VII. 3.38.

a grammarian of the four
teenth century A. D. who revised 
and rewrote the grammar 
and the commentary named 
on it, which were composed by 

in the thirteenth century. 
The work of is known as

19 verbal termination substituted 
for the original %  of the third pers. 
pi. in certain cases mentioned in 
P. III. 4.108, 109, n o ,  i i i  and 112,

the transformation of %  into 
| |g ; the substitution of sgg. for % . 
The term is often used in the Maha- 
b h isy a ; cf. M. Bh. on I. 1.57, I. 1. 
63, III. 1.43 etc. Seejgg',

the class of roots headed 
by § after which the vikarana Sap 
is elided and the root is reduplicat
ed in the four conjugational tenses; 
third conjugation of roots.

name of a grammar work 
written by Pujyapada Devanandin, 
also called Siddhanandin/ in the 
fifth century A.D. The grammar 
is based on the Astadhyayi of 
Panini, the section of Vedic accent 
and the rules of Panini explaining 
Vedic forms being, of course, neg
lected. The grammar is called 
Jainendra Vyakararta or Jainendra 
SabdanuSasana. The work is avail
able in two versions, one consisting 
of 3000 sutras and the other of 3700 
sutras. It has got many comment
aries, of which the Mahavrtti written 
by Abhayanandin is the principal 
one. For details see jainendra 
Vyakarapa, introduction published 
by the Bharatiya Jnanapith, Vara
nasi.

name of a com
mentary on the Jainendra Vyaka
rana, written by Abhayanandin in 
the ninth century A.D. See 
sqjsiRut above.

a grammarian of unknown date 
who wrote Padaprakaranasamgati 
on Katantra.

xj  a treatise on Vya
karana written by fjumaranandin.
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See above. The Jaumara
Vyakarana has no Vedic section 
dealing with Vedic forms or accents, 
but it has added a section on Pra- 
krta just as the Haima Vyakarana.

a supplement to the 
Jaumara Vyakarana written by 
Goyicandra. See

the revised version by 
Jumaranandin of the original gram
mar treatise.in verse called 
written by Kramadlsvara. The 
Jaumarasamskarana is the same as 
Jaumara Vyakarana, which see 
above.

a root belonging to the 
spcteni îni or the third conjugation.

3»Wqlr}3ST name of a commentary on 
Amarasimha’s Amarakosa written 
by Sripati ( Cakravartin ) in the 
14th century.

author of the well-known 
commentary called Tattvabodhinl 
on Siddhantakaumudl. He lived in 
the first part of the sixteenth cen
tury and was a junior contemporary 
of Bhattoji Diksita. The work sum
marises many points from Maha
bhasya and Praudhamanorama. 
His teacher was Vamanendra- 
sarasvati while his pupil was Nila-' 
kaptha Vajapeyin.

IJFPg lit. indirect or implicit revealer; 
a word very commonly used in the 
sense of an indicatory statement. 
The Sutras, especially those of 
Panini, are very laconic and it is 
believed that not a single word in 
the Sutras is devoid of purpose. 
If it is claimed that a particular 
word is without any purpose, the 
object of it being achieved in some 
other way, the commentators 
always try to assign some purpose

or the other for the use of the word 
in the Sutra. Such a word or words 
or sometimes even the whole Sutra 
is called or indicator of a
particular thing. The Paribhasas 
or rules of interpretation are mostly 
derived by indication (^TTOif&s) 
from a word or words in a Sutra 
which apparently appear to be 
or without purpose, and which are 
shown as $1% after the particu'ar 
indication ( )  is drawn from 
them. The frTOS is shown to be con
stituted of four parts, STTW, 

and actress. For the 
instances of Jfiapakas, see Paribha 
§endusekhara. Purusottamadeva in 
his Jnapakasamuccaya has drawn 
numerous conclusions of the type 
of fTq;i from the wording of Panini 
'Sutras. The word pqjfi and are 
used many times as synonyms al
though fTO  sometimes refers to the 
conclusions drawn from a wording 
which is frm  or indicator. For in
stances of fTTO, cf. M. Bh. on Mahe- 
ivara Sutras 1,3 , 5, P. 1. 1.3, 11, 18, 
23, 51 etc. The word in the rule 
=?Tf is a well-known STm of the 

The. earliest use of the 
word in the sense given above, 
is found in the Paribhasasflcana of 
Vyadi. The Paribhasa works on 
other systems of grammar such as 
the Katantra, the Jainendra and 
others have drawn similar Jfiapakas 
from the wording of the Sutras in 
their systems. Sometimes a Jnapaka 
is not regularly constituted of the 
four parts given above; it is a mere 
indicator and is called instead 
of Sim.

a work giving a collec
tion of about 400 Jfiapakas or indi
catory wordings found in the Sutras 
of Panini and the conclusions drawn 
from them. I t  was written by
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Purusottamadeva, a Buddhist 
scholar of Panini’s grammar in the 
twelfth century A.D.,. who was pro
bably the same as the famous great 
Vaiyakarana patronized by Laks- 
manasena. See pqfaifer. .

realizable, or possible to be 
drawn, from a wording in the Sutia 
of Panini in the manner shown 
above. See pcra.

Sfl'W ltK realized from the word
ing; the conclusion drawn from an 
indicatory, word in the form of 
Paribhasas and the like. Such con
clusions are not said to be univer
sally valid; cf. fm R}# Par. 
Sek. Pari . 1x0.7.

a conclusion or inference, drawn 
from a word or words in a Sutra, 
with a view to assigning a purpose to 
that or to those words which other
wise would have been without a 
purpose. The word is sometimes 
used in the sense of friTER, and iefers 
to the word or words supposed, to 
be without any purpose and there
fore looked upon as a reason or fg  
for the desired conclusion to be 
drawn. The words fnr%

occur very frequently in the 
Mahabhasya ; cf. M. Bh. on P. I. 1. 
XI, 14, 19, 55, 6 8 ,1, z.41 etc. etc.

concluded or proved by means 
of a fjlTO word or wording; cf. 
'pfasrftt'iT sflTcftl*? p f e  M. Bh. on
III. 4.37 Vart. 3.

Sfl'S'f a conclusion or foimula to be 
drawn from a Jnapaka word or 
words; cf. the usual expression 
3T=TcTI fclTgtNraeSHWt S tating
that only so much, as is absolutely 
necessary, is to  be inferred.

ijfpgSTFJ indicated or Suggested; cf.
q m r ) i t o r

etc. M. Bb. on II. 3 ,1 3
Vart. 3.

3% short form of the word 3^§r, the 
eighteenth constellation ( )  cp. 
Vak, pad. II. 362.

( 1 )  name of a commentary 
by Ramacandra possibty belonging 
to the 18th century on the Vajasa- 
neyi PraiiSakhya; ( 2 )  name of a 
commentary on NageSa’s Laghu- 
sabdendu^ekhara by Udayankara 
Pathaka of Varanasi in the 18th 
century.

standing for name of

a class of 30 roots beaded by the 
root sq® cftar and given as ^
5̂5 etc.; cf. 01: P.

III. 1.140.

*

fourth consonant of the palatal 
class of consonants.possessed of the 
properties A t,
and HfPTnn ;̂ at the beginning of 
an affix in Panini Sutras is mute; 
e.g. the affixes %, f  etc. ; cf. ^  P. 

I- 3-7-

^  -a verbal ending of the 3rd pers. 
Atm. for w ( i.e, sker) ;  cf. P. III. 4. 
78; for the le tte r^ , 3?;  ̂ is substi
tuted ; cf. P, V III. 1.3, but ^  
in the perfect tense ; cf. P. I l f .  4.81 
and ^  in the potential and bene- 
dictive m oods; cf. P. III. 4,85.

wording of the affix fr (see above ) 
suggested by the Varttikakara to 
have the last vowel -of 3 ^  acute, 
by (P. VI. 1.163 ) the property 

being transferred . from the 
original fr to aw ; cf. Ka£. o t  

usjftr on P. V II. 1.3.

a short term ( STRUCK) for the 
fourth, third, second and first con
sonants of the five classes, after
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which f_ is changed into the cog- 
, nate of the preceding consonant 

while ?r is changed into ^ optionally 
cf. P. VIII. 4,62, 63.

a short term ( SRzrtfR) for any con
sonant except semi-vowels, nasals 
and §[; cf. P. V III. 4 65.

a short term (siaTfK) for conso
nants excepting semi-vowels and 
nasals; cf. P. I. 2.9, VI. 1.58, VI.
4.15, VII. 1.60, V III. 2.39 and 
VIII. 4 53-

a short term (st?nfK) for the 
fourth and the third of the class 
consonants; cf. P. VIII. 4.53, 54.

a short term (sieqrfR) for the 
fourth ( r̂, ¥t, g and w ) of the 
class consonants ; cf. P. VIII. 2.37, 
40. -

( 1 )  verb-ending of the 3rd pers. 
pi. Parasmaipada, substituted for 
the 5RRR of the ten lakaras, chang
ed to 3jg; in the potential and the 
benedictive moods, and optionally 
so in the imperfect and after the 
sign g. of the aorist; cf. P. III. 4.82, 
83, 84, 108, 109, n o , i i i ,  112; (2) 
a conventional term for sraijii (in
declinable ) used in the Jainendra 
Vyakarana.

flRi. a term, meaning ‘ having ^.as 
used by the Varttikakara in con
nection with those words in the 
rules of Panini which themselves 
as well as wor.ds referring to their 
special kinds, are liable to under
go the prescribed operation; cf.

f  for i I
Sjrrafcs: 1 M. Bh. on P. I. 1.
68 Vart. S.

\  ( 1 )  the nasal ( fifth consonant.) of 
the palatal class of coasoaants

possessed of the properties 
sfa, stroeiaw, 3t5rom and ;
(2  ) mute letter, characterized by 
which an affix signifies ff% for- the 
preceding vowel; sj. of a taddhita 
affix, however, signifies f f t  for the 
first vowel of the word to which the 
affix is added; (3 ) a mute letter 
added to a root at the end to signify 
that the root takes verb-endings of 
both the padas. . . '

^  tad. affix 3?; cf. P. IV. 2.58, 106, 107 
and IV. 4.129.

I
a short term ( sraitR ) for the five 

nasal consonants s i , n., and 
%

a mute syllable prefixed to a root 
in the Dhatupatha of Pagini, signi- 
fying the addition of the affix ?r ( =g») 
to the root, in the sense of the 
present time ; e. g. %oq:, jp : e tc .; 
cf. Ka£. on P. III. 2. 187.

fsfS tad. affix added to words 
headed by ^1# as also to words 
meaning a village in the Vahika 
country optionally, with the affix 
5S£.in the Saisika senses; e. g.

sjnwfcsr, snsf^r.
The affixes 5 .̂ and ftrs.are added to 
the word preceded by 3rrq\ as 
also by some other words; e. g.

fe#  e tc .; cf. F. IV. 2. 116, 117, 
118 and Varttika on IV , 2.116.

fsrq. ( 1 )  an affix marked with the 
mute letter causing the substi
tution of vrddhi for the preceding 
vowel and acute accent for the first 
vowel of the word to which it is 
added, but, causing vrddhi for the 
first vowel of the word to which it 
is added in case the affix is a tad. 
affix ; cf. P. V II. 2, 1x5, 116, X17 ; 
( 2 ) a root marked with the eonso" 
naat %. taking verb-endings of both
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the Parasmaipada and the Atmane
pada kinds ; e. g. j # ,  
f% #, e tc .; cf. *3forfsr?r: 

feire& P. 1.‘ 3-72. ;

sf^t, a root marked with the mute 
syllable fsr prefixed to it, signifying 
the addition of the affix fs in the 
present tense. See fsr.

®*i taddhita affix q signifying the 
substitution of vrddhi as also the 
acute accent for the first vowel of 
the word to which it is added. It is 
added ( i ) to words headed by 

in the four senses termed 
e. g. snn^, e tc .; cf. P.

IV. 2.80; ( 2) to the word 
and 3Tsjpfh}R compounds in the 
sense of* present there ’ , e. g.

etc. cf. P. IV. 3.58, 59; 
(3  ) to the word ftf*  e. g. cf. 
P. IV . 3.^4; (4) to the words 
headed by in the sense of
* domicile of ’, e. g. ; cf. P.
IV. 3.92 ; (5  ) to the words

etc. in the sense of duty 
( t i t ) or scri pt ure ( sngra ) e. g. Si^t- 
*3^, ^ isj^ etc.; cf. P. IV.
3.129; ( 6 )  to the word in
the sense of * associated with V; e.g. 
mtcra; ( 3Tfg:); cf. P. IV. 4.90; (7 )  
to the words and cf. P.
V. 1.14 ; ( 8) to the words 
snf6*r etc., cf. P. V. 4.23 ; (9 )  to 
the word ; cf. P. V.. 4.26 ; and 
( 1 0 )  to the words in the sense of 
"jji ( wandering tribes for earning 
money), as also to the woids mean
ing sircT ( kinds of tribes ) as also to 
words ending with the affix 
under certain conditions; cf. P. V. 
3.112,1x3.

*«?*? tad. affix in the sense of 1 a des
cendant ’ added to words beginnisig 
with sn, afr or ending with ?, as 
also to the words and sRiTs: 
provided they mesa a country and

a Ksatriya too ; e. g.
snsnsr:; cf. P. IV. 1.171.

S’STS tad. affix q causing ffe  to the 
first vowel of the word to which it 
is added and the addition of f  (#1.) 

-in the sense of feminine gender, 
added to words meaning warrior 
tribes of the Vahika country but 
not Brahmanas or K§atriyas. e. g.

e tc .; cf. P. V .3 . 114.

krt affix added to the root in 
Vedic Literature preceded by the 
words pr e. g.

cf. P.
III. 2.65, 66.

z

\  the first consonant of the lingual 
class possessed of the pro
perties 3 ? ^
and When prefixed or
affixed to an affix as an indicatory 
letter, it signifies the addition of 
the fem. affix ( t ) :  cf. P. IV.
1.15. When added to the conju- 
gational affixes ( ggrc ) it shows that 
in the Atmanepada the vowel of 
the last syllable is changed to «?. cf. 
P. III. 4.79. When added to an 
augment (a rm ), it shows that the 
augment marked with it is to be 
prefixed and not to be affixed ; e. g. 
35, e tc .; cf. P . I. 1.46.

S { 1 )  the consonant the vowel ar 
being added for facility of utterance; 
cf. , T. Pr. I. 21 ; ( 2 ) _
short term, (src*nfiO standing for 
ssh or the lingual class of conson
ants, found used mostly in the 
Pratisakhya w orks; cf. RT. 13, V. 
Pr. I. 64, T. Pr. I. 27 ; (3 ) tad. 
affix { 3T) added to the word 'ssgjff 
in the sense ‘ ^  ’ e. g. qssjpft, 
cf. P. IV . 3.34, Vart. 2; (4 )  k?fc 
affix ( s?) added to the root g
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and f  under certain conditions; e.g. 
p w .  s fts r , (fsrer) f^ras;:, 

e tc .; cf. P. III. 2.
16-23.

krt affix 3?, not admitting g<n or 
'fH; to the preceding vowel and 
causing #1. in the feminine ( by P.
IV, 1.15 ), added to the roots nt, 9T 
and f n  under certain conditions; 
e. g. eiHn:, f m : ,  qfUfjt etc. ; cf. P.
IV. 2.8, 52, 53, 54. 55.

the consonant being added
for facility of utterance ; cf.
P. III. 3.T08 Vart. 3 ; cf also V. 
Pr. I. 17.

the samasanta affix sr added to 
certain specified words at the end 
of the tatpurusa and other com
pounds e. g.

^TKm^etc. cf. P.V. 4.91-112.

23*1 the class of lingual consonants; 
the same as g in Panini.

37 case ending of the third case .(q^T ) 
sirg. number; cf. P. IV. 1.2.

Z|® short term for affixes beginning 
with. siq,in P. IV. 1.4 and ending 
with in P. IV. 1.78; cf. stfi#
s3nsnst®ra; 1 aw: sr^r-srr
M. Bb. on I. 2.48 V. 2.

SFT feminine affix 3rr added to mascu
line nouns ending in 3T by the rule 
3F5ITO8R  IV. 1.4 excepting those 
ncuns where any other affix prescri
bed by subsequent rules becomes 
applicable.

the final syllable beginning with a 
vow el; part of a word consisting of 
the final vowel in a word and the 
consonants following the final vowel; 
cf. 3TEftst*!Tfc.ft P. I. 1.64.

( 1 )  tad. affix i<s added to the
words sflau, itfe and in the

sense o f ' something given as wages ’
. e. g. snRgi: ; cf. P. IV . 4.67 ;

(2 )  tad. affix added to t o  and 
in the smffa senses; ev;g. 

s fM r ; cf. P. v .  1,25,26,

fefc marked or characterized .by the 
mute letter?:. For the., significance 
of the addition of see

deletion or elision of the final 
syllable beginning with a vowel, as 
prescribed by Paiiini in certain 
rules; cf. asSfa: V II. 1.88, ih P.
VI. 4.143, 155 P. VI. 4.144
and sTfsitbr P. VI. 4.145:

tad. affix added to the 
preposition in the sense of 
‘ lowering of the nose ’ (
33*0 e.g. 3 ? ^ ^ ;  cf. P. V. 2.31.

§  ( 1 )  mute syllable 5 prefixed to roots 
to signify, the addition of the affix 

in the sense of verbal activity; 
e.g. cf. P. III. 3.89; ( 2 )
the class of lingual consonants 
% 5 and n.; cf. 3$ P. I. 3-?-

augment  ̂ added to that in, con
nection with which it is prescribed; 
it is prescribed in connection with 
^ and n. followed by a sibilant, e.g. 
g*R +  *?g: =  §Jt°igTO:; cf. P, VIII.
3.28.

tad. affix w  added to the word 
53; meaning ‘ a warrior tribe not of 
a Brahma^a nor of a Ksatriya 
caste’ in the sense of the word 
( f 5 )  itself; e,g. Efiw:, cf. P. V. 

3-I I 5*

tad. affix n. causing ffe  for the 
initial vowel and the addition of 
the fem. affix f , applied to the word 

in the sense of ‘ having that as 
a deity e.g. g w  cf.
P. IV. 2.30.

Sm tad. affix «r  to which the augment 
is prefixed, making the affix cR,
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applicable to the words giq, f%t, 
sril, snt and indeclinable wcrds in 
the Saisika or miscellaneous senses; 
e.g. f̂ TcUT*̂  etc ; cf.
P. IV. 3.23, 24.

. 5^  tad. affix added in the same way 

as sg above, making only a differ
ence in the accent. When the affix 
25^ is • added, the acute accent is 
given to the last vowel of the word

.. preceding the affix.

2 \  tad. affix 55, causing vrddhi for the

initial vowel of the word to which 
it is added and also the addition of 
the fem affix f, applied to the. word 
51# in the sense of ’ , e.g.
STPMt Sfi; cf. Ivas. on P. IV. 3.142.

having 5  as ^  • roots, that have 

jj as or mute, take the affix 
in the sense of verbal activity. See 

■ 5*

z

\  the second consonant of the lingual 
class possessed of the properties 

3# ^  and Ufi-
9T0R3. For the syllable z at the 
beginning of taddhita affixes, the 
syllable is substituted; if how
ever the affix ( beginning with z ) 
follows upon a word ending in ^g., 
535, 3, 5R, and q; then «s is added, 
instead of 55; e.g. stT^:, 3Ttsfsj?=s;: 
etc.; cf. ?ga^Fm^sr:, P. VII.
3 .50,  51. Some scholars say that 

and £§ are substituted for  ̂by 
the sutras quoted above ; cf. KaS. 
on VII. 3.50.

: 3 ( 1 )  tad. affix z; see ^ above for the 
substitution of 33s and m for s. z 
stands as a common term for 3 ,̂ 
3^;, 3 .̂ and 3^ as also for a^ , 
and ( 2 ) the consonant 5, the 
yowel sr being added for facility of 
pronunciation, cf. T. Pr. I. 21.

§35 a very common tad. affix or er 
in case it is added to words ending 
in TO, 39., gr, 6S and ^  according 
to P. VII. 3.51, causing the substi
tution of vrddhi for the first vowel 
of the word to which it,is added. 
3fi is added to ( 1) f̂cft and other 
words in the sense of descendant 
( sfW ) e.g. JTIFÎ :,
wnftfej;: cf. P. IV. 1.
146-149 ; (2 )  to the. words ®r§}i, 

etc. in the sense of { dyed in 
e.g. cf. P. IV . 2.2;
( 3 ) to the words qfa and in
the sense of SRfrr' made better 
e.g. crrfroi;, (^ instead
of ^  substituted for ), cf. P. IV. 
2.18,19 ; ( 4 ) to the words 3fra?wft, 
3pgc*r etc.; cf. P. IV. 2.22, 23; (5) to 
words expressive of inanimate ob
jects, to the words ff?a and %§, as 
also to the words and ar  ̂ in the 
sense of ‘ multitude ’; cf. P. IV. 2.
47, 48; ( 6 ) to the words ;&§, 
and words ending in 33, etc., 
in the sense of * students of ’ ( 
crfe ), cf. P. IV. 2.59, 60, 63 ; ( 7 ) to 
the words and others as also to 
3T3i?T as a =5?T§tf®r*fi affix; cf. P. IV. 
2.80, 84; ( 8) to the words ^*n, 

and in the Saisika senses; 
cf-. P-; IV . 2.102, 115, IV. 3.18; ( 9 ) 
to the words aqsiljj, and others in 
the sense ‘ generally present’; cf. 
P. IV. 3.40; (10) to the words 
consisting of two syllables, and the 
words etc. in the sense of
‘ explanatory literary work ’; cf. P.
IV. 3.72; ( 1 1 )  to words meaning 
‘ sources of income ’ in the sense of 
‘ accruing from cf. P. IV. 3.75 ; 
( i s ) to words denoting inanimate 
things excepting words showing 
time or place, in the sense of ‘ ' 
cf. P. IV. 8.96 ; and (13  ) to the 
words f© and- ih the sense of 
1 belonging to cf. P. IV. 3.124.
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The tad. affix is added as a 
general termination, excepting in 

. such cases where other affixes are 
prescribed, in specified senses like

etc.; cf. P. IV. 4.1-75, as also to 
words #c, f t w ,  etc.
in specified senses, cf. P. IV. 481, 
102. 3fj is also added as a general 
tad. affix or in vari
ous' specified senses, as prescribed 
by P. V. 1.19-63, and to the words 
3^, 3̂ : ^ ,  5̂ ,  a?!#, W ,  etc. 
and to the word in the pre
scribed senses; cf. P. V. 2,67, 76,
V. 3.108, 109 ; while, without mak
ing any change in sense it is added 
to ( 3?jtrto
being the word formed),
^ 4 ^ ;  (cf. grp;,

319R and others, and to the 
word in the sense of ‘ expressed ’ 
cf. P. V. 4.13, 34, 35. The fem. 
affix f ) is added to words end
ing in the affix sfj to form fem. 
bases.

a popular name given to the 
fourth pada of the fourth adhyaya 
of Panini’s Astadhyayi. The pada 
begins with the rule w q ftg fj  P. IV.
4.1 prescribing the taddhita affix 
S3j in the senses prescribed in rules 
beginning with the next rule ‘

and ending
with the rule ‘ R #  ’ P. IV. 4. 

73-
tad. affix or <5 ( by P. VII. 3.51) 

with the vowel st accented acute 
applied to ( x ) §3? and others as a 
Caturarthika affix; cf. P. IV. 2.80;
(2 )  to multisyllabic words and 
words beginning with 3<r which are 
proper nouns for persons; cf. P. V. 
3=78, 80; and - (3 ) to the word 
^ 511®? in the sense of sff; cf. P. V. 
3.109. The base, to which 5^ is 
added, retains generally two sylla

bles or sometimes three, the rest 
being elided before the affix e.g.

etc. from
the words
e tc .; cf. P. V. 3.83, 84.

Ŝ r tad. affix ^  01 ^ ( by P. VII. 3.51) 
causing Vrddhi and acute accent 
for the first vowel of the word to 
which it is added, applied ( 1 )  to 
*5fK R , sftgtR and in the
specified senses, cf. P. IV. 2.35, 41 
e.g. mmrfm, etc.; ( 2 )  to
words H p and others,
along with f%s, e.g. 51% # , sfilRra, 
also with fSrs to words denoting 
villages in the Vabika country e.g.

WRSW; as also to Words 
ending in 3 forming names of 
countries in all the Saisika senses 
cf. P. IV. 2.116-120; (3 )  to com
pound words having a word show
ing direction as their first member, 
to words denoting time, as also to 
the words 3 ^ ,  f?t̂ T and in the 
Saisika senses; cf. P. IV. 3.6, 7 ,1 1 -  
15 ; ( 4) to the words ( in Vedic 
Literature ), and to and TOtT 
in the Saisika senses; cf. P. IV. 3.19- 
2 1; ( 5) to OTE5R, 3?THfRoft') words 
having as the first member, to 
the word sjth preceded by qf* or srg, 
to multisyllabic word's having their 
last vowel accented acu'e, to words 
denoting sacrifices, to words form
ing nam.es of sages, to words ending 
in sr and to the word JjfRR in the 
specific senses which are mentioned 
cf. P. IV. 3.50, 60, 61, 67, 68, 69, 
78, 79, 97; (6 )  to the words 
W t, 3 tt^ , 5RJ0T, f W ,  compound 
words having a multi-syllabic word 
as their first member, and to the 
words 3s etc. in the specified senses; 
cf. P. IV . 4.6, 11, 38, 52, 58, 64, 
103 ; ( 7 ) to any word as a general 
tad. affix (sTftcRRflftcr), unless any 
other affix has been specified in the
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specified senses ‘ fte sfterat/ ‘ ^  
ftftTR/... ‘ mentioned in the
section of sutras V. 1.18 to 117 ;
( 8 ) to the words srq:^. 3 r ^ } 
compound words having tpfi or qf as 
their first member as also to the 
words and ftRnSW; cf. P. V.
2 .76 ,118 ,119 .

<S% tad. affix or sfi ( according to P.
VII. 3.51), causing the addition of 
srr, and not i ,  for forming the femi
nine base, applied ( 1 ) to the word 

and words with two syllables in 
the sense of ' crossing ’ or ‘ swim* 
ming’ over; cf. P. IV. 4 .7; e.g.

Jtrf^T, flip : *nfW; ( 2 )  to the 
words to , SR, and ftsta and optional
ly with 3  to snsjsr in the sense of 
maintaining (&?|^Nfer); cf. P. IV. 
4 .13 ,14 ; (3 ) to the word srfaw-. 
words ending w.iih srir, to the word 
51a, to words, showing completion 

to the words snf, srw, 
a®, ond ms  in specified
senses; cf. P. IV. 4.42, 70, V. .1.21,
48, 49, 51, 84, V.-2.85 and 109; 
(4 )  to words ending in si as also 
to the words headed by sfrff, and 
optionally with the affix $55  ̂to 
an d . with the affix to %̂ r in the 
sense of !*§?. ( possession ); cf. P. V.
2.115, 1x6, 117 and 119.

f3q. marked with the mute letter 
There is no affix or word marked 
wi^h mute 5 (at the end) in Panini’s 
grammar, but to avoid certain 
technical difficulties, the , Maha
bhasyakara has proposed mute \  
instead of ^ in the case of the affix 

of the first pers. sing. perf. Atm. 
and 5H2> prescribed as Samprasarana 
substitute by P. V I. 4.132 e.g. srfff:, 
nil f t ; cf. M. Bh. on III. 4.79 and
V I. 4.19.

S'

^ ( x ) third letter of the lingual class

of consonants possessed of the pro
perties and 
3T§W|oi; ( 2 ) mute letter applied to 
affixes by Paijini to show the elision 
of the part (cf. P . 1. 1.64.) of 
the preceding word viz. the penulti
mate vowel and the consonant or 
consonants following i t ; cf. a::;
( t̂qr: fiffr q^) VI. 4.143. The 
syllable fir of is also elided
before an affix marked with the 
mute letter

S ( 1 )  krt affix sr applied to the root 
ith preceded by etc.,
as a l‘0 to the roots and sounder 
certain conditions; cf. P. III. 2.48,
49, 5o, 97-101 and to the root ^  
to form the word 3% cf. P. V I. 3.75; 
(2 } tad. affix 3f applied to words 

ending in ^1^, words ending in gg; 
and the word in the sense of
‘ more than ’ e.g. cHi-

cf. P. V. 2,45, 46.

^*9 samasanta ( sr) added to a Babu- 
viihi compound meaning a numeral 
e.g. aq^rr: cf: P. V. 4.73.

tad. affix sr in the sense of '}jDT 
applied to a numeral to form an 
ordinal numeral; e.g. iPfiEpjr:, 
cf. P. V. 2:48.

€0! tad. affix sr, causing vrddhi and 
feslq, applied to 1%^ and 
to show the -rfw^i i.e. measurement 
or extent of a Brahmana w ork; e.g.

cf. P.V. 1.62.

tad. affix 3TfW ih the sense of 
determination or selection of one 
out of many, applied to the pro- 

. nouns fti, r̂a. and ag.; e.g. e r r : ; cL 
P. V. 3.9.5, as also to ^  according 
to Eastern Grammarians; e.g. cr^rii 

cf. P. V. 3.94.

tad. affix stcR: in the sense of 
selection out of two ’ applied to 

the words f%, qq; and as also to
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the word m ; e.g. qg: cf.
P. V. 3.92 spjKRf cf. P; V.
3-94-

a class of words headed by the 
word gcR which stands for ScKFtT i.e. 
words ending with the affix 
similarly the word Sen? which follows 
sfr: stands for ^mFcT. This class 

is a subdivision of the bigger 
class called and' it consists of 
only five words viz. 
sffjjj and ?frc; cf. P . VII. 1.25 
and I. 1.27.

SIB tad. affix 3T& affixed to the word 
fej; to show number or measure
ment ; e.g. 3 #  SIOTt:, cf. P. V. 2.41. 
The words ending with the affix sffT 
are termed 5RRT and for purposes 
of declension etc.; cf. P. I. 1.23, 25.

^  krt affix ar< added to the root ^  
in the sense of f instrument ’ or 
‘ location ’ e.g. 3?!^:, cf. P. III. 3. 
125 Varttika.

affix srg. applied to the word 
and others at the end of a 

pada i.e. when the word has
got the w rsn. e-g. I %r-
qt«nncf. P. III. 2.71 Vart. 1 and 2.

Ill' ( 1 )  verb-ending sri, causing elision 
of the penultimate vowel as also of 
the following consonant, substitut
ed for the 3rd pers. sing, affix fH  
of the first future-, e.g. cf. P.
II. 4.85 ; ( 2 ) case ending stt sub- 
stituted in Vedic Literature for any 
case affix as noticed in Vedic usages; 
e.g. *TPn #**{1^; cf. P. V II. 1.39.

§?w. tad. affix srr applied to dissyllabic 
words, used as imitation of sounds, 
or used as onomatopoetic, when 
connected with the root g  or \  or 
5?^. The word to which is ap
plied becomes generally doubled;

' e.g*

cf. P. V. 4.57. The affix is also 
applied to ftcfte, gfftq, to compound 
words formed of a numeral and the 
word jjoj, as also to the words

etc. when these words 
are connected with the root f>; e.g.

gcfaradfir,. fsipimtfcr, 
smFKtRr, etc.; cf. P. V. 4.
58 to 67.

Î*T fem. affix sit added optionally to 
words ending in ^  and to Bahu
vrihi compounds ending in 3?  ̂ to 
show feminine gender, the words 
remaining as they are when the 
optional affix is not applied; 
e.g. #rr, u ref; cf. P. IV. 1. ir ,
12, 13.

tad. affix annf added to the 
words qiq and fqq; in the sense of 
‘ father ’ ; e. g. Jnawf:, fqgwf: ;  cf. P.
IV. 2.36 Vart. 2.

possessed of the mute letter  ̂
added for the purpose of the elision 
of ft: ( last vowel and the consonant 
or consonants after i t ) of the pre
ceding word. See

( 1 )  tad. affix applied to ar^xK- 
^ T , etc. in the sense of
( observing); e. g. frajjcft, cf. P. V. 1. 
94 Vart 3 ; ( 2 ) applied in the sense 
of ‘ having as measurement.1 applied 
to numeral words ending in ^  or 
ftl^and the word ; e. g.
*rrai:, cf. M. Bh. on P.
V. 2.37.

tad. affix fq applied to the words 
3T5J, anfsr, and sirff in the Saisika 
senses ; e. g. , 3?T%|^, , 
srfjqjT’i ;  cf. M. Bh. on P. IV. 3.23.

case affix iqi for Inst. sing, seen 
in Vedic Literature; e. g. g%fs?qr, 
gJirfswt; cf. Kas. on P. VII.,1.39.

tad. affix 37 added to the word 
jpfjn  the sense of diminutive : e. g,
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3* 89.

1^ 3E. Unadi affix 3*<g; added to the 
root 7T to form the word g g ; cf. qict- 

Unadi Sutra IV. 177.

tad. affix a s  in the sense of 
' brother' applied to the word JIT? ; 
e. g. *njp5: ; cf. P. IV. 2. 36 Vart 1.

ippT tad. affix *na. as, a affix

applied to the words fg ? , and 
; e. g. fggfq;, ; cf.

P. IV. 2.87.

^  tad. affix jj ( 1 )  added in the sense 
of ' Sama introduced by ’ ( gs APT ) 
to the word ; e. g. BW;
cf. P. IV. 2.9; (2 ) added to the 
word #39, optionally with qg; in the 
sense of ' present there ’ ( );
e.g. cf. P. IV. 4.1x3.

tad. affix q added to the words' 
TISTO, and ??qt in the sense of ' present 
there ’ ( m : ), e. g. qm:, ; cf. 
P. IV. 4.111.

tad. affix q added along with 
to the same words to which the 
affix is added as also in the same 
sense, the vowel ar of 5 ^  being sfts. 
See the word §51 above.

S3T case affix qr seen in Vedic Lite
rature e.g. siggsiT cf. S. K. 
on P. VII. 1.39.

§2 krt. affix * with fem. affix # added 
to it, applied to the root e. g.
#  cf. #  M. Bh. on
IV. 1.3. ■ * •

5 ^ 3  tad. affix in the four senses.cf 7
added to the words ^  and I e. g.

cf. P. IV. 2.88.

a root marked with the mute

syllable f  { at the beginning) to 
signify the application of the kft

. *9

affix fs? which is invariably followed 
by the addition of jt ( wO, in the 
sense of ‘ achieved by ’ • e.g. ;

cf. P. III. 3.88 and IV.'4.20.

1??. tad. affix sf? added to the words

and f%q, in the tetrad of tad. 
senses; e.g. T%3i:, T%5ra: cf. P. V.
1.24.

£

\  { 1 )  fourth consonant of the lingual 
class of consonants possessed of the 
properties 3ft, HfWTO
and qfwrilcq ; ( 2 ) the consonant s  
which is elided when followed by  ̂
and the preceding vowel is length
ened ; e.g. nrer, cf. P. V III. 3.13 and
V I, 3 .111; (3 ) substitute 5 for ^ 
at the end of a q ,̂ or, if followed 
by any consonant excepting a semi
vowel or a nasal excepting in the 
cases of roots beginning with 5. or 
the roots g g , gir etc. as also <?f; and 
an* cf. P. V III. 2.31, 32, 33,34  ; 
(4 )  f  at the beginning of a tad. 
affix which has got ^  substituted 
for i t ; cf. mfq:, |?rN :; cf. P. V. 
3.102.

S' tad. affix 5 ( 1 )  applied to the word 
in the sense of ‘ fit fo r ’ ( ^  

Big:) in Vedic literature; e.g. g % : ; 
cf. IV. 4.106;: ( 2 )  applied to the 
word ftisr in the sense of e.g. 
ftl&? cf. P. V. 3.102 ; (3 ) com
mon term ( g ) for the affixes 535, 
^  and 3 also, after the application 
of which the affix ( f ) is added 
in the sense of feminine gender; cf. 
P. IV. 1.15.

tad. affix ttq causing the substitu
tion of vrddhi for the first vowel of 
the word to which it is added. ^  
is added in the sense of srq̂ j ( des
cendant-) ( 1 )  to words ending in 
feminine affixes, to words ending in
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the vowel ?, excepting 5 of the tad. j 
affix ^ . to words of the class head- j 
ed by § p ; to words ,
ffttPR, s , fssr  and to words headed 
by which get substituted
for its last v o w e le .g .  fltqifa:, ,

etc., cf. Ka£. on P.
IV. 1.119-127; ( 2 )  to the words 
ftcfqg; and with the vowel 
elided and to the word jsps, e.g.

cf. Kas.
on P. IV.jc.133, 134,142; ( 3) to 
the word in the sense of Sama, 
to the word 3 #  in the sense of 
‘ dedicated to a deity ’ ( ena ?̂cTT ]F 
as also to the words w#,

and others in the Saisika 
senses; e g . am, snlrq:, siitqq
i n t ^  etc. cf. K a l  on P. IV. 2.8, 33, 
97; (4 )  to the words fĵ r, 3ft, 
511%, sftit and in the specified 
senses; cf. P. IV. 3.94, IV. 4.77,
V. 1.127, V. 2.2.

tad. affix applied ( 1 )  to the 
word 3© optionally along with qq; 
and when it is not a member of 
a compound; e.g. fsq:,
cf. P. IV. x 140; (2 ) to the words 

and others in the Saisika senses 
as also to the words f®, gf^ and 
rffar, if the words formed with the 
affix added, respectively mean dog, 
sword and ornament; e.g.

(^T), 51̂ :  (sffe:),
( 3?«csr: ); cf. Ka§. on P. IV. 2.95, 
96.

tad. affix i?q causing Vrddhi sub
stituted for the first vowel of the 
base and the addition of the fem. 
affix # U  f  ), applied ( 1  ) to words 
meaning quadrupeds and words' in 
the class of words headed by Jjfi in 
the sense of 3jqpj; e.g. mga:,
Il&q:, etc- '> cf. P. IV. 1.135. 
136; ( 2 ) to the word words 
of the class headed by ?ii%; the

words €hjr, ffa, 5%, SRB#, 3)T%. 3?%, 
?fcn, >?#, tr&, 3?Frf*f, f? # , r̂ora-, 
5^r, vfm., mfa, aftm, and sffer 
in the various senses mentioned 
in connection with these words: 
e.g. t$q:, W W C, 3T&W;,

etc., cf. Kas. on P. IV. 2.20, 
80, IV. 3.42, 56, 57, 94, 159. i v .  
4.104, V. 1.10, 13, 17, V. 3.101.

fejpJ tad. affix applied to the
word sFTT^ in the sense of 's tu 
dents following the text of ’ e.g.

in the sense JJtrfi-
%; cf. Ka£. on P. IV. 3.109.

a commentary on Brhadvrtti 
by Hemacandra. It is also known 
as Vrddhadfpika, Avacuri, Ava- 
curnika. The author of this work 
is not well-known. ( 2), a comment
ary on Durgasimha’s Katantravrtti.

f *  tad. affix eft (sjq.+ O  applied in 
the sense of offspring to the word 
nfaT and optionally with a§; to words 
meaning persons having a bodily 
defect or a low social status; e.g. 
»Tf%!;:, sHinfc: cf.
Kas. on P. IV. 1.129,131.

at

or (• 1 ) fifth consonant of the lingual 
class of consonants possessed of the 
properties, HRfgJRR, sfa,
3?$qj{TDi and sngsflRteq ; ( 2) the mute 
letter m indicating the substitution 
of vrddhi ( cf. P. VII, 2.115-117) 
when attached to affixes; ( 3 )  the 
consonant X  at the beginning of 
roots which is changed into the 
roots, having ^  at the beginning 
changeable to being called 'nfa%?r-, 
(4 ) n, as a substitute for ^  follow
ing the letters sr, sff;, '<s! and ^.direct
ly, or with the intervention of con
sonants of the guttural and labial 
classes, but occurring in the same 
word. Such a substitution of n. for
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^  is called dr?; cf. P. V III. 4-i~39- 
For.oRf in Vedic Literature; cf. R. 
Pr. V. 20-28, T. Pr. VII. 1-12. V. 
Pr. III. 84-88; ( 5 ) , the consonant 

added as an augment to a vowel 
at the beginning of a word when it 
follows the consonant m at the end 
of the previous word ; cf. P. V III. 
3.32. In the Vedic Pratigakhyas 

' this augment <n.is added to the pre
ceding at. and looked upon as a part 
of the previous word.

°I ( 1 )  krt. affix sr, added optionally to 
the roots headed by 53^ and ending 
with jro, in the first conjugation 
( see sqfefcT above) in the sense of 
agent, and necessarily to the root 

roots ending with 3TT and the 
roots sqq;, srif, 5ff, S with 3^ , #  
with brt, § with sjq, and ,
to the roots 5 and rft without any 
prefix and optionally to e.g. 
^10: or vs?®:, smqiq:, ?&'■, W :,
3TOPP, sr r̂q:, siqgiq:, arsrsrc:,

%q:, *ne:, ^13:, m '■ or $nf:J • 
in the case of the root the affix 
01 is applied by sqfffflcrftsrm, the 
word q?: meaning a planet and the 
word qif: meaning a crocodile; cf. 
Kas. on P. III. 1.140-143; (2 ) krt 
affix 3? in the sense of verbal acti
vity (*risf) applied along with the 
affix sjq. to the root 3?̂  with fa; e.g.

cf. P. III. 3.60; (3 ) krt 
affix *n prescribed by the Varttika
kara after the roots fin;, sffe,
*!§[ and =^with srr; cf. P. III. 1.140 
Vart x, and III. 2.1 Vart. 7 ; (4) 
tad. affix 3i in the sense of 3?qg add
ed along with also, to a word 
referring to a female descendant 
( )  if the resultant word indi
cates censure; e.g. in*3: mPra:; ci. 
P. IV. 1.147, 150 ; ( 5 ) tad. affix sr 
in the sense of 3̂ 51 added also with 
the affix to the word tsroc?sf ;̂
( 6) tad. affix 3r in the sense of ‘ a

game.’ added to a word meaning 
‘ an instrument in the gam e’ ; e.g. 

l̂ogf, mgr, cf. P. IV. 2.57; ( 7) tad. 
affix 3T added to the word s5?s? and 
others in the sense of ‘ habituated 
to ’ e.g. 1513:, traj:, qldf:, cf. P.
IV. 4.62; ( 8 ) tad. affix sr added to 
the words sm, a t, 3*n«R*ire, 
WT, If% and srtoq in the
senses specified with respect to each; 
e.g. srra: ( tr^q:) *ng>: ( ^rtfe:), g if

feraO, qrara*rrt
srtfr: or srqTtm ,̂ «JT3: or ,
3TI=i: or 1̂%: or 'and

); cf. Kas. on P. IV. 
4.85, ioo, V. 1.10, 76, 98, V. 2.101 
and IV. 2.104 Varttika.

krt affix sr in the sense of reci
procal action, added to any root; 
the affix d]^  is to get necessarily 
the affix 3TSJ, added to it followed by 
the fem. affix t  e.g. sqiffltft;
cf. Ka£. on P. III. 3.43 and P. V. 
4.14.

cerebralization; lingualization ; 
the substitution of for under 
certain conditions; cf. P. V III. 4. 
1-39. See di.

a popular name given by 
grammarians to the fourth pada of 
the eighth adhyaya of Panini’s 
Astadhyayi, as the pada begins with 
the rule wivqf qt 01: gtn?iq% and main
ly gives rules about i.e. the 
substitution of the consonant nj. for

krt affix , causing vrddhi to 
the final vowel or to the penultimate 
sij { 1 )  added to any root in the 
sense of the infinitive in Vedic 
Literature when the connected root 
is e.g. si fir V  ^rr fNFt 
cf. Ka£. on P. III. 4.14; (2) added 
to asiy root to show frequency of a 
past actioa, .when the root form
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ending witb qgs; is repeated to con
vey the sense of frequency; e.g. 
^  331%, qmiq Jjsr%, cf, Kas. on 
P. III. 4.22; ( 3 )  added to a ioot 
showing past action and preceded 
by the word wq, or >0, optional
ly along with the krt affix ; e.g. 
b w M  or 3T̂ j jpeqi gsffcT: cf. Kas. on 
P. III. 4.24 ; ( 4 ) added in general 
to a root specified in P. III. 4.25 
to 64, showing a subordinate action 
and having the same subject as the 
root showing the main action, pro
vided the root to which o]g5[ is 
added is preceded by an antecedent 
or connected word, such as sign, or 

or or any other given in 
Panini’s rules ; cf. P. III. 4.26 to 
III. 4.64; e.g. ?qipiit s i ,  <s??q*rpfiK 
S i ,  3 1 , 5n p # j

tofg, SPFCTRT ?re: etc.; cf. Kas. on 
P. III. 4.26-64. When is added 
to the roots and others
mentioned in P. III.. 4.34 to 45, the 
same root is repeated to show the 
principal action. The word ending 
in nigs; has the acute accent ( a^Rr ) 
on the first vowel ( cf. P. VI. 1,194) 
or on the vowel preceding the affix; 
cf. P. VI. 1.193.

a term used in connection 
with the compound of the qgSRtr 
with its wra; which precedes ; e.g.

; cf. P. II. 2.20,
21.

personal ending st substituted for 
%q.and fill, in fe? or the perfect and 
in the case of and \  in az or

• the pres, tense optionally ; cf. P. 
III. 4.82, 83, 84. The affix o’n 

. account of being marked by the 
mute letter causes vfddhi to the 
preceding vowel; the vrddhi is, 
however, optional in the case of the 
1st pers. ( f a u ) cf. P. V II. 1.91.

is substituted for ^  after roots 
ending in m ; cf. P. VII. 1.34.

tad. affix 3jg. applied to the word 
q ^ in  the sense of collection. The 
original Varttika is w?: P- IV . 
2.43 Vart. 3. Some scholars read 
die in the place of SU. in the Vart
tika which is read as tptf qrfPq; 
by them.

f°I common term for ( signifying 
Atmanepada) and f3r^; cf. oftrift 
qpR#° P. I. 3.67, VI. 4 .51;
cf.‘ also P. I. 3.86, I. 4:52, II. 4.46, 
5 1 ;  III. 2.137; VI. i .3 i .  48»54.
VI. 4.90; VII. 2.26, VII. 3.36;
VII. 4.1, V III. 4.30.

affix f  causing vrddhi, prescribed 
after the root the base ending 
in ? i.e. îf% being called a root; 
cf. P. III. 1.30, 32. The mute letter 
^ signifies that the root r̂frr is to 
take only the Atmanepada affixes 
e.g. sKtaro.

affix ? causing vrddhi ( 1 )  applied 
to roots of the tenth conjugation 
( )  such as 5^, etc. e.g, 
=̂ kqf&5 % q t ; cf. P .I I I .  1.25; ( 2 )  
applied to any root to form a causal 
base from it, e.g. *iiqq{FT from 
ip?qf?r from ira;; cf. tjpifw ^ P. III. 
1.26 ; ( 3) applied to the words gns, 
fiisr etc. in the sense of making, do
ing, practising etc. (WH); e.g. got 
Suffer gosqft, Wffq% ( eats something 
or avoids it as an observance),

fwqRr etc.; cf. P. III. 1.21; 
( 4 )  applied to the words TT5f,
s t , §®, «fq;,
■qtfi and in the various senses 
given by the Varttikakara to form 
denominative roots ending in ?; e.g. 
e?!Hqfu; etc.; cf. P . III. 1.25;
( 5 )  applied to suitable words in 
the sense of composing, e.g. ^  goffer ' 

etc.; ( 6) applied to a verbal
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noun ( f ^ )  in the sense of ‘ nar
rating ’ with the omission of the krt 
affix and the karaka of the verbal 
activity put in a suitable case; e.g. 
TO for the sentence
or ffls for srf̂ F'TJTT̂ 'g, or ^
%rcraf5f, g&nw*#, 3 % i etc.;
cf. Ka£. on P. III. 1.26. Roots end
ing in fth^ ( ) take the conju- 
gational endings of both the Paras
maipada and the Atmanepada; cf. 
fSresi P. I. 3:74. They have perfect 
forms by the addition of snn. with 
a suitable form of the perfect tense 
of the root f ,  \  or 3?̂  placed after 

the word ending with srr  ̂and 
the verbal form after it being look
ed upon as separate words e.g.

WWf etc.; cf. P. I II .'1.35, 
40. They have the aorist form, with 
the substitution of the Vikarana 
( sr) for f^s before which the root 
is reduplicated ; e.g. 3f# i3g., 
etc.; cf. P. III. 1.48, VI. i . i i  as 
also VII. 4.93-97.

fe n s  roots ending in the term
is generally applied to causal bases 
of roots. See {9̂

( 1 )  an affix with the mute con
sonant <n. added to it to signify the 
substitution of vrddhi for the pre
ceding vowel or for the penultimate 
3? or for the first vowel of the word 
if the affix applied is a taddhita 
affix; cf. P. VII. 2 .115-117; e.g. 
or, etc.; ( 2) an affix not actual- 
ly marked with the mute letter K 
but looked upon as such for the 
purpose of vrddhi; e.g. the Sarva- 
namasthana affixes after the words 
qt and gfe, cf. P. VII. 1.90, 92.

ftiwi possession of % as a mute letter 
for the purpose of vrddhi. See the 
word

krt affix ^  signifying vrddhi 
( 1 )  applied to the roots headed by

3^ ( i.e. the roots sjgg,, OT e t c .) 
in the sense of an agen t; e.g.
35Rfr, w f t .  cf. P. III. 1.134; (2 ) 
applied to the root preceded by 
the word f*tR or as 37^; e.g.

cf. P. III. 2.51; (3 )  
applied to any root preceded by a 
substantive as upapada in the sense 
of habit, or when comparison or 
vow or frequency of action is con- 
veyeds or to the root with a 
substantive as e.g.

3T3l i s # 5?t;' eHk-

cf. P. III. 2.78-82 ; ( 4) applied to 
the root qsj; preceded by a word 
referring to the ^  of qm w  as also 
to the root preceded by a word 
forming the object of the
root 1^ , the words so formed re
ferring to the past tense; e.g. 
srfadfRpft, cf- p - I n - 2.85,
86 ; ( 5 ) applied to a root when the 
word so formed refers to a kind of 
necessary activity or to a debtor; 
cf. sm^RT, SWSPfr cf. P.
III. 4.169-170; (6  ) tad. affix 
causing vrddhi for the first vowel, 
applied to the words sfiRew and 
referring to ancient sages named 
so, as also to words which are the 
names of the pupils of or of 

as also to the words fp̂ R, 
etc. in the sense of ‘ students 

learning what has been traditional
ly spoken by those sages ’ e.g.

aiffesr:,
etc.; cf. P. IV . 3.103-104, 

106; ( 7 )  applied to words forming 
the names of ancient sages who are 
the speakers of ancient Brahmana 
works in the sense of c pupils study
ing those works ’ as also to words 
forming the names of sages who 
composed old Kalpa works in the 
sense of those sjfjtr w orks; e.g,

1 %fr
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cf. KaS. on P. IV. 3.105; (8 ) 
applied to the words and %sr- 

in the sense of ‘ students read
ing the Bhiksusutras ( of <TKI3$ ) 
and the Naja sutras ( of •
respectively; e.g. Tragftoif

*m:-, cf. K a l  on P. IV . 3.110.

elision of the affix f&t ( f&i^or fte. 
see above ) before an ardhadhatuka 
affix without the augment 5(5^ ) 
prefixed to i t ; cf. oKftfz P. VI. 4.51, 
and V I. 4.52, 53, 54 also.

augment at., prefixed to the initial 
vowel when it follows upon the 
consonant ^  at the end of the pre
ceding word; e.g. for ggm, 
+  fsr: cf. P. V III. 3.3 ^

a root mentioned in the DhatuT 
patha by Panini as beginning with 

which subsequently is changed 
t o ^ t b y  P. VI. 1.65) in all the 
forms derived from the ro o t; e.g, 
the roots } oft and others. In the 
case of these roots the initial ^  is 
again changed into ^  after a prefix 
like JT or TO having the letter \  in it 

' and having a vowel or a consonant 
of the guttural or labial class inter
vening between the letter  ̂and the 
letter e.g. sro# , etc. cf.
KS*. on P. VIII. 4.T4. .

cfNlSr a popular name given to ths 
fourth pada of the seventh Adhyaya 
of Panini's Astadhyayi, which 
begins with the rule oft 
P. VII. 4.x.

tad. affix 3 (1 )  applied in ihe sease 
of •'descendant’ as also in a few 
other senses, mentioned in rales 
from IV . 1.92 to IV. 3.168, applied 
to the words M r, srf^cr, and
words with TO as the 3WJ? in a 
compound, e.g. 53.", snfesP, rfNwsH, 
etc; cf. K§<§. on P.IV. 1.84; {2 )

applied in the sense of a descend
ant (3?q î) applied to the words 
§5, *pr, ^  3$ etc., e.g.

etc. cf. Kas. on P. IV. 
1.151; ( 3 ) applied in the sense of 
3fq̂ q or descendant to words end
ing in §*fi, to the word 55 1̂ and to 
words in the sense of artisans, e.g.

cf. Kas. on P. IV. 1.152 ; (4 ) appli
ed in the Caturarthika senses to 
the words sraqr, etc.,
e g. etc., cf. Kas.
on P. IV . 2.80; ( 5 )  applied to the 
word and .optionally with the 
affix 3^ to the word in the speci
fied senses; e.g. vffltffr,
$T«pf 'Trfe^:, 3T;
cf. Kas. on P. IV .4 44.45,101; ( 6) 
applied as a tad. affix called ‘ tad- 
raja to the word g? and words 
beginning with  ̂ e.g. Iqsq:;
cf. Kail. on P. IV. 1.172; jp3:, 
etc. are the nom, pi. forms.

krtya affix q which causes vrddhi 
and which has the circumflex accent 
( 1 )  applied to a root ending with 
^  or any consonant to form the pot. 
pass, participle; e.g. f # 3;,

etc. cf. Ka§. on P. IV . 1.124; 
(2 ) applied to a root ending in 3 
if a necessity of the activity is to 
be indicated, e.g. m m -
qisqq; cf. KaS. on P. IV. 1.125; 
( 3 ) tad. affix 3 applied to the word 
qOTiTQ optionally with qq. and 3 .̂ 
affixes; e.g. *noffT?*u, qtnire?}:. 
cf. Kas. on P. V. 1.84.

kft affix 'ant in the sense of ‘ skill
ed agent ’ applied ( 1 )  to the root 
tl to sing. e.g. sn̂ Fff, cf. Kaj§. 
on P. III. 1.147, also in ^ :, in fe i 
by P. H I. 1.146; { 2 ) to the root 
5t ( III. P. and III. A also ) if ‘rice’ 
or * time ’ be the sense conveyed ; 
e.g. i r a :  cf. Ka§.
on P. III. 1.148.
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fiN' krt. affix fof i.e. zero, causing 
vrddhi, applied to the root ^  and 
to 3̂5 and 3f. in Vedic Literature if 
the root is preceded by any preposi
tion ( gtftp! J or a substantive as the 
upapada; e.g.

. Cf. Kas§. on P. III. 2.62,63,
64.

kft. affix q, or zero, seen applied 
in Vedic .Literature to the root ^  
preceded.by %r, to preceded by 
33*?, to preceded by gw; and to 
^  preceded by bt?. e.g.
3 ^ !  sfteU, m w , cf. KaS.
on P. I l f .  2.71, 72.

krt affix 3T=k seen always with the 
fem. affix arr applied to a root when 
the sense conveyed is ‘ a turn or 
‘ a deserving thing ’ or ‘ debt ’ or 
‘ occurrence5; e.g. 3n%KT,
3?|fer

s^qifg;; cf. Kas. on
P. III. 3.111.

3'p5 ( 1)  a very general kft affix 3j%, 
causing vrddhi and acute accent to 
the vowel preceding the affix, 
applied to a root optionally with g; 
( i.e. in the sense of an agent 
e g. WFfi: also s&cff, fcif; cf. P.
III. 1.133; ( 2 ) krt. affix 3^ applied 
optionally with the affix jp; to a 
root when it refers to an action for 
which another action is mentioned 
by the principal verb; e.g. ^ 5 ^  
IP #  or JT3#: cf KaS. on 
fe ra i P. III.. 3.10; ( 3 )
krt affix 3}  ̂ necessarily accompani
ed by fem. affix 3?t added to it, 
applied to a root if the sense given 
by the word so formed is the name 
of a disease or a proper noun or a 
narration or a query; e.g. srqifiNiT,

cf.
Kai.  on P. III. 3.108, 109, n o .

a

^  the first consonant of the dental 
class of consonants which has got 
the properties ^raigiRTsr, 3# T , ft?3- 

and sRWR??. When used as 
a mute letter by Panini, cj. signifies 
the Svarita accent of the vowel of 
that affix or so, which is marked with 
it; e.g. sktH , f l H ,  'PR2RC cf. P. VI.
1.185. When applied to a vowel at 
its end, ^  signifies only the vowel 
of that grade only, possessed by 
such of its varieties which require 
the same time for their utterance 
as the vowel marked with g., e.g. 
3fl  ̂ stands for srf with any of the 
three accents as also pure or nasal
ised ; srra. does not include sr or sr 3 
cf. cT'KWĉ lA'W P. I. 1.70. The use. 
of the indicatory mute g. for the 
above purpose is seen also in th e , 
Pratisakhya works; cf. V. Pr. I. 
114 R. T. 234.

( 1 )  personal ending of the third 
pers. sing. Atm.; cf. P. III. 4.78, 
which is changed to  ̂ in the perfect 
tense and omitted after the substi
tute fijot. for fes in the aorist; cf. P.
VI. 4.140; (2 )  personal ending 
substituted for the affix sr of the 
Paras. 2nd pers. pi. in the impera
tive, imperfect, potential, benedic- 
tive, aorist and conditional for 
which,j-rra., and * r  are substitut
ed in Vedic Literature, and also for 
f| in case a repetition of an action 
is m eant; cf. P. III. 4-85» 10* as 
also V II. 1.44, 45 and III. 4.2-5. cf. 
P. III. 4.85 and III. 4 .101; ( 3) 
tad. affix ?r applied to the words 
and un. e.g. ^er:, cf. P. V. 3. 
138; (4 )  tad. affix cf applied to 
s ; ^  when is changed to sr; cf.

?ept m  srerc: 1 
tffenoiW SPW Kas. on P. V.
1.59; (5 ) general terra for the af&x
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■55! of the past pass. part, in popular 
u se ; (6  ) a technical term for the 
past participle affixes ( cf) tR and 

) called ftgl by P acin i; cf. 
P. I. 1.26; the term ?r is used for 
feST in the Jainendra Vyakarana.

the consonant a ,  the vowel a? and 
the word being, placed after it 
for facility in understanding; cf. T. 
Pr. I. 17, 21.

a class of words headed by 
ejgftresT to which the taddhita affix 
3f ( sqŝ ) is added in the sense o f ' a 
native place or a domicile The 
word so formed has the acute accent 
on its first vow el; e.g. gR#-
m n :, cf. Kas. on P. IV . 3.93.

( 1  j a short term used for the nine 
personal endings of the Atmane
pada viz. cT, sncrR.-.Jlill which are 
themselves termed Atmanepada; 
cf. 3 5 ^ 1 ^  p. 1. 4 .10 0 1(2 )  
the personal ending ?r of the 2nd 
pers. pi. { substituted for sr by III. 
4.101) looked upon as sometimes, 
when it is lengthened in the Vedic 
Literature; cf. tffefir *n^nsq

SRctT KaS. on P.
vi. 3.133.

the triad of senses cpe#i5J, 
and possessed by

the agent of an action, in connec
tion with which the affixes g^r, 

etc> are prescribed ( cf. P. III. 
2.184 e tc .) which (affixes) hence 
are called cf. aw

, M. Bh. on P. III.
2.146, e.g. sRirf

ancient term for 5^1 and 
-used by the Vartikakara; cf. T #

M. Bh. on P. II. 4*54 Vart.
' 1 1 ;  H I. 2.8 Vart. 2 ; IV . 1.52. 

Vart. 3.

requiring the same time for 
utterance as for example one matra 
for short vowels, two for long ones 
and three for protracted ones, 
although those vowels are nasalised 
or pure, or acute, grave or circum
flex. See the word fm .

awWilsId’̂ i occurring or presenting 
itself at the same time or simul
taneously.

name of a commentary on 
Ramacandra’s Prakriyakaumudi.

name of the well-known 
commentary on Bhatfoji’s Sidd- 
hanta Kaumudi written by his pupil 
jnanendrasarasvati at Benares. Out 
of the several eommnetaries on the 
Siddhantakaumudl, the Tattvabod- 
hini is looked upon as the most 
authoritative and at the same time 
very scholarly. It is supplemented 
by Jayakrsnamauni on the topic of 
accents. Nilakantha Vajapeyi has 
written Gudharlhaprakasika on it.

name of a commentary on 
the Kaiikavrtti by a grammarian 
named Upamanyu in the beginning 
of the nineteenth century A. D.

name of a commentary on the 
Paribhasendulekhara written by M. 
M. Vasudev Shastri Abhyankar in 
1889 A. D. The commentary is 
more critical than explanatory, 
wherein the author has given the 
purpose and the gist of the import-, 
ant Paribhasas and has brought 
out clearly the differences between 
the school of Bhattoji and the 
school of Nagesa in several import
ant matters.

name of an important kind of 
compound words similar to the 
compound word i. e.
jp q :), and hence chosen aa the
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name of such compounds by ancient 
grammarians before Panini. Panini 
has not defined the term with a 
view to including such compounds 
as would be covered by the defini
tion. He has mentioned the term 

in II. x.22 as Adhikara and 
on its strength directed that all 
compounds mentioned or prescribed 
thereafter upto Sutra II. 2.22 be 
called.cftpw. No definite number of 
the sub-divisions of mgST is given ; 
but from the nature of compounds 
included in the cRpr-srPiW:, the 
sub-divisions cf. P. II.
1.24 to 48, ?PfT5iT{^WIfRp? cf. P. II,
I.49 to 72 (called by the name

; acc to P. I. 2. 42), sreqT- 
( called fsg by P. II. 1.52 ), 

or cf. P. II.
2.1-3, cf. P. II. 2.5,
Jisatp'r cf. P. II. 2 . 6 , cf. 
P. II .  2.19, cf. P. II. 2.18
and cf. P. II. 2.20 are
found mentioned in the commentary 
literature on standard classical 
works. Besides these, a peculiar 
tatpurusa compound mentioned by 
Panini in II. 1.72, is popularly 
called Panini has
defined only two out of these 
varieties viz. fgg as fig: P.
II. 1.23, and a$sf!5Tj as w i t -

P. I. 2.42. The Maha
bhasyakara has described cRpsf as 
smTqitWRScRpq:; cf. M. Bh. on
II. 1.6, II. 1.20, II. 1.49, etc., and 
as a consequence it follows that the 
gender of the tatpurusa compound 
word is that of the last member of 
the compound ; cf.
P. II. 4. 26; cf. also

1 .m 'jfwistsmra <?Estf5-r- 
srwfr^fcr1 f

TO fltp^ M. B h ., on II. 4.26. 
Sometimes, the compound gets a 
gender different from that of the 
last w ard; cf. P . II. 4. 19-31. The

tatpurusa compound is optional as 
generally all compounds are, 
depending as they do upon the 
desire of the speaker. Some tat- 
purasa compounds such as the 
s iT fe p f  or are called
and hence their constitutent word?, 
with the case affixes applied to 
them, are not noticed separately; 
cf. P. II. 2.18  ̂ 19. In some cases sr 
as a compound-ending ( tWTflFtr) is 
added;. e. g. ?n«Ctg^; e f.P .
V. 4.74 ; in some cases ( m) is 
added ; cf. P. V. 4. 75 to 87; while 
in some other cases a=^(sr) is added, 
the mute letter 5 signifying the 
addition of sk , ( f  ) in the feminine 
gender; cf. P. V. 4. 91-112 For 
details see p.p. 270-273 Mahabhasya 
Vol. VII. published by the D. E. 
Society, Poona.

?«pcrfqfi( a peculiar feature in the 
interpretation of the rules of Panini, 
laid down by the author of the 
Sutras himself by virtue of which 
an adjectival word, qualifying its 
principal word, does not denote 
itself, but something ending with 
it also ; cf. P. I. 1.72.
This feature is principally noticed 
in the case of general words or 
adhikaras which are put in a parti
cular rule, but which occur in a 
large number of subsequent rules ; 
for instance, the word 3lRmFvh(d, 
put in P. IV . 1.1, is valid in every 
rule upto the end of chapter V and 
the words Brer:, qsn etc. mean 
srWICi «i5T^lci;etc. Similarly
the words W t: (P . III. 1.91) and 

(P . VI. 4 .1 )  occurring in a 
number of subsequent rules have 
the adjectival words to them,, which 
are mentioned in subsequent rules, 
denoting not only those words, but 
words ending with them. In a 
large number of cases this feature
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of eRsriwr is not desirable, as it 
goes against arriving at the desired 
forms, and exceptions deduced from 
Panini’s rules are laid down by the 
Varttikakara and later grammarians; 
cf. Par. Sek. Pari. 16, 23, 3 1 ; also 
Mahabhasya on P. I. 1.72.

a convention similar to the 
of Partini, laid down by the 

. Varttikakara laying down that in 
case an operation is prescribed for 
something followed by a single 
letter, that single letter should be 
taken to mean a word beginning 
with that single letter ; cf. 
«To[Te{H5Sj?ufP. Iri.72  Vart. 29; Par.

. Sek. Pari. 33.

lit. connection with what 
is denoted by the constituent mem
bers ; the word refers to a kind of 
Bahuvrihi compound where the 
object denoted by the compound 
includes also what is denoted by 
the constituent members of the 
compound; e. g. the compound 
word in the rule g#-
ftmrfjf includes the word 6# among 
the words and others, which
alone form the or the exter
nal thing and not merely the exter
nal object as mentioned in Panini’s 
rule ( P. U , 2. 24) ;
cf. w S  stfiflti aiyrwftfRraft 1 em i 1 

1 sfftffWfar l̂ rsi: srsrcfer 1 
n̂ g<n aS.gqiaj M. Bh. on
I. 1.27. For details cf. Mahabhasya 
on P. I. x.27 as also Par. Sek. 
Pari. 77.

lit. made subordinated to 
( the principal factor) ;  completely 
included so as to form a portion. 
The word is used in connection with 
augments which, when added to a 
word, are completely included in 
that word, and, in fact, form a 
part q£ the w ord; cf. W iWWS30fr= 

Par. Sek. Pari. 11,

wfg.S' a term of the ancient pre-Pani- 
nian grammarians used by Panini 
just like B*fcn*Tq"or sr^q without 
giving any specific definition of it. 
The term occurs in the Nirukta of 
Yaska and the Vajasaneyi-Prati^a- 
khya ; cf. m  cffejgiTTCrg 
1 %  3rf%vî q wSqra; 1

1 gr,
qr Nir. II. 2 ; also cf, 
gmfiT: Vaj. PrSti. I. 27. It
is to be noted that the word erfscr 
is used by the ancient grammarians 
in the sense of a word derived from 
a substantive ( srrlM%i) by the 
application of suffixes like ar, qgv 
etc., and not in the sense of words 
derived from roots by affixes like 
sn.ftf etc. which were termed Jn*FK°T, 
as possibly contrasted with the 
word cdis used by Yaska in II, 5. 
Panini has used the word crf&a not 
for words, but for the suffixes which 
are added to form such words at all 
places { e. g. in I. 1.38, IV. 1.17, 
76, VI. 1.61 e tc .) In fact, he has 
begun the enumeration of taddhita 
affixes with the rule afgcfT: ( P. IV. r»' 
76) by putting the term fifer for 
affixes such as it, «)f, s^ etc! which 
are mentioned thereafter. In his 
rule ^TlfertmraTai and in .the Vartti- 
ka < I. 4.1 Vart. 41)
which are similar to V. Pr. 1. 27 
quoted above, the word fffer app
ears. to be actually used for words 
derived from nouns by secondary 
affixes, along with the word fig; 
which also means words derived 
from roots, although commentators 
have -explained there the terms 
and ?rfer for and cT^cTRT. The 
term ftfer is evidently echoed in 
the Sutra ftcPL which, although 
it is not the first Sutra of the 
taddhita section, may imply that 
there were possibly long lists of 
sscoadary aouns with the senses of

1
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secondary suffixes, and nfer was 
perhaps, the first sense given there. 
The number of taddhita suffixes 
mentioned by Panini is quite a large 
one ; there are in fact n r o  rules 
given in the taddhita section cover
ing almost two Adhyayas viz. from 
P. IV. 1.76 to the end of the fifth 
Adhyaya. The main sub-divisions 
of taddhita affixes mentioned by 
commentators are, Apatyadyartha- 
ka ( IV. 1.92 to 178 ), Raktadyarth- 
aka (IV . 2.1 to 91), Saisika (IV .
2. 92 to IV. 3.133 ), Pragdlvyatlya 
(IV . 3.134 to 168), Pragvahatlya 
( IV. 4.1 to IV. 4.74 ), Pragghitlya 
( IV. 4.75 to IV . 4.109 )j Arhiya 
(V . 1. 1 to 7 1 ) , Thanadhikarastha 
( V. 1.72 to V. 1.1x4 )> Bhavakarm- 
arthaka (V . 1. 115 to V. 1. 136), 
Pancamika ( V. 2.1 to V. 2.93), 
Matvarthlya ( V. 2.94 to V. 2. 140), 
Vibhaktisamjnaka (V . 3.1 to V. 
3.26) and Svarthika ( V. 3.27 to V. 
4.160 ). The samasanta affixes ( V. 
4„68 to V. 4.160 ) can be included 
in the Svarthika affixes.

a work on the taddhita 
section written by Siromani Bhatta- 
carya, who has also written

y-iii'i the essence, al=o called ; cf.
a ^  *

a<?. 1 1% 5 ^ ^  1 M.
Bh. on P. V. 1.119.

produced or brought into being 
by some grammatical operation 
such as the vowel an in ^1%. err?, 
snwsfra; etc. by the substitution of 
ffig, as contrasted with the original 
arr in sjin, fiprR îTsr, e tc .; cf. 
t%

M. Bh. on I. i.x . 

the taddhita affixes
oq, as also sr,, %  sag, and

given in the rules of Pacini IV . 
x. 168-174 and V. 3. 112-119. They 
are called a^R as they are applied 
to such 'words as mean both the 
country and the warrior race or 
clan (sjfm ); cf. a^swm^P1!:
S. K. on P. IV. i . t 6 8 .  The peculiar 
feature of these tadraja affixes is 
that they are omitted when the 
word to which they have been app
lied is used in the plural number ; 
e. g. ; similarly

; cf. P. II. 4.62.

( i ) as above, similarly ; the 
words agq[.( the rest as above) are 
frequently seen used by commenta
tors ; (2 ) the tad. affix ^  in the 
sense of possession and not in the 
sense of measure etc. cf. asir 
sqPRrfta' V. Pr. V. 8.

treatment of something as 
that which is not that e. g. the 
treatment of affixes not marked 
with mute n or n as marked with 
n even though they are not actually 
marked that way, cf. P. I. 2. 1-4 ; 
also cf. P -1- 2.1
Vart. 4.

SW ( 1 )  personal ending for a of the 
second pers. pi. Parasmaipada in 
the imperative in Yedic Literature ; 

e- S• S1F * *or c^' K al. 0?1 P-
V II. 1.45 ; (2 )  tad. affixessg and 

i. e. 3R which, with the aug
ment q., in effect becomes a*f. e. g. 
BRrR, fMxR, e tc .; cf. P. IV. 3.23.

personal ending for a  of the 
second pers. pi. e. g. for W - 
cf. Kas. on P. VII. 1.45. See *r .

a word frequently used in the 
Mahabhasya in the sense of ‘ in
tended ’ or The word is 
used always in the neuter gender 
like srJJinrar; cf. M. Bh. 
oa P. I. 2.33s II. 2.34, ^  
oh P. I. 2 3̂9, III. 3.38, III. 4.2Z,
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IV . 1.92 etc. The word is also 
explained in the sense of ‘ impor
tant

name of the learned commen
tary written by WTC%T, a famous 
Buddhist grammarian of the 12th 
century A . D. on the sfiifgsKiftwwfefiT 
( J*ira) of Jinendrabuddhi. The work 
is available at present only in a 
manuscript form, and that too in 
Fragments. Many later scholars 
have copiously quoted from this 
work. The name of the work viz.

is rarely mentioned ; but 
the name of the author is mentioned 
as iftq or even There
are two commentaries on the 
named and arnsfa. .

^•ni  ̂ a class of roots headed by the 
root 33̂ , which is popularly called 
the eighth conjugation to which 
the conjugational sign s  is added; 
e. g. fRtfq, Efidfir, f # ;  cf. P. II. 4.79; 
III. 1.79.

a class of words which is the 
same as ; cf. P. VI. 4.37. See

Sfllri^I^the tad. affix am. prescribed 
by the rule 3tf5P# ^rrrg^W SiT- 

P. IV. .1.113 ; cf. M. Bh. 
on P. IV. 1.114.

( 1 )  tad. affix added to the 
words and to form the 
words and ; cf. P. V. 2.122 
Vart, 10 ; ( 2 ) personal ending in 
Vedic Literature substituted for cf 
of the impera. sec. pers. pi. e. g. 
*2%? SII3TO cf. K a l  on P. VII. 1.45.

?rq«[cgf3? addition of the mute letter 
^ after a vowel to signify the in
clusion of only such varieties of the 
vowel as take the same time for 
their utterance as the vowel marked 
with <3,; cf. P. 1. 1.70. See g..

^  personal ending era; substituted 
for in the impera. imperf. 
potential, benedictive, aorist and 
conditional; cf. P. i l l .  4.85, 101,

OT common term for the tad. affixes 
and era?..

3RTS tad. affix cTR added optionally 
with the affix ( s r ) to mif^, 
etc., as also to words ending with 
them, in the sense of (comple
tion ), and necessarily (f*K4 )'to the 
words W , a w ,  3fa, etc. e.g.

; ^rt^r:, PrftW:, <%:, 
3!cRPT:, r̂ferrr: etc.; cf. KaS.
on Y. 2.56-58.

tad. affix a*r added without a 
change of sense, i.e. in the sense of 
the base itself to noun-bases posses
sing the sense of excellence, as also 
to veibal forms showing excellence;
e.g. sri©RR:, siSafK, 'raft-
OTtq; cf. KaS. on P. V. 3.55-56. The 
affix is termed q also ; cf. P. I,
1.22.

53? tad. affix cPW. applied to a  numeral 
( ^ W ) in the sense of or
‘ possessed of parts ’ ; e.g. <rw sRqsrr

Cf. K a l .
on P. V. 242. spj is .substituted for 
cT*t optionally after the numerals f| 
and and necessarily after cf. 
P. V. 2.43-41.

3^  tad. affix cH. See cfq.
^  tad. affix ms. added to bases show

ing excellence (ari^iiqjr) when the 
excellence shown is between two 
persons; e.g. 3 ^ :  §fj?rwv g fw ero , 
'refcM'UH.; cf. Ka£. on P. V. 3.57. 
The affix 3 ^  is called ej just like 
CT5FJ.; cf. P . I. 1.22.

radfsrSr a commentary by Harsakirti 
on his own Sarasvatadhatupatha. 
He was a pupil of Candra-kirti 
who flourished in the sixteenth 
century.
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tad. affix See cK.

^  tad. affix ar ( i ) added in the sense 
of collection ( gijc ) to-ihe words JtPT, 
«ftf, and g fR  and rpl also, e.g. 
îTHcTT, 5J3crr etc.; ( 2 ) added in the 

sense of ‘ the nature of a thing ’ 
( *{[3 ) along with the affix c? option
ally, as aiso optionally along with 
the affixes fflq;, etc, given in 
P. V. 1.122 to 136; e.g. 3̂ ? ^ ,  
sf̂ cfT; 3TqS%crr;

- sr P m i; s p s i ,  fjst= re ., g f f e m .;

etc. cl. Kas. on P. V. 1.119 t0 l & .  
Woids ending with the affix are 
always declined in the feminine 
gender with the fem. affix sn ( s\qj 
added to them; cf. cRŝ cf; (̂ P=C: 
Linganusasana 17.

the class of dental consonants 
viz, 3;, q;, ^ and cf. ff*r*r fran- 
irra^scrfa% P. 1. 3.4 Vart. 1. - \

kft affix for the infinitive affix 
in Vedic Literature; e.g. 3 ;^  

TriRt Cf. P. 111. 4.9.

krt affix 3% for the infinitive affix 
g^in Vedic Literature; e.g. JFcT%, 
Efitt, f t t ;  cf. P. III. 4.9.

( 1 )  krt affix 33 for the infinitive 
affix jp ;  in Vedic Literature. The 
affix s t  has a peculiarity of accent, 
namely that the word ending in 3% 
has got both the initial and ending 
vowels accented acute (3 ^ 1); e.g.

anew 3; cf. P. III. 
4.9; and VI. 1.200 ; ( 2 ) krtya affix 
in Vedic Literature, e.g. ’Ttolcf! ior 

cf. Kas. on P. III. 4.14.

krtya affix applied to a root to 
form the pot, pass. part. e.g. 
cf. Ka§. on P. III. 1.96/

krtya affix 3=4 applied to a root 
to form the pot. pass, part.; the 
affix 3533; has the circumflex accent

on the last syllable; e.g. cf. 
Kas. on P. III. 1.96.

( 1 )  personal ending of the third 
pers. dual Parasmaipada substitut
ed technically for ); cf. P.
III. 4.78; (2 ) tad. affix ( cffe or 

. 5[fa^). See 3% and

( 1 )  tad. affix ^ sh o w in g  direction 
by means of a thing e.g. 
feWa:; cf, KaS. on P. IV. 3.114,115; 
( 2) tad, affix ere; applied in the 
sense of the. abl. case and substitut
ed for the abl. case affix; eg. mm:, 
sTI^fcr, ^ 1#  sometimes the
affix j.s applied instead of the instru
mental or the genitive case also. e.g. 
iTfff: *  sqs# for 1 %  n sq#; 
sfgw : for srvtq  ̂cf.
Ka6. on P. V. 4.44-49.

( 1 )  tad. affix era. added to pro
nouns from e# upto ft, to the pro
noun 1%  ̂ and after qft and arfii; e.g. 
§ 5r:; m:, crer:, arras:; cf.K aS. on P. 
V., 3.7 to 9.

a class of taddhita affixes 
headed by the affix ere.(5Tffl^) as 
given by Panini in his sutras irom 

P. V, 3.7 upto ireqm: 
V. 3 .17; cf. P. 

V I/ 3.35. The words ending with 
the affixes from afesl in P. V. 3.7 
upto qigq. in P. V. 3.47 ( excluding 
qr̂ l'S.) becom e' indeclinables; cf. 
Ka§, on P. 1. 1.38.

3?: ( 1) a technical term for the geni
tive case affix used in the Jainendra 
V yakarana; ( 2 ) the tad. affix c!  ̂
which is popularly called erf as the 
nouns ending in ^  i.e. er are de
clined in the fem. gender with tba 
fem. affix srr added to them.

( i ) use of a word for that 
word ( of which the sense has been 
eonveyed) ; the expression ffRsqf- 
=gixy«?P3j; ii often used by grammar
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ians just like a Paribhasa; cf. 3jfe 
irt I tRIPT 3g41 lf-
ft% M. Bh. on P. I. '1.29; similarly 
g?frn?rara: for q^rft M. Bh.
on P. 1. 1.30 or g?fIW ?wra: M. 
Bb. cm P. I. 2.43; (2 )  use of a 
word for that word of which there 
is the vicinity; cf. 3T«!?n Bif

1 s?#fq
ŜRs M. Bh. on P. I. 2.27 where 

the letter 3 is taken in the sense of 
time required for its utterance, the 
reason being that sound and time 
go together; cf. also M. Bh. on P.
I. 2.70, IV.. 3.48, V. 2.79; (3) use 
of a word for that which resides 
there; cf. *tf̂ «rfff M.
Bh. on V. 4.50 Vart. 3. At all the 
above places, the use of one word 
for another is by Laksana.

prescribed in the sense of 
‘ habituated'; a term used in con
nection with all affixes prescribed 
in the triad of senses viz. dr*ral<H, 
cns^, cr?3TEpSf%f in Sutras from P.
III. 2.134 t0 *8°; cf.

P. HI. 2.146 Vart. 3, 
Par. Sek. Pari. 67.

are; ( 1 )  the same as enfif substituted 
for g and % of the imperative sec. 
and third sing. Parasmaipada; cf. 
P. VII. 1.35 ; ( 2 ) substitute en^for 
5T of the imperative 2nd. pi. in 
Vedic Literature; e.g. »ira nmrreiTsp 
IPpn^cf. Ka£. on P. VII. 1.44.

«10?  the affix ai^. See ( 1).

wiftSf tad. affix ft#  in the very sense 
of the word to which it is applied 
occurring in Vedic Literature after 
the words g# and S.q, as also after 

31̂  and srfe in the sense of 
‘ bringing about ’ and in the sense 
of { presence) after the same 
words %*f, and e.g. 
tw rft:, etc. cf. P. IV. 4.142-
144.

15^  ( 1 )  repetition of action; cf. 
er[?rWrteD4 qR:3*OTRfaT Kas. on III. 
2.81 also l ^

1 ( 2 )  foremost considera
tion; cf. =332^ Hfcr 31W

vtqier Kas. on P. V IL  2.59; 
( 3 ) purport ( of a sentence), signi
ficance, intention;- ci. e^ rm terei- 

Par. Sek. Pari. 2, 3.

^FfPTI55? name given to the grave 
( srg^re) vowel which is srqsif L e. 
which occurs at the end of the first 
member of a compound and which 
is placed between two acute vowels 
i.e. is preceded by and followed by 
an acute vowel; e.g. 
cf. 1 V. Pr.
I. 120. The tathabhavya vowel is 
recited as a kampa ( g w ) ;  cf.

13pmil jffa 1 erm-
Some

Vedic scholars hold the view that 
the cn*rpfl«l vowel is not a grave 
( srg Îxr) vowel, but it is a kind of 
?*rR<T or circumflex vowel. Strictly 
according to Panini “  an anudatta 
following upon an udatta becomes 
Svarita cf. P. VIII. 4.66, V. Pr.
IV. 1.138; cf. also R. Pr. III. 16.

( 1 )  the nature of being meant 
for another; cf.

1 M.Bh. On P.
II. 3.13 ; (2 ) meant for another; cf. 
evst H3  m A ^  ' ^  1 
srftlscm ■ ^  1 ^  \ 
cf. K a i  on P. V. 4.24; { 3 ) being 
possessed of the same sense; cf.

a remark often made 
by Patanjali in Mahabhasya. See
nj-cjjug.

possession of the same nature; 
a^*rre?n; cf. 1 ctrt-

K a l  on P. II , 1.3.



being possessed of the same 
property ; cf. st§f*i: 3H-
MTO a 1=353 {rft^Rigi^f-

I M. Bh. on IV. 1.48 Vart. 3.

restoration to, or resumption of 
the same form by the rule of Sthani- 
vadbhava, prescribed in P. I. 1.56, 
called as contrasted with
3SR?et%: cf. %  M. Bh.
on V L  1.85 Vart. 26.

?5FI one uniform accent or tone, Raster, 
as observed at the time of sacrifices 
in the case of the recital of the 
hym ns; cf.
V . Pr. I. 130 ; cf. also P. -I, 2.34.

a root of the tanadi class of 
roots (8th conjugation).

W 3; personal ending substituted for 
o s  of the 3rd pers. dual in the 
imperative, imperfect, potential, 
t>enedictive, aorist and conditional; 
cf. P. III. 4.85, 101.

Sf? ( 1 )  elevated, high; a place for 
the production of words ; cf. T. Pr. 
X V II. 1 1 ;  ( 2 )  recital in a high 
tone which is recommended in the 
evening f e e ; cf. alt §

com, on T. Pr.
.X X III. X2.

a clas# of words headed by the 
word mw. asd containing promin
ently the words ga?, hPŜ ,, §jpJ, §§«, 
qU j and raaay others
numbering more than ninety, to 
which the taddhita a ffisIS  ( ^cfs) 
is added in the sense of * containing/ 
As this class, called OTCsiSft, is looked 
upon as snf^jpj, nouns with g?r 
added at their end, are supposed 
to be included in i t ; cf. P. V. 2.36.

SsWMP? called a Bengali
modem Sanskrit scholar and gra
mmarian of the nineteenth century

who has written a commentary 
called Sarala on the Siddhinta 
Kaumudi. He has edited many 
important Sanskrit works consist
ing of many kcsas.

lit. produced from nig the part 
below the tongue; the vowel =^r, 
q and are called palatal
letters ; cf. V. Pr. I. 66.
These letters are formed upon the 
palate by the middle part of the 
tongue ; cf. R. Pr. 1.42, R. Pr.
II. 36.

a small class of eight words to 
which the affix 3? ( a^ ) js added in 
the sense of ‘ a products or 6a 
part ’ e.g. fn® ^3:, e tc .;

cf, Kas. on P. IV. 3. 152.

palate; cf. 1%i!ST aPTOR-

^01^ I cf. T. Pr. II. 22.

conjugational sign or Vikaiana 
(cflf%) added to a root in the first 
future before the personal endings 
which become accented grave 
( ); cf. P. VI. 1. 186; it has 
the augment ? prefixed, if the root, 
to which it is added, is §5. cf. P.
VI. 4.62.

the Vikarana frig. See eruj. -

ra ( 1 )  personal ending ira. of the 3rd 
pers. sing.; ( 2 ) common term for 
the kft affixes and as also 
for the unadi affix % ; see and 

( 3 ) fem- affix % added to the 
word e. g. 53%: cf. P. IV . 1.77; 
{4 ) tad. affix fir as found in the 
words qrtf and cf. KaS. on P. 
V. x.59; (5 )  tad. affix added to 
the word in the sense of ‘ a root 
and to the words ^  and ^  in the 
sense of possession ( ) ; e. g.

f̂?er:. srfcn, cf. KaS. on P. V.
2.25, 138.
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a class of compound words 
headed by the dvandva compound 
fS'h&ti=i in which the taddhita affixes 
added to the constituent members 
of the compound are dropped when 
the dvandva compound is to be 
used in the plural num ber;

cf, Kas. on P. II.
4.68.

tad. affix fcR; added to the word 
in the sense of the word itself 

) e. g. i f e i  c f . ; P. V. 4.39.

a class, of words headed by the 
words f e ,  g*TT and others to 
which the taddhita affix snqft 
causing the substitution of vrddhi 
is added in the sense of ' a descend
ant ’ ; e .g . %3w 1%:, %?reraf?r:; cf. KaS. 
on P. IV. 1.154.

fcif; ( 1 )  a brief term ( for the 
18 personal endings. Out of these 
eighteen persoral endings, which 
are common for all tenses and 
moods, the first nine falL, era etc. 
all called Parasmaipada, while the 
other nine cf, 3mr*£ etc. are named 
Atmanepada and cl̂  a lso ; cf.

( 2) a verbal form 
called also ; cf. Rif ?ag
a rrw ra  1 qsir 1 V. Pr.
I. 27.

( i ) a word ending in fcl^; a 
verb; ( a )  a popular name given 
to the section which deals with 
verbs in books on grammar as 
contrasted with the term ippff 
which is used for the section deal
ing with nouns.

a work dealing. with 
verbal forms written by fsrch#!-

fg s '4 senses possessed by the personal 
endings of verbs, viz. 3iK€ ( or

f.#) 51W  and 51s. For details see 
Vaiyakaranabhusanasara.

ra^Sigitr the grave accent for the 
whole word ( ) generally
possessed by a verbal form when it 
is preceded by a word form which 
is not a verb; ct. fefgs-: P. V III.
T2..8

an affix to which the mute 
indicatory letter ^ is added signi
fying the circumflex accent of 
that affix; e.g. the affixes zra;, 
etc.; cf. P. VI. 1.185.

rs
the circumflex accent possessed 

by an affix marked with the mute 
letter^. See

the augment added to the
■ words ffg, <jjr, qq and hst, when 

they are followed by the tad. 
affix 3? ( 3 )  e g . f i f e ;  cf. P.
V. 2.52.

fcW the personal ending of the 3rd 
pers. sing, substituted for « ( ) 
in the Parasmaipada, For sub
stitutes for in special cases, see 
P. VI. 1.68, III. 4.82, 83, 84.

a southern grammarian who 
wrote a short treatise called 
Pratyaharavicara on the pratya- 
haras like 5m etc. in the 
grammar ox Panini.

ftRjJTw? a southern writer of the 
commentary named giRlWT cn 
the Siddhanta Kaumudi of Bhat
toji Diksita.

( 1 )  Concealment of proper
ties; the word is used always in 
contrast with the word 
(manifestation). cp. Vak. Pad.
III. 8.26; III 9. 11; III  13 .17,.
III. 14. 323 cpt
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( f t ) ( 2 ) attribute of feminity, cp. 
Samgraha quoted by Helaraja on 
Vak. pad. III. 13.1 
....... ferchm: #53^ l

ra^ tad. affix fcf added in Vedic 
Literature to the word when 
superior quality is meant, e.g. 
1^#: cf. P.V. 4.41.

compound words headed 
by the word which are termedJ *0
as avyayibhava compounds and 
treated as indeclinables; e.g. fagg, 

3Tt5T%, inwtetc.; of. Ka§. on 
Pa II. 1.17.

utterance with a sharp tone 
characterizing the pronunciation of 
the Abhinihita kind of circum
flex vowel as oppossed to the 
utterance which is called gg when 
the circumflex, called is
pronounced; cf.

crat
RT̂ TT II cral JgfR:

■ 1 TOftT II
Uvvata on V. Pr. I. 125.

cTF? tad. affix in the sense of ‘jv i  
added to the words ft and 1% 
before which f t  is changed into 

e.g. Ittfta:, cf, P.V. 2.54, 
55; the tad. affix ( a?) is added 
to the words ending in cfcf to mean 
a section e.g. *nn: cf. Kas.
on P.V. 3.48.

extreme sharpness of the 
nasalization at the time : of pro
nouncing the anusvara and the 
fifth letters recommended by Sai- 
tyayana. e.g. q a t

cf. T. Pr. X V II. 1.

3  ( 1 )  short term (iraiCR) for the 
dental consonants g., \  s ,  % and 
^  cf: P. I. 1.69; ( 2 ) personal-end
ing substituted for f?r in the 2nd 
pers. imper. sing. Parasmaipada

cf. P. III. 4.86; (3 ) tad. affix jf 
in the sense of possession added • 
in Vedic Literature to ^  and 51  ̂
e-g- cf. P. V. 2.138;
( 4) unadi affix § ( §^ ) prescribed 
by the rule

Unadi Sutra 1.69), before 
which the augment 5 is not added 
e.g. &§: W¥§." etc. cf. P. VII. 2.9.

3^ augment ^ added ( 1 )  to the root 
in the form the pot. pass, 

part, of cf. P. III . 1.132; { 2 ) to 
the short vowel at the end of a 
root before a krt affix marked 
with the mute letter n. e.g. 
sfffq cf. P. VI. 1.71; ( 3 ) to a short 
vowel before ^ if there be close 
proximity ( g-ftfn) between the 
two e g. rEgfct, JTEs5f&; cf. P. VI. 
I *73 J (4 ) to the indeclinables bit 
and m as also to a long vowel be=- 
fore®, e.g. «H^Kqi?r, cf.P .
VI. 1.74, 75; (5 )  to a long vowel 
optionally, if it is at the end of a 
word, e.g. cf.
P. VI. 1.76 ; ( 7 ) to the letter ^  
at the end of a word before e.g. 
*cfis*M, cf. P. V III. 3.31.

a rule prescribing the addi
tion of the augment g;; e g.

f f r  P. V III. 2.2
See

sPlfi* roots such as the root and' 
the like, which have their vowel 
of the reduplicaiive syllable leng
thened as seen mostly in Vedic 
Literature; e.g. cjjjaw:, JTPTfR:, 
etc.; cf. K al. on P. VI. 1.7.

augment 3̂  ( 1 )  added to the affix 
s r  substituted for the g  of zg and 

; e.g. ftiera:, cf. P. IV.
3.23; ( 2 ) added to the tad. affix 

) applied to the word ^  in 
the Saisika senses; e.g. 
cf. P. IV . 3.15.



a class of roots headed by the 
root g^ which take the conjuga- 
tional sign bt ( )  and which are 
popularly called roots of the sixth 
conjugation ; cf. P. III. 1,77.

unadi affix g, added to the roots 
f%, iR etc . See g ( 4 ).

a very small class of words 
headed by the word to which 
the taddhita affix f® {w *0  is 
added in the sense of possesssion 
(TO ^ ). The affix is optional

■ and the other affixes ^  and 
are also added; e.g. g?#,

gf^fi:, g^TFJj similarly etc.;
cf,,Kas. on P. V. 2.117.

krt affix g^ of the infinitive ( 1 )  
added to a root optionally with 
03  ̂ when the root refers to an 
action for the purpose of which 
another action is mentioned by the 
principal verb ; e.g. ^#g srafcT or 

prefer; cf. Kas. on P. III. 3 .11; 
(2 ) added to a root connected with 
another root in the sense of desire 
provided both have the same sub
ject : e.g., chafer «teg^; cf. P. III.
3-158 ; ( 3 ) added to a root connec
ted with the words srrs, gtR, or 
e.g. ^  ^ g ^ ,  etc. cf. P. III. 3-167; 
(4 }  added to any root which is 
connected with the roots fifj, sp*., 
IT, 4 , m .,  9f .  ^  and
sjh; or its synonym, as also with 
3T5KI, or its synonym ; e.g.

% g ^ ,  ^ 3^ , sr® 
wfa: fig^; cf. Ka§ on P. 

III. 4. 65, 66.

similar in articulation; savarna; 
cf. R. T. 168.

having got the same sub
stratum; denoting ultimately the 
same ob ject; expressed in the same 
case; the same as samanadhikarana

in the grammar of Panini. cf. K at.
II. 5-5.

^ ( 1 )  substitute prescribed for the 
last vowel of the word so as 
to make it declinable like words 
marked with the mute letter
(2 )  common term for the krt v 
affixes ^  and g^pr,escribed in the 
sense of the agent of a verbal 
activ ity ; the tad. affixes .§*raL, and 

are seen placed after words end
ing in ^ in Vedic Literature before 
which the affix g is elided; e.g, 
sfife, dltercft; cf. Ka<§. on P. V. 3.59.

'f'T tad. affix 1 ,  taking the fem. affix 
f  ( ( 1 )  added to a root opti
onally with sr??; (°«p0 in the sense 
of the agent of a verbal activity, 
the word so formed having the 
last vowel acute; e.g. gsrf TOi:;
I 5tf 5R?:; cf. P. III. 1.133;
(2 )  prescribed in the sense of
* deserving on e ' optionally along 
with the pot. pass. part, affixes; e.g,

<35 tfgf, ' W  # 3 ,
<35 qi®f, qfjfrlT 3T;

cf. Kas. on P. III. 3.169.

a word ending in the affix 
and hence getting the guna vowel 
( i.e. 3 f) substituted for the final 
vowel 3v before the SarVanama- 
sthana ( i.e. the first five) case 
affixes; cf. M.
Bh. on VIr. 1.96.

.treatment of a word as ending 
with the affix although, in fact, 
it does not so end ; e.g. the word 
jfita ; cf. P. V II. 1.95 ; cf.
also €rer #|ffT; M.
Bh. on VII. 1.95 Vart. 10.

a class of words to which the 
taddhita affix 51 is added in the four 
senses given in P. IV. 2.67 to 70; 
e.g. <?W:, etc.; cf. Kas',
on P. IV. 3.80.
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the third consonants out of the 
class consonants ; gfcpftq; viz. n,, 3̂ , 
% \  and cf. 3/ffaremr WRr 
a n g q iR !^ ^  M. Bh. on P. I. 1.9..

fpfcn the third case; affixes of the 
third case ( instrumental case or 

) which are placed ( x ) 
after nouns in the sense of an in
strument or an agent provided the 
agent is not expressed by the per- 
sonal-endiiig of the ro o t; e.g. 
isrct, «rcgju cf, P. I l l ,  3-18;
( 2 ) after nouns connected with fir, 
nouns meaning defective limbs, 
nouns forming the object of p  with 

as also nouns meaning or a 
thing capable of producing a result;
e.g. 5#JT giTO:, arepiT ssth:, *nwr 

qg:, cf. Kas. on P. II.
3.19, 23; {3 )  optionally with the 
ablative after nouns meaning qua
lity, and optionally with the geni
tive after pronouns in the sense of 
tg , when the word fg  is actually 
used e.g. TTfoscfo S^ : or

tg?ri' or it is observed
by the Varttikakara that when the 
word f g  or its synonym is used in 
a sentence, a pronoun is put in any 
case in apposition to that word i e. 
tg  or its synonym e.g. f%
HfiRPi, etc.; cf. Kas. on P. II. 3 25, 
27 ; (4 )  optionally after nouns 
connected with the words

after the words 3*57, as
also after 5T, 3rf%3i and their syno
nyms ; e.g. etc. 5=®:, 

%%: imm':; cf. Kas. on P.
11 .3 .3 2 ,3 3 ,3 5 ,4 4 ; (5 )  optionally 
with the locative case after nouns 
meaning constellation when the tad. 
affix after them has been elided; 
e.g. 5#n 5P# 3?ro?ffir: Maha- 
bharata; cf. P. II. 3-45 ; (6 ) op
tionally with the genitive case after 
words connected with or its 
synonyms ; e.g, g #  §5% vf- 
<?TO;cf. P. II. 3.72.

tjpfRHTOTET called also sfifcncTfpTOirra as 
prescribed by P. II. 1.30-35 ; e.g.

P. I. 1.30 and the Maha
bhasya Thereon.
(1  ) krt affix tj with the acute 

accent on the first vowel of the 
word formed by its application, 
applied to any root in the sense of 
‘ an agent' provided the agent is 
habituated to do a thing, or has his 
nature to do it, or does it well; e.g. 
wfscTT ^ f ^ R :  s u t w i
A=fi?o , 55rf 32^ ; cf. Kas. on
P. III. 2.155 ; words ending with 

govern the noun connected with 
them in the accusative case; (2 ) 
the term , used as a short term 
(sT9?rfR) standing for krt affixes 
beginning with those prescribed by 
the rule &s: (P- H I. 2.124)
and ending with the affix ^  ( in P. 
HI. 3.69.); cf. Kas. on P. III. 4 69.

aM tesrifirSim  called also fWq§[: 91%- 
5rFf3 and hence representing 
possibly all the different branches 
or Saklias of the ffoRSJf?, which is 
not attributed definitely to a parti
cular author but is supposed to 
have been revised from time to 
time and taught by various acaryas 
who were the followers of the 
Taittiriya Sakha. The work is divid
ed into two main parts, each of 
which is further divided into twelve 
sections called adhyayas, and dis
cusses the various topics such as 
letters and their propertirs, accents, 
euphonic changes and the like, just 
as the other Pratisakhya work. It 
is believed that Vararuci, Mahiseya 
and Atrey.i wrote Bhasyas on the 
Taittiriya Pratisakhya, but at pre
sent, only two important comment
ary works on it are available (a )  
the ' Tribhasyaratna ’ , based upon 
the three Bhasyas mentioned above 
as the title shows, written by
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Somayarya and ( b )  the ' Vaidika-. 
bharana ’ written by Gopalayajvan. 
For details see Introduction to 
‘ Taittiiiya Pratisakhya ’ ed. Govt. 
Oriental Library Series, Mysore.,

a kind of or a vowel
with a circumflex accent which 
follows an acute-accented vowel 
characterized by avagraha i.e. com
ing at the end of the first member 
of a compound ; e.g.
3ftrfMr!RT Here the vowel bt
of q following upon the avagraha is 
calledsrtmra^rfeT; cf,
V. Pr. L n 8 .

a kind of svarita or circum
flex-accented vowel, which follows 
an acute accented vowel, with the 
intervention of a consonant between 
the acute accented vowel and the 
circumflex vowel which ( vowel) 
originally was grave, e.g.
¥*%, here the vowel K is

cf. V.
Pr. I. 117.

tad. affix %55 applied in the sense 
of oil to a word meaning the sub
stance from which oil is extracted ; 
e.g. msfh? cf. firent

K ai. on P. V. 2.29.

a southern "grammarian 
who has written a gloss called gssRr 
on the Siddhanfakaumudi of 
Bhattoji Diksita.

krt affix ate. in the sense of the 
infinitive (§*£) seen in Vedic Litera
ture ; e.g. The word 
ending with #T§si becomes an inde
clinable. !

a root belonging to the gcfiig; 
class of roots ( sixth conjugation ) 
which take the vikarana sr ) 
causing no guna or yrddhi substi
tute for the vowel of the root.

a class of words headed by 
-the word #[5qT%, the taddhita affix 
in the sense of ( grandchild) 
placed after which is not elided by 
P. II. 4.60; e.g. %T, OTrfwRJi: 
33:; Kas. on P. II. 4.61.

tad. affix sr added to the words ^ c, 
and qxri? showing time, as also 

to the word jr in Vedic Literature; 
e.g.
( where st is elided); cf. Kas. on P.
IV. 3,23.

tad. affix <3, added to the word 
sr optionally with the affixes wq, 
and ^ before which ffq is changed 
to e.g. ^ 5 ^ , , spffcra;; cf. P .
V. 4. 30 Vart. 6.

3? ( 1 )  tad. affix c? standing for 
and aq. which see below ; (2 )  a 
technical term for srgpi ( a suffix or 
a termination) in the Jainendra 
Vyakarana.

tad. affix ?j added in the Saisika 
senses to the words qfigoiT, qsjRi; and 

e. g. 3Tf̂ pnî r:, q i^ : ,  
5!f|oTrfeT cf. P. IV. 2. c8.

55̂ ,  tad. affix ^  added to the words 
W{ and srfSr in the senses 'n e a r ’ 
•and ‘ above ’ respectively; cf. qfcr-

cf. K ai.
on P. V. 2.34.

a term used for the class of 
pronouns headed by ?q\, which are 
eight viz. ft\, *K, 3̂ 9., 

*ER and t| ; cf. P. I. 1.74, 1. g. 
72, III. 2. 60, VII. 2. 102.

a specific operation pres
cribed for the pronouns headed by 

e. g. the substitution of sr for 
, the final le tte r ; cf. ^

5Rt3I ^ s  M. Bh. on P. I. 1. 27 
Vart. 6.
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tad. affix (' i ) added to a few 
specified- indeclinables in the Saisi- 
ka senses; e. g. 3THR!{;, e tc .; cf. 
Kas. on IV. 2. 104 ; ( 2 ) added to 
the indeclinables ©S. and sjg
optionally along with and s^ ; 
e.g. cf,
KaS. on P. IV. 2. 105.

5  a common term for the kft affixes 
bŝ  and f=r' ( P. HI. 2, 181-186 ) in 
case the vowel f  of is looked 
upon as equivalent to an augment, 
as also for the unadi affix 2^ and 
the tad. affixes w and ^  ( P. IV. 
2,51 and V. 3.10); the tad. affix ^ 
is added in the sense of B»jf or 
collection to the word Jit, e. g. ; 
cf. Kas. on P. IV. 2.51.

lit. triad, the three Vedas Rgveda, 
Yajurveda and the Samaveda, 
which are believed to be of divine 
origin. The Agama and the smrti 
compositions, however, are believed 
to be in continuous existence ( sqift- 

) by tradition which, 
if broken, is restored by means of 
the seed which never perishes, cp. 
Vak. pad. I. 135.

335 tad. affix termed Vibhakti added 
to pronouns excepting f| and others, 
and to the words «r§ and when 
they end with the loc. case termi
nation ; e. g. gsi, e tc .; cf, 
KaS. on P. V. 1. 10, 14.

Wl tad. affix m in the sense of some
thing donated, as also to the words 
H  p<T, 3̂  and JRt ending in 
the accusative or the locative case ; 
e. g. nmmi mUfir, cf. Kas. j
on P. V. 4.55, 56. There is avagraha j 
before the tad. affix j?r. T̂SSJf; ’ 
cf. V. Pr. V. 9. j

( 1 )  krt affix {^ , always having the : 
tad. affix VI ( tt) added to  it, app- j 
lied to the roots marked with the i

mute syllable f  prefixed to them in 
the Dhatupatha; e. g.

■ Tflwtffi,; ( 2 )  a term signifying the 
plural number; cf. «n tr ^ i Ŝ3%5
V .P r . II. 3.

lit. triad; a term used in the 
Mahabhasya in connection with the 
Vibhakti affixes i.e. case endings 
and personal endings which are in 
groups of three; cf. M  
M. Bh. on P. I.. 1,38 ; cf. also

JTsTÔ IT WI3: M. Bh. on P. I. 
4.101 ; cf. also M, Bh. on II. 2.23,
V . 1.52, V. 1.58.

lit. three kandas or books of 
Vakyapadlya, the Agama or Brah- 
makanda, the Vakyakanda and 
the Padakanda. Helaraja at the 
end of his Prakirnaprakasa pays 
homage to Bhartrhari by saying 
“  titw rrfM t ^  fen°st ftq# gm 1 

<n§r sw: 11 ”

the three views regarding the 
interpretation of the negative parti
cle occurring in a compound (of 
course changed into sr or 3?^), the 
compound being understood as 

or sr t̂RltsswFT I cp. Vak. 
pad. III. 14. 254. cp. also 
9*rr«: i 1 ...apjmpfcrro-

®5?KT I ( M. Bh. on P. II. 2.6 )

name of a commentary on the 
Paribbasendusekhara written by 
Raghavendracarya Gajendragadkar, 
a resident of Satara and a pupi! of 
Nilakanthaiastri Thatte. He lived 
in the second half of the eighteenth 
and first half of the nineteenth 
century and wrote commentaries on 
important grammar works.

made up of a collection of three 
padas or words ; the word is used 
in connection with a Rk or a por
tion of the kram apatha; cf.
3*1^5 fiq ^ fc r  T. Pr. 1. 61. The word



is found used in connection with a 
Bahuvrihi compound made up of 
three w ords; cf. the term fsrc?-

( i ) a term usually used in con
nection with the last three Padas 
(cb. V III. 2, V III. 3 and V III. 4 ) 
of Panini’ s Astadhyayi, the rules in 
which are not valid by convention 
to rules in the first seven chapters 
and a quarter, as a’so a later rule 
in which ( the Tripadi) is not valid 
to an earlier one ; cf. P.
V III. 2.1 ; ( 2 ) The word according 
to Vardhamana, in Gajjaratnama- 
hodadhi refers to Bhartfhari’sMaha- 
bhasyadipika, on three Padas of 
1st. adhyaya, of which only seven 
Ahnikas have been published so 
far. Helaraja at the end of his 
commentary on Vakyapadiya, calls 
it Tripadi. (3) name of a critical 
treatise on Panini’s grammar ( “  The 
Tripadi ”  [ written by Dr. H. E. 
Buiskool.

name of a commentary on 
the Taittiiiya Pratisakhya written 
by Somayarya. The commentary 
is said to have been based on the 
three Bhasya works attributed to 
the three ancient Vedic scholars—  
Vararuci,'Mahiseya ar.d Atreya.

, fswre consisting of three moras or 
matias. The protracted or cga 
vowels are said to consist of three 
matras as contrasted with the short 
and long vowels which respectively 
consist of one and two matias • cf. 
Ka§„ on P. I. 2.27.

( 1 )  the famous three ancient 
grammarians Panini ( the author of 
the Sutras), Katyayana (the aut
hor of the V arttikas), and Patanjali 
( the author of the Mahabhasya •)
(2 )  the grammar of Paijini, called

35

so, being the contribution of the 
reputed triad of Grammarians.

Rt+reh repeated thrice, occurring thrice- 
a term used in the Pratisakhya 
works in respect of a word which is 
repeated in the krama and other 
artificial recitations.

son of Vaidyanatha who 
wrote a small treatise on karakas 
called

a scholar of grammar who has 
written a small work named sj°qq- 

on the uses of indeclinables.

a -grammarian who has 
written a gloss on Katantrapanjika, 
on the Katantrasutravftti of Dur
gasimha. He is quoted by Bopadeva 
and Vitthala.

pupil of Vardhamana who 
wrote a gloss called ‘ qfspRtfsjta ’ on 
th e . Katantra— vrtti.

name of a commentary on the 
Paribhasendusekhara written by 
Laksminrsimha in the 18th century.

one of the seven principal Vedic 
metres. It has four padas of eleven 
letters each. It has further varieties 
like arfiraiR# (10 , 10 ,12, 12 ),
3TRI (10, 10, 9, 1 1 ) ,  ( i i ,
11, 1 1 ,8 ) ,  (8 ,12 , 12,
12), ( 12 ,12 , 8 ,12 ),

sqtfir (12 , 12, 12, 8), ^
( 8, 8, 11, 8, 8) and so on. cp. 
Rkpiati£akhya X VI. 42-49.

all the three times, past, pre
sent and future ; cf. 5fq; ^tsi: wmm:

Uvvatabhasya on V. Pr. I. 15.

a rule or an operation prescri
bed by Pacini in the last three 
quarters of his Astadhyayi. See 

above.
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a collection of three words ( to 
express the same sense); cf..siw =Et 

h sresqt i 3R<n#i; 3R5rr-
M. B h. on III. 1.44 ! c f* a ls0  

M. Bh. on P. I. 4.74, IV . 1.88, IV. 
2.60 etc.

( 1 ) use of the three accents 
acute, grave and circumflex at the 
time of the recital of the Veda; 
33: tq<I sq cf.

I % ? ^ K a l
on P. V. 1. 124. cf. also si
3R R # SH Sfit I

I M. Bh. on P. I . '2.3-1.

( a w ord) having three vowels 
or sylJables in i t ; sq=̂  or sq5̂ ; cf. 
Sfi3*«l$wi cf. M. Bh., on
VIII. 4.6.

sjjfj-sjcjj a grammarian of the nineteenth 
century, who resided at Wai in 
Satara District and wrote a com
mentary on the Paribhasenduse
khara which is named after 
the writer.

a commentary on the Pari- 
bhasendusekhar by see 5 ^ ^ .

^  tad. affix in the sense of duty, 
nature or essence, prescribed option
ally with the affix (ST); e.g. 
spjih^ ,  ’Tlcf’J,, .sr̂ err, nfai; cf frw 

T̂rTÔ cr®I P. V. 1.119, also cf.
P. VI. 3.35 Vart. 10.

kft affix ?q in the sense of the 
potential pass. part, in Vedic Litera
ture ; e.g. esc! also cf. 
Kas. on P. III. 4.14 ; cf. also farfrr 
3T =5} R. V. IX . 47.2.

tad. affix ?«r before which there is 
observed the caesura or avagraha 
in the recital of the Padapatha. e_.g.

cf. V. Pr. V. 9.

si

( I ) second consonant of the dental 
class of consonants possessed of the 
properties straigsRR, spfa, 
and qiiqioKf; ( 2 ) augment (fSj) 
added to the words 
and before the Purana affix 55. 
e.g. Wit W., ifcfcW, cf. KaS. 
on P. V. 2.51; (3 )  substitute for 
the consonant ^ of sn^ before any 
consonant except a nasal, and a 
semivowel as also for the consonant 
g:of preceded by the preposition 
3V, cf. P. V III. 2.35, V III. 4.61.

*T ( x ) personal-ending of the 2nd pers. 
pi. Parasmaipada, substituted for 
the «; of the ten lakara affixes;
( 2) substitute ( )  for the 2nd 
pers. sing, personal ending r ^ in  the 
perfect tense; ( 3 ) unadi affix ( qfj) 
added to the roots <?T, cf, 5^ etc. e g. 
#9:, etc.; cf. Unadi Sutra II. 7; 
(4 ) unadi affix (Ef*rqJ added to the 
roots 1^,1% , #  etc.; e.g. f*r:,fg, 
etc. cf. Unadi Sutra II. 2; (5 ) unadi 
affix added to the roots 3^,
■p., m and m. e.g. srrsr, etc. cf. 
Unadi Sutra II. 4; (6 )  a technical 
term for tha term or the re
duplicate syllables of Panini ( cf.

siwrenj; P . VI. 1.5), used in the 
Jainendra Vyakarana.

krt affix *rg> added to the root %
* to sing ’ , in the sense of agent 
provided he is skilled; e.g. ?n^:. cf. 
P. III. r.146.

*12 tad. affix n added to the numerals 
ending in q; in Vedic Literature; 
e.g. qw*r:, sa*r:, Ttftwiffj qŵ riR ^f% - 
cf. P. V. 2.50.

3Ff personal-ending s r  substituted for 
?r of the 2nd pers. pi. of the impera
tive Parasmaipada in Vedic Litera
ture, e.g. }̂%?i for cf. K a i  
on P. VII. 1.45. ' - . '
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tad. affix *r  ̂ in the sense of 
(manner) added to the pronouns 
5 ^ ,  and the words ending in 
spj; becoming indeclinables* e.g. 
?c*r .̂ $*1  ̂ cf. P. V. 3.24, 25.

personal ending sr substituted for 
req. of the 2nd pers. sing. Parasmai- 
pada in the perfect tense as also in 
the present tense in specific cases ; 
cf. P. III. 4.82, 83, 84.

SR? personal ending of the 2nd pers. 
dual Parasmaipada, which is substi
tuted for ^ of the lakara affixes;
cf. P. III. 4-78-

SIT ( x ) tad. affix *jr in the sense of 
question or reason ( f g ) added to 
the pronoun in Vedic Litera
ture; e.g. w r  cf. Kas. on 
P. V. 3.26;. ( 2) tad. affix sir ( sji  ̂
according to Panini) which gets 
caesura or avagraha after sr̂ , <j#; 
fl-'Et, ?JT and e.g.

'jfssrt etc.; cf. Vaj. Pr. V. 12 ;
(3 ) tad. affix sn^ in the sense of

added to the words siw, f t ,  
and fjj in Vedic Literature, e.g. 3 
jTc?r>n ’psTT f^%5T*TT5 cf. K ai. on P.
V. 3 .11 1 ; ( 4) tad. -affix *n  ̂ in the 
sense of manner (T O r) added to 

, pronouns excepting those 
headed by and the word «r§; e.g. 
g#srr; cf. P. V. 3.23.

tad. affix sn .̂ See *rr.

SJRT personal ending of the 2nd pers. 
sing. Atmanepada, substituted for 
^  of the lakara affixes.

(TH IilM E, P A U L ) a sound 
scholar of the present day, well 
versed in Sanskrit Grammar and 
Vedic Literature, who has written 
a critical treatise named “  PaninL 
and the Veda. ’ ’

( 1 )  augment padded to the words 
Sift, ssfcm and = ^ ; see \  above;

( 2 ) augment ssradded to the root 
3t̂  of the fourth conjugation Paras, 
before the affixes of the aorist. e.g. 
3!R*ra.; cf. P. V II. 4.17.

SS?T?, tad. affix in the sense of
* favourable for ’ (cRH %T»0 added 
to the words srs? and srS; e.g.

I sr!%«qr i cf. K ai. on. P. V. i.8.

*

^ third consonant of the dental class 
of consonants possessed of the pro
perties and 
arWJnnRtT; (2) consonant \  substi
tuted for the final letter of nouns 
ending with the affix 3s; as also for 
the final letter of and 
provided the final letter is at the 
end of a pada. e.g. etc.; cf. 
Kas. on P. VIII. 2.72 ; ( 3) conso
nant ^  substituted for the final e  of 
roots excepting the root 3T6 , before 
the personal ending f q̂. of the third 
pers. sing.; e.g. cf. P.
v i i i . 3.93.

3 ( 1 )  the consonant the vowel 3? 

being added for facility of utter
ance or use ; ( 2 ) a technical term 
used in the Jainendra Vyakarana 
for the term erftri^  in the gram
mar of Panini.

a fault of pronunciation where the 
letters are uttered indistinct (arere).

tad. affix prescribed optionally 
with gqg and ins? in the sense of 
measure (srJnq-), with # !.(  f ) to be 
added further to form the fem. base 
e.g. sitgsffq;,
sn-psft, cf. P. V. 2.37 and IV. 1.15 ;

is added optionally along with 
3^ as also with gqe and rnw to the 
words pw and ffar^  e.g.

cf. P. V.
2 .3 8 .
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one of the varieties of the Vedie 
recital. It is defined as 
f w «  s?i« snNfer 's# sq
sOTsaitsft'fNi-1

«fRFPII a grammarian who 
wrote a commentary on Bhoja’s 
grammar-work Sarasvatlkantha- 
bharana.

a class of words headed by the 
word gw  to which the taddhita 
affix At is added in the sense of
* deserving cf. ^n^fcr Kas. 
on P. V. 1.66.

the maxim regarding a per
son being called an ascetic because 
he has a staff in his hand. Patanjali 
refers to this maxim while comment
ing on I P. V III. 2.83 
and its Vart. 1 1 When 
a greeting remark is returned there 
will ro t be the prolated last vowel 
when the remark is with regard to 
a low-born person or a woman or a 
person making a sarcastic remark. 
The teacher used sg?r in srrg'Ri^ trfa

3 ^  I because he thought the 
name of the pupil was , as he
had a dish in his hand.

a class of compound words 
headed by the word which
are aot compounded as BTORsPS 
which ends in the neuter gender and 
singular number; e.g.

SHTcT<rcft etc.; cf. Kas. on P.
II. 4.14.

place where the utterance of dental 
letters originates; cf. sgseR i ^̂ rn: 
S. K . on P. I. 1.9.

the letters cj;,  ̂ and ^ ; 
cf. R. Pr. 1. 19.
The Rk. Pratisakhya calls 1  H ) 
also ^rsjwtq.

also or the
dentolabial letter cf. %inn«rf

?fer W l£i% : Com. on T. Pr.
43.

produced at the teeth, dental; 
formed at the teeth by the tip of 
the tongue; e.g. the letters 55, 
and ; cf. SRsfefTT V. Pr. I. 
69. According to Panini’s grammar 
|  ( long) does not exist. Accord
ing to Taittiriya Pratisakhya 5 is- 
partly dental and partly lingual ; 
cf. T. Pr. II. 41, while >s partly 
dental and partly lab ia l; cf. T. Pr.
II. 43; cf. fsiffflwrr: v - Pr- L 
76; cf. g*fT 355$
P. VII. 3.73.

a brilliant Vedic scholar 
and a great reformer of the nine- 

. teenth century belonging to Gujarat. 
He encouraged and firmly establish
ed on a sound footing the study of 
Vedas and Vyakarana and en
couraged the study of Astadhyayi, 
Mahabhasya and Kasikavrtti. He 
has written many works on Veda 
and Vyakarana. In a major work 
called Vedangaprakasa, intended 
for the uplift of Vedangas, he wrote 
small treatises in the very words 
of Panini and Patanjali, and got 
them translated into Hindi. Some 
of them are Namika, Avyayartha, 
Unadikosa, Akhyatika and so on.

a Jain writer who wrote a 
treatise named an abrid
gement of Sakatayana’s Sabdanuia- 
sana.

a Jain scholar who has written 
a grammar treatise on the Saras
vata Grammar called

writer of a commentary on 
the Mugdhabodha Vyakaraiia of 
Bopadeva.
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name of a commentary on 
Kondabhatta’s Vaiyakaranabhiisa- 
nasara, written by a grammarian 
named Harivallabha.

name of a commentary on the I 
Sabdakaustubha, written by 
Mannudeva or Maptudeva of the 
nineteenth century.

a, name given to the treatise on 
grammar written by sqtSTCR which 
consisted of 10 chapters ; cf,

KaS. on P. V. 1.58. The 
'word also means students reading 
the work ; c f. 35m  %q[SW#qr., 
Kas. on P. IV. 2.65.

( 1) a section of grammatical 
treatises dealing with the ten 
conjugations of roots, e.g. the 
first section of the second part 
(strcpf) of the Siddhlnta K au
mudi; (2 )  name of the dhatupatha 
of Panini which gives ten classes 
of roots; cf. -mofrqtqfon'

Nyasa on I. 3.1.

the ten classes or conjuga
tions of roots ; 51, was a term for 
srrg ( ro o t) in some ancient gram
mar works.

a short, treatise, on the 
roots belonging to more than one 
conjugation ; the name of the author 
is not given.

’f l  tad. affix named ‘ vibhakti' app
lied to the words fl#, cps, spq, f%,' 

and 53^ in the locative case; 
e.g. 5 % , ; cf. KaS. on P.
V. 3.15, 19, 20, 2r.

name, by which sqifi, the 
author of the grammar work 
is referred to. The word 
indicates that sqifs was a descendant 
of ŝj, and, as Panini is called grefrjw, 
critics say that Pacini and Vyadi

were relatives; cf. gfasTT *s?g 
5T$raotif M. Bh. on P.
If. 3.66.

lit. son of a female descendant 
of name given to Panini who 
was the son of a female de
scendant of 5$; cf. sm : RRT- 

Pan. Sik. 56; cf. also 
Hi qrfoi%: M.Bh.
on P. I. 1.20 ; VII. 1.27.

a Jain grammarian, who 
wrote a small grammar treatise 
named

tad. affix called fgvrfe, applied 
to fr\ and in the sense of the 
locative case. e.g. cKT f̂K, 
cf. P. V. 3.18, ig .

a class of words headed by 
the word 3T*rf?r to which the tadd
hita affix s5 is added without any 
change of sense; e.g. 
cf. Kas. on P. V. 3.116.

T̂3<RT explained by the commentators 
on the Pratisakhya works as 
( firmness} or Ŝ̂ cTT (hardness,) and 
given as a. characteristic of the acute 
or 3cQtJ tone; cf. srrarat 3WrcpT|prT 

T. Pr. X X II. 9, 
quoted in the Mahabhasya on P. I.
2.29, where is explained as

W 9r ^cTI I

a class of words headed by 
the word otrcfNrc which, although 

'  they are tatpurusa compounds, 
retain the accents of the first 
member of the compound; cf. P.
VI. 2.42.

a technical term in the Jainendra 
Vyakarana for the term srrru used 
by Panini.

potency by virtue of which 
space limitations are put upon 
things in daily affairs cp. Vak. pad.
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-III. 6.3. Cp. ’TWSI
3Tfffqiw?q ^

sqfa^i: s^qwfaHcSN^r-
55§pi: b ^ ft^ pw n-

wft(f?RnnTt Kfjcfsqt I ( t« I.)

%=3I3 a WJrd denatiag a direction 
such as tp, 3tK and the like, used

■ as a substantive, e.g. HWH., or 
showing the direction of another 
thing being its adjective, e.g. WTOr: 
i|q!; cf. Kas. on P. II. 3.29.

^W TRT the Bahuvrihi compound 
prescribed by the rule 
e.g. 'j^ttra ( north-east) or s^qfajin 
(north-west); cf. fejT% :
gijiB:, Kas. on P. I. 1.28.

name given to the sixth 
section of the third of Vakya
padlya, which deals with the no
tion of space.

f^3TF3 a class of words headed by the 
word to wh:ch the tad. affix q 
( qq;) is added in the sense of ‘ pro
duced therein ’ ( ) ,  e.g. 
m  fcm ,, similarly , JP'T. e tc .; 
cf. Kas on P. IV. 3 54.

f ŝrqi tad. affix added to the word 
jps?, before which n*q is changed 
to e.g. 3SP# ; cf. if«l

^rara.M.Bh. on IV. 3.60.

f^ n ff  a class of roots of the fourth 
conjugation, headed by the root 

), called also cf.
P. I. 2.27.

a technical term in the Jainendra 
Vyakarana for ( long vow el) in 
Panini’s grammar.

a commentary on sfTC§wtfn? by
;n w i.

explained as or throbbing
in utterance. Out of the seven
svaras or yamas fg , feftq,

=31$, and srRr^iq, the throbbing 
( qtfR) of the latter and latter tone 
leads to the perception of the 
former and former one] cf. 
#ra%«fisr: T. Pr. X X III. 15.

<P̂ T long; a term used in connection 
with the lengthened tone of a 
vowel described to be dvimatra as 
contrasted with having one
matra and tger having three m atras; 
cf. V. Pr. I. 35, V. Pr.

. I. 57, also P. I.2.27.

^sifgfsr a grammatical operation 
where a short vowel is turned in
to a long one., a ju le  of grammar 
prescribing the lengthening of a 
short vowel.

<| a technical term of Jainendra gram
mar corresponding to 133; of Panini. 
cf. 3j§=ntf=!: I Jain. Su. 1.1.08.

a word, or words whose case 
affixes can be syntactically con
nected only with some difficulty; 
cf. sffjfttt W 1-)#:

*Rfer 1 #  3 1
Kas. on P. V. 4.113.

produced by an incomplete con
tact of the 5SRoi; the term is applied 
to the phonetic element a  which is 
due to the incomplete contact of 
the organ at the production of the 
letter cf. .fttfa:; Pan.
Sik§a 5.

( I ) a grammar work on 
Durgasimha’s commentary 011 Kata- 
ntrasutras; ( 2 ) Srlvallabhavacana- 
catya on Haimaliriganusasana, 
composed around 17x8 A.D.

the famous commentator of the 
Katantra sutras, whose Vrtti on 
the sutras is the most popular one. 
It  is called sRRFSgsnfe or
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or also. A  work on Pari-
bhasas named in which
Paribhasas are explained and estab
lished as based on the Katantra 
Vyakarana sutras, is attributed to 
Durgasimha. It is doubtful whether 
this commentator Durgasimha is 
the same as Durgacarya, the famous 
commentator of Yaska’s Nirukta. 
There is a legend that Durgasimha 
was the brother of Vikramaditya, 
the founder of the Vikrama Era. 
Besides the gloss on the Katantra 
sutras, some grammar works such 
as a gloss on the Unadi Sutras, a 
gloss ( )  on Kalapa-Vyakarana 
Sutras, a commentary on Karakas 
named Namalinganu-
sasana and Paribhasavrtti are as
cribed to Durgasimha. Some 
scholars believe that the term sroc- 
Tgf was only a title given to Durga
simha for his profound scholarship, 
and it was Durgasimha who was 
the author of the well-known work 
Amarakosa.

a grammarian who wrote ( a ) 
a gloss on Bopadeva’s Mugdha- 
bodha, ( b ) a gloss named 'gijp'tfro 
on Kavikalpadruma and { c ) £ab- 
darnavakosa.

il̂ ifcrcT a grammarian who wrote a 
work on genders called fefl-pTW 
and also a commentary on it.

name of a grammar work ex
plaining words which are difficult 
to derive according to rules of 
Panini. The work is written in the 
style of a running commentary on 
select sutras of Panini, devoted 
mainly to explain difficult forma
tions. The author of it, Saranadeva, 
was an eastern grammarian who, as 
is evident from the number of 
quotations in his work, was a great

scholar of the 12th or the 13th 
century.

a grammar work on the 
formation of difficult words attri
buted to or Bfdipr.

name of a commentary by 
KeSavadatta'Sarman on the gram
mar work named

a grammarian who wrote a 
treatise on grammar gtcSfasqRRoi, 
named after him. Besides this 
treatise, he has written, commentar
ies on Nagesa’s Laghumanjusa and 
ParibhasenduSekhara.

name of a grammarian who is 
said to have written a work on 
grammar named Sabdavatara.

see

name of a commentary, on 
the Paribha§endu£ekhara of Nageia, 
believed to have been written by 
Gopalacarya Karhadkar, a gram
marian of the 19th century and 
attributed to Bhimacaiya. This, 
commentary, which was written to 
criticise the commentary written 
by Visnusastr! Bhat, was again 
criticised in reply by Visijusastrx 
Bhat in his Ciccandrika ( ) .  
See wr.

fault, objection; the word is used 
in connection with a fault found 
with, or objection raised against an 
argument advanced by a writer, 
by his opponent or by the writer 
himself who replies it to make his 
argument well established ; cf. ft?}- 
qt# Maha.
Prad. on P. I. 1.44 Vart. 16.

tad. affix prescribed after the word 
3 #  in the sense of milk ( )  along 
with the affixes ite  and nfra option
ally, by the Varttikakara: e.g.
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aTft#S^lfc 3Tqft^; cf. K a i  
on M. Bh. IV. 2.36.

a class of words headed by gg 
to which the tad. affix *l ( 'q^,) or 

is added in the sense of 
nature ( flisf); c3 and ( m ) can, 
of course, be added optionally ; e.g. 
^ 5^ ,  sclsfll,-iSSW., 15m. See also 

|?i, afl’wq, tfffecq,
etc.; cf. Kas. on P. V. x.123.

t S  seen in use in V edic L iteratu re, or 
C lassical L iteratu re, or in the ta lk  
o f  cultured people ; said in connec
tion w ith  w ords which a  gram m arian 
tries to explain  ; cf. £8lTgftf*r*s^i?) 
Wjftr V ya d i Pari. P ath a 68.

^SljgfsrRl takin g place of an operation, 
or application  of a rule of gram m ar 
in accordance w ith  the words seen 
in use. See gg.

sim ilar instance, generally  quot
ed to explain  effective ly  som e rules 
or conventions laid d o w n ; cf. Jig 

ie r t :  wqTfewrfH-
ftfir 1 cTSfm nof: w  M .B h.

on P . I. 1.7.

discrepant, characterized  by 
discrepancy ; cf. q gft 31334 

ggt^K aw g m
SP W 3 R -3TOJ1 trq: M. B h. cn  P . I.
3.19.

a  com pound word called s?5 
whose m em bers are nam es of deities; 
th e peculiarities of th is D va n d v a  
com pound are ( a ) th a t generally 
there are changes a t th e end of the 
first m em ber, b y  virtu e of w hich it 
appears sim ilar to a w ord ending in 
the dual num ber, and ( b ) th a t 
both the words retain  th eir original 
accents, e.g. 3Tvft-

fim w irw ira ;; for changes, 
cf. P . V I. 3.25-31 • ior accen t, cf.

) 1
sit V.

Pr. II. 48, 49; cf. also r̂cTTS?% ^ P.
VI. 2. i4t.

called also <j««raR or
believed to have lived in the 

fifth century A.D. and written the 
treatise on grammar, of course, 
based on Panini Sutras, which is 
known as or
3ITSR. The writer of this grammar 
is possibly mentioned as in the 
usually quoted verse of Bopadeva:

t qrfnw-
was

a great Jain saint and scholar who 
wrote many works on Jain Agamas 
of which ggWrelfs, the commentary 
on the is well-known.

a class of words headed by 
the word the affix ^  applied 
t o . which in the sense of a statue, 
or applied for the formation of a- 
proper noun, is dropped. 15-
W , Rr :, fq-«g: etc ; cf. K ai. on P.
V. 3.100.

535W 3; a grammarian who has written 
a disquisition on the philosophy of 
Vyakarana in verse, and added a 
commentary of his own on it which 
he has named as

a Jain grammarian of the 
eighth century who is believed to 
have written a grammar work, 
called It- is
likely that is the same as

and the grammar 
work is the same as 
for which see

a popular name given to the 
third pada of the seventh adhyaya 
of Panini’s A?tadhyayi as the pada 
begins with the Sutra IfefiTRraqifeq- 

P. V II 3 .1 .  

a modern grammarian of the 
19th century who has written a 
gloss on the A^adhyayl of Panini.



v fc ?  a Jain grammarian of the 13th 
century who has written a com
mentary .named on the ?P3Tg- 
3JTCR of Hemacandra. He has 
written many works on the Jain 
Agamas, of which a commentary 

. on the Uttaradhyayanasutra can be 
specially mentioned. He is called 

also.

^  lit, place; ( 1 )  original place of 
articulation; cf. ar|% gr 
«wi, R. Pr. X IV , 5 ; ( 2 ) place of 
origin ; ( 3 ) place of in
ferential establishment of a Pari
bhasa etc. 3 ^ : Par. Sek. 
Pari. 2, 3; (4 ) passage of the 
Samhita text, cf. T. Pr. I. 59.

tad. affix in the sense of 
slightly less, or almost similar, opti
onally prescribed with the affixes 
cfiH- and e.g.

cf. K ai. on P. V. 3.67.

^ 7  ( 1 )  tad. affix in the sense of 
almost similar; see above ;
( 2) ( words) current in popular use 
or language, although not sanction
ed by rules of grammar; cf. tUw  

M.Bh. on P. V. 3.55 ; 
cf. ĝsqr: a^qrar:, Kaiyata 
on V. 3.55 ; probably Kaiyata had 
a difficulty in explaining the word 
§34 in the old way meaning ‘ current 
in use as many words called bad 
words, introduced from other 
languages were current at his time 
which he was reluctant to term as

T* name of a system of grammar or 
a work on grammar the peculi
arity of which is the omission of 
the Bstre topic ; cf. 3 ^ ^  53 
It is also the name of a metrical 
work on Dhatupatha.

a root belonging to the fourth 
conjugation of roots ( f ^ T ^ n ) ; cf.

26

3i i  ifcr 3?;r|r a#? «? - 
K ai. on P . II. 3.56.

^ 5?  name given to a work on gram
mar, presumably the same as 
^ 13̂ 119̂  written by 
See l^ s q r o a i.

^  ( 1 )  a fault of pronunciation ; cf. 
m : .  ŝtffrhTT:
M.Bh. on I. 1.1 Vart. 1 8 ; (2 ) de
fect shown in connection with an 
expression or explanation.

name of a commentary on 
Nagesa’s Paribhasenduiekhara wri
tten by ngt? of the eighteenth 
century.

name of a commentary on 
Nagesa’s Laghuiabdenduiekhara 
written by of the eighteenth 
century.

^  tad. affix %, applied to . in the 
sense of ‘ a day when 5 ^  is 
changed into sr (sra); e.g. 3?g, cf. 
P.V, 3.22. Vart. 5.

tad. affix ?fR, applied to the word 
when BH1W is changed into 

e.g. su:, cf. m -  P . V.
3.22; cf, also sr t w  tf'flRt gsjlfilr 
P.V. 3.22. Vart. I.

5  a technical term in the Jainendra 
Vyakarana for the term ( the
latter or the second member of a 
compound word) which is used in 
Panini’ s grammar.

a class of roots headed by the 
root the aorist sign Ii® after 
which gets (ar) substituted for 
i t ; e.g. cf. Kas. on
P. III. 1,55. and I. 3.91.

jpT tad. affix 5^ applied to the word 
3*14 in the sense of a d a y ; e.g. 
cf.-P. V. 3.22 Vart. 7.
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^tct^ indicative, suggestive; not 
directly capable of expressing the 
sense by denotation; the nipatas 
and upasargas are said to be * dyo- 
taka ’ and not ‘ Vacaka ’ by stand
ard grammarians headed by the 
Varttikakara; cf.

P. I. 2.45 Varttika 125 
cf. Kaiyata also on the above; cf. 
also fimar eftcra:
Vakyapadlya II. 194

a # -
'$ 3  com. on Vakyapadlya II. 

190; cf.
Par. Sek. on Pari. 50; cf. also f f  

=̂13%
Bha§a Vr. on P . I. 1.37. The 
Karmapravacaniyas are definitely 
laid down as dyotaka, cf. fetHT 
HR q qi=̂ R: 1 feTqcot'fr

g  Vakyapadlya II. 206; 
the case affixes are said to be any 
way, * vacaka5 or ‘  dyotaka cf.

WtffiSfiT 3T 
Vakyapadlya II. 165.

conveyance of sense indirectly 
or by suggestion, and not directly. 
See above.

SWf (sense) conveyed by suggestion 
indirectly and not directly express
ed, as in the case of karraapravaca- 
myas, the krt affixes and the tad. 
affixes; cf. srg^r# 3#-

*0# Kas. on P. I. 4.84.

substance, as opposed to j p  pro-
- perty end Hot aciioa which exist 

on dravya. The word fRf is used 
by Yaska, Panini and other gram- 
marians la a very general sense 
as something in completed forma
tion or existence as opposed to 
' bhava ’ or kriya or verbal activity, 
and the word 3=3 is used by old 
grammarians as synonymous with 

ef. i
*1 cf. K a i on P.

I. 4.57; cf. S. K . also on P. I. 4.57.
(2 )  The word is also found used 
in the sense of an individual object, 
as opposed to the genus or generic 
notion (sngffr): cf.
M. Bh. on P. I. 2. 64. Vart. 45. (3) 
The word 5 is found used in the 
sense of Sadhana or means in Tait. 
Prati, cf. era |

Tai. Pr.
X X II. 8.

the view that an individual 
thing (333) and not the genus 
( ) is the denotation of a word.

: The ancient grammarian Vyadi was 
the first propounder of this view. cp. 
Vak. pad. III. 14. 333. cp. S p w  
^sqtf5i%g; 1 (|®r.)

a grammarian who main
tains that * d ravya’ or ‘ individual 
object’ is the sense of words; cf.

311%  ̂ K it:  I M. Bh. on 
I. 2.64 Vart. 53. See

expressive of substance as 
their sense as opposed, to 
cf. Îgga'l I
M. Bh. on P. V. 1.119.;

behaviour like a dravya as 
noticed in the. case of the bhava or 
kriya found in a root after a krt 
affix is added to i t ; cf. fRfaitat

M. Bh. on It. 2.19, III.
1.67 etc.

name given to the second 
section of the  ̂ third Kanda of 
Vakyapadlya which deals with 
substance ( I 32?). The substance in 
its essential nature which is per= 
manent, is discussed in this section. 
The fourth section which is named 
*$SE®TO{PE3r, containing only four 
verses, deals also with '^=q’ but with 
reference to its individual nature
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as one thing differing from another, 
cp. sfsq =sf f iM  1 TOmM ^ I
^  %flq S'TOa'irft q^Rt-
3 ^ ^ %  (Vak. pad. III. 5.5)

1 sc i  qTwf*ra ( t«r.
on Vak. pad. III. 2 .1). The word 
S'TOa^ is significant; it suggests 
that the fourth section which is 
named ^sjfe^HgW formed only a 
part of the jp is g ^  ( Vak. pad. III. 
5. 1-9), and along with the missing 
Laksanasamuddesa, 1he number of 
samuddesas or sections of the third 
Kanda was fourteen, cp. snipj- 
HqiipsromRTf^n m sspragw^

3 Rreig: 1 ( cp. Punyaraja on Vak. 
pad. II. 77-83.

^KJlfsraflRf denotation of s[sq or indi
vidual object as the sense of words 
as opposed to anfPiftr'TR i.e. denota
tion of the general form possessed 
by objects 9f the same class; cf. 
3.5i#iNH sqi^:P. I. 2.64 Vart. 45. 
See %sn.

short form for the sixth con
stellation, which, although found 
used in treatises on astrology, can
not be looked upon as a correct 
word, as immediately on hearing 
it, one does not remember the word 
snsj.

lit. rapid; the vice of rapidity in 
utterance; a fault of speech especi
ally in connection with the utter
ance of vowels in Vedic recital when 
on account of haste the utterance 
of letters becomes indistinct, cf.

gr{%£pit%<n:
5j;iT: I M. Bh. Ahnika 1 Vart. 18.

WfM&i name of a treatise on grammar 
written for beginners by Bharata- 
sena or Bharatamalla of Bengal in 
the sixteenth century.

Spsf one of the three Vrttis or styles 
of utterance . mentioned in ihe

Pratisakhya works and quoted in 
the Mahabhasya; cf. {&# 
sir# flwfRfcri ^ p i  ^ i 
gfrt 11% srarml § JTsqtrra: s

sftr fiwPrami R. Pr. X III. 18, 
19 ; cf. ^ ft p rat f t i  
*r«OTrei} % neqin̂ rt 5j'jtfflramTf*rare3' 
ftsfenqra; 1 M. Bh. on P. I. 1.70 
Vart. 4. The utterance of a letter 
takes J rd time more in the 
than in the ptf% , while in the 
fisfiia ifg  it takes J rd more than in 
the In short, the utterance
of the same letter takes in the three 
vrttis, Druta, Madhyama and 
Vilambita the quantity of. time in 
proportion of 9:12:16 respectively.

a kind of the position of the 
tongue at the time of pronouncing 
the letter

name of a compound; formed of 
two or more words used in the same 
case, showing their collection to
gether ; cf. P. II. 2.29. Out 
of the four meanings of the indecli
nable tT, viz. gg^q, 
and OTIfR, the dvandva compound 
is sanctioned in the last two senses 
only called .fafo r^  (as in 
e tc .) and giHfRS?s: ( as in 
etc.) respectively. For details see 
Mahabhasya on II. 2.29. The dvar.= 
dva compound takes place only 
when the speaker intends mention
ing the several objects together i.e. 
when there is, in short, or

1 cf„
335! i ^  araigiA-

11 Sr. Pr. II. The gender of a 
word in the is that of. the
last word in the case of the 
UPS, while it is the neuter gender 
in the case of ihe ?mWR8?E.

tad. affix gga, in the sense of 
measure, prescribed optionally 
.along with the affixes m  and ?nw;
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cf. HHPHTRq Kas. on P.
V. 2.37 ; fem. cf. P. IV . 1.15.

sTRjf? a class of words headed by the 
word which get the augment ^  
(i.e. % or ) placed before the 
letter q or 3 in them, instead of 
the substitution of vrddhi, when a 
taddhita affix marked with the 
mute letter 5f„, oi. or ^ is added to 
them ; e.g. ecpnfa;: t f q f e : ,

e tc .; cf. Kas. on P. VII. 3.4.

%  a term used for the dual number 
in the Pratisakhya w orks; cf. ^
% V. Pr. II . 3 where
U vvata has explained the words 
ft, ft and i?«s as fs;q^ and

respectively.

doubled ; the term is used in con
nection with reduplication in the 
Katantra and Haima grammars cf. 
Hem. IV . 1.1, Kat. III. 8. 10.

ft:2WT*T doubling; putting a word or 
word element tw ice; the words fŝ r 
and fg;!^  are used in the same 
sense.

a word used many times synon
ymously with ; the letters s ,  

and upadhmanlya ( y  q.) are 
termed fg:*?g or gr^g.

a term used in connection with 
roots governing two objects or two 
words in the accusative case, e.g. 
Jg[_ in qi w . ; the term ^  
according to the strict definition of 
the teim viz., or sneq ^
applies to one of the two, which is 
called the or the direct
object, the other one, which, in 
fact, is related to the verbal activity 
by relation of any other karaka or 
instrument is taken as karmakaraka 
and hence put in the accusative 
case. For details see Mahabhasya 

Kasika on P. I. 4.51. Some

roots in their causal formation 
govern two objects out of which 
one object is the actual- one while 
the other is the subject of the 
primitive root. ,e.g.

ihrafcT cf. K a i. on
' P. I. 4.52. See for details Maha

bhasya on P. I. 4.52.

mention by the em
ployment of a double consonant 
e.g. W ife" of P. V III. 3.5 has been 
understood by Panini as as
Patanjali informs us.

simultaneous occurrence of 
two grammatical operations result
ing into a conflict and creating a 
doubt as to which of the two should 
take place first; cf. ft

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.3 Vart. 6; 
I. 1.12 ; etc. The term 
occurring in the rule hr

P. I. 4.2 is evidently defined in this 
way by the word in the
Mahabhasya.

a compound expression or word 
separated into two by avagraha in 
the Padapatha; the word is miss
tated as p F s b y  some Vedic reciters.

name of a compound with a 
numeral as the first member. The 
compound is looked upon as a 
subdivision of the Tatpurusa com
pound. The dvigu compound, hav
ing collection as its general sense, is 
declined in the neuter gender and 
singular number; when it ends in 
st the fem. affix is added gene
rally, e.g. ISrgsRq.,
The Dvigu compound also takes 
place when, a Karmadharaya com
pound, having a word denoting a 
direction or a numeral as its first 
member, ( a ) has a tad. affix added 
to it e.g. Hsrorrs: (giteT^i:), or ( b )  
has got a word placed after it in a
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cbmpound e.g. qgira*r«tt or ( c) has a 
collective sense e. g. • cf. ?rfe- 

^ ( P . II. 1.51) also 
cf. Kas. and S. K . on P. II. 
1-51, 52.

a popular name given by gra
mmarians to the fourth quarter, of 
the second Adhyaya of Panini’s 
Astadhyayi which begins with the 
sutra fgg^fiqxR^ II. 4.1.

fl.cfPT the second consonant in the five 
groups of consonants, surd aspirate, 
cf. T. Pr. I. 1 1 ;  V. Pr. I. 54, R. Pr.
V I. 15 ; it is called fg$*Rq-fr als0-

the reduplication of a root 
beginning with a vowel prescribed 
by the rule P. VI. 1.2.

the second case ; the accusative 
case, mainly prescribed for a word 
which is related as a karmakaraka 
to the activity in the sentence ; cf. 
P. II. 3-2 to 5.

doubling, reduplication pres
cribed for ( 1 )  a root in the per
fect tense excepting the cases 
where the affix is added to the 
root before the personal ending ; 
e.g. etc. cf. P.
V I. 1.1, 2 ; (2 ) a root before the 
Vikarana affixes *3 and
=3̂  e.g.

etc. cf. P. VI. 1.9-11 ;
(3 )  a word ending in 
in the sense of repetition, e.g. 
girt ^  ^  sram cf. sri+ft-
^  \  P. V III. 1.12 Vart. 7 ; 
( 4 ) any word ( a ) in the sense of 
constant or frequent action, ( b ) in 
the sense of repetition, ( c ) showing 
reproach, or scorn, or quality in the 
sense of its incomplete possession, 
or ( d ) in the vocative case at the 
beginning of a sentence in some 
specified senses; reduplication H

also prescribed for the prepositions 
'if?, sr, w i,  37, 3 .̂, 3-qR,' srftr, 3 ^  
in some specified senses cf. P. V III.
1.1 to 15. A letter excepting jf and 

is also repeated, if  so desired, 
when ( a ) it occurs after the letter 

or  ̂which is preceded by a vowel 
, e.g. 3i%: 3?%̂  etc. cf. V III..4.46; or 

when ( b ) it is preceded by a Vowel 
and followed by a consonant e.g.

cf. P. V III. 4.47. For 
details see KaS. on V III. 4.46-52. 
The word fe f  is sometimes used in 
the sense of the dual number; cf. 
Kas. on P. I. 2.51. The words ft??, 

and fe®  are generally used 
as synonyms. Panini generally 
uses the word 1 . For fsn in Vedic 
Literature cf. R. Pr. VI. 1.4 ; T. Pr.
X IV. 1-8; V. Pr. IV. 101-118.

a class of words, which are 
. headed by the word f e f e  and which 
. are all Bahpvrlhi compounds, to 

which the affix f  is found added as 
a Samasanta affix e.g. f e fe : ,  
etc.; cf. Kas. on P. V. 4.128.

repetition of a word, or of a 
letter or of a root. See .

phonemic utterance a second 
tim e; sea feq.

phonemically repeated ; see

f lR H  repetition, reduplication. See 
fief. ' -

see fi?3 and the word is
very frequently used in the Maha
bhasya instead of fifef. cf. M. Bh. 
on I. 1. Ahnika 1 , 1. 1.7, 10, 57, 59 
etc.

a case affix of the dual number; 
dual number; a word in the dual 
number; cf. M .B h. on I. 1.11, I. 
4.21 e tc .; cf. K a i.
on P. V. 3.57.
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a word in the dual number; 
cf. qspqsi fe d e ra l? : R. Pr. I. 28 
wb!ere: the "word floret, is explained 
as by Uvvata.

a syllable sconsisting of two con
sonants ;c f .R < T ;: 245.

( 1 )  a repeated consonant ; cf.
v. Pr. iv. 144; (2 )  

doubling, repetition; cf. 
ffeoR T. Pr. IX. 18 ; cf. also T . Pr. 
X IV ; 1. R. Pr. IX . 18.

double,; reduplicated ; the word is 
frequently used in connection with 
doubling of consonants or words in 
the Pratisakhya Literature as also 
in the Katantra, Sakatayana and 
Haima grammars cf. R. Pr. V I. 1,
X V . 5, V. Pr. IV. ior, R. T. 264; 
cf. also Kat, III. 8.10, Sak. IV . 143; 
Hem. IV . 1 .1 . .

ffSTP'ST a kind of ft|{% or interval of 
time in the pronunciation of two 
consecutive vowels, which as a 
result o f two euphonic changes has 
a v.owel preceded by a vow el; e.g. 
snjefflt 3 R. Pr. II. 44.

possessed of two vowels, dis
syllabic ; cf. v q  ̂ T. Pr.
X V I. 17.

a term used for an upadhma- 
niy.a letter or a phonetic element 
resulting from a visarga followed by 
the letter q. or %. See 3q«3Fftq. The 
word is also used sometimes for the 
pronunciation s  of and hit of q[.

' See |:^a.

possessed of two consecutive 
consonants ; cf. tRHF!! fi;?®:, P. VII. 
4 .71; cf. also M. Bh. on VI. 1.68.

used adyeibially for ts>tt in the
sense of ‘ ^optionally 5 or 8 in two 
ways ’ ; cf. M  3T^mierqf%: M. Bh.
on P. 1. 1,44 Vart. 15.

group of two words; an expres
sion consisting of two words ; cf. sr 

ff: R. Pr. V III. 2.10 ;
X . 3 ; X I. 37 etc.

sH? a word possessed of two vowels in 
i t ; dissyllabic w ords; the word is 
frequently used in Panini’s Asta
dhyayi and Patanjali’s Mahabhasya, 
KaSika Vrtti and other works on 
Panini's grammar.

a class of pronouns headed by 
the pronoun ft to which the tad* 

. dhita affixes called as pre
scribed by the rules of Panini in 
the rule q ^ ir e t fe  and the following 
ones, are not added, cf. P. V. 3.2.

name of a Samdhi -made up of 
two spirants, or resulting in the 
presence of two spirants or tJsman 
letters e.g. ^QTcir; cf. R.
Pr. X L  22.

ST ( I ) fourth letter of#the dental class 
(cfMl) possessed of the properties 

‘ 3ft, and JTCtsrm ;
, (2 ) substitute q. for the of 5.̂  

before a ‘ jhal ’ consonant or at the 
end of a word e.g. 35^, ; .cf. 
P. V III. 2.34; (3 ) substitute % 
for the letters 3. and sj, placed after 
a fourth letter, e.g. etc.
cf. P. V III. 2.40;

W a technical term in the Jainendra 
Vyakarana for the term 
of Pariini -used for the first five case 
affixes g, ^r, srs,, sh,, ^  and 5 
(nom. an d acc.p l. neuter gender); 
cf. P . I. 1.42, 43. cf. Jain Su. f̂ pspqj 
1.1.31.

name of the author of a short 
metrical treatise on roots named
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sw a? preceptor of Bopadeva. He 
wrote Prakriyaratnamani.

tad. affix optionally substituted 
in the place of the tad. affix after 
the words f| and 1%; e.g. Tgm, 

cf. P. V. 3.45.

a grammarian of the sixteenth 
century at the court of Udaya- 
simha who wrote a commentary on 
the sutras of Panini which was 
named as also a com
mentary on the Siksa of Panini.

' r f  defined as the tradi
tional practices laid down by the 
sages for posterity ; cf.

ffir fa r  mffrar: s?gfip^ 
M. Bh. I. 1. Ahnika 1 ;  cf. also *r$- 

in m  ^ f m  a i m ,  M.
Bh. on P. I. 2.64, as also *r#<i3TO: 
in 3iT5Tmf& Hlfq TCW

M. Bh. on I. 
1.47 ; ( 2 ) religious merit; cf. smfc-

M. Bh. on P. V I. 1.84, cf. also
%a*ns^: M. Bh. I. 1. Ahnika

1 1 ( 3 ) property possessed by a 
thing or a letter or a word. e.g. 
grfhrf; cf. KaS. on P . 1. 2.29; cf. 
also Ka£. on P. II. 1. 55, II. 3.33,
V III. 1.4- cf. also R. Pr; III  8, 13 
X IV .i  etc.; (4) the characteristic of 
being in a substance; in the phrase 
3jq m\ the dharma viz. is pre
dicated of this' ( or,  in other 
words the designation pot ( ERHsTT ) 
is the predication ; the explanation 
in short, can be given as sr-

or Histfira:

a Jain scholar called by the 
name sftifr also, who w as’ the 
author of *n§sisraqt®Kr and 
a well-known treatise on roots; cf.

55533:11 He is believed 
to have been the first grammarian

who arranged the sutras of Panini 
according to - the .subject matter. 
He lived in the; .eleventh century 
■A.D. \  . .

WI+T̂  { 1 )  a thing possessed of proper
ties, cf. t o  Kas. 
on P. III. 3.77; cf. also the common 
expression qwgifswTRra; Par. Sek. 
on Pari. 55, 66, 79, 82 ; (2) the 
same as dharma iii rare cases 
according to the dictum 
Ssl'rau:: e.g. ¥?; cf. 
Durghata Vr. on P. II. 1.49.

T̂T tad. affix (1 )  applied to a numeral 
in the sense of a kind ( w )  or .a 

, division of time, e.g-.ttEpff, HftT, 
etc.; cf. P. V. 3.42, 43; (2 ) . applied 
to %%■ to show divisions of a short

■ time; e.g. 'sfs and
i t ;  cf. Kas. on P. V. 4.20.

^13 (1) a root; the basic word of a ver
bal form, defined by the Bhasya- 
kara as mg: or even as

srjg;, a word denoting a 
verbal activity; Panini has not 
defined the term as such, but he 
has given a long list of roots under 
ten groups, named dasaganl, which 
includes about 2200 roots which 
can be called primary roots as con
trasted with secondary roots. The 
secondary roots can be divided into 
two maia groups ( 1 )  roots derived 
from roots ( )  and ( 2) 
roots derived from nouns ( ) .  
The roots derived from roots can 
further be classified into three main 
subdivisions: ( a ) causative roots 
or fe n f, ( b ) desiderative roots or 
fiâ ar, ( c ) intensive roots or 
and while rools derived

; from nouns or denominative roots 
can further be divided 'into 
sfiPJRfcr, fSt§̂ cT, fe^cT, and
th e .- miscellaneous ones ( sj#tJr) as 
derived from nouns like 3 ^
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by the application of the affix or 
from nouns like as?, tTRT, S°s, 
Ptsc, etc. by the application of the 
affix fq^. Besides these, there are 
a few roots forme(| by the applies 
tion of the affix srrq and fq 
All ̂  these roots can further - be 
classified into Parasmaipadin or 
Parasmaibha§a, Atmanepadin or 
Atmanebhasa and Ubhayapadin. 
Roots possessed of a mute grave 
(sqsQTr) vowel or of the mute con
sonant a  added to the root in the 
Dhatupatha or ending in the affixes 

etc, as also roots in the 
passive voice are termed Atmane
padin ; while roots ending with the 
affix f&,=q_as also roots possessed of.a 
mute circumflex vowel or a mute 
consonant . s*. applied. to them 
are termed Ubhayapadin. A ll the 
rest are termed Parasmaipadin. 
There are some other mute letters 
or syllables applied by Paiiini to 
the roots in his Dhatupatha for 
specific purposes; e.g. J? at the end 
to signify prohibition of vrddhi to 
the penultimate sr in the aorist, e.g. 
'31̂ 3. cf. P. VII. 2.5 ; f^ to  signify 
the optional substitution of sr or 3^ 
for the affix fe j of the aorist, e.g.

cf. P. III. 1.57; 3 
to signify the optional application 
of the augment f  ( )  before 
e.g. gfTicfr, sipc t̂; cf. P. V II. 2. 56;
3  to signify the optional applica
tion of the augment f  ( )  e.g. JTlar, 
JTtfel, cf. P. VII. 2.44; 3n to signify 
the prohibition of the augment 
in the case of the past pass. part, 
e.g. f ^ : ,  cf, P. VII. 2.16; ?
to signify the addition of a nasal 
after the last vowel e.g. 
from f?tR, cf. P. V II. 1.58; sr to 
signify the prohibition of ft?  to 
the penultimate long vowel before 
f5̂ ,  e.g. cf. P. VII. 4.2; 55
to signify the substitution of

for fes in the aorist, e.g. 3?iprg;5 cf. 
P. III. 1.55 ; .ai) to signify the sub
stitution of for g; of the past pass, 
part. e.g. eg:, ' 3?:, fH:
e tc .; cf. P. V III. 2.45. Besides 
these, the mute syllables Pr, and f  
are prefixed for specific purposes; 
cf. P . III. 2.187, III. 3.89 and III. 
3.88. The term is a suffici
ently old one which is taken by 
Panini from ancient grammarians 
and which is found used in the 
Nirukta and the Pratisakhya works, 
signifying the ‘ elemental ( radical) 
base ’ for nouns which are all de
rivable from roots according to the 
writers of the Nirukta works and 
the grammarian Sakatayana; cf.

- h r  =? *rr§w r ^
Bh. on P. III. 3.1. Some 

scholars have divided roots into 
six categories; cf. era t o ?:
( a ) trRqftcrr: ( b )

( c )  qRqft'TF'iRqftfir:
C^sri&rr:) ( d )
srsm m : SRTSRn:, ( e . )

( f )
c f . Srngara Prak. I. For 

details see M.Bh. on P. I. 3.1 as also 
pp. 255, 256 Vol. VII. Vyakarana- 
Mahabhasya published by the D.E. 
Society, Poona. (2) a technical term

■ of Jainendra grammar for ara&s. >

a- short treatise on the 
roots of the different conjugations 
written by a grammarian named 
Dhananjaya. ^

a grammatical work in 
verse written by Varadaraja, the 
pupil of Bhattoji Diksita who lived 
in the 17th century. Besides 
Karikavall, Varadaraja wrote sg- 

and also.

name of a comment
ary on the Kavikalpadruma of 
Bopadeva by Ramalamkara; { 2)
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Dame of a commentary on the  
Kavikalpadruma by Durgadasa 
who w ro te  a com m enta ry  on the  
Magdhabodba also.

WTl’JIS ( i ) name given in general to 
the several collections of roots given 
generally with their meanings by 
grammarians belonging to the 
various schools o f grammar. 
These collections are given 
as recessary appendixes named 
Khila to their grammars by the 
well-known grammarians of Sans
krit such as Panini, Sakatayana 
and others ( i i ) a small treatise on 
roots written by Bhlmasena who 
gave meanings to roots. Panini’s 
Dhatupatha contains two thous
and roots which were actually used 
in the current .language. Whitney 
propounded all the roots were never 
used but Biihler and Edgren oppos
ed this view. A number of Prakrit, 
Pali and DeSya roots are also found 
in it.

a commentary on the 
Dhatupatha by NageSa.

siig'TRFI0! ( i ) a word used by KaSikii, 
along with Namaparayana, is an 
old term signifying a manual of 
roots. Such manuals were current 
even before Panini. ( i i ) a gram
matical treatise dealing with roots 
written as a supplementary work 
by Jumaranandin to his grammar 
work called Rasavati, which itself 
was a thoroughly revised and 
enlarged edition of the Rasavati 
a commentary written by Krama- 
disvara on his own grammar named 
Samksiptasara. Jumaranandin is 
believed to have been a Jain writer 
who lived in the fifteenth century, 
( iii) A work on roots by Hema- 
candra with his own commentary.

He has listed 1980 roots and divid
ed them into nine classes ( ganas). 
The work was first published by 
J. Kirste in 1899 at Vienna.

a work dealing with roots 
written as a supplementary work 
by Balarama-Pancanana to his 
own grammar named Prabodha- 
Prakaia.

a work dealing with 
verbal forms written by Dharma? 
kirti, a Jain grammarian of the 
eighth century.

a wosk dealing with verbal 
forms written by Maitreya Rak- 
sita, a Buddhist writer and a 
famous grammarian belonging to 
the eastern part of India who 
lived in the middle of the twelfth 
century. He is believed to have 
written many scholarly works in 
connection with Panini’s grammar 
out of which the Tantrapradlpa is 
the m ost important one. The work 
Dhatupradipa is quoted, by Sarana- 
deva, who was a contemporary of 
Maitreya Raksita, in his Durghata- 
vftti on P. II. 4.52.

called also qtgsfaf attributed 
to a grammarian named Kallnatha.

ÎjpPTTST a work on roots in verse-form 
attributed to a grammarian named 
Ilvarakanta.

a treatise dealing with 
roots believed to have been written 
by Ramasirhhavarman.

a work dealing with roots 
believed to have been written by 
Narayana who was given the title 

He lived in the seventeenth 
century; a work named^RrerSKfl^^ 
is also believed to. have been written 
by him.
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a short list of the import
ant roots from the Dhatupatha of 
Panini, given in verse by =efe;flsr a 
grammarian of the 17th century.

an elision of a portion of a 
ro o t; cf. ^ ®rmT§%, P. I. 1.4.

a general term applied to a 
treatise discussing roots, but speci
fically used in connection with the 
scholarly commentary written by 
Madhavacarya, the reputed scholar 
and politician at the court of the 
Vij ayanagara kings in the fourteenth 
century, cn the Dhatupatha of 
Panini. The work is generally re
ferred to as *n*r#qT-srT§lf% to distin
guish it from ordinary commentary 
works called also qTjJifil written by 
grammarians like Vijayananda and 
others.

a grammar dealing with 
verbs believed to have been written 
by Vangasena.

conventional name given 
to the iourth pada of the third 
Adhyaya of Panini’s Astadhyayi 
which begins with the Sutra

JTsrar: P .III . 4.1.

enumeration or recital of 
roots in the Dhatupatha ; cf. sjpgq- 
q%qjsrqaj|tf%i: 1 5  I *TR£<r̂ t snft<Tf̂ €t-

=Ef 1 M. Bh. on P. III. i .r .

\gftq4 lit. meaning of a root, the verbal 
activity, named ferr or *rr$; cf.

f e i ;  M. Bh. on III. 2.84, III,
2.115. The verbal activity is des
cribed generally to be made up of 
a series of continuous subordinate 
activities carried on by the different 
karakas or agents and instruments 
of verbal activity helping the pro
cess of the main activity. When 
the process of the verbal activity is 
complete, the completed activity is

looked upon as a substantive or 
dravya and a word denoting it, such 
as TOi, or qin does not get conjuga- 
tional affixes, but it is regularly 
declined like a noun. Just as w # , 

T®1F, ^ 1 ,  and TO35 are given as 
srifrefen'J, in the same manner feiT, 

SW, or t o ,  and gsK? are 
given as to?#, as they are shown by 
a verbal form, although strictly, 
speaking verbal activity ( fen  or 
s ir )  alone is the sense of a root, as 
stated in the Mahabhasya. For 
details see Vaiyak. Bh. Sara, where 
it is said that fruit ( w ) and effort 
(sqprK) are expressed by a root, cf. 
tRc5s?nqK%trfg:. The five senses given 
above are in fact conveyed not by 
a root, but by a verb or <nn?qKT or

a popular name given to the 
second pada of the fifth adhyaya 
of Pacini’s Astadhyayi possibly 
because the pada begins with the 
Sutra wfRiRf P. V. 2.r.

vTR’Jl ( 1 )  suppression of a consonant, 
out of two successive consonants 
which is looked upon as a fault of 
recital; e.g. fqiffr when recited as 
sriPt ; cf. WK“]J?*jtIwP«r: Uvvata on 
R. Pr. X IV . 6 ; (2 ) repetition of a 
consonant which is also a fault; e.g.

for cf. Uvvata
on X IV . 6 ; cf. also w ^ ct: TOW 
etc. explained by U vvata as

5̂5 ftasfflFTC 'RitW
where W^er: means ‘ length

ening ’ or ‘ prolonging ’ cf. R. Pr. 
on XLV. 23 ; ( 3 ) the peculiar posi
tion of the mouth ( grjRiW PO bY 
which a double consonant is recited 
as a single one, cf, {33^ 33^ 9. ( 

e.g. sjjltra;,
cf. V. Pr. IV. 144.

( 1 )  a technical term used for 
sonant constants in the Pratisakhya
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or sp is one. For details see Bhafya 
on sp: KRq: T. Pr. X V III.
3.

and old grammar works; cf. ft
V. Pr. I. 53, explained by Uvvata as 
STrfntf 3tki^ :  ft: V. Pr. I.
53; the term ft  corresponds to fsĵ  
of Panini; (2 )  personal ending fa 
substituted for ff  of the impera. 
2nd sing. e.g. sgfa, fs3% , fvrfe, gfa, 
*TCf«T etc.; cf. P. V. 4.101-103.

5  a technical term in the Jainendra 
Vyakarana for >n§ ( a root') which 
is used freely by the ancient gram
marians and Panini.

( O  the augment ^  prefixed to the 
consonant g. following upon the 
consonant f  or ^  occurring at the 
end of a word; e.g.
e tc .; cf. P. V III. 3.29 ; ( 2 ) tech
nical short term for «ng (root), the 
technical term is %%, but the nom. 
sing, used is § §  (3 )  a technical 
term standing for consonants 
excepting semi-vowels and nasals; 
c^ gfr Kat. III. 6 5 1. The 
term is used in the Katantra Vya
karana. It corresponds to the term 
fT̂  of Panini.

$pTI tad. affix called Vibhakti tad. 
affix, applied to the word 5 ^  when 

is changed into 3f; cf. 
epi ^ sr??: Kas. on P. V. 3.17.

a short term for or root. See §5.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the tad. affix sjsr 
( I n.) is added in the miscellaneous 
( )  senses; e.g. <gl^: etc.; 
cf. Kas. on P. IV . 2.127.

HJSt or ’iRBra*? a kind of original grave 
vowel turned into a circumflex’one 
which is called unless followed 
by another acute or circumflex 
vowel. The Taittiriya Pratisakhya 
has mentioned seven varieties of 
this * pracaya ’ out of which spjfgq

tad. affix applied to the words 
*njT} ^q and in the same sense as 
those words possess ; e.g. 
cf. Kas. on P. V. 4.25.

SSTO name of a fault in the pronuncia
tion of a vowel when on account of 
fullness of breath it appears as 
uttered long ( ), although really 
it is short; cf.
I f  a f # ,  Kaiyata on I. 1. Ahnika r. 
Vart. 18.

tad. affix substituted for *fT 
optionally after the word ^  e.g. 

ttwr; cf. P. V. 3.44.

a great grammarian who 
composed an important work called 

Bhartrhari in his Dfpika on 
Mahabhasya (p. 2 61,1. 20-21) refers 
to his opinion sq R iK ^ uM-^TH 'p -  

etc. He is also re
ferred to by Bhartrhari in his auto 
commentary on Vakyapadlya ( II. 
208). Bhamaha ( 600 A.D . circa) 
in his Kavyalankara { V. i ) refers 
to a work called which is
helpful in crossing the ocean of 
grammar.

krt affix tq seen in Vedic Litera
ture, substituted lor optionally ; 
e.g. Sl^I; cf. P. VI. 3.113.

HW ( 1 )  fixed, stationary', as contrasted 
with moving ( srgq) which is termed 

and hence put in the abla
tive case ; cf. a r̂pn ŝqrsEFi  ̂ P. I.
4.24 ; ( 2 ) repeated sound ( sit?) 
of a third or a fourth consonant of 
the class consonants when it occurs 
at the end of the first word of a 
split up compound w ord; cf. R. Pr,
VI. 11 and X I. 24.
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s W  ( i ) fixed ; of a stationary nature;
cf. xf P.
III. 4.76; also cf. Vak. pad. III. 7. 
138, 139 ; (2) notion of stability in 
contrast with an object which is 
moving or being abandoned.

a variety of vedic recital. I t  is 
defined as

I =? W S  spur

II 3fl%: m:— 511 5 U ^ I  

q^T atifa 1 m I Hf W t I ?l%%_ 

t ip  1 ?i*St fmlfii 1 h t w  1 sniPRd 1 

 ̂ 1 man

ure? 1 ar?fir|Tn̂ i—qT̂ _w?ftRT I
^  1 ' 1

y^Fmqmre 1 t  anim# i
.1 _ _ 1 _ 1 

Brew: 1 qw #M?ri differ =nfrr 1 m

t ip  \ s f  1 #i[ff 1 ?r 1

t  i

( x ) sound ; cf.
^  fS  HI M. Bh. I. 1. 
Ahnika 1 ;  cf. also Vak, pad. I. 77 ; 
cf. also K§te: M.
Bh. on 1. 1.70 Vart. 5. or sound 
is said to be the indicator ( or 
sqsi?;) of the eternal sound, cf. 
Vak. pad. I. 44-100.

suggested, as opposed to 3xfi 
expressed; the word is found fre
quently used in the Paribhasehdu- 
Sekhara and other works in connec
tion with such dictums as are not 
actually made, but indicated in the 
Mahabhasya.

personal-ending of the sec. pers. 
pi. Atmanepada, substituted for 
of the 10 lakaras.

personal-ending in. Vedic Litera
ture, substituted for of the sec. 
pers. pi. Atmanepada; e.g. 
for cf. P. VII. 1.42.

the second out of the seven posi
tions of voice in the Veda recital 
which are— 3q%, <s}R, ffW?, 

jtww and cTK.

personal-ending of the sec. pers. pi. 
Atmanepada in the present and 
perfect tenses.

«!

^  fifth consonant of the dental class 
of consonants which is possessed of 
the properties qfa, 
siTW, HfamoSc? and 3?ijpnf|Hq. In 
Panini’s grammar the nasal conso
nant ^  ( a ) is added as an augment 
prescribed as §5 or which ori
ginally is taken as but afterwards 
changed into 3T«p?K or tohdT as 
required, as for example in qramt, 

etc.; cf. P. VII. 
i*58-73» V I1* i-79’s3 J V III. 3.24;
( b ) is changed into when it 
directly follows upon n̂, ^   ̂ or ?. 
or even intervened by a vowel, a 
semivowel except 35, a guttural 
consonant, a labial consonant or an 
anusvara; cf. P. V III. 4.1.1-31.
( c ) is substituted for the final ^  of 
a root, e g. JTsrr̂ , cf. P. V III. 
2.64,65.

®l ( I ) the consonant ^  ( see ^  above) 
with the vowel added to it for faci
lity of utterance, cf. T. Pr. I .2 1 ;
( 2 )  tad. affix ?r added to words 
headed by in the sense of
possession; e.g. etc., cf,
P . V. 2.10O; (3 )  tad. affix ?r as 
found in the word sqfafn derived 
from 5 % ^ , cf. P. V. 2.114; (4 )  
unadi affix ?r as found in the word 
#f}:; cf. Kag. on P. V I. 4.19 ; ( 5 ) 
the krt affix as also ^  prescrib
ed after the roots m ,,
5i ĝr  and e.g. q p . qr^n, 
etc., cf. P. III. 3.90, 9 1; ( 6 )  the 
negative particle *f given by Pacini
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as and referred to in the same 
way, which ( i e. jt. ) when com
pounded with a following word, is 
changed into sr or 3 ^  or retained in 
rare cases as for instance in 
w e # , 3313R; etc, cf. P. VI. 3.73-75 ;
( 7 )  tad. affix n ( appl ied to 
the words #f and jg. in senses given - 
from P. IV. 1.92 to V. 2.1 e.g. 4 m} 

cf. IV. 1.87.

•Î T? the consonant fj to which the 
vowel sr and the affix are added 
for facility of utterance; e.g. flsn 

3?^ ssKlt R. Pr. IV . 8 ; cf. V. Pr.
I. 17.21.

5f f  krt affix ji applied to the roots 
qra., and others in the sense of 
verbal activity ; e.g. qsn, 
etc. cf. P. III. 3.90, gr. See (5 ).

krt. affix ^  applied to the roots 
SI., l^ a n d  ^  in the sense o f ' habit
uated ’ e.g. »£roj§; see Ka£. on 
P. III. 2.172.

sf5* the negative particle ( which 
possesses the six senses which are 
sketched as cT^qft fTff-

13Tmg^ f ^ s j  ^  sj#firm:n 
and which are respectively illustrat
ed by the examples srftg;
^  m:, 3T3^ g ? t a w t:,
swiipit ? l | f e  and 3f§?: 33: I See ^
( 6 )

a compound with «r as its first 
member which is changed into sr or 
3T̂ , or remains unchanged, the 
indeclinable  ̂ possessing any
one of the six senses given above 
under «r ( 6); e.g. sraiiPi:, sr^:, Jiffq: 
etc.; cf. P. VI. 3.73-77-

a compound with *? (?i°l.)as 
its first member ; the term is found 
used in the Mahabhasya for both 
the as well as the

compounds ; cf. M. Bh. on P. I. 4.1 
Vart. 19; also on P. II. i . i .

the superiority, or 
strength of the accent caused by 

which set s aside the accent 
caused by the case a ffix ; cf. f=i*TRfi- 

P. VI. 2.158 Vart 13.

*5̂ 113 ( 1 )  a class of words headed by 
the word qg to which the tad. affix 
3fFR ( T.fj) is added in the sense of 
ifr=T ( grandchild and further des
cendants ); e.g. ;ngiqaj:, ^Rjqq:; cf. 
Kas. on P. IV. 1.99; ( 2 )  a class 
of words headed by ;?§r to. which the 
affix fq ( ®) is added, together with 
the augment $ placed after the 
word and before the affix, in the 
four senses prescribed in P. IV. 2.67- 
70; e.g. ; cf. K ai.
on P. IV. 2.91.

'T5T cerebralized ; changed into %  The 
change of the consonant ^  into n. 
is called ; #  in the old Pratisakhya 
w orks; cf. f #  qtsj#r R. Pr.
IV. 11.

5JRI lit. inclination, bending down; t&e 
word is used generally in the tech
nical sense of ‘ cerebralization ’ but 
applied to the change of *j; into ^  
as also that of ^  into <̂ ; cf.

V. Pr. I. 42. The root 
is used in the sense of ‘ cere- 

bralizing 5 or ‘ being cerebralized 
very frequently in the Pratisakhya 
works ; e.g. the word is used in 
the sense of ‘ is cerebralized ’; and 

in the sense of ' cerebralizes ’ 
and in the sense of * causing
cerebralization cf. sfvsfiRK#
fiim: R.
Pr. I. 27.

•tfjl a technical term applied in Pacini's 
grammar to words in the feminine 
gender ending in f  and 5; except
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ing a few like sfr, ^  and others; 
it is optionally applied to words 
ending in ? and 3, of course in 
the fem. gender, before case affixes 
of the dative, ablative, genitive 
and locative sing. The term was 
probably in use before Panini and 
was taken from the fem. word ^  
'which was taken as a model. Very 
probably there was a long list of 
words like ^  ( sr? ) )
etc. which were given as ending 
in 5 and to which the affix f  ( # 0  
was added for forming the femi
nine base; the first word so 
formed, was taken as a model and 

. all words- in the list and similar 
others were called ; cf. P. I .
4- 3*6.

a fault of pronunciation when a 
letter, although distinctly prono
unced inside the mouth, does not 
become audible, being held]up ( )  
by the lips or the like. The fault is 
similar to strict ; cf. 
irast R. Pr. X IV . 2.

a class of words headed by 
ifft and other fem. nouns to which 
the taddhita affix ttq ( )  is added 
in the miscellaneous ( t r f e ) senses ; 
e.g. ? n ^ ,
e tc .; cf. Kas. on P. IV. 2.97.

^  krt affix w applied to the root 
to show verbal a ctiv ity ; e.g. ?q5?:; 
cf. P. III. 3.9 r-

one that causes cerebralization ; 
cf. ijfr ĉTT 3^5 R. Pr. I.
27. See JlfcT.

(  *Tg )  a writer of a supple
ment to Mugdhabodha. He lived in 
the eighteenth century.

a Jain grammarian who wrote 
a gloss (3RP^) on the ffRF?!-

an ancient grammarian who 
has written a short 'work in verses 
on grammar in general, which is 
named There is a
scholarly commentary upon it 
written by 3W J .

a short treatise of 28 
stanzas, attributed to an ancient 
grammarian which gives
a philosophical interpretation of 
the fourteen sutras attributed to 
God Siva. The authorship of the 
treatise is assigned traditionally to 
the Divine Bull of God Siva. Se§ 
srf^ W . The treatise is also named

called also nf^- 
a gloss written by 

Upamanyu on See

name given to the class of roots 
beginning with the root ^ , which 
includes the roots 
§J^, and others as given in the 
Ganapatha. These roots have the 
affix 53 i.e. s r  added to them in 
the sense of agent, e.g. Jpas:, ? i^ :3 
JT :̂, # ra :, w t:, offa:, SRT^:, 
W  e tc .; cf. P. III. 1.134.

lit- a word which is neither in 
the masculine nor in the feminine 
gender; a word in the neuter 
gender; cf. R. Pr. X III. 7, V. Pr.

, II. 32; III. 138; cf. P. VI. 3-75, 
on which the Siddhanta Kaumudi 
observes I

the special accent viz. the 
acute accent for the first vowel 
for nouns in the neuter gender 
excepting those that end in as 
prescribed by qfereqsilftgrtrPl Phit- 
sutra 1 1 ;  cf. *TT ^  M. Bh.
on P. V II. 1.77.
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‘W  capable of being cerebralized. 
See Jifff.

*TT person ; personal ending ; the term 
is used in connection with (th e  
affixes o f ) the three persons W ?,

and which are promisc
uously seen sometimes in the Vedic 
Literature; cf.
sq^i||J]xj9f3...M,, Bh. on III. r.85.

an old grammarian believed 
to have been the original writer of 
the Sarasvata Vyakarana, on the 
strength of references to him in 
the commentary on the Sarasvata 
Vyakarana written b y  as also 
references in the commentary on 
the Prakriy a kaumudi by Vittha- 
leSa. He is believed to have lived 
in the tenth century A. D.

the same as See

Sfsft? elision of which in Panini’s 
grammar is sometimes taken as 
valid for certain grammatical opera
tions, and otherwise for other opera
tions ; cf. 3^ 7: fifr 
P. VIII. 2-2.

a term used in connection with 
the first nine ganas or conjugations 
given by Paijini in his Dhatupatha, 
the tenth conjugation being looked 
upon as a secondary conjugation.

name given to the first nine 
Ahnikas or lessons of the Maha
bhasya which aie written in expla
nation of only the first pada of the 
first Adhyaya of Panini’s Astadh
yayi and which contain almost all 
the important theories, statements 
and problems newly introduced by 
Patanjali.

a term used for the different
iation in views and explanations

held by the comparatively new 
school of Bhatfoj! Diksita, as con
trasted with those held by Kalika- 
kara and K a iy a ta ; the term is 
sometimes applied to the differences 
of opinion expressed by Nagesa- 
bhatta in contrast with Bhattoji 
Diksita. For details see p.p. 23-24 
Vol. VII. of the Patanjala Maha
bhasya ed. D.E. Society, Poona.

elided or dropped ; a term used 
as a synonym of ‘ lupta ’ in some 
commentaries.

name given to an anustup verse 
which has nine, ten and eleven 
syllables respectively for the first, 
second and third fe e t; e.g. 
w n n ; R . V. I. 120. 4 ; cf. R. 
Pr. X V I. 29. The verse has got 32 
syllables, but it has only three feet 
instead of four.

the maxim one losing 
a horse and the other losing the 
chariot, later on combining them
selves with one’s chariot and an
other’s horse and getting their 
purpose served. Patanjali refers to 
this maxim while commenting on 
Hspfclf 37 I Var. 16 on
^n%Snrow: \ P. 1. 1-50. w c  tells 
3TcKtc that you do not have an 
original ( )  and I do not have 
a substitute (sn^T); let us enter 
into com.

( 1 )  tad. affix ?rr as also ?nô  pres
cribed respectively after ft and 
( negative particle «r) in the sense 
of separation ; e.g. ?TRT; ( 2) 
case ending ftr substituted for the 
ins. sing, affix st ( called also 
in ancient grammars ) in the mas
culine gender after words called
i.e, words ending in f  or,3 excepting 
such as are called

the most reputed modern scholar 
of Panini’s grammar; of the eight-
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eenth century, who was well-versed 
in other Sastras also, who lived in 
Benares in the latter half of the 
seventeenth and the first half of 
the eighteenth century. He wrote 
many masterly comme.ntaries known 
by the words %?sR and on the 
authoritative old works in the 
different Sastras, the total list of 
his small and big works together 
well nigh exceeding a hundred. 
He was a bright pupil of Hari 
Dik§ita, the grandson of Bhattoji 
Diksita. He was a renowned 
teacher also, and many of the 
famous scholars of grammar in 
Benares and outside at present 
are his spiritual descendants. He 
was a Maharastriya Brahmana of 
Tasgaon in Satara District, who 
received his education in Benares. 
For some years he stayed under 
the patronage of Rama, the king 
of Srngibera at his time. He was 
very clever in leading debates in 
the various Sastras and won the 
title of Sabhapati, Out of his 
numerous works, the Uddyota on 
Kaiyata’s Mahabhasyapradipa, the 
LaghuSabdenduSekhara on the 
Siddhanta Kaumudi, Laghumafijusa 
and the ParibhasenduSekhara are 
quite well-known and studied by 
every one who wishes to get profi
ciency in Panini’s grammar. For 
details see pp. 21-24 a°d 401-403, 
Vol. V II of the Patanjala Maha
bhasya ed. D. E. Society, Poona.

see «it.

tad. affix ijiar applied to the prefix 
si? optionally with the affixes 
and e.g. 3̂ 502̂ ,  a*?-

cf. KaS. on P. V. 2.3T.

3*? ( 1 )  voice ; resonance; ton e; the 
sound caused by the vibration of 
the vocal chords in the open glottis

when the air passes through them ; 
cf.
Uddyota on M. Bh. on P. 1. 1.9; cf. 
also f e #  e

T. Pr. II, 4 ; (2 ) sound, arti
culate sound generally without sense 
which is momentary; ( 3 )  the 
highest sound. See TO.

having voice ( )  as their 
main cause ; a term used in connec
tion with vowels and sonant con
sonants which are caused by cf. 
JIR: sHjpKM I ^
?aT: arjjiRPT , com. on T.
Pr. II. 8.

( a root) beginning with ^  in the 
Dhatupatha as contrasted with one 
beginning with <n ( ) whose <n. is, 
of course, changed into when 
conjugational and other forms are 
arrived a t ; cf. gRr-

M. Bh. on
V I. r.65. E

possessed of sir]; sonorous, re
sonant. See «n?.

’JFTT  ̂ different words as opposed to 
' BfTTii'R or a single word ; cf. V. Pr.
III. 80 ; T. Pr. X X IV . 3, X X . 3.

absolutely necessary ; being, 
in a way, inseparable ; cf.
5rif̂ sn>t egt s'Rsmtfder Jtrerffararira. 
M. Bh. on P. III. 3.18 on which 
Kaiyata observes 3RcR5ls^ ftrnsfl 
SFctf | qsgijRt fit  fft-

the same as or neuter
gender; cf. wjtBi 
3159^  M. Bh. on IV . 1.3.

the genitive affix sn .̂ together 
with the augment ^  prefixed to it ; 
cf. P. VI. 4.3.

WTS a word or noun derived from a 
noun, as opposed to WTjp? a word 
derived from a root.
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^ ^ 1 3  a denominative root; the term 
§=«rt§ is also used for. wmtg; cf.

Nyasa on P. VI. 
1.3. See the word wig.

'TW .̂ noun, substantive; one r of the 
four categories of words given in 
the Nirukta and other ancient 
grammar works; cf. =#nft’RSfRTTR 
3t w n f  flTO’TR'tMSJ, Nir. 1. 1. The 
word is defined as amifa
by standard grammarians ; cf. Mir.
I . 1.; cf. "also SvriftwMi R. Pr. 
X III. 8 ; V. Pr. V III. 49 and com. 
thereon. Panini divides words into 
two categories only,; viz.
and and includes fJW ,̂ arc# 
and (^qRrfunder sprt. The Srngara- 
prakaSa defines as foliows-

5TWIM ijnw  fsf^rrft 13ri%f§5sfifj{ sjqr- 
ffgfelira ^ 1 The word at the 
end of a sasfhi-tatpurusa compound 
signifies a name or Samjna e.g. g f-

cf. also
Bhasa-vrtti on tffrar P .
II. 4.20 and gfrat i | o  P. III. 2.46 
where the author oi the work ex
plains the word as «n%. The

C word is used in the sense of ' a 
collection of words ’ in the Nifukta, 
cf. snremreift,

etc.

•nJJTOra’n a work for the oral recital 
of nominal words'; It may have 
been of the nature of a lexicon. 
Such works are refused to by 
KaSika ; 1%  5T*TT WTg»IIJTOKR0IT- 
%  i f?srsfo<JW II
intro, verse 1. No. such work is 
extant.

sfCTfel'I’PURR a treatise in which 
words with their genders are given. 
The term is usually used in con
nection with the great dictionary 
by which is called
3TTCTC or am # ?.

2 8

WFTFpSIOTCT similar in form both as 
a verb and as a noun; cf. Vak. pad.
II. 318.

( vowels) which cause cerebrali
zation ; the ten vowels 3£, ?, f ,  3, 
«, cf. ^  STTftH:
^ r :  R. Pr. I. 27. cf. also R . T . 94. 
See the word sifcr. The word 
is used for in the Vajasaneyi 
Pratisakhya; cf. eigpsqt V . Pr. 
I . 46; cf. also Jfrfil# ^  K at. 1. 5.12.

one of the older Siksa works, 
treats of accents in the Samaveda. 
It was composed sometime before 
eight century A.D.

siRWH ( i j  name of a grammarian 
who wrote a commentary on the 
Mahabha§ya-Pradipa; (2 )  a gram
marian who is said to have written 
a gloss named Sabdabhusana on 
the Sutras of Panini as also some 
minor works named sjjacjJisrfT, 
f?,WT, etc.

JJRWOTOf also known as Melputttir 
Bhaftatiri, the most prominent 
grammarian of Kerala who lived 
between 1560-1666 A.D. He has 
composed a number of Stotras, 
Campus, Vyakarana-works and 
Mlmamsa w orks; His most promi
nent Vyakarana-work is Prakriya- 
sarvasva, which follows a method 
found in Prakriya Kaumudi and 
Siddhanta Kaumudi of Rama
candra and Bhattoji DIksit respy. 
The work is divided into twenty 
sections viz. samjna-, paribhasa 
Samdhi, K rt, Taddhita, Samasa, 
Stripratyaya, Subartha, Subvidhi, 
Atmanepada, tin, LarthaviSesa 
sannanta, yananta, yanluk, sub- 
dhatu, nyaya, dhatu, Unadi, and 
Chandasa. About eight comment
aries on the work are known, but 
all of them are fragmentary.
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s grammarian of the seven
teenth century who wrote a treatise 
on grammar named Saiavali, and 
a treatise on roots named Dhatu- 
parayana.

necessary intervention; cf,

p statement which is looked upon 
. as a general statement of the nature 

of Paribhasa occurring in the Maha- 
bha§3'a on P. VII. 2.3.

«n?f elision, the word is used in gram
mar as a synonym of ' lopa

a place in the nose where 
a nasal letter such as s*., 01., 
or and anusvara get a tinge of 
nasalization while passing through 
it . The yama letters e.g. the nasal
ii, %  % get nasalization in the 
utterance of the words q fsfer:, 
=qw ii:3 s?f5g:, ssff?a; cf. qift ;nir qtf: 
snfcRIHĵ  irfes: s . K. on P. V III. 2.1. 
cf. also zRigsTisnfeqwi V. Pr. 
I . 74, R. T 12.

letters or phonetic elements 
produced in the nose; cf.

R. T. 12. See
( ) =

apparent disappearance by 
withdrawal into the primary cause, 
cf. Vak. pad. III. 1.38. cf. also 
sfer 3rg%m

STT̂ ft *T 1  1 =Ef
fg ^ r:

\ ( H ela .)

^  ( 1 )  personal ending substituted 
for ft ( faq,) of the 1st pers. sing, in 
the imperative ; (2 ) a technical 
term in the Jainendra Vyakarana 
for the term of Panini.

§ 1:53*53? not possessed of any number- 
sense; the term is used in connec
tion with indeclinables; cf. arsqjjwRjj

Kas. on P. I. 4.21.

deprived of Sarhdhi; without 
any euphonic combination or eu
phonic change.

FfS augment f?[ as seen in the redupli
cated syllable sRf̂ r of the aorist form 

of the root cf.

ftqrrat I Kas. on
P . V II. 4.65.

PN ' -
Tn̂ TTF a statement in the Vedic passage; 

a Vedic passage; sacred tradition or 
Vedic Literature in general; cf. the 
frequent expression fafir ftiTRl' ^IcT 
where ftjrtr means ‘ a vedic word, 
given as an instance ’; it also means 
‘ V ed a5 ; cf. f w i  qm M. Bh. 
on V II. 2.64. Durgacarya says that 
the word is also used in the sense 
of * meaning ’ ; cf. era «§» IctoR*? i?JWT 

Nir. III. 9. Durgacarya has 
also explained the word as *rnqffcr 

ptfflfor fief those
that make the hidden meaning of 
the Mantras very clear.

a kind of sound which apparent
ly is made up of a combination of 
three phonetic elements §;, ^  and 
«TIt̂ sj|. I t  is a peculiar sound through 
both the mouth and the nose, al
though no specific place of produc
tion is assigned to i t ; cf. Bjfq^wRT 

I fWWfitWfSWT 3T
R. T, 11.

a name given to a collection of 
words which are mainly Vedic. In 
ancient times such collections were 
possibly very general and numerous 
and the works or treatises on deri
vation such as the Nirukta of Yaska 
were, based upon them ; cf. 
sHtnra; i wnnt s t  1 gtnicq 
?wii?q enraicrret m  Hsst f?m-

^fcpFqEf: | 31ft m 3Tjf*[-



WTvT I HffifcfT *l#cT I W  ^HlpTT 
*tgPcT ( Nir. 1. 1 ) where the word is 
derived from or ^  or f . The 
word ^Efog is taken- as synonymous 
with t%<w by Durgacarya.

l?5SfT0 toning down ; the grave accent ; 
the root in its various forms is 
used in the sense of toning down 
the voice and the word-fencf is used 
in the sense of the grave accent 
( ) in the Vyakarana and
Pratisakhya works ; The word was 
not in use in Panini’s time. It  was 
first used by Vartikakara when the 
musical accents came in vogue, cf. 
also the words fftfNlcr, BiSwicT, etc.; 
cf. P. VIII.
x.i8 Vart, 5.

substitute fir for the last letter of 
the word srpir at the end of a Bahu
vrihi compound ; cf. paif?r: 
Kas. on P. V. 4.134.

less by one syllable ; the word is 
used as an adjective to the name of 
a Vedic metre which has got one 
syllable less than the norm al; cf.

T f i^ t fr o  R. Pr.
X V II. 1.

§RF, an affix possessed of the mute 
indicatory letter the word cha
racterized by which has the acute 
accent on the vowel of the first 
syllable; e.g. jtp&, cf. EaS.
on P. V I. 1.197.

the acute accent for the first 
vowel of a word prescribed by 

. Panini’s sutra vi. 1.19 7

S3?? ( 1 )  eternal, as applied to word 
or sabda in contrast with sound or 
dhvani which is evanescent ( ekt3 ). 
The sound with meaning or without 
meaning, made by men and animals 
is impermanent; but the sense or 
idea awakened in the mind by the

evanescent audible words on reach
ing the mind is of a permanent or 
eternal nature ; cf.

cf. alsosinfairariipvpr 
Nir. I. s ; (2) constant; not liable 
to be set aside by another; cf. m - 

f e n ; ,  ^ ^  fcq- 
T. Pr. I. 59, IV . 

x4 I ( 3) original as contrasted 
with one introduced anew such as 
an augment; cf. T. Pr. VI. 14 ; (4  ) 
permanently functioning, as oppos
ed to tentatively doing s o ; cf. fSi?r- 

R. T. 37 ; (5 ) unchange
able, permanent, imperishable; cf. 
m  w -t
M. Bh. on P. V III. 1.4; { 6) always 
or invariably applying, as opposed 
to optional; the word in this sense 
is used in connection with rules or 
operations that do not optionally 
ap ply: cf. fffagrrra:, qar-
sraig: M. Bh. on P. II. 2.19;
( 7 )  constant, as applied to a rule 
which applies if another simultane
ously applying rule were to have 
taken effect, as well as when that 
Other rule does not take effect; cf.

Par. Sek.
Pari 46. The operations which are 
nitya according to this Paribhasa 
take effect in preference to others 
which are not ‘ nitya although 
they may even be * para ’ ; ch TOfe?

Par. Sek. Pari. 42.

possession of greater force; 
the word is used in connection with 
rules that are called ft??. See
(7) -

an invariably effective com
pound; the term is explained as 

feTOUTe; i.e. a compound 
whose dissolution cannot be shown 
by its component words as such; 
e.g. the dissolution of can
not be shown as §« t t o :, but it 
must be shown as # R r g: 1 The
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upapadasamasa, the gatisamasa 
and the dative tatpurusa with the 
word 3i*r are examples of fceTOfTTS.

a scholar of Sanskrit 
Grammar who wrote glosses on the 
Mahabhasyapradipa. on the Laghu- 
sabdendusekhara. and on the Pari- 
bhasenausekhara. He was a resident 
of Benares where he coached many 
pupils in Sanskrit Grammar. 
He lived in the first half of the 
nineteenth century.

illustration ; cf. sps: s®uk: 
M. Bh. on 1. 4.23 Vart, 

15 ; cf.also ^  R .
Pr. I. 22.

a particle which -possesses no 
gender and number, and the case 
termination after which is dropped 
or elided. Nipata is given as one 
o f the four categories of words viz. 
snrrq;, sn^RT, and ftqTcr by all 
the ancient writers of Pratisakhya, 
Vyakarana and Nirukta works ; cf. 
Nir. I. 4, M .B h. on I. 1. Ahnika
1, R. Pr. X II. 8 etc. The word is 
derived from the root qct. with f% 
by Yaska who has mentioned three 
subdivisions of Nipatas R̂I'T-

and ; cf. aw frpnm: T
f?raerf% 1 1 srft

I sift 'R'JJ'W I Nir. I. 4. 
The Nipatas are looked upon as 
possessed of no sense; cf. frmcr: 
TOSjq; R. Pr. X II. 8, V. Pr. V III. 
50, (com. by U vvata). Panini has 
not given any definition of the 
word friTO, but he has enumerated 
them as forming a class with =% at 
their head in the rule 
where the word sfer% conveys an 
impression that they possess no 
sense, the sense being of two 
kinds and and the Nipatas 
not possessing any one of the two. 
The impression is made rather

firm by the statement of the 
Varttikakara- “  rcqRrctrc'Nrer s # -  

P- !• 2- 45 Vart. 12. 
Thus, the question whether the 
Nipatas possess any sense by them
selves or not, becomes a difficult 
one to be answered. Although the 
Rkprati^akhya in X II . 8 lays down 
that the Nipatas are expletive, still 
in the next verse it says that some 
of them do possess sense; cf. §Jqrai-

% e r w : on
which Uvvata remarks ffmcTT: 

I The remark 
of U vvata appears to be a sound 
one as based on actual observa
tion, and the conflicting views have 
to be reconciled. This is done by 
Bhartrhari who lays down that 
Nipatas never directly convey the 
sense but they indicate the sense. 
Regarding the sense indicated by 
the Nipatas, it is said that the sense 
is never Sattva or Dravya or sub
stance as remarked by Panini; it is 
a certain kind of relation and that 
too, is not directly expressed by 
them but it is indicated. Bhoja in 
his Srngaraprakasa gives a very 
comprehensive definition of Nipata 
as

ftqrraT: 1
He gives six varieties of them, viz.

srgqKi#, fJ&snt, 
and 3*f̂ {%Tfî it#, and 

mentions more than a thousand of 
them. For details see Bhartrhari’s 
Vakyapadlya II. 189-206.

the view that the nipatas 
and the upasargas too, as cont
rasted with nouns, pronouns and 
other indeclinables, only indicate 
the sense and do not denote i t ; 
this view, as grammarians say, was 
implied in the Mahabhasya and 
was prominently given in the Vak
yapadlya by Bhartfhari which was
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followed by almost all later gra
mmarians. See fjpncT.

H’ilff'l a word given, as it appears, 
without trying for its derivation^ in 
authoritative works of ancient gra
mmarians especially Panini; cf,..

P. VI. 4.174, -as 
also V. 4.77 etc. etc. The
phrase m tcRlfigs^is very frequen
tly used by Patanjali to show that 
some technical difficulties in the 
formation, of a word are not some
times to be taken into considera
tion, the word given by Panini 
being the correct one ; cf. M.Bh. on
I. 1.4, III . 1,22 etc. etc.; cf. also 
the usual expression «nTO%r ftqRT- 

The derivation of the word 
from qq; with ft causal, is suggest-, 
ed in the R k Pratisakhya where it; 
is stated that Nipatas are laid down 
or presented as such in, manifold 
senses; cf. R . Pr. X II. 9 ; cf. also 

wa*? HW'pi ^ 1 
^ M.

Bh. Pradipa on P. V. 1.114; cf. 
also M. Bh. on II. 1.27.

the accent, with which the 
Nipatana word is expressed in the 
Sutra, which is said to prevail over 
the accent which ordinarily should 
be possessed by the word ; cf. 9 

STfffRTO? M.
Bh. on P. I. 1.56 Vart. 23 ; cf. also 
M.Bh. on I. 3.3, V I. 1.123 etc.

the view prominently ex
pressed by the Varttikakara that 
nipatas do not possess any sense, 
which was modified by Bhartrhari 
who stated that they do possess 
sense which, of course, is indicated 
and not expressed. See ftqicT.

a short treatise ex
plaining and illustrating the use of 
indeclinables, written by. a gra

mmarian named Tilak who probably 
•Hved in Ka£mira.

fqgpqg the word is used în the sense 
of root-cause or support, by Bhart
rhari in Vakyapadlya, cp. I. 13 ;
II. 127, 132,29?7,434; III. 12.5 etc.-

( 1 )  name of the third out of 
the seven positions of voice in the 
Vedic recital. ( 2 ) a mode of utter
ance of words at the performance 
of a sacrifice. Seven such modes 
are given in the Taittiriya Piati§a- 
k h y a ; cf.
aRlfSl T. Pr. X X III. 5.

( 1 )  the formal cause of a gra
mmatical operation; cf.

: I given as a Pari
bhasa by many grammarians like 
Vyadi, Siradeva and others; cf. 
also JTicfrnfal5̂  ftpra ffim# 
M. Bh. on III. 1.1 Vart. ’2 ; (2 )  
distinguishing sign q: 
g:

WT, M. Bh. on I. 1.26 Vart. 5.

fMJlrWSrcft locative case, used in the 
sense of a cause as prescribed by 

P. II. 3.36 Vart. 6
and illustrated by the usually 
quoted verse =q#f3t frffcr ^cfqltfcr 
p tw ; 1 fftr  fcf: if
M. Bh. on II. 3.36 Vart. 6, also cf. 
Kas. on P. I. 1.57.

Action in accordance 
with the cause as the application 
of the gender and case affixes to 
the adjective in accordance with 
the noun qualified by it. cp. Vak. 
pad. III. 14. 3-o, 311.

a popular name 
given by grammarians to the 
maxim fftfflxuqH a
thing, which is brought into exist
ence by a cause, disappears on the 
disappearance of the cause. The
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maxim is not, of course, universally 
applicable. For details see Par. Sek. 
Pari. 56, Sira. Pari. 99̂

an affix or an augment or a 
substitute taking place on account 
of certain formal causes or nimittas; 
cf. frffitnf^rfcrprf fc

M. Bh. on III. 1. 1 Vart. 2.

disappearance of an object ; 
shutting up. According to Vak. 
pad. III. 9.56., Time has two powers 
by which it brings about the emer
gence or disappearance of objects. 
The power that shuts up objects 
is

( 1 )  regulated in size or number; 
definitely fixed; the word t?r*Kr is 
used in grammar in connection with 
the nimitta or nimittin in a gram
matical operation prescribed by a 
rule, which, or a part of which, is 
shown to be superfluous unless 
there is laid down a regulation ; cf.

1 ir®OT*r
fJrafrr j r w  si^Rcn#
M.Bh. on I, 3.12 Vart. 6 ; ( 2 ) The 
grave accent; cf.
R. Pr. III . 9.

( 1 )  an affix whose accent is 
definitely given by an indicatory 
mute letter applied to i t ; cf. M.Bh. 
on I. 1.3 ; ( 2 ) the grave accen t; a 
syllable with a grave accent; grave 
vow el; cf. R. Pr. X L  25 ;
(3 )  name of a Samdhi' when a 
visarga is changed into and 
then omitted and the preceding 
vowel is lengthened ; cf.

3f liw r R. Pr. IV. 9 ; cf. also 
P. VIII. 3.14 and VI. 3.111.

FPTJT ( 1 )  restriction ; regulation; bind
ing ; the term is very frequently 
used by grammarians in connec
tion with a restriction iajd down

with reference to the application 
of a grammatical rule generally on 
the strength of that rule, or a part 
of it, liable to become superfluous 
if the restriction has not been laid 
dow n; cf. M. Bh. on I. 1.3, Kas. 
on I. 3.63, VI. 4 .11 ; cf. also the 
frequently quoted dictum 
f e w t H  qftvrpn ; (2 )  limitation as 
contrasted with or ^JT^K; cf.

*lISSaSf: 1%; M. Bh. on
II. 2. 34 Vart. 2 ; (3 )  a regulating 
ru le ; a restrictive rule, correspond
ing to the Parisamkhya statement 
of the Mlmamsakas, e, g. the rule 

P. I. 3.12 ; the 
grammarians generally take a rule 
as a positive injunction avoiding a 
restrictive sense as far as possible ; 
cf. the dictum

Par. Sek. Pari. 100; the 
commentators have given various 
kinds of restrictions, such as JTqhT- 
r -w , srtpRtT, srsqqfjpw,
JT§ftf?m, etc. e tc .; (4  )
grave accent or anudatta; cf.

fifacR, R. Pr. III. 9 ; see 
fe w  (2 ) .

limiting ; limitative ; cf. g: 
f t #  1 b ferqmf 1 3j% iw kit:
ffcT M. Bh. on II. 4.83 ; cf. also 
ftirra fernra cr-

^ Par. Sek. Pari. 56.

an obligatory order pr command, 
such as that of a preceptor, as 
contrasted with cf. srraf: TC

• w fcf...........SSWf: Wffff
etc. M. Bh. on P. III. 4.67 Vart. 8 
where Kaiyata explains as

pure, unnasalized, as opp
osed to gig^rfeg; nasalized, cf. ef% 
ft qq: gigsflRtetf 1 M. Bh.
on 1,1. Ahnika e.
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possessed of no mute 
indicatory letter; not possessed of 
any mute indicatory letter • cf. §5 
5^^ ( frrcs^-ss: l
M. Bh. on I. 1.T4.

rf^g^SRaqT^TO a short term used for 
the maxim if
srdpj; Par. Sek. Pari. 8i.

possessed of no scope of, or 
occasion for, application ; the word 

is also used, in this sense. 
The niravakasa rules always set 
aside the general rules which are 
always present wherever they i.e. 
the niravakasa rules are possible to 
be applied. Niravakasatva is looked 
upon as one cf the two criteria for 
ql*r or sublation, the other one being 

as illustrated by the
- usual maxim, known as ct^frfe^- 

hifj. See cf. also
mm W fasrat ngfor'Par. Sek. on 
Pari. 64.

a fault of pronunciation when a 
vowel is harshly pronounced and 
hence is not properly audible; cf. 
#R3cT Pradipa on M. Bh. 1. 1. 
Ahn. 1. The fault occurs when the 
place and the means of utterance 
are pressed and drawn in ; cf. ffi^r 
^ 33! w m  R. Pr. X IV . 2.

faRTpf ( 1 )  set aside; answered ; the 
word is frequently used in connec
tion with faults which are stated to 
occur or present themselves if a 
particular explanation is given;
(2 )  prevailed over by another ; cf. 
CRT if f?RT®ef̂  R . Pr. X I. 30,
where U vvata paraphrases t?raisr as 
f^ lT .

name of a class of works which 
were composed to explain the collec
tions of Vedic words by means of 
proposing derivations of those words 
from roots as would suit the sense. 
The Nirukta works are looked upon

as supplementary to grammar works 
and there must have been a good 
many works of this kind in ancient 
times as shown by references to the 
writers of these viz. Upamanyu, 
Sakatayana, Sakapuni, Sakapurti 
and others, but, out of them only 
one work composed by Yaska has 
survived; the word, hence has been 
applied by scholars to the Nirukta of 
Yaska which is believed to have 
been written in the seventh or the 
eighth century B.C. i.e. a century 
or two before Panini. The Nirukta 
works were looked upon as subsi
diary to the study of the Vedas 
along with works on phonetics 
( ftl5JT), rituals ( ), grammar 
( ) prosody ( )  and astro
nomy ( )  and a mention of 
them is found made in the Chando- 
gyopanisad. As many of the deri
vations in the Nirukta appear to be 
forced and fanciful, it is doubtful 
whether the Nirkuta works could 
be called scientific treatise^  ©The 
work of Yaska, however, has got 
its own importance and place among 
works subsidiary to the Veda, being 
a very old work of that kind and 
quoted by later commentators. 
There were some glosses and com
mentary works written upon Yaska’s 
Nirukta out of which the one by 
Durgacarya is a scholarly one. It is 
doubtful whether Durgacarya is the 
same as Durgasimha, who wrote a 
Vrtti or gloss on the Katantra Vya
karana. The word is found in 
the Pratisakhya works in the sense 
of * explained ’ and not in the sense 
of derived; cf. R. Pr. X V . 6; V. Pr.
IV . 19,195.

a gloss on Yaska’s Nirukta 
written by a modern scholar of 
grammar named Ugracarya in the 
eighteenth century A.D.
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a class of compound words 
headed by the word -wki&>
have their last vowel acceated 
acute ; e.g.
etc.; cf. EaS. on P. VI. 2.184.

potentiality of implication 
which gives the meaning of a word 
which is based upon implication ; 
e.g. #

fif^iqsT a word, the penultimate vowel 
t in which is picked up and taken 
‘‘back, as for instance, the penulti

mate ar of in the word 3TCQ, cf. 
sffra« '4 %% sfpj 
Nir. IV. 25.

( btTI) (existence) without 
any clear attributes;' of a vague 
nature, cp. Vak. pad. III. 14.263.

f r f f im w 'r iw m  a short form for the 
maxim which
means ‘ substitutes take the place 
of that or its part which has been 
actually stated or enunciated in the 
rule ( of grammar) ’ Par. Sek. Pari.
12. For details see Par. Sek. 
Pari 12.

exhibited, enunciated; cf. 
afwfeftr fefi.g 1 P. I. 1.66; V. 
Pr. I. 134.

ftlfsqftflTO  a popular name of the 
Paribhasa crinfiifir raiti ’j lw  1 cf. j% 
%  I P ari.'
Bhaskara Pari. 97.

mention, actual statem ent; the 
word is often used in the Mahabha
sya in sentences like 6 era 
Jfitsq:, § #  e tc .; cf. also V. Pr. 
I. 36; cf. also the maxim 
WRS P. 1 .1.66 and V. Pr. 1. 134;

' cf. also aiqsar
ral??: M. Bh. on P. I. 2.39 
Vart. 1. Sometimes the mention or 
exhibition made by a word shows

the particular type of w ord; cf. 
Durghata Vrtti on P „ I .2.6 and V II. 
4.73 as also Ka§. on P. IV. 3.11 and 
V. 2.20.

( 1 )  selection of one or some 
out of many; cf. snfergaifoqifSr:

3T 'SlScOT. Ka£. on P. II. 2.10 as 
also on II. 3.41; ( 2 )  determined 
or definite sense to the exclusion of 
another, generally on the strength 
of the indeclinable <?? which is ex
pressed or understood. The word 
Ftofcn is used for spjsrRq in this 
sense ; cf. qer a

a maxim used as a Paribhasi by some 
grammarians; cf. also TOkrrftftxT- 

1 mi w
KaS. on P .'V I. 1.81.

ftshg; separated, dissociated, discon
nected ; cf.  ̂Fffei 3TOn! srcffirofiftfgr 
g i s m :  Nir. I. 3.

faija  a name for the Samhitapatha; 
cf. R. Pr. I. 3.

name of a commentary on 
the Prakriya-Kaumudi.

fk&z name of a grammarian who is 
believed to have written a gloss 
( )  on the Sutras of Panini on 
the strength of a reference to him 
in the Nyasa of Jinandrabuddhi; 
cf. ifti: tnPRtqgjjprrf f lw i  

Nyasa on I. r.r.

interpretation by means of 
etymology as found in the Nirukta 
works ; the act of fully uttering the 
meaning hidden in words that are 
partially or wholly unintelligible 
in respect of their derivation, by 
separating a word into its compo
nent letters; cf. FT'®'*! f̂ rjgj 
Durgavrtti on Nir. II. 1. For details 
see Nirukta II. 1.



fMl&P ( i )  productive, as opposed to 
expressive; cf. 1% 1
sTfcKcrm 3T% Fpfeq# I I
31?̂  ̂ stfir<ii% I M, Bh. on
P. I. 1.50 Vart. 1 ;  (2 )  productive 
of a ctiv ity ; cf. BI*ra f t # *  fR^K# 

fg rS K ; i i .  Bh. on I. 4.23.

one of the many kinds of kar
man or object governed by a tran
sitive verb or foot, which has got 
the nature of being produced or 
brought into existence or intp a new 
shape ; cf. ft f i t  #

1'fSpM ^fKfTC:! T |ie
word is explained as 
w  I fi': I 3f$ :

Sr. P ra k a s a ; cf. also Vakya
padlya I I I .  7.78; cf. also f t  t  a?f3T-

H#€qRr I M. Bh. on' I. 4 49. Fqr 
details see the word also see
M. Bh. on I. 4.49,

production of the effect; pro
duction of the activity by the agents 
or instruments of activity called 
Karakas; cf. B m  ft feir H la #  
mgTO'fr M. Bh. on II. 2.19
Vart. 2.

fapr a fault of pronunciation by which 
a letter is uttered harsh or rude; 
cf. Kaiyata on M. Bh. I. 1.
Ahnika 1.

f e f f a  ( 1 )  abridgment, diminution ; 
cf. fllrsrc I m m :

I Kaiyata on M. Bh. on
IV. 3.100 ; (2 )  being turned into 
a short ( vowel); cf.

R. Pr. IV. 39-

fe g sp  lit. expeller, excluding other 
forms which are otherwise, that is, 
incorrect; cf. Bffl% iraif^cT:
3T^n îF?cRq *r§Rr I M . Bh. on 
I. 1. §iya Sutra 2.

fo?R?T that which should not proceed 
to the next rule; cf.
M. Bh. on III. 2.68, V. 1.16, etc. 
See the word

W3KT sometimes used for ftsrtcT or the 
grave accent.

( 1 )  cessation of recurrence of 
a word or words from a rule to a - 
subsequent rule pr rules; non-appli
cation of a rule consequent upon 
the cessation of recurrence or anu- 
vrtti cf.; if p #  uB̂ rfn % t

fatl% sRlfir M. Bh. on P. 1. 1.44 Vart. 
8. cf. also ttplfiPiKBWf ?if 51?%: 
B? 1̂ Pnf%: K |t. Par. Vr. pari. 9 ;
( 2) cessation or rem oval; pf. ?T t? 
f̂TPrtT I OTRcr; BfT jEfftpn

1 ajgff-innmPr 
M. Bh. on I. i . i .  Vart. 7; cf. 

also M. Bh. on I. 1.3 etc.; cf. also 
the usual word

places where the substitute 
gut and ?f3 do not ap p ly ; weak 
terminations; kit or pit affixes in 
Panini’s grammar ; cf. 3f«n??I5nR!l!%- 

1 ?er: B^ftS i Nir. II. 
1. The word is also used in 
this sense by ancient grammarians.

negation; prohibition; cf. feipT- 
W 5!?frt Bhasavrtti on P. II.
2,16; cf. sr^tfa: Par. Sek.

'Pari. 112. The word s l l w  is used 
frequently in this sense in old gram
mar works such as the Mahabhasya, 
the word f?m  being comparatively 
a. rnodern one.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the affix ^  (515) 
is added, provided these words are 
not members of a compound ; e.g.

Hlffafl; etc. ; cf. Kas;
on P. V. 1 .iO.

ftcfiE separated; taken out from a 
thing ; existing only in conception

29
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or idea; cf.
<£? ;r g  ssjRqtq^swsliT 1 *wr

spw: tfe l Kaiy. on P. II.
2 .8.

f̂ Tgl the affixes and tR̂ i  in Panini’s 
Grammar; cf. TfRMr f̂tsr P. I. 1.26.

f îfsRf also fJiifgT completed, accom
plished ; used in connection with a 
grammatically formed word by 
applying affixes to the bases; cf. 
8ifl%: Siradeva
Pari. 94, where Siradeva has ex
plained the word ffifgcT as JrqfiHf-STf •

struck down in tone, grave, pos* 
sessed of a grave accent; cf. V. Pr.
IV. 138.

separated with the intervention 
of a consonant. The word is used 
in connection with the detached first 
part of a compound word not follow
ed immediately by a vow el; cf. 
srftftfr Uvvata on V. Pr.
V. 30.

sftep augment rft affixed to the redupli
cative syllables of the roots W l.

M g, # 3, m ,  ^ , q\and 
in the intensive; e.g.

etc. cf. P. VII. 4.65 and 84.

sfra a term used for the grave accent 
or for the vowel, accented g ra ve; 
cf. m  # 1  T. Pr. X IX .
1. 5T#% % # ^ 13. R. T. 54, 55 cf. 
also V. Pr. I. i i i .

constituting the grave accent, 
features of the gra^s accen t; cf. 

.spsnreint o^fer f̂T%:̂ af&T
M. Bh. on I. 2.30.

author of a
commentary on the Siddhanta 
Kaumud! of Bhattoji Diksita.

4W=p«sti(%  ̂or famous gram
marian of the seventeenth century,

who wrote an independent work on 
Paribhasas in Vyakarana named 
Paribhasavrtti. This V rtti is referred 
to in the ParibhasendnSekhara by 
NageSabhatta and the views ex
pressed in it are severely criticised 
in the commentary Gada. He wrote 
a gloss on Astadhyayi which was 
named Paninlyadlpika. He has 
referred to it in his Paribhasavrtti. 
He also wrote Bhasyatattvaviveka, 
a commentary on Mahabhasya and 
GudharthaprakaSIka, a commentary 
on Siddhantakaumudl. He also 
wrote a commentary named Sukha- 
bodhinl on Siddhantakaumudl., It 
is also known as Vaiyakaranasid- 
dhantarahasya; cp. % q i w

Paribhasavrtti, Pari. 55, page 303 
of Paribhasasamgraha.

nan, nephew of Appaya 
Diksita, who has written a com
mentary on Kaiyata’s Mahabhasya
pradipa.

augment ^  ( 1 )  affixed to the 
words and q&qg  ̂ before the
feminine affix slq. e.g. qftqpfr,
cf. P. IV. 1.32; ( 2 )  affixed to ''the 
root #  before the causal affix fS^, 
e.g. fq&^qfcr, cf. P. V II. 3.39; ( 3) 
affixed to the reduplicative syllable 
of roots ending in a nasal consonant 
and having the penultimate sr as 
also of the roots *iq., 5^,, , 551., 

q^, =3̂ , and qis; in the inten
sive ; e.g.

q ^ f e  ef. P. V II. 4.85, 86, 87.

3?, augment ^  prefixed ( 1 )  to the 
gen. pi. ending in 3?^ after a crude 
base ending in a short vowel, or in 
f  or s> of feminine bases termed 
nadl, or in 3fi of the feminine affix 

or xfWL); e.g. Î FITH;, sral- 
STPi;, fJTffolR;, etc.;
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cf. P . V II. 1.54; (2 )  to the affix 
311  ̂ after numerals termed and 
the numerals ^3^ as also after the 
words eft, jpp# and nt in Vedic 
Literature, ■ e.g. tTSRW.,

#^1^, cf.
P. V II. 1.53, 56, 57 ; ( 3 ) to the 
part of a root possessed of two 
consonants, as also of the root 
of the fifth conjugation after the 
reduplicative syllable ending; in 3Tf, 
which is substituted for sr; e.g. anqsr, 
sqwif; cf. P, VII. 4.71, 72; (4 )  to 
the affix n§q̂  after a base ending in 
3T  ̂ as also to the affixes and 
cOTI. after a base ending in ^  in 
Vedic Literature, e.g. 3^0^:,

etc., cf. P. V III. 2 .16 ,17 ;
( 5 )  to the initial vowel of the 
second member of a compound hav
ing sf of as the first member ; 
e.g. 8nn:, cf. P. VI. 3.74; (6 ) to 
any vowel after ^  which is preced
ed by a short vowel and which is at 
the end of a word e.g. f  cf. P. 
V III. 3.32.

3 ^  augment inserted after the last 
vowel ( 1 )  of a root given in the 
Dhatupatha as ending with mute 
C; e.g. f^R r, sfî fcr, 
etc.;cf; P VII. 1.58; ( 2 )  of roots 
and others'before the conjugational 

. sign sr g. 5 " # ; .  cf.
P. V IL  1.59; _’{3 ) 9i the roots

and under certain 
specified conditions, e.g. r, <rer, 

siismi: etc.
1 cf. P .V II. 1.60-69; (4 )  of declin

able bases marked with the mute 
indicatory letter %  ^  or s  as also 
o f 1 the declinable wording .,3p^ 
from the root 3 ^  and 3^, e.g.*Rri^, 

cf. Kas. on P. V II.I. 
70,71; ( 5 )  of the declinable'base 
in the neuter gender, ending with 
a vd^el or with; any Consonant 
excepting a 'sefniypwiei : oi ‘ .̂naSal,

before a case-ending termed Sar- 
vanamasthana; e.g. q îrfn, f«flfe, 
sfcjft etc., cf. Kas. on VII.1.72; ( 6 ) 
of the declinable base in the neuter 
gender, ending with 3, 37 or a? 
before a case-ending beginning 
with a vowel; e.g. etc.,
cf. K ai. on P. VII.1-73; ( 7 )  of the 
affix ( sKt of the pres. p a rt.) 
under certain conditions

cf. V II. I. 8o-8r ; (8 )  
of the word 3? ; ^  before the nom. 
and voc: sing, affix g;e.g,
|  cf. P. VII. 1. 82; (9) of
the words 5=5, and HsRSC
before the nom. and voc. sing.affix 
g  in Vedic Literature, e. g.

cf. P.VII.r.83.

3«HW augment ^  inserted after the 
last vowel of a root or a noun-base 
in specified cases. See 3^.

name of the second Yama 
letter.

a grammarian of the seventeenth 
century who wrote a work on 
accents, viz. Svaramanjari.

partly touched, half touched; 
semi-contacted; ,a term used for 
sibilants and hissing sounds.

multisyllabic, possessed of many 
syllables, as contrasted with

%OT (1) belonging to the Veda, Vedic 
as opposed to arf%5 or ^rrf^; cf. 
%Epig5fiT̂  Nir. 1.20; (2)
name given to Kapdas 4, 5 and 6 
of the Nirukta of Yaska; cf. src^ T -

■ 5R5Rf 5TCI# a im
Durga Vr on Nir IV .i.

mentioned as secondary; ljt. 
q̂ fTRTflf the term is 

applied to the first three K a n d a s’ 
or sections of the Nirukta.

accessory; accidental; ftTOTfg.
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%TOfrT̂  effect; one that is caused; cf. 
ftftrTTOt. a Pari
bhasa given b y Vyadi, Siradeva 
and others.

(1) obtained by derivation, ety
mological, (2) etymologist, writer 
of a Nirukta work.

matter of communication; 
statement made for communica
tion. Uddyota explains the word 
as r % :  % r: J rta rc q  1 cf.

%
f%%T: M. Bh. on

P. I.1.67.

%3T.%3» tad. affixes 3^  and others 
added in the sense of ‘ cT9l fe n e :; 
(P.IV;2. 69), as in words like %q 
meaning the place of residence of 
the Sibis,

a technical term in the Jaineti- 
dra Vyakarana for the term 
defined by Fanini in the rules 

w ig "  aud
P.1.2.43, cf.=ft^5- 

^  1 Jain. su. 1-3-93.

lagging back or lagging behind 
as concealed; dependence, cf. Vak. 
pad. III. 7.95, 123; cf. *̂TR=3*tJ«raT I 
( H ela.)

withdrawal of the sense to 
a previous stage, cp. Vak.-pad.
III. 7-59.

a kind of ffd t metre in 
which the second foot has twelve 
syllables, while the rest have eight 
syllables each; cf.
R.Pr.XVI.32.

a class of words headed by the 
word -J||, which are formed by 
means of the substitution of a guttu
ral tonsonant ih the place of a 
consonant of any other class belong*

ing to the root from which these
words are formed; e.g.
etc.; cf. K ai. oh P. V II,3.53.

going lower, subordinate; the word 
is used in the sense of upasarjana 
as a technical term in the jainendra 
Vyakarana, cf. Jain; V y.I.
i-93-

also the vowel at the
arquf, or end o f the first member of 
a compound word Which has got a 
grave accent; e.g. the vowel ® of ^  
in cf.
V. Pr. I. 120. See cft*n*ir=q.

name given to or the grave 
tone; cf. ftr̂ ri sqife gtreft
R . Pr. III. 17 wheire U vvata bxpla- 
ins aS

maxim; a famiiar or patent inst
ance quoted to explain similar casfes; 
cf. the words M. Bh.
on P. II.2.24, srq-qf^iq M. Bh. on 
P. I. 3. 9, arUcfeqiq M. Bh. on P.
IV . 1. 88, 89, IV . 2.6d, IV.3.131, V. 
1.7, 28, V I 2.11; M.Bh.
on P. I. 3.7, M.Bh. I. x.
Ahnika 1, f̂wgiqtq M.Bh. on P .V III. 
2.83, Jiai^ TO ^ iq M. Bh. on P . I-
1.50, iTTOmifFOT M.Bh. on P. II. 
x.69, V I. 3.82, M. Bh.
on P. 1. 1.8, M. Bh. on
P.I.2.39, e^ i^ u iK n q  M.Bh. on Siva 
Sutra 2 Vart. 5, M.Bh.
on P. 1.2.39, M.Bh. on
P . 1 .3 .12 . The word came to be 
used ih the general sense of Paribh- 
asas or rules of interpretation many 
of which were based upon popular 
maxims as stated ih the Word 
Kliqffe by NageSa. Hemacandra has 
used the word ?qiq for Paribh§sa- 
vacana. Bhartrhari uses the term in 
the sense of systematic exposition 
cl. Vak. pad; II. 479,484. The word 
is also hied in the sense of a genera]
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rule which has got some exceptions, 
cf. srcftal  ̂ R. Pr.
which lays down the direction that 
‘ one should interpret the rule lay
ing down an exception along with 
the general rule ’ .

a work dealing with 
Vyakarana Paribhasas or maxims 
as found iii Hemacandra’s system 
of grammar, written by Hemaham- 
sagaiiin, a pupii of Ratna§ekhara, 
in 1451. The author has written a 
commentary also bh the work, 
iiamed Nyasa.

a work enumerating the Pari- 
bhasas ih Hemacandra’s grammar, 
numberiBg 140 riyayas out of which 
57 hyayas are Said to haVe been 
given by Hemacandra himself at 
the end of his cohament i§3.?f% on his 
Sabdanusasana. The work is written 
by who has added a com
mentary to it called Nyayartha- 
mafij usa wri tten by him self, which is 
also known by the name I,
for which, see above.

combined euphonically accor
ding to rules of grammer; cf. cfgfif 
ftfel %3. explained as sqiwi-

v. Pr. V. 8 com.

«n*TRte[ established by a maxim; with 
full justification; cf. ^qNffraStact M. 
Bh. on V. 1.19. The word is used as 
opposed to fTT'Rifes by Nageia; cf. 
Par. Sek. Pari. 1.

a name given to -qtTO;?-
ri3̂ ! .  See

proper; fully justified 
cf. P.IV. 4.92; correct; regular; 
cf. *f|-
«i% M. Bh. on II. 3.1 where Kai
yata, however; explains the word 
differently. Kaiyata states that

means a general rule ; cf.
3^  Kaiyata on 

P. II. 3.1. B yPurvacarya he possi
bly refers to the writers of' the 
Pratisakhyas and other similar 
works by ancient grammarians, 
where the word nyaya is iised in 
the sense of ‘ a general rule ’. See 
the word above.

'TOT ( 1} lit. position, placing ; a word 
used in the sense of actual express
ion or wording especially in the 
sutras; cf. the usual expression 
H i# 'Cflsqie in the Mahabhasya, 
cf. M .B h. on I. i . i r ,  1.1.47 etc.;
(2 )  a name given by the writers 
or readers to works of the type of 
iearned and scholarly commentaries 
on vritti-type-wdrks' bn standard 
sutras in a Sastra; e g. the name 
Nyasa is given to the learned com
mentaries on the V ftti on Hema
candra’s Sabdanusasana as also on 
the Paribhasavrtti by Hemaham- 
sagani. Similarly the commentary 
by Devanandin on, Jainendra gram
mar and that by Prabhacandra on 
the Amoghavrtti on Sakafayana 
grammar are named Nyasa. In the 
same way, the learned commentary 
on the Kasikavrtti by Jinendra- 
buddhi, named Kasikavivarana- 
panjika by the author, is very 
widely, known by the name Nyasa. 
This commentary Nyasa was wri
tten in the eighth century by the 
Buddhist grammarian Jinendra- 
buddhi, who belonged to the 
eastern school of Panini’s Grammar. 
It has incorporated all important 
points of the previous grammarians. 
This Nyasa has a learned commen
tary written bn it b y  Maitreya 
Raksita in the twelfth century 
named Tantrapradlpa which is very 
largely quoted by subsequent gra- 
rom arians, but which unfortunately
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i s  available only; in a-fragmentary 
:; stat^ at-ilgf^ij^ftarad.atta, a-well- 

; ;; kno^|§|3utbejEn;schola^of?grammar 
. has drawn ;eonsM€rablyi front Nyasa 

: in his Padama^arli which also is 
. well-known as a scholarly work.

( 3 )  & - commentary called.>Nyasa 
,!• onrBalabodhinij a commentary/on 

Katantrasutra, written by Jag&dd- 
hara, who himself wrote andmer 
Nyasa. Mahabhasyadipika refers to 
a Nyasa, cp. p. 233, I.; 19. * I

a learned commentaiy on 
... Jinendrabuddhi’s Nyasa written by 

Mallinatha, the standard",comment
ator of.prominent Sanskrit classics.

5̂  incomplete in sense or̂  'wording 
as opposed to Pum a ; cf.srqfr^
(q&  R. T , 76.

XJ -■

q ( x ) first ■ consonant of the labial 
class of consonants .possessed of the

- properties arraigjRgJT, and qro-
( 2 ) q. applied as..a. ;mute

- letter to' a  suffix  ̂ makitlg;*he Suffix
- 'accented g:rave (srjjpra).

q, TOR the consonant % .the vowel. 
>r,3T,.and. the affix -ifc being.added,-for 

facility of .pnderstanding and .pro
nunciation;;: cf. T . Pr.;I. 17, 2,1 ; <r 
is,-also used- as a short term for 
consonants; of ; the fifth class (q?n); 

,;qf. T. Pr. i;27 ;',.Vv.Pr. I. 64 and

" alternative : view or explanation 
‘presented by, or o n ’ behalf''uof, a 

T‘̂ tt'^ y  one of the two; or ‘ more 
4 ^wayS^’of presenting a mkt'ter. The 
‘c,ti&'uai! ferrife for t̂he two; views are 
. ;'^ ^ i i n d ' ^ w C  wten the Views 

are.‘ .in ConA'ifet?''' The '"views,.. if 
not In eoiifiict, arid if stated as 
aitfernatwe fcviews, can be :iritpy 

"in number, 4 . g. th & ^ a re  seven

7 - alternative views or Pak§as re : 
the: interpretation of the rule 
goif^ j cfi M. Bh. on P. I. 1 .3 ; cf. 
also .q§2 JSfszra; M. Bh.
on P. I. 2.64. :

a class of words headed by the 
word qsj to which the taddhita 

i :; affix srpRT ( <s^). causing vrddhi is 
•added in the four SenseS given in P. 
iV . 2.67-70; e. g. qTOTq:, 3?Rnrq̂ : 
e tc .; cf. Ka£. on P. IV . 2.80.

qî Fffi one of the seven principal Vedic 
metres. It has four padas of ten 
letters each. It has other varieties 
like w :q f|  ( 8, 12, 8, 12) ( Rkpra- 
tiSakhya calls it flTOcTT q fi ), STTSTTC- 

. fffl (8, 8, 1 2 ,1 2 ) ,  srw w li (.12,12, 
8, 8 ), g-^Kqfi; (12 , 8, 8, 12 ), Wsk- 
**|l (8, 12, 12, 8 ) and so on. cp.

' Rkpratiiakhya X V I. 38-41.

q^rr! a class of roots headed by the 
root, q^- to which the krt. affix sr 
(%%) is .added in the sense of ‘ an. 

fi,agent’ ; e. g . '* m v  jifc,. etc. 
The class is .described as sTT̂ ifrr- 
qo] and it is usual with commenta- 

i tors to make a remark q^ra^when^ 
a krt affix bt is seen after a- root

• without causing the vrddhi sub
stitute to -the preceding vowel or 
to the penultimate vowel bt. cf. 

;3Ti§qf%: q s^ ^ q ^ r^ M  3?oqmr-
Eafc on.

P. III. 1.-134.

*5̂ #  a term used in the Atharva- 
Prati6akhya for the strong., case, 
affixes viz. the nominative - case 
affixes and the accusative sing.

dual affixes; cf. =qmf? jp s - . 
q^ fgppaR R il^  qra; A. Pr. I; 3.V4. 
The term Corresponds to the Sarva- 

; . namasthana of Pagini, which is 
also 'termed ^ 5 ^  p . I,
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the fifth consonant of the five 
classes of consonants ;, the nasal 
consonant, called also ; cf.

qain sngqrfw i# ^  M. 
Bh. on P. I. 1.9 Vart. 2.

( 1 )  the fifth case; ending of 
the fifth or ablative case as prescrib
ed by rules of Panini cf. 
qgtjt, P. II. 3-7, 10, etc. ( 2 )  the 
imperative mood ; cf. Kat. III. 1 .18.

statement ;by the ablative 
case, cf. sf: P. VIII. 3.29; cf.

e.g. 3 #  
P. V III. 3.32, Par.

' Sek. Pari. 7 0 ; cf; also
M. Bh. oh P . I.

1.67 Vart. 3.

a grammar work based on the 
shorter version of Jainendra gra
mmar. The author is Srutakirti of 
eleventh century. I t  is arranged in 
different topics.,

'raiW^n^R'JT a grammatical system 
with Sutra, Bhatu, Unadi,. Gana 
and Lmganusasana.

the usage or the method 
of the Pancalas; the eastern method 
of euphonic combinations, viz. the 
retention of the vowel ar after the 
preceding vowel which is sub
stituted for the Visarga; e. g. % 
stm ; cf. R . Pr. II. 12 ; T. Pr. X I. 
19. This vowel 3i which is retained, 
is pronounced like a short art or are- 
3?fon by the followers of the Satya- 
mugri and Ranayaniya branches 
of the Samavedins ; cf. commentary 
on T. Pr. X L  19 as alsb M. Bh. 
Ahnika 1. }

qfsi^T a popular name given to critical 
commentaries by scholars ; cf. îf%- 

by Jinendrabuddhi 
which is popularly known by the 
name srra,

WZ’f  tad. affix qsin the sen&e of extent 
( fetTK) added . to the - word = # ; 
e. g. s tfs j^ c f. qs^psq:; P .,V .
2.29, Vart. 2.

oral recital, the word is used in 
connection with the use of words 
by the author himself in his text 
which he is supposed to have hand
ed over orally to his disciples, as 
was the case with the ancient Vedic 
and Sutra w orks; cf. the words tffef, 

and the like, frequently 
used in the Mahabhasya in conne
ction with the mention of words in 
the Sutras of Panini.

'Tf'fecT writer of Citprabha, a com
mentary on the Paribhasendu- 
sekhara. A  commentary On the 
LaghuSabdendulekhara is also as
cribed to him. He was a Gauda 
Brahmana whose native place was 
Kuruksetra. He lived in the begin
ning of the nineteenth century.

the reputed author of the 
Mahabhasya, known as the Patafi- 
jala Mahabhasya after him. His 
date is determined definitely as the 
second century B.C. on the strength 
of the internal evidence supplied by 
the text of the Mahabhasya itself. 
The words Gonardlya and Gonika- 
putra which are found in the Maha
bhasya are believed to be referring 
to the author himself an d ,. on their 
strength, he.is said to have been the 
son of Gonika and a resident of the 
country called Gonarda in his days. 
On the strength of the internal 
evidence supplied by the Maha
bhasya, it can be said that Patanjali 
received his education, at Taksasila 
and that he was, just like Panini, 
very familiar with pillages and to wns 
in and near Va^ika. and Gandhi.ra 
countries. Nothing can definitely 
be said about his birth-place, and
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although it might be believed that 
his native place was Gonarda, its 
exact situation has not been defined 
so far. About his parentage too, 
no definite information is available. 
Tradition says that he was the 
foster-son of a childless woman 
named Gonika to whom he was 
handed over by a sage of Gonarda, 
in whose hands he fell down from 
the sky in the evening at the time 
of the offering of water-handfuls to 
the Sun in the w est; cf. wg, +  bis# ,  
the derivation of the word given by 
the commentators. Apart from an
ecdotes and legendary information, 
it can be said with certainty that 
Patanjali was a thorough scholar of 
Sanskrit Grammar who had studied 
the available texts of the Vedic 
Literature and Grammar and avail
ed himself of information gathered 
personally by visiting the various 
schools of Sanskrit Grammar and 
observing the methods of explana
tions given by teachers there. His 
Mahabhasya supplies an invaluable 
fund of information on the ways in 
which' the Grammar mles of Panjni 
were explained in those days in the 
various grammar schools. This in
formation is supplied by him in the 
Varttikas which he has exhaustively 
given and explained. He had a re
markable mastery over Sanskrit 
Language which was a spoken one 
at his time and it can be safely said 
that in respect of style, the Maba: 
bhasya excels all the, other, Bhasyas 
in the different branches of learning 
put pf which two, those of Sabara- 
swamin and Sankaracarya, are 
selected for comparison. It is believ
ed by scholars that he was equally 
conyersant with other sastras, espe
cially Yoga and Vaidyaka, on which 
he has written learned treatises. He 
is said to be the author of the Yoga-

sutras, which, hence, are called 
Patanjala Yogasutras, and the red
actor of the CarakasamhitS. There 
are scholars who believe that he 
wrote the Mahabha§ya pnly, and 
npt the other two. They base their 
argument mainly on the supposition 
that it is impossible for a scholar to 
have an equally unmatching 
mastery over three different sastras 
at a time- The argument has no 
strength, especially in India, where 
there are many instances of scholars 
possessing sound scholarship in 
different branches of learning. 
Apart from legends and statements 
of Cakradhara, Nagesa and others, 
about his being the author of three 
works on three different sastras, 
there is a direct reference to Patan
jali's proficiency in Grammar, Yoga 
and Medicine in the work of King 
Bhoja of the eleventh century and an 
indirect one in the Vakyapadlya of 
Bhartrhari pf the seventh century 
A .D . There is a work on the life of 
Patanjali, written by a scholar of 
grammar of the South, named 
Ramabhadra, which gives many 
stories and incidents of his life out 
of which it is difficult to find out 
the grains of true incidents from the 
legendary husk with which they 
are covered. For details, see Patan
jala Mahabhasya, D. E . Society’s 
edition, Yol. V II pages 349 to 374.
See also the word MI

a w ord; a unit forming a part of a 
sentence ; a unit made up of a letter

- pr of letters, possessed of sense; cf.
fT I V. Pr. VIII. 

46, 47. The word originally was 
applied to the individual words 
which constituted thes Yedic Sam- 
hita ; cf. 5fficrr Nir. I. 17.
Accordingly, it is defined in the 
Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya as ' 3$:
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q ^ 5 ( V . Pr. III. 2 ) as contrasted 
with f ^ffwr ’ ( V. Pr.
I .15& ). The definition ‘ 3}#:
is attributed to the ancient gram-' 
marian * Indra *, who is believed to 
have been the 'first Grammarian of 
India. Panini has defined the term 
q  ̂as ‘ q ^ ’ P. I. 4.T4. His 
definition is applicable to complete 
noun-forms and verb-forms and also 
to prefixes and indeclinables where 
a case-affix is placed and elided 
according to him ; cf. p .
II. 4.82. The noun-bases before case 
affixes and tad. affixes, mentioned 
in rules upto the end of the fifth 
adhyaya, which begin with a con
sonant excepting ^ are also termed 
q? by Panini to include parts of 
words before the case affixes 
f*na., g  etc. as also before the tad. 
affixes Jig;, etc. which are given 
as separate padas many times in the 
pada-patha of the V edas; cf. ?nfc-

P. 1. 4.17. See for details 
the word q^qis. There are given 
four kinds of padas or words viz. 
’ jm, airier, a*rair and fJraicr in the 
Niiukta and Pratisakhya works; cf. 
also q?w  u g s# , ^ q^q, M.
Bh. on P. I. 2.64 Vart. 19, qdtflgOT: 
q̂ *Q M. Bh. on I. 1.2x Vart. 5, 

q ^  Kat. 1. 1.20, qs[- 
3 ^  Kaiyata on P. I. 2.42 

Vart. 2 ; cf. also qsrt 3?#:
Nyasa on P. III. 1.92. 

The verb endings or affixes ffr, is , 
and others are also called q .̂ The 
word q  ̂in this sense is never used 
alone, but with the word q^r or 
snw% preceding it. The term q^ q^  
stands for the nine affixes fsq., erg, 
...TO., while the term sTiw%q^stands 
for the nine affixes <r3 strain 
cf. q ^ q ^ ., a ^ F n w ^ q ^ . It is 
possible to say that in the terms 
TO^q  ̂and 3iRji%q̂  also, the term q̂  
could be taken to inean a word, and

It is very likely that the words t o -  
q  ̂and were originally used
in the sense of * words referring 
to something meant for another’ 
and ' referring to something mant 
forself * respectively. Such words, 
of course, referred to verbal forms, 
roughly corresponding to the verbs 
in the active voice and verbs in the 
passive voice. There ate some mod
ern scholars of grammar, especially 
linguists, who like to translate q ^ q ?  
as * active vo ice ' and 3ftm%q? as
* passive voice ’ . Panini appears, 
however, to have adapted the sense 
of the terms qr?%q? and and
taken them to mean mere affixes 
just as he has done in the case of 
the terms iq/and aUjcT. Presumably 
in ancient times, words current in 
use were grouped into four classes 
by the authors of the Nirukta works, 
viz. ( a ) fsi; ( words derived from 
roots) such as sfirtf, etc.,
( b )  f ffe r  (words derived from 
nouns) such as etc.p
( c ) Parasmaipada words viz. verbs 
such as *?=}%, q^%, and ( d ) Atma
nepada words i.e. verbs like

etc. Verbs and j #  or 
and were looked upon as both 

words and words. The
question of simple words, as they are 
called by the followers of Pacini, 
such as 5tf,3\3.nr,3r*, and a number 
of similar underived words, did not 
occur to the authors of the Nirukta 
as they believed that every noun 
derivable, and heface could be 
included .'in the krt words.

( 1 )  a term used in connection 
with the tnird section of the Vakya- 
padiya naded sri^a^ also, which 
deals with padas, as contrasted with 
the second section which deals with 
Vakyas; ( 2 )  a section of the Asta
dhyayi of Pa^irii; which gives rules
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about changes and modifications 
applicable to the pada, or the 
formed word, as contrasted with 
the base ( )  . and the suffixes. 
The section is called which
begins with the rule P .VIII.
1.16. and ends with the rule 3T 
V III. 3. 54.

lit. one who has divided . the 
Samhita text of the Vedas into the. 
Pada-text. The term is applied to 
ancient Vedic scholars 3Tl%*J,

and others who wrote the 
Padapatha of the Vedic Samhitas. 
The term is applied possibly 
through misunderstanding by some 
scholars to the Mahabhasyakara 
who has not divided any Vedic 
Samhita, but has,, in fact, pointed 
out a few errors of the Padakaras 
and stated categorically that gra
mmarians need not follow the 
Padapatha, but, rather, the writers 
of the Padapatha should have 
followed the rules of grammar. 
Patanjali, in fact, refers by the 
term to Katyayana, who
wrote the Padapatha; and the Pra
tisakhya of the Vajasaneyi-Samhita 
in the following statement—

1 1

v i  Bh. on P. III .i.
109; VI. r. 207; V III. 2.16; cf. also

of sqjfe Pari. 
42) where Vyadi clearly refers to 
the Vartika of Katyayana ‘

’ P . I. 1.6 Vart. 1. 
The misunderstanding is due to 
passages in the commentary of

on the Nirukta passage,
i- 3, on X III. 19
and others where the statements 
referred to as those of Patanjali are, 
in fact, quotations from the Pra
tisakhya works and it is the writers 
of the Pratisakhya works who are

. referred to as padakaras by Patan
jali in the Mahabhasya.

a grammar work, on the 
nature of words written by fWRfa 
of the sixteenth century.

The authors of the padapatha 
. of the Vedic Samhitas e.g. Sakalya, 

Atreya, K atyayana and others who 
look upon the pada-text as the 
original one, as against grammari
ans who accept Vakya ( here 
Samhita, as unit and authorita
tive. cf. q?i5R ^  ^ 1 ^ 1 ^  =srransi#s

Bet % ^ W
ftm l ( goq.) on Vak. pad.

II. 57-

the same as See q -̂
m m m i. • : ••■■■■■

T̂̂ ITS the recital of the Veda text pro
nouncing or showing each word 
separately as detached from the 
adjoining word. It is believed that 
the Veda texts were recited origin
ally as running texts by the inspir
ed sages, and as such, they were 
preserved b y people by oral tradi
tion. Later on after several centu- 

. ries, their individually^ distinct 
words were shown by grammarians 
who were called Padakaras. The 
<T5[TO later on had many modifica
tions or artificial recitations such as 
=firr, setter  etc. in which each word 
was repeated twice or more times, 
being uttered connectdly with the 
preceding or the following word, or 
with both. These artificial recita- 

I tionswere of eight kinds, which came 
j to be known by the term srgRMq:. 
i  ̂•
[ a term used in connection
j with the Samhita text or Brtm<T?5
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which is believed to have been 
based upon words ( 'Rift srfifcr: W f:
BI) or which forms the basis of 
words or word text or th e ' pada
patha ( srfifer:); cf. 
tf%rr Nir. 1.17.

lit. divisions of words: parts 
of speech. There are four parts of 
speech viz. and
Ffqin given by ancient grammarians 
and the authors of the Pratisakhya 
works, while there are given only 
two, § srt and bv Panini. For 
details see pp. 145, 146, Vol. VII. 
Mahabhasya D. E. Society’s edi
tion.

the learned commentary by 
Haradatta on the Hara-
datta was a very learned grammar
ian of the Southern School, and the 
Benares School of Grammarians 
follow more than the equa
lly learned another commentary 
ifn fw & fw rfe r  or jqre. In the 
Padamanjari, Haradatta is said to 
have given everything of import
ance from the Mahabhasya; cf 
ft  JTCivn  ̂ or For details

. see Mahabhasya D. E. S. Ed. Vol.
v i i , p . 390-391-

a disquisition on gra
mmar dealing with the different 
ways in which the sense of words is 
conveyed. The work consists of a 
running commentary on his -verses 
by the author Gokulanatha MiSra 
who, from internal evidence, appe
ars to have flourished before 
Kondabhatta and after Kaiyata.

or view that words |
are real and have an existence and j 
individualty of their own. The view 
is advocated by the followers of 
both the MImamsa schools and the 
logicians who believe that words

have a real existence. Grammarians 
. admit the view for practical pur

pose, while they advocate that the 
> sTQ^R^Wte alone is the real-sense, 

cf. Vakyapadlya II.90 and the foil.

an operation prescribed in 
connection with words ending with 
case or verbal affixes and not in 
connection with noun-bases or root- 
bases or with single letters or sylla
bles. is in this way contra
sted with (including mffr- 

and *rrgfff*r), aud 
Such Padavidhis are given 

in Panini’s grammar in Adhyaya 2, 
Padas 1 and 2 as also in .VI. x. 158, 
and in VIII.1.16 to VIII. 3.54 and 
include rules in connection with 
compounds, accents and euphonic 
combinations. When, however, an 
operation is prescribed for two or 
more padas, it is necessary that the 
two padas or words must be syntac
tically connectible; cf.
P. II. 1.1.

’T^&TPT pause between two words 
measuring two matras, or equal to 
the time required for the utterance 
of a long vowel; e.g. in cqlt ffT, 
the pause between 5  ̂ and is 
measured by two matras; cf.

T. Pr. X X II. 13. Some Prati
sakhya texts declare that the pause 
between two words is of one’ matra 
as at avagraha; cf. R. Pr. II. 1 and 
R. T. 35-38.

a metrical work on 
the determination of the. pada or 
padas of the roots attributed to 
Vimalakirti.

a short gloss on 
the written by
Udayaklrti, a Jain grammarian.

an alternative view with 
MiwfoOTRj regarding the formation

I
i
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to crude bases. According to the 
Padasamskara alternative, every 
word is formed independently, and 
after formation the words are syn
tactically connected and used in a 
sentence. The sense of the sentence 
too, is understood after the sense of 
every word has been understood; 
cf. q^qw gjq: Sira,
on Pari. 22. According to the other 
alternative viz. a whole
sentence is brought before the mind 
and then the constituent individual 
words are formed e.g. +  g,
3i -f- | Both the views have got 
some advantages and some defects ; 
cf. Par. Sek. Pari. 56.

expression of the sense by the 
whole word without any considera
tion shown to its division into a base 
and an affix. For instance, the word 

means * by Rama ’ irrespective 
of any consideration whether «f is 
the affix or is the affix which 
could be any of the two, or even one* 
different from the tw o; cf. aqjqf: 

*rP3RTfI'F3lcrai: Vakyapadlya
II. 240.

( 1 )  beginning of a word, the 
first letter of a w ord; cf. gRq^rah P. 
V III. 3 . i i t ; cf. also 313̂ 1% 
qgKt P. V III. a.6. Patanjali, for the 
sake of argument, has only once ex
plained as <T3K[f<: cf. M . Bh. 
on I. 1.63 Vart. 6 ; (2  ) a class of 
words headed by the word q^ which 
is substituted for ^  in all cases ex
cept the nom. and the acc. singular 
and d u al; this class, called q l̂f?, 
contains the substitutes q^, arg, sjij 
etc. respectively for q^, ĉT, JtffOT 
etc. cf. KaS.on P. V I. 1.63 5 ( 3 )  the 
words in the class, called q3[Tf%, con
sisting of the words ijg,, 

p ,  and ^  only, bave tbe

case affix after them accented acute; 
cf. P. V I. 1.171.

a grammatical operation 
specifically prescribed.for the initial 
letter of a word.

the topic concerning padas 
i.e. words which are regularly form
ed, as contrasted with words in 
formation. Several grammatical 
operations/ such as accents or eu
phonic combinations, are specifically 
prescribed together by Panini at 
places which are said to be in the 
Padadhikara formed by sutras V III. 
1.16 to V III. 3.54.

.final letter of a w ord; cf. P. V I. 
1 .76 ,10 9 ; V II. 3.3, 9 ; V III. 4-35, 
37, 42, 59. A t one place, Patanjali 
for purposes of argument has ex
plained the word as final in a word; 
cf. feriqit w ;cT: q^raiRfer 1 
w  s it  1 q£ sirci: qgjFcr: q^rrftfir M. 
Bh. on VIII. 4.35.

meaning of a word, signification 
of a w ord; that which corresponds 
to  the meaning of a word ; sense of 
a word. Grammarians look upon 
both— the generic notion and the 
individual object as Padartha or 
meaning of a word, and support 
their view by quoting the sutras of 
Panini

I. 2.58 and 
f|«r%r I. 2.64; cf. 1% jprcnfa: q^#

1 w  1 
urerw  1 s?nw

q^il ficqi 1 t o 5*
iRfT 3TR«Rr, M. Bh. in
I. 1. first Ahnika. In rules of gram
mar the meaning of a word is 
generally the vocal element or the 
wording, as the science of grammar 
deals with words and their forma
tion ; cf. w . s t  P .I .  
z.68. The possession of vocal dement
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as the sense is technically termed 
as opposed to smq^isfer; 

cf. ##r %p3?: sp^at *n#
cR*n: gq-q  ̂ M.

Bh. I. 1.44 V. 3. The word irt# 
means also the categories or the 
predicaments in connection with the 
different Sastras or lores as for 
instance, the 25 categories in the 
Samkhyasastra or 7 in the Vaisesika 
system or 16 in the Nyayasastra. 
The Vyakaranasastra, in this way 
to state, has only one category the 
Akhandavakyasphota or the radical 
meaning given by the sentence in 
one stroke.

W^TIvr ( 1 )  a grammarian who wrote 
a treatise on grammar known as the 
Supadma Vyakarana. He is believ
ed to have been an inhabitant of 
Bengal who lived in the fourteenth 
century. Some say that he was a 
resident of Mithila. The works 
Dhatu-Kaumudi, Unadivrtti, Pari
bhasavrtti, Yarilugvrtti etc. are also 
fathered upon Padmanabha, (2 )  A 
Padmanabha wrote Prsodaradivrtti. 
He was son of Ganesvara and grand
son of Sripati. He is different from 
the author of Supadmavyakarana.

W  ( 1 )  a letter capable of occur
ring at the end of a word cp. 
qsi: l Ath. Pra. 1.3; (2)forming apart 
of a word or pada ; cf. gqHpr 
:j R . Pr. I. 29; cf. also 
R. Pr. I. 30. The word is used in 
this sense ( q ^ t ^ ) mostly in the 
Pratisakhya works. The word is. 
used in the sense of qr ĝqsf, made 
up of the feet ( of verses), in the 
Rk-Pratisakhya in contrast with 
3T§jt,. made up of syllables. In this 
sense the word is derived from the 
word qi?; cf. q?n# S afcicT: R. Pr.
X V III. 3.

( x ) subsequent, as opposed to 'jf  
pr prior; the word is frequently used

in grammar in connection with a 
rule or an operation prescribed later 
on in a grammar treatise; cf. 
qt WWQ P. I. 4.2; (2 )  occurring 
after (something); cf. <Ka} P.
III. 1.1 and 2 ; cf. also era; q ^ ^  
T . Pr. X X I. 2. (3  ) The word ^  is 
sometimes explained in the sense oi 
fg or desired, possibly on the ana
logy of the meaning possessed 
by the word. This sense is given to 
the word q* in the rule f|sifci%t q* 
with a view to apply it  to earlier 
rules in cases of emergency ; cf. fesr-

<rc suffer M. Bh. on I. 1.3. 
Vart, 6 ; q ^ ^ : isqpff M. Bh. on I.
2 .5 ,1. 4.2. Vart. 7 ;  II. 1,69 etc.

or the view that
the subsequent flf?r or technical 
term should be preferred to the 
prior one, when both happen to 
apply simultaneously to a Word. 
The word is frequently used in the 
Mahabhasya as referring to the 
reading 311 WS'RTa. q* which is 
believed to have been an alterna
tive reading to the reading srr 
^ ra ^ T W r; cf.
folft WSF! M. Bh. on i .  4.
1; also fegq; I q t w ^
§ 3 M.Bh. on II. X.20, II.
2.24.

a term used in the Pratisakhya 
works for ‘ doubling’ of a conso
nant; cf. Brawfr mwer: i R . 
Pr. XIV.23.

the use of the word q?; inser
tion of the word in a rule; cf. 
folfq ’Kiicoi M.Bh. on 1.4.1.
cf. also M.Bh. on III.
1.2.

TO? posteriority; mention after wards, 
the word is frequently used in 
works on grammar in connection 
with a rule which is mentioned in 
the treatise after another rule; the
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posterior rule i s . looked upon as 
stronger than the prior one, and is 
given priority in application when 
the two rules come in conflict, 
although technically they are 
equally strong; cf. TCTOitt:; M.Bh. 
on 1. 1.4 Vart 7; I . i .x i
etc.

application of the later rule 
before the former one, according to 
the dictum laid down by Panini in 
the rule 'it ^ i^ P .  I. 4.2; cf.

5T S5fp t  Sira. Pari. 84.

lit. placing after; the placing 
of a word in a compound after ano
ther as contrasted with 
A  subordinate word is generally 
placed first in a compound, cf. 3q- 

in some exceptional cases, 
however, this general ru le , is not 
observed as in the cases of 
and the like, where the subordinate 
word is placed after the principal 
word, and which cases, hence, are 
taken as cases of Ttfsrerer. The words 
ijir and qR are relative, and hence, 
the cases of q^ftqw with respect to 
the subordinate word ( 3rot«T J such 
as ^5j êr,: etc. can be called
cases of with respect to the
principal word ( sptr ) cf. TO êrr: 
ws^cnk^lcqifqqra: Kas. on P. II. 

1-39-

caused by something which 
follows; the term is used in gra
mmar in connection with some
thing caused by what follows; c f . ,

S. K . on bh: q ifO T -'p fttl P .I .1 .5 7 .

the most original base; the 
original of the original base; the 
word is used in connection vvith a 
base which is not a direct base to 
which a;n affix is added, but 
which is a remote base; cf* 3?jq# <?T

i qwqfilaj anqsi: t M. Bh. on P .
IV . 1.89; cf. also M. Bh. on IV . 
1.93,98, i 63.

'TTfll'S a time-unit equal to one»half of 
the unit called w j; which forms 
one-half of the unit called in̂ T 
which is required for *?fec purpose 
of the utterance of a consonant; 
cf. trwig V . Pr. I.61. q w a ,
in short, is the duration of very 
infinitesimal time equal to the 
pause between two individual 
continuous sounds. The interval 
between the utterances of two 
consecutive consonants is given to 
be equivalent to one Paramanu; cf.

'WITS R. T. 34.

'WTrai an appearance of another viz. 
the supreme, as opposed to 
appearance of the self inside, cf. 
gift f t  BflcJTflPlft
s g  m mwwd i

■ srq r̂f ^ ir ^ .q - % ^  f%fr-
femreTOPT qfarw ^rareifaaf 
cRR^i — —^  ' cfW  HCctNT-

#s*!T m ^ST'qRP# =rt 
q v rm if^ r  

I # .  on Vak. pad. 1 129.

tTRFtT the form of the subsequent 
letter ( q f̂? wwO. The word is used 
in grammar when the resultant of 
the two coalescing vowels ( cpsr<̂ r) 
is the latter vowel itself, as for 
instance, in ( Jr+>?3l t ) ; cf, tffi7 
q^qi^P. VI. 1.94.

possession of the gender of 
the final member of a compound 
word, which, in tatpurusa compo
unds, is the second of the two or 
the last out of many; cf. q^ffef 

(P . II.4.26) q^ftsfffT 
W  M. Bh. on P. ,V. 4.68; also 
Vak. pad. III. 14. 306.
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<nf%sra*ter the conflict between two 
rules ( by occurrence together) 
when the latter prevails over the 
former and takes place by virtue of 
the dictum f|sr§ ^  gsm; P. I. 
4.2 ; cf. wa % M.Bh. on
1.4.2.

a locktive case in the sense of 
‘ what follow as contrasted with 
T%TOia*ft, and the like;
cf. tRsrarft gw r fifng ?f ft
§sfir TOfw^fef 1 Hit 1 wga’ft M.Bh. 
on P/I.2. 49.

q?5ra<ir cognate of the latter vowel or 
consonant. The word is frequently 
used in grammar in connection 
with a substitute or sn%?r which is 
specified to be cognate ( gqoj) of 
the succeeding vowel or consonant; 
cf. 3?g^R^ qfq toM i: P. V III. 4.58.

mutual expectancy possess
ed by two words, which is called 
«W«q in grammar. Such an expec
tancy is necessary between the two 
or more words which form a com
pound; cf. P .II.
1.1, V.4 ; cf. also f f  ^  Scgffi

3ff*re? ?fcr I M.Bh. on II. i.x .

a term used In grammar with 
referencee to the personal affixes 
fir, cf: etc. applied to roots. The 
term is given to the first
nine affixes f?r, cf:, sq-:, n, ft,
sj: and it:, while the term is
used in connection with the next 
nines, 3?Rn^etc.; cf.

Vac. Kosa. The term TOH15 is 
explained by some as representing 
the Active Voice as contrasted with 
the Passive Voice which necessarily 
is characterized by the Atmane
pada affixes. The term in 
the sense of q ^ q ^  was used by 
ancient grammarians and is also

found in the Varttika
P . V I. 3.8 Vart.

1. The term TOOTWras applied to 
roots, could be explained as 
tM  (or ffcT TOĤ TSfi:
and originally such roots as had their 
activity meant for another, used to 
take the affixes, while the
rest which had the activity meant 
for self, took the 3iRj)itqs[ affixes. 
Roots having activity for both, 
took both the terminations and 
were termed 3*nqqf̂ ?r:; also Vak. 
pad. III. 12.20.

lit. speaking the activity or 
{IrziT for another; a term of ancient 
grammarians for roots taking the 
first nine personal affixes only yiz. 
fir, cf:... TO. The term was
substituted for later on,
more commonly. See q^ tre above. 
The term along with

is found almost invariably used 
in the Dhatupatha attributed to 
Panini; cf. »j_?raraFi; I ssVcr: I

*3^1% sflcfFtom: Dhatu
patha.

TO the highest eternal voice or word, 
the highet and the most lofty of 

' the four divisions of language 
( Wifi), viz. to, jj«WT and

which, (TO), philosophically 
is identified with ( s®) or 51^- 
u®. It is described as ^ f^ t^ ftcT T  

^npr^R ĵcfT 
jn m r 1

to sqsqi- 1 ^  
-gsqfcd smr fl^t: 1

behaviour as having become 
a part and parcel of another ; treat
ment of a word as a part of another. 
The term is used by Panini in con
nection with a word followed by 
and connected with a word in the 
vocative case of which it is looked
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upon as a part for purposes of 
accent, e.g. W i t  etc.
Here the words 3r^  and * 1 ^ ,  being 
in the vocative case, are i.e.
si ( at the beginning of sreqj and 
err ( in ) are acute and as a re
sult all the other vowels in 
and HOT become or
grave; cf. gsiTHfc# P. II.
1.2.
rv

TOI3 initial or first of the next or suc
ceeding word; cf. 1% gsM <jcjfrcr snct- 

M. Bh. on P. I.
1.47 Vart. 3 ; cf. also M. Bh. on IV.
I.87, IV . 2.91.

a consonant belonging to the 
succeeding vowel in syllabication; 
cf. R. Pr. I. 15.

tRFI ( 1 )  the sense of another w ord; 
cf. ff%: ?S?I§: I M. Bh. on
II. x.r, Vart. 2 ; ( 2 )  for the sake 
of, or being of use in, the next (53 ); 
cf. 553^%, M. 
Bh. on I. 1.59 Vart. 8.

fancied things ; appearances, 
cp. Vak. pad. III. 3.65. cp. <rfcK$<n: 
fISlwr ftiJS'Ti: I ( H ela.).

dragged to the latter; cf. Puspa- 
sutra III. 114 ; the word qft stands 
for q* here.

'TfesT the same as <n3W; doubling 
( f e )  of a subsequent consonant as 
for example the doubling of ^  in 

cf. 9Rr:??KT *TR*Rr:
( v.l. qftsfij} ) R. Pr. X IV . 23.

lit. enumeration. The word' is 
used in grammar treatises in the 
sense of * a definite or complete 
enumeration’ with a view to 
excluding those that are not includ
ed in the enumeration; cf. qftipW 

s i i^ :  M. Bh. on I.
1.4 Vart. 1.

also qf^foi. ( 1 )  acceptance, in
clusion; cf. 5RWi*r qft- 
UfpH. M. Bh. on P. III. 26.1; (2 ) 
repetition of a Samhita word in the 
Pada recital, technically named 
also ; repetition of a word with ffir 
interposed ; e g. f  % §sis afsqt: 
Rg. Veda II. 13.9, a im  * 5jsftfrwi5<3TS- 

Rg. IV . 18.6 ; cf. qftj# 
nita: 1 q^ri

%ivTO qft 11 R. Pr. III. 14. cf. 
also, R. Pr. X I. 32, 35, 42.

’TftPtfcr completely formed ; with the 
formation completely achieved; 
qft'lyra;; cf. ft
JiWfRS g srr^qfer

Par. Sek. on Pari. 15.

'Tft'TsT a kind of Samdhi or coalescence 
characterized by the change of the 
consonant ^  into an anusvara, as 
by P. V III. 3.23, before a
sibilant or before cf.

era. qftqstfn§: R . Pr. IV . 
5 ; cf. also 'TfeT'ramR: R.
P r .I V .7 .

flickering nature, indis
tinctness, cp. Vak. pad. II. 45. cp, 
qftĝ JTRcTT 1 ( goq.)

an authoritative statement or 
dictum, helping ( 1 )  the correct 
interpretation of the rules ( sutras ) 
of grammar, or (2 )  the removal of 
conflict between two rules which 
occur simultaneously in the process 
of the formation of words ( q ^ H ) ,  
or (3) the formation of correct 
words. Various definitions of the 
word qft*TF?r are given by commen
tators, the prominent ones being—  
qfeft sqiicti w?r qftfliwi [*m );  
or, qftat m 91 st$rRr<n.
The word is also defined as fqsfr

can also be briefly defined as the
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convention of a standard author. 
Purusottamadeva applies the word 

to the maxims of standard 
writers, cf. 'tRviht % 3 qiFtiffatfJr 
3 R̂IT?r; Puru. Pari. 119 ; while Hari
bhaskara, at, the end of his treatise 

states that Vyadi was 
the first writer on Paribhasas. The 
rules ?rfe?fof?r w rs  
and others are in fact Paribhasa 
rules laid down by Panini. For the 
difference between and 3?fa-
TC, see Mahabhasya on II. 1.1. 
Many times the writers of Sutras 
lay down certain conventions for 
the proper interpretation of their 
rules, to which additions are made 
in coarse of time according to neces
sities that arise, by commentators. 
In the different systems of gram
mar there are different collections 
of Paribhasas. In Panini’s system, 
apart from commentaries thereon, 
there are independent collections 
of Paribhasas by Vyadi, Bhojadeva, 
Purusottamadeva, Siradeva, Nila- 
kantha, Haribhaskara, Nagesa and 
a few others. There are independ
ent collections of Paribhasas in the 
Katantra, Candra, Sakatayana, 
Jainendra and Hemacandra systems 
of grammar. It  is a noticeable fact 
that many Paribhasas are common, 
with their wordings quite similar or 
sometimes identical in the different 
systems. Generally the collections 
of Paribhasas have got scholiums 
or commentaries by recognised 
grammarians, which in their turn 
have sometimes other glosses or 
commentaries upon them. ThePari- 
bhasendu§ekhara of Nagesa is an 
authoritative work of an outstand
ing merit in the system of Panini’s 
Grammar, which is. commented 
upon by more than twentyfive 
scholars during the last two or three 
centuries, The total number of

. Paribhasas in the different systems 
of grammar may well-nigh exceed 
500. See qfcn'TTCisi?..

q-RWNlJWRT an independent treatise 
explaining the various Paribhasas 
in the system of Panini’s grammar, 
written by Visnusesa of the famous 
Sesa family.

'TfWTCTSr̂ iqTHra- a scholarly independ
ent treatise on Vyakarana Pari
bhasas written by Udayamkara 
Pathaka, called also Nana Pathaka, 
a Nagara Brahmana, who lived at 
Benares in the middle of the 18th 
century A.D. He has also written 
commentaries on the two Sekharas 
of Nagesa.

( 1 )  a treatise on the 
Paribhasas in Panini’s grammar 
written by Haribhaskara Agnihotrl, 
son of Appajibhatta Agnihotrl, who 
lived in the seventeenth century ; 
( 2) a treatise on Panini-paribhasas, 
as arranged by Siradeva, written 
by Sesadrisuddhi.-

a treatise on the Pari
bhasas in the system of Panini’s 
grammar written by Vaidyanatha 
Sastrin.

a general name given to 
an explanatory independent work 
on Paribhasas of the type of a 
gloss on a collection of Pari
bhasas, irrespective of the system 
of grammar, whether it be that 
of Panini, or of K atantra, or of 
Jainendra or of Hemacandra. The 
treatises of Vyadi ( Panini system ), 
Durgasimha and Bhavamisra 
( Katantra system ), Purusottama
deva and Siradeva (Panini system), 
Abhyankar ( Jainendra system ) 
and others are all known b y the 
name Paribhasavritti,
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a very brief comm
entary on the Paribhasavrtti of 
Siradeva written by Srimanasarman 
of Campahatti.

a commentary on the 
Paribhasavrtti of Siradeva written 
by Ramabhadra Diksita who lived 
in the seventeenth century A. D.

a work containing a collec
tion of independent works on 
Paribhasas in the several systems 
of Sanskrit Grammar, compiled by 
M. M. K . V. Abhyankar, The coll
ection consists of the following 
works ( i )  containing 93
Paribhasas with a commentary by 
Vyadi, an ancient grammarian who 
lived before Patanjali; ( ii)  sqi^Fl- 
qfi r̂ei'TIS, a bare text of 140 Pari
bhasas belonging to the school of 
Vyadi. ( i i i ) a text
of 98 Paribhasa aphorisms, attri
buted to the ancient grammarian 
Sakatayana, or belonging to that 
school; ( i v ) a text of
86 Paribhasa aphorisms given at 
the end of his grammar work by 
Candragomin ; ( v ) 
ff% a gloss on 65 Paribhasa aphor
isms of the Katantra school by 
Durgasimha 3 ( v i ) 
a short gloss on 62 Paribhasa aphor
isms of the Katantra School by 
Bhavamisra ; ( v i i ) 
a text of 96 Paribhasa rules belong
ing to the Katantra school without 
any author’s name associated with 
i t ; ( v iii) a text of
118 Paribhasa rules belonging to 
the Kalapa school without any 
author’ s name associated with i t ; 
( ix )  a gloss written
by M. M. K. V. Abhyankar ( the 
compiler of the collection ), on 108 
Paribhasas or maxims noticeable in 
the Mahavrtti of Abhayanandin on

the Jainendra Vyakarana of Pujya- 
pada Devanandin ; ( x ) 
flPtTq?r a text of 118 Paribhasa rules 
given by Bhoja in the second pada 
of the first adhyaya of his grammar 
work named Sarasvatikantbabha- 
rana ; ( x i ) a bare text of
140 paribhasas (which are called 
by the name nyaya) given by 
Hemahamsagani in his Paribhasa 
work named jqFTOJH:; ( x i i)
*n«ntl% a gloss on 120 Paribhasas 
of the Panini school written by 
Purusottamadeva; (x iii)  
ff% containing 130 Paribhasas with 
a commentary by Siradeva and a 
Very short gloss on the commentary 
by Srimanasarman ; ( x i v ) 
f f t  a short gloss on 140 Paribhasas 
of the Painni school written by 
NUakantha; ( x v )  qRwimras: a 
collection of 132 Paribhasas with 
a commentary by. Haribhaskara 
Agnihotr!; ( x v i ) bare text of Pari
bhasas given and explained by 
NageSabhatta in his Paribhassndu- 
Sekhara. ( x v ii) Paribhasabhaskar 
by Sesadrisudhi containing eleven 
Paribhasas criticising Nagesa. The 
introduction describes the seventeen 
collections and discusses the service 
rendered by Paribhasa literature. 
The total number of Paribhasas 
mentioned and treated in the whole 
collection exceeds five hundred 
and fifty.

an old work on the Pari
bhasas in the system of Panini’s 
Grammar, believed to have been 
written by Vyadi, who lived alter 
Katyayana and before Patanjali. 
The work is written in the old style 
of the Mahabhasya and consists of 
a short commentary on 93 Pari
bhasas. •

the reputed authorita
tive work on the Paribhasas in
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the system of Panini’s grammar 
written by NageSabhatta in the 
beginning of the 18th century A. t), 
at Benares. The work is studied 
very widely and has got more than 
25 commentaries written by pupils 
in the spiritual line of Nageia. Well- 
known among these commentaries 
are those written by Vaidyanatha 
Payagunde ( called jrt ), by Bhaira- 
vamisra (called f t# ) ,  by Ragha- 
vendracarya Gajendragadakara 
(called fsfw ri), by  Govindacarya 
Astaputre of Poona in the beginn
ing of the nineteenth century 
(called ^mi^f^fif), by Bhaskara- 
sastri Abhyankar of Satara ( called 
^ROT), and by M. M .'Vasudeva- 
sastri Abhyankar of Poona ( called 

). Besides these, there are 
commentaries written by Tatya 
iastri Patawardhana, Ganapati 
sastri Mokate, Jayadeva Misra, 
VisnuSastri Bhat, Vishwanatha 
Dandibhatta, Harinatha DwiwedI, 
Gopalacarya Karhadkar, Harisha- 
stri Bhagawata, Govinda Shastri 
Bharadwaja, Narayana Shastri 
Galagali, Vemmadhava Shukla, 
Brahmananda Saraswatl, -Manisise- 
sasarma, Manyudeva, Samkara- 
bhatta, Indirapati, Bhimacarya 
Galagali, Madhavacarya Walkar, 
Cidrupasraya, Bhlmabhatta, Lak- 
smlnrsimha and a few others. Some 
of these works are named by their 
authors as Tikas, others as Vyakh- 
yas and still others as Tippanis or 
Vivrtis.

a word used by Panini in 
trftjflofU V . 1.19 and explained by 
Patanjali as HFR. Samkhya 
(number) is also said to be a pari- 
mana. Parimana is of two kinds- 
{JpjRT or definite as in the case of 
Khaii, drona e t c ; and as
in the case of Gaija, Samghat .Puga,

Sartha, Sena etc. The teim qRntoj, 
in connection with the utterance of 
letters, is used in the sense of nwi- 
«KR5 or one mora.

5rft<m elision of a phonetic member; 
the same as lopa in the Grammar 
of Paijini. The term and the
verbal forms of the root are
found in the Pratisakhya works ; 
cf. 3'tn qftgcqt w n ra; R . Pr. II. 4.

reversion in the order of words 
as found in the recital of the Veda 
at the time of the recital of srer, sr 
and other artificial types of reci
tations.

lit. enumeration; enuncia
tion ; m ention; the word is found 
generally used by K atyayana iand 
other Varttikakaras at the end of 
their Varttikas. The words

, and the like, are similarly
used.

application of the complete 
sense ; the word is found used in 
the three alternative views about 
the application of the full sense of 
a sentence,— collectively, individu
ally or in both the ways, to the 
individuals concerned; cf.

sipmfamtfH:; cf. M. Bh. I. 
1.1 Vart. 12 ; ( 2 )  completion; cf.

K ai. on V II. 3.80.

( 1 )  removal of a difficulty ; cf.
qRcic I\J.

Bh. on P. IV . 1.7. Vart. 3 ; ( 2 )  
repetition in the Padapatha, Kra- 
mapatha etc. e. g. In this
sense the word is found in' the 
neuter gender; cf. ^qrtfKtfq- &. Pr.
III. I. I. - Mi

used as an adjective ,x>Ui the 
wordqtr meaning past teBseli; lit.
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behind the eyes, unnoticed by the 
eyes. The word is generally used in 
the sense of remote or long ( p a st) 
or ' perfect For the alternative 
explanation of the word cf. 

tp: q&j i

' I 3T<R Sflg: ERHTl-crRcf
i angiff^r ‘%fir i 

M.Bh. on fas P. III.2.115.

TOSJI lit. behind the eyes; remote; 
the term is found used by ancient 
grammarians and also referred to 
in the Mahabhasya as referring to 
the perfect tense called fes in 
Panini’s grammar; cf. fri'PRTc'Ht̂ Wi 
(fsfe-) q I M. Bh. on P. I.
2.28 ; cf. also Tj sqsrt: Kat.
III . 4.21.

the application of a 
grammatical rule or operation like 
the rains which occur on dry land 
as also on the sea surface: cf. SrT'fiTR;

\ W 4T 1 qt?%
^ M. Bh. on P.I. 1.29 ;

VI. 1.127 ; cf. also *wt q i;q : 
tjtTi mraqffif ^4 1
f^ qR r, 1*5#  i Vyadi. Pari. 58, cf. 
fsraft Htw ^
Puruso. Pari. 86.

a class of words headed by the 
word qtr to which the tad. affix 
(s^ ) is added in the sense of 
‘ moving by ’ or * eating along 
w ith ’ (qft =*Rfa); e.g. q fw ;q fq # ;  
3i fe : ;  srPf#; e tc .; cf. Kas.- on P.
IV. 4.10.

tPlfcr ( 1 )  serial order or succession as 
opposed to simultaneity; the word' 
is used in grammar in connection 
with a rule which, as the objector 
for the sake of argument, would 
like to hold and would apply by 
succession with respect to the rule 
in conflict, either before it or after 
it i.e. alternatively; cf, ipfa: JTfl%r

often found used in the Maha
bhasya as for example on I.4.1 
e tc .; cf. also qq^n
M.Bh. on P. 1.4.2. Vart. 3 ; (2 ) 
alternative word, synonym ; cf.

553 i- !
SfftciR# % r #  ffir t
Kas. off P. III.2.112.

q«f^=gn synonym, synonymous word 5 
cf. fsra; qqfqEf^qq \

M.Bh. on I.r.68; cf. also

siftqfflffR&fff M. Bh. on II. 3.9.

( x ) exclusion; negation with 
a view to exclude; one of the two 
senses ( TOs?prftft*r and qf^TO) of 
the negative particle 35̂ , generally 
found in cases when the particle 
^  is compounded with a noun, and 
not used independently with a 
verbal form or a verbal activity ; 
e. g. arena!:; =3 ; cf. awtjgsRta. 1 

. \̂k swsqsrRi^t n  crit 1
1 M. Bh. on I. 

1.43; cf. also jrasq!ff?i%sr: 
m  W fR i q|?ra: b
( 2 )  removal in general, not by the 
use of a negative particle; cf. 
qisRqt^fi: 3veM: 1 ggR r qferwr 

1 M. Bh. on I. 1.27 Vart. 3.

word, pada; lit. member of a 
sentence; the word is found used 
in the sense of q  ̂ in the old Pra
tisakhya Literature; cf. bt^ui qsfoft 1 
q % s ^  q ^ q l  | q^qlfc^ Stup?! I 

q«TT Ulfgtn:, in^f§lrt: | Uvvata on 
. V. Pr. 1. 138..

a class of words headed by the 
word q§£ to which the tad. affix sr 
(35^) is added without any change 
of sense provided the words qf| and 
others, to which the affix sr is to be 
added, mean fighting clans; e.g. 

Titre:, sn§tt, etc. cf.
Ka§. on V . 3 .11 7 ,
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a class of words headed by 
the word to which the tad. 
affix aim, is applied in the miscella
neous ( %fes;) senses ; e.g. q i ^ : ,  
q i f ^ : ,  : 6tc. cf. KasS.
on P. IV . 2.1X0.

'TST51IT̂  a class of words headed by 
the word qwRT to which the affix 3T 
(3151.) is added in the sense of ‘ a 
product o f 1 or ‘ a part o f ; ’ e. g. 
qWRT.', etc. cf. Kas,
on P. IV,. 3.141.

'T^Pcft name of the second out of the 
four successive stages in the origi
nation or utterance of a word from 
the mouth. According to the an
cient writers on Phoneties, sound or 
word which is constituted
of air (m g ), originates at the 
Muladharacakra where it is called 
TO. It  then springs up and it is 
called in the second stage.
Thence it comes up and is called 
HHjm in the third stage ; rising up 
from the third stage when the air 
strikes against the vocal chords in 
the glottis and comes in contact 
with the different parts of the 
mouth, it becomes articulate and is 
heard in the form of different 
sounds, when it is called ; cf. 

JFamwaj i
3R : ttf m i l  Vakya

padlya 1 .144, and also cf. 3  at
tft&stflrero *r&-

1 w r a i  .

1 com. on Vakya
padlya I. 144. cf. also 

1 im m
ŝ k s i w . 1 I  itqpzmKRfterT 1 

g  1
q îqi g ii 5% l Uddyota
on qmf^tcTT 'Rlfn? M. Bh. 
Ahnika 1,

called also q^Rnff^;; • - name 
given to the first or introductory 
chapter ( 3rrf|^) of the Mahabhasya 
of Patanjali. The word occurs first 
in the fSi^upalavadha of Magha. 
The word is derived from TORI.. the 
frequentative base of ?q^ to touch 
or to see { ancient use ). Possibly it 
may be explained as derived from 
^  with 3iq.; Cf.
IWTfaVRWT SiS.II.1r2. Mallinatha 
has undersood the word q^gr m. 
and explained it as introduction to 
a Sastra treatise ; cf. OTrj: iFSlKpf-

1 Mallinatha
on Sis. II.X12.

a word used in the Siksa works 
for a kind of pause or hiatus. .

T fi^ i alternative; occurring option
ally or alternatively; cf. q̂ fsg? W

M. Bh. on II.3.46 Vart. 8 . V I. 
1.61 Vart. 4 ; cf. also ^Eg?l-

KaS. on P. I.2.36.

lit. pertaining to the fifth ; 
name given to the affixes prescrib
ed in the fifth Adhyaya of Panini’s 
Astadhyayi, especially in Sutras
V.2.1 to V.2.93.

tns ( 1)  recital of a sacred Vedic or 
Sastra work ; the original recital of 
an authoritative text ; ( 2 )  the 
various artificial ways or methods 
of such a recita l; e.g. q^ns, ^ q is  
etc. in the case of Vedic Literature;
( 3) an original recital such as the 
Q3TO, mgqrs, w t s ,  ^ikNwis and 
qRfliqiqts in the case of the several 
systems of Sanskrit Grammar ; the 
five Pajhas are called W TI&; (4 ) 
recitation; cf. t o  
rn W  M. Bh. on P.I.3.1. 

Vart. 13 ; (5  ) reading, varian t; cf.
TOFcRflt,

KS§. on P. Y. 2.134.
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7133) ( I ) or SoppRtrre?; name of a 
scholar of Sanskrit Grammar, who 
wrote an independent work on Pari
bhasas and commentaries on the 
Paribhasendusekhara and Laghu- 
sabdendusekhara. See 3?%?; and 

(2  ) Pathak, K . B. 
a modern scholar who wrote learn
ed papers on grammar works and 
rammaiangrs.

Six kinds of bad reciters. 
They are:-reciting in a sing-song 
manner (iftfcr), reciting too-quickly 
( ) ,  reciting with the nodding of 
head using a written
text (&fecPnS3i), reciting without 
knowing the meaning (3 ^ % :) and 
reciting with a low voice ( ) .  
cp. Pa. !§iksa v. 32 and Yajna- 
valkyasiksa v. 198.

"JI55F! name popularly given to the 
commentaries written by 
See TOa;.

30,̂ : Six merits in a reciter. 
These are sweetness (wip’O ,  clarity 
( )3 separation of words 
(qcH k:), right accent ( g ^ : ) ,  
patience and ability .to ob
serve time ( ;  cp. Pa. Siksa 
v. 33 and Y aj. Siksa v. 199.

TIPnFt the illustrious ancient gram
marian of India who is well-known 
by his magnum opus, the Astaka or 
Astadhyayi which has maintained 
its position as a unique work on 
Sanskrit grammar unparalleled upto 
the present day by any other work 
on grammar, not only of the Sans
krit language, but of any other 
language, classical as well as spoken. 
His mighty intelligence grasped, 
studied and digested not only the 
niceties of accentuation and forma- - 
tion of Vedic words, scattered in 
the vast Vedic Literature of his

time, but those of classical words 
in the classical literature and the 
spoken Sanskrit language of his 
time in all its different aspects and 
shades, noticeable in the various 
provinces and districts of the vast 
country. The result of his careful 
study of the Vedic Literature and 
close observation of the classical 
Sanskrit, which was a spoken langu
age in his days, was.the production 
of the wonderful and monumental 
work, the Astadhyayi, which gives 
an authoritative description of the 
Sanskrit language, to have a com
plete exposition of which, several 
life times have to be spent, in spite 
of several commentaries upon it, 
written from time to time by several 
distinguished scholars. The work is 
a linguist’s and .not a language 
teacher’s. Some Western scholars 
have described it as a wonderful 
specimen of human intelligence, or 
as a notable manifestation of human 
intelligence. Very little is known 
unfortunately about his native 
place, parentage or personal history. 
The account given ab.out these in 
the Kathasaritsagara and other 
books is only legendary and hence, 
it has very little historical value. 
The internal evidence, supplied by 
his work shows that he lived in the 
sixth or the seventh century B.C., 
if not earlier, in the north western 
province of India of those days. 
Jinendrabuddhi, the author of the 
Kasikavivaranapanjika or Nyasa, 
has stated that the word qrsrgic men
tioned by him in his sfltra ( IV. 
3.94 ) refers to his native place and 
the word derived by him
from the word 2jF«5T$|<c by that sutra 
was, in ' fact his own name, based 
upon the name of the town which 
formed his native place. Panini has 
shown in his work his close knowl
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edge of, and familiarity with, the 
names of towns, villages, districts, 
rivers and mountains in and near 
Vahlka, the north-western Punjab 
of the present day, and it is very 
likely that he was educated at the 
ancient University of Taksasila. 
Apart from the authors of the Prati
sakhya works, which in a way could 
be styled as grammar works, there 
were scholars of grammar as such, 
who preceded him and out of whom 
he has mentioned ten viz. Apisali, 
Sakatayana, Gargya, Sakalya, 
Kasyapa, Bharadvaja, Galava, 
Cakravarmana, Senaka and Sphota- 
yana. The'grammarian Indra has 
not been mentioned by Panini, al
though tradition says that he was 
the first grammarian of the Sanskrit 
language. It  is very likely that 
Panini had no grammar work of 
Indra before him, but at the same 
time it can be said that the works 
of some grammarians mentioned by 
Panini such as Sakatayana, Apisali, 
Gargya and others had been based 
on the work of Indra. The mention 
of several gsnas as also the exhaus
tive enumeration of all the two 
thousand and two hundred roots in 
the Dhatupatha can very well 
testify to the existence of systematic 
grammatical works before Paijini of 
which he has made a thorough 
study and a careful use in the com
position of his Ganapatha and 
Dhatupatha. His exhaustive gram
mar of a rich language like Sanskrit 
has not only remained superb in 
spite of several other grammars of 
the language written subsequently, 
but its careful study is felt as a 
supreme necessity by scholars- of 
philology and linguistics of the pre
sent day for doing any real work in 
the vast field of linguistic research. 
For details see pp. 151-154, Vol.

V II of Pataiijala Mahabhasya, D. 
E . Society’s Edition.

called also by the name aisfi 
or name given to the
Sutras of Panini comprising eight 
adhyayas or books. The total 
number of Sutras as commented 
upon by the writers of the K a sik a . 
and the Siddhantakaumudi is, 3983. 
As nine sutras out of these are des
cribed as Varttikas and two as 
Ganasutras by Patanjali, it is evi
dent that there were 3972 Sutras 
in the Astaka of Panini according 
to Patanjali. A verse current among 
Vaiyakarana schools states the 
number to be 3996; cf. sftfnr 
cT*n ^  ^ 1 w qfoai m m  
% ■ ll The traditional recital 
by Veda scholars who look upon 
the Astadhyayi as a Vedanga, 
consists of 3983 Sutras which are 
accepted and commented upon by. 
all later grammarians and com
mentators. The Sutras of Paijini, 
which mainly aim at the correct 
formation of words, discuss declen
sion, conjugation, euphonic changes, 
verbal derivatives, noun derivatives 
and accents. For details see Vol. 
V II, Vyakarana Mahabhasya, D. 
E. Society’s edition pp. 152-162.

fs rs iv>
name given to the 

collection of explanatory pithy 
notes of the type of Sutras written 
mainly by Katyayana. The Vart
tikas are generally written in the 
style of the Sutras, but sometimes 
they are written in verse also. 
The total number of Varttikas is 
well-nigh above 5000, including 
Varttikas in Verse. There are three 
kinds of Varttikas; cf.
f e n  1 i

ll NageSa appears to have 
divided Varttikas into two classes
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as shown by his definition ‘
If this

definition be followed, many of the 
Varttikas given in the Mahabhasya 
as explaining and commenting 
upon the Siitras will not strictly 
be termed as Varttikas, and their 
total number which is given as 
exceeding 5000; will be reduced 
to about 1400 or so. There are 
some manuscript copies which 
give this reduced number, and it 
may be said that only these Vartti
kas were written by Katyayana 
while the others were added by 
learned grammarians after K atya
yana. In the Mahabhasya there are 
seen more than 5000 statements of 
the type of- Varttikas out of which 
Dr. Kielhorn has marked about 
4200 as Varttikas. A t some places 
the Mahabhasyakara has quoted 
the names of the authors of some 
Varttikas or their schools, in words 
such as 7sf%, 75%,
atainF: qsfar. etc. Many of the 
Varttikas given in the Mahabhasya 
are not seen in the Kasikavrtti, 
while some more are seen in the 
Kasikavrtti, which, evidently are 
composed by scholars who flourish
ed after Patanjali, as they have not 
been noticed by the Mahabhasya
kara. It  is very difficult to show 
separately the statements of the 
Bhasyakara popularly named 'Isfis* 
from the Varttikas of Katyayana 
and others. For details see Vol. 
V II Mahabhasya, D. E. Society’s 
edition, pp. 193-214.

a gloss on the grammar 
rules of Panini. Many glosses were 
written from time to time on the 
Sutras of Panini, out of which the 
most important and the oldest one 
is the one named Kasikavrtti, 
written by the joint authors Jaya-

ditya and Vamana in the 7th 
century A.D. It is belived that the 
Kasikavrtti was based upon some 
old Vrttis said to have been written 
by fPr,
and others. Besides Kasika, the 
famous Vrtti, and those of jPt, fo fj  
and others which are only reported, 
there are pther Vrttis which are 
comparatively modern. Some of 
them have been printed, while 
others have remained only in 
manuscript form. Some of these 
are : the Bhasavrtti by Puruso-

• ttamadeva, Vyakaranasudhariidhi 
by Visvesvara, GudharthadlpinI by 
SadaSivamiSra, Sfltravrtti by An- 
nambhatta, Vaiyakaranasarvasva 
by Dharanldhara, Sabdabhusana 
by Narayana Pandita, Panini- 
sutravrtti by Ramacandrabhatta 
Tare and Vyakaranadlpika by 
Orambhatta. There are extracts 
available from a Sutravrtti called 
Bhagavrtti which is ascribed to 
Bhartrhari, but, which is evidently 
written by a later writer ( ItriSJjfcr 
according to some scholars) as 
there are found verses from 
Bharavi and. Magha quoted in it as 
noticed by Siradeva in his vrtti on 
Pari. 76. Glosses based upon Panini 
Sutras, but having a topical 
arrangement are also available, the 
famous ones among these being the 
PrakriyakaumudI by Ramacandra 
Sesa and the Siddhantakaumud! by 
Bhattoji Diksita, The and
th essp rg ^ ca n  also be. noted here 
although they are the abridgments 
of the Siddhanta Kaumudi. There 
are Vrttis in other languages also, 
written in modern times, out of 
which those written by Bohtlingk, 
Basu and Renou are well-known.

r̂ FT a short work on phonetics 
which is taken as a  Vedanga work
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and believed to have been written by 
Panini. Some say that the work 
was written by Pingala.

qifirfWRi name of a commen
tary on the Siksa of Panini by 

as ordered by king

'TlHSfSTTftvn' '̂ the same as 
See utTWq.

a class of irregular com
pound words headed by the com
pound word defter, which are 
taken correct as th e y . are. This 
class of words consists mostly of 
work forming a tatpurusa-’ com
pound which cannot be explained 
by regular rules. The class is called 
aillifiPT&r and hence similar irregular 
words are included in " i t ; e.g. 
*n%sPRrr:, StiNg:. etc. cf.
K a i  011 P. II.1.48.

lit. fo o t; the term is applied to a 
fourth part of a section such as 
ar«flra, or of a verse which is divisi
ble into four parts or lines; cf. 
SfiSFcr: qRJpanl P. V I.1.115, also 
%: P. VII. 1.57.

completion of the fourth part 
or Pada of a stanza or verse; cf. 
#f% ©ft qiscjwra; P. VI.r.134, 
also sra5%: V III. 1.6. As
many times some particles, not 
with any specific or required sense, 
were used for the completion of a 
Pada, such particles were called 
tn<?<£OT; Cf. gTJflfSnfm 5TTH f?PTRT: 
'TK'iJ'n: R. Pr.X II.7 ; also ftqRrcmf-

V. Pr. VIII.50
Uvvata.

a class of words headed by'the 
word qiH^to which the tad. affix u 
is added optionally with Jfjpjn the 
sense of * possession e.g. , 

e tc .; cf. K a i
on V.3.10Q.

32

A learned pupil o f 
NageSabhatta who lived in Vara
nasi in  the latter half of the 18th 
century A.D. He was a renowned 
teacher of Grammar and is believed 
to have written commentaries on 
many works of Nagesa,_the famous 
among which are the ‘ Kasika ’ 
called also * G ada1 on the Pari- 
bhasendusekhara, the ‘ Cidasthi- 
mala ’ on the LaghuSabdenduiek- 
hara and the ‘ Chaya ’ on the Udd
yota. Balambhatta Payagunde, 
who has written a commentary on 
the Mitaksara ( the famous comm
entary on the Yajnavalkyasm rti), 
is believed by some as the same as 
Vaidyanatha; while others say that 
Balambhatta was the son of 
Vaidyanatha.

W U  the same as Hflcwpi, recital of the 
Veda in any of the various artifi
cial ways prescribed,- such as 
krama, jata, ghana e tc .; cf.

siRl̂ Er: 'TKnrat
R.Pr.XI.37.

or words head
ed by the word t o w  which have 
got some irregularity, especially the 
insertion of g. between the consti
tuent Words. For details see

P. V I. 1.153 and 
the commentary thereon.

*TRT̂ ®1 oral recital of a sacred work. 
See qROf.

lit. serving the purpose of 
another like the Paribhasa and the 
Adhikata rules in Grammar which 
have got no utility as far as they 
themselves are concerned, but 
which are of use in the interpreta
tion of other rules; cf.

qf f̂nqtc3P & - P ar* >̂ari-
2, 3.
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a fggjf work of the White 
Yajnrveda. It  contains a list of %8JTS 
of the White Yajurveda. Almost a 
complete work, it quotes a number 
of examples from the White Yajur
veda.

{• i ) technical, as opposed 
to litera l; conventional; e.g. the 
words etc. cf.

i «r i a t e
| Kas. on P. I. 2.56; cf.

M. Bh. on P. I. 2.33 ; ( 2 )  derived 
on the strength of a Paribhasa cf. 
'nftwiM K at. Par. vr.
Pari. 58.

\
a complete Siksa work with a j 

commentary, treats of doubling, j 
quantity, accent and so on. Cakra, I 
the author of the work, belonged 
to the South. The work got its name 
because it follows the tenets laid 
down by the teacher Pari.

residual nature; the law or 
rule of elimination; the remain
ing alternative after full consi

deration of all the other alterna
tives ; cf. fiWRT I qrt- 

Kas. on P. IV. 
2.130; cf. also ^  fiis: 
Sira. Pari. 37.

lit. belonging to the assembly; 
the term refers to the results 
of the discussions held at the 
assemblies of specially prominent 
scholars or learned persons; cf.

tpm: I M. Bh. on II. |
1*58; v i .  3.14.

remoteness; lit. being out of 
sigh t; in grammar, TCtgq is a con
dition for the use of the perfect 
tense ( ). See

<?!% m  lit. the inter
pretation: or theory discussed and 
settled at the assembly of the learn
ed. The word is used in the sense 
of works on Nirukti or derivation 
of words as also works of the type 
of the Pratisakhyas; cf.

’n'klfir Nir. 1. 17 and the 
com. of ; cf. also

3?% r^r :
3ft  M .B h. on I. I . 48;
see also pp. io 4, 105 Vol. VII. 
Mahabhasya D. E . Society’s edition. 
See trrfW5C.

c_________
name given to the com

mentary written by on the 
R k Pratisakhya.

name given to the works 
of the type of commentaries written 
by -3=3? on the old Pratisakhya 
books.

another name for Sakata
yana, the auther of Sakatayana 
Vyakarana, along with his own 
commentary Amoghavrtti. He 
belonged to the Yapanlya Jain 
Sangha and lived around 867 to 910 
A. D. as can be understood from a 
reference ( Sak. Vya. IV. 3. 208 ) 
to Amoghavarsa I. The grammar 
work is complete in four adhyayas. 
The system has a Sutrapatha (along 
with auto-commentary Amogha
vrtti ), Ganapatha, Paribhasapatha 
and Unadipatha.

71311%. a class of words headed by the 
word w  to which the taddhita 
affix n is added in the sense of 
collection ; e. g. qmT, qoqr, etc. 
cf. KaS. on P. IV. 2.49.

an ancient scholar who is 
believed to be the first writer on 
Prosody, his work being known as 

of ftspJ. Some scholars
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believe that he wrote a work on 
Phonetics which is now popularly 
called <nf3ufc# fr.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the taddhita 
affix i s  (%$%) is added optionally 
with jra; (H§qLl, in the sense of 
1 possessed of e.g. fW<n^,

e tc .; cf. K a i. on V.
2. 100.

fo-Sf a tad. affix applied to the word 
in the sense of fruitless, useless; 

cf, IV . 2.36 Vart,
6 ; cf. also trafa: I
Kas. on P. IV. 2.36.

a tad. affix applied to the word 
ft in the sense of the depression of 
the nose, the word f̂ r being sub
stituted for f t ;  e .g . ; cf.

P. V. 2.33.

f t *  marked with the mute letter 1. 
which is indicative of a grave 
accent in the case of affixes marked 
with it, as for example, the/ affixes 
IN.. fe ian d  frjq,; cf, gpTOi P.
I l l ,  1.4. A Sarvadhataka affix, 
marked with the mute consonant 
in Panini’s Grammar has been des
cribed as instrumental in causing 
many operations such as ( a ) the 
substitution of guna; ( cf. P. VII. 3 
84, 91). ( b ) the prevention of guna 
in the case of a reduplicative sylla
ble as also in the case of the roots % 
andg; ( cf. P. VII. 3-87. 88); ( c )  
the substitution of Vrddhi, ( cf. P.
VII. 3,89, 90), (d )  the augments 
f  and f  in the case of the roots 3? 
and 3  ̂ respectively (c f .  P. VII. 
3.92, 93, 94), and ( e ) acute accent 
for the vowel preceding. the affix 
in the case of the roots ^
and others { cf. P. V I. 1. 192 )t A 
short vowel ( of a root) gets g; add
ed to i t  wbeu followed, by a kpt

affix marked with e.g. 
etc. ( cf. P. V I, 1 .7 1 ).

marking an affix with the 
mute consonant q. for several gra
mmatical purposes; see fig ; cf. 
fW ilFFtsq P . III. I. 33
Vart. 5. See ft^.

a grammatical operation caused 
by an affix marked with the mute 
consonant q.. cf. ?§§ fqfg- 
amiRr f l#  ^ era M. Bh.
on III. 1. 83 Vart, 7. For details 
see fqq.

the same as See fqpRq
and fcjg.

^ 1 ^ ^  name given
to a stanza, of re ft or srmfr or if?ft 
type consisting of three feet, the 
middle foot consisting of six or 
seven or eight syllables o n ly ; e. g. 
l?gveda X , 105, 2 and 7 ;  IX . 110. 
1, V III. 46.14; cf. gfsuf

f * #  R . Pr. X V I. 25,
28, 36.

T̂ ST® [PISC H E LL, R IC H A R D ] a 
famous European Grammarian of 
the nineteenth century who wrote 
many articles on grammatical sub
jects and wrote a work entitled 
1 Prakrit Grammar."

compression ; a fault in the pro° 
nunciation of vowels and consonants 
caused by the compression or cont
raction of the place of utterance ; 
cf. 1

3Pi g u t  tfter smr 1 
R . Pr. X IV . 2 ; cf. also

tfter R. Pr. X IV . 5.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the taddhita 
affix f it  ( is added in the sense 
of * decoction ’ (:«rpR). e. g. 'ftg§q:; 
cf. K§S. on P; -V. 3.24;
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3 short term for the labial consonants 
^  and ^ as prescribed by 

P . I. i .6i  e. g. ( P. VII.
4.80}.

restoration of the masculine 
form in the place of the feminine 
one as noticed in compound words, 
formed generally by the Karma
dharaya and the Bahuvrihi com
pounds, where the first member is 
declinable in all the three genders ;

g. This restoration to
the masculine form is also noticed 
before the tad. affixes <ra,, OT, 

'TRT, 5? as also before and 
the word For details, see P.
VI. 3-34 to 42 and commentaries 
thereon. See also page 334, Vol.
V II. of the Patanjala Mahabhasya 
D. E. Society's edition.

W  masculine; a word used in gra
mmar in the gfeff or the masculine - 
gender; cf. Br. Dev. I.
40. cf. also are^rmf

M.
Bh. on P. I. 2.68 Vart. 1 ;  cf. <psrfR 
and qfenfii

masculine nature, hence mascu
line gender. The word is generally 
found as a part of the word r̂firer- 
psfi which means a word which is 
declined in the masculine and the 
feminine gender or in the neuter 
and the masculine gender in the 
same sense. For details see M. Bh. 
on P. VI. 3.34.

the augment 1. added to the roots 
%  ^  etc- as also to all roots 
ending in an before the causal sign 

U ) ;  e. g. 3?fofer, 
e tc .; cf. 8?tf 

of[ P. VII. 3.36.

a famous grammarian of the 
twelfth century, who wrote a learn

ed commentary on two kandas of 
Vakyapadlya of Bhartrhari, in 
which he has quoted passages from 
famous writers and grammarians 
such as Bhamaha, Kuntaka, Vam
ana, Hemacandra and others. The 
name is found written as Punyaraja 
also. I t  is now established that the 
commentary on Brahmakanda fath
ered on Punyaraja is a kind of 
collection of notes culled from 
Bhartrhari’s Svopajnavrtti on 
Brahmakanda. However, Punyara- 
ja ’s commentary on the second or 
Vakyakanda is independent and 
scholarly. A scholar called Pufija- 
raja, but different from the above, 
is known to have written a com
mentary on Sarasvataprakriya.

a grammarian of the four
teenth century who wrote a com
mentary named on 
the sfilcr q̂ftf ĵg of Srlpati.

jjinjusgpl a famous grammarian, who 
wrote a grammar work, named
wn®i.

see gsflsi.

a j ain grammarian who 
has written a commentary work on 
the of

5PB ( 1 )  the word p r  as given in the 
ancient list of masculine words 
marked with the mute letter 5 to 
signify the addition of the fem. affix 
f  ( # 0 ; cf. P. IV . 1 .15 ; ( 2 )  
the substitute ( i.e. p T ) for the 
word optionally prescribed
after the words 33, 
and it? in the simple sense of ‘ girl ’ 
and. not * daughter' e.g. 

cf. P. VI. 3.70 Vart. 9.

occurrence or possibility 
of the application of a preceding 
grammatical rule or operation a
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second time again, after once it has 
been set aside by a subsequent 
opposing rule or rules in conflict; 
cf. 3??::re?ff T̂Rra: £)sq,Par. Sek. Pari. 
39 ; cf. M. Bh. on P. I. 4-z Vart. 7 ; 
cf. also Puru. Pari. 40.

the same as q&srcR counter
exception ; cf. Candra Vyak. VI. 4. 
49.

3 * ! ^  a passage which is repeated in 
the 5511713 and the other Pathas or 
recitals; the word is also used in 
the sense of the conventional repe
tition of a word at the end of a 
chapter. The word jpnNjf is used 
also in the same sense; cf. qsJKfi 

I T . Pr. I. 
6 1 ; cf. also R. Pr. X . 8 and 10.

recital of a word again in the 
Krama and other Pathas for a spe
cial purpose, although such a recital 
after three times is generally dis
couraged ; cf.
^qq%...Uv. Bhasya on V . Pr. IV . 177.

use of the same word or expres
sion, which, if noticed in the writing 
of the Sutrakara, is indicative of 
something in the mind of the Sutra
kara; cf. m :  3?ft- 

M. Bh. on P. III. 3.12 Vart. 
1 ;  cf. also 1 
Kas. on P. I. 41.

prescribing the same affix or 
operation again, which generally is 
attended with some purpose; cf. 
ops:

P, III. 3.10 Vart. 1 ;  cf. also 
*r, K a i  on

P .V .  1.57.

occurrence of the same opera
tion again after it has once occurred 
and has been superseded ; cf. aj f̂% 

M. Bh. on V I, 4.160; 
V II. 1.30 etc.

JPC. or 39, masculine. It  appears that 
both 3^, and 33; were current terms 
meaning ‘ masculine * in ancient 
days. cf. j «t: P. VIII. 3.12.
and 3#g^ P. V II. 1.89. Although 
3H, is changed to jg , before a word 
beginning with a hard consonant, 
still gg. is given as an independent 
word derived from the root tj-[ cf. 
trrlfig^ Unadi S. IV . 177; cf. also 
the expressions g^ ff, gfeff and 3%r.

occurring beforehand, preced
ing; cf. g^n^wR;!

Par. Sek. Pari. 59, also 
M. Bh. on VII. 2.100 ; cf. also the 
expression which means
the saine as 357$# which is opposed 
to 3T3?f%. ’

IPOT old ; the word is used in the sense 
of old or ancient; cf. awn-
eK ĝ. P . IV. 3.105. I t  is also used 
in the sense of old mythological 
works ; cf. 3?:m M. Bh.
on Ahnika 1 Vart. 5.

a grammatical term in the sense 
of * person ’ ; cf.

s ^ i? a fP r
=3. These

persons or Purusas are described to 
be three jt*w, and 3rW corres
ponding to the third second and first 
persons respectively in English 
Grammar; cf. also Nir. V II. 1 and 2.

( 1 )  name of a commentary 
on the Sarasvalikanthabharana of 
Bhoja by Krspalllasukamuni. (2) 
name of a commentary on Daiva 
Vyakarana by Krsnalilasuka.

3<jW^s3I name of the tenth section 
of the third Kanda of Vakyapadlya. 
It deals with three persons, 5pR,

Ŝ «S?T the term 3^ or person viz. 
the first, the second and the third;
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the rule prescribing the term p f  is 
^.sr*nro«wtajn: P. 1. 

cf. 3 ^ # T  ^1% M. Bh. on
P. I. 4.1 Vart. 8,

a famous grammarian be
lieved to have been a Buddhist, 
who flourished in the reign of 
Laksmanasena in the latter half of 
the twelfth century in Bengal. Many 
works on grammar are ascribed to 
him, the prominent ones among 
which are the Bhasavrtti and the 
Paribhasavrtti, the Ganavrtti and 
the Jnapakasamuccaya and a com
mentary on the Mahabhasya called 
JPranapana of which only a frag
ment is available and a commentary 
on Unadisutras noted by Ujjvala- 
datta. Besides these works on gram
mar, he has written some lexico
graphical works of which Haravali, 
Trikandasesa, Dviiupakosa, and 
Ekaksarakosa are the prominent 
ones. The Bhasavrtti has got a 
lucid commentary on it written by 
Srstidhara.

a famous gram
marian of Bengal, who wrote the 
grammar work Prayogaratnamala 
in the fifteenth century. The work 
betrays a deep study and scholar
ship of the writer in the Mantra- 
sastra.

a class of words headed by 
the word g^fter to which ihe tad
dhita affix ^  is added in the sense 
o f ' duty ’ or ‘ nature e.g. ,

, T T F ^ etc.; cf. Kas. 
on P. V. 1.128.

a class of roots headed by the 
root 3<i, of the fourth conjugation 
whose peculiarity is the substitu
tion of the aorist sign m (3?^) for 

e.g. aryrar, 3?gr^, a n ^ ,  etc. cf.
P. I l l ,  1.55.

a popular term used for the 
treatise on grammar by an ancient 
grammarian ApiialL cf.

Kas. on P. IV . 3.15. I t  was 
called Puskarapa probably because 
it was very extensive and widely 
read before Panini. For the reading 

for jswtjj, and other details 
see Mahabhasya, Vol. V II. pp. 132- 
133, D. E. Society's edition.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the taddhita
affix ) is added provided the
word ending with the affix forms 
the name of a district, e.g, 3®$^, 
trMr etc. cf. Kas. on P. V. 2.135.

lit. for the sake of paying 
respect. The word is used by 
commentators in connection with 
references to ancient grammarians 
by Panini in his sutras, where the 
commentators usually say that the 
sutras citing the views of ancient 
grammarians imply merely an 
option, the name being quoted 
merely to show respect to the 
grammarian; cf.
S. K. on P. VI.1.92.

originally a title, but mostly 
used in connection with the famous 
Jain grammarian whose
work on grammar called 
is well-known; see

'SjjCGf an ordinal numeral; lit. the word 
means completion of a particular 
number ( )  ; cf.

gqui 6 1
■JOT i K ai. on P. V. 2.48.
The word is used also in the sense 
of an affix by the application of. 
which the particular number 
( )  referring to an object, is 
shown as complete; cf.

B SewS: I K ai. on 
P . V.2.48, These Puraaja pratyayas
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are given in P. V. 2. 48-58 ; cf. ijjir 
T̂rotf: I OTlf #RT®5: 1 ®Tcr: < 5 ^  M.Bh. 

on P.II.2.3. The word also means 
'  an ordinal num ber' ;  cf. ’jpigtii-

P .II .a .ii.

''Jjow^pr a tad. affix showing the 
completion of the particular 
number ( )  shown by the word 
to which the affix is applied; cf. 
a r^ q ^ s  ’prraspiRr:
TO5*!**. I 3?4qart: I M. Bh. on P.I.
1.23 Vart. 7. These affixes are 
mentioned by Paiiini in V. 2. 48 to 
58.

tfjofpsg ending with an ordinal affix; 
the same as ; cf. qlei

M.Bh. on
P . II. 2.3.

( 1 )  ancient, old ; ( 2 ) belonging 
to the Eastern districts. The word 
is frequently used as qualifying the 
word 3jra*i where it means ancient.

the dictum of Pacini 
about rules in his second, third and 
fourth quarters (Padas) of the 
eighth Adhyaya being invalid to 
( i.e. not seen by ) all the previous 
rules in the first seven chapters 
ar.d the first quarter of the eighth 
as laid down by him in the rule

V lll.2 .1 . The rule <j#- 
mfilS’US taken also as a governing 
rule i.e. laying down that in
the last three quarters also of his 
grammar, a subsequent rule is 
invalid to the preceding rule. The 
purpose of this dictum is to prohi
bit the application of the rules in 
the last three quarters as also that 
of a subsequent rule in the last 
three quarters, before all such 
preceding rules, as are applicable 
in the formation of a word* have 
been given effect t o ; cf. 
^TRlgspFf

3f'n*ri?rc ^ M.Bh. on P. V II 1,2.i  
Vart. 8„

an operation prescribed in 
the province of the rule 
i.e. in the last three quarters of the 
eighth book of Panini’s grammar.

the grave accent for the 
preceding acute vowel as a  result 
of the following vowel made acute, 
and the preceding, as a result, 
turned into grave by virtue of the 
rule s?sjq[Ri V I.1.198; cf.

3T%T!\I ^ 5 ^ 1  M. Bh. on P.I.S.39 
Vart. 16.

placing first (in  a com
pound) ; priority of a word in a 
compound, as in the case of an 
adjectival word. For special instru
ctions in grammar about priority 
See P. II.2.30 to 38.

lit. the view placed first for 
consideration which generally i s  the 
view of the objector and is gene
rally refuted by the author’s view 
called 3^q-$ or fesinT.

anterior member, the first out 
of the two members of a com
pound, as contrasted with the Mext 
member which is cf. <|<f-

M.
Bh. on P.VI.1.85 Vart. 4.

retention of the original 
acute accent of the first member in 
a compound as is generally noticed 
in the Bahuvrihi compound and in 
special cases in other compounds ; 
cf. sg^tr Sirqr ^ q ^ 3: and the 
followiflg rules P. VI. 2.1 to 63.

importance in sense 
possessed by the first member of a 
compound as noticed generally in 
the case of the Avyayibhava com-
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. pound, which hence is defined as 
: M. Bh. on P.II.

1.6, II .1.20, II. 1,49.

substitution of the former letter 
in the place of the two viz. the 
former and the latter, as a result of 
the coalescence of the two ; cf. srf% 
<jf: and the following rules P. VI. 
1.107-110.

( 1 )  an operation or karya for 
the anterior; cf. P. I. 1.57 ; cf. 
also Mahabhasya on P. I. 1.57 ; cf, 
also tr^T r̂: <jyfq*fr M.Bh. on
1.2.4 Vart. and II. 4.62 V art 4 ; 
(2 ) an operation or a rule cited 
earlier in the order of sutras ; cf.

M. Bh. on P. I .
1.44 Vart. 13.

conflict of two rules where 
the preceding rule supersedes 
the latter rule, as the arrival 
at the correct form requires it. 
Generally the dictum is that a 
subsequent rule should supersede 
the preceding o n e; cf. tri

P. I. 4. 2 ; but sometimes the 
previous rule has to supersede the 
subsequent one in spite of the 
dictum The author of
the Mahabhasya has brought these 
cases of the <£if35rfcf*Nj which are, 
in fact, numerous, under the- rule

7* 3iT%,by taking the word 
qx in the sense of ?g ‘ what is de
sired *; cf. fgfrsft 1 qt 

I M. Bh. on I. 1.3 ; 1.2, 
5 ;  I. 4.2; II. 1.69, IV . 1.85 etc.; 
cf. also sTTtr 3f4

TS# Puru. Pari 108 ; for 
details see page 217 Vol. VII 
Mahabhasya D.E. Society’s edition.

substitution of the long 
form of the previous vowel in the 
place of two vowels as a result of

their coalescence, prescribed by 
P&rtini in V I. 1.102.

*
lit. previous rule ; a rule cited 

earlier in a treatise. The word is, 
however, frequently used in the 
Mahabhasya in the sense of ‘ a rule 
laid down by an earlier grammar
ian ’ ; cf. n$\ qrg: f t 93 M.- Bh. 
Ahnika x, jforeq igfJrRr Ĥ ri 
M. Bh. on 1.2. 68; cf. also M.Bh. 
on P.IV.1.14 Vart. 3, VI. 1.163 
Vart. 1, V II. 1.18, V III. 4.7.

a variety of antarangatva 
mentioned by Nagesa ia  the Pdri-

• bhasenduSekhara, where an opera
tion, affecting a part of a word 
which precedes that portion of the 

word which is affected by the 
other operation is looked 
upon as antaranga; e.g. the feat<r 
in îfsig ?S) is looked upon
as arfcTW with respect to the elision 
of ^  which is srfixiF. This kind of 
antarangatva is, of course, not 
admitted by Nagesa although men
tioned by him ; cf. Par. Sek. Pari. 
50.

’JjrfrcT end of the previous. The word 
is used in connection with a vowel 
which is substituted for two vowels 
( ) .  Such a substitute is look
ed upon as the ending vowel of the 
preceding word or the initial vowel 
of the succeeding w ord; it cannot 
be looked upon as both at one and 
the same tim e; cf. P. VI.
1.85 and OTqfr srraqSf Sira.
Pari. 60; cf. also f% j^ q  'jqfer: ®rrst- 
Rqg. TOR:: M. Bh, on I.
1.47 Vart. 3.

belonging to the previous 
vowel in syllabication; e.g. a con
sonant at the end of a word or the 
first in a consonant group ( tf%r).
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name given to the second 
pada of the second adhyaya of 
Panini’s Astadhyayi which begins 
with the Sutra ^?TO*]%Trc^3&%|iST- 

P. II. 2.1.

lit. mixed. The term is used in 
the Pratisakhya works in connec
tion with the vowel l o r ^  which 
is looked upon as a being
mixed with the consonant  ̂or 
cf. Tw*# iiwsRSKts: apKKaj Wa^R5t- 
i^mra. com. on T. P r .X III . 16.

separately as far as hearing, is 
concerned; distinctly separate from 
another; cf. ?W ! R.
Pr. X III. 17,

^35  group of all the individual
ly separate words, syntactically 
connected. It is a definition of 
Vakya as given by some scholars, 
cp. Vak. pad. II. 2.

framing a separate rule for 
a thing instead of mentioning it 
along with other things in the same 
context, which implies some purpose 
in the mind of the author such as 
anuvrtti in subsequent rules, option, 
and so on ; cf.

KaS. on P. I. 3.7 ; cf. also 
Kas. on I. 3.33, I. 3.84, I. 4.58,
III. 1.56, IV. 1.16, VII. 4.33, V III. 
1.52, V III. 1,74.

a class of words headed by the 
word >j<3 to which the taddhita affix 
Sflsf is added optionally
with the other usual affixes 3 ^ , ^  
and in the sense of ‘ nature ’ ;
e.g. irfajfl, T I ^ ,  igai; simi
larly > I P V, qfon,
qrsffl;, Rjm, qgm ,; cf„ Ka§, on P. V.
1.122.

a grammarian of ihe East
ern school who wrote the treatise

33

on Katantra Vistara of 
Vardhamana.

a group of words, with irre= 
gularity in the coalescence of the 
two constituent members, collected 
together by Pacini and mentioned 
together with the word f i f e  at the 
head; cf. 3ql<w<$f?r P. V I.
3.109; cf. also
5lT#*i J? flften:, f*qst *r sift, qg?qfegif% 

1 # 5 ^ ,  #<p:,
ftffR:, i?it, w$p,
etc. Kas. on P. VI„ 3.109.

tad. affix added to the word 
optionally with the affix f t « 5 e.g. 
fifsfoi:. See fqs.

a grammarian; who h as' written 
a treatise named a
verse commentary on the U^adi- 
siitras ( PancapadI).

a class of words headed b y the 
word V ,  the tad. affix in the sense 
of applied to which ( words) is 
elided; e g. qs: %T, W  for de
tails see KaS. on P. I L  4.59.

frequency; repetition; a  sense 
in which the frequentative affis 
and in some cases the imperative 
mood are prescribed;, cf.
^qnts? S. k .  am P . III .
i .2 2 ; cf. also S. K . oa P. III. 4.8.

a grammarian @f ate 
eastern school which is believed to 
have been started by the
writer of the glosa called s^ra on the 
KiSik&vfttl. The school practically 
terminated with and
at the ead of the twelfth century 
A.D. Such a school existed also at 
the time of Pacini and Patanjali, a 
reference to which is found made in 
sref wr affen P- I V - 1-17 and stmra-

IV. 1.160 and qt̂ TgqT%- 
=3 V. 3.80 where the word is
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- explained as by the
writer of the Kasika.

T O W  ( i ) a relation between two 
operations or rules based upon their 
anterior and ulterior positions, 
which is many times taken into 
consideration for deciding their 
relative strength ; ( 2) the order of 
words; cf. f f l  f i r

M. Bh. on P. I. 4.10g 
Vart. 10 ; cf. also 
Hftm, P. I. 4.109 Vart. 8.

an ancient grammarian of 
the eastern school who belonged to 
the dynasty of , whose views
are quoted by the Varttikakara 
and the writers of the Pratisakhya 
w orks; cf. f|$qT: qi«roilt: 
P. V III. 4.48 Vart. 3 ; cf. also sqsR- 
m: T. Pr. V  ;
cf. also T. Pr. X III. 16 ; X IV . 2, 
X V II. 6.

S a conventional term for ( short) 
generally applied to vowels in the 
Jainendra Vyakarana cp. Jainendra 
Sutra I. i . n .

depression of the voice after 
raising it as noticed in connection 
with the utterance of the svarita 
vowels in certain cases and in cer
tain Vedic schools with a view to 
showing the svaiita nature of the 
vowel distinctly, in spite of the fact 
that such a depression is generally 
looked upon as a fa u lt; cf.

R. Pr. III. 
18 as also %q: srfeg
sr 1 R.
Pr. III. 19.

Hsroi topic; context; a section where
in a particular subject is treated ; 
cf. m k : m m s j  ii%Tri^fraf: ffoir 
€5191% M. Bh. on I. 1.23 ; cf. 
also ql

M. Bh. on I. 2.45
Vart. 9. -

irroisfsi literary works in which the 
treatment is given in the form of 
topics by arranging the original 
sutras or rules differently so that 
all such rules as relate to a parti
cular topic are found together; the 
Prakriyakaumudl, the Siddhanta- 
kaumudi and others are called siw i- 
spqrs. Such works are generally 
known by the name qftqispiT as 
opposed to
C

SR51 eminence; excellence of a parti
cular quality; cf. w  
3^3?q 3 # : cf. also aerfq vpm  

JT-vfr Jiifer s*nfq a w l
^  aq^^, Kas. on P. V. 4.11.

SRFPTfcT preferential treatment, special 
consideration ; cf. era 
si'fN: q: M. Bh. on P. 1. 1.
56; cf. also/ M. Bh. on III. 1.94 
Vart. 6.

swfoi keeping wide the two parts of 
the chm which causes a fault in 
pronunciation called f f̂ljg; cf.

erg I fsft: spR'S'ft f li
er fiifgTOf® flw ;
U vvata on R. Pr. X IV . 3.

W I i  ( fem. ) a word or ex
pression causing a change in the 
nature of another word or ex
pression which has to be taken as 
changed accordingly ; cf. SHrcq̂ frrfet 

P. I. 1.68 Vart. 15 ;

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.27 Vart. 1, 
I. 1. 62 Vart. 7 ;  II. 2.3 Vart. 1, IV.
I.60 ; cf. also SR 
?fir switch TO srasqf^ifer, M. Bh. on
II. 2.3. Vart. 1, III. 1 33.

IRBv'Tf^T a word in which a verbal 
activity has to be conjectured, as



j for example, the words jfr:, spg: etc. 
j Words which are not actually 
' derived by rules of grammar are 

called sresqfe? as contrasted with

( i ) attribute, attribute which 
differentiates, manner, difference; 
differentiating description • cf. 
c£RRTt sna: Kas. on P. II. 3.21;
(2 ) resemblance, similarity of one 
thing with another with slight 
deficiency; cf. I
Sft: xf 1 sjsfiRt 1

ira t  301^ ^ 1= ^  5 1
15^ : 1 I qft-

'JOtQ'fa 3TOI?T 935#
Ka§. on P .V III. x .12 ; (3 )  differen
tiating attribute ; cf.
V. 3.23, ' V. 3.69,

srsiK^t ^  V. 4.3 where 
KaSika defines the word FT3\TC as 
SfflRRq Kas. on V.
3.23 and 69; (4 )  type, cf. 
sraKT#: K a i  on V. 2.93; cf. also 
aJlftg5?: si l̂t KaS. on 
P . V. 3.100; cf. also srri^F3?:

1 a ^ r c q  mm: 1 
M. Bh. on 1.3.1 Vart. 11.

5P&TST ( 1 )  name of the commentary on 
Bhartrhari’s Vakyapadlya by 
Punjaraja. (2 ) name of a comm
entary on Ramacandra’s Prakriya- 
kaumudl T>y Krsnapandita. ( 3 )  
name of a commentary on Paninlya 
Siksa by Kesava. ( 4 ) name of a 
gloss on Siddhantakaumudi.

name given to the third 
Kanda or book of Bhartrhari’s 
Vakyapadlya where miscellaneous 
topics are treated. The third 
Kanda consists of 14 sections called 
by the name Samuddeia. For de
tails see pp. 381-382 Mahabhasya 
Vol. V II. D. E. Society’s edition.

SfKt ( 1 )  in context, in question ; the 
word is frequently used in connec
tion with words in the preceding 
rules which are drawn on to  the 
following rules by anuvrtti or con
tinuation ; cf. m i  
M. Bh. on 1. 1.3 Vart. 2: ( 2 )  
found or available in a large quan
tity ; cf. j r ?  1 
9^3^ I KaS. on P. V. 4.21.

stffe ( 1 )  material cause; c f . . 
f t # :  star 1 sr$ ar#r
3xrwq«Fcrt Kas. on P.V. 1.12; 
( 2 ) original, as opposed to ‘ modifi
e d ’ (Q ? ft) ; the original base of a 
word which is used in language by  
the addition of affixes. There are 
mentioned three kinds of such 
original words in grammar, roots 
( ^ l ) .  noun bases ( )  ■ and 
affixes ( q aq ). is defined as
‘ 5rrefirfersji=rfit 

qr sq i# #  erf mraftRr '
in the Srngaraprakasa; cf. arq ĉ f̂ 

sifter: I  ̂ stffa: I 3
i m r a  ?r. ^Tgqf?si ssRrcfcr 1
M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 2 ; cf. also 
WWffiNg: M. Bh. on P. VI. 2. 139 
Vart. 2 ; tr-̂ Jtffcr: gUcfT I m-,

Tl'klfjf Nir. 1. 17.

HlpfeFFTO restriction regarding the 
base, as contrasted with swqHW, 
cf. to rt irfiRiq*; m

swffa'rd %ffri 
fJpW I siwft:
m .\  M. Bh. on P . m .  1.2.

division of a word 
( in use in a language) into the 
base and the affix, which is looked 
upon as the main function oi 
grammar.

restoration to the ori
ginal word from the substituted
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word; e.g. the restoration of the 
root f^ in  #£T EfTn̂ #; cf.
3 n ^ ? R n f^ ;otf31II5̂ Tfi=?RcKT^2 I

sifw scw ft: 9f f  
g^apj;, M. Bh. on III. 1.26 Vart. 6.

JJ f̂ssTF? phonetical maintenance of. a 
wording without allowing any 
euphonic modifications as found in 
the case of a dual form ending in
f ,  ® or ? , as also in other specified 
cases; cf. f a n d  the 
following rules P. I. 1.11 to. 19, as 
also sgcrajpi srfa VI. 1.125.

the accent i.e. the acute 
accent ( 3? r a ), possessed by the 
original word as contrasted with the 
accent of the affix 
which ( latter) is looked upon as 
more powerful; cf. ( "Jjpl'Cr) 'jt'K. 
HffTOt Prefer M. Bh. on II. 1.24, II .
2.29 Vart. 17. See Pariini Sutras
V I. 2.1 to 63.

difference in the radical base ; 
a different radical base ; cf. 5*r- 
g ’reiorei. 1# :  nffqnfw; M. Bh. on I.
1.4 ; cf. also

fsfjquniicr M. Bh. on P.I.

3.1.

Sjfcqaj&^w restriction regarding the 
sense of the radical base; cf. Sfir#- 
fqajt spfoi SIFMWUWH: i sig^ra- 

^ M. Bh. on P. I.
3.t2 Vart. 5.

Hfrc?if intact, without any change by 
rules of euphony; accent etc. ,* cf. 
P. V I. 2.1 etc. V I. 2.i37s V I. 3.74 
and VI.4.163.

Hfse superior, excellent; cf. -

; M. Bh. on P. V. 3.55 Vart.3.

{1) the place of articulation, the 
place of the production ol sound,

such as throat, chest, palate and 
the like ; cf. ^  5 ^ :

n̂5rf=Eaj% M. Bh. Pradipa on fes § 
gnra5T55flm?ng. P. I. 2.30 Vart. 2 ; 
(-2) recital of Veda, described as 
3OTTIS cf. 3*rc*n ^ W r  srqfir M. 
Bh. on P. V III. 4.28; cf. also 
u sffii ”  quoted in the
Mahabhasya on P. V I. 1.172 ; ( 3 ) 
regularity in the position of words, 
regular order of words.

a well-known grammatical 
work by Ramacandralesa of the 
fifteenth century. The subject 
matter of Panini’s Astadhyayi is 
arranged in this work according to 
topics. I t  is similar to and the 
predecessor of Siddhantakaumudi 
which has a similar arrangement. 
The work was very popular before 
Siddhantakaumudi. I t  has almost 
about a dozen commentaries of 
which Prasada of Vitthala and 
PrakaSa of Sesakrsna are famous. 
Prakriyakaumudi has an abridge
ment called Tattvacandra by 
Jayanta, a pupil of Ramacandra. 
There are glosses like Prakriya- 
ranjana by ViSvanatha, Prakriya- 
vyakrti by ViSvakarma, Prakriya- 
ratnamani by DhaneSvara, precep
tor of Bopadeva.

called also ^qi€rg<&- 
sajf̂ ajr or even ii'uprfSscJr ( f f t i) 
written by a learned grammarian 
named Krsnapandita belonging to 
the famous Sesa family of gra
mmarians.

a commentary on 
Ramacandra’s Prakriyakaumudi by 
a grammarian named KaSInatha.

name of the learned 
commentary on the R^wi'tig#, 
called also by
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KrsnaSesa, the son of NrsimhaSesa, 
which is, in a way, an improvement 
upon the commentary Prasada of 
VitthaleSa.

SFB^IErffa name of a commentary on 
the written by =35fi<nf°KU

name of the scholarly com
mentary on Ramacandra’s Prakri
yakaumudi, written by VitfhaleSa, 
the grandson of Ramacandra.

srferRrNN? a famous prakriya work, 
in twenty sections, of Narayana 
Bhatta, the most prominent gra
mmarian of Kerala of the seven
teenth century A. D« see Narayana 
Bhatt.

srfOTRTStf a work on grammar by 
Abhayacandra in which the Sutras 
of Sakatayana’s Sabdanu§asana are 
arranged in the form of different 
sections dealing with the different 
topics of grammar.

JWhUIR* a class of words headed by 
the word to which the tad.
affix q ( s q ) is added in the four 
senses prescribsd in P. IV. 2.67-70 ; 

, e.g. snim , , ^ fr m ^ e tc .;  cf. 
K§£. on P. IV. 2.80.

a couple of Vedic hymns divided 
into three hymns for purposes of 
singing as Sam an; cf. m  1: sfffr 

fera: B 
Rnm fcgsq% Kas. on P. IV . 2.55..

S5*ficT a fault of utterance or recital 
where a simple word in conversa
tion or recital is uttered in a tone 
proper for singing or in a manner 
suitable for singing; cf. spftcf: e m -  
jp ’lfer: Kaiy. on M. Bh. A hai. 1.

lit. held as it is, uncombinable 
by ©aphonic rules; the same as Rp?»

a description of the Samhita 
text of the Veda in which a pragr- 
hya vowel preceding another vowel 
is held up ( s?jp) i. e. kept as it is, 
without any euphonic combination ; 
cf. gftorarf:

R. Pr. II. 27..

a term used ih the Pratisakhya 
works and by Panini, in the sense 
of a vowel which is not combined 
with the following vowel by rules 
of euphony ; e. g. gsirl ama^r, spft 
are etc ; cf. R. Pr. I. 28 and 29 ; P.
1. 1.11-19 and VI. 1. 125.

absence of euphonic change; the 
term is frequently used in the 
Taittiriya Pratisakhya; cf. T . Pr.
I. 60, IV . 1. 1-54.

ttU'&S name given to the subdivisions 
of chapters or sections in certain 
books.

( 1 )  a specific feature or quality 
(*r#) of the grave ( ) accent 
when a vowel, accented grave, is 
preceded, by a (circumflex 
vowel) and is followed upon by 
another grave-accented vowel.. 
These grave vowels in succession, 
i.e. the grave voweis which are not 
followed by ah acute or a circum
flex vowel, are uttered neither dis
tinctly circumflex nor distinctly 
grave; cf. also R. Pr. III. 11-14. 
They are uttered like the acute, 
but slightly s o ; e. g. the vowels 
after % and before in ^ q$j% 
goffer • cf. ?qtef«r%rrqin3?Riwr jt̂ hj 

T. Pr. X X I. 10, 11 also cf. 
P. 1. 2.39, where the term is 
used for the word Jr=rq; (2 ) the 
connection of one word with many 
words; e. g. ^  qtgpqsj g^rsj where 
*I?f: is connected with nt, a?jg and 
g w ; cf. Mi Bh.
on II, 1,1 Vart, 6. (3 ) It is under
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stood as an independent accent by 
the Khandikiya and Aukhiklya 
schools.

a class of words headed by the 
word siff to which the tad. affix 3f 
( 3TO_) is added without any change 
of sense ; e. g. stiff:, q ife :  e tc .; cf. 

S f  *3 m -  < s i#  ^  1 * 1 ^ 1  'W f 
m ST?fI I K ai. on P . V.

4* 3«-

composition ( of the original 
Sutra w ork); cf. g w R  %tra. i
avpjsrr Kas. on P. IV. 2.
117 ; cf. also KaS. on P. V . 1.94. 
and V. 4.21.

spj^^a silent; cf. f^fl T.
Pr. II. 20 explained by U vvata as

3Tgq%% fe fi  srD!rar fj_6oif*3jn 1

( 1)  vocally, pronouncedly, 
expressly without any attention to 
the derivation or the formation of 
the word ; ( 2 ) irregular formation; 
c. g%T<it*r sffet^gxfffC where siRrere 
is explained as Rqrier̂  by U vvata ; 
cf. srR w  fjprra^i ?n*rf%-

m 3?ftr jpTtJifUfar 
U vvata on R. Pr. I. 23,

sfcrasr recital in the reverse order as 
in some of the artificial recitations 
of the Samhita text such as set, sw 
etc.

srfcT5R?f^ a class of words headed by 
the word srfcrsRt to which the tad. 
affix f«l ()p O  is added in the. sense

- of ‘ good a t ' ( cfW HIg:) ;  cf. stfeNft 
fllg: srrfifaffta:, Kas.
on P. IV . 4.99.

fffaiJS srRtffHr also ; hypothesis, express 
tenet in a Sastra or convention ; cf.
5TI®: w: JT&5TR I 3ffe

1 smuti i p i #  arrRrgel’ 1 
fw tr  gnjf^snlag^ m. B hton P. I. 3. 
3 3 ; cf. also sfsftgfnSmT: 'nfSpfcfl:

Kas. on P. I. 3.2, VII. 1.1. Jtfafi- 
Kas§. on P . I. 3.11.

a supplement to the Vajas- 
aneyi Pratiiakhya. Its authorship 
is attributed to Katyayana. A  rela
tively recent work, it is different 
from a Pratijnasutra mentioned by 
Carariavyuha,

opponent, opposing ; 

3T5=crcf q t̂ 1
M. B h . on P . V III. 3 .15 .

sfaWf^AffiFT predicate, as opposed to 
the subject; cf.

cp d iffljf M.
B h . P ra d ip a .

knowledge, understanding ; cf.
srfo'm irRr<rc<ns: 1 

M. Bh. on Ahn. 1 ;  also cf. M. Bh. 
on P. I. 1. 2X Vart. 5, I. 1. 44, 
46 etc.

5n%tyf%Jiffcre?q difficulty in understand
ing; requiring an effort to under
stand the sense ; cf. ^ 1^ 1%  § JrRi%i 

SW  5rfefa%rfcR5q’t  Puru.
Pari. 98.

difficulty in understand
ing ; requiring a longer time in un
derstanding the sense ; cf. fir JfRr- 
qf%JTTC# Wo. Sira, Pari. 50. See

facility of understanding ; 
cf. jr%<ri%stqw ?T3Rl3rf ?f?r 3Nfcn^r- 

Sira. Pari. gr.
•9

5T%(f t̂n3 ( 1)  recital of each and every 
w ord; (2 )  enumeration of every 
word ; cf. t% ^ R r  irfenrer srfcr>mis: 
s&faq;, M. Bh. on Ahn. 1,

express statement by a 
definite wording : cf. m  m l 3*t«R^r 
fe n  3c5PTfl# =?
srfgTO^IspU M .B h . on III. 3. 12. 
Vart. 1 ;  cf. also ^



 ̂ i gsr jq: q#- *sr
Safari l b ?̂ q# stfa^ srR i t ^ o r f  
g § f w  i qR%^^: fi% sfir «it wit *n . 
f^tilT; M. Bh. on P. II. 2.8 and II. 
2 . 10 .

srRrFffsrfe an injunction or operation 
stating expressly the word or words 
for which it is m eant; cf. 4 sfcT 

a  l ^ strt g*i:
Straq- f̂qftRq :̂, *t: I M. Bh.
on P. V III. 2.72.

STf^R^t  ̂ expressly stated as opposed 
to implied or suggested; cf. s^pi- 
srfat#Rmf: srfwT^TRw Par.
Sek. Pari. 105; cf. also fq^tuj sjRf- 

ErferT-̂ t̂ p Puru. Pari. 3.

srfQ'TI^J ( )  a crude base such as a 
root or a substantive without a case 
affix as given by etymologists and 
grammarians for the convenience of 
understanding with a sense attri
buted 1o it, although, as a matter of 
fact, it does not possess individually 
any sense, cp. Vak. pad. I. 24.

srfitsrag lit. bringing into life again ; 
the - term is used in the sense of a 
counter-exception ; cf.
5=1: ^K^^rroir&sraqi\ 
aTRTRsjlfeterc I Bhasavrtti on II.
2.16.

yfdsj-ST obstacle in the way of the 
production of the result as caused 
by the Time Force, cp. Vak. pad.
III. 9.11. cp. vn^cRiW 3*1*:

1 ( |esr.)

( 1 )  original flash of intelligence 
which is described to be of six kinds 
as arising from nature, practice, 
study, contact, luck, special circum
stance, automatic appearance and 
immediate coming in. cp. Vak. pad.
II. 117,148 , 152. cp. jrfet̂ iT ^sirfSt-
g%sil g^55^?RiJ$5>irrr ( j o q . )

( 2 )  sense arising in the mind on

the utterance of a sentence, which 
is stated by some scholars as the 
sense 01 a sentence, cp. Vak. pad.
II. 143.

negative counterpart; cf. «r 
ipjsr? ^far M/Bh. on II 

1.69. Vart. 6 ; also M. Bh.’ on V III.
8.4 Vart. 8 ; corresponding term ; cf. 
m m im  =ej KaS.
on V. 3.1.

similar in appearance ; cf. ot- 
Bnf|flf%ajR5r$^4*hlS} MTOTT M. 
Bh. on P. II. 2.24. Vart. 22, as also 
on P . III. 4.2; cf. 
mren:, mien: ; cf. also
srfe =3 snrreirfsrs'T  ̂ ?f?r
Nyasa on P. I. 4.54.

n fw tl?  lit. regressive; a kind of 
Samdhi or euphonic combination, 
in which the consonant precedes 
and the vowel comes after i t ; e.g.

cf. «KSRr%.
*f*I Uvvata on R. Pr. I. 4.

s r W r  for every letter; corresponding 
to every letter; cf. qqf:
srfcr '̂ftqsdg'isst: M. Bh. on Ahnika 2, 
Siva sutra 5.

srfef^fFf counteraction; solving a 
difficulty by taking the necessary 
action; cf. sif&fWOT®:
M. Bh. on P. VII. 4.60 Vart. 4 ;  cf. 
also era sjlcrftwr 31=#^%#,
K a i  on P. VI. 1.2 ; cf. also the 
usual expression M. Bh.
on 1 . 1 .3 9 ,1. 3.10, 4.1.1 etc.

a rule or operation which is 
prohibited or prevented from appli
cation by a specific negation of it 
by another rule or operation laid 
down to prohibit it. Generally the 
prohibited rule does not apply 
again 4 cf. SfgcIT fmifa-

Par. Sek. Pari. 40; cf.
I M. Bh. on P. I.
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1.43. The word srfgfte which is 
generally used in ancient works 
appears to be an earlier word as 
compared with Frftg which is used 
by later grammarians.

prohibition, negation, prohibi
tion of a rule or operation; general
ly sfiito or is laid down 
by the use of the negative particle 
( connected with a verbal acti
vity, and not with a noun in a 
compound in which case the nega
tion is named cf. sra«*rafct'Ni 
3-t: -ferai

afetNre; a word expressing a prohibi
tion, e.g. the negative particle i? 
( jpO ; cf. itffi srf^ra: T. Pr. X X II. 
8.

the priority of consi
deration given to rules laying down 
a prohibition, for instance, the 
prohibition of guiia or vrddhi by 
the rule f|fir P. I. 1.5 after giving 
due consideration to which, the 
injunctions i.e. the guna and vrddhi 
rules are to be applied ;
Par. Sek. Pari. x 12; cf. also 
«c3»r%: s r f^ ^ R a re s rS ^ :
stisffa; M. Bh. P. on III. 1.30.

what is prohibited, as opposed 
to cf, 3tr4 xf M. Bh.
on P. I. 1.47, I. 1.51.

Sjragf^ot editing with improvement, 
with an attempt to restore the 
correct version or the original text 
in the place of the corrupt one; 
sometimes suitable additions and 
improvements are also m ade; e.g. 
^Esrfff?rc*w»i attributed to Patanjali.

SfRlBflT withdrawal of a qualifying 
word after its function of qualifying 
the principal word is accomplished 
as in the case of the word §j§ where

the possessive affix ncjiL is with- ~ 
drawn or deleted after qualifying 
the word §p. cp. Vak. pad. III. 14.9.

excessive contact with the 
sound-producing organ which is. 
looked upon as a fa u lt; cf.

^55 hi#  1
m  { c m ) Rfatn:

1 Uvvata on R. Pr. X IV . 7.

SKftem whose sense is clear and which 
hence does not require any further 
explanation; cf. q*n'

1 Nir. I. 13.

lit. broken or split up; the 
separated words of the Samhita of 
the Vedas i e. the Padapatha; the 
recitation of the Padapatha; cf.

^ R. Pr. I. 3.

srarRT presence of the soul inside the 
body occupied by it, with a consci
ousness of which the subject causes 
the application of the 5 ^  or 
the first person affixes to the root 
expressing an activity, cp. Vak. 
pad. III. 10.1. cp. sffawajcT
3t ss if 3P?raWt sfrnwr,
H ft aRrM ftqaf 1 ctgre: 1

statal feiwn g  BTrHpsrfwi: l ( 1 st. )

a word in which the verbal 
activity is actually noticed, as for 
instance, verbs and krt formations; 
the term is used as an antonym of

affix, suffix, a termination, as 
contrasted with jrgfer the base; cf. 
sreqiz# ffr  sraq:; cf. also aik
tfgsiPPlfa S WTO M. Bh. on III. r .t 
Vart. 8 ; The word SR̂ FI is used in 
the Pratisakhya works in the sense 
of ‘ following5 or ‘ that which 
follows ’, e.g. R.
Pr. I. 30 which is explained by 
Uvvafa as m'- ^
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'*%■ qpna.
U vvata on R. Pr. I. 30; cf. 

Jt^ir qajRijpgft So t : <r : T. Pr.
V. 7 ;  cf. also V. Pr. III. 8. Pra- 
tyaya or the suffix is generally 
placed after the base; cf. s?cqq: trcar 
P. III. 1.1, 2; but sometimes it is 
placed before the b ase; e.g. ^ 5 : ;  
cf. f%«HT gqf P. V. 3.68.
The conjugational signs ( 3 ^  
e tc .), the signs of tenses and moods 
ff%s, re=̂ , mg, etc.) and the 
compound endings ( swrainr) are all 
called pratyayas according to 
Panini’s grammar, as they are all 
given in the jurisdiction ( )  
of the rule STSTC: III. 1.1, which 
extends upto the end of the fifth 
chapter ( ai«nq). There are six main 
kinds of affixes given in grammar 

ra<m5W, issrw, dismsra, mg- 
5 ^  ( e.g. in the roots 
e tc .) and iforew. The word is 
used in the sense of realization, in 
which case the root % in the word 
'<m means ‘ knowing % according to 
the maxim JTcWf fRWf:; cf.
SoWFl Nir. I. 15.

the guiding rule that 
when an affix ( 5RW) is given in a 
rule as a rafter ( causing something), 
the affix denotes a word-form which 
begins with that to which that affix 
has been added and ends with the 
affix itse lf; cf. sr?Wi?f% ftffST-

=3 Par. Sek. Pari. 
23. The rule zrfSrqtej, which pre
scribes the affix <r.fi ( 3TT?H ), has the 
word qs*. and ^  which respectively 
mean and fSFfr; in the word
qwmqfaoi from the word
is looked upon as qsfnr to which ^  
( s?i*W) is affixed and hence the word 
tnTTiUjqfqni is arrived at and not

a term applied to secondary 
roots wbifb are formed by adding

affixes like fo;^, etc. to pri
mary roots or by the addition of 
affixes like fifjj., WJ., etc. to 
nouns; e.g. TOq,

JTijta, îsnq, s w t s  etc.; 
cf. 'tras: P.. III. 1.32'} cf.
also sremia 1 jtarrafer, 'jrorfer,
M. Bh. on VI. 1.162 Vart. 3.

a conventional name given to 
the first pada of the third adhyaya 
of Panini’s Astadhyayi which begins 
with the rule III. 1.1.

an operation caused by ah 
affix which takes place even though 
the affix is elided; e.g. the term 
is applied to- #JTg^ etc. on
account of the words ending with a 
case affix although the affix of the 
nom. sing, has been elided; cf. sraq- 

P. I. 1.62 and K a i.
thereon.

a rule prescribing the addi
tion of a suffix; cf.

P. I. 4.13.

S c a r e s  an accent which is prescribed 
in general for an affix viz. the 
acute accent or Udatta by the rule 
3ns?Rf«} Pa. III. 1.3. cf. f| 
FTTCTfRSR: S3
sfT̂ tTl ^^fcT I M.
Bh. on P. I. 1.56 Vart. 23.

(infer) a base ending in an 
affix, a secondary base as opposed 
to the. original base, which is des
cribed to be of six kinds. gcfr^FcTT 
( Ifffer:) as in ajigf, e tc .;

as in anfera:,
traer^frr etc.; ®?sR«t?iP?rt as in 
g io ^ ^ e tc .;  as in
W , erm- etc.; mgHfrtstOTFerT as in 
fofitaf, ^ 3 1  etc.; as in

etc.

5R3PTFS the meaning of an affix. 
Generally meanings are assigned

34
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to affixes when they are prescribed. 
When the meanings are not assign
ed, the affix is supposed to bear 
the sense of the base ; cf. 3?pTKaW?: 

•JRTO: Par. JSek. on Pari, 113. 
The sense given by a word in 
language is the composite sense of 
the base and the affix together ; cf. 

grf'4 sa: 1 *r
9Rqq: I M. Bh. on 

P. I. 2.64 Vart. 5.
*

reference ( made to some
thing ) by a w ord; cf.

SR-JRJlti: Kas. on P. III. 
4.75 ; cf. also ,̂% giforai

■ 5icq?iRf%: Kas. on P. IV.
I-H 3-

rejection of a rule or a 
word or words in a rule shown as 
redundant, .their purpose being 
shown as served otherwise; cf. gfq

g?ra; 1 
s*n i

• %l!TOl>JMTR:f!rl Kas. on I. 2.51.

Sf^n^FFTSti an alternative which propo
ses the rejection of something such 
as a rule or its p a rt; cf. sirWfZiR- 
%!: M. Bh. on Siva
Sutra 4 ; cf. also q^R^q

?mtr I V j adi
Pari, 42.

one who advocates the 
rejection of something, an oppo
nent; an objector-; cf.
3T tf-?n^  fttPT f%  Kaiy. on M.Bh. 
on P. VI. 4.22 Vart. 15.

ut. taking again ; uttering a 
word already utttered .in the 
Krama and other recitations of 
the Vedas ; cf. .jRjft sp-'qirrfeTR jreqt- 

cRT: I SCTRR 3^ # t3T Uvvata 
on R. Pr. X -i.

SFWFTftr restitution, restoration to the 
previous wording; cf. stiiraftsfisq ^

sf^iqfgf^qrM . Bh.; on P. V I. 3.34 
.Vart. 2 ; restoration to the ,pie- 
vious nature ; cf. sr^R î

l ^ r .  max I M. Bh. on P.
. ,  v i i i . 4,68. ; .

sr«nfn*T literally, repetition jn, a con
trary way ;. in the Pratisakhya 
literature, the word refers to the 
repetition of a Vedic passage; 
repetition by pupils after hearing 
from the preceptor ; cf.

Uvvata on R. Pr. X V. 9.

That which is expressed by a 
word, cp. Vak. pad. II . 119. sRqp# 
31^:1(503.). i-

S?*n??3T: ( 1 )  statement after prohibi
tion, lit. commencing again; induc
ing a person to do something; after 
he has refused to do it by repeating 
the order or request for generally 
by beginning the appeal with the 
word q f ; e.g. 1 a f  3i^'E# ;
cf. P. V III. 1.31 and
Kasika and Nyasa thereon. (2 )  
commencement or laying down 
again in spite of previous mention ; 
cf. qlgi qp't®:
M. Bh. on P. VI-3.46.

close contact or association ; 
cKSHqtel, 3m?!% i

V. Pr. V. 2

SR*rrcrf% immediate proximity ; close 
contact; the same as SRqreiF which 
see above ; cf. wfSu'Srfo^rtft
Jrcqre%W^ Kas. on P. I. 3.88. 
cf. also Kas. on VII. 1.95.

or snqfgftra=ER a. dictum 
that a word should, as far as possi
ble, be construed with the nearest 
w ord; cf. Ufa:
5?{%qTxt̂ Fi3»q: Sira. Pari. 48.

lit. bringing together; bring
ing together several letters ( or-
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words in a few cases, such as roots 
or nouns) by mentioning the first 
and the last only for the sake of 
brevity. I t  is a means to obtain 
brevity of utterance. The term 
Pratyahara is generally used in con
nexion with brief terms such as 3PI, 
3 ^ 3 ^ ,  and'the like, created 
by Panini in bis grammar by taking 
any particular letter and associat
ing it with any mute final letter 
( argspsf) of the fourteen Sivasutras 
with a view to including all letters 
beginning with the letter uttered 
and ending with the letter that 
precedes the mute letter. The 
practice of using such abbrevia
tions was ih existence before 
Panini, possibly in the grammar 
attributed to Indra. Bopadeva 
uses the word Samahara for 
Pratyahara. The word SHICR is not 
actually used by Panini. It is found 
in Rktantra 1.3, ‘

I Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya 
has the same iRitlfKs as in Panini. 
The term appears to have come 
into use after Panini. Panini has 
not given any definition of the 
term Pratyahara. He has simply 
given the method of forming the 
Pratyaharas and he has profusely 
used them. For a list of Pratya
haras used by Panini, see Kasika on 
Mahesvara Sutras. According to 
Kasika seznfRs are~ forty two. 
Candra has reduced the number. 
Jainendra, Sakatayana, Malayagiri 
and Mugdhabodha haveadopted 
the rs of Panini. They are not 
found in Katantra. Sarasvata uses 
them without ^  ( marker).

a term for the fourteen 
Siva Sutras which are utilized for 
the formation of Pratyaharas.

a short treatise explain
ing the pratyaharas aim, 3^ 3 ^  etc.

in the grammar of Panini; one such 
work is written by a southern 
grammarian named

5rc3n!|RT%3> name given to the second 
Ahnika of the Mahabhasya which 
explains the Siva Sutras sReifj, 
etc., and hence naturally discusses 
the Pratyaharas.

repetition especially of what 
has been recited by the preceptor ; 
cf. sicjgracrsiffi 
xfeqT m, R. Pr. X V . 8.

Sfcapfaq bringing to life again; the 
term is used in the sense of srfaTOT 
or counter exception.

counter instance. In order 
to explain the wording of a gram
matical rule clearly, it is custo
mary to give along with the 
instances of the rule ( wheie the 
rule has been effectively employ
ed), a few words which would 
have resulted into other faulty 
words by the application o f  the 
particular rule in case that rule 
had not been stated or a word or 
more of it had been omitted ; cf.
?T sqp(f*lR

I 1% f f f |  i 3< 0f?> T

1 M. Bh.
in Ahnika 1.

SWT lit. premier, first; the word is 
used in connection with the perso
nal affixes Iq ., TO, %  ( 3f% )  of 
verbal forms. See the word 5$  ̂
above; cf. 3 ^ 5 ^ :

I is?: G3«a: 1 M. Bh. 
on P. II. 3.1 and 4. The word 
is used in the Pratisakhya works in 
the sense of the first consonants of 
the five vargas or groups of conso
nants ; cf. V. Pr.'
IV . n o  cf.

M. Bh. on P. VI. 4.120
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V ait 3, also cf. Katantra I. 4.1 
and Hem. I. 3.35. (3  ) The 
word is also used ( in the 
feminine gender) in the sense of 
the case affixes i  ( s ) ,  ^t, SR  l 3̂ )  
o f  the nominative case. (4 )  The 
word is also used in the sense of the 
premier accent g^ra ( acu te) ;  cf.

U vvata on R. 
Pr. III. 8. (5 ) Name of the second 
musical note in the singing of 
Saman.

S'iWI the nominative case; case affixes 
of the nominative case. cf. jti% -  

.m m  P. II'.
3.46.

C*
illustration; cf. 5% 1

. ffciwn: ^ ®
1% aft 1 K ai.
on P. III. 1 .4 1; cf. also ftfflifr zN- 

I Jr ĝsrî : I Kas, on P. I. 2.59.

mode of articulation, the same
as

SRfW popular name of the famous com
mentary on the Mahabhasya of 
Patanjali, written by the reputed 
grammarian Kaiyata in the eleventh 
century A.D. The commentary is 
a very scholarly and critical one 
and really does justice to the well- 
known compliment given to it, viz, 
that the Pradipa has kept the Maha
bhasya alive which otherwise would 
have remained unintelligible and 
consequently become lost. The 
commentary sra'T is based on the 
commentary or
written by Bhartrhari, The 
Pradipa is to this day looked upon 
as the single commentary on the 
Mahabhasya in spite of the presence* 
of a few other commentaries on 
it which are all thrown into the 
back-ground by it.

Kaiyatabhatta, the author of 
the famous commentry st^r on the 
Mahabhasya, which see above.

ST'ft'Tfeq̂ crt called also written by
the well-known grammarian Nagesa- 
bhatta of Varanasi who 
flourished in the first half of the 
eighteenth century.

lit. district; sphere of application, 
place of the application of a rule. 
The word is frequently used in this 
sense in the Kasika Vrtti ; cf. JTrW- 
n%T: K ai.
on P. III. 1 .1 ;  cf. also 
3*3?rtr sfror S?It3Pi: Kas. on P. I.
2.30. The word is also used in 
the sense of the place of use or uti
lity ; cf. sr^mri^ a 5  2WT-

ra 3 1 ...sfirffrrc
^ R? Par. Sek. Pari. 3.
Nirukta uses it in the sense of root.

•s
a rule, laying down a positive 

original injunction as opposed to 
the smKSlW; cf. %: araf:

com. on R. Pr. X I. 35.

STOW ( 1 )  the principal thing as oppos
ed to the subordinate one; some
thing which has got an independent 
purpose of its own and is not meant 
for another; ^ *NP'T-

M. Bh. on P. I. 2.43 V. 5 ; 
cf. also JtXFT OTBUcJR: I
Par. Sek. Pari. 97 ; ( 2 )  predomi
nant ; of main importance; cf. <p- 

etc. M. Bh. on II.
i.6, 20, 49; II. 2 6 e tc .; ( 3 )  pri-

■ mary as opposed to secondary; cf. 
jfiSt ggi§;: JT4I% ^TTff^fPU
cf. also srsjfngitrfoi^1
3WEn% p K R H . M. Bh. on I. 4.51.

STSTFfRtg prominently mentioned as 
opposed to 3Ti^qf%g: cf. ssg: ^  
g ifts}  1 JPrrcftig: ^
M.Bh. on III. 1 .1 1 ;  cf. also jraRRT- 
^Rlgql: Vyadi Pari. 67.
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SIK^r^ disappearing ; cf. 3 f̂tcW*?Rtqt- 
g«FW Vyadi Pari. i t .

SfT^  amplification, further explana
tion, clarification. The expression 

srq«f: or ,Jrq=a: is very
frequently used in the Kasika v r t t i; 
cf. K a i  on P. II. 1.33, 37, 41, 58,
II. 4.28, III. 2.61 etc.

a term used for a division of a 
' work by an ancient writer, as for 
instance in the case of the Atharva- 
pratiiakhya.

a small treatise on gram
mar in general by Vijjalabhupati, 
has a comirentary on it by Gopala- 
giri.

STvrt ( 1)  name of a commentary on 
the Sabdakaustubha by Raghaven- 
dracarya Gajendragadkar; (2) name 
of a commentary on Kaiyata’s 
Mahabhasyapradipa; (3) name of a 
commentary on Sabdakaustubha 
by Vaidyanatha.

a Jain grammarian who wrote 
a learned commentary named Nyasa 
on the Amoghavrtti of Amogha- 
varsa.

a passage or a word at the com
mencement ; cf. an 
T. Pr. IV . 22 ; cgcnfsJnsftft R. Pr. 
X . 4 fe y js r ’i&R =** P. II. 1.17.

smaller division, sub-division.

( 1 )  authority; authoritative 
proof; cf. smm M.
Bh. on I. 2.64 Vart. 29; ( 2 ) mea
surement, measure ; cf. §33^- 

P. V. 2.37; srflqer: gq: 
5Tia: Kas. on P. I. r.50.

5WTT? inadvertence; negligence; cf.
M. Bh. on

P. IV. 2.70 ; cf. also
5Wl3;<nsmi: K aiy. on P. I. 1.72
Vart. 4.

the same as 5Fq?3; see muR.

( 1 )  effort; the word is used in 
connection with the effort made 
for producing sound; cf. gsqrcqJFqw 

P. I. 1.9; these efforts are 
described to be of two kinds 3TH and 
3)1^ ^  of which the latter are con
sidered in determining the cognate 
nature of letters ( BRoif); cf. 3ii*q?cn;- 
sro?m: K a i  on P. I.
1.9 ; ( 2 ) specific measure taken for 
a particular purpose such as mark
ing a letter with a particular tone 
or accent or dividing a rule, or lay
ing down a modificatory rule or the 
like ; cf. %5JRgff%:

Kas. on F. IV.
3-22.

a small “* treatise on 
verbal forms'by

SWfa ( 1 )  employment or use of a word 
in language and literature about 
which, laying down rules is looked 
upon as the purpose of grammar ; 
cf. Kaiy. on
P. V. 1.16, ^riui

2j«lf M.Bh. Ahnika
1. Vart. 1 ;  ( 2 )  use of speech; 
utterance ; cf. e  w tw in :  ««HT- 
mm: T. Pr. X V III. 4. (. 3)

cp. Vak. pad. II. 124.

5t4faTpWT general rules or principles 
laid down regarding the use of words 
in language and literature such as 
( 1)  a word recognised as correct 
should always be used, cf.
BU RRRW l Î'TST̂ iT ^ stSfW : 
fe t f  iii'RF&ifir 1 k4-

M. Bh. on P .
1. 1. Ahnika 1, (2 )  never a base 
alone or an affix alone should be 
used, but always a base with the 
necessary affix should be used; cf. 
qrem ^ a i% : sr^l^r ^
%«?s: M. Bh. on P. 1. 2.64 Vart.
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-8, also on P. III. 1.94 Vart. 3 ; ( 3) 
when the sense is already expressed 
by a word, a word repeating the 
sense should not be used; cf. s ĉTRf- 
iilwJlJT:. Besides these many minor 
regulations pf the type of Pari
bhasas are laid down by gram
marians. For details see Paribhasa - 
Sariigraha Introduction.

• ■“v
a small treatise in verses on 

the conjugation of roots, written 
by Bhavanatha Miira, son of 
Ramapati.

known also by the 
name an elementary trea
tise on syntax, attributed to 
who must, of course, have been 
different from the ancient gramma
rian -

name of a recognised trea
tise on grammar written by 
fqgreijftsr of Bengal in the four
teenth century. The treatise ex
plains many words which, although 
current in language and literature, 
cannot be easily formed by rules of 
grammar. The author has tried to 
form them by . applying rules of 
grammar given in the grammatical 
systems of Panini and Katantra. 
The alphabet given in this treatise 
is according to the system of the 
Tantra Sastra which shows a 
scholarship of. the author in that 
branch. The grammar was studied 
much in Bengal and Assam.

a sentence which is actually 
in use among the people as opposed 
to- sifiMHm, a sentence for techni
cal purposes, cp. Vak. pad. III. 
14.615. cp. 5 srqtn-
flW , t i f i s  1 ( )

an elementary work on the 
three constructions which has no 
name of the author mentioned.

sr^nflrqq- sphere or domain of the use 
of words; the whole Vedic and 
classical recognized literature ; cf; 
•*t c ft sr%»ifw: i tmgiqr
3% <!=£!: W i':
flfirar:, Br*r-

. , ^fNrfipn srigf^, ^
;■ - s w  ■ 

irqlJiflfq: M. Bh. Ahnika. 1. 
Vart. 5. ' ,

causing another to do ; causal 
agent; cf. f  irgl fRr K a i.
on P. I. 4.55. also Vak. pad.-II. 
399-

SfsptSR object, motive or purpose in 
undertaking particular th in g; the 
woid is used although rarely, in the 
sense of a cause a lso ; cf.
JT-qlsffilFf 3^ 4 sqHRniij; M. Bh. Ahnika 
t. For the ad-vantages of the study 
of Vyakarana, see M. Bh. Ahnika 
1. See also Vyakarana Mahabhasya 
Vol. V II pp. 226, 227, D. E. 
Society’s edition.

SWST that which is employed or 
incited or urged; the word which 
is the subject in the primitive con
struction and becomes an object in 
the causal construction, and as a 
result, which is put in the accusa
tive case being As, how
ever, the originally occu
pies the place of the subject in the 
primitive construction, the term 

( JT^aJTtiwf ^ ) is often 
used in connection with it, as 
contrasted with the term irqtew if 
which is used with respect to the 
-subject in the causal construction ; 
cf. ?c ^ stiigRt- 
Rm ^gt ?r jtihtRt i M. Bh. 
on P. III. 1.26 Vart. 1 ; cf. also 
K aiy. on P. I. 2.65.

( 1 )  recital of Vedic texts ; cf.
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. R. Pr. X V. 16; also m  % *t«=q 
=? 5Hir smit-wi (

- R. Pr, X I. 33; (2 ) the reading of 
the Samhita. text s r r f^  31. *15pri 

. jpr ’̂%.it?:-^r. JTR̂ R: I S R ^ ^ l't 'T O  
I V. Pr. I.- 132,

sra°T circumflex accent; possessed of 
' svarita accent; cf. a#: W  t 
; ir^ui sgfejw# • 5 ^ :  sftfrc??:: 
T. Pr. I. I. 47; cf. also 5jg??jq; 
M. Bh. on VI. 2.33.

Sf*l̂ sfit'}T«5iq' a grammarian who wrote, 
an explanatory gloss named %qs- 

on the written
by Kaiyatabhatfa. 
t

ST̂ cRI incitement or inducement which 
is the sense of the * lin ’ affixes in 
general ; cf. srqtflTqf § 1-

a grammatical explanation ; 
detailed explanation by citing the 
gender, number, krt affix, tad. affix 
and the like; cf.
%r: spjrt: 1
( original) sffld nimrslf?r 3 =3 HW: I 
T. Pr. X III. 9; The word is ex
plained as a change in the from of 
a word, as for instance, by the sub
stitution of g,.for ragq where f&grr is, 
in fact, expected ; cf. jrsrt

m m
nth?q 3'i^K 1 m i

Uvvata on R. Pr. IV. 22 ; 
cf. also sfgTcfT: ffer: R. Pr. IX . 
18. In the Nirukta, the word is 
used in the sense of ‘ distinct men
tion ’ ; cf. ttqiPiTOmft ^crwifflfs^- 
W1?i: ttpift *?qf% ( deities are men
tioned under the name of Aditya ) 
Nir II. 13 ; cf. also %s?rafNr: srrt: 
Nir. VII. 23-

scholars who explain the 
changes ( 5TTO) mentioned above ; 
possibly the Padakaras or writers 
of the t^qis; cf.

. R..;Pr.
‘ X I. .20. Apparently itqifel: ( nom. 

sing.) seems to be the word ih the 
explanation of Uvvaita.

separate or distinct utterance 
of several words of. a sentence 
which are joined together by Sam
dhi rules in a compound ( 6HI9) or 
otherwise, with a very short pause 
( 3?3*ig ) after each word. e.g. 3 
c;t% instead of 3g.far; cf. sr§ni.*n 
Hj|ui =5}%qg: R. Pr. X V . 10, where 
Uvvata remarks irRss flfeg

tfff g strlr.

made separate .with their 
eomponent parts shown clearly; 
split up into component parts in 
such a way that their meaning 
also is fully stated ; cf. cffer?wraEt- 

=e?rwI§ =? >jf 'j? ' mt sm  srfc.
■stsq I 3Ds3: 3^ : 1 E5T

1% 311 Nir. II. 2,

srf^reF! the appearance of the supreme
- Word-Energy into manifold objects 

of the “Universe which is described 
as the wakeful condition of the 
Word-Energy. cf. Vak. pad. 1. 128.

■ cp. Jrfqwf,gi«iFjNF,^qt ft m 3: l
m r ^ 1%  s*rfcr- 

1 w ?  TO!i: '-#a>i sret} 1

Hfx? ( 1 )  complete; cf. sr* 3#
sn^gsfjci

oil^, Nir. I. 9; ( 2 ) which has pre
sented itself, . which has become 
applicable; the word is used in 
connection with a grammatical rule 
or operation ; cf. ■ ^ f.r7T

M. Bh. on P. I. 2.64 Vart. 
39 ; 1̂111515?:

spirit =3 1 M. Bh. on II. 2.6 ; 
cf. qoz.i?? ^  5T|tr, M. Bh. on 
P. VI. 1.77 ; also cf.
3R: ... cTTafe 5TlxT: v\vt
S. K . on p . VII. 1.35.
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STff% ( i )  application^ or presentation 
of a rule as opposed to H ffti; cf.

# ek-
1 ( 2 )  working; function; cf. 

S1*PT fe r a :  Bh. on
P. II. 3.7.

cause of the application of 
a word which is shown by the 
word when the affix f f  or m is 
added to it.; cf. I
RlfTMlira K a i  on P. V .
1.119. There are given four such 
causes 351%, t^i, f e t  and ^ n .

S T ff^ f  difference regarding the cause 
of application; cf. 3 :̂

Kas.
on P. V I. 2 ; 174.

a class of compound words 
headed by the word spf? in which 
the second word, which is a past 
pass, part., has its last vowel 
accented acute ; cf. sr|5 jjgwr.' 
w : ,  1 s n s t f o c e s q :  1 
ti? qt#
K a i  on P. VI. 2. 147.

’ ST%S ( 1 )  an additional letter ( vowel 
or consonant) read on splitting up 
a euphonic combination ; cf. srfegi- 

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.9 Vart. 2 ; 
( 2) contracted combination ; name 
of a Samdhi where two vowels 
coalesce into one single vowel, cf. R. 
Pr. II. 15-19.

5T % yw ^ ( mention of a thing in a 
coalescence, which when split up, 
shows a phonetic element or a letter 
which could not be known before 
the components were separated ; 
srgTOfeiRU 3i*iw§ra bt
3? ^  I M. Bh. on I. 1.27 Vart.
6 ; cf. also M. Bh. on P. II. 3.69.

( 1 )  coalescence of two vowels 
into one, as given in R. Pr. II. 6,

and 7, corresponding to the goi- if® 
and substitutes prescribed by 
the rules sn^goi: P, IV. 1.87 ; m : B #  
<f$: VI. 1.10 1; and ffiftlir VI. 1.88 
which are stated under the juris
diction of the rule 'Jjf'TCSt: VI. 
1.84; (2 )  finding out the presence 
of a letter in addition to the letters 
already present as coalesced, after 
splitting the combination into its 
different constituent letters.' This 
practice of finding out an additional 
letter is resorted to by the com
mentators only to remove certain 
difficulties in arriving at some cor
rect forms which otherwise could 
not be obtained; e.g. see f t #  ==r

where is believed to be a combina-

tion of fi and f . See srf%g and 
sf%gfq%.

S I  leader of a town ( siitsJFTtftfff I Pa.
VIII. 3.92 )• the word is quoted as 
a word which although declined 
generally in the masculine gender 
on account of its peculiar sense of 
leadership, has the feminine affix 

( f ) applied to it in the sense of
* wife ’ ( 1  |$5r° ). 
cp. p. 1 IV. 1.48.

lit. linking up ; joining; repeat
ing a word in the Kramapatha and 
joining it with the fojlpwing word ; 
e.g. the second words I s  jttftcra; etc. 
in ana fa  1 f t  ĝ UcFRC I I

SHfS applicable, but not actually 
applied ;. the word is used in con
nection with a grammatical rale or 
operation that has become appli
cable, but has not been applied ; cf.

sRRBWTOd 313#  M. Bh. 
on P. II. 3.32, also sfTOfr

M. Bh. and S. K . on P. I. 1.60. 
The term is opposed to the 
term arfafjtftr.
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R9 ’*I?5i;T Disappearance or absence 
of what should have been present, 

'  which is technically called ‘ Lopa \ 
cp. Vak. pad. III. 14.132.

TOif applicability; possibility of being 
applied; the word is used with res
pect to a grammatical rule or 
operation which is on the point of 
being applied or taking place; the 
word in fa is also used in the same 
sense; cf. ft m m  *T*q%

=3 sgsqt M. Bh. on P. I. 1.60; 
cf. also tr stBfr b  fqsr-

- fr^r:, M. Bh. on P. 1. 4.2 ; also cf. 
Sist flfqicm 3 1^ : ^ng. S.K. on 

P. I. t .50-

prohibition of the possible 
application of a rule, generally laid 
down by the use of the negative 
particle together with, or con
nected with, a verbal activity e.g, 

5H31WI P. I. 1.63, JTTfa P. VI. 4.3, 
 ̂miql’T V I. 4.74 etc. etc.; cf. sre q̂- 

fe rn  m  m  cf. also 
feignu ct?r: 'rai1%n% M. 

Bh. on P. II. 2.6. In some cases 
the negative particle in a compound 
has also to be taken at stating a 
negation by JtffsqElfe^:; cf. M. Bh. 
on P. 1. 1.43, grnispprfro;
I. 4.2, ^RqlSBxt I. 4-57-

TO? productivity, technically stated to 
be the characteristic mark of a 
m ale; masculineness. cp. Vak. pad.
III. 6.10; III. 13.27. cp. sre?: 1

see JrfefTOl? by Vitthalesa.

TOROJ a term used by ancient gram
marians for- g'SHSR'T, i.e. the substi
tution of a corresponding vowel for 
a semi vow el; e.g. ? for s  for 
^  for ^and s  for s;; cf.
P. I. x-4. Vart. 6.

35

STSrrf^ that which gets, or is liable to 
get, the Prasarana or Samprasarana 
substitute; cf. Hfiftvfr srancfVqt s: 
P. III. 2.3 Vart. 1.

( i ) established ; in existence ; 
cf. siN  in#: qssrftenits:

R. Pr. X I. 34 where the 
Kramapatha is said to be one which 
was not established before the 
Samhitapatha; ( 2) known; cf. 
3THfr SIR)% if#  ?ira«iRr M. Bh. on P.
III. 1,45 Vart 4, steff tRf 51^1:5JR13T: 

M. Bh. on P. IV . 
x-3 J ( 3 ) brought about, accom
plished, realized; ffsrreq w. nqft 
M. Bh. on P. IV. 1.89 Vart.. 2.

R!s M. Bh. on P. V III.
2.25.

context, topic, the same as spkcoi 
which see above; cf. srenq: 1

K aiy. on M. Bh. I.
1.23 Vart. 4.

5R3TC a word or utterance in three 
matras or m oras; cf. e  arrftfer 
%nst: sreqrc: ?sqi?r 6 ^ ^ = 3: R . Pr. 
X V . 3 whereon U yvata remarks 
fiwra: JRqR: I See the word # r r .

before a particular thing in place, 
or in recital, or in mention. The 
word is used generally to show the 
limit upto which a particular topic 
extends ; cf. jrfeaR-a: irtf 513R:; cf. 
also s i f  qsKRtwra: P. 1. 4 .1 ; cf. also 
3T*r miwr 'emsfqifwwj Pr.
1- 33. '

STTf 3 ( i ) original, primary, belonging 
to the Prakrti as contrasted with a 

modification or a modified 
thing ; cf. irf&: ?3 *rr?:, cresq r̂r srif̂ r: 
com. on T. Pr. X IV . 28; cf. cftifj&ra

#  I  stlpn: 5Wi: R. Pr. X V Ii.
- 2 3 ;  cf. also )

JTifftt n #  T. Pr. VI. 14 ; ( 2 )
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. : natural, which can be so ordinarily, 
without any specific effort; cf. cWllfi;

^  M. Bh. on
P. II. 3.5, cf. also M. Bh. on P. III.
1.5 Vart. 8, 9.

SfT^Rf^g a treatise on the grammar 
of Prakrta Languages attributed to 
Markandeya.

name given to a group of tad. 
affixes y , and others prescribed 
in the different senses ( Us and 
others) given in rules upto ^

. P . V . 1.37. from cr?% ifcra; P. V. 1.5.

nsime given to tad. affixes 
mentioned in rules from P. V. 3.27 
upto P. V. 3.95.

name given to lad. affixes 
prescribed by rules beginning with 

P . IV . 4.75 and ending 
with gftcig: P. IV . 4.109.

Slft'WlW name given to tad. affixes 
prescribed in rules from P. V. 3.1 
to 25.

sn*fte*#!r name given to tad. affixes 
prescribed by rules beginning with 

f̂ KFc: P. IV . 3.134 and ending 
with the rule ^
P . IV. 3.168. . -

districts of the east especially 
districts to the east of Ayodhya and 
Pataliputra, such as Magadh, Vanga 
and others; nothing can definitely 
be said as to which districts were 
called Eastern by Partini and his 
followers Katyayana and Patanjali. 
A  Varttika given in the Kasika but 
not traceable in the Mahabhasya 
defines Pragdesa as districts situat
ed to the east of ( probably 
the 'modern river Ravi or a river 
near that river); cf. fqmtt 
iB: 1 % ? {  
qiS ^ 0 ^  ll KaS. on ^  srpgt P. I.

1.75. There is a reading grercft in 
some manuscript. copies and p w i  
is a well-known river in the Punjab 
near Kuruksetra, 'which disappears 
in the sandy.desert to the south ; a 
reading is also; found and

may stand for the river Ravi.
in Burma is simply out of 

consideration.: For details, see 
Vyakarana Mahabhasya Vol. V II, 
pp. 202-204 and 141-142 D . E. 
Society’s Edition.

name given to tad. affixes 
prescribed in rules from.P. V . 1.18 
to 115.

name given to tad. affixes 
prescribed in rules from P. IV. 4.r 
to 76.

the view or doctrine of the 
former or rather older gramma- 

, rians. The word is used in , many 
commentary books and the mean
ing of the word is to be decided 
according to the context. For 
example, in the works of Rama
candra, the author of the Prakriya- 
kaumud! - and his followers, the 
word refers to the view given by 
the writers of the K asikavrttian d 
the commentaries thereon ; in the 
works of Bhattoji and his pupils, it 
refers to the writer of the Prakriya
kaumudi in addition to the writers 
of the Kasika, while in the works 
of Nagesa it refers to the writings 
of Bhattoji and his pupils.. For 
details see Vyakaraiia Mahabhasya 
Vol. V II, pp. 23-24 D. E . Society’s 
Edition.

succession of two vowels 
where the former vowel, which is 
either R or arf remains without 
coalescence with the following 
vowel 3Tj even though by rules it is 
liable to be changed; e.g.
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I SHCEJJIT 3rfs;m: gcl^ I In such 
cases the vowel sr is pronounced K.

, This view is held by the senior 
Sakalya ); cf. JTFWat®-
3<r=nR^qr: fe fe : ,
R. Pr, II. 44 ; cf. also e

T. Pr. X I. 19 and "the 
commentaries thereon; cf. also

^ m i l l  I i s #  ■? i 3 * s f$  art
srfsft: Qcrq,l M. Bh. on Siva Sutra
3, 4 as also on P. I. 1.4S.
A

STI’^HmI'MOT an eastern grammarian ; 
the term sirs? ( eastern) being a 
relative term, the east , is to be 
taken with respect to the place in 
the context. The word JTT̂ f occurs 
many times in Panini’s Sutras and 
the term JTTii may refer to countries 
east of the river or in
the Punjab. See HP% above, sn f̂ 
is understood by some commenta
tors as referring to time, in which 
case, the word may refer to ancient 
grammarians 3fT%fej 
and others who lived before Panini; 
cf. .Par.
Sek. Pari. 1. The word srr#f is, of 
course, mostly used in the sense of 
ancient, rather than the word 
For specific - peculiarities of the 
eastern grammarians see pp. 148- 
149 Vyakarana Mahabhasya Vol.
V II. D. E, Society’s Edition.

SU0! air, which is instrumental in pro
ducing sound ; cf. sftg: Jfiij: njqtfg- 
srr^ R .  Pr. X III. 1.

SFTWI a gloss on the. Mahabhasya of 
Patanjali, written by the famous 
eastern grammarian Puru?ottama- 
deva of the 12th century A . D., of 
which only a fragment of a few 
pages is ■ available. As the legend 
goes, the name iTI'W11!! was given to 
the gloss as it was accompanied by 
an oath on the part of the author

that his life was at stake if he did 
even the slightest injustice to the 
author of the Mahabhasya.

the tad. affix ajsĵ  prescribed by 
th eru le iriP K ^ rf^ s^ P . IV . 3.154. 
cf. w :  STPHR P. IV.3.
156 VSrt. 4.

STttPTf^ lit, available in everyword. 
The term can be explained
as siffpre; ip fir  cf.
P . IV. 4.39. or T? s #  s i^ r ^ l 

1 The original form of 
words. I t  originally included roots 
also. Ancient works like Sabda 
parayana included them aU. The 
term infaq#?;, although mentioned 
in the Brahmaiia works, is not 
found in the Pratisakhya works 
probably because those works were 
concerned with formed words which 
had been actually in use. The regu
lar division of a word into the base 
( si^f?) and the affix ( sra?) is 
available, first in the grammar of 
Panini, who has given two kinds of 
bases, the noun-base and the verb- 
base. The noun-base is named 
Pratipadika by him while the verb- 
base is named Dhatu. The defini
tion of Pratipadika is given by him 
as a word which is possessed of 
sense, but which is neither a root 
nor a suffix ; cf, jfj%-
q-fep;. P. I. 2.45. Although his 
definition includes, the Krdanta 
words, the taddbitanta words and 
the compound words, still, Panini 
has mentioned them separately in 
the rule frafegfTTHMJ P. I. 2,45 to 
distinguish them as secondary 
noun-bases as compared with the 
primary noun-bases which are 
mentioned in the rule 3Tlpî rT$p;q$qq: 

Thus, Panini implies four 
kinds of Pratipadikas f  iftT, 
cffecIFtT and etrrcj. The Varttikakara 
appears to have given nine kinds-
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sfiTW, sisqjj, efernr, f ^ ,
9RTH, 31# ,  sre T̂ and ?ffrr- See 
Varttikas 39 to 44 on P. I. 4. x. 
Later on, Bhojaraja In his Srngara- 
Prakasa has quoted the definition 

.s$c|5?t§o given by Panini, and has 
given six subdivisions.; cf. ^WT- 
^ tg ^ s t i fe r a m e i: , 5rr%qrf îf& Sr. 
Prak. I. page 6. For the sense con
veyed by a Pratipadika or noun
base, see sirfttr^q'.

srrfetrf^^R. corresponding to 3?gf=fii4 
in the case of the declinables, 
which : the Sutrakara mentions 
specifically with respect to the 
noun-base.

sTifgqf^Ssjfoi express mention . by 
wording of a noun-base as in 
-feqfenfeio, ^ etc., and not
by description as in 3ft ^
{ P. IV .1.9 5) or in a group of 
words (n il) ;  cf. srrfciT^Wfnt-

Par. Selc. Pari.. 71, 
which recommends the feminine 

r form of the base for an operation, 
provided the base is specifically

- expressed and not merely described 
. e.g. ,

=stiat*:, etc. .

the general accent of the 
Pratipadika viz. the acute ( )

= for the. last vowel as given by the 
Phit-^utra ftq: ( snfaqf§*KH ) - ^

- . 3=CRT: ; cf. also !
■ siVk: \ M. Bh. on. P. V I. 1.91 

Vart. 7. ' ;

denoted sense of a Prati
padika or a noun-base. Standard' 
grammarians state that the denota
tion of a pratipadika is five-old 
viz.. H it, RSI, fef,. W '  and 
The word HT# refers.to the causal 
factor of denotation or srtf%f?rfJto 
which is of four kiiids 51# ,  gw, fett 

' and as noticed respectively in

the words jfr:, §§:, and fic*r:. 
The word 55? refers to the indivi
dual object which sometimes is 
directly denoted as in 
while on some occasions it' is in
directly denoted through the genus 
or the general. notion as in *niW: 

the gender, the num
ber and the case-relation are 
the denotations of the case-termi- 
nations, but sometimes'as they are 
conveyed in the absence of a case- 
affix as in the words qa, and 
others, they are stated as the de
noted senses of the Pratipadika, 
while the case-affixes are. said to 

, indicate them ; cf. ?I
Vakyapadlya.

JJIIdtiw in inverse order, antithesis, 
reverse sense; e.g. sr and t h  mean 
the reverse of 3?r, or jtRt means the 
reverse of . s i f t ; cf. m  I 9

etc. Nir. I.4.

Ulf?R11̂ . a  work on Vedic grammar 
of a -specific . nature, which is 
concerned mainly with the changes, 
euphonic and others, in the Pada 
text of the Samhita as compared 
with the running text,.theSam hita 
itself. The Pratisakhya works are 
neither concerned with the sense of 
words, nor with their division into 
bases and affixes, nor with their 
etymology. They contain, more or 
less, Vedic passages arranged from 
the point of view of Samdhi. In 
the R k Pratisakhya, available 

. to-day, topics of metre, recital, 
phonetics and the like are introduc- 

' ed, but it appears that originally 
the IJ.k Pratisakhya, j ust like the 
Atharva Pratisakhya, was concern
ed with euphonic changes, the 
other 'subjects being introduced 
later on. The word shows
that there wereJ such treatises for
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everyone of the several Sakhas or 
branches of each Veda many of 
which later on disappeared as the 
number of the followers of those 
■branches dwindled. Out of the 
remaining ones also, many were 
combined with others of the same 
Veda. A t present, only five or six 
Pratisakhyas are available which 
are the surviving representatives of 
the ancient ones— the Ilk  Prati
sakhya by Saunaka, the Taittiriya

. Pratisakhya, the Vaj asaneyi Prati
sakhya by Katyayana, the Atharva 
Pratisakhya and the Rk Tantra by 
Sakatayana, which is practically a 
Pratisakhya of the Sama . Veda. 
The word or was also
used for the Pratisakhyas as they 
were the outcome of the discussions 
of learned scholars iii Vedic assem
blies ; cf. <Tft*rfar . Although 
the Pratisakhya works in. nature, 
are preliminary . to works on 
grammar, it appears that the exist
ing PratiSakhyas, which are the 
revised and enlarged editions of the 
old ones; are written after Panini’s 
grammar, each one of the present

, Pratisakhyas.representing, of course, 
several ancient PratiSakhyas, 
which were written before Panini. 
Uvvata, a learned scholar of the 
twelfth century has written a brief 
commentary on the Ilk Pratisakhya 
and another one on the Vajasaneyi 
Pratisakhya. The Taittiriya Piati
sakhya has got two commentaries 
— one by Somayarya, called Tri- 
bhasyaratna and the other called 
Vaidikabharana written by6Gopala- 
yajvan. There is a commentary by 
Ananta Bhatta. on the Vajasaneyi 
PratiSakhya. These commentaries 
are called Bhasyas also.

i n f e r s ,  places of echo or reverbera
tion viz. chest and others, of sound

which gets its origin at the navel 
but becomes reverberated at chest, 
throat, top of the mouth, mouth 
and nose; cf. 51*^3 )
5rrfcr§e«if?r sro: Urcf 5#'

. s#, T. Pr. II. 3.

name given to the circumflex 
vowel, standing at the beginning 
of a word and following the final 
vowel of the previous word which 
is acute ( ) ;  cf. 3?fa 
g sR m  e  Jnffef: T. Pr.
XX. 3. ,

of the first type or k in d ; 
primary, as opposed to secondary ; 
cf.v 3Tq snpitfipx#?

M. Bh.
on P. I. 1.29 ,1. I.30 ; I. 2. 42 • cf. 
also gsjNdwr

3T ?T M. Bh. on P.
II. 2.29 Vart. 15. "

STlsjTq' first preference; first p la ce ; 
priority ; cf.<pr; gq: sf|*r*4-Rk

| M. Bh. on I . 3. 1. Vart.
11.

a group of words beginning with 
5T, which are all prefixes or upasar
gas e.g. IT,-TO, 3PT etc. cf. f.irfaJIT :̂ 
P. II. 2 .18 .

a compound, with sr : :and 
others prescribed by the rule f*r§r- 
STR?: P. II. 2.18 and explained in 
detail by the Varttikas headed by 
the Varttika JfRal JRIT  ̂sprier P . II. 
2.18 Vart. 4, which comes under 
the general head the; com
pound is also called sn%rc3p*f-_; cf. 

• w  jthtCt w : i srfat ^1? ifa  srtfs;™#
I KaS. on P. III. 3.24. cf. 

also sjRr: q%cr: 1 snf^OTiat ?i
Kas. on P. VI. 2. 180.

belonging to the root ; the 
word has' here : the peculiar 
sense of a root which has. the mean-
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iDg of the noun ( under discussion ) 
cf. eras ?m*fr g&fa
3?f?dr nraf *fl%?iraif% Nir. I. 12.

srî TF̂ r preponderance, principal nature 
as opposed to the. subordinate one 
( fttW c?) ; cf. m  3̂  SRpft^
frl? Hia M.Bh. on P. I. 1.56. 
cf. also JrrsfF̂ I sqi^TT W?f% 1

applying in the usual way ; lit. 
leading to the injunction or ;
cf. f% s*rftt M.

. Bh. on P. 1. 1.70; cf. also M.Bh. on 
P. III. 4.1x0.

5T?cT!fl reaching, arrival j cf.
#K- M. Bh. on P. I.

3-2,

srrsr&*rHf o r  optional
prescription of some operation or 
rule which otherwise is obligatory ; 
cf. d flm i J r ia f t ^ ’U 
qtm^l Kas. on P. VIII. 1.45 5 cf. 
also 15TiBf^ q w iv M %  >
Kas. on P. I. 4.53.

5TTf?T application of a rule, arrival at a 
particular form ; incidence, occur
rence of a particular rule ; cf. 
qr JTffH: hi M. Bh, on P. I.
1.48.

Sfr%3? a person who knows only the 
application of a ruie and the realiza
tion from it of the form that can 
be arrived at, as opposed to one 
who knows the form that is desired 
or current; cf. JTffâ r ^nafffa:  ̂

Is#  I M, Bh. on II
. 4.56 Vart, 1 ;  cf. also % i1r wtcTFer 

qr 1 irrft# wtif ^  sik3?- 
l M. Bh, on VII, 4.92.

SfT^ lit. which is arrived a t ; an object 
which is to be reached ; cf, jfM 3$ ; 
the word apaj. is used as s  word 
qualifying the word 3$, in which 
case it is called sri'q^, as for exam

ple nm in um or
*n<TO:. The term ji?«i is defined as 
fefTsarf?tgTiW’Tsi srartw
wif&n m era; s h  ^  1 cf. ^|fr-
fwtcTOT 5# I fTf fij'lfj? fenq 5TT«I- 
ftfer i fe n s r o i  ftttfN  B%t3- 
'rsfs?; fig; irR^. Srngara Prakasa
IV .

SFapjjlft^ lit. beginning its activity 
after going to the object just as 
the sense of sight which accom
plishes the activity of seeing on 
reaching the object, cf. Vak. pad. 
I. 80.

ST??Tf<Jl̂  authoritative; those that 
talk with authority; cf. srRl^TOr- 
ĉra;, a phrase often used b y  com

mentators.

srmm  authority ; cf. qqftli softer 
S. K . on a ?§# fi P. 1. 1.29; 

cf. also the usual expression ??R- 
3TR1Binc[. Ka§. on P. V II, 2.7.

5TPTTf̂ 3> faulty, uttered or expressed 
with a fa u lt; inaccurate.

5TFT general nature, general public ; cf. 
sera fRr M. Bh, on P. V.
1.16 ; cf. Jf[%4i qi3̂ TRi3 ici?:
R. Pr. X V II. 16 ; cf. also,5?rfef?r 
f?=r̂ F m  gasre: M. Bh. on P.

■ V. 1 .16.

sriRtei optional, to be done at pleasure, 
common, usual; cf, irifMi %ac£. I

SfP-ftfSf belonging to one who speaks 
or says ; cf. ssrc#r sTRte'l' f%Ef§JT sjfe 
^ {^ # 1 M .B h. o n P , V. 1.16.

srP’SFI accentuation, as noticed in the 
original Saihhitapatha ; cf. 3T
qgfq 1 srmts 3 *#  1
yq: B ^ qsjft w fr  | errer
31 q fp S ^  I V, Pr. I. 132,

sn fe?  name of the circumflex accent 
possessed by a vowel which has re-
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suited from the coalescence of two 
similar vowels, as for example in 

I see srfeg.

secondary to another thing 
which is to be principally dealt with, 
cp. Vak. pad. II. 77.

^PR^ETT^r

inclusion of a thing 
even though it possesses an addi
tional factor, or consideration, 
other than what is referred t o ; cf.
srramTi^it  ̂ 1 
srraRsnfe: 1 1 
srTRta: 1 %' irrar̂ tlB̂ : t  urore- 

... w a n t i n  ' % t
1 % ffrnifesr: ^prl txrai?- 

qiRlafsk ^ I M. Bh. on
P. I. 1.8.

firaril? a class of words beaded by the 
word imx which do not allow their 
previous word in a bahuvrihi com
pound to take the masculine base 
by the rule ferai: p<j\..P. VI. 3.34 ; 
e.g. ^i°fffirq:; For details, see Kas. 
on P. VI. 3.34.

&8JT ( 1 )  appearance, the being seen 
or understood; cf.
SiJTPT I . ?T qg^WSJT ?T 1 Nir.
1 . 17 ; (2) thoughtful consideration, 
cf. q q=r irgsq; otssj^i

g? ftffra5TR%, M. Bh. on P.
I. 1.26 Vart. 5.

a class of words to which the 
tad. affix is added in the four 
senses given in P. IV . 2.67-70; e.g. 

cf. K ai. on P. IV . 2,80.

■fcg desiderative adjective; a word 
formed by adding the affix 3 in the 
sense of ‘ an agent ’ to a desidera
tive root by the rule eflRrafSuj g::. 
P. III. 2.168. The term SrcI  was 
used for such nouns by ancient 
grammarians.

s i w  a term . used by ancient gram
marians for the imperative mood or 

of Panini.

the senses Iff ‘ order to do ’,
‘ permission to do ’, and srra?T-

serr ‘ fitness of tim e’ , as-possessed
by the potential passive participles;
cf. steRq: M. Bh. on
P. III. 1.26. ■

\

STtrEjp  ̂ possessed of the masculine 
gender.

popularly called also;
the famous commentary on the 
Siddhantakaumudi of Bhattoji Dik
sita written by the author himself 
to explain fully in a scholarly 

. manner the popular grammar 
written by h im ; the word 
is used in contrast with 

-another commentary on the Sid
dhantakaumudi by Vasudeva- 
dlksita. On account oi the difficult 
nature of it, it is usual to read the 
trerraftHT upto the end of the Karaka- 
prakarana only in the Sanskrit 
Pathasalas before the study of the 
Sabdenduiekhara and the Pari- 
bhasendusekhara is undertaken.

( 1 )  a grammatical 
work written by a grammarian 
named Cakrapani of the Sesa family 
of grammarians. The work is,meant 
to refute the arguments of Bhattoji 
Diksita in his Praudhamanorama ;
( 2 )  a  grammar work written by 
the famous poet acd rhetorician 
Jagannatha in refutation of the 

' doctrines and explanations given in 
the Praudhamanorama by the 
stalwart Grammarian Bhattoji 
Diksita. The work is not a scholarly 
one and it has got a tone of banter. 
It was written by Jagannatha to 
show that he could also write works
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on Grammar and thebearded pedant 
Bhattoji should not be proud of his 
profound scholarship in Grammar. 
The work of Jagannatha was named 

possibly by his followers 
or even by himself.

snstI*!tTOT£wT a commentary on 
Bhattoji DIksita’s Praudhamano
rama written by Bhattoji’s grand
son Hari Diksita. The commentary 
is called or simple
which is an abridgment of the 
author’s work The Laghu-
sabdaratna is widely studied along 
with the Praudhamanorama in the 
PathaSalas.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the tad. affix aim. 
is added in the sense of - a fruit ’
e.g. ^ 3 ? ^  cf. K ai. on P.
IV. 3.164.

ST9 WTI an ancient Vedic scholar who 
presumably wrote a work on Vedic 
grammar ( of the type of the Prati
sakhya works). For a difference 
of view he is quoted in the Taitti
riya Pratisakhya; cf.
T. Pr. IX . 6.

an ancient writer of a Prati
sakhya work quoted in the Taitti
riya Pratisakhya. See above.

‘ The words and tsigJRil as also 
<551$  ( feminine ) occur in the Maha
bhasya also, but not in the Gana
patha of Panini.

T̂ cf protracted, name given to vowels 
in the protracted grade. The vowels 
in this grade which are termed pro
tracted vowels are possessed of three 
matras and in writing they are 
marked with the figure 3. placed 
after them. In pronunciation they 
take a longer time than the long or

: iftt vowels; P. I.

2.27. The word is derived from tg 
( g also) I Atmane. to go, and ex
plained as The word 
is often found for ^  r̂̂ fcr in the 
Pratisakhya w orks; cf. also J?rar 

s  'Set &&& 
X 3 X : I am: 3$

ft: tl R . Pr. 1 . 16.

prolation or protraction of a 
vowel when it is possessed of three 
m atras; cf. R. Pr. I. 31. See sgsr 
above; cf. srftsie: srafSmr  ̂ ?n# %*r 
tgRr \ i g  1  f t # ?

M . Bh. on P. I. 1 Ahnika 1.

a class or roots headed by the 
root <£ which get their vowel short
ened in the four conjugational 
tenses as also before the pers. part, 
a ffix ; e.g. ŝ nfcr, 5 ^ : ,  
etc.; cf. Kas. on P. VII. 3.80.

hard labial consonant, aspirate of 1., 
possessed of properties qt'T, J*tF- 
JTprRTT, and wsfqicim.

'R ( x ) the letter or sound qs, the vowel 
si being added for facility of pro
nunciation ; (2  ) the affix for 
which a n i s  always substituted as 
given by Panini in P. V II. 1.2.

tEiS ( x ) tad-, affix q; marked with mute 
fi for effecting the 1%  substitute for 
the initial.-vowel of the word to 
which it is applied. The initial letter 
% of all the affixes beginning with ^ 
in Panini’s grammar is always 
changed into stt^ . The tad. affix 

is affixed ( 1 )  in the sense of 
grandchild and his issues, to 

the word q# and others as also to 
the words ending with the affixes 
2R and ^  and words m S3 ., 
etc. e.g. JtlHRfi:, =0Wn:,

etc.; cf. P.
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IV, i.gg-103 ; (2 ) as a caturarthika 
affix in the four senses mentioned 
in P. IV . 2.67-70 to the words qaj 
and others e.g. qi^wn:, a fo tw ; cf. 
P. IV. 2.80.

tad. affix qi marked with s£ causing 
the Vrddhi substitute for the initial 
vowel; of the word, applied in the 
sense of grandchildren and their 
issues to words 3W and others, as 
also to the word WT; e.g. srrarc«j:,' 

urnftw. cf. 3T̂ T#«U and 
wifg. %ra; cf. P. IV. 1.110 and i n .

T.oiT  ̂ a class of seven roots headed by 
the'root qjn., which belong to the 
first conjugation and which have 
optionally their vowel sr changed 
into i? and the reduplicative syllable 

) dropped, in the forms of 
the perfect tense before the affix f«r 
and weak affixes; e.g, ^ig:,
%fq«TV 'frfiofij:, w g :, qq>{S|*r etc. cf. P.
VI. 4.125.

{ 1 )  fruit or benefit of an action 
which goes to the agen t; cf.,qs5«iT- 
qrwhdg: Vaiyakarana-bhusana, A 
root which is given as Ubhayapadin 
in Fanini’s Grammar takes the 
Atmanepada affixes when the fruit 
of the activity is meant for the 
agent, while otherwise it takes the 
Parasmaipada affixes ; (2 )  The 
word qis also means the result of a 
grammatical operation or gram
matical injunction.

a commGn term for the affixes 
and

tad. affix applied to the
word ftjRf in the sense of offspring 
e-g. W re ft:;  cf. P. IV . 1.150; it is 
also added in the same sense of (off
spring ) to the words and others 
as also to the word two-syl
labled words ending with 3W. and

36

to words qrfer and others; e.g. 
I t o # : ,  etc. cf.
P. IV. 1.159.

a small work on accents attri
buted to Santanava, an ancient 
Vedic scholar who lived before 
Patanjali if not before Panini, as 
the latter has not referred to him. 
There is an anonymous comment
ary upon it.

tad. affix 3IRR in the sense of off
spring added according to the 
Eastern grammarians to words not 
beginning with m-,\ or arr, e.g. 
j r r r : ,  cf. IV. 1.160.

Jpp?TSt a little known commentator of 
Vakyapadlya. To fill up the gaps 
created by the loss of Helaraja’s 
commentary on Vak. pad. III. 7.34 
to 47, remarks of this commentator 
have been put and the scribes write

Again the commentary beginning 
with the words on
Vak. pad. I l l ,  7-65 also belonged 
to Phullaraja. Nothing is known 
about him.

[FA D D EG O N , B A R E N D ] a 
scholar of Sanskrit Grammar, who 
has written a book ‘ Studies in 
Panini’s Grammar ’ .

n

% third letter of the labial class which 
is soft and inaspirate.

^ or the letter a t h e  vowel sr as 
also the word t o  being added for 
facility of utterance; cf. T. Pr. I. 
17.21. The letter « is sometimes 
used for ^  especially when it stands 
at the beginning of a word, for 
which scholars use the expression
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^  [B U R N E L L , D r.] a European 
Sanskrit scholar who has written a 
learned booklet ‘ Aindra School of 
Sanskrit Grammarians ’ which dis
cusses the problem of the Aindra 
grammar. See

a fault in pronunciation of the 
type of rougTiness or barbarousness 
in the utterance of the letter cf. 
3TOTI H  U vvata on R. Pr.
X IV . 8.

( wiitten as or possibly 
through mistake in the printed 
Calcutta Edition) ; connected with 
the socket of the teeth. As the 
utterance of  ̂ proceeds from the 
socket of the teeth, ^ is called 
cf.

T. Pr. II. 18. is explain
ed here by the commentator as

^ TO?: The word
3'lftgraL in the explanation given 
above is'questionable; the explana
tion given by U vvata in his com
ment on R. Pr. I. 
zo. viz. ĉ ei*i<5Tg'lftgIg^t: 
JT% appears better although 
apparently 3c6 is written in the text 
for or

W37OT writer of a gloss named *njjJrai?iT 
on the Dhatupktha of Panini. He is 
also known as Balarama Pafica- 
nana. He wrote Praudhaprakaia, 
a Saiva-oriented grammar work 
where vowels are called Siva and 
consonants are called Sakti.

( x ) a class of words headed by- 
the word srs, to which the tad. affix 
q is added in the four senses given 
by Panini in IV. 2.67-70. e.g. -353:, 
§5̂ ,  a m .  etc. cf. Kas, on 
P. IV. 2.80; (2 )  a class of words 
headed by which take the posses- ’ 
sive tad. affix ^  optionally with

the regular affix e.g. 
cf. Kas. on P. V. 2.136.

relative superiority in' 
strength possessed by rules of 
grammar or by operations based on 
rules of grammar. This superiority 
is decided generally on any one or 
more of the four recognized criteria 
such as and sjqr-
qRcf. The phrase 
very frequently occurs in the Vart
tikas and in the M ahabhasya; cf. 
M. Bh. on P. III. 1.67, V I. 1.17, 85 
Vart. 15, V I. 4.62 and V II. 1.1.

short term or pratyahara for the 
consonants from sf to mute ^  in the 
Mahesvara sGtra i.e. the consonants 
\ , n., 1  and

a rule or operation which is 
( lit. external) ;  the word wftxg 

is used in grammar in connection 
with a rule or operation, the cause 
(FlUra) of which occurs later in 
place or time than the cause of the 
other which is called 3RKf.„ For 
the various kinds of see' the
word where the kinds of •apcr- 

are given.

the Paribhasa or the 
maxim . ajRtg srskf ( Par. Sek. 
Pari. 50) which cites the compara
tive weakness of the rule or opera
tion which is Bahiranga.

an operation or rule which 
is characterized as ifflxtf; cf. 3{fat 

M. Bh. Oil P. I.
1.57; cf. also M. Bh. on P. I. 4.2 
Vart. 2r.

si%i?T%§5=r invalidity i.e. non-occur
rence or non-application of a bahi
ranga rule or operation before the 
antaranga operation which is looked 
upon as stronger occurring earlier 
to the mind, or in the wording, as 
it does.
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the sense of abundance a lso ; cf.

3<ppg?ra;P. I. 4.21 and 
=51 # :  VI. 4.158.

tad. suffix *?! which is always 
prefixed to a noun in the sense of
* almost complete ’ , ‘ almost full 
’ to a considerable extent ’ ; e.g. 
ssggsi w ;  cf. iqt 3W II
P. V. 3.68.

«f§5Tf<ra ( 1 )  consisting of a large 
number of verbal parts in deriva
tion ; 3fsr; JTfcRl' rn; ( 2) a com
pound in which the constituent 
words are all in the plural number, 
cf. g?# I

M. Bh. on P. II. 4.12 Vart. 
1 ;  ( 3 ) a compound word ( r e ) 
made up of many constituent 
words; cf. 3§J?t tRlfir V<y 
q ^ V a j .  Prat. V. 7.

a word which has entered 
between two constituent words of 
a compound by splitting in a way 
the compound e.g. the word ^ in 

TO ^ IN ’*. Rg. Veda IX. 
86.42; cf. ttciift qftjpTqra.

I R. Pr. X . 7. explained by 
Uvvata as q^Rf ^ qifcr
wiPr arft 3?f̂ 5FT̂r qfcsitaig; 1

lit. variously applicable; the 
word is used in the rules of Panini 
in connection with a grammatical 
rule or affix or the like that is seen 
necessarily applied in some cases, 
optionally applied in a few other 
cases and not at all applied in the 
other cases still. The word is 
used by Panini in all such cases. 
See P. II. 1.32, 57; II . 3.62 ; II.
4-39>7 3 >7 6> 8 4 ; 'III. f .34 etc .; cf. 
the usual explanation of given 
by grammarians in the lines 
fsrtftj: lifesrfftr: ifr%ft*nqr 1

*rpn qifssfi
Com. V. Pr. III. 18.

name given by grammarians 
to the third pada of the third 
adhyaya of the Astadhyayi.

the plural number; the affix
es of the plural number applied to 
noun-bases as also to roots ; cf. srfg 
5rp^m.P. I. 4.2 r.

a compound similar in mean
ing to the word ggjfHt (possessed 
of much rice) which, in sense 
shows quite a distinct object than 
those which are shown by the 
constituent members of the com
pound; a relative or adjective 
compound. There are various kinds 
of the Bahuvrihi compound such as

0 W -
ssq p tft, Jjsjsisftif, 

and 3T^^5r§#f| which depend upon 
the specific peculiarity noticed in 
the various cases. Panini in his 
grammar has not given any defini
tion of but has stated that a 
compound other than those already 
given viz. arsq^ITf, S'S. and 5R2 r̂, 
is q§4tft, and cited under Bahuvrihi 
all cases mentioned above; cf.

II. 3-23-28 ; also cf. sRjq^it. 
ftptH?: M. Bh. on P. II. 1 6 ;

II. 1.20; II. 1.49.

sigsflukMf? conventional term used for 
the second pada of the sixth 
adhyaya of Panini’s Astadhyayi.

«i|pftfsnif>raS3C the accent peculiar to, 
or specifically mentioned in the 
case of the Bahuvrihi compound 
viz. the retention of its own accents 
by the first member, in spite of the 
general rule that a compound word 
has the last vowel accented acute 
i.e. 3SRT. cf. P.
VI. 2.1. The expression in
this very sense is used in the Maha
bhasya cf. sipKtHt siifer smraFgflt: 
§ p ;M . Bh. oa P. VI. 3.1.
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- multisyllabled, a word which 
contains three, or more, than three 
vowels.; the word occurs many 
times in the sutras of Paijini. cf. P.
II. 4.66, IV. 2.73, IV. 2.109, i v .  
3.67; V. 3.78, V I. 2.83, VI. 3.118.

lit. depending on many; the 
word is used in the sense of depend
ing on many causal factors (ftfo- 
tnfrf) and given as the definition of 
a kind of by some grammari- 

. ans ; cf. ' cjftgj srfeffq;.
This kind of cited by
Kaiyata is, however, disapproved 
by ■ Nagesabhatta; cf.

. s^vr.^ i cot srfes '
1 Par. Sek. on Pari. 50.

lit,, the meaning of the word 
There are many senses of the word 
sj§ out of which ‘ plurality ’ is the 
sense usually seen. The word also 
means ' collection ; 5 cf. jjp^p^s A 
Sfi#:l 3R # j W 'R E S#  f<t!h cm i I

^  fftr I M. Bh. on P. I..1.8,21.

a class of words headed by «q| to 
which the fem. affix f  (®X) is 
added to form the feminine base ; 
the,words ending in sr in this class 
take the fem. affix art (hi<0  in case 
f  which is optional, is not added ; 
other words remain as they are, if
f ,  is not added ; e.g. 3|t, qg:, qsffr:;

■ ; etc. cf.
Ka§. on P. IV. 1.45.

sublation, setting aside; grai^- 
sn*r: Par. Sek. on

Pari. 51.

lit. that which sublates or sets 
aside; generally .a  special rule 
which sets aside a general ru le; cf.

Jiwia % g ere?
Pari. Patha of 3 # ^ ^  Pari. 51 ; 
cf. also1)W3|nii^afKq

3# 1 sn'rtsnSfa ^{qasq
M .B h. on P. II. 1.24.

' Vart. 5. is used as a synonym 
of srqirre;. cf. smrasNilw Par.
Sek. Pari. 58.

the same as ; sublation ; 
setting aside ; this sublation is des
cribed to be of two types— ( 1 )  
complete sublation when the rule 
set aside, is for ever set aside and 
cannot, by the maxim called cW- 
s&feqsqra, be applied again ; cf. ^  

3faerf mi 4 ife*rRfcr soqfasn# 
ctmh fjpi&K +rt1t 1. cf., M.Bh. . 

on P. 1, 1.47; V I. 1.2; VI. 2.1; etc.;
( 2) temporary sublation when the 
rule set i aside,' can " be applied, if 
possible after the special, rule has 
been applied; cf. qeNt

■
ft#? 1 33 srt% qgF0furrfa%i- 
cRT 3T§Rq: Par. Sek.
on Pari. 57. The sublation or 
is not only in the case of eTffF5# ^ -  
*TR and as given above,
but a rule or operation which is m 
( cited later), or Fra, or sets
aside the rule or operation which 
is ^  or or respectively.
This occupies a very
important position in respect of 
the application of grammar rules 
for arriving at the correct forms 
( fg^qfllTS) and grammarians have 
laid down a number of Paribhasas 
in the field of

a refuting statement; the word 
is used,'rather rarely, almost in the 
place of the usually used word qt̂ r. 
cf. Vak. pad. II. 77. cp. srf^RBT- 

. np#q%isr ssipttsrra-
guR zm 91 n m v  (e ^ )-  In mw the 
general rule is actually stated before, 
while in qm  the presence of it is 
to be inferred.

a section of the third 
Kaijda of Vakyapadlya. Along
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with ^oieg^r it was lost early,. 
probably a few years after.Bhartr
hari’s death, cp. Punyaraja on Vak. 
pad* II. 77.

( WPOTf )  surnamed Paya- 
gunda or Payagunde, who has 
written a commentary on the 
commentary Mitaksara on the 

Some scholars say that 
he was also a ; great grammarian 
and identical with 'tsRW who 
has written the commentary .sRlttw 
or irj on the Paribhasendosekhara, 

‘•• the Cidasthimala on the Laghusab- 
dendusekhara and commentaries on 
the Vaiyakaranabhusana, Sabda- 
kaustubha and Bhasyapradipodd- 
yota. Other scholars believe that 
Balambhatta was the son of Vaidya
natha and that he wrote only the 
commentary on Mitaksara called 
BalambhattI after him. (2  ) There 

' was also a-comparatively modern 
: grammarian of Tanjore who has 

written small grammar works «n®- 
and STRRSHifr.

®rî srTfe?ft ( 1 )  name of a grammatical 
work ascribed to Balambhatta of 
Tanjore. ( 2 )  name of a comment
ary by Jagaddnara on the Katantra- 
sutra.

Wltf’H'ifafTr name of a commentary on 
the Siddhanta-kaumudI of Bhattoji 
Diksita by Vasudeva Diksita, a 
grammarian of Tanjore. There is 
also another commentary called 
Balamanorama written by Ananta- 
deva on the Siddhanta-kaumudI.

name of a grammar work 
written by Balambhatta of Tanjore. 
See ( 2 ) .

( 1 )  a popular recast of the 
Candra by Kasyapa studied in 
Ceylon. It is like Laghusiddhanta-

kaumudl. (2 )  a small grammatical 
manual for beginners by Narahari.

the application of a gramma
tical rule as a necessity to arrive at 
some forms in literature especially 
in the Vedic Literature as also in 
the works of standard writers, which 
cannot be explained easily by the 
regular application; of the stated 
rules ; cf. g fa f

tt 1 ^rreri^i #sRt ^
fesqRT M., Bh. on P. III. 1.85;

■ also cf. srraeg^q-
. sTTsrf% 1

M. Bh. on P . III. 3 .1.. In 
many sutras, P ap in i: has put the 
word to arrive at such forms ; 
e.g. see Pi. II. 1.32, 57 ; II. 3.62, 
II- 4-39. 7 3 , 76, 84 etc.

sn f^ r  a word which is given along 
with the word to show that
the presence of one particular word 
in language, as for instance, 
does not necessarily mean the ab
sence of another word such as qigsq, 
although as a matter of fact, 
which is found in the g s ift ’T11! shows 
that the word can have the 
affix (■sq) added to it in the 
sense of an offspring, while q§w can
not have it. cp. Vak. pad. III. 3.75;
III. 14.149. •

) external effort; the term 
is used many times in connection 
with the external effort in the pro
duction of articulate sound, as 
different from the internal effort 
3Ti«FcRJrq?;T. The external effort is 
described to be consisting of i r  
kinds; cf. 1 % r :
OTR: ^  %^Sqt^S<5TOI>ifr ftfTSfinj 

l S .K. on P.1. 1.9.

a class of words headed by the 
word «ng to which the tad, affix 5 
(as*,) is added in the sense of a,
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descendant; e.g. qtcfq:, 
qifli: etc. The class called is
looked upon as snfifcPTO on the 
strength of the word =q in the rule, 
so that similar words, not included 
in the class, could be explained; cf. 
K ai. on P. IV . 1.96.

a class of words headed by the 
word ft? to which the affix 3? ( srŝ ) 
is added in the sense of a grandchild 
and further descendants; e.g. q?:,

-  art#:, 5I W , etc. The words
in this class are mostly names of 

' sages. In the case of such words 
as are not names of sages, the affix 
st is added in the sense of the off
spring and not any descendant, e.g. 
m :,  caHw: etc.; cf. K ai. on P. IV. 
1.104.

anusvara, letter pronounced only 
through the nose ; a dot to indicate 
the nasal phonetic element shown 
in writing above or sometimes after 
that letter or vowel, after which it 
is uttered; cf. sf isj-pqR: I sr^R 5? 
a^qTOTlt:
uqfir 11 Kat. I. 1.19.

a class of words headed by 
the word the affix fq ( g )
placed after which is elided when 
another tad. affix such as aTO. or the 
like is placed after them ; cf. 
q̂ qr gfor ffe f#  creqf ' K ai.
on P. VI. 4.153.

fsfe lf?  a class of words headed by the 
word f%$q, to which the tad. affix sr 
( snn,) is added in the sense of / a 
product ’ or ‘ a part ’ ; e.g. q?=r:,
’I'Jiq: etc.; cf. Kas. on P. IV. 3.136*

latent force, potency, seed. cp. 
Vak. pad. I. 84. cp. sqrOTf̂ xî Tjjg'Ji-

[ BUISKOOL H. E. ] A Euro
pean grammarian who has written

an essay on the last three Padas of 
Panini’s Astadhyayi ( ftqT#) under 
the title ‘ The Tripadi ’.

1 %  notion, mental understanding ; 
mental inclination; cf. gfe: ga^iq

srftqsit M. Bh. on P. 1. 1.56 Vart. 
14 ; (2 ) mental inclusion ; cf. qf qf 

siraftg g fe ^ iq ^  bt g r a f t a l  
M. Bh. on P. I. 1.57 ; cf. snc jfs : 
3rfq%«rR?H5U tc^, M. Bh. on III. 2. 
118 Vart. 4.

activity of the mind of the 
type of understanding as contrast
ed with the activity of the sense 
organs ; cf. gJTtat̂ T I  fe w
sqfgiq: I M. Bh. on P. III. 3.133 
Vart. 8.

a Jain writer of a grammar 
work who lived in the eleventh 
century. He belonged to the Sve- 
tambara sect and was a resident 
of Jabalipura. His grammar is call
ed PancagranthI Vyakarana as it 
has Dhatu,* Sutra, Gana, Unadi and 
Linganusasana sections. His work 

. is available in mss. found in 
Gujarat.

mental concept; mental 
image given as an explanation of 
sfil® or Time by the Buddhists who 
say that Time is not an independ
ent principle, but it is only the re
capitulation of different events 
occurring one after another cp. V lk . 
pad. III . 9.57. cp. fe ir : ftqia^pu: 

SSqT s ^ ffq u M : gq^qurai: 
I r-

^ [ { § - ^ ^ 1 (1551.)

a single united mental con
cept of the different senses of 
several individual words spoken as 
connected together; this single 
mental concept is the internal word
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siFcf '̂Sl? according to some philo-
. sophers of grammar, and it is stated 

as a definition of cp. Vak.
pad. II. i .

srfU keeping ; preservation ; cf. sfiHKal- 
^ i f ^ l  tCT 

Uvvata on R. Pr. X I. 37.

ffx^s^fprf a learned commentary on 
the commentary n^prr of 
the commentary was written by

the grandson of Bhattoji. The 
work is called in contrast
with the of the same
author ( fR<3%r) which is generally 
studied at the Pathaialas all over 
the country. The work is
only in a Manuscript form at pre
sent. Some scholars believe that it 
was written by NageSabhatta, who 
ascribed it to his preceptor Hari 
Diksita, but the belief is not correct 
as proved by a reference in the 
LaghuSabdaratna, where the author 
himself remarks -that he himself 
has written the icess^ t, and inter
nal evidences show that is 
sometimes a word-for-word sum
mary of the cf.

x[ S.S=q: \ Laghusabdaratna. For 
details see Bhandarkar Ins. Journal 
Vol. 32, pp. 258-260.

called
written by

a Vedic metre consisting of four 
padas and 36 syllables. There are 
three padas of eight syllables and 
the fourth has twelve syllables. It 
has got further subdivisions known 
as 3qRgRif€t,
or ««3fc?rr, ffi'ftfiN;-

and For details see R.
Pr. X V I. 31-37-

1???  a gem appearing big on account 
of its powerful light although it is

small, cp. Vak. pad. III. 14.618, 
620. cp.
3T° I on Pa. 5.4.3.

f  §?&3fT the same as or €srt;
a bigger terminology as contrasted 
with brief terminology such
as fr, f ,  *{ etc. for which ( latter) 
Panini is very particular. The bigger 
terms such as
and others are evidently borrowed 
by Panini from the ancient gram
marians who lived before him.

name of a commentary on 
Kondabhatta’s Vaiyakaranabhu- 
sanasara by Mannudeva, who was 
called also Mantudeva, who lived 
in the latter half of the eighteenth 
century.

I f 3[f{^ ( i ) Hemacandra’s detailed 
commentary on his own Sabdanu- 
iasana. There are different Nyasa 
works on it, as well as abridgements. 
( i i ) name of a gloss on Katantra 
sutras by Sarvavarman,

Ifgn^loTfe^TJcrflTS^I a grammar work 
written by Ramanatha Chobhe.

a traditional writer of Sabda- 
parayana, a n . ancient list of basic 
words, cp. Mahabhasya, paspa- 
Sahnika. Bhartrhari in his Maha- 
bhasyadipika calls it a work, cp.

m f: 1

[SH R I PAD KRISH N A 
. B E L V A L K A R ]  a well-known 

Sanskrit scholar of the present day 
who has been the General Editor 
of the Mahabharata published by 
the Bhandarkar Oriental Research 
Institute, Poona. He has written a 
book on grammar reviewing very 
briefly the various systems of Sans
krit grammar, which is named
* Systems of Sanskrit Grammar ’ .
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3#  name of an old grammarian who 
is supposed to have attacked by 
means of logical quibblings the 
traditional explanations given in 
PatanjaJi’s Mahabhasya and Vyadi’s 
Samgraha. cf. Vak. pad. II, 481.

[BO H TLIN G K , OTTO] a 
German Sanskrit scholar and 
Grammarian of St. Petersberg, who 
has written a short gloss in German 
on Panini’s Astadhyayi under the 
title "  Panini’s Grammatik ”  with 
an introduction and various index
es at the end. He has also critically 
edited Mugdhabodha of Bopadeva.

a technical term for the vocative 
case in the Jainendra Vyakarana.

■WT [BO PP, FR A N Z] a German 
Sanskrit scholar who has written 
the famous volumes of ' The com
parative Sanskrit Grammar

a great Sanskrit scholar and 
grammarian belonging to Devagiri 
in the greater Mahara§tra who was 
supported by Hemadri of Devagiri. 
He resided at on the river
Varada in the first half of the thir
teenth century. He wrote a short 
treatise on Sanskrit Grammar, 
which has a number, of peculiar 
abbreviations for the usual well- 
known grammatical terms. His 
grammar had a wide spread in 
Bengal and it is today a very 
common text on Grammar in 
Bengal. On this account some scho
lars believe that he lived in Bengal. 
He was the son of Kesava and 
pupil of Dhanesa. He is also the 
author of the well-known work 

on which he has written a 
commentary named or

He tried to improve upon 
Panini’s grammar.

s a p t  [ Buhler, George] a versatile 
German scholar- who also wrote on 
Grammar topics.

name given to the first section 
or Kanda of Bhartrhari's Vakya
padlya. It deals with Sphota, and 
in a way it contains - in a nutshell 
the philosophy of Sanskrit Gra
mmar.

SiRlftr the sacred Sanskrit alphabet 
given in the fourteen sutras of Mah- 
esvara, named Aksarasamamnaj'a 
which is called s t o Rt as it contains 
the basic letters of g n  which is 
Brahma according to Grammarians ; 
cf. g is ^ w rra rc t # w :

' T̂%: I M. Bh. Ahnika 2 end ; cf. also 
annfgwqqra: I V. Pr.

V III. 25.

SfTiPJtSTffr a sentence expressing an 
activity similar to that of a Brah- 
mana e.g. I cp. Vak.
pad. III. 14.492-494, 542.

HUPHin? a class of words headed by 
the word to which the tad. 
affix q ( uisii-) is added in the sense 
of ' nature ’ or ‘ duty ’ ; e.g.
( srspre? srr ) ;  cf. miPitf§3>

• ffiPTO 3T[f̂ 5i=5r: 1 Kas. on P.
V. 1,124.

fourth le tter. of the labial class 
which is possessed of the properties 

. WSflfjRTT, . and HfT-
jrpjra.

( 1 )  the letter or sound *[. with 
the vowel sr added for facility of 
utterance ; (2 )  a technical'term in 
the Grammar of Panini given to a 
noun-base ' before such case and 
taddhita affixes as begin with any
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v vowel or \vith the consonant 
-The utility of this: designation of 
to the base is ( i ) to prevent the 
substitutes which are enjoined for 
the final vowel or consonant Of a 
pada ( a word ending with a case  ̂
affix or a base before case and tad. 
affixes beginning with any conso
nant exceptirg a*) just as ithe.-sub- 
stitution of Visarga, anusvara, the 
first or third consonant, and others 
given in. P. V III. 437 and' the 
following.‘For the various changes

■ and operations for a base termed *r 
see P. VI. 4.129 to 175.

the consonant ^  with the vowel 
. sr and the affix t o  added for facility 

of utterance ; cf. T. Pr. I. 17, 21.

.forming, a part or portion (of 
something in connection with 
which it has been prescribed as an 

.. augment),, cf. ■ aipftcrejifote : 
Vyadi Pari. 1 7 ; cf. also btw: .554 

. . I M. Bh. on P.
VII. 1.33. :

tad. affix applied to the
words and others in the
sense of ‘ a place of residence cf. 
P. IV. 2.54.

( 1 )  name given to two of the 
five divisions of a Saman which are 
Jrert*n#fi, and
ra'TTWflfi; (2  ) the vowel portion 
surrounding, or placed after, the 
consonant  ̂ or ^  which ( conson
an t) is believed to be present in the 
vowel % or sr respectively, forming 
its important portion, but never 
separately noticed in it. The vowels 
^  and are made up of one matra 
each. It is contended by the 
grammarians that the consonants ^ 
and forming respectively the por
tion of sff and 5£, make up half-a- 
naltrg, while the remaining half is

3 7

■ maide up o f the of the vowel 
surrounding the consonant or situ-

■ ated after the consonant. The word 
which- is generally used 'for this 
‘ bhakti ’ is ‘ ajbhakti' instead of 
which the word is found in
the Piatisakhya! works; cf. q ^ -
nm t srisl% I..........

: w ra  f e q i  ^#4  a?*.
l M. Bh. on P . V III. 4.1. Vart- 

2 ; cf. R- Pr. I.
17; also cf. twiRl'jftcTK

1: R.' P r. VI. 13.

*1^3 H lit. eaten u p ; a fault in pro
nunciation when a letter is so hurri
edly pronounced that it appears to 
have been dropped.

*TS[*TpisrTr a restriction regarding edi- 
' bles of a particular kind. The word 
is quoted to illustrate the MOTfafr 
or restrictive rule in grammar. 
Although the restriction in the inst*

.. ance qw qsfnat is of the kind 
of and called q ftg w , and
not ftzpr, by the MImamsakas, the 
grammarians call it a niyamavidhi. 
There is no according to
grammarians; they cite only two 
kinds ol vidhi, viz. simple vidhi or 
apurva vidhi and niyam avidhi.'

surnamed D iksita ; a stalwart 
grammarian of the Panini system 
who flourished in the first half of 
the seventeenth century and wrote - 
many independent books and com
mentaries such as the Siddhanta- 
kaumudI, the Praudhamanorama, 
the Vaiyakaranasiddhantakarika, 
the Sabdakaustubha and others. 
The most reputed work out of 
these, however, is the Siddhanta
kaumudi, which is very popular 
even today and which has almost 
set aside other works of its kind 
such as the Prakriyakaumudi and 
others. Bhattoji was a Teilugu
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Brahmaija, as is generally believed, 
and although he belonged to the 
South, he made Varanasi his home 
where he prepared a school of 
learned Grammarians. Although he 
carried on his work silently in 
Varanasi,1 he was envied by the 
reputed rhetorician of his time 
Pandifa Jagannatha, whq criticised 
his work’ (Bhattoji’s work) named 
Manorama very severely, See if|g- 

above. The Siddhanta- 
kaumudI has got many comme
ntaries of which the Tattvabodhini 
written by. Bhatfoji’s pupil Jnane- 
ndrasarasvatl is appreciated much 
by learned grammarians.

the nature pr quality of being . 
called which causes many gram
matical operations which are given 
together by Panini in VI. 4.129 to 
175. See the word v[ above.

SRWlTjg a grammarian of Bengal who 
lived in the sixteenth century and 
wrote sati'T and other
works on grammar.

a class of words headed by 
which are generally names of coun
tries, the taddhita affixes and 
others added to which are not elid
ed e.g. iRFTr, siipWt; cf. KaS. 
on IV. 1.178. v

S ffift  a very distinguished Grammar
ian who lived in the fifth century 
A.D. Kasika on Pa. IV. 3.88. 
mentions his work viz. Vakya
padlya, “ srsRira;

I Vakyapadlya is divided into 
three books ( Kandas), viz. 
Brahma, Vakya and Prakima. The 
work is very widely quoted by 
Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jain 
philosophers beginning from Din- 
naga till Nagesa. The work is an 
authoritative and scholarly work 
on Philosophy of Grammar. He

has written an auto-commentary.
( Svopajnavrtti) on the first two 
kandas of Vakyapadlya. Gram
marian Bhartrhari is differnt from 
Bhatti, poet Bhartrhari or yogin 
Bhartrhari of the ' Kanfatta ’ sect. 
Nothing is known about his birth
place or persona] history. Another 
important work of Bhartrhari is 
Mahabhasyadlpika, a scholarly com
mentary on Mahabhasya upto seven 
Ahnikas ( Mahabhasya on P. x.i. 
57). He was a great scholar of Veda, 
Mlmarn-a and Vedanta. Three other 
works viz. Miniamsabbasya, a 
Vedantasiitravrtti and Sabdadha- 
tusamiksa are fathered on him. 
A  number of modern Indian gra
mmarian scholars prominent among 
them being Profs. Abhyankar, 
Limaye, and S. Iyer have edited 
and studied bis two major works.

ancient term for the 
present tense found in the Brhad- 
devata and other works. The term 
‘ vartamana ’ for the present tense 
was also equally common. The 
word is found in the Mahabhasya, 
the Unadisutravrtti of Ujjvala- 
datta and in the Grammar of Jai
nendra cf. P. II. 3.1 Vart. 11, Unadi.
III. 50 Jain Vyak. I. 1,471.

a scholar of grammar who has 
written a commentary on the 
Brhacchabdaratna of Hari Diksita.

ancient term for the present 
tense or 33: according to Panini cf.

M. Bh. on P. II. 3.1. Vart. 4 ; cf. 
also JTitreqimw <nRW«qr 1 cci- 
•4tri! I w :  I qraqtrt: 1
M .Bh. on P. III. 2.123. See

- (W ? 0 .

ancient term for the future 
tense in general; cf. I

P. II'I. 3.3
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Vart. i ; cf. also the words

vrH^'cfT ancient term for the future 
tense in general; cf. •'UScRT

P. III. 3.T5. Vart.. 1 ;  cf. 
also Kat. III. 1.15 • Hem. III. 3 15.

short term ( WilCR) for the con
sonants ? ,q ;; 'c f .

P. V III. 2.37.

the substitution of the third 
consonants respectively for the 
fourth consonants^, q.,  ̂ and 
cf. P. VI. 1.13. Vart. 13.

a class pf words headed by the 
word tfrsi to which the tad. affix |=k 
( 8^) is added in the sense of
* carrying b y 1 ; e.g. vrftra:, 
cf. Kas. on P. IV . 4.16.

the term applied to the noun
base in contrast with the term 
For details see the word

a modern scholar of 
grammar who has written a com
mentary named Vakyarthacandrika 
on the PaiibhassnduSekhara of 
Nagesa ; he lived in the first half 
of the eighteenth century.

¥TFTff% one of the oldest commentaries 
on the Sutras of Panini, which, 
although not available at present, 
has been profusely quoted by 
Purusottamadeva S a r a n a d e v a ,  
Siradeva and other Eastern Gram
marians of the twelfth and later 
centuries including Kaiyata, Hara
datta, Ujjvaladatta, Bhattoji, 
Nagesa and so on. A grammarian 
Sridliara is said to have commented 
upon this Bhagavrtti. The .author
ship of the work is attributed to 
Bhartrhari, but the point is doubt
ful as Siradeva in his Paribhasa- 
vrtti on Pari. 76 has stated that 
the author of the Bhagavrtti has

quoted from Maghakavya ;c f .  3T?T <tcf 
cm  95 w r i f e  forTfofer

333: s g a t  q tqf 55^ 1 Some
scholars attribute its authorship to 
Vimalamati. Whosoever be the 
author, the gloss was a
work of recognised m erit; cf. sKrf^i-

W*TTW|f%%{ w tt  Bhasavrtti at 
the end. in his commentary
on the Bhasavrtti also says “  BT ft

*TT# a famous ancient grammarian 
referred to by later writers like Ji- 
nendrabuddhi (Nyasa on Kasika on 
P. 6-2-37 ) and Jagadisha Tarka- 
lankara. Patanjali refers to one 

( on P. 7-3-45) possibly a 
scholarly sister of ?̂igR. A number 
of uncomfirmed references to his 
works on lexicography, poetics, 
Brabmana-exegesis, politics, are 
found. The famous verse qfg 

t arm %?■
Rrtt % ri M is found in grammar 

works. .

[Sir Ramakrishna Gopal 
Bhandarkar 1837-1925 A.D. ] a 
well-known scholar of Sanskrit 
Grammar who has written learned 
articles on many grammatical 
topics. He was a distinguished 
Professor of Sanskrit in the latter 
half of the nineteenth century. He 
was one of the pioneers of Sanskrit 
studies in India.

3TRsp3  ( 1 )  an ancient grammarian 
quoted by Panini in his rules to 
show differences of opinion; cf. 
viK&rsRq V II. 2.63 ; ( 2 ) name of a 
country in the days of Panini cf.

P. IV. 2.I45.

zmWW fog?! a Siksa work of the 
Taittiriya: school of the Black 
Yajurveda. I t  was composed some-
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- - time around Thirteenth century 
A.D .

*n*iT4fcl scholars and grammarians 
belonging to or following the Bhara- 
dwaja School of Grammar whose 
views are often quoted- in the 
MahabhSsya; URSFfal: rafcr M. Bh. 
on P. I. 1.20 Vart. i ,  1. 1.56 Vart. 
1 1 ;  I. 2,22 Vart. 3 ] I- 3.̂ 7 Vart.
4, III. 1.38 Vart. 1, III 1.48 Vart. 
3 ; III  1.89 Vart. 1, IV . 1.79, VI. 4. 
47 and VI. 4.155-

( 1 )  becoming; existence. The 
word is used many, times in the
sense of <*M^-the sense of a root
which is ‘ incomplete activity 1 of 
‘ process of evolving ’ ; cf. tRRpira' 

w t  g  mg: R. Pr. X II. 5 ; cf. 
also s i  israf^Rr Nir. I ' 36; 
<15̂ ^  s ire
W l f i i  Nir. I. 1 ;  ( 2 )
activity as opposed to instruments 
(WW or m m );  cf. - I 

Ka§. on P. I l l ,  1.24; cf. 
also ?m: fell, Kas. on t  
W ^nRj; P. II. 3.37; (3 )  complet
ed action which is shown, not by a 
verb, but by a verbal derivative 
noun; cf. 1
ftsorr snu 1
Kas. on f ?uV P. III . 3.18; cf. 
also M. Bh.
on P. II- 2.19, III. 1.67, IV.

1 3, V. 4.19; cf. also M. Bh.
on P. III. 1.67; ( 4 )  the radical 
factor for the use of a! word; Sfi%- 
raftg; cf. ?% ^R:i

13] j^ ^  1
5TOT1 K ai. on P. 5.1.119; (5) 
thing, object cf. fi±^g

4 =[3% M. Bh. 1. 1. Ahnika 1 ;
(6 ) transformation, substitution ; 
change into the nature of another; 
cf. 33 R- Pr. II. 4. cf.
also the words
etc. ( 7) possession of the qualities, 
nature; <r<^q ^R: M. Bh.

on P . II. 3.13 ; ( 8) relationship ; 
cf. sqsrwratw, ai% % firm f'etc,; -

having for its subject a verbal
f derivative in the sense of the or 

the root, activity. • The word 
is explained as ip the K.a&.ka-
vrtti. e.g. the word dn: in =fraq $3# 
dn: Kas. on P. II. 3^ 4 : cf. *tpt- .

KaS. on P. II. 3.54.

W[^'T name of a commentary on the
: Sabdakaustubha by ■> v/jv-'v;-

: a grammarian Who has written 
a commentary on the Brhacchabda- 
ratna of Hari Diksita ; possibly the 
same as *t#f. See

*TR*n effort, activity. I t  also has the 
sense of thought or "reflection. 
Bhavar.a as a theory is discussed by 
Bhartrhari, cp. Vak. pa.d. II. 116.

T̂IŴ jRT name of a commentary on 
the by tnqjplr.

*HWS3»ritt3iT name of a commentary 
on Sabdaratna, by Vaidyanatha.

^THUc^ an affix in the sense of qua
lity such as m, cTT etc.; cf. jt

^T ŝraFT description of a verb or 
verbal form in which activity plays 
the main part as opposed to a noun 
in which completed activity ( 
is predominant.

the different activities such as 
igniting a hearth, placing a rice-pot 
on it, pouring water in it etc., 
which form the different parts of 
the main activity viz. cooking; cf.

M. Bh. on P. III.
3.19,111.4.67.

(x ) expressive of or the 
completed verbal activ ity ; e.g. the

- word tirt itself, as also ijfr, *t»i, and 
others; ',(2 ) having for their sub
ject a verbal derivative in the form 
of the verbal activity. See
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kinds of verbal activity which 
are described to be six in number 
viz. production, existence, transfor
mation, growth, decay and destruc
tion. These six modes of; existence 

! first mentioned by Varsyayani; and 
quoted by 'Yaska are explained 
philosophically by Bhartrhari as/ 
a mere appearance of the &abda- 
brahman or Satta when one of its 
own powers, the time factor (sris- 

is superimposed upto it; and 
as a result of that superimposition, 
it (i.e . the Sabdabrahman) appe
ars as a process; cf.

- sjfcf w k m :  l' 3ITq% 3 f%  (^qftuil#
■' siqsgtq! f & I Nir.' 1.2 ; cf.

also Vakyapadlya III. 30.

the author, of the 
a work on the Paribhasas 

in grammar which are utilized in 
eixplaining the rules of the 3®T«t- 
=j(I^oi by Sarvavarman.

*n3?H^R ( 1 )  a word in the sense of 
or completed verbal activity

srfei ftfw *?: 1 f%*rw
M. Bh. on P. I. 1.57 ; (2 ) an affix 
applied for the formation of a word 
in the sense of verbal a ctiv ity ; cf.

iraq: M. Bh. on I. 1.9.

a grammar manual of 
Bhatta Vinayaka for prince Bhava- 
simha. He is bslieved to have 
written a work named Sakataya- 
natlka.

yfTTO'T a grammarian of the Katantra 
school who wrote the works Kata- 
ntrarupamala and Sakatayanatika.

snfect designated by a technical term ; 
cf. f% 3 ^  §

R % r %®rf
M. Bh. on P. I.

1. 1.
¥11^. which is to come into being ; of 

future tim e; cf. viift fcWT̂ fftE. M.

. Bh. on III., 4 . 1 ;  cf. sri^jt
M. Bh. on P. V II. 1. 33 ; cf. 

also aft [̂R?TT4 tffiT f% R qt M. 
Bh. on P. I. p.45.

impersonal. form of a sen
tence when there is no activity 

. mentioned, on the part of the.agent 
nor resulting upon the object, but 

. there is a mere mention of verb- 
activity. ; .

that which is to be produced ; 
cf. Ja in .: Vyak. I. 1.72. See ^jsq-

lit. which is to be produced ; 
which is prescribed by. a rule, like 
an affix ; hence, an affix or an aug
ment or a substitute prescribed by 
a rule as contrasted with the condi
tions or the original wording for 
which something is substituted, or 
after which an affix is placed, or to 
which an addition is made, or which 
is deleted ; cf. vrpqflFt;? gqqfar sqrtri  ̂
Par. Sek. Pari. 19 ; also cf. M. Bh. 
on P. I.-1.50 ,1. 1.69, VI. 1.85, V I. 
4.160.

spoken language as opposed to 
the archaic Vedic Language; c;. 
* rrw  fW S fq :; P. III. 2.108; 5Rq% 
^mqf#,OT;.P. VIII. 4.45 Vart. 1 ;  
cf. also R. T. 96, 212 ; cf. also %fer

Nir.
1.4.

a work on language attri
buted to

a small treatise on grammar 
written by Vyankata Subba- 
Shastri.

a short gloss on the Astadh
yayi of Panini in the 12th century 
by Purusottamadeva, a reputed 
scholar belonging to the Eastern 
school of grammarians which flouri
shed in Bengal and Behar in the
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loth, n th  and 12th centuries. The 
gloss is very useful for beginners 
and it has given a clear explanation 
of the different sutras without 
going into difficult niceties and 
discussions. The treatise does not 
comment upon Vedic portions or 
rules referring to Vedic Language 
because, as the legend goes, king 
Laksmana Sena, for whom the gloss 
was written, was not qualified to 
understand Vedic Language; cf. 
qRepTT'TRffWRt Com. on Bhasavrtti 
by Srstidhara. There is a popular 
evaluation of the Bhasavrtti 
given by the author himself in the 
stanza “ 5 if%wmiTqisiRe3inT 
*4t: I cRT flfsracir w  II ”
at the end of his treatise; for 
details see g#fiR^r.

snqTffafra a learned commentary on 
Purusottamadeva’s Bhasavrtti by 
Srsfidhara, a learned grammarian of 
the sixteenth century.

belonging to, or used in spoken 
language as contrasted w ith the 
V ed ic  Langnage or fiwtT,’ cf.

*n§*% Vrftr f#t Nir.
II.2.

a word or a noun-base which 
has the same sense in th e m asculine 
gender as in the neuter gender; gene
ra lly  words of q u ality  or ad jectives 
like ng etc. fall in this category ; 
cf. P . V I I .
1 .7 4 ;  cf. also *t[ftcr.

6 cf#-
crew

srfsqF̂ fi lifters*m.\
Kas. on V II. 1.74.

*n®T a learned commentary on an 
original work, of recognised merit 
and scholarship, for which people 
have got a sense of sanctity in their 
mind; generally every Sutra work

of a branch of technical learning 
( or Sastra) in Sanskrit has got a 
Bhasya written on it by a scholar 
of recognised merit. Out of the 
various Bhasya works of the kind 
given above, the Bhasya on the 
Vyakarana sutras of Panini is called 
the Mahabhasya, on the nature of 
which possibly the following defini
tion is based “  ^  'R: <pr-

Pfg: ll Parasara Purana X V III. 15. 
In books on Sanskrit Grammar the 
word *rfsq is used always for the 
Mahabhasya. The word is 
sometimes used in the Mahabhasya 
of Patanjali ( cf. 3 #  III.
3.19, IV. 4.67 ) where the word may 
refer to a wOrk like which
Patanjali may have written, or may 
have got available to him as written 
by somebody else, before he wrote 
the Mahabhasya.

Patanjali, the author of the 
Patanjala Mahabhasya ; the term, 
in this sense, frequently occurs in 
works on Grammar. See w

WParejW the brief pithy statements in 
the Mahabhasya of the type of the 
Sutras or the Varttikas. These 
assertions or statements are named
* isti ’ also.

the brief pithy assertions or 
injunctions of the type of Sutras 
given by Patanjali in a way to 
supplement the Sutras of Panini 
and the Varttikas thereon. See the 
word ffe above and the word vriwjgsr 
also.

surnamed - Abhyankar 
(1785-1870 ) a great grammarian 
in the’ line of the pupils of Nagesa 
who was educated at Poona and 
lived at Satara. He taught many 
pupils, a large number of whom
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helped the spread of Vyakarana 
studies even in distant places of the 
Country, such as Varanasi and 
others. For details see Vyakarana 
Mahabhasya, Vol. VII. pp. 27-29, 
D. E. Society’s Edition.

raSRira a class of words headed by the 
word to which the tad. affix ar 
( 3i°0  is added in the sense of collec
tion ; e.g. cf. 
K ai. on P. IV. 2.38.

ft'ill'? a class of roots headed by the 
root to which the krt affix 
( always in the fent. gender as sti ) 
is added in the sense of verbal 
a ctiv ity ; e.g. fw ,g fT , «ST, TO etc. 
cf. KaS. on P. III. 3.104.

affix of the instrumental plural 
before which the base is looked 
upon as a Pada and sometimes split 
up in the Padapatha, especially 
when the preceding word has got 
no charge for its last letter or 
syllable.

writer of the commentary, 
named after him, on the Pari- 
bhasendusekhara of Nagesa.

called vffagjfl also, who flourish
ed in the fourteenth century. A c
cording to Maitreya, Bhattoji and 
Nagesa, he gave meanings to 
Panimya Dhatupatha.

a class of words headed by the 
word sffrr in which the Unadi affixes 
?r and others, as prescribed by 
specific Unadi sutras, are found 
added in the sense of the ‘apadana’ 
case-relation ; e.g. sffa: in the sense 
‘ filter sierra.’- Similarly sfNr:.
W  etc. cf. Kas. on P. III. 4.74. 1

lit. swallowed or eaten u p ; the 
term is used in connection with 
letters that are uttered imperfect
ly  on account of the proximity of 
similar letters.

33T name of a Samdhi or coalescence 
given by the writers of the Prati
sakhya works where the diphthong 
vowels 3jr and <?r, followed by any 
vowel which is not labial, are turn
ed respectively into and 3?i ;̂ 
e.g. ( R-
Samh. I .2 .8 ) ;  cf.

1 *m. rawiwifcrr-
1 1 sjiqY

2-2. ( R. Samh.' I. 2.2). fseT: qra 
cf. R. Pr. II. 11.

more by one syllable ; the word 
is used as an adjective to the name 
of a Vedic metre which has got one 
syllable more than the noim al; cp.

- RsfSRrfw m  fof^nfSrar 1
Rkprati. xvii, 1.

lit. what has become or happened. 
The word is used in books on gram
mar in the sense of past tense in 
general, which has been subdivided 
into ( a ) unseen past o ri^ ),
( b )  past, not of today {sr̂ merJf̂ jT 
or ) and ( c ) past in general 
( or ), cf. P. III. 2.84, 

P. H I. 2.116 and 3i;;3icT% 5^ 
P. III. 2.111.

lit. denotation of something 
which formerly was existing; a 
consideration of that form of a word 
which was formerly present. The 
word is used frequently by com
mentators when they try to apply 
a rule of grammar to a changed 
wording under the plea that the 
wording required by the rule was 
formerly there; cf.

M. Bh. on P. I. x. 
20 Vart. 9; cf. also M. Bh. on P. I. 
1.56, VII. 1.9 and V II. 3.103; cf. 
also ’JjT'j'fJl#: Par. Sek.
Pari. 76.

name popularly given by Sira
deva and other grammarians to the 
third pada of the first adhyaya of
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Panini’s Astadhyayi as it begins 
, with the Sutra liters?: P. 1.3-i* 

’i f f5!, plurality of the individuals re
ferred to ; cf. 5fi>c,sqgOTc[}jf% P. VI.

. 2.175. .

the limited senses ( plura
lity) and others in which ngq, and 
other possessive taddhita' affixes 
should take place, and not in. the 
general sense of the ‘ presence at 
one place ’ as also * ttie possession 
by some individual’; cf.
srsrarg 1

II M. Bh. on V. 2.94.

name given to the fourth 
section of the third kanda of Vakya
padlya. It deals with the nature 
of ŝq or individual substance.

lit. headed by or headed by 
\  and 31 as some scholars like to 
explain ; the term means roots in 

, general, which have ^  as the first 
root in Panini’s list of roots; cf.

*rraq: P. I. 3 .1; The word 
denotirg roots, stands : in 

contrast with the word which 
stands for the roots of the first con
jugation. 5j5t̂ Trt 33iRt3-i ir fs ^  1 
jpV sn*r ^'-#1% 11 
Kas. on P. I. 3.r.

a class of nouns headed by 
to which the denominative affix q 
is added in the sense of ‘ being or 
becoming what they were not be
fore’ ;' e.g. sjq# g #  ^3fcr 
similarly qftsn5# , W R i ,

etc. cf. Kas. III. 1.13'.

that which is to be distinguished 
by means of adjectives, cp. Vak. 
pad. II. 183. iitNit ^fcr I
(S02i-)

^  ( i)  difference, cause of difference, 
such as a special feature; different
iating principle which causes an

< individually different treatment, 
cp. Vak. pad. II. 77, 85, 4 4 .: :

; (ii) difference, differentiation ; cf.
: W

^RE,4% M. Bh. on P. I. 1.9, Vart. 2.

( 1 )  lit. distinguishing ; different-: 
iating; cf. 1,
M. Bh. on P. I. r. 1 Vart. 13 ; ( 2 ) 
adjective; cf. ^  f f ^ ^ l
Kas. on P. II. r .5 7; ( 3 )  variety; 
kind; cf.
Kas. on P. V. 3.23 ; ( 4) indicating, 
suggesting, as contrated with 
■qm;cf g ^ K : Vakyapadlya.

imagined difference in knowl
edge caused by. difference noticed 
in objects which are known, cp. 
Vak. pad. I. 86.

that which is distinguished; the 
word which ; is . qualified ; cf. JW 

Kas. on P. II. r.57. >

a grammar treatise written 
by '-ffftRta in the fourteenth century
A. D. -■■■■■”■

■Sv r. . ' . • • •
T̂HT name of a commentary on the 

Paribhasendusekhara of Nagesa 
written by Bhlmabhatta in the 
latter half of the eighteenth cen
tury.

one of the reputed gramma
rians of the latter half of the 
eighteenth century and the first 
half of the nineteenth century who 
wrote commentaries on several 
prominent works on grammar. He 
was the son of and his native 
place was Prayaga. He has written 
the commentary called Candrakala 
on the Lughusabdendusekhara, 
Pariksa on the Vaiyakarana- 
bhusanasara, Gada called also 
Bhairavl or Bhairavigada on the 
Paribhasendusekhara and commen
taries ( popularly named Bhairavl)
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on the Sabdaratna and Liriganu- 
iasana. He is reported to have 
visited Poona, the capital of the 
Peiawas and received magnificent 
gifts for exceptional proficiency in 
Nyaya aud Vyakarana. For details 
see pp. 24 and 25 Vol. V II. Patan- 
jala - Mahabhasya D. E. Society’s 
Edition.

name given to a commentary in 
general written by Bhairavamisra, 
which see above. The commentary 
on the Paribhasendusekhara is 
more popularly known as Bhairavi.

tad. affix suggested by
the Varttikakara to form words like 

which are
derived by - the rule 3TTcin?W3R- 

® P. V, 1.9.

the well-known king of Dhara 
who was very famous for his chari
ties and love of learning. He flouri
shed in the eleventh century A. D. 
He is said to have got written or 
himself written several treatises on 
various sastras. The work Sarasvatl- 
kanthabharana which is based on 

' the Astadhyayi. of Panini, but 
which has included in it the Vartti
kas and Paribhasas. also, has be
come in a way a Vyakarana or a 
general work on grammar and can 
be styled as Bhoja-Vyakarana. 
He wrote a commentary on his 
Sutras. There are commentaries 
like Hrdayabarini by Narayana 
Dandanatha and Ratnadarpana by 
Ramasimha also.

T̂iS'RTs? a grammarian who has 
written a commentary named 
Sandarbhamrta on Bopadeva’s 
Mugdhabodha.

the consideration that a thing 
was such and such a one formerly, 
and hence liable to undergo gra

mmatical operations on that 
ground; cf. fffr fits trg. 1

. M. Bh. on P. V II. 1.9.
r\

belonging to the class of roots' 
headed by a root of the first 
conjugation; cf. 3?^ sqiHT 
K ai. on P. III. 1.75.

^  case-affix of the detive and abla
tive plural; cf. P. IV.
1.2.

. WTHJ, case-affix of the instrumental, 
dative and ablative d u al; cf. ?lrst- 

p. IV. 1.2.

tad. affix ^3 applied to the prefix 
31̂  in the sense of depression of the 
nose; e.g. infect

( depression of the nose ?nrct- 
. ^Rfl ; cf. Kas. on qtR^qr:
BfTRf P. V. 2.31.

WSTRHT lit. a person or at. thing of 
which the proper occasion has 
passed ; the word is used in connec
tion with the application of a rule 
even though the proper time 
of its application is gone, on the 
analogy of a man who is paid his 
Daksina although the proper time 
has gone 3[f̂ nr )';
cf. mrewKra;
Kas. on P. VII. 2.101.

STIS stray or spurious verses or stan
zas whose authorship cannot be 
traced, but which are commonly 
quoted by scholars; cf. ilFSf

M. Bh. on 1. 1 Ahnika 1 ;  the 
word h fi is explained as ' compos
ed by Katyayana ’ by Nagesa- 
bhatta in his Uddyota.

$nT«r lit. centre of the brows, or eye-
Vs.

brows which is described as the 
. place of air ( which produces utter

ance or speech) at the time of the 
evening soma-pressing or sacrifice ;
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cf.
wftoi ^WlFt 1

Vaj. Prat. I. 30 ; cf. also 
jnaim ^ W lj. Bh. Gita. V III. 10.

the class of roots headed by 
5jj the first conjugation of roots.

TT

. 3T ( i ) fifth letter of the labial class 
of consonants which is possessed of 
the properties JiRIiSRFt, 'W, ?re- 
Hl?t5q, smstTO and sug îra^Pl (2 ) 
substitute q, ( jrO  for of the 
1st. pers. sing, in Vedic literature ; 
e.g. cf. 3 #  tri P. VII.
1.40;

*T ( 1 )  the consonant ^with the vowel 
st added for facility of utterance ; 
cf. T. Pr. I. 2 .1; ( 2 ) The substi
tute jt for t o . of the 1st pers. pi. in 
the perfect tense cf. . .
dmht: P. III. 4.82 and in the present 
tense also in the case of the root

( 3 )  ta<3. affix it added to the 
word in the Saisika senses, and 
to the words 1  and f  in the sense 
of possession ; cf. P. IV. 3.8, V. 2. 
108.

( r ) name of a commentary by 
Ranganatha on the Padamanjari of 
Haradatta ; ( 2 ) name of a comm
entary on the Supadma Vyakarana 
by Visnumisra.

ff'BR the consonant >1. with the vowel 
3T and the affix 3VR added for faci
lity of use and pronunciation; cf. 
T, Pr. I. 17 and 21.

for the sake of auspiciousness 
at the beginning of a treatise or 
work; cf. j ^ s f :
srgsjj^-M. Bh. on P. I. 3 .1 .; cf. 
W'SKSR f f  I M. Bh. on P. I.
1.1.

tad. affix it applied to a numeral, 
not preceded by another numeral in 
the sense of completion ; e.g. qgrj:, 
ott: ; cf. V. 2.49.

Tffff tad. affix ff, causing vrddhi for the 
word jphi, in the sense of ‘ present 
therein ’ ( m  ) ;  e.g. ; cf.
TJOjftqf (̂fq JJcqqr, P. IV. 3.60 
Vart.2.

lit. the gait of a fro g ; jump; 
the continuation of a word from a 
preceding Sutra to the following 
Sutra or Sutras in the manner of a 
fro£ by omitting one or more Sut
ras in the m iddle; the word 
15% is also used in the same sense 
especially by later grammarians; 
cf. 3T*f5n i

eresfww: 11 M. Bh. 
on P. I. 1.3 Vart. 2, II. 3-32, II. 
4.34, VI. 1.16, VI. 3-49, VII. 2.117.

:fT,,l[3>,:!§Tcr the same as which
see above ; cf. sisprr 
M. Bh. on P. V. 2.4.

a popular name given to the 
work q ^ p s s f^ r  of Nageia on srt- 
sr%*fT ( science or method of inter
pretation) in Vyakarana which is 
generally read b y advanced stu
dents. Nageia has also written a 
bigger work on the same subject 
55|!*F3EJfT which sometimes is also 
referred to by the word

the same as Jjgq. a tad. affix show
ing possession ; the word is frequent
ly used in Panini’s rules for *r§n.. cf.

^pifRU P. IV. 2.72; cf. also, 
P. IV. 4.125,136 ; V. 2.59, VI. 1.21s,
VI. 3.118, 130 ; V III. 2.9; for the, 
sense of Jig see below. The affix 
??g ( instead of ngq. of Panini) is 
found in the Atharva Pratisakhya.

JTgf tad. affix ng, changed in some 
cases to ( cf.
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P. V III. 2.9), applied to any 
noun or substantive in the sense of
* who possesses that or ‘ which 
contains it or in the sense of 
possession as popularly expressed. 
The affix is called .possessive affix 
also, and is very commonly found 
in u se ; e.g. etc.
cf. Hgq. P. V. 2.94. The
very general sense of ‘ possession’ 
is limited to certain kinds of pos
session by the Varttikakara in the 
following stanza :
qftfMrra* I tfsfcftr&rorat m-

II cf. Kas. on P. V. 2.94. There 
are other tad. affixes prescribed in 
the same senses as irgq̂ , such as the 
affixes 55=̂  ( V. 2.96-98), ( 99; 
100, 105, 117), m and q- (100 ), q 
( 101), raw (102,121, 122 )., f fr  (102, 
115, 116, 128, 129-137), aim (103, 
104), ^  (106 ), * (10 7), n ( 10S), 
sr ( 109, n o ), and ( 1 x 1 ) , 

(112 , 113 ), (115 , n 6 ),
( 118 ,119 ), qq. (120 ), gg. (123.138 
140), faifir (12 4 ), and 
(125 ), ^  (127), and % v, 3, fa, I, 
<T and qg, each one applied to speci
fically stated words, jjgn. is also 
specially prescribed after the words 
headed by ( cf. P. V. 2.
95 ) in supersession of some of the 
other affixes mentioned above which 
would take place in such cases, if 
rrgq. were not prescribed b y the rule 

The portion of the Asta
dhyayi prescribing the possessive 
affixes is named (P. V. 2.92
to 140).

a conventional name given by 
grammarians to the third pada of 
the eighth Adhyaya of Panini’s 
Astadhyayi as the pada begins with 
the sutra Hfrar 5 tfgsr 03#  P. VIII.
3. i .

affix in the sense of i.e. in 
the sense of possession. For these

affixes of which 5ft ( f^ )  is very 
common see the word jjp ., cf.

HpfSra; 1 a sr: srewt 
%g: Aft6#  ll M .B h . on III.
1.7 ; V. 2.94.

affix in the sense of JTgq.; see 
JTgfffoi.

TTjJs t̂a elision of the affix u p . specially 
prescribed after words of quality, 
or words meaning quality, such as 
IS , S60!, which originally mean the 
white colour, the black colour etc. 
e.g. §p: tj: cf. goif^Ft*qt *13^ P.
V. 2.94 Vart. 3.

JT̂ S'TTwIT name of a commentary on 
Kondabhatta’s Vaiyakaranabhu- 
sana, written by a grammarian 
named

sense in which the affix tig ( JTp.) 
is affixed ; the sense of ‘ possession ’ 
in general; see the word Jigq. above.

an affix which has got the 
sense of ug ( ifa'l). See the words 
JTgffe and ng5r4fa above.

lit. m iddle; middling variety. 
The word is used in the sense of the 
middling effort between the open 
( R Ii ) and the close ( g i f ) external 
efforts which technically is called

; cf. it# 1 *i«r: 1 
si gf!T^% I cfcwn#: 1 9iJrra% s i  fcr# 
w b  -gfcr *rr*T *rru: swr. ftp# 1 
fcr ^ ®qa%§ srNfr strel I T. Pr. Bhasya 
on II. 6.

called also Madhyamakau- 
mudl or Madhyasiddhanta-kaumudI, 
a work on grammar which is an 
abridgment, to a certain extent, of 
Bhattoji’s Siddhantakaumudi. The 
treatise was written by Varadaraja, 
a pupil of Bhattoji for facilitating 
the study of the Siddhanta-kau
mudI,
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lit. fallen in the middle; the 
word is used generally in the sense 
of an augment which is inserted in 
the middle of a word. Sometimes 
an affix too, like 8 ^  or a conjuga- 
tional sign like ^  is placed in the 
middle of a word. Such a middling 
augment is technically ignored and 
a word together with.it is taken as 
the original word for grammatical 
operations; e.g. 3^%:, etc. cf.

a p !  Par. Sek.
Pari. 89.

( 1 )  the middle person, affix of 
the second person ( itraiHSW), cf, 

P. I. 4.105 ; cf. also 
Nir. VII. 7 ; ( 2 ) middling tone or 
effort, cf. g  wreqqiir: T. Pr.
X V III. 4, where the commentator 
explains the word as

| the word ^qrti is 
used in this sense as qualifying a 
mode of utterence. li%; cf. 
serf 1^1 st% # 5 1 R. Pr. X III. 
19 ; cf. also R. T.
32; (3 ) one of the seven modes of 
speech or tones, cf. ga TO: ^TRIR

arafa T. Pr. X X III. 4 and 5 and 
also jpT X V III. 11 where the 
commentator explains qajH as qq 
w s  Sf%rr girav-q̂  *ITJT *fg

(4 ) one of the seven 
musical notes originating or pro
ceeding from the Svarita accent cf.

"m  Pan.
Siksa.

( x ) name of a treatise on 
grammar by Ramasarman ; ( 2 ) the 
same as ^qsRrg r̂.

m W Jt& N  Jit, the dropping of the 
middle word or member ( of a com
pound generally ) as for instance in 
Sliwipfli for =n%iE[4mm; the word 

is also used in the sense, 
of a compound. The compounds

which have the middle word drop
ped are enumerated by the Varttika
kara under the Varttika

Bh. Vr. II.- 1.60 
Vart.; cf. also Kat. II. 6.30.

TISTOT name of the speech which is in
audible and which is of the type of 
a thought without any definite 
presence of Words making up the 
expression, cp. Vak. pad. I. 143 cp. 
jpsrtn ?q?er: gfik-
qt^ciKRT HT g  ^ sfW lc ^ fJ c n  =FTOCR-

I ( # . )

JT^W'Sj'^rgJT See

TT^q^rr? a rule forming an exception 
to other general rules being placed 
between them, one or many of 
which are placed before and the 
others afterwards. Such a rule sets 
aside the previous rules arid not the 
succeeding ones. The statement 
laying down this dictum is 
'jqiq; Par. Sek.
Pari. 60, also M. Bh. on P. VI. 4. 
148 Vart. 5.

the maxim of the middel 
rule of exception ; see

the acute or udatta accent 
to the vowel which is neither 
the initial ( srif^) nor the final one 
( sper) as laid down by the rule 
sfora flfcr P. VI. 1.217; cf.

qft^fcr era ^ 3 ^ 4  M. 
Bh. on III. 1.3.

a class of words headed by the 
word Hg to which the taddhita affix 

(^P.) is added as a Caturar- 
thika affix ; e.g. ftgiTR;, e tc .;
cf. K a i  on P. IV . 2.86.

^  ( 1 )  the affix generally found 
in Vedic Literature added to roots 
ending in sn and preceded by a 
noun; e.g. ew rra r; cf. srrat

P. III. 2.74, 75; (a;sf
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Unadi affix in 3?|=r; cf. sfiu ?Rt 3=%- 
fj^ql gora K ai.

on P. VI. 4.29.

5TR .̂ See

a class of words headed by. 
the word JRlqT, to which the tadd
hita affix 3?er ( go},) is added in the 
sense of * nature ’ or ‘ duty ’ ; e.g.

etc. cf.
K ai. on P. V. 1.133.

TT'TtTOT ( 1 )  the popular name given 
to the commentary srrar?#W on the 
Siddhantakaumudi of by
the author himself; the comm
entary is a scholarly One and very 
extensive ; and its first portion only 
upto the end of Karaka is generally 
read in the Sanskrit Pathasalas;
( 2) name of a commentary on the 
Madhyasiddhantakaumudi by Ram- 
aSarman ; (3 )  name given to a 
treatise discussing roots given in 
the Katantra Grammar written by 
WRIsRETftf in the" sixteenth century. 
The work is called also.

name given in a banter
ing tone to the treatise msrRtOT- 
gngf} written by sjnamfo^r.

known also as a famous
grammarian of the eighteenth 
century who has written a comm
entary named <̂ °TI on the 
Vaiyakaranabhusanasara of Konda- 
bhatta and a commentary named 

or Kantakoddhara on Nag
esa’s Paribhasendusekhara and a 
commentary called Dosoddhara on 
Nagesa’s Laghusabdendsekhara.

TH'W name given to the Samhita por
tion of the Veda works, especially 
of the Rgveda and the Yajurveda 
as different from the Biahmaija, 
Aranyaka and other portions of the 
two Vedas as also from the other

V edas; cf. JFSRr3? ^ 51=̂  ^
5  ; M. Bh. on P. I. 1.68 Vart. 4. 
The word it̂ T occurs several times 
in the rules of Panini ( cf. P. II. 4. 
80, III. 2.71, III. 3.96, V I. 1. 151,
VI. 1.210, VI. 3.131, VI. 4.53, VI. 
4 .141) and a few times in the 
Varttikas. (cf. I. 1.68 Vart. 4, IV.
3.66 Vart. 5 and VI. 4. 141 Vart. 
1 )  It is, however, doubtful whet
her the word was used in the limit
ed sense by Panini and K atya
yana. Later on, the word came to 
mean any sacred text or even any 
mystic formula, which was looked 
upon as sacred. Still later on, the 
word came to mean a secret 
counsel. For details see Goldstiic- 
ker’s Panini p. 69, Thieme’s ‘ Pari- 
ini and the Veda ’ p. 38.

( 1 )  one of the three places of 
the origination of articulate speech 
which is described as situated in 
the throat; cf. sftfBj n 1
Ig  TtnCJprer qtq Uvvata on R. Pr, 
X III. 17 ; cf. also

- *f#cr-l T. Pr. X X II. I I .  (2  )
name of the sixth musical note in 
the singing of the Saman.

See

W? tad. affix ir always added to the 
krt. affix ft ( f e ) prescribed after 
roots characterized by the mute 
syllable g  ; e.g. etc,

p. IV, 4.20,

a technical term of Jainendra 
corresponding to 'R & 't^ o f Panini. 
cf. Jain. Su.1.2.150.

abbreviated term or pratyahara 
for all the consonants of the five 
classes or Vargas excepting the 
consonant cf. P.
V III. 3-33-

fW tad. affix ( 1 )  in the sense of 
proceeding therefrom (<rt anw: P,
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IV. 3.92) added to words showing 
cause or meaning human being; e.g.

(2 )  in the sense 
of product, ( î k r ) or part ( 3 ^ 5 )  
added optionally with s r  to any 
word, e.g. s^nnq^,

and necessarily to words 
beginning with arr, \  and sfr, words 
of the class headed by the word 3R 
and the words ftg, sftfl, fcr® and 
some others; cf. P. IV . 3. 143-150; 
(3) in the sense of proportion, 
added to a numeral; e.g. f|iiqg^- 

; cf. P. V. 2.47 ; ( 4 )  in 
the sense of ‘ made up of ’ added 
to the thing of which there is a 
large quantity ; e.g. sraw i., ar'JWR 
c f . ; P. V. 4.2 r, 22.

see *rq.

a class of compounds of 
the type of jpjjsqgsfi which are some
what irregular formations and 
hence mentioned as" they are found 
in use. The compounds are called 
simple tatpurusa compounds; e.g.

,

e tc .; cf. P.
II. 1.72.

tad. affix added to the
word aiff in the sense of milk ; e.g.

cf. ilsijw n gq : P.
V. 2.36. Vart. 5.

a well-known commentator 
of Jain Sutras. He is said to be the 
same man as the grammarian who 
wrote his Sabdanusasana with his 
own commentary ( published from 
Ahmedabad). He uses pratyaha
ras and follows Jain Sakatayana.

3?fipTf2? a reputed commentator on 
many classical, poetic and dramatic 
works, who flourished in the four
teenth century. He was a scholar 
of Grammar and is believed to have

written a commentary on . the 
Sabdendusekhara and another 
named on the ^ra o f 1%% -̂
gfe.

TT5T personal ending ^  substituted for 
in Vedic Literature; e.g. spft 

f ^ 5  cf. 3#. iri,P . VII. 1.40; See

TO personal ending of the first person 
( )  plural; e.g. f t : ;
cf.RlRrftir&l? III. 4.78.

Tift? personal ending formed by add
ing ? to of the 1st person ( 3̂ fT- 
p f ) pi. in Vedic. Literature, f̂aqr- 

*rsi*pr%, cf. Kas. on HR* 
P . VII. 1.46.

TTfatHSrr a long technical term which 
has an application according to the 
sense conveyed by its wording, e.g. 

. afopr, etc. cf. Vak. pad, II. 
368 ; Mahabhasya on P. 1-1-23.

3T§T%sr a grammarian of the Katantra 
school who has written a gloss on 
the sRRF3Tff% of It is named
Sabdasiddhi. Mahadeva lived in the 
fourteenth century.

a grammarian of the eigh
teenth century who has written a 
gloss on Kondabhatta’s Vaiyaka
ranabhusanasara,

name of a commentary on the 
KaSikavivaranapanjika (popularly 
named N yasa). mentioned by 
Uj jvaladatta in his Unadisutravrtti. 
Possibly Nyasa with Raksita’s Anu
nyasa was named Mahanyasa.

STIWIOT lit. hard breathing, aspirate 
characteristic ( TOiJRcsr) of conso
nants possessed by the second and 
fourth consonants of the five classes, 
and the sibilants % and gL which 
letters are also called TTfPTF? on that 
account.
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lit. the great commentary. 
The word is uniformly used by 
commentators and classical Sans
krit writers for the reputed comm
entary on Panini’ s Sijtras and the 
Varttikas thereon, by Patanjali in 
the 2nd century B .C . The comm
entary is very scholarly yet very 
simple in style, and exhaustive 
although omitting a .number of 
Panini’s rules. It is the first and 
oldest existing commentary on the 
Astadhyayi of Panini, and, in spite 
of some other commentaries and 
glosses and other compendia 
written later on to explain the 
Sutras of Panini, it has remained 
supremely authoritative and fur
nishes the last and final word in all 
places of doubt; cf. the remarks 
i t
etc. scattered here and there in 
several Vyakarana treatises forming, 
in fact, the patent words used by 
commentators when they finish any 

, chain of arguments. Besides com
menting on. the Sutras of Panini, 
Patanjali, the author, has raised 
many other grammatical issues and 
after discussing them fully and 
thoroughly, given his conclusions 
which have become the final dicta 
in those matters. The work, in 
short, has become an encyclopaedic 
one and hence aptly called or 
Biro. The work is spread over such 
a wide field of grammatical studies 
that not a single grammatical issue 
appears to have been left out. The 
author appears to have made a 
close study of the method and ex
planations of the Sutras of Panini 
given at various academies all over 
the country and incorporated the 
gist of those studies given in the 
form of Varttikas- at the various 
places, in his great work. He has 
thoroughly scrutinized and com

mented upon the Varttikas many 
of which he has approved, some of 
which he has rejected< and a few of 
which he has supplemented. Besides 
the Varttikas which are referred to 
above, he has quoted stanzas which 
verily sum up the arguments in ex
planation of the difficult sutras, 
composed by his predecessors. There 
is a good reason to believe that 
there were small glosses or com
mentaries on the Sutras of Panini 
written by learned teachers at the 
various academies, and the Varttikas 
formed in a way, a short pithy 
summary of those glosses or Vrttis. 
The explanation of the word =rar 
org given by Kaiyata may
be quoted in support of this point. 
K aiyata has at one place even 
stated that the argument of the 
Bhasyakara is-in consonance with 
that of Kurti, his predecessor The 
work is divided into eightyfive sec
tions which are given the name of 
lesson or by the author, pro
bably because they form the subject 
matter of one day’s study each, if 
the student has already made a 
thorough study of the subject and 
is very sharp in intelligence, cf. 3?§r 
fMtra; (th e  explanation
given by the commentators). Many 
commentary works were written on 
this magnum opus of Patanjali 
during the long period of twenty 
centuries upto this time under the 
names Star, fecqufr,
= w r ,  ?gft, ira, spftqr, sqreqm
and the like, but only one of them 
the ‘ Pradipa ’ of is found
complete. The learned commentary 
by Bhartrhari, written five cen
turies before the Pradipa, is avail
able only in a fragment and that 
too, in a manuscript form copied 
down from the original one from 
time to time by the scribes very
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carelessly. The available comment
ary is upto the first seven Ahnikas 
of Mahabhasya (upto P. 1.1.53). 
Two other commentaries which are 
comparatively modern, written by 
Narayanasesa and Nllakantha are 
available biit they are also incom
plete and in a manuscript form. 
Possibly Kaiyatabhatta’s Pradipa 
threw into the background the 
commentaries of his predecessors 
and no grammarian after Kaiyata 
dared write a commentary superior 
to Kaiyata’s Pradipa or, if he 
began, he had to abandon his work 
in the middle. The commentary of 
Kaiyata is such a scholarly one and 
so written to the point, that later 
commentators have almost identifi
ed the original B hasya. with the 
commentary Pradipa and many a 
time expressed the two words 
Bhasya and Kaiyata in the same 
breath as or
watera;).

a commentary on 
Mahabhasya by DhaneSvara of the 
sixteenth century.

a very learned old com
mentary on the Mahabhasya of 
Patafijali written by the reputed 
grammarian Bhartrhari or Hari in 
the fifth century A.D. The com
mentary has been published from 
Poona from only one manuscript 
preserved in Germany available at 
present, of which photostat copies 
or ordinary copies are found here 
and there. The first page of the 
manuscript is missing and it is in
complete also, the commentary not 
going beyond the first seven 
Ahnikas. For details see page 383 
Vol. V II Vyakarana Mahabhasya, 
D„ E. Society’s edition.

a very scholarly com
mentary on Patanjali?s Mahabhasya

written by Kaiyatabhatta in the 
eleventh century. The commentary 
has so nicely explained every' 
difficult and obscure point in the 
Mahabhasya, and has so thoroughly 
explained each sentence that the 
remark of later .grammarians that 
the torch of the Mahabhasya has 
heen kept burning b y the Pradipa 
appears quite .apt and justified. 
Haradatta’s Padamanjari is indebt
ed to it. Kaiyata’s commentary has 
thrown much additional light on 
the original arguments and state- 
mentsin the Mahabhasya. There is 
a learned commentary on the 
Pradipa written by NageSabhatta 

.which is named ' vivarana5 by the 
author but which is jwell known by 
the name ’ U ddyota’ among stu
dents and teachers of Vyakarana. 
For details see pp. 389, 390 Vol.
VII, Patanjala Mahabhasya, D. E . 
Society’s Edition.

name, given to each
■ of the various commentaries on the 

Pradipa of Kaiyata written by 
grammarians, out of which the com
mentaries of
51W I, and -one
or two more are available in a manu- 
uscript form and those too quite 
incomplete.

called also 
name of the commentary on the 
Pradipa of Kaiyata by Nllankantha- 
makhi, a versatile writer of the 17th 
century.

( x ) original name 
of the learned commentary on the 
' Pradipa ’ of Kaiyata written by 
Nageiabhatta, a stalwart and epoch- 
making grammarian of the 18th 
century. The commentary is known 
popularly by the name ‘ Uddyota ’ 
or Pradipoddyota; (2 )  name of
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the commentary- on K aiyata’s Pra
dipa by Nityananda Parvatiya. 
The commentary is also known by 
the name

name given to the short. 
gloss on the Mahabhasya written 
by the famous eastern grammar- 

. scholar Maitreya-Raksita of the 
twelfth century.

name given to each of 
the explanatory glosses on the 
Mahabhasya written by gram
marians prominent of whom were 
Purusottamadeva, Narayana £e§a, 
Visnu, Nilakantha and others 
whose fragmentary works exist in 
manuscript form.

name of a grammarian who 
wrote a commentary on Jinendra- 
buddhi’s'N yasa. The commentary 
is known by the name' Vyakarana- 
prakaSa.

a rule laying down an 
option for several rules in a topic 
by being present in every rule; cf. 
*TiTf%wwT ( P. II.
i . I I )  and ssfflTS'( P. IV.
1.82) are some of the rules, of this 
kind.

a long term, as contrasted 
with the very short terms ft, f ,  «T, 
^  and others introduced by Panini 
in his grammar for the sake of 
brevity. These long terms such as 
gfjTTfT, TOTK, and
many others were widely in use at 
the time of Panini and hence he 
could not but pick them up in his 
grammar in spite of his strenuous 
attempts at brevity. The commen
tators, however, find out a motive 
for his doing this viz. that appro
priate words only could be under
stood by those terms and not 
others; cf, frciw ra^ T  tfsg p ro m

39

arw 1 S. K . on srafc&w g f-
P . 1. 1.27.

personal ending of the Atmane
pada first person ( )  plural; 
cf. P. III. 4.78.

a class of words headed by 
the word to which the tad.
affix sr ( 3PH.) is added in the sense 
of * proper fo r5 ; e.g.
TOtftenn., f i ^ ; cf. Kas, on P. IV.
4.48.

a grammarian of the sixteenth 
century who, besides many small 
treatises on other subjects, wrote a 
commentary on the Sarasvata- 
Prakriya Vyakarana.

a j ain Grammarian who 
has written a work on the karaka 
topic of grammar, named

name of an ancient writer of 
Pratisakhya works mentioned in 
the R k Pratisakhya; cf. R. Pr, 1.2.

I
an ancient writer of a Prati

sakhya work, who is quoted in the 
Taittiriya Pratisakhya as one, hold
ing the view that \  and ^preceded 
by bt and followed by 3 and #  
respectively, are dropped provided 

” they stand at the beginning of a 
Pada (word). irrsfT̂ re, who belong
ed to the Yajurveda school, is said 
to have held this view which is 
generally held by the followers of 
the R gved a; cf.

(T . P r. X.29 ) on which 
the commentator adds

the maxim regarding 
Mathara and Kaundinya serving 
(and not dining). The maxim 
points out that when it is ordered - 
that Brahmins should dine but 
( the other Brahmins) Mathara
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and Kaundinya should serve, the 
latter do not dine. In the same way, 
according to the Sutra Bjijt f̂T^T 5 I 
P . V III. 4.46, the ms coming after 

and which in their turn 
succeed a vowel are doubled. Here 
f; and ^ are not doubled. 5 not 
being a q^and ^ being rejected by 
this maxim will not be doubled cf. 
M. Bh. on Si. Su. 5, Va. 5.

a Jain writer who has 
written a gloss on the Unadisutras 
consisting of ten chapters popularly 
called

STFWfftlSfl a r̂ srr work belonging to 
the White Yajurveda and attributed . 
to Mandavya who is mentioned in 
the SatapathaBrahmana ( X . 6.5.9 )

a Sik§a work belonging to 
the Atharvaveda, treats of Vedic 
Accent and details of the musical 
notes in the Sama chants.

STPfgar name of an ancient writer of a 
PratiSakhya work referred to in the 
5 k Pratisakhya, cf. R. Pr. I. 2.

letters of the alphabet. See

*nrar\ a tad. affix in the sense of 
measure applied optionally with 

and a[H to a noun ; e.g. 
swapth; cf. awn)- gqgssaasinsR: 1 P.
V. 2.37 and KaSika thereon which 
remarks that gqg and 5a are applied 
in the sense of height, while HR is 
applied in the sense of any measure; 
cf. asfm t w r mi KaS.
on P. V. 2.37.

3T1W? ( 1 )  measure, quantity; cf.
% S3 qr ^ ^ M. Bh. on
P. I. 2.45 and II. 1 .1 ;  ( 2) mora, 
prosodial unit of one instant, i.e. 
the length of time required to pro
nounce a short vowel > cf. qrar

fqnncpiNi  ̂ M. Bh. on
I. 1.48 Vart. 4 ; cf.

R. Pr. 1. 16 ; cf. also R. Pr. I. 34, 
T. Pr. I. 37, V. Pr. I. 59. R- T. 28 ; 
also cf. 3Wirai3li#T |qr-
jfOTT: Par. Sek. Pari. i32. The ins
tant is taken to be equal to the 
throbbing of the eye, or a flash of 
lightning, or a note of a wood-cock.
( 3 )  condition; cf. Vak. pad. II. 
124; cp. also cTT: 'j '̂Rhgn:qcO#i?i5rr

trif 3TT?R*P1T g fe  1 Punya
raja.

the well-known epoch-making 
scholar of the 14th century who 
has written a number of treatises 
in various Sastras. His is a
well-known work in grammar.

1=nHRf a learned gloss on the 
Dhatupatha of Panini b y  Madhava. 
This work refers to Bhimasena, 
Maitreya, Haradatta, and Siradeva 
and is referred to by Bhattoji and 
NageSa.

a gloss hot composed by, but 
simply explained by an inhabitant 
of Mathura or Madhura. Such a 
gloss is referred to in the Maha
bhasya on P . IV . 3. 101 Vart. 3, 
which possibly might bs referring 
to an existing gloss on the Sutras 
of Panini, which was being explain
ed at Mathura, at the time of Patan
jali. The term was used for 
H-JCI in ancient times and the word 
Higfr if% is also used for *TTgn ff%.

fllS?! a work belonging to 
the White Yajurveda and attribut
ed to the sage Madhyandina. It  is 
known for its famous rule that the 
cerebral s was to be pronounced as 
kh, except before a cerebral plosive

’stch:: )
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WH krt affix s ir  of the present parti
ciple with the augment ^  prefixed 
to it by 3ii% gij P. V II. 2.82; e.g. 
2J5WR:, etc.

an old grammarian, who wrote 
a grammar of Prakrta languages 
which is known by the name Huff
s ' .
0

softness of the voice characteriz
ing the pronunciation of a grave 
vow el; cf. m tt 
also cf. W^rpKn
W f6! M. Bh. on P. I. 2.29, 30; 
cf. also T. Pr. X X II. 10.

*n3T a variety of the methods of Vedic 
recital; it is a kind of swns and 
one of the eight artificial recitations. 
It is of two kinds viz. smnst which

?cra: 1 3RT ll

e. g. i r o :  $  WT, M

g f,

' m  w t  w i

W ftTC ll 5ETfn®I is defined as 
Tt#f 5«iFnf w sif f t  er 1 srreri^ 
spraw  EH^iremRi: 11

name of a very ancient, pre- 
Paninian grammar ascribed to ^  
of which some references only are 
available. The grammar work is 
also referred to a s ^ ; cf. qFfsrSK 
?jiibsi\-s*irar sqROTPJNra.i i%
W  TiftnftjTt6̂  II Devebodha's 
com. on' the Mahabharata. For 
details see p. 124-27. Vol. VII 
Mahabhasya, D. E . Society’s 
Edition.

the fourteen sutras sifaot, 
sKoSSjj etc. which are believed to 
have been composed by Siva and 
taught to Panini, by means of the 
sounds of the drum beaten at the 
end of the dance; cf. fai*nai%

?r k  s ir

keSvara-karika 1. For details, see 
Vol. VII. Vyakarana Mahabhasya, 
D. E . Society's edition.

the Sutras, the authorship 
of which is attributed to Siva ; the 
sutras 3153m etc. giving the alpha
bet. See tntsre?!.

the maxim regarding 
fish bone. When a person desires 
fish, he brings it along with the fish
bones or when a person desires flesh, 
he brings it with the bone pieces 
inside. Later on, he removes them. 
He cannot help bringing thfe flesh 
with bones inside. In  the same way, 
in the sutra (P . IV .
1.92) the word in masculine 
singular could not but be used. 
This masculine singular should not 
be taken as a fact determining a 
rule. It is only accidental, cp. M. 
Bh. on IV . 1.92. Vart. 1.

($<0 personal ending of the first 
person (a^HS^r) singular; cf. ftffl- 
$iT° P. III. 4-78-

fas; ( 1 )  characterized by the mute 
letter ; augments so characteriz
ed such as jp ;, 3i^ and the like, are 
inserted after the last vowel of a 
word to which they are to be add
ed ; cf. P. 1. 1.47; (2 )  
a technical term applied to the 
fifty-five roots which are headed by 
the root 33: and which belong to 
first conjugation, to the roots 
etc., as also to the roots 

sfi9,} ^ a n d  roots ending in 
These roots are not really charac
terized by the mute letter ^ , but 
they are given the designation 
The use of the designation

is (a )  the shortening 
of the penultimate vowel which
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has been lengthened by Vrddhi 
before the causal sign R, and ( b ) 
the optional lengthening of the 
penultimate vowel before the affix 

and ing .̂ For a complete list 
of ‘ mit ’ roots, see Dhatupatha.

name of a grammatical 
work on the Sutras of Panini by 
Udayana.

raRTT̂ TI ( i ) name of a commentary oh 
the Sarasvatasara, written by Hari- 
deva. (2 ) a commentary on Asta
dhyayi b y  the famous logician 
Annambhatta.

tad. affix in the sense of possession 
added to the word aft; e.g. 
cf.«%^ncmM. P. V.
2.H4.

W'T personal ending f t  of the first 
person ( 3tTH3^[ ) sing. Parasmai
pada; cf. facfrfiir. .ijfini P. i l l .  4.78.

fijST roots taking personal endings of 
both the Pad as; Ubhayapadin 
roots; this term fm  is given in 
Bopadeva’s grammar.

a popular name given in popular 
use by grammarians, to the com
mentary written by *R3rff[3i on the 
Paribhasendusekhara.

tad. affix iftq along with jt ( 
applied to the word ijsq in the 
sense of a case-affix ( locative 
case-affix) e. g. Hsqjffa ; cf. ifwftqr ^ 
5RTO Kas. . on P. IV . 3.60.

5 ^  augment ^  prefixed to the affix 
SIR (i.e. tJFRL, and ^ 3 ; )
of the pres. part. Atmanepada; 
e. g. tS'WR:, WHR.-,
e tc .; cf. gfj P. VII. -2. 82. See 
WT.

aperture of the m outh; the main 
place of the utterance of a letter.

definition of srjpnfgg;, 
a letter which is pronounced 
through both— the mouth and the 
nose— as contrasted with snfefq a 
letter which is uttered only through 
the nose ; e. g. f , <*., n , ^  and 
the nasalized vowels and nasalized 

and 5?; cf.
P. I. 1.8 ; cf. also srgmfaHT 
^rfet: (T . Pr. II. 30), where the 
fifth letters and the anusvara are 
called anunasika. According to 
Bhattoji, however, anusvara can
not be anunasika as it is pronounc
ed through the nose alone, and not 
through both— the mouth and the 
nose. As the anusvara is pronounced 
something like a nasalized n. accord
ing to the Taittirlyas, it is called a 
consonant in the Taittiriya Pratisa
khya ; cf. 3T9PM- 

I Com. on T. Pr.
II. 30. ,

a mute letter added to an 
affix or a substitute or the like, 
which does not really form a part 
of the affix etc., but which simply 
facilitates the utterance of i t ; cf. 
3W 1 M. B h. on
L  1.1, VI. 1.87; cf. also arfKW cMÎ f 
Jpig®#:, 3 csfJT sTTC i Kas. on P. III. 
2,171.

main, principal, primary sub
stantive as contrasted with a quali
fying substantive ; cf.

Par. Sek. Pari. 15.

the principal word in a 
sentence which comes last in 
the technical expression of the 
import or It is described
as primary and not subordinated 
to any other thing ( spqifl^oit^r). 
This is, in a way, the cru
cial point in the various theories 
of import; e. g. according to the 
grammarians, the verbal activity is
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the principal word, while, according 
to the Mimamsakas, the bhavana 
is the principal word and accord
ing to the Naiyayikas, it is the 
subject that is the principal word.

lit. instructions to the igno
rant ; a treatise on grammar simi
lar to the Astadhyayi of Panini but 
much shorter, written by Bopa
deva or Vopadeva, an inhabitant 
of the greater Maharastra in the 
Vardha district, in the thirteenth 
century. After the fall of the Hindu 
rulers in Bengal, treatises like 
?PTii% and others written by east
ern grammarians fell into the back
ground and their place was taken 
up by easier treatises written by 
Bopadeva and others. Many com
mentaries were written upon the 
Mugdhabodha, of which the. Vidy- 
anivasa is much known to gramm
arians. Supplementary works to 
Mugdhabodha were written by 
Nandakishore Bhatta, Rama Tarka- 
vagiSa and KaSls'vara.

a commentary work on 
Mugdhabodha ; the name is given 
to commentaries written by Rama- 
tarkavagisd ( called ),
by Radhavallabha ( called gqtfeft), 
by Gangadhara ( called dsRfflC), 
by Durgadasa, by Dayarama and 
by Ramananda.

5 ^  the substitution of 5  for the 
syllable beginning with \ in  certain 
cases; cf. ^  it: P. V III. 2.
80.

- 5 ^  a technical term for the sibilants 
^and g, given in the Vajasaneyi- 

PratiSakhya; cf. ipf V. Pr. I. 52, 
cf. also V. Pr. III. 9, III. 13, IV. 
122.

the popular and honorific term 
for the three prominent grammari

ans of the Paninian system of gra
mmar viz. 5ST?ir*R and, w s #  
who were the pioneers of that 
system ; cf. Siddhanta- 
Kaumudi beginning.

5 ^  the augment ^  inserted imme
diately after the final vowel of the 
word for which it is prescribed ; cf.

P. V I. 3.67 ; cf. also 
P. III. 2.26, V. 4.7 and VI. 3.69-72.

rvr> __ •
the cognition of tangible 

things and activities in the world, 
cp. Vak. pad. 1. 19. cp. J jjq f : f e i -  
zrrsr <RWrg*T=i: I ( t .)

• * the top of the orifice of the 
m outh; the place of utterance 
( )  of the letters %  f
% and ^ and cf.
S. K . on. P.-I. 1.9 ; cf. also
V. Pr. I. 67, R. T. 6, R. Pr. I. 19, 
and T. Pr. II. 37 where ^ appears 
excluded.

letters pronounced at the place 
called cerebral or lingual
letters; the letters %  ^  ^  ^

*1® ( 1 )  the root of the teeth given as 
the place of origin for the letter ^ 
in the Rk Tantra; cf.

q r . R . T. 8; ( 2 )  the main 
instrument of the utterance of 
letters known as Jja q s ? ! or srgsRR.

the Original base of the word 
used in language ; the root and the 
pratipadika; the word w w ffcr is 
also used in the same sense.

the crude base of a declinable 
word; the pratipadika; the term is 
found used in the Jainendra V ya
karana; cf. Jain. Vyak. I. 1.5.

( 1 )  soft in utterance ; the term is 
used in the Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya 
for the %sr, 5tf«g, tfcq iR , and qR fg 
varieties of the circumflex accent
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( sfter) out of which the TKItT is 
the softest ( gtpra) and consequently 
always” called I f ,  while the others 
are called g j  only with respect to 
the preceding one in the^ order 
given above; viz. %J!T etc.
cf. i erat
IgcRi f̂fft snâ rtî r u erat 353?.

1 TKfit
33isp3 1̂1 Uvvata on V. Pr. I. 125 ;
(2 ) soft, as opposed to hard; the 
term is used in connection with the 
first, third and fifth consonants of 
the five classes.

[MACDONELL, ARTH UR 
ANTH ONY] a deep scholar of 
Vedic Gram, and Literature who 
has written an exhaustive Vedic 
Grammar; in treatment, at places 
he differs from Panini and follows 
a different method, but the manner 
of thinking and argument is on 
original lines.

ifafisPT a Jain grammarian of the 
seventeenth century, who has 
written a grammar work, similar to 
the Siddhanta Kaumudi, on the 
Sabdanulasana of Hemacandra. 
The grammar work is called 
or also.

tsTTW T RTRRim a Pratisakhya or 
Parsada work giving the peculiarit
ies of Sandhi, accent and the like, 
in changing the Mai tray artiya-Sam- 
hitapatha into the Padapatha.

P
a recognised scholar of 

Panini’s grammar, who belonged to 
the Eastern part of India and 
flourished in the beginning of the 
twelfth century. As it appears 
from the name Maitreya Raksita, 
he appears to have been a Buddhist 

'  grammarian. Subsequent writers 
in their works refer to him by the 
name Raksita alone, as also by the

name Maitreya, but very rarely by 
the name Maitreya Raksita. He 
wrote many works on grammar of 
which the ‘ Tantrapradipa ’ , a learn
ed commentary on Jinendrabud- 
dhi’s Nyasa on Kasika, was a reput
ed one, which, although available 
in a fragmentary manuscript form 
today, has been profusely quoted 
by prominent grammarians after 
him.

a grammarian of the fourteenth 
century who has written a comment
ary on the Katantra V rtti of 
Durgasimha. He has • written a 
commentary on the Akhyatavrtti 
of the Katantra school as also a 
short treatise dealing with the krt 
affixes called Krdvrtti.

( 1 )  a word although correct, 
yet looked upon as incorrect owing 
to its faulty utterance; ( 2 ) a per
son like the uncultured people, who 
is not able to pronounce words 
correctly; cf. ttt

Ms Bh. I. 1. Ahnika 1.

( i ) a consonant of the palatal 
class, called semivowel or 3j?-r:̂ r 
(spelt as also), possessed of 
the properties tftem, *1K, and

in addition ; (2 )  a substi
tute for ^  when that ^  is followed 
by which is followed by \ . e.g. 
fepjm:; Cf. qep3T 3T P. V III.

• 3.26 Vart. I ; (3 )  \  looked upon as 
possessed of a very little effort in 
production i.e. which appears as 
almost dropped but not completely 
dropped when its elision is pre
scribed at the end of a word. e.g.

3̂ 3? ;  cf. STRiSRTO
P. V III. 3.18.

( 1 )  the consonant \  with sr added 
to it merely for the sake of facility
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in pronunciation ; q$n: is also used 
in the same sense; e.g. fefe qqf q :; 
P. V I. 1.38 cf. T. Pr. I ; 17, 2 1;
(2 )  krt affix ( qqj prescribed as f a  
or potential passive participle ; e.g. 
% ^ 5 W *;, 3m ,  JT5R.,

etc.; cf. aHit q^\.. 3?gq P.
III. 1.97-105; (3 ) krt. affix srij. 
which is also an affix called k rty a ; 
e. g.

,  %Fi., ^pi:, fm :, 3^:, t m .  
also qnq^; cf. P . I I L  1.106-123 ; 
(4  ) krt. affix nq  ̂ ( which is also 
??q), e.g. «R[^, flq^, q^q^, wFq^, 
f ^ s r a . .  etc.; cf. P. III. 1.124-132;
( 5 ) tad. affix q affixed ( a ) in the 
sense of collection to qiff etc., 
as also to s s ,  «Tr and e.g. tnw, 
?®qr etc., cf. P. IV . 2.49, 50 ; ( b  ) in 
the *ngd*iq> senses to q ,̂ §®, g® etc. 
e.g. q̂ q:, p q ^ ; cf. P. IV. 2.80, ( c) 
as a Saisika tad. affix to qpr along 
with the affix ^  e.g. sjpq:, JiPfN--; 
cf. P. IV . 2.94 ; ( d) in the sense of 
‘ good therein 5 ( era fflg:) and other 
stated senses affixed to g?n, gfcr, <jt, 
and #rr; e.g. gvq:, etc. cf. P. IV. 
4.105, 109, 133, 137, 138; (e)  in 
the sense of * deserving i t ' to 305 
and other words, e.g, si4 ,

etc.; cf. P . V. 1.66; ( f ) in the 
sense of quality or action to gfe 
e g. *p?qĵ ; cf. P. V. 1.126; (6) tad. 
affix applied to ( a ) m x, 
f®, in the sense of offspring,.( b ) 
si®, qig, ^3 and others, under 
certain conditions; cf. P. IV . 2.17, 
31, 32, 101, ( c )  to tow, woids 
in the class headed by f ^ ,  sJ^g, 
and others in specific senses; cf. P.
IV. 3-46, 54 etc. and ( d ) in specific 
senses to specific words mentioned 
here and there in -a number of 
sutras from IV . 4.75 to V. 4.25 ; 
( e ) to îrer, g*sf, and others in 
the sense of ?q (similar to )  e.g. 
3TH?q:, 3 ^ :,  etc.; cf. P. V. 3.103;
( 7 )  case-ending q substituted for #■

of the dative sing ; e.g. <mq cf. P.
VII. 3.102; (8 ) verb-affix ap-- 
plied to the nouns q^f; and others 
to make them (denominative) roots; 
e.g. q ^ q , tFtjq etc. cf. q=£
P. III. 1.27 ; ( 9) Vikarana q ( q fj) 
applied to any root before the 
Sarvadhatuka personal endings to 
form the base for the passive voice 
as also the base for the ‘ Karma- 
kartari5 voice e.g. cf. $rf-

• qfj P. III. 1.67; (10 )  Urjadi 
affix q ( qfj) applied to the root 
to form the Vedic word cf. 
sreHiKqsi; ( ix  ) augment q ( q^) 
added to the affix qcfr, -in Vedic 
Literature ; e.g. 3r3iq; cf. q^ P.
VII. 1.47; (12  ) verb affix q f  added 
to a root to form its Intensive base 
( which sometimes is dropped and 
the root is doubled, e.g. %Stq ,̂

; cf. P. III. 1.22, 24; (1 3 )  
short term ( JMTCK ) supposed to be 
beginning with q in the affix q^ in 
the sutra q’raft'ir#...q<g III. 1.22, and 
ending with ^ in the sutra
III. 1.86, with a view to including 
the various verb affixes and con- 
jugational signs.

the affix q; see q ( 3 ), ( 9 ), (10 ) 
a n d ( 1 1 )  above.

author of the commentary 
called fq̂ ermPr on the Sabdanu- 
sasana of Sakatayana.

see q (12  ) and (13  ) above.

■MS-'-a a secondary root formed by 
adding the affix q f  in the sense of 
repetition and intensity, to roots 
having one syllable and beginning 
with a consonant; cf. 
ftsqranf^fi^ m  P. III. 1.22, 23,24. 
See q (12 )  above.

a secondary root formed by 
adding the affix q f  to roots speci
fied in P. III. 1.22, 23, 24, which
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affix is sometimes dropped; cf. q§tsf% 
=q; P. II. 4.74. The Yanluganta 
roots take the Parasmaipada .per
sonal endings and not the Atmane
pada ones which are applied to 
Yananta roots.

a grammar work deal
ing with the frequentative roots 
written by Pandita Sesakrsna.

roots headed by the root qsi, 
which take the samprasarana sub
stitute for their semivowel’ before 
terminations marked with the mute 
letter ^ ; e.g, f t : ; cf. qfq^fqq- 
sjRBTf P. VI. 1.15. These roots 
are nine in number, q^, qf., TO 
and others which are of the first 
conjugation given by Panini in his 
Dhatupatha at the end of the foots 
of the first conjugation.

( 1 )  short term ( iraitK ) formed 
,by the letter q of fqq^  and the 
mute letter sjl of irwi. including 
semi-vowels and the third and the 
fourth consonants excepting %, 
and ^ of the fiye consonant groups; 
cf. srt! # jr q{irP. VII. 3. io r ;  ( 2) 
tad. affix added ( a ) in the sense 
of qfa ( grand-children and their 
descendants) to words of the jpi 
class and some other words under 
specific conditions, e.g. qR?q:, 
W :  etc., cf. JFlff̂ vqt q<̂  and the 
following P. IV. 1. 105-108 ; ( b ) 
in the sense of collection to 
nfS T̂, and . aw, cf. P. IV. 2.40 
and the Varttika thereon and IV . 
2.48 ; ( c ) in the Saisika senses to 
the word ita, cf. P. IV. 3.10; ( d )  
to the word qsftq e.g. cf. P.
IV. 3. 168, and (e )  to the words 

. f ^ ^ a n d  others when they
have the tad. affix p a d d e d  to 
them: e.g. arifidiig: cf. P. V. 3. 
118.

«T<n a brief term for letters ^ , 5., v  
and ^ i.e. the semi-vowels; cf. 
qnife P. V I. 1 .77 ; cf. also I . 1.45. 
and V I. 4.81.

containing a semi-vowel inside 
i t ;  cf. wraNNg: P. V III.
2.43.

see q (6  ).

Hvl ( 1 )  effort in the utterance of a 
le tter; the word which is generally 
used for such an effort is siqw. This 
effort is described to be of two 
kinds 3nwRTC internal i.e. below the 
root of the tongue and qra above 
the root of the tongue i.e. inside 
the m outh; cf. q #  ft*Tt 1 3TF*RI% 
qtnsj I S. K . on P. I. 1.9; ( 2} spe
cific effort, by adding a word to a 
rule for drawing some inference, 
with a view to removing some 
technical difficulty ; cf. %imqt

qcJflJtTWWzra; Kas. on P. V III. 
2.25. .The phrase qw: often
occurs in the Mahabhasya.

sRSl=j5?oi lit. the topic or the section of 
q^; the section where the tad. affix- 
qg. is prescribed. This tad. affix 
is prescribed in the fifth adhyaya of 
Panini in a number of rules in diffe
rent senses ; cf. q^ra^ P . V. 
1,6 Vart. 1 ;  qpra# P. V.
1.39. Vart. 1.

as they are actually found in 
Vedic recital with some irregulari
ties Of euphonic changes, length
ening of the vowel and the like. 
Specimens of such phrases are given 
in R . Pr. II. 33 to 39.

as it is actually put in the 
rule or a treatise by the author. 
The phrase is often used in the 
Mahabhasya when after a long dis
cussion, involving further and fur
ther difficulties, the author reverts
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to the original stand and defends 
the writing of the sutra as it  stands.

5 or I
frft is the usual exp
ression found in the Mahabhasya ; 
cf, M. Bh. 1. 1 .  Ahnika i ,  I . 1 . 1 ? 9, 
20, 62, 65 etc.

*3U< as formed according to rules. 
The phrase is very
often found in the Mahabhasya as 
a general guiding remark that 
noun-forms or word-forms which are 
not found in use in the language of 
the people or in literature should 
be understood as they are derived 
by observing all the rules that are 
applicable.

as it  is in the original Samhi- 
tapatha without any change of 
accent, etc. when cited in the 
Padapatha ; the word (not
allowing any change or reduction ) 
is given by U vvata in explanation 
of cf. £5# tpf ^ 3 9 . R. Pr.
X I. 31.

one who grasps the 
sense as given by the actual word
ing without going into details re: 
the use or application etc.; cf.

Par. Sek. Pari. 2.

in respective order, the first 
for the first, the second for the 
second, and so o n ; when the 
number of subjects and predicates 
is the same, they should be conne
cted in the respective order; cf. 
3*rrch?qn3 t̂F: ^ j i r r P .  I. 3-10.

( qft*ntn) a short phrase or 
term for the Paribhasa or guiding 
statement *prt|qr I ‘ tech
nical terms and Paribhasas are to 
be interpreted at the place where 
they are stated, and not at the

40

place or places of their application 
or utility. ’

( qftwn ) short familiar word
ing for the dictum or Paribhasa 
‘ l’ Par.
Sek. Pari. 11.

lit. a chance-word; Sam- 
jna-sabda or proper noun which is 
given accidentally without any 
attention to derivation or authority; 
cf. ’ m  aft 1 .

: M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 2.

a connection with the word 
(pronoun) qa. by its use in the 
same sentence and context, which 
prevents the anudatta ( grave) 
accent for the verb in the sentence; 
cf. P.
V III. 1.30 ; cf. also the usual 
expression ^irKRTO-- found in 
commentary works.

*1^1^ lit. a word formed from a 
word which contains the pronoun 
q^in it which prevents sarvanu- 
datta for a verb which follows; cf.

q n l^ M .B h . on P. V III.
1.66 ; cf. also V. Pr. VI.
14, where Uvvata explains as 
^  Iff ^

I V. Pr. VI. 14. com.

a short term (JTĉ fTlK) for the con
sonants which begin with \  ( in 
C3TO:) and end (in 
before the mute J^i.e. all semi
vowels, and fifth consonants of the 
five classes; cf. c®t w  P.
V III. 4.64.

^  ( 1 )  one of a pair, a twin letter 
available in pronunciation before a 
nasal letter and similar to it, when 
the nasal consonant is preceded by 
any one of the four consonants of 
the five classes; a transitional
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sound intervening between a non
nasal and the following nasal as a 
counterpart of the non-nasal; cf.

'A ^
’J'fclSSii V t: S. K .o n
P. V III. i .i  ; (2 ) name given to 
the seven musical notes, found in 
the singing of SSman ; cf.

f^5 e^ET.

w :  I T. Pr. X X III. I3-I4*

an obscure term found used in 
the Phit-sutras I
( s n f ^  ) Phit-sutra II. 42, 
where the word is explained 
as i s  by the commentator. For the 
meaning of ig , see ffefeiHPnfa®?, 
3SS. 5*e 2.X.73"

short term ( JtailTC) for the con
sonants beginning with % ( in 

) and ending before the mute 
letter ^ ( in w O  i. e. all consonants 
except and § j  cf. sg ^ R zj
^  TOfpt: p . V III. 4. 58 by which 
an anusvara is changed into a  cog
nate letter of the following which 
is a letter included in 3 .̂

*TT a short term ( sraEOR) for any 
consonant except which, ( l )  
standing at the end of a  word is 
optionally changed to the nasal 
consonant of its class if followed 
by a nasal letter; cf.. q&gqift&g- 
inftrat m P. V III. 4.45; and ( 2 )  is 
doubled if preceded by ^or ^ as 
also if preceded by a vowel bat not 
followed by a vowel; e. g. 3i%:, 
c&m ; cf. 3?# 5Cf[*qf g; 3Ulf% ^ P.
VIII. 4.46, 47.

tad. affix q in the sense of posse
ssion found in Vedic Literature 
added optionally with the affix ^ 
( f;{) to the words and 
e. g. ^farrer:;

; cf. P. IV. 4 .13 1.

dropping of the consonant \
which prevents the validity of a
changed letter ( ) ; '  cf.

.......P. I . 1.58.

s iO T I  lit. having the centre bulging 
out like the Y ava  grain ; ( 1 )  name 
given to a variety of the Gayatri 
which has 7 letters in the first and 
third ( la s t) feet and 10 letters in 
the second i.e. the middle fo o t; 
( 2) the name is also given to a 
Mahabrhatl having the first and the 
last feet consisting of 8 letters and 
the middle one consisting of 12 
syllables; cf. R . Pr. X V I. 18 and 48.

the class of the consonants head
ed by q j.e . the semi-vowels q, ^ , * 
and

a class of words headed by the 
word the taddhita affix after 
which- does not get the consonant 
^  changed into although the affix 
Jig; be added to a word ending in \  
or 3f} or having Jĵ or sr as the penul
timate le tter; e. g.
3£pTJn̂  e tc .; cf. Kas. on P. V III. 
2.9. This is looked upon as
ajjgftifui.

a grammarian, the author of 
a treatise named BhasanuSasana.

sRI^rFIT a Jain grammarian, the aut
hor of a work named Samasasobha.

the same as the aut
hor of ‘ a commentary on
the SabdanuSasana of Sakatayana.

tad. affix q with mute ^  to indi
cate the application of the term 
qg; to the preceding base as a con
sequence of which the final \  of 
the words ^  and after which 

is prescribed, gets changed into 
anusvara; e. g. cf. P . V.
2.138,
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*TCsBTI3 words headed by the word *rpfi, 
the affixes in the sense of * a descen
dant ’ placed '  after which are 
elided and the words are to be used 
in the plural number in the mascu
line gender; e. g. ; cf. Kas. on 
P . II. 4.63.

*IT substitute for a case affix in Vedic 
Literature; e. g. a w ,  for a w ,  
W ,  cf. gtrf P. V II. 1.39.

substitute fo ra  case affix found 
in Vedic Literature ; e. g. gr^ i for 
*ni; cf. .......P . VII.
I. 39-

a class of words headed by 
the words qrsf?;, <j5PS, and
others with which a word in the 

/genitive case is compounded, in spite 
v of the prohibition of compounds 
;with such words, laid down by the 
role P. II. 2 .16; e. g. nvm-
*}13T$: snwn^pfi: e tc .; cf. K as. on P.
II . 2.9. These words, qrspfi and 
others standing as the second mem
bers of compounds have their last 
vowel accented acute; cf. P . VI.
2*151.

a ftt̂ T work belonging 
-to-White Yajurveda, written in the 
tenth century A. D . I t  quotes Vaja- 
saneyi Pratisakhya e.g. II. 20.

^ a u g m e n t  qx prefixed to the case- 
affixes marked with the mute letter 

e. the dat. sing, the abl. sing, 
the gen. sing, and the loc. sing.) 
after a  feminine base ending in 3fT; 
e. g. cf. w :  P.
V II. 3.113.

a class of words headed by the 
word qRT to which the taddhita 
affix je ( is added without any 
specific sense assigned to i t ; e. g. 
qppfi: e tc .; cf. KaS. on P. V. 
i|*29>

augment qra, prefixed to the 
parasmaipada case-endings of 
( the potential and the benedictive) 
which is accented acute ; e. g. 
fen^.

a reputed ancient Niruktakara 
or etymologist, of the 6th century
B . C. or even a few centuries before 
that, whose work, the Nirukta, is 
looked upon as the oldest authori
tative treatise regarding derivation 
of Vedic words. Yaska was preceded 
b y a number of etymologists whom 
he has mentioned in his work and

_  whose works he has utilised. Yaska's 
Nirukta threw into the back-ground 
the older treatises on etymology, 
all of which disappeared gradually 
in the course of time.

fez augment \  prefixed to the tad. 
affix when it  is applied to the 
word 35, in which case is changed 
into e.g. »jf%g; cf.

ft?  P. VI. 4.158, 159.

g  general wording including the affixes 
3 ^ , and n3 ?0 f which
only g  remains as the affix, which 
is changed into s r  by the rule ffh;- 

P. VII. i . i .

3*6 augment \  ( 1 )  added to a verb- 
base or a root ending in srr before 
the affix f%<n. and krt affixes marked 
with m ute^oroi.; e.g. 
cf. , P. V II. 3.33; (2)
added to the roots in, ( # ) ,  s i  ( i t ), 
W ( # ) .  IT T f), «T( «*), qr ( f  ) and 
<n ( m and %) before the causal affix 
f*H; e. g. TO?# etc. cf.
grEsreifpqitqf 3^ P. VII. 3.37; ( 3 )  
added in Vedic Literature to the 
frequentative base of the root 
of which is the form of perf. 
1st and 3rd pers. sing, instead of 
jw it ; cf. P.
VII. 4.65.
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( i ) proper, appropriate, justi
fied ; the word is very frequently 
used in the Mahabhasya and other 
grammar works; (2 )  the sense of 
the original base which is connected 
with the sense of the affix; cf. 
ĝ er: sTfJW: Kas. on P.
I- 2 .51; (3 )  connected w ith; cf.

prr: R. Pr. 1. 29; <r*nf*fi 
P. I. 4.50.

the sense of the original base, 
the affix after which is dropped 
by means of the term §5. as cont
rasted with the terms and 
which are used in the same sense; 
cf. gaqfefar wspra^r ^ r p r  5r§s# 

1 b f t  fftfe  Kas.
on P. I. 3.51.

5 ^ 3^13 lit. behaviour like the ori
ginal base. The term is used in 
the sense of possession of, of 
getting, the same gender and 
number as was possessed by the 
base to which the tad. affix was 
added and subsequently dropped 
by a rule of Panini in which the 
word §1. is put in the sense of 
dropping; e.g. or aiffi:
in the sense of or R3T# 
suhr: cf. gq. P. IV. 3.81 and 
gft 3^ ^ . P. I. 2.51; cf.
also M. Bh. on P. I. 2.51 and 52.

spcrrdinf^ a class of compound words 
headed by the word SJEfcn̂ tfr which 
have their initial vowel accented 
acute in spite of the general dictum 
that a compound word except a 
Bahuvrihi compound word, has its 
last vowel accented acute; cf. Kas. 
on P. VI. 2 .8 1; cp. Vak. pad. III. 
14.42.

33F3T9  the sense possessed by the 
original word to which the affix, 
subsequently dropped by means of 
the word gq., was added.

jjfecT ( 1 )  argumentation; reasoning; 
( 2) current m axim ; cf. gfrfifyg^dg.

simultaneous possibility of 
the application of two rules or 
operations, when in grammar no 
option re : their application is 
admissible as it is admissible accord
ing to Mimamsa rules re : two 
operations enjoined by Vedic 
behests. In Grammar, only one of 
such rules applies, the priority of 
application being based upon the 
criteria of TCf, #R3wr, and
amis??; cf.

: I M. Bh. on V I. 1.158
Vart. 12.

denotation of two 
or more things by one single mem
ber by virtue of their being put 
together in a dvandva compound 
of two or more w ords; the gram
marians advocate this doctrine stat
ing that in a dvandva compound 
such as qzqfr or , the word m  
has the capacity of expressing the 
sense of both qs and qs, which in a 
sentence •qz: qzsi, it does not possess. 
Similarly qz also has the capacity of 
conveying the sense of both qs and 
m . Possibly this theory is advocat
ed by grammarians, on the analogy 
of words like f e l l  or HRTCT for TOI- 

wiwr for and on o n ; cf.
rc*£ i  P. II.
2.29 Vart. 2. For details see Vya- 
karanamahabhasya on =qr̂  ^5: P .
II. 2.29.

desire to express two 
or more senses simultaneously ( by 
one word ) ;  cf. 3?ft 1 g«I-

win M. Bh. on P.
II. 4.62. See

(  o r expres
sion of the senses of two words to
gether by one word as, for example,



3*^ 31? 3*re3w

by the word gift which denotes both 
the heaven and the earth (sTHTlMt). 
Simultaneous denotation of the 
several senses of the individual 
members of a dvandva compound 
by any single individual member; 
cp. Vak. pad. III. 14.34. cp. also 
m  *rra g:<gT ^
^ I M. Bh. on II. 2.29.

3 ^  ( i ) lit. pair; the word is used for 
the second and fourth consontants 

^  etc. of the five classes 
which, in a way, are combinations 
of two consonants; cf. gun: gi'tpi: 
R. T . 16 ; cf. also €t5wni where 
the word is explained as 35m

<r*j5 cf. also ( 2 )
even, as opposed to odd, referring 
to the vowels sff and aft which are 
even in the enumeration o; afr. 
The consonants called g«l viz. ig, sr 
and others which are defined as g*?? 
are also the even consonants in their 
classes.

m  krt affix g changed into s r ,  ( 1 )  
applied in the sense o f ' a habituat
ed agen t' to intransitive roots in 
the sense of movement or utterance, 
to Atmanepadi roots beginning 
with a consonant, to the roots gj, 
= 3 ^ ,  g , as also to roots in
the sense of decoration; e.g.
31=- :̂; cf. P. III. 2.148-151; ( 2 )  
applied to causal roots, as also to 
the roots arra:, and others in the 
sense of verbal activity when the 
word so formed has always the 
feminine gender; e.g. WTT, <?Kulf, 
3TRRT, etc.; cf. P. III. 3.107
and the Varttikas thereon ; (3 )  ap
plied to roots ending in arr and pre
ceded by the indeclinables gg. 
or g  in the sense of easy or difficult 
for obtainment and, wherever seen 
to any root in the Vedic language,

as also to some other roots as found 
in actual use in the classical litera
ture ; e.g. ’m w i, §<irar, 
etc. fWW:, etc., cf. 
P. III. 3.128-130.

3?, augment \  prefixed to the tad. 
affix ( 3T(sir ) after the words 
■STS, TOk, s r  and If; e.g.

w fafafa:, 
Ejltsqiqfjj;; cf. P. IV. I.55 Vart. I.

3 ^ .  l i t  young person ; masculine ; the 
word is given as a technical term in 
grammar in the sense of one, who 
is the son of the grandson or his 
descendant, provided his father is 
alive ; the term is also applied to a 
nephew, brother, or a paternal rela
tive of the grandson or his descend
ant, provided his elderly relative, 
if not his father, is alive ; it is also 
applied to the grandson, in case 
respect is to be shown to him ; cf. 
P . IV. 1.163-167. The affixes pre
scribed in the sense of are 
always applied to a word ending 
with a tad. affix applied to it in the 
sense of an offspring (arq^) or 
grandson ( JTft ), in spite of the rul
ing that in the sense of grandson 
or his descendant (JTlsf), one affix 
only pi. or 3R or the like is added 
to the base; e.g. nMreiiqcq JTWkPT:, 
3Tf§K:'ft4 515JTW; aftc# cret SJRfT

*n.

3^qT? a conventional term used for 
the first pada of the seventh adh
yaya which begins with the sutra 
gfaanSr P. V II. 1.1.

3 ^5ra^r tad. affix (3n*n),fe*.(3ip ift) 
or any other in the sense of g ^  
which is to be applied to a base 
ending with an affix in the sense of 
offspring (.aTqsweqqinr) or with an 
affix in the sense of a grandson ( nfa-
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jr w r t). The affix is not applied 
when a female offspring is meant.

3 -̂3sff the technical term which 
is given to persons described or 
mentioned in P. IV. 1.163 to 167.

3^1 R? a class of words headed by the 
word which have the taddhita 
affix si (aim) added to them in the 
sense of ‘ duty ’ or ‘ nature ’ ; e.g.

rnm. e tc .; cf. KaS.
on P. V. 1.130.

conventional name given to 
the third pada of the fourth 
adhyaya of Panini’s Astadhyayi 
which begins with the sutra 

P. IV . 3.1.

5®*^ designation of the second 
person, used in the Jainendra Vya
karana.

3 ^  tad. affix 3 in the sense of posses
sion applied to ( 1)  the word wnf; 
e.g. awifg:5 cf. P. V. 2.123 ; (2 ) to 
the words 4 , &  art and gir; e.g. 
tg:, artg-, cf. p. v. 2.138-140.

a term used by gram
marians and commentators very 
frequently for the maxim “  ̂ si snsrft 
% g ^  sfpj# ’’ Par.
Sek. on Pari. 57. The term 3iq?K- 

is used in the Mahabhasya 
which is the same as of
later grammarians.

( 1  ) a rule of grammar ; the 
word jjtiT in this sense is very fre
quently found used in the Maha
bhasya; cf. the frequent state
ments 3r4 qtn: M. Bh. on 
P. I. 1. 6, 62, etc. or qliTS!

. JRtsunftr M. Bh. on P. I. 1.31. Vart.
6, I. 1. 57 etc. 5 ( 2 )  grammatical 
connection; cf. sjrrafat Nir.
1.2; cf. also w t P . I. 1.49.

( 3) natural relation cf. Vak. pad.
III. 2.7.

a word that can be derived, but 
is always used in a specific sense, 
the derivative sense which is wider 
being lim ited; e.g.

a technical term used for 
phonetic elements or latters which 
are mentioned in the alphabet of 
Pacini, viz., the MaheSvara sutras 
in contrast with the term 3T*ftn31f  
which is used by grammarians for 
the phonetic elements ftflif
and others which are not mentioned. 
See cf. also M. Bh. on
Siva sutra 5.

division of a rule which has 
been traditionally given as one sin
gle rule, into two for explaining the 
formation of certain words, which 
otherwise are likely to be stamped 
as ungrammatical formations. The 
writer of the Varttikas and the 
author of the Mahabhasya have 
very frequently taken recourse to 
this method of 3tirft*nn ; cf. P .1 1.3 
Vart. 8 ,1 , 1,37 Vart. 1, I. 1.61, 
Vart. 3 ;  I. 4.59 Vart. 1, II . 4.2. 

Vart. 2, III . 1.67 Vart. 5, III. 4.2. 
Vart. 6, V I. 1 .1 Vart. 5, V I. 1.33 
Vart. 1 etc. Although this Yogavi- 
bhaga-is not a happy method of 
removing difficulties and has to be 
followed as a last recourse, the 
Varttikakara has suggested it very 
often, and sometimes a sutra which 
is divided by the Varttikakara into 
two, has been recognised as a 
couple of sutras in the Sutrapatha 
which has come down to us at 
present.

a part or portion of the rule of 
the grammarian; cf. ^

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.30,
II. 4 etc.
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concerning only that parti
cular rule to which it refers. The 
word is many times used in connec
tion with a deduction (fTUR;) 
which is not to be applied in gene
ral, but which is restricted to the 
functions of that rule from which 
the deduction is drawn ; cf.

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.23 Vart. 10, 
P. III. 1.95 Vart. 2., P. IV . 1.87 
Vart. 2, cf. also M. Bh. on P. 1. 3.62 
and V. 1.1.

layiDg down or citing a rule 
as done by the writers of sutras; 
cf. jRtsR swlwqflr M. Bh.
on P. III. 1.67 Vart. 5 ; P. VII. 
1.96 Vart. 2.

’ftrcrgr ( 1 )  compatibility of sense; cf.
^ citq s?qfa-

Kas. on P. III. 4.73. ( 2 ) The 
naturally existing relation between 
a word and its sense which is in no 
way brought about by any individ
ual person cf. Vak. pad. III. 3.29 
and Helaraia there on.

causal instrument or causal 
agent; the word is used in the 
sense of iptefi in the Jainendra 
grammar; cf. Jain. I. 2.125.

place of origin ; cf. crc: gd =3
M. Bh. on P. V. 1. 

115; cf, also M.Bh. on IV. 1. 
48; Vart. 9; cf. also srtgqlf^Bq:.

a woman; the word is used in 
the sense of feminine as applicable 
to gender.

^FiqiT simultaneity of occurrence; 
simultaneous possibility of the 
application of two rules which 
evidently cannot apply simulta
neously, but scope has to be given 
to one of the two, the priority 
being decided on the criteria of 
TCsf, t a ,  sRTOfff and arqfRtf; cf.

si =sf!%. qm tw  M. Bh. on P . 
I. 1.57 ; cf. also M. Bh. on I. 4.1, I.
4.2, II. 1.3 etc.

based on derivation; etymo
logical ; one of the kinds of words 
^5/ and cf.

1 K ai. on P. II. 4.31.

a class of nine words headed 
by the word a taddhita affix 
applied to which is not to be elided 
even though the word be used in 
the plural number.

*

*■ ( 1 )  second letter of the class 
( semi-vowels) which has got the 
properties ?iK*nftc3, afcR*r
and 3t5qsn<ncTt i.e. it is a sonant, inas
pirate consonant. Regarding its 
S*TFT or place of production, there 
is a difference of opinion: generally 
the consonant  ̂ is looked upon as 
a  cerebral or lingual letter ( ) .  
cf. sffgOTni ’jjrf S. K . also Pan. 
Sik§a; but it is called by some 3?f?J 
or ; cf. ^  c ĉPj  ̂ m
RT. 8, by others and
by still others gingival.
In the Vajasaneyi-Pratisakhya, it is 
described as ; cf. ^
I. 68, while in the Taittiriya Prati
sakhya, it  is said to be produced by 
the touch of the middle part of the 
tip of the tongue just above the 
root of the teeth; cf.

T. Pr. II. 4 1 ; (2 ) sub
stitute , for the final letter of 
the word as also for the final
of 3TO6, and optionally
with 5, which (55 ) is dropped before 
vowels, and changed to aft before ar 
and soft consonants, while it is 
changed into visarga before hard 
consonants and surds, e.g.

ssr ; cf. K a i  on P .
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V III. 2.70; ( 3 ) the consonant ^ 
( technically called  ̂ in Panini’s 
grammaj.) which is substituted for 
the consonant g. and for the con
sonant the word srf^when the 
consonant ^  or ^stands at the end 
of a word. This substitute ^  unlike 
the substitute ^ is liable to be 
changed into visarga, or the con
sonant or the vowel 3 by P .
V III. 3 .15 ,17 , VI. 1 .1 1 3 , 114.

f  ( 1 )  the consonant generally cited 
as tq;; the vowel sr is added to  ̂
for facility of utterance ; cf. T. Pr. 
I. 2 1 ; ( 2) short term ( aeTIITC) • 
for ^and <§.; cf. P. I. 1 .5 1;
(3 ) krt affix < applied .to the roots 

OT.etc. in the sense of agent 
who is habituated to, or expert in 
the action expressed by the root ; 
e.g. ?m: ; cf.

P. III. z, 167; ( 4 ) tad. affix 
I  as a Caturarthika affix applied to 
the words headed by e.g.
SRtrc: ; cf. ipgoio P. IV . 2.80 ; ( 5 ) 
tad affix ? in the sense of possess
ion affixed to the words ott, gft, 
the second rig, and cnra. with the 
second sr of <pra. changed to ?; e.g.

crfTOT; cf. KaS. on. 
P. V. 2.107 and 114 ; ( 6) tad. affix
X. in the sense of diminution affixed 
to the words f it ,  and gogr; e.g.

51̂ : ,  cf. Kas. no P.
V. 3.88; ( 7 )  tad. affix which 
see below; (9 )  a term for ftg?wra 
in the Jainendra Vyakarana.

^  ( 1 )  tad. affix  ̂ proposed by the 
Varttikakara instead of stk^ for 
being affixed to the word ntsrT to 
form the word t o r : ,  cf. str^t^- 
JRsfcfi m  %3®n^P. IV . 1,130 Vart.
1 ;  ( 2) krt affix 1% applied to the 
root 5*n ; cf. 5?i: s iW l^ P . 1 . 1.4 
Vart. 6.

lit. coloured i.e. coloured by 
nasalization; a term used by

ancient grammarians for a nasa
lized letter ( srgjnfefi ) ;  cf.

R . Pr. 1. 17 on which Uvvata 
comments:— 3Tjpnfrp&f 
also cf. R. Pr.
X I . 18, where unnasalized srr is 
stated as srscwRt and illustrated by 
the commentator by  quoting the 
passage as contrasted
with cm  sfr srq: |

frCTT? conventional name given to the 
second pada of the fourth Adhyaya 
of Panini’s Astadhyayi as the Pada 
begins with the Sutra ^
P . IV . 2.1.

named or also; a
famous grammarian of the Eastern 
school of grammarians which 
flourished in Bihar and Bengal in 
the ninth, tenth, eleventh and 
twelfth centuries, claiming

and others as pro
minent grammar scholars among 
others. See the word 3pprc%r.

'Cf'TR a  grammarian of the seven
teenth century, who was a pupil of 
Bhattoji Diksita and who wrote a 
small gloss (sjpnsii) on the topic 
named ‘ q a g f t5; of the Siddhanta- 
kaumudI. He wrote Laghabhasya 
on the Sarasvataprakriya also.

a commentator on 
Durgasimha’s Katantravrtti.

W  nasalisation; colouring of a letter 
by its nasalisation ; cf. llpm 

iRtg; Pan. Siksa. 27.

a grammarian, son of 
who wrote a commentary named 

on Haradatta’s Padamanjari.

a class of words headed by the 
word *5RT to which the taddhita 
affix sr ( 3?ŝ ) is added in the sense 
of ' a product ’ or * a p a rt5; e.g.

'  , e tc .; cf. K aL
on P. IV. 3.154.
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^  tad. affix x. causing vrddhi, applied 
to the wo'd in the sense of 
Parana i.e. a room or a p lace; e g. 
smftsnc cf. 3t# f: ^  vr =3 P. IV. 
3.120 Vart. 9.

XPl same as ^  being only a variant. 
See 73̂ .

!R5!̂ qoT name of a commentary by 
Ramasimha, on the grammar-woik 
of Bhoja, Sarasvatikanthabharana.

stcsimfift a grammarian of the eighte
enth century who wrote a short 
treatise on the Karaka relations 

. named

W 1 ? I  a grammar work by Purusot
tamadeva widely used in Eastern 
India, according to Colebrooke, 
‘ Miscellaneous Essays, II. p. 47.

name of a commentary on the 
Siddhantakaumudi written by 
ICrsnamitra, a famous grammarian 
and Naiyayika who lived in the 
eighteenth century and wrote many 
commentary works on books in ’ the 
Vyakarana and Nyaya Sastras.

3^51 a grammarian who wrote a gram
mar work named

name of one of the eight kinds of. 
recitals of the Veda Samhita by 
dividing it into the component 
words ( ir  ) and reciting the com
ponent words by repeating them, 
in their regular order and reverse 
order too.

^ 1 5 ^  krt affix ^13 applied to the 
root sftqj e.g. cf. *?Tgpj I

M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 5, 
Vart. 5.

a class of eight roots headed by 
the root ^  which allow the addi
tion of the augment ? (? ? )  optional

41

ly  to the ardhadhatuka affix begin
ning with any consonant except 
placed after them ; e.g. tfqcTT *5t, 
^ai crnf aFtcn etc. cf. P. V II. 2.35 
and V II. 2.45.

personal ending ^  substituted for 
the personal ending ir of the JWT- 

( third person} Atmanepada of 
‘ lin 5 ( potential and benedictive); 
cf, ^  P. III. 4.105.

[ RENOU, LOUIS ] a sound Sans
krit scholar of France of the present 
time who has written some treatises 
and many articles on Sanskrit 
grammar out of which his works on 
the Terminology of Sanskrit Gram
mar, Kasika and Durghatavrtti 
require a special mention.

■TO with the letter  ̂ inserted after i t ; 
the term is used in connection with 
the guna and vrddhi substitutes for 
sr. These substitutes are respect
ively 31 and 3fT, which, by the addi
tion of always become ^  and 
3tl ;̂ cf. ^  VK: P. I. 1.51, cf.

cf.
also ffaSp# gqt jpiffi-

M. Bh. on P. V L  4.121,
V III. 2.42.

a small article showing 
that the short terra  ̂for the conso
nants and ^  need not be advocated 
as done by the learned old gram
marians. The treatise was written 
by Vaidyanatha Payagunde, the 
prominent pupil of NageSabhatta.

an anonymous work, 
comparatively modern, refuting the 
arguments advanced in the 
#issi by Vaidyanatha Payagunde.

Buddhist grammarian of. 
Bengal of the tenth century who 
wrote a short treatise on Syntax 
viz. Karakasambandhoddyota,
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tflt. augment x  inserted after the vowel 
3? of the root SPPI., when the letter 
^  which is already present in 
(be fo ie3 f)  and the penultimite g  
are dropped ; the result is tha t the 
word in short, becomes substi
tuted in the place of cf.

P. v i .  4-47. and
S?*# SJTIIflt ^  as
Bharadvajlya Varttika thereon.

??n3)FcT a writer of a commentary on 
Saupadmaganapatha.

?fn»Tfspn?rf a grammarian of the 
Katantra  school who lived in the 
fifteenth century and wrote a com
mentary named Manorama on the 
K atan tradhatuvrtt i  and Sabda- 
sadhyaprayog-i.

a short term ( sr$qr?R) used for all 
consonants excepting ^  and cf. 
vsf *rsj, P. I. 2.26.

'•?'?? personal ending of the third pers.
{ s m p f  ) substituted for the affix 
%  in the first future ( ) ;  cf. 

stdw: II. 4.85.

vSraHl name of a commentary on his 
own work ‘ Sariksiptasara Vya
k a ra n a ’ by Kramadisvara, a sound 
scholar of grammar in the thirteenth 
century A.D.

a class of words headed by the 
word vB %vhich have the rad. affix 
iigij. added to them in the sense of 
possession in preference to other 
affixes like sq;; e .g . . ^
e tc . ; cf. Kas. on P. V. 2.95.

~rc'S:“S7̂ t  ( )  a famous 
scholar of Grammar in the nine- i 
teenth century. who taught many 
pupils and wrote some commentary 
•.rorks.. the well-known being i-¥fi on 
the Sabdakaustubha, on
the Laghusabdendusekhara and

flqcfilX on the Paribhasendusekhara. 
For details see p. 27 Vyakarana 
Mahabhasya Vol. VII, D. E. 
Society’s Edition.

T r a ^ n f e  a class of compound words 
headed by ^ l^ c r  in which the order 
of words or the  constituent mem
bers is fixed. There are about 50 
words in the c lass ; some of them 
are ta tpurusa  compounds such as 

or 3 ^* 1  in which the sub
ordinate word which ought to have 
been placed first is placed second. 
There are some karm adharaya 
compounds in which one particular 
word is always placed first and not 
any one of the two ; e.g. 
f l r a a w i ;  etc. Theie are some 
dvandva compounds such as 3 ^ 3 -  

etc. in which 
a definite order of words is laid 
down. For details see Kasika on 

w j ;  P. II .  2.31.

t i a  chsss of words headed by 
the word rrspq to which the 
taddhita  affix she [ <|^) is added in 
the sense of ‘ the place of resid
ence ’ ; e.g. etc. 
This class named is called 

and similar words can be 
included in this class such as

feirir and others from which 
the words m s w ,  etc.
can be arrived a t ; cf. Kas. on P.
IV.' 2.53.

) a reputed scholar 
of Sanskrit grammar who resided 
a t Varanisi and established a 
school of Sanskrit Grammarians 
there in the nineteenth century. He 
wrote a treatise on grammar named

(qtST’ft) a grammarian who 
wrote two elementary grammar 
treatises ( x ) and ( 2 ) q^f-
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SPTOsSW titled who wrote a
commentary named on the
Mugdhabodha Vyakarana.

or who wrote a commentaiy 
on the Prakriyakaumudi of Rama- 
candra Sesa.

inhabitant of Mithila who wrote a 
commentary by name fe^tRtfsRT 
on the Sarasvata Prakriya.

a grammarian who 
wrote a sma'l grammar treatise 
named which is diff-
erent from the well-known angftw 
of

( ) author of ( i ) stE-
a commentary on the 3TO«flf% 

of Durgasimha, as also of (2 )  
a small work on the 

import of words.

T̂flTfiscjT a grammarian who wrote a 
treatise on Karaka rela'ions known 
by the name

?,RT^OTW1E a grammarian of the 17th 
century who wrote ^t^qfeSRT- 

a commentary on the diffe
rent portions of the Siddhanta 
Kaumudi.

writer of a commentary on 
the Mahabhasya which is available 
in a fragmentary form.

( 1)  ( son of J
the well-known author of the 
Prakriyakaumudi. He belonged to 
the Sesa family and the latter half 
of the fifteenth century is assigned 
as his dale. He is believed to have 
been a resident of Andhra. His 
work, the Prakriyakaumudi, was a 
popular grammar treatise for some 
time before Bhattoji’s Siddhanta- 
Kaumudi got its hold, and it had a 
number of commentaries written

upon it especially by his descenr 
dants and members of his family 
which became well-known as the 
& sa  family of grammarians. The 
Prakriyakaumudi is named 
Jffeqr also. (2 ) There was a gra
mmarian named Ramacandra who 
wrote a small treatise on grammar 
named (3 ) There was
another grammarian of the same 
name who was a pupil of Nagesa- 
bhatta of the eighteenth century 
and who wrote a small commentary 
called iftrerai; on Panini’s Astadh
yayi. ( 4 ) There was also another 
Ramacandra who was a scholar of 
Vedic grammar aift who wrote the 
commentary named sqtoRT on the 
Vajasaneyi-Pratisakhya. (5 )  Writer 
of a commentary on Saupadma- 
sutrae. (6 )  Writer of a comm
entary on Katantravrttipanjika of 
Trilocanadas. (7) Writer of a comm
entary on Katantra-parisista; how
ever, his name is Ramacandra 
Cakravarti.

a grammarian who wrote 
( 1 )  UnadikoSa, ( 2) Manidipika, 
a commentary on the Unadisutras, 
and ( 3 ) Sabdabhedanirupana.

cfR one of the senior pupils 
of Nagesabhtta who was a teacher 
of Vaidyanatha Payagunde. He 
wrote a small gloss on the Astadh
yayi which in named 
He lived in the first half of the 
eighteenth century and taught 
several pupils at Varanasi.

See ( 1 ) .

pupil of of
the sixteenth century who has 
written a gloss named Î crot on the 
Mahabhasyapradipa of Kaiyata.

a grammarian who wrote 
Siddhantacandrika on Sarasvata-
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vyakarana, who in turn is comm
ented upon by Sadanarda in his 
Subodhini and Lokeivara in Tattva- 
dipika. - -

a learned grammarian 
who held the titles Jjfmitqpsire and 
-tflTxipf. He was an advocate of the 
Mugdhabcdha School and wrote 
commentaries on ( i ) the Mngdha- 
bodha, ( 2) the Kavikalpadruma,
{3 ) the Amarako§a and (4 )  the 
Unadi sutras. He also wrote a 
short gloss on case-relations, his 
treatise on the subject being 
named

a follower of the 
Katantra school of grammar who 
wrote ( t ) a commentary
on Katantrapaiisi§ta and (2 )
wrspzmrerc.

'M+WW (^stHcff) who wrote short 
glosses on the Katantra and the 
Kalapa Vyakaranas.

TFRPT (=ilt) a grammarian of the 
nineteenth century who wrote' ( i )

( 2) and
.( 3 )

fI3T«I13T ( P̂ RqTcf) a Sanskrit scho
lar of the 17th century who studied 
Vyakarana, Dharma, Alamkara and 
other Sastras and wrote a gra
mmar work besides many 
books on other Sastras.

writer of a commentary on 
the Sarasvataprakriya.

TIJTVrs ( 1 )  writer of a commentary 
on the Prakriyakaumudi and ( 2 ) 
a commentary Vidvanmanoranjani 
or RamabhattI on Sarasvatapra
kriya.

t u p*?  son of q̂ rcm a
grammarian of Tanjore of the 
seventeenth century who wrote a ]

commentaiy on the Paribhasavrtti 
of Siradeva named 
He has also written the * life of 
Patanjali ’ ( TaSffiNfta') and many 
miscellaneous works, such as OTI^- 

and. c-thers.

TRRRT a grammarian who has written 
a commentary on the Kavikalpa
druma of Bopadeva^ He was a gra
mmarian of the Bopadeva school. 
He wrote Unadikosa in verse. He 
also wrote a commentary on 
Madhyasiddhantakaumudl.

3W3l$rf the same as Wd'triUfal. See
<wd4>'jwfl̂ r.

possibly the same king of 
Srngabeiapura who ■ patronised 
NageSabhatta. He is said to have 
written some small comments on 
the Ramayana and a small gram
mar work named

a grammarian of the seven
teenth century who wrote a com
mentary on Bopadeva’s Mugdha
bodha. He was possibly the same 
as Ramaiama ( see above) and 
Ramanandatirtha, who wrote the 
Katantrasamgraha, although diffe
rent from the well-known 
of the sixteenth century who was 
a samnyasin and who wrote many 
philosophical and religious booklets.

*WI<£«t>TT possibly the same as
(see above) who wrote Dhatudl- 
pika, a commentary on the Kavi- 
kalpadruma of Bopadeva.

fOTTSW ( 1 )  a grammarian of the 
seventeenth century who wrote a 
commentary named Siddhanta
candrika on the Sarasvata Vyaka
rana. (2 )  Same as ViSveSvara or 
Bhanudiksita, son on Bhattoji 
Dik§ita.
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a grammarian who wrote a gloss 
on grammar nam^d

<|R* usually used in Ihe sense of a 
collection or a heap or a lunar 
constellation; the word is often 
used after the word got when it 
means the traditional collection of 
letters or the alphabet. The words 
87^1%, siraftf and are
also used in the same sense.

ftsE a n augment added optionally with 
^  and fit; to ihe reduplicative 
syllable of the frequentative root 
from a primitive root which ends 
in ss or has a penultimate =s; e. g.

e tc .; cf.
xr gf%. P. VII. 4.91 and sSRra VII. 
4.92.

ft® substitute ft for a verbal base 
ending in sr: before ( the sign of 
the 6th conj.) q f  ( sign of the pass, 
voice) and a affix beginning 
with q which is not a Sarvadhatuka 
affix ; e. g. feRl, f=CTig;; cf.

P. VII. 4 28.

( x ) characterized by the mute 
consonant \ signifying the acute 
accent for the penultimate vowel ; 
cf. g fa rt ftf?t P. VI. 1. 217; ( 2 )  
the same as ftfer or a visarga 
which i s . changeable into  ̂ when 
euphonicaliy combined ; cf. 
ftfer: V. Pr. I. 160; cf. also 
% ftfgtfMfaRnft ; V. Pr. VII. 9. 
The terms ftfer, tfi? and ftg. are 
given in the Padapatha to a ^  or 
word which ends in a Visarga which 
has originated from ^in the Samhi- 
tapatha; e. g. the Visarga in 
jffir: e tc .; cf. R. Pr. I, 30 to 32.

ftftvS ( 1 )  a Visarga in the Padapatha 
which has originated from ^in the 
Samhita-patba; (2 )  a word or

pada which has got a ftfw  at its 
en d ; cf. m: stra: etc. ( which in 
the Samhitapatha are inar̂
e tc .;)  cf R. Pr. I. 30 to 36 V. Pr.
IV. 18. 192.

ft® tad. affix ft addded optionally with 
to the word 3K# which bccomes 

changed into e. g. 3'ffera^; 
cf. aw tfl ^ P. V.
3.31 Vart. 1,

Ryiiciw fad. affix added to ; 
see f^ .

augment fr added optionally with 
and to the reduplicative syll

able ( sjwjW) of the frequentative 
base of roots having ss as their 
penultimate vow el; e. g. gTtfajgff 

; cf. Oagqtrs
=sr P. VII. 4.90.

substitute ft for the vowel :r at 
the end of a base ( 3 j f ) before the 
affix f^r as also before q which does 
not belong to a krt or Sarvadha
tuka affix ; e. g. snsfcpr:, ; cf. 

5Rcf: P. V IL  4.27.

^ ( 1 )  substitute ^ for the consonant 
g_at the end of a word as also for 
the 1. of \  of and option
ally with  ̂for the final g, of 

and sjqg in Veda ; e. g.
cf. P. V III. 2.66 ; the 

^of th is5 (as  contrasted with the 
substitute ^ which see above ) is 
further changed into 3 before a 
soft consonant and before the vowel 
3j provided it is preceded by the 
vowel 3T, while prescribed as 
substitute  ̂ ( which see above), 
remains unchanged ; e. g. ;
ftr .̂ qm: as contrasted with

; ( 2 ) substitute ^ for the final 
5̂  of 3Tqq3̂ (e. g. 3?<jq(:), for 5/of 
"*5H5L( e.g.^cRi:), and for ^ o f 
{ e.g. 5<ter:) before the case affix
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cf. P. VIII. 4.67 ; (3 ) substitute  ̂
f or ) for the final ^  or ^ of a verb- 
form ending with the personal end
ing IB^of the 2nd pers. sing.; cf. P. 
V I I i ;  2.74, 75 ; (4) substitute ^for 
the final ^ of words ending with the 
affix rig, 01 in Veda ; e.g. 
gftsf:; cf. Kas. 011 P. VIII. 3.1; ( 5) 
substitute  ̂for the final ^ a t  the 
end of a word when it is iollowed 
by a letter i. e. the first o ra  
second consonant excepting and 

e.g. wOwtfrr; cf. P. VIII. 3.7; 
( 6 ) substitute t for the final \  of*''• c,
before the letter q.as also for the 
final ^  of and under
certain conditions; cf. P. V III. 3. 
10. 12.

augment padded optionally with 
to the reduplicative syllable ; 

( see Rfj above); e. g. xrfra" 
cf. P. VII. 4. 91, qi as also VII.
4.65.

the primary Yama letter; a 
term used in the Siksa treatises.

augment prefixed to the pers. 
ending fr of the smrrs f̂ { 3rd pers. 
plural) after the reot ?ft, fl^and in 
Vedic literature after a few' other 
roots ̂ .g. $ # , 3 ^ ; cf. iftit
P. VII. i .  6-8.

a term used for the five roots 
headed by the root which have 
the augment ? added to a Sarva- 
dhatuka affix in certain cases ; e.g. 
%f^r, f̂SrfcT, w M g , swfra; e tc .; cf. 
P. VII. 2. 76, VII. 3.98.

a grammarian who has written 
d commentary on the Vaiyakarana- 
Siddhanta-Bhusana of Kondabhatta

a class -of roots headed by thf 
root ^ w h ich  take ( \ )  as the 
conjugational sign inserted after 
the final vowel, e. g. ( where

^  becomes WK). These roots are 
popularly called roots of the 8th 
conjugation.

^ 3  conventional; traditional; one of 
the four senses in which words are 
used. The senses are ( deriva
tive ), ^g ( conventional), qfireg and 

The term ^g is also used 
in the sense of ‘ a conventional 
word ' cf. ^3: 1
Kas. on P. VI. 1. 102.

¥31 Sarhhitapatha, as contrasted with 
, the Padapatha.

convention ; usage; custom. The 
word ^ig is given along with % i 
( derivation) as the basis of the 
use of words which are described 
to be oi four kinds; see ^g above, 
cf. !rcj{ [̂g*i# ft gBig P. III. 3 .1 .  
Vart. 1.

( r ), word-form which is complete 
with gffir ( the base ) and stfqq, i.e. 
the affix which is attached to i t ; 
cf. sift#;
M. Bh. on P. I. 1.22 Vart. 3 ; cf. 
also the usuai expression 
in the M ahabhasya; cf. M. Bh. 
on I. 1.51, 1.2.58 e tc .; the word 
is also used in the sense of a word- 
base ( mg or ) ; cf.

P. I. 1.68 ; ( 2 ) the 
word form as characterized by its 
derivation and properties ; cf.

explained as fra 
3igST?Rlf!tra: WW

■ T. Pr. X X II. 2.

a grammarian of the 
fifteenth century who wrote Hari- 
namamrta. He lived between 1484-
1527.

a grammarian of Bengal of 
the fifteenth century who wrote 
short comments on some sections 
of the Supadma Vyakarana under
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the  names and §<WJ3r?TS-
35IC.

tad . affix in the sense of ‘ praise ’ 
which is, in fact, posse sed by the 
word to  which the affix ^<1. is 
added, without making any 
change in the sense of the word, 
the affix being called ‘ ’ i- e. 
an affix in the sense of the  base 
or cf. SR2W: stf.Mfettw?
<5»erai -*m#cr i i
qrfpfisq: i srseq p̂i %%a% Jreier i 

m g*r fwftr i =3to?tr: i
- Kas. on P. V. 3.66.

(1) a recast of Astadhj/ayl com
posed by Vimalasarasvati, in which 
the S utras of Panini are arranged in 
different topics many of which are 
called such as sFSffcwisr, f^RT-
JTT55T, sJP̂ BJTTSl, 3T^WM, and so on.
( 2 ) the name ^TfTTsr is also found 
given to  a  work giving collections 
of formed words written by Punya- 
nandana.

lit. the formation of w o rd s ; 
the name is given to a small
literary work on the formation of 
words written by Dayananda- 
sarasvat!.

the actual replacement of the 
original in the place of the substi
tu te  by virtue of the rule 
Tnlmt P, I, 1.55; one of the two 
kinds of wherein the word-
form of the original ( ?TFft} is put in 
ihe place of the substitute ( ) •  
the other kind of being

' called by means of which
grammatical operations caused by 
th= original ( w f t )  take place 
?>hoegh the substitute ( ) has 
been actually put in the place o i  

the original. About the interpieis.~ 
non of the rule P. I» I *59»
u'.s grammarians accept the view of

cf. ^ f e r^ ia n 4  #
f e N t  jpt: 1 qq-g: q-g: 1

s It ^ f t
3Sr=ra 5° fMxR *rafir 1 K a i  
on P. I. x.59; cf. also I

Vfi5% qrsici; I Pari. 
Bhaskara Pari. 97. For details see 
Mahabhasya on P. VII. 1.95-96.

a well-known work on word 
formation written by a Jain
grammarian of the twelfth ceniury. 
Scholars believe tha t  this work was 
the first work of the form of topics 
which was taken as a model by the 
authors of the  Prakriyakaumudi 
and the Siddhantakaumudi.

( 1) a  fad. affix applied to a word 
meaning ' a  c a u s e ’ or expressing 
‘ a human beir.g ’ in ihe sense of 
‘ proceeding therefrom ' e. g. gnr?T<Tcf 

cf.
SHl?rc?qT p. IV. 3.81; ( 2 ) a tad. 
affix applied to a word in the geni
i ’ve case in the sense of ^ '$ 5 ,
‘ formeily belonging to ’ ; e g.
5Jn>J5T ifl: §3 ^ ^ :  ; cf. Kas. on to*?I 

^  p .  V.3 ,54.

e
word-form of the a jbhakti or svara
bhakti ( a term used in the ancient 
Pia tisakhya w orks)1, where- =« is 
looked upon as the consonant ^  
surrounded by, or followed'by, the 
nature of a vowel. =« as a vowel is 
possessed of one m atra  of which in 
svarabhakti, the consonant ^ pos
sesses half ana the svarabhakti 
po^seists half ; cf. TOcl 
g-jiTs R. Pr. VI.
Î s

t  ( personal ending in Vedic 'Lite
rature, substituted for s  of the 
spwgSf 13rd pers. ) piu:a.i in the 
Perfect tense; c.\ iSi&wsTsRS-,
P. I I I .  4.81, ' '
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W l one of the eight modes of Vedic 
recital. It is defined as

&§Wlf: S3: wra; ll e g . sSfaTC 4 ,

w ta W , 4  I € i p t  § ^ f  

tf, *r *RF% I ^  gf_Wt, W f

e? # 4fi sre*t # 4*r flf  m  
1 ' i 

‘ w r  w w  <i?n i

^3 - 1PT (1896-1966 A .D .) an eminent 
French Orientalist and a great 
scholar of Paninian grammar; his 
major works are ‘ Durghata vrtti ’ 
(1940-1956), ‘ Terminologie gram: 
maticale du Sanskrit ’ (1942 ) and. 
a translation in French, in collabo- 
ration with Ojihara, of parts of the 
first adhyaya of KaSika,

the consonant generally the 
word is used for  ̂ and not 
cf. srqfefiR: I *Tf^R P. III. 3.108 Vart.
3, 4. The consonant 1 is described 
as one pronounced like the tearing 
of a piece of cloth and resembling a 
snarl or a g io w l; cf, ft«F# fe w #

'y.'+iRî y ( the guna or the vrddhi sub
stitute for sfr viz. 3]̂  or srpjJ with 
the letter  ̂ represented in script by 
a sign on the to p ; e.g. 31%:, ;
cf. 3'nl ^otf?r jpiffs-
tffPfilsfiifM'tt M. Bh. on P. VI. 4.121.

a term applied ( 1 )  to the Visar
janlya letter preceded by any 
vowel excepting m and arr, (2 )  to 
the Visarjanlya preceded by sr in 
some specified words such as to :, 
*n:, 3j£re:, an?-', etc. under certain 
conditions, as also, (3 )  to the 
Visarjanlya in ffcr:, etc. For 
details see R. Pr. I. 30-36.

a class of words headed by the 
word to which the affix 35; is

added in the sense of ‘ an offspring ’ ■ 
e.g. aTWrrfe*;, gJOTf? :̂ etc.
cf. Kas. on P. IV. 1.146.

a class of words headed by 
to which the taddhita affix fq

( S ) is added in the sense of * be
longing to e.g. #R3istq:, 
tsOTffa: etc. cf. Kas.on P. IV. 3 13 r.

f 'W  one of the faults in pronuncia
tion ;c f .  n#T aipfta: %>nif f r t f  f i t  
M. Bh. I. 1. Ah. 1.

A
?T personal ending substituted for the 

srwp'TdpTER (3rd pers. dual affix 
era) in the periphrastic or first 
future; e.g. ; cf. ir*ora 
srrh : P. II. 4.85.

an ancient scholarly writer, 
possibly a grammarian, referred to 
by Ka§ika ( P. 6.2-36) along with 
Panini and Kasakrtsna. ‘ ‘ tnR^fa- 
^faT: I ”  Patanjali’s
reference <a<rcTetai: I (On P. I. 1.73) 
proves nothing important except 
that he was a rich man who enjoy
ed giving ghee to his students ( cp. 
KaS'ka “  icCTTOt Cif%: ®Pn: W- 

1 ’’ ( Ka. on P. I. 1.73).

Tpffar a term jocularly used with the 
word icT preceding it, for students 
of a  famous. scholar named Utifrfe, 
cf. M. Bh. on
P. I. 1.73.

another name given to the 
jfitSirR class of words which are 
headed by and which take the 
affix to form their base in the 
feminine ; e.g. jfassn cf. g

I % I
^ M. Bh. on P. IV . 1.79.

fN lfy *  a root belonging to the class 
of roots headed by ^  which take 
the conjugational sign ^  (sflO . See 

above.
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ft® ( I )  a tad. affix termed also fqqfei 
which is applied to the word in 
the sense of the locative case, the 
word being changed into irt; 
e-g. «Erft; cf. P. V. 3.16 and
ita t  vft: P . V. 3.4. (2 )  tad. affix 
applied in Veda to and other 
pronouns; e.g. aft, 3#, qft, cf. P.
V. 3.20, 21.

35

*5 ( I ) a consonant of the dental class 
which is a semi-vowel ( JR) with 
liquid contact in the mouth, and 
which is inaspirate ( ), voic
ed (q ft)  and both nasalized and 
unnasalized ; (2  J name in general 
( ) given to the personal endings 
applied to roots in the ten tenses 
and moods which take different 
substitutes ft, a:, sjfar etc. and have 
various modifications and augments 
in the different tenses and moods ; 
{ 3 )  substituted as a semi-vowel 
( <pi) for the vowel 55 followed by 
any other vowel in the euphonic 
combinations; {4 ) applied at the 
beginning of non-taddhita affixes as 
a mute letter indicating the acute 
accent for the vowel preceding the 
affix; cf. feft; P. VI. 1.193; ( 5 ) 
substituted for a;, < , * , or \  be
fore *  cf. P. V III. 4.60; ( 6 ) sub
stituted under certain conditions 
for the consonant ^ ( a ) of the root 
i?J,, ( b ) of prefixes ir and TO before 
the root ( c ) of the root n in 
frequentative forms and optionally 
before affixes beginning with a 
vowel, and ( d ) of the word be
fore w and cf. P. VIII. 2.18 to 
22.

® ( 1 )  consonant see ^  above 
(2 ) a general term usually used 
by ancient grammarians to signify- 
slq ( elision or disappearance ) of

a letter of a syllable or a word; cf. 
e fB iW ty  s: 1 wuRrac, : M. 
Bh. on P. IV. 2.60; (. 3 ) tad* affix 
« added to the word fgg when 
and are substituted for the word 
fp r ; e.g. f%g:, f|g: cf. P . V. 2.33 
Vart 2.

( 1 )  the consonant at; see <5( 1)  
above; ( 2) the personal endings 
affixed to roots; see $ (2) .

( 1) a rule or a sutra composed 
by the ancient Sutrakiras; the 
word is very frequently used in this 
sense by the Bhasyakara and later 
commentators; cf. 8*ra.n|^;
cf. also 55̂ n ft -iftr gfS-

M. Bh. on P. L  1.3 Vart
10 ; ( 2 ) characteristic or sign ; cf.

P. II. 1. 14 ; 
cf. also P. I. 4.90 and III. 2.12.; 
( 3) indirect way of expression ; 
cf. JTft#5RR%
Par. Sek. Pari. 105.

a short term used for 
the well-known Paribhasa sguurfa-

Par. Sek.
Pari. 105, laying down that when 
a question arises as to which of the 
two words agmt'RT (arrived at by 
certain changes or modifications) 
and gft'Rl®,. ( directly expressed ) 
be accepted, the latter should be 
preferred.

a work on grammar written 
by a grammarian named *5%.

implication; potentiality of 
implication; this potentiality of 
words viz. is not recognised 
by grammarians as a potentiality 
different from the 3ff**srRff%i or the 
power of denotation. . Later gra
mmarians, however, like the Alam- 
kirikas, have used the word in the, 
sense of potentiality of implication
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as different from that of denota
tion ; cf. sajnir 3 ^ Pari-
bhasenduiekhara.

a grammarian who has 
written a booklet on the six dia
lects, which is named

a grammarian of the eight
eenth century who has written ( r ) 
Siddhantakaumudivilasa, a comm
entaiy on the Siddhantakaumudi 
and (2 ) TriSikha, a commentary 
on Nagesa’s Paribhasendusekhara.

lit. target; illustration; exam
ple of a grammatical ru le; cf.
55̂ jrfi sfifcf Paribhasa; also

Paribhas
endusekhara. ; cf. also 93

M. Bh. on P. I. i.x  Vart. 14.

implied sense. See ihe word 
<5̂ P1T.

( 1 )  a term used in the sense of 
light or short as contrasted with 5  ̂
meaning heavy or long, which is 
applied to vowels like sr, ? etc. cf.

P- I- 4- 10; ( 2 ) brevity ; 
brief expression ; cf. ft 
M. Bh. on P. I. 2,27 Vart. 6 also 

ft JfOT *T asfrq:; ( 3) small, 
as qualifying an effort in writing or 
explaining something as also in 
utterance ; cl. sql&gsrqjflcrc: yiwrqiRq 
P. V III. 3.18.

known as ®fT§SFtPfirg<ft also, 
an abridged work based upon the 
Siddhantakaumudi of Bhattoji Dik
sita, written by Bhaftojt's pupil 
Varadaraja. The work is very valu
able and helpiul to beginners in 
grammar. It has got the.same topics 
as the Siddhantakaumudi, but 
arranged differently. The work has 
a commentary on it by Jayakrsna- 
manni. The work is

the same as Possibly
BKfeinratg#, was the original name 
given by the author.

bmallness of effort as contrasted 
with 3p m ; ck era™  friqsa s^ieiT-

M. Bh. on P. .I.1.3
Vart. 7.

( 1 )  short writing, brief putt
ing in, brief expression; cf.

e tc .; ( 2 )  the word 
is given as a name to a grammati
cal work, written by on the 
3I®o[I13irB5r of Hemacandra, possibly 
in contrast with the written 
by Hemacandra himself or with 
Kasikavivaranapafijika, popularly 
called written by Jinendra- 
buddhi on the Kasikavrtti of Jaya- 
ditya and Vamana. See

an independent work on 
Paribhasas written by Puruso
ttamadeva in the twelfth century 
A. D. called Sfqrftwnfft in contrast 
with the of The
Vrtti is named * Lalita ’ also, by 
the author.

name of a gn.mmar treatise 
based on the SabdanuSasana of 
Hemacandra written by Vinaya- 
vijaya where the sutras of Hema
candra are arranged in different 
topics as in the Siddhantakaumudi 
of Bhottf'ji.

iequirirg still less effort for 
utterance than that required for 
the usual utterance; the term is 
used in connection with the utter
ance of the consonant \  which is 
substituted for Visarga following 
upon long arr and followed by any 
vowel. In such cases is not pro
nounced at all according to Saka- 
lya, while it is somewhat audibly 
pronounced according to Sakata-
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y a n a ; cf. sqt5fsra?sRR: P.
V III. 3. i8.

( 1 )  a Bhasya work on Pani
ni’s Sutras imagined as referred to 
in Patanjali’s remark 1 3 ^

on P. III. 3.19; III.4.67 (ii) a 
work on Sarasvataprakriya by 
Raghunatha, pupil of Bhattoji 
Dlk§ita.

name of a commentary 
work by Harivallabha on Konda- 
bhatta’s Vaiyakaranabhusanasara,

name of a 
commentary by Mannudeva on 
Kondabhatta’s Vaiyakaranabhu
sanasara.

name of an independent 
work on the meaning of words and 
their interpretation written by 
Nagesa of which the is
a popular short extract by the 
author himself. -

name of a commentary on 
Bhattoji’s Manorama by his grand
son 1 1 Diksita, which is gene
rally read together with .the Mano
rama, by students upto -the end of 
the Karaka Chapter after they have 
completely read and mastered the 
Siddhantakaumudi. The comm
entary is called which 
differentiates it from the 
written by the same author viz. 
Hari Diksita.

name of a commentary 
on Bhattoji’s Siddhantakaumudi 
written by Nagesa Bhatta, 
the stalwait Grammarian of the 
eighteenth century. The work is 
name which differen
tiates it from the author’s another 
work of which the for--
mer is an abridgment. As the study 
of the Laghusabdendusekhara is

very common and as the 
Brhat^abdenduSekhara is seldom 
studied. it is always the Laghu6a- 
bdendusekhara that is understood 
by the simple and popular name 
Sekhara.

«• i a commentary on 
the Laghusabdendusekhara. There 
are more than a dozen commentary 
works on the popular LagbuSa- 
bdendusekhara called by the usual 
names or the prominent
among which are irt, and f ŝpn. 
A few of them have special names 
e g.-ftsfcmisr, sqfaftT, etc.

an epitome of the Sarasvata 
Vyakarana, by

see

name given ±0 the affixes of the 
imperfect tense; cf. P.
I l l ,  2 .i ir ,  explained by Bhattoji 
as in his Siddhanta-
Kaumudl.

55  ̂ tad. affix s  applied optionally with 
the affix ng1?. to words ending 
in six and meaning a detachable or 
undetachable part of. an animal, as 
also to words mentioned in the 
group headed by the word as 
also to words qce and sfg showing 
affection and strength respectively; 
e.g. =^R5:, §)»?©:, e tc .; cf. P.
V. 2.96-98.

552 general personal ending applied to 
roots ( 1 )  to show the present time 
for which the personal endings

are substituted for the for
mation of verbs and ^  ( =rg ) and 
3?h or JTiff ( ) for the format
ion of the present participle ; (2 ) 
to show past time when the inde
clinable *ji is used in the sentence 
along with the verbal form or when 
the indeclinables qg, 5, g ĵ, 5j i ^ 0
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are used along with the 
verbal form under specific condi
tions; e.g. qjj w  

sif 3 - ^ f t ,  38*$? 3*1 srar:, 
etc.; cf. P. III. 2.118-123,

III. 3.4-9.

sra!gi*>lQ|aj!«r lit. the maxim regard
ing a small fruit ( or a sparrow) 
being brought down from the top 
of a tree bj' a very long bamboo 
pole. This refers to obtaining negli
gent results after making great 
efforts. This is accepted to prove 
that changing the sutra 
etc. (P . VIII. 286.) to gfasrat 

and then pointing out that 
5PETC is redundant in the Sivasutra, 
355Efi will be getting very little 
proved after a herculian effort at a 
detailed discussion, cf. M. Bh. i . i  
Ahnika 2, on sRogfj, Var. 5.

1

change cf \ into ^  See 3  above.

name given to the Pari
bhasavrtti written by Purusottama
deva, a famous grammarian of the 
Eastern branch of Panini’s system 
which prevailed in Bengal from the 
eighth to the end pf the twelfth 
century A . D. See

a personal ending substitut
ed for ^  which in certain cases gets 
the grave accent in spite of the 
general rule that affixes ( which 
include personal endings) are acute; 
cf. lawfa ra-wtaaw
HffMl: P. VI. 1.186.

{ 1 )  secondary ; taken or 
understood in the secondary sense; 
{ 2 ) stated by a rule ( ss$<n ) ; cf. 

aft ^
M. Bh. on P. I . 4.2 Vart. 9.

brevity of expression; express
ing In as few words as possible;

brevity of thought and conception. 
About brevity of expression, rules 
or sutras of the ancient Sutrakaras 
are noteworthy especially those of 
the grammarian Panini, whose 
brevity of expression is aptly exto» 
lied in the familiar expression 
am'jirarensitrr flHf%%qraa?m:Par. 
Sek. Pari. 122 ; cf. also in contrast 
TO&Rrerat Par.
Sek. Pari. 115.

law of minimisation, parsi
mony in the use of words or parsi
mony in expression, followed gene
rally by the Sutra writers.

substitutes 0^, fra, Hr ( srfSer)}
....... for 3;, signifying the ten

affixes or lakaras 553:, §5 etc., 
applied to roots in the senses of the 
different tenses and moods; <cf. 
P. III. 4.78.

a grammarian of the nine
teenth century who wrote a. gloss 
on NageSa’s Paribhasendulekhara.

the original condition of 55 or 
the personal endings before the 
affixes ffta., and others are subs
tituted for them in accordance with 
the time or mood, as also the person 
and the number in view ; cf. 55R%n- 

sns*i:, fquRq: M. Bh.
on P. III. 1.33.

a common term used ( 1 )  for the 
aorist vikarana affix P® for which 

TO, ^  etc. are substituted as 
prescribed ; (2 ) for and 
affixes; e.g.

f*: P . II. 4.80.

general term for the affixes called 
(op tative) which includes the 

potential and the condi
tional ( ) .  affixes; cf. flfa-

P. III. 3.161 and 173.
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( I ) sign or characteristic mark ; 
generally tbs mute letter prefixed 
or suffixed to roots, affixes, or aug
ments and tbeir substitutes with a 
specific purpose; cf.

M. Bh. on I. i .i  Vart. 7, 
s i #  w  fe f  * 1 5 5 ^  M.
Bh. on P. I. 3.62 Vart. 5 ; ( 2 )  
proof, evidence (smro); the word 
is often used in the Paribhasendu- 
Sekhara and other works in connec
tion with a rule or part of a rule 
quoted as an evidence to deduce 
some general dictum or Paribhasa ; 
( 3 ) gender; cf. fef 
€TR K ai. on P. II. 3.46; cf. also 

Jjfnw;. Par.
Sek. Pari. 71. The gender of a word 
in Sanskrit language does not 
depend on any ipecific properties 
of a th in g; it simply depends on 
the current usage; cf.

which is often quoted in the 
Mahabhasya; cf. M. Bh. on P. II. 
1.36, H . 2.29, II. 4.12, IV . 1.3, V.
3.66, V. 4.68, V III. 1.15. For 
details see Mahabhasya on P. IV . 
1. 3 where after a long enlightening 
discussion, the definition titWHMsfr 
f s f^ is  given.

a work on genders by a 
southern grammarian sjoSptTOT.

an affix such as afr (
1̂1.■ m )  or f  (#*.,

which is added to a masculine base;
cf. P . I V . 1.3 to  IV . 1. 77.

inclusion of the feminine 
form of a word when a ’ word in the 
masculine gender is used in a rale, 
for certain operations such as the 
application of affixes and the lik e ; 
cf. the usual dictum regarding this 
practice viz. the Paribhasa snfrPri^r
ssfSt feifflftinpnft s n m  Par- ^ek* 
Pari. 71. as also M. Bh. on P . IV .

i .i  Vart. 5 to Vart. 15 for places of 
the application of the dictum and 
those of its rejection.

the dictum to include 
the feminine form of a word when 
in a rule the word is used in the 
masculine gender: feff-
ftfSlKqift Par. Sek. Pari. 71. 
See fefflftigqfai.

transposition of genders, as 
noticed often in Vedic language; 
e.g. or for ; cf.
M. Bh. bn P. I. 4.9.

fefHgXST name given to the thir
teenth section of the third kanda 
of Vakyapadlya. It deals with 
gender.

lit. science of genders; a 
short comprehensive old treatise on 
the gender of words attributed to 
Pagini. Other works with similar 
designations are ( 1 )  LiriganuSasana 
of Candragomin referred to by 
Vamanacarya and Ujjvaladatta 
( 2 ) LinganuSasana of -Vamana
carya, ( 3 ) of Sakatayana, ( 4) of 
Hemacandra, ( 5 ) of Durgatma, 
named Durgapadaprabodha in 
Katantra system and so on.

name of a commentary 
on Pacini’s ; some
commentaries of this kind are the 

by
ST5RF by fefiygKWitol by pfcm 
and by ftKRW.

see

sense of the optative and 
the potential moods given or ex
pressed by affixes under the comm
on name prescribed by P . I l l ,  
3j 6i , 164, 173.
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fe z  an affix of the perfect tense; cf.
I l l  2.T15 for which the 

specific affixes oigr, srgg, m. etc. are 
substituted after roots which take 
Parasmaipada affixes. Before the 
affixes, a monrsyllabic root is re
duplicated while dissyllabic roots 
and denominative and other second
ary root?, formed by adding an 
affix to an original root, take the 
affix after which all ‘ # 5 ’ per
sonal endings are dropped and the 
forms of the roots f ,  ^  and with 
the necessary personal-endings, are 
placed immediately after the word 
ending in 3n ^ , but often with the 
intervention of a word or more in 
the Vedic language and rarely in 
the classical language; cf. er TO*ii 

qqw >T5jra; cf. 
fsfe P. III. 1.35 to -42.

an affix marked with the mute 
letter ^ such as $35, cnfe ;̂,

etc. where the mute ^  
signifies the acute accent for the 
vowel of the base which immediate
ly precedes the affix; e.g. 
in which the vowel f  is accute; cf. 
feit V I. 1.193.

the acute accent for the vowel 
immediately preceding the affix 
caused by that affix being marked 
with the mute consonant See 
above; cf. feltT!

'to w  M. Bh. on P. II. 4.33.

fefesi, {1862-1939 A D.) a German 
scholar who wrote and edited im
portant works on Sanskrit grammar. 
He is well-known for bringing to 
light for the first time Candra- 
gomin’s system of Sanskrit Gram
mar. His principal works are =s?l̂ - 

(1902), (19 18 ),
(1930) and qrfoifsr ( P acini), 

the last two in German language.

[ Limaye V. P. ] a modern gram
mar scholar of Poona, who, along 
with independent studies on gram- 
mar-topics, has published Vakya
padlya, Mahabhasyadipika jointly 
with Prof. K. V. Abhyankar.

^  elision of an affix or its part in the 
process of the formation of a word 
as prescribed by the specific men
tion of the words , *g and gq, 
which have the syllable 5  as com
mon. The specific feature of the 
elision by the use of these letters is 
the prohibition of any such opera
tion for the preceding base as is 
conditioned.by the elided affix; cf.

^ P. I.
1 . 6 2 ,63.

( i ) disappearance ( g=s# tfcr gsfi); 
a term used by Panini for the dis
appearance of an affix or its part 
under specified conditions as pre
scribed by a grammar rule with the 
mention of the word gfj; e.g.

P -1- 1 .6 1; ( 2 ) augment 3; 
added to thp root in the sense of 
melting ( an oily thing) ;  cf. 1# 
f^iaqffT. See Kas. on P.. VII. 3.39.

a term used by grammarians 
especially in the Mahabhasya; (cf. 
M. Bh. on P. I. 2 .4 ,1. 2.12, II. 4.77 
etc.) for such roots as have their 
Vikarana (conjugational.sign) drop* 
ped by a rule with the mention of 
the word gfj; e.g. the roots of the 
second conjugation as contrasted 
with other roots; cf. s#34i<uIF3 

Par. Sek. Pari. 90.

<5® an affix applied to a root, showing 
action of immediate past time as 
contrasted with affixes called fejr or 

The affix g^ is found used, 
however, in the sense of the past 
time in general, and irrespective of 
time in Vedic Literature; cf.
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g^nsfisr: P. III. 4.6. The conjuga- 
tional affixes 3:, etc. are substi
tuted for g^ as for the lakaras of 
other tenses and moods and the dis
tinguishing sign or is added 
to a root before the affix called g^; 
cf. gfe and the following P. III.
1.43 etc.

general name for affixes of the 
first future which are added to 
roots when the future time is not 
the present day, but the next and 
the succeeding ones; cf. SRgcfSt §5 
P. III. 3.15. The affixes f&, a: etc. 
replace the affix in accordance 
with the number and person in view; 
cf. P. III. 4-78.

'g'T disappearance ( gcqt fft  m  ); a 
term used by Panini with reference 
to the disappearance of an affix or 
its part under specified conditions 
by the express mention of the word 
gfl.. Although after the disapaear- 
ance of an affix no operation for the 
base before, can take place as con
ditioned by the affix, i.e. although 
there is no srS!2i®§Fr, still, when the 
disappearance is mentioned as gq., 
the base gets the gender and num
ber of that original form of it which 
existed before the affix, which has 
disappeared, was applied; cf. §33: 

p f :  cf. gfif 
P. I. 2.51 and KaSika thereon.

S 3  that which has been elided or 
dropped during the process of the 
formation of words. As elision or 
aft is looked'upon as a kind of sub
stitute, in short a zero-substitute; 
the convention of the substitute be
ing looked upon as the original one, 
viz. the sthanivadbhava, applies to 
it.

supposed to be mentioned 
although not seen or heard in a

particular rule, for the sake of bring
ing about some grammatical opera
tion with a view to arriving at some 
desired forms; cf.

1 fsfiid ?r ^5# 1 gaftKir 
I M. Bh. on P. I. 1.3, Vart. 10; 

cf. also M. Bh. on I. 3.7, III. 1.44 . 
etc.; also cf. f|frr P. I. 1.5 where 
the consonant >1, is supposed to be 
present in the word fgf?f..

a term applied to roots after 
which the conjiigational sign is 
dropped ; e.g. roots of the second 
and third conjugations; cf. w §H- 

M. Bh. on P. VI.
r.i86.

lit. possessed of the syllable or 
wording 3. The word is applied to 
the terms g^, * , and gq. which con
tain the letter g  and which all mean 
the disappearance of a word-ele- 
iren t; cf, a 1 f  Wl

g*Ri: S. K. on P. 1. 1.63.

W common term for the affixes ^  
(second Future) and ^  (condi
tional ), the remnant being 5S after 
the mute consonants ^ and 5 have 
been dropped.

general term for the personal 
affixes of the conditional, which are 
applied to a root to show the hap
pening of an action only if there 
was another preceding action, both 
the actions being expressed by ^  
or conditional affixes; e g. 
fN g . cf. 553

P. III. 3.139, 140. ^  is 
also used under certain other con
ditions when some specific particles 
are used; cf. III. 3.141-146,151.

a general term for the general affix 
^  of the second future which is  ̂
applied in the sense of future time 
in general, without any specific
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conditions, the affixes fir, w.*, 3# r  be
ing substituted for the ^ and the 
sign { vikarana) spfj being added to 
the ro o t; cf. P . III. 3.13 and III. 
3.133, The term in atio n s^  and s ir  
are substituted for the affix ^  to 
form future participles; e.g.

cf. os: m i P . I l l-  3.14.

one at the varieties or develop
ments of the 3WITS or the artificial 
recitation of the separate words of 
the Samhiia.

a general term for the affixes ol 
the Vedic subjunctive, the usual 
persanal-fiidirigs fir., xra. etc. being 
substituted for 05 as in the case 
of other tenses and moods. The 
augments ^  and an? are sometimes 
prefixed to the affix and the sign 
( f i w t )  is sometimes added
to the roots. The foims ol are to  ; 
be arrived at as they are. found 
actually used in Vedic language, : 
even b y  placing personal-endings of 
a  person or number different from 
what is actually required.

&5T such a slow or indistinct atterance 
or pronunciation of the letter ^ o r <(. 
preceded by sr, as shows that it  is 
almost dropped. This indistinct or 
slurred utterance of q o r  which is 
described as advocated b y the 
PratiSakhyakara Vatsapra, corres
ponds to the utterance of q. or ^  
with a very low tone as mentioned 
by Panini in the rule 
w w ;  e.g. 3UT 3^53; m siraT 
srtWi: etc.; cf.
T. Pr. 10.231 cf. also
sqsurwr ftv# U w a ta  on R.
Pr. X IV . 5.

A
a grammatical operation or a rule 

of grammar concerning gender; cf. 
qfrcTTt | ^ :  %lfl:

fe«jf% M. Bh. on P..'II. 2.24 
Vart. 8, 9.

arising from * linga ’ or signifi
cant assertion ; the word is used in 
connexion with knowledge which 
arises indirectly by means of notic
ing the characteristic, marks of a 
thing, cf. Vak. pad. 1. 137. cf.%ffpft 

sqfe 1 sffsr. 51TO gimifrr srfcr 
jrfil iciftfor fefftfisfa- 

sjQffte l ( # . )

a  term used in the Mahabhasya in 
contrast with the term %?, signifying 
common people speaking the langu
age correctly; the term # e is also 
used in contrast with the term rTO 
or its  technique; cf. ?MT or Sten 
M. B h. on P. V II, 1. 9, I . 1.44 
Vart. 3 ;  also cf. ^ cRl
M. B h . on P. I .  x .i  Vart. 7.

use or understanding of a  
word current among the people; 
cf. 3F 3^ f Zfm M.
B h. on P . I. X.21 V art. 5.

tSfei'M  son of Ksemankara, who 
wrote Tattvadipika in 1683, on 
Sarasvatacandrika.

dependence upon the people
■ 'for the use. The phrase diteiPWpJI- 

referring to the fixation of 
gender depending entirely on the 
people’s usage, is very common in 
the Mahabhasya; cf. M. Bh. on P.
II. 1.36, II. 2.29, etc.

a term for the affixes of the impe
rative mood or sn p t, applied to 
roots in the same sense in which 
the ' l in ’ affixes are applied; cf.

P. III. 3.161, 162. These affixes, 
specifically the affixes of the second 
person singular and plural, are also 
applied in the sense of frequency or 
collection, to a root when that root 
is repeated to show that frequency; 
e.g. gifHt: gjftff f i t  g^Tfer; sstsre 
nm s ?fcr 3?ds ; cf. Kas. on P.
III. 4. 2, 3.
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disappearance of a word or part 
of a word enjoined in grammar for 
arriving a t the required- forms of 
a w ord; cf arstft afa: P. 1. 1.52; cf.

cfPIslf Kafi. on P .I .i.
52. This disappearance in the case 
of an affix is tantamount to its 
notional presence or imaginary 
presence, as operations caused by 
it  do take place although the word 
element has disappeared; cf. spqsft 

1 nsft a i§ s  
Kas. on P. 1. 1.&2.

the snperior strength or 
superiority of elision as a gramma
tical operation in contrast with 
other operations, by virtue of which 
the elision, which is prescribed, 
takes place first and then other 
operations get a scope for their 
application; cf. tftqftpH-

Par. Sek. Pari. 93.

the utterance of an aspirate 
letter rather harshly, with a stress 
on it, when that utterance is look
ed upon as a fau lt; cf. asipif qhn<nf

U vvata on R . Pr. X IV . 6.

<si*urs a class of words headed by the 
word sftl^to which the tad. affix, 3T, 
in the sense * pos essed of ’ is added 
optionally along with the usual 
affix ^  (Jig%.); e.g.

f fe p , #*?r: etc cf. 
Ka£. on P. V. 2.100.

( 1 )  a  class of words headed 
by to which the affix ( n ) 
is added in the sen sed  ' becoming ’ , 
to form a  denominative root-base 
which gets the verb-endings of both 
the padas; e^g. it fe n w , ;

4q%refff, R lgt#; the class eHtaifit is 
considered as so that simi
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lar denominative verb-bases could 
be explained; cf. K ai. on P. III. 1. 
13 ; ( 2 )  a class of words headed 
by slfer, to which the fem. affix 
(aippft) is added after they have 
got the taddhita affix ^  added to 
them in the sense of ‘ a grandchild ’ ; 
e.g. <5rilcWft, e tc .; cf. K ai.
on P. IV . 1.18.

s i f e f  prevalent in common utterance 
of the people as contrasted with 

cf. q*n
M.Bh. on Ahnika 1. See afe above.

krt affix 3 substituted for the 
gerund termination when the 
root, to which has been applied, 
is preceded bv a  prefix with which 
it ( the root with the affix) is 
compounded; cf. 5*FJ.I
P. VII. 1. 37.

krt affix ^  changed into srq in 
the sense of an agent applied to the 
root and others ( after which it 
is seen actually used in language) ; 
e.g. f r o .  giro: cf.

P. III. x. 134.

5^  krt affix a**r in the sense of verbal 
activity as also in the sense of an
* abode ’ or * an instrument' ;  cf. P.
III. 3.113, 115, 116, 117.

a class of roots, headed by the 
root the past, pass part, affix fr 
placed after which becomes changed 
into * ; e.g. <5$:, 35^ ;  afcMsj?, 
etc. cf. Ka5. on P. V II. 2.44.

Ej

5T' (x)  fourth letter of the class, of 
consonants headed by ^  which 
are looked upon as semi-vowels; 
s  is a dental, soft, non-aspirate 
consonant pronounced as «r in some 
provinces and written also some
times like \ } especially when it
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stands at the beginning of a word ;
( 2 ) substitute for 3 which is follow
ed by a vowel excepting 3 ; e. g. 
ng +  stR:: =  ; cf. P.
VI. x.77; (3 )  the consonant sj-, 
which is sometimes uttered with 
very little effort when it is at the 
end of a word and followed by a 
vowel or a semivowel, or a fifth, 
fourth or third consonant or the 
consonant g;. In such cases it is 
called ; cf. zrc3t=HRo)' fStfiiifqT-
sjtpsiJjesraf t i f e i  sn.gt e  S.
K. on P. VIII. 3, 18 ; (4 ) solitary 
remnant of the affixes ftq,, fi% 
and the like, when the other letters 
which are mute are dropped and 
the affix ifH. or the like becomes a 
zero affix. This also is finally 
dropped; cf. P. VI. 1.67.

^ ( 1 )  the semivowel see ( 2) - 
personal-ending substituted for sjg. 
in the perfect ( )  first person 
( SrmsSf ), and in the present tense 
in the case of the root cf.

"laggo and fed ^  wr. P. III.
4.82, 83 ; ( 3 ) krt affix ftq̂ , or 
ft of which only remains ; cf. 3?r- 

3513$ P. VI. 2.52; cf. also
VI. 3.92, the 

affix is mentioned as qiraq by Panini, 
but, in fact, it is q,, sr being added 
for ease in pronunciation ; ( 4 ) tad. 
affix in the sense of possession add
ed along with the other affixes 

and qg, to the word %si and to 
some other words such as uf&i, 
wsf, etc. as also to and 
arsjq; cf. P. V. 2.109, no..

^Ilf^ a class of words headed by the 
word 45r, the word *tr placed after 
which gets the taddhita affixes add- . 
ed to it, as prescribed in the senses 
‘ takes it ’ , '  carries it ’ or ‘ produces 
it ’ ; e.g. cf. K ai. on P. V.
1 50. The tad. affixes as prescribed

in ihe senses mentioned above are 
added to the words 4%F etc. and not 
to ?rrc according to some comment
ators ; e.g. qffe;:, e tc .; cf. 
Kai. on P. V. 1.50.

si'Sft the consonant q. with the vowel 
3t and being added for facility of 
utterance ; cf. T. Pr. I. 17, 2 r, also 
Emfesrc: P. III. 3.108, Vart. 3.

thnt which onght to 'be stated 
or prescribed ; the word is frequent
ly found used by the Varttikakara 
when he suggests any addition to, 
or modification in Panini’s rules. 
Sometimes, the word is added by 
the author'of the Mahabhasya in 
the explanation of a Varttika after 
stating what is lacking in the 
Varttika.

mouth, or orifice of the mouth,
. which, in general, is the place of 

utterence for all letters, but espe
cially for the vowel sr; cf. W p W R - 

i

a grammarian who wrote a 
grammatical work on verbs named 
smajfcTsiOT.

* 1 ^  ( 1 )  lit. statement; an authorita
tive statement made by the authors 
of the Sutras and the Varttikas as 
also of the Mahabhasya; cf. srf r̂ 

M. Bh. on Siva 
Sutra 1 Vart. 1. The word is also 
used predicatively in the sense of 

by the Varttikakara; cf.
m (2 )

number, such as
etc ; cf. K ai. on
P. I. 2 51 ;  cf. gPt ~4Rm^ 1
gfifi *nrf?cT I gjr: 1
$5cjniT l ’M. Bh. on P. I. 2.57;
(3 ) expressive word ; cf.

^ P.' V. 1.14 where 
the K aiika explains the word gq-
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■3^R as goig^Tf^t g<rtfw:; cf. also 
the terms g u M ,  snrfw^r, 
etc. as classes of words; cf. also 

3 % p . III. 2.112 ; (4) that 
which is uttered ; cf.
? ife :  i g?asftcTT i cr̂ r
q 3€T3t  3*HT 3nb Kas. on P. I. I.8.

the form of 3^ or thunderbolt, 
in which ( form J the Jihvamuliya 
( letter) is shown in writing ; cf.

Kat. I. 1.17. See

^  substitute for of irgn. See J?p.

3ffe ( 1 )  tad. affix in the sense of 
similar activity or thing; e.g. <l*f- 
3g it ,  *?itf33. ga  uraR.; cf. t *  fen  

1 era P. V. 1.115, 116 ; 
(2 )  tad. affix ^  in the sense of 
deserving; e.g. *R3c  ̂ ; cf. cfst^ 
P. V. x.117 ; (3 )  tad. affix 33. ap
plied to prefixes in Vedic Literature 
without any sense of its own ; e.g. 

HErat n̂fcf *sro;; cf.
P. V. i . i ! 8.

specific statement by putting 
' the word for the sake of extend

ed application (adfl^r); e.g. iflfPI- 
35̂ 1%; cf. B d t  3ftrR%: 3̂ *3: I «r 

*P3a I M.Bh. on P. I.
1.23 Vart. 4.

the possessive affix 33; ( ng&) with 
fem. f  added; cf. 3 ^
( )  V. Pr. III. 117.

or 3P. tad. affix 35. applied to the 
pronouns 3^, <T\, >13?., and 
in the sense of measurement; e.g. 
3131̂ , ffI31̂ ; >*m3H , feRL, 531*1 ,

' cf, 3=^*3: qftwt 31'!., ftft-
qt e[: P. V. 2.39, 40. Words 

ending with this affix 3§ are desi
gnated H<F3i; cf. 3|iF i^ R r ?n?3T P. 
I.1 .2 3 /

a grammarian of the seven
teenth century who wrote a com

mentary named on Konda-
bhatta’s Vaiyakaranabhusana and 
grammar 'works named 
ft%3i and Kalapavyakaranotpatti- 
prastava.

a class of compoucd words 
headed by 33Wtft which retain the 
original accent of the members of 
the compound, as for example, in 
the compound word 3?rpiRf both the 
words 3?i and qfir have got their 
initial vowel sr accented accute ; cf. 
Kas. on P. VI. 2.140.

krt affix 3^ applied in the sense 
of agent in Vedic literature to a root 
ending in sir and in spoken language 
to any root where forms are seen ; 
e.g. 5jfW 3T, &5IT3I; cf. anal 
ftqia 1 3^«i)sft 533;% P. III. 2 .7 1,7 5 .

tad. affix 33 applied to the word 
g in the sense of jtrt ( a peculiar 
product) ; e g. cf. m% 33:
P. IV. 3.162.

or 3 ^  krt. affix’ 3? applied to t.he 
roots fg ;, r̂re, ftg. and 3& as also 
to the intensive base of 3T i n t h e 
sense of a habituated agent ; e.g. 
**rm, #««, 3RI3T etc. cC-
fr o w f I qaj qa: p . i n .  j2.i75,

176.

a class of words headed by 3 ^  
which have the taddhita affix elided, 
if it is added to them in the four 
senses mentioned in P. IV. 2.67-70; 
cf. 3JR 3*®n: I 3Spfi3̂ 3f
3 ? ^ #  nw: 3g 3i3# :  I cf. K ai. on P.
IV. 2.82.

a scholar of grammar and a 
pupil of Bhattoji Diksita, who 
flourished in the end of the seven
teenth century and wrote abridg
ments of the Siddhanta-kaumudI 
for beginners in grammar named 
®fffl3FOT§ifr and as
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also and irNfonryisft.
The work tinder the name BKmspa- 

which is the shortest abridg
ment, is, in fact, the 
itself. It is possible that the author 
first prepared the flKRWTnWg# and 
then, he himself or a pnpil of his, 
put additional necessary matter and 
prepared the Laghusiddhanta- 
kaumudl.

( i )  a reputed ancient gram-
- marian who is identified with 

Katyayana, the prominent author 
of the Varttikas on the Sutras of 
Panini. Both the names and 

are mentioned in comment
ary works in connection with the 
Varttikas on the Sutras of Panini, 
and it is very likely that Vararnci 
was the individual name of the 
scholar, and Katyayana his family 
name. The words <SJPI and 
are found used in fslokavarttikas in 
the Mahabhasya on P. H I. 2,3 and
III. 2.1 r8 where references made 
are actually found in the prose 
Varttikas (see srencPp# s:
P. III. 2.3 Vart. 1 and 
SI p. III. 2.11S Vart. I )
indicating that the Slokavarttika- 
kara balieved that the Varttikas 
were composed by Katyayana. 
There is no reference at all in the 
Mahabhasya to Vararuci "as a 
writer of the Varttikas; there is 
only one reference which shows 
that there was a scholar by name 
Vararuci known to Patanjali, but 
he was a poet; cf. <n<$4 in the 
sense of * composed ’ ( =R̂T and not 

by M. Bh. on P. IV.
2.4. ( 2 } is also mentioned as 
the author of the Prakrta Grammar 
known by the name sngasFFRT or 

This who also was
W W  by Gotra name, was a gra
mmarian later than Patanjali, who

has been associated with Sarvavar
man, (the author of the first three 
Adhyayas of the Katantra Sutras), 
as the author of the fourth Adhya
ya. Patanjali does not associate

with Katyayana at all. His 
mention of ^ f%  as a writer of a 
K avya is a sufficient testimony for 
that. Henc-% it appears probable 
that Katyayana, to whom the 
authorship of the Vajasaneyi Prati
sakhya and many other works allied 
with Veda has been attributed, was 
not associated^ with Vararuci by 
Patanjali, and. it is only the later 
writers who identified the gramma
rian Vararuci, who composed the 
fourth Adhyaya of the Katantra 
Grammar and wrote a  Prakrit Gra
mmar and some other grammar 
works, with the ancient revered 
Katyayana, the author of Vartti
kas, the Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya 
and the Pnspasutra; ( 3 )  There 
was a  comparatively modem gra
mmarian named who wrote a 
small treatise on genders of words 
consisting of about 125 stanzas 
with a commentary named Linga- 
vrtti, possibly written by the aut
hor' himself. (4 ) . There was also 
another modern grammarian by 
name who wrote a work on
syntax named sw to g w w , discuss
ing the four topics ssr-S, a fe r  
and Some catalogues of manu
scripts mention a gloss on the 
Mahabhasya by Vararuci.

name of a commentary on 
the Paribhasendusekhara written 
by Guruprasada Sastri, a reputed 
grammarian of the present century.

a class, of words headed by
*Klt which have the taddhita affix 

) added to them in the four 
senses mentioned in P .  IV . 2.67-70
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e.g. e tc .; cf. Kas.
on P. IV. 2.80.

3ft  feminine form of the affix 5[fiin;
e.g. f f f l f t ,  3l3fr; e tc . ; cf. t =j 

P. IV. 1.7.

STH name given to the different classes 
of consonants which are headed by 
an unaspirate surd ; e.g. spfir, =̂ f[. 
zm , cPFT, and m  The several 
consonants in each group or class, 
are, in their serial order, named q*T- 
5PW, etc. On the analogy
of these five classes, the semivowels 
are called by the name qqif and sibi
lants are called by the name

a class of words headed by the 
word which have their initial 
vowel accented acute when they 
stand as second members -of a tat- 
purusa compound other than the 
karmadharaya type of i t ; e.g. mg- 

; cf. Kas. on P. VI.
2 . I 3 I .

phonemic u n it; a letter. The term 
was in use in ancient times and 
found used generally in the mascu
line gender, but occasionally in the 
neuter gender to o ; e.g. -3'TRgt 1% 
qnrf: M. Bh. Ahnika 1. also m ^T- 
f ^ u f  M. Bh. oh Siva
Sutras 3, 4.

mention of a grammatical ope
ration concerning a single letter or 
caused by a single letter ; cf. q 30T- 
511%  ( W  sifeTRvim siqt^). Sira
deva Pari 10.

faults in pronunciation. On 
account of wrong emphasis, etc. a 
reciter commits these mistakes. 
They refer to faults regarding places 
of pronunciation and effort in pro
nunciation. A number of these 
faults are enumerated by Pratila- 
khya works, Patanjali and Paitinlya

Siksa. Rkpratisakhya lists them as 
R^cT, KITH, 3T^ffT, *3, §B, Sgf,

M is , etc.
cp. Rk Prat. XLV. 1-3.

3^713 serial mention or enumeration 
of letters in the fourteen Siva 
Sutras. The word is also used in the 
sense of the alphabet given in the 
Pratisakhya and grammar works ; 
cf. <33 aft snfrrrc s?r

3 M.Bh. on P. I . 1.69.

gotiicfrtsT a minor work upon letters 
and their nature by a grammarian 
named GhanaSyama.

%$tT a comparatively 
modern Siksa-vrork belonging to 
the WhiteYajurveda. Itfollow sthe 
Vajasaneyi Piatisakhya. It was 
composed bv Amaresa belonging to 
the Bharadvaja family.

g'fcrcitl the collection of letters as 
mentioned in works on grammar 
and Pratisakhya; cf. siir gafarRt: 
m  R. Pr. I. 10.

change of one letter into ano
ther ( in the formation of a word ) 
the discussion of which is looked 
upon as one of the features of gra
mmar ; cf. ft 
arFqfiTnsftszifcr. M. Bh. Ahnika 1.

quife-eUtf disappearance of a letter ; cf. 
ijoifepi: 1 <?r% 1
M. Bh. on. P. I. 1 . 3 9  Vart. 10.

an injunction or operation 
conditioned by a single letter; 
©I r̂l M. Bh. on P.
1.4.2.

cjuilctM&T changing the place of letters ; 
cf. Vart. 20.

a minor grammar work 
on the nature of letters by a gra
mmarian named
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transposition of letters; cf. 
qojsjRq̂  ^siferwRig. ( s i^ a t  f°i?:); 
M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 5 ; cf. # S f|: 
Sfifr fW T: t ft%: rac: 1 f'flpqfW 

f̂^R: I M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 5.

g<te*rren*? a collection of letters or 
alphabet given traditionally. Al- 
t h o D g h ' the Sanskrit alphabet has 
got everywhere the same cardinal 
letters i.e. .vowels w, ? etc., conso
nants fi, ^ etc., semivowels 5̂ , 
q., sibilants ^^Bf_and a few addi
tional phonetic units such a s s ig n ,  
ftgfr and others, still their number 
and order differ in the difierent 
traditional enumerations. Panini 
has not mentioned them actually 
but the fourteen Siva Sutras, on 
which he has based his work, men
tion only 9 vowels and 34 conso- 
nants, the long vowels being looked 
upon as varieties of the short ones. 
The Siksa of Panini mentions 63 or 
64 letters, adding the letter s  
(1.^38); cf. % fa: fitf: srwj#
Hen: Panini Siksa: St. 3. The Elk 
Pratisakhya adds four ( Visarga, 
Jihvamuliya, Upadhmanlya and 
Anusvara) to the forty three given 
in the Siva Sutras and mentions 47. 
The Taittiriya Pratisakhya men
tions 52 letters viz. 16 vowels, 25 
class consonants, 4 semivowels, six 
sibilants ( Wi, %, ft, f., -% )  
and anusvara. The Vajasaneyi 
PratiSakhya mentions 65 letters 3 
varieties of sr, ir, 3, m and two 
varieties of <?, K, sit, aft, 25 class- 
consonants, four semivowels, four 
sibilants, and fsifiJj#!, aqstnifta, WJ- 

. ^R, and four
letters ; cf. ^
V. Pr. VIII. 25. The Rk Tantra 
gives 57 letters viz. 14 vowels. 25 
class consonants, 4 semivowels, 4 
sibilants, Visarga, Jihvamuliya, 
Upadhmanlya, Anunasika, 4 yamas

and two Anusvaras. The §.k 
Tantra gives two different serial 
orders, the Uddesa ( common ), and 
the Upadeia ( tiaditional). The 
common order or Uddesa gives the
14 vowels beginning with sr, then 
the 25 class consonants, then the 
four semivowels, the four sibilants 
and lastly the eight ayogavahas, viz. 
the visarjanlya and others. The 
traditional order gives the diph
thongs first, then long vowels ' ( arr, ■

3[, f  and ® ) then short vowels 
( %  cE, f, 3 and lastly sr ), then semi
vowels, then the five fifth conso
nants, the five fourths, the five 
thirds, the five seconds, the five 
firsts, then the four sibilants and 
then the eight ayogavaha letters 
and two Anusvaras instead of one 
anusvara. Panini appears to have 
followed the traditional order with 
a few changes that are necessary for 
the technique of his work. ,

by Candragomin, is a Siksa work 
of Candra system of grammar. In 
about twenty-three sutras, it des
cribes topics like Sthana, Karana, 
Prayatna and so on.

the view that letters do not 
possess the sense, as individually in 
every letter no separate sense is 
seen; cf. srqsfaKg etc. M. Bh. on 
Siva Sutra 5, Vart. 14 and 15.

f.jje theory or view that indi
vidual letters are severally possess
ed of difierent senses. For instance, 
the difference in the meanings of 
the wor.ds f?r, ^r,.and gjr,, is due to 
the difference in their initial letter.. 
The theory is not acceptable to the 
Vaiyakaranas nor the theory qoifepl- 
fTf given above. They follow the 
theory of i.e. sense given
by a group of words together. See 
M.Bh. on Siva Sutra 5, Varttikas 9 
to 15.-
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goifsRT a grammatical operalion de
pending upon a single letter i.e. an 
operation caused by a letter singly ; 
cf. w fa t  ?{Tffef ScWSPfflJ Par. Sek. 
Pari. 2 1; cf. also qnifsR: ĉfr- 

I 5lf|: I M. Bh. on P.
I . 1.39 Vart. 10.

^FTfifcRPT or an old writer
on grammar who has written a work 
nanied on the meanings of
words. The work forms a part of 
his bigger work ?R*rmn. Both the 
works are incomplete. The 315=1^01 
is based mostly upon ancient gram
mar works of Patanjali, Vararuci,. 
Varttikakara, Sarvavarman, Bhar
trhari and others.

"•V *v '
guicjj^l a part or a portion of a com

bined letter i.e. org^wsqm . 
The diphthongs or g^RRf^s are 
divisible into two Svaras, for inst
ance, % into an and into mjand 
sit. Similarly double consonants 
like ffi, =^, , s^etc. are also divi
sible. Regarding the point raised 
whether the individual parts can be 
looked upon as separate letters for 
undergoing or causing a grammat
ical operation, the decision of the 
grammarians is that they cannot 
be looked upon as separate, when 
they are completely mixed as the , 
diphthongs ; cf. crit* 
f>|%T M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 3,
4 Vart. 6.

a term used by ancient grammar
ians and later on by commentators 
for compound words;, cf. f&T f t :  
?wra: Nyasa on Kas. II. 4.15.

3CWFT the present tense; cf.
P. III. 2.123 ; cf. also TfTfq ^ «T§W% 
P. II. 3 67 ; also ffaRfST
P. III. 3.131.

a term used by ancient gram
marians for the present tense, along

with the term also ; cf. jrt f t  
nqT wtflFIT *I&E«lfcr, M. Bh. on 

P. III. 3.133 Vart. 8. See also V ak.' 
pad. III. 9.

q T ^  from q f which means a com
pound ; see ( 1 )  The term gffr^or 

is used in the sense of a mem
ber of a compound ; cf.

Nyasa on P. II. 4. 
*5! (2  ) the term is also used 
for a syllable ( ; cf. mfr R. T.
47, explained by the commentator 
as spsrofts ^  ^  1
cf. also *?? R. Pr.
X V III. 32.

lit. gingival, or produced at the 
gums ; the letter  ̂according to some 
scholars who believe that  ̂ is pro
duced at the root of the teeth i.e. 
at the gums; cf. H

1 TO *nit 1 ^ci^ST-
5f% : (gums) a s #  Uvvata 

on R. Pr. I. 20.

future, belonging to future; cf. 
f f  r̂qtfnt ftvq# Paribhasa 

87 given by Siradeva.
03WFM ( 1 )  a long vow el; ( 2) name 

of a famous Jain gram m ariaD, dis
ciple of Govindasuri, who lived in 
the beginning of the twelfth century 
A.D. and wrote a metrical work on 
ganas or groups of words .in gram
mar, named imtRrflTftsA, and also a 
commentary on it. The work con-s 
sists of 8 chapters and has got some 
commentaries besides the well- 
known one by the author himself. 
He also wrote two other works on 
grammar and feqrga^ as
also.a.few religious books.

name of an ancient scholar of 
grammar and MImamsa, cited by 
some as the preceptor of sfiTaRJ] and 
Panini. If not of Panini, he may 
have been a preceptor of Katya
yana,
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or ^  gingival, produced at the 
gum s; the word is probably the 
correct word meaning the root of 
the teeth or gums; the word TO was 
also used in the same sense as ! 
from which the word could be 
derived. ^ 4  and are only the 
variant pronunciations of and 
TO- The word with ^ inserted 
between ^and g , is given above as 
explained by Uvvata from It is 
very likely that Tc% is wrongly writ-' i 
ten for or

short term (si?n?R) for consonants 
excepting cf. ami P. VI. i . 
66 ; 35n3:: P. VII. 2.35.

( x ) tad. caiurarthika affix =r^ 
applied to the word ftrat in the four 
senses country and others; e.g.

fprt Kai. on P. IV. 2.89;
(2 )  tad. affix 3® in the sense of 
possession applied to words 5̂Ra, 

and others as also to r̂T and 
%3T when the word is used as 

proper noun ( and to the word 
Swig.; e.g. etc.;
cf.
TO; and P.
V. 2.112, n  3, 1x4.

named also, who wrote a
commentary on Nagesa’s Sabdendu- 
iekhara.

35T short term (jf?flfrc) for consonants 
from if in to the mute ^  in

i.e. all semi-vowels except
ing and the fifth, the fourth and 
the third class consonants; cf. ^ : 

ffcr cf. P. VII. 2.8.

55WRT name given in the Pratisakhya - 
works to letter-combinations where 
a consonant gets a change suitable- 
to the neighbouring consonants as 
given in the Rk. Pratiiakhya in IV.
1 to IV. 5 including *?m , 3fg^TR!^ 

TOiqtfi, 3Tg^m and others, as

given in P. V III. 2.39, V III. 3.7, 
V III. 3 23, V III. 4 40, 46, 58, 59. 
62,63; cf. 3 spt 5fr#nn^T8 s  
oicnw jsjswiw Uvvata on
R. Pr. IV. 5.

3ST ( i ) pres, participle affix subs
tituted for ^  applied to the root 

e.g. t e a ,  Cf. T^: 3T§#§: P. V II. 
x.36 ; ( 2 ) perf. part, affix mg subs
tituted for the general affix 
mostly in Vedic Literature, but in 
specific cases in spoken language; 
e.g. seeife jq ,, cf. P.
III. 2. 107-9. See ag.

a class of words headed by 
the word which are mostly
names of seasons, to which the 
affix 13; ( s i j ) is added in the sense 
of ‘ that which one studies or 
knows ’ ; c f. «tW-
s m t t ’ qrefes: l Kas. on P.
IV. 2.63.

the krt. affix: ag  which see above. 
The word =r§ is used for by the 
Varttikakaia ; cf. WgasraRowf^rfr 

P. VI. 4.22 Vart. 9.

atmanepada personal-ending of the 
first person (^airp^) dual, sub
stituted for the general ^  affix ; cf. 
RiHaff-. 1 1 ^  P. III. 4.78.

51 a term often used in the Sutras of 
Panini and others, to show the 
optional application of a ru le; cf. q 
ti?r P. I. 2.44; cf. also ?r to: I. 
2.13 etc. See

CHC!> a technical term of Jainendra gra
mmar, corresponding to 3*FK of 
Pagini cp. f<TTS5? ^  1 Jain. Su. 2. 

x-7 9 -

m iw m s  [W A C K E R N A G E LL], a 
German Professor and scholar of 
Sanskrit Grammar who collaborat
ed in the work of editing * Altindi- 
sch Grammatik. ’
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l̂lPWfiE a class of words headed by the 
word g ifei to which the taddhita 
affix 3TR& ( f e O  is added in the 
sense of an * offspring ’ when along 
with the tad. affix snqftr, the aug
ment fi ( )  is added to the base 
( or the lik e ) ;  e.g. qtftw w ft: 
cf. K ai. on P. IV. T.158.

gPRT a sentence giving an idea in a 
single unit of expression consisting 
of the verb with its karakas or 
instruments and adverbs; cf. amsW

t o ps  w o s M v n  snro#
1 3%: isir 1 ttiiw i 1

V̂ fcr 1 M. Bh. on P . II. 1.1. 
Vart. 10. Regarding the different 
theoretical ways of the interpreta
tion of a sentence, see the word 

For details, see II.
2 where the different definitions of 
sjra are given and the 
Is established as the sense ot a 
sentence.

name given to the second 
chapter of Bhartrhari’s Vakyapa- 
diya in which problems regarding 
the interpretation of a sentence are 
folly discussed.

a term used for a writer who 
composes a work in pithy, brief 
assertions in the manner of Sutras, 
such as the Varttikas. The term is 
found- used in Bhartrhari’s Maha- 
bhasyadlpika where by contrast 
with the term Bhasyakara it possi
bly refers to the Varttikakara 
K atyayana; cf. tp?T JfiSTOT
«T Bnartrhari Mahabha§ya-
dlpika. cf. also Nageia’s statement 

'illaWK'HS ; cf. also
Madhavlya Dhatuvrtti*

name of a work on the denota
tion of words in verse-form with a 
commentary of his own written by a 
grammarian named »jffRra. The

/
44

name <IWf# is confounded with 
of Bhartrhari through

mistake.

a celebrated work oh mean
ings o f  words and sentences written 
by the famous grammarian Bbartr- 
hari (called also Hari) of the 
fifth century. The work is look
ed upon as a final authority regard
ing the grammatical treatment of 
words and sentences for their inter
pretation and often quoted by later 
grammarians. It  consists of three. 

Chapters, Brahmakanda.Vakyakanda 
&  Praklrnakanda and has got 
excellent commentaries written by k 
Bhartrhari himself on the Brahma
&  Vakyakandas, by Punyaraja on 
the Vakyakanda and by Helaraja 
on the Praklrnakanda. 

gtVPTiFlfteT name of a commentary 
on Bhartrhari’s Vakyapadlya wri
tten by Punyaraja on the first and 
the second Kanda. Some scholars 
hold the view that the commentary 
oh the first Kanda was written by 
Bhartrhari himself.

name given to the 
commentary on the third Kapda or 
book of Bhartrhari’s Vakyapadlya 
by Helaraja.

completion of the idea 
to  be expressed in a sentence or in 
a group of sentences by  the word
ing actually given, leaving nothing 
to be understood as contrasted with 
snWlfomifS used in the Mahabhasya; 
cf. qiWlfteHKfa? P. I. 1.10 Vart. 4  
andthe Mahab asya thereon. Theie 
are two ways in which snch a com 
pietion 'ake- pla .e, siriglv and >Ii- 
ectiveiy ; cf. Uasi-
rated by the us»ai example 
<?aifegf*rar where Patanjali
remarks sj#fi ( )  gf%: 
cf. also qiwRtmifa* where
Patanjali remarks qijf:
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" JI =5
s ^ fc r  1 M. Bh. on P. I. i - i  Vart.
: 2 cl. also M. Bh. on P. I. 1 .7 ,1.
2.39, II. 2.1 etc.

a work on the interpretation 
of sentences written with a com
mentary upon it by 3?q*r%w of 
North Gujarat who lived in the 
seventeenth century A.D.

a term sometimes seen 
(wrongly) applied to the Vakya
padlya of Bhartrhari. It may have 
been the name of the commentary 
on the Vakyaprakasa.

the same as Vartikapatha for 
which see below. The word is used 
by Haradatta in his Padamanjari, 
cp. fesqist *ngm: irtl&qlMwi&
TOS31 on Kasika on P. I. 3.2.

a serious fault of expression 
when a sentence is required to be 
divided into two sentences for the 
sake of its proper interpretation; 
cf. %f%TST

g^n^T K ai on P. VI.
1.94 ; cf. also sfe ( ) geffaqr

IT# SfFOTFT: 
etc. Par. Sek. on Pari. 13.

(p i.)  advocates of or 
statement as an indivisible unit 
presenting the sense as a unit, 
which, for convenience, is further 
divided into separate senses of indi
vidual words which have a pheno
menal existence, cp. Vak. pad. II. 
57. cp. ereuspmtfcfir:
q̂sOTifSrcrn. t 1
( 301*-)

giWstW complement of a sentence; 
something required to be under
stood to complete the sense of a 
sentence generally according to the 
context; cf. 55#  ft

ft 1 M.Bh. on P. I. 1.57 
Vart. 6 ; c f . q W J R t t

1 cPW ! >ire: !
gfSer ! « ? n :  ^ l :  !
?T ! M.Bh. on P. I. 3.62.

the grammarian’s the
ory that as the individual words 
have practically no existence as 
far as the interpretation or the 
expression of sense is concerned, 
the sentence alone being capable of 
conveying the sense, the formation 
of individual words in a sentence 
is explained by putting them in a 
sentence and knowing their mutual 
relationship. The word jih; cannot 
be explained singly by showing the 
base and the case ending 3^ 
unless it is seen in the sentence 
3?R2?; cf. w  w*Kbsrcqit 
HJgSRT 3^  #  fpot SR*?.

fic t-P a r i. Bhaskara Pari. 
99. The view is put in alternation 
with the other view, viz. the 

which has to be accept
ed in connection with the 
J2JH; Cf. <???%? jfjnn^^tTO 3TW
( J||U|y4ciiriifq̂ q ) I

Par.
Sek. on Pari. 15. The grammarians 
usually follow the

3IPf**W the meaning of a sentence, 
which comes as a whole composite 
idea when all the constituent words 
of it are heard ; cf. 
jnsrrsrf b  =ri¥qit:5 M. Bh.
on P. I. 2.45 Vart. 4. According to 
later grammarians the import or 
meaning of a sentence 
flashes out suddenly in the mind of 
the hearer immediately after the 
sentence is completely ottered. 
The import is named srf&sn by 
Bhartrhari, cf. Vakyapadlya II.45 ; 
cf. aiso f m m  jrfNmprftw: Laghu-
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manjusa. For details and the six 
kinds of vakyartha, see Vakya
padlya II. 154.

name of a commentary 
on the Paribhasendusekhara by 
Hari Sastri Bhagawata.

part of a sentence which 
sometimes, on the strength of the 
context, conveys the whole mean
ing ; cf. 3 2 ^  ft 31^)5

1 srf̂ sr
sf33T crfnin 1 S^: I

*rr^% M. Bh. on P. I. 1.45 
Vart. 3.

( x ) expression from the mouth; 
speech; series of sounds caused by 
expelling the air from the lungs 
through differently shaped posi
tions of the mouth and the throat; 
cf. H jtfi T̂r̂ rfcr Vaj. Pr.
1.9 ; see the word fi# ; ( 2 )  the 
sacred or divine utterance referring 
to the Veda ; cf. zpzfi s jr: qt . 
( 3) term used for in the Jai
nendra Vyakarana; cf.

Jain. Pari 104.

expressive, as contrasted with 
#cFK, 13^ and which
mean suggestive; the term is used 
in connection with words which 
directly convey their sense by 
denotation, as opposed to words 
which convery indirectly the sense 
or suggest it as the prefixes or 
Nipatas do.

expressly cited by a or a 
statement of the authors of the 
Sutra, the Varttika and the Maha
bhasya, as contrasted with what 
naturally occurs or is inferred from 
their statements; cf. qrwfJfiST-
fewer sih w it ^ (srs^MraO i snn- 

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.38 Vart.
5 and P. II. 2 .6 ; cf. also M. Bh. on 
P. L 2.64 Vart 53.

See above; cf. #  
ft#  R<=t s.f̂ râ nf M. Bh. on P .
II. 2.6 ; cf. also the usual express
ion srrefJi f̂ w t with respect to some 
Paribhasas or maxims.

'liPi'fcf expressing directly, denoting; 
( fem. of 5jr=ra); cf.
^ ifw  M. Bh. on P. II. I . I  
Vart. 4.

31̂  ( t )  directly expressed (sense) 
as contrasted with ssjfSf or sffJicr; cf. 
5P^*lfa[5 rsMH 115 1ST t
M. Bh. on P. I.4.109 Vart. 10;
( 2 )  which should be stated or 
which deserves to be stated. The 
word is generally put in connec
tion with the additions or correc
tions to the sutras by the Varttika
kara and the Mahabhasyakara in 
their explanations; cf. cAtfWsU*^, 
M. Bh. on P. I. 4. 1 ;  cf. also qpsq 
spmpPglq: M. Bli. on P. III. 1.22 
Vart. 3 ; III. 1.36 Vart. 6.

«n<n«<N«< an ancient grammarian who 
holds the view that words denote 
always the jati i.e. they always 
convey the generic sense and that 
the individual object or the case is 
understood in connection with the 
statement or the word, as a natural 
course, when the purpose is not 
served by taking the generic sense; 
cf. SR-
t a w  Birat# M. Bh. on P.
I. 2.64 Vart. 35.

the Pr&tigf&hya work 
belonging to the Vajasaaeyi branch 
of the White Yajetveda, which is 
the only PrStilSkhya existing to
day representing all the branches 
of the Sab la Yajurveda. Its author
ship is attributed to Katyayana, 
and on account of its striking 
resemblance with Papini's sptras 
at various places, its author K ityt=
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yana is likely to be the same as the 
Varttikakara Katyayana. It  is 
quite reasonable to expect that the 
subject matter in this Pratisakhya 

based on that in the ancient 
prati^akbya works of the same 

...J^hite school of the Yajurveda.
tfork has a lucid commentary 

" called Bhasya written b y Uvvata.

^ffiyjpssibly the same as Kunara- 
vadava; an ancient grammarian 
quoted in the Mahabhasya.; cf.

siTssr: M. Bh. 
on P. VIII. 2.ig6 Vart 3.

speech ; utterance; the same as 
which is believed to be of four 

kinds as cited by the grammarians 
and explained by Bhartrhari; the 
four kinds are based upon the four 
places of origin, the three first 
places belonging to the inarticulate 
speech and the fourth belonging to 
the articulate one; cf. fiw ft-
ftcn w fe fiirfsmi % JFftfw 1 gu  
■5(1-Pi fei 1 i f w  qpit reprc i
M. Bh. I Ahnika x and the Pradipa 

~;and Uddyota thereon.

3FK$T5T an ancient writer of Pratisa
khya works who believed in the 
very feeble utterance ( )  Df 
the consonants ^ and when 
preceded by sr and standing at the 
end of a word. See sgsraw.

a work on grammatical 
debates etc. by Appaya Diksita, a 
well-known scholar and a senior 
contemporay of Jagannatha in the 
seventeenth century.

roots headed by gt and similar to 
31. Really there is no class of roots 
headed by 3T given anywhere but 
in the interpretation of the rule 
spirit TOf: it is suggested that 
* the roots which are similar to 3T 
are termed toots ( WI3) * could also }

be the interpretation of the rule; 
cf. ^ M. Bh. on P.
I. 3 .1 .  Vart. i i .

name of a commentary on 
the Sarasvata Vyakarana by a 
grammarian named Jayanta.

the suffix mentioned as TO in 
the AtharvapratiSakhya and illus
trated in the word cf. A. 
Pr. III. 24.

zRfFf name of one of the joint authors 
of the well-known gloss or ff% upon 
the Sutras of Panini, who lived in 
the seventh century A. D. It  can
not be ascertained which portion of 
the KaSika was written by Vamana 
and which by his colleague spiral. 
There was another famous scholar 

by name Vamana who 
n the tenth century and 

an independent gra- 
ise together

with and fepggTOH.

315 air or am, which is believed to 
spring up from the root of the 
navel and become a cause ( even a 
material cause according to some 
scholars) of sound of four kinds 
produced at four different places, 
the last kind being audible to u s ; 
cf. Vak
yapadlya I. 116 ; cf. also R. Pr.
X III. 13, V. Pr. I. 7-9 ; T. Pr. II. 2; 
Sik§a of Panini st. 6. According to 
Taitt. Sam. V I. 4.7 Vayu helped 
Indra in producing words,

a grammarian of the seven
teenth century who wrote el gloss 
named ajifllfft on the Prakriya
kaumudi. He is also known as 
Varanavaeeia.

a work attributed to cf.
efR^ sjiisq  ̂ M. Bh. on P . IV . 3.101; 
cf. also 31*5#  q»r: S. K . on P. IV . 3.
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io  i .  This work possibly was not 
a grammar work and its author also 
was not the same as the Varttika
kara K atjayan a. See above. 
The name WR^szn^n was given 
possibly to Katyayana’s Prakrt 
Grammar, the author of which was 

surnamed Katyayana. For 
details see p. 395 Vyakarana Maha
bhasya Vol. VII. D. E . Society’s 
Edition.

an ancient grammar-work 
in verse believed to have been 
written by an ancient scholar of 
grammar, who, if not the same as 
Katyayana who wrote the Varttikas, 
was his contemporary and to whom 
the authorship of the Unadi Sutras 
is ascribed by some scholars. See

a grammar work of twenty- 
five verses on case-constrnction, 
compounds, verbs and nominal for
mation fathered on Vararuci K atya
yana.

3TH of no use; serving no purpose; 
the word is possibly derived from 
sffirf ( atW ffi) meaning people’s 
gossip ; cf. tRM M. Bh. on P. I. 
2.64 Vart. 25 ; also on P. II. 2.24,
II. 4.13 etc.

an ancient grammarian who 
held the view that the intended 
sense in the case of a sentence, has 
a stable and real existence and the 
division of a sentence into several 
words, put into four categories, is all 
im aginary; he is referred to by 

with sfigwRMui who is mention
ed by qua; ( I.I-2. )

a statement which is as much 
authoritative as the original state
ment to which it is given as an addi
tion for purposes of correction,

completion or explanation. The 
word is defined by old writers in an 
often-quoted verse 
f e n  m  J R it 1 # spsj *rri%£

11 This definition fully applies 
to the Varttikas on the Sutras of 
Panini. The word is explained by 
Kaiyata as f^r gTg ^1%?^ which 
gives strength to the supposition 
that there were glosses on the Sutras 
of Pacini of which the Varttikas 
formed a  faithful pithy summary of 
the topics discussed. The word 
Varttika is used in the Mahabhasya 
at two places only 
3!l%%Tfir flficf: M.Bh. on P. III. 4.37 
Vart. 3. and3Prc3n?35if&s?f?rM.Bb. 
on P. II. 2.24 Vart. 18. In sure ans- 
351% ; ?fef the word is contrasted with 
the word ffto a  which means the 
original Sutra (of Panini) which has 
been actually quoted, viz. ^ w n 55!- 
qiBSlo II. 2.25. NageSa gives * ^

as the
definition of a Varttika which refers 
only to two out of the three features 
of the Varttikas stated above. If  the 
word 3fgr has been omitted with a 
purpose by NageSa, the definition 
may well-nigh lead to support the 
view that the genuine Varttikapafha 
of Katyayana consisted of a  smaller 
number of Varttikas which along 
with a large number of Varttikas 
of other writers are quoted in the 
Mahabha§ya, without specific names 
of writers. For details see pages 
193-223 Vol. V II Patanjala Maha
bhasya, D. E. Society’s Edition.

believed to be Katyayana 
to  whom the whole bulk of the 
Varttikas quoted in theJMahabhasya 
is attributed by later grammarians. 
Patanjali gives the word mfrHfSK in 
four places only (in  the Mahabhasya 
on P . 1. 1.34, H I. 1.44, III. 2.118 and
VII. i . i ) out of which his statement
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ŝ Fcr: qgfatftoi 1% mft?- 
€K: Rffrt̂ fT in explanation of 
the Slokavarttika tqif§:Rft:..-5#  *tm  
5Rjn5l¥lI', shows that Patanjali 
gives TC5)!^  as the Varttikakara 
( of Varttikas in small prose state
ments) and the Slokavarttika is riot 
composed by Katyayana. As asser
tions similar to those made by 
other writers are quoted with the 
names of their authors ( ^RSt f̂fan, 
^RPTK, 5Rt|Nr: etc . ) in the Maha
bhasya, it is evident that the Vart
tikas quoted in the Mahabhasya—
( even excluding the Slokavarttikas) 
did no t all belong to  K atyayana. 
For details see pp. 193-200, Vol.
V II, V yakarana Mahabhasya, D. 
E . Society’s Edition.

the text of the Varttikas as 
traditionally banded over in the oral 
recital or in manuscripts. As ob
served above ( see although 
a large number of Varttikas quot
ed in the Mahabhasya are ascribed 
to Katyayana, the genuine Vartti- 
kapatha giving such Varttikas only, 
as were definitely composed by him, 
has not been preserved and Nagesa 
has actually gone to the length of 
making a statement like 
gg: ”  ; cf. Uddyota on P. I. 1.12 
Varttika 6.

gT[%=E9^ a small pithy statement or 
assertion in the manner of the 
original sutras which is held as 
much authoritative as the Sutra; 
cf. ?r sj'f 1
a ft l 1 M.Bh. on
P. II. i .i  Varttika 23.

categorical conclusive 
statements made by the Varttika
kara many of which were cited 
later on as Paribhasas by later 
writers. For details see pp. 2x2-220.

Vol. VII, Vyakarana Mahabhasya, 
D. E. Society’s Edition.

the same as which
see above. The Varttikas are term
ed Varttika sutras on account of 
their close similarity with the 
original Sutras, which in contrast 
are termed Vrttisutras.

an ancient grammarian quot
ed in the Mahabhasya and the 
Nirukta in connection with the six
fold division of bhava or verbal 
a ctiv ity ; cf. Wfnftftr
qWqf&i: 1 3rfer

fsRWcftRr Nir. 1.3.

c itin g  an op tion  no t specifica lly  
by the  pa rtic le  qT, b u t b y  the  term s  

and the  lik e  ; cf.

P- I- 4-53 Vart. 1 ;  cf. also M. Bh. 
on P. I . 3.79, II. 1.18 etc.

sTtR'TR also, laying down an 
option regarding a grammatical 
operation ; cf. * 3 % ^  f 3T®l*r- 
dtrft P. II. 3.16 Vart. x ;
cf. also
gmrg% racjrffrfcr M. Bh. on P. 
III. 1.31 Vart. 2 ; cf. also M. Bh. on 
P. III. 1.94.

5W R R  the dictum cf applying 
optionally any two or more krt 
affixes to a root if they become 
applicable at one and the same time, 
only provided that those affixes are 
not in the topic of ( P. III. 3.
94 etc.) and are not the same in 
appearance such as or, 'sr, ^ etc., 
which are the same viz. 3T; cf. qrg^St- 
sfeqra; P. III. 1.94; cf. also JfRFCT- 

Dgsft *rR*3ifer'M. Bh. on P. III. 
2.146 Vart. 1 ;  cf also M. Bh on P.
III. 2.150 Vart. 1. The words 3TO¥'T 
and are also used in the
same sense; cf. q
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M. Bh. on P. III. 2.150 Vart.
2, as also ^ig^'ifg'pRffer
Par. Sek. Pari. 67.

3IKrlgtf%3lT a Rl§n work belonging to 
the .White Yajurveda. It  is a select
ion from the Sarvanukramani and 
is therefore a late work. Another 
work of the same name belongs to 
the Taittiriya school of the Black 
Yajurveda. It seems to be older 
than Vaidikabharana.

5T!§%r son of ^ e r ,  the
author of the Balamanorama, a com
mentary on the Siddhantakaumudi. 
Vasudevadik§ita was a resident of 
Tanjore who lived in the beginning 
of the eighteenth century A.D. and 
wrote a few works on Purvaml- 
mamsa.

373J3HT ( ) surnamed Abhyankar, 
who lived from 1863 to 1942 and 
did vigorous and active work of 
teaching pupils and writing essays, 
articles, commentary works and 
original works on various Sastras 
with the same scholarship, zeal 
and acumen for fifty years in Poona. 
He wrote JjstfsRKr, a commentary 
on the Laghusabdendusekhara and 

a commentary on the Pari- 
bhasendusekhara in 1889. His works 
total more than twenty-five. His 
edition of the Patanjala Maha
bhasya with full translation and 
notes in Marathi can be called his 
magnum opus. See 31*43̂ .

( 1 )  Unadi affix ft quoted by Panini 
in the rule 3’ratsH^0ul̂ fe<:S VII.
1.85 ; e.g. ; cf.
Unadi IV. 54 ; also ffwrf f H IV - 53;
(2 )  common term for the affixes

f s f ,  f a r , R ^ a n d  f t ? .
See 3̂-

augment fir as seen in the word 
given as a nipatana in the

sutra ?mf?ra$fir...P. V II. 4.65 ; cf.
rRTK

?weRniram: sift- sjpmaj f r̂ar?# 
K a i  on P. VII. 4.65.

a fault in the pronunciation 
of vowels, the utterance being 
attended with a kind of tremor; 
cf. srrar M. Bh. at
the end of Ahnika x.

an affix placed between a root 
and the personal ending,. for show
ing the specific tense or mood or 
voice to convey which, the personal 
ending is applied; e.g. the con- 
jugational signs 1^ , § , r̂, -sr ,̂ 
3, -Sir and qfj, arrq., as also ẑr, 313,, 
fill., and ^3 with its substitutes. 
Although the term f^Wl is used by 
ancient grammarians and freely 
used by the Mahabhasyakara in 
connection with the affixes, menti
oned in the sutras of Panini, such 
as r̂a., and others, the term is 
not found in the Sutras of Panini. 
The vikaranas are different from 
the major kinds of the regular 
affixes and other similar

' ones. The vikaranas can be called 
fisC; so also, as they are mentioned 
in the topic ( srfq-JRR;) of affixes or 
Pratyayas, they hold the desig
nation 1 pratyaya For the use of 
the word H w i see M.Bh. on P. I. 3.
12, III. 1.31 and VI. I.5. The term

is found in the Yajfiavalkya 
Siksa in the sense of change, ( cf. 
stprrcsR ffqfaratftqfcot 6% ) and possi
bly the ancient grammarians used 
it in that very sense as they found 
the root f  modified as ^  or 5?, or 
f% as f%rg, or as m  before the 
regular personal endings fan., erg; etc.

( 1 )  a fault in the utterance of a 
vowel with its proper accent ( acute, 
grave or circumflex ) which results 
from the proper accent being mixed
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with another in the utterance; cf.
5JWrf%KTT U w a ta  on R. Pr.

III. 18 ; ( 2) protraction of the 
accent especially of the circumflex 
accent.

choice or option r e : the appli
cation of a rale as stated by the 
word cflt or the
like; cf. %% t e g :

3ri^tf§raOT 3iS£% ! m

K ai. on P. [. 1.44.

Q'iiRr'ici made applicable optionally.

fSt'fcK lit. change; modification ; modi
fication of a word-base or an affix, 
caused generally by the addition of 
suffixes ; cf, srtii<cj*sj|nfi: ftaFR: Kas. 
on P. IV . 3.134 ; cf. also slwitradl- 
f e l #  HjEPsplsaq. MR«naf2isq% Maha
bhasya Ahnika 1.

RwW lit. changeable; that which gets 
changed in its nature; a variety or 
subdivision of or the object; cf.

3$  1 fsnfcq f e l l  SW  1 K ai. 
on P. III. 2.1. The is ex
plained as gnjpert 31
atqgt crisan^, 1 g w  1

1 Srngaraprakasa I I ; cf. also, 
Vakyapadlya III. 7.78.

a fault in the utterance of a 
vowel when one vowel appears, or 
is heard as another; cf. fw#oif 
sî cf: I Pradipa on
the Mahabhasya Ahn. 1 end.

mutilated, changed in nature; 
e.g. the word into ^  in wrr 
which is equivalent to afr.
For technical purposes in grammar 
a word, although mutilated a little 
by lopa, agama or varnavikara, is 
looked upon as the original one for 
undergoing operations; cf.

Par. Sek. Pari. 37.

utterance of a word in its 
mutilated form with some object 
in view ; e.g. <£1°  ̂ for in
miffbqatgn. P . IV. 1. 83; cf. Hi 3 :̂ 
EJIK<n Hfcrf^r: i M. Bh. on P.
IV. 1.83 ; cf. also ffir

K a i. on P. V I. 1. 159; 
cf. also K ai.
on P. V I. 4. 89.

flfsra change, modification as differ
ent from the original which is called 
sifrffr; cf. sufwiKRTOii cTW? 3^C- 

fefcr-' K ai. on P. V. 1.12.

a work on the modified 
recital of the Veda words, or tRTO- 

ascribed to Vyadi, who is 
believed to have been a pupil of

name of a commentary 
on ( which see above) writ
ten by a Vedic scholar

fspBTI ( x ) name given to a grave vowel 
placed between two circumflex 
vowels, or between a circumflex 
and an acute, or between an acute 
and a circumflex; cf. qw
# t  w . ,  %?ra%Ejf sRtcrcsl m ^ re -  

g  fe w : T. Pr. X IX . 1 ;  (2) 
name given to a  grave vowel bet
ween a pracaya vowel and an acute 
or a  circumflex vowel; cf.

T . Pr. X IX . 2 ; {3 ) repeti
tion of a word or as in the Krama 
recital of the Veda words; ( 4 )  
name given to a visarjanlya which 
has remained intact, as for instance 
in q: 5rrot fsrfim :; cf. R. Pr. I. 5 ; 
VI. 1 ;  the word is sometimes 
used in tne sense of visarjanlya in 
general; cf. also a r fe f^  
fqfg. R. Pr. X III. 11.

name given to a samdhi where 
the visarga remains intact although 
it can optionally be changed into a 
sibilant consonant; e.g. q: q:
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- q g ,  %  q: t t q f m t . ^ :  I C f. fqsB R TffpR I 

srsfttqqf %%sqt qs ftan; ^  R. p r.
IV. I I .

a fault in the utterance of a 
letter when there does not take 
place the necessary contact with 
the proper place of the utterance 
of a word • cf. f?%: gqersfsŝ t
fqfgs jtr «iqfer i m gs sref- 

R.Pr. XIV.3.

shown by separating the com

bined elements, for instance, the 
two or more words in a compound 
or, the base or affix from a word 
which is a combination of the base 
( R'Kfrf) and the affix ( stot: ); cf.
53 RjJstct *qn?*IW M. Bh. on I. 
1. Ahnika i, Vart. 11, 14; also cf. 
BTEfTCTOX P. IV. 2.93 Vart..
I .

lit. separation of the two parts of 
a thing ; the term is generally 
applied to the separation of the 
constituent words of a compound 
w ord; it is described to be of two 
kinds : ( a ) or technical
separation; e.g. ^ 3 ^ :  into iT3^ 
3^ 3^  1  and (2 ) or com
mon or popular separation; e.g.

into ^ : 3^ :. I t  is also 
divided into two kinds according to 
the nature of the constituent words
( a )  ?q<refqjJC separation by means 
of the constituent words, e.g. 
into ( b )  sratRRnf, e.g.

into or e.g.
into a w :  cf. M. Bh. on P.
V. 4.7. The compounds whose sepa
ration into constituent words can
not be shown by those words ( viz. 
the constituent words) are popularly 
termed nityasamasa. The term ft?}-

is explained as {?[?}:
g*tra: 1 q̂ q f e l t  *iTft?r 1 M. Bh. on P.
II . 2.19 Vart. 4. th e  upapada-

samasa is described .as 
Sometimes especially in some Dvan
dva compounds each of the two 
separated words is capable of giving 
individually the senses of both the 
words e.g. the words wifi and sjftt 
of the compound WTqrajm The wor-i 

is found us^d in ’ he Prati
sakhya works in the sense ot the 
separate use of a word as contrasted 
with the use in a compound; cf.

tgfr *rqf?T R. Pr. VII. 1. 
fesit is defined as frq«rfqqtqqi q m  
fqjg: in the Siddhantakaumudi. '

enclosure or closure ( )  by 
the use of the word fRr as done in 
the Krama and other Veda-recitals.

immolation ; sacrifice ; destruc
tion, as applicable to a word or part 
of a word or a relation of words; 
cf. q°tf^ 3  flqrat

 ̂*rf35qfcr M. Bh. on P. I. 1.50 Vart.
15 ; cf. also the famous Paribhasa 
tfft'Trasspil' tqfsrcftfM crfĝ rrâ i Par. 
Sek. Pari. 85 ; M. Bh. on P. I. 1.24 
etc.

■rafT̂ v. impediment to an operation 
caused by something preceding on 
account of its coming in the w a y ; 
a vyavaya or vyavadhana or inter
vention which is not admissible just 
as the interruption of palatals, 
linguals, dentals and sibilants ex
cepting f_ for the change of ^  into 
m; cf..3jsq|trfqji!fqs«jgf5: R. Pr. V. 25.

f=ra krt affix fq ( which also becomes 
nil or zero) applied to a root in the 
sense of an agent, as observed in 
Vedic and classical use, as also to the 
root with aq and roots ending in 
3TT generally in Vedic Literature but 
sometimes in popular language ; cf„

I 3JTcrt nf?Fqqf?[qqRiy I 5ff%« 
v-qtsfi s?qj% 1 iSRswri:, §*rqf: etc. Ka§. 
on P. III. 2.73, 74, 75.
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fe’gpr examination, question
or topic or subject for examination; 
cf. pf: SpM  f q w u  I M. Bh. on P. 
1. 1.50 Vart. 1.

immolation, destruction; cf.
1 1̂%:

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.39 Vart. 10 • cf. 
also Par. Sek. on Pari. 85.

the indeclinable 
called in the Nirukta ;
the word ftfe fe u  is explained as 
confirmation after deliberation by 
Durgacarya. cf.
« tm j ftf%ft?ai#ra 1

of various or wonderful kinds 
beyond our ken or comprehension 
cf. M. Bh. on P. II.
4.32 Vart. 7 ; VI. f .99 Vart 2.

. ( 1 )  breach or break (in  the 
Samhitapatha) ;  utterance of words 
separately by breaking their coale
scence ; cf. 3re%: V. Pr. I. 
156; ( 2) doubling of. a consonant 
technically called cf. SRPPt 
m m :  fH k ^  V. Pr. IV. 163.

a Jain grammarian of the 
seventeenth century who wrote a 
commentary on the Haimalaghu- 
prakriya.

name of a commentary on the 
Laghusabdendusekhara by Siva- 
narayana.

called also ft?n%, a gram
mar scholar oi the Katantra school 
who wrote ( 1 ) Katantradhatu- 
vrtti (2 ) Katantrottara and ( 3 ) 
Kriyakalapa.

specific knowledge or under
standing ; cf. g 
% FTm r® Tlw^% 5; M. Bh. on P.
VI. 1.84 Vart. 5.

a matter of special understand
ing ; the phrase 3?^q very

: . frequently occurs in the Mahabha
sya ; cf. M. Bh. on P. I. 1.1, 3, 5, 
22, I. 2.47, 48, 6 4 ,1. 4.23 etc.

= krt affix ( fq, ^  or n il) applied to 
the roots 5!^, and
and to the root 3T\ in special cases 
as seen in Vedic Literature; e.g. 
spsrc, ’TNi :> etc.

f%S® or grandson of yw sttW , the 
author of the He was
a Telagu Brahmana of Andhra who 
lived in the beginning of the six
teenth century and wrote a com
mentary named on the Pra- 
kriya-Kaumudl and two small works 

and <nf3»f?ig3f{%.

fNrisr or tad. affix f e  applied to 
the word fff in the, sense of depres
sion of the nose. See under 
cf. P. V. 2.32.

f%3lFFa[ See

name of a commentary on 
Bopadeva's Mugdhabodha. .

ft'Ellfqiilf grandson of RameSvara- 
bhatta of Pratisthana who wrote a 
grammar of the Prakrta dialects.

or wrflft name of a com
mentary on the Sarasvata-prakriya 
by a grammarian named Rama- 
bhatta.

possessed of different phonetic 
properties..

tad. affix ft'q’ applied to the 
words and others in the sense 
of ‘ inhabited country ’ ; e.g. 
fa*r:, cf. K a i  on P. IV. 2.54.

fefT characteristic feature of an acti
vity  ; cf. tfw q r *n 1 ft^  a w

K a i  on P. V .
3-4S-
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( I ) prescription, statement; cf. 
^  ft ( SR5RS8P - ) ft'TPfR: P. I. 1.62 
Vart. 3 ; 'cf. also m  P.
VI. 1.85 Vart. 16 ; ( 2 )  instrument 
or cause of an activ ity ; cf. 

w r r
t Siradeva Pari. 13.

T^iHui mention of a consonant as 
intact i.e. without any phonetic 
coalescence or the same as
srfirft'TO. The term is used in this 
sense in the Pratisakhya works.

( 1 )  a prescriptive ru le ; cf. fra 
srijfr mfrog
*T§*qf?r  ̂ M. Bh. on P. I. 4.3 5 
cf. also ^j%{5r: 1 sr#-
BI*R S3iR: l M.Bh. on
P. II. i .i  ; ( 2) prescription, state
ment ; injunction ; cf. srf r̂ I 
ftTO \ M. Bh. on P. I. 1.57.

the superior strength of 
an inj unctive rule ; the term is very 
frequently used by grammarians in 
speaking about the relative strength 
of rules; cf. the term .
M. Bh. on P. VII. 2.3.

an injunctive . statement or 
sentence.

subordinate proposition to a
statement of injunction, cf. Vak. 
pad. II. 350. cp. 1#  goif*

. w w  f|q: 1
( S M . )

( i ) predicate as contrasted with 
; cf.

M. Bh. on P. II. i .i  Vart. 
17 ; ( 2) that which should be pre
scribed as contrasted with srf^q ; 
cf. U s M.
Bh. on P. I. 2.64 Vart. 9.

the ‘ senses headed by as 
given in the rule
s*wun$%5 ^  P. H I. 3.161; cf.

=3 Kat. III. 1.20; cf, 
also ft'Rnfeg Candra
V yak .I.3 .12 1.

forming one single state
ment or idea with the prescriptive 
statement; union with the prescrip
tive rule so as to form one rule with 
it. The term is used in connection 
with or prohibitive assertions 
which have to be explained in com
bination with the prescriptive sent
ences or vidhivakyas; cf. ft%*r3FFIT- 
sjmft -

EfFqq: Par. Sek. on Pari. 2, 3. -

fig, tad. affix (f^ft) in the sense of 
possession applied to the words 
fPTQ;, SIS, HRT, *r*rr, Q^and
words ending in 3^;, as also wher
ever it is seen ( sjf £) in Vedic lite
rature ; e.g.

etc.; cf. P. V. 2.102,
114, 121, 122.

cerebralized, turned into a cere
bral letter m. or i,; see the word s?Rr 
meaning cerebralization or Murdha- 
nyabhava.

a Jain grammarian who has 
written a gloss on %fj55fJrfe[. -

a class of words headed by 
to which the taddhita affix 

( ) is applied without any change 
of sense; cf. fq«iq K3 I I
E?prfe<: I Kas. on P. V. 4.34.

TWW cerebralization; cf. the word 
frft; the word was used in ancient 
grammar works in the sense of ors? 
( change of ^  into m.); cf. sjjjfrit 

^ R R J J^ ; M. Bh. 
on P. VIII. 4.1 Vart. 2.

{%'TRT disappearance, elision ; the word 
is frequently used in the sense of 
lopa; cf. H§(t| 3!=^
*twr 31 M. Bh.
on P. 1. 1.56 Vart. 12.
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tad. affix f ^ .  See the word f l^ .

meant to cause prohibi
tion or opposition ; cf. sr? fRr f  
=3 fefefTWT f t  f  ^ * 3% I f t  *T 
#fcT Nir. I. 5.

fwfsTOiTT caused by different condi
tions ; due to different causes; cf.
s i i ^ S  1 1 M.
Bh. on, P. V II. 1.72 Vart. 3.

employment separately of 
different persons or things for diffe
rent purposes; cf.
^ P. VIII. 1.61 ; cf. also 31? I
ftftiiir  *rra 5%: ^ pi

!pWI #F*r: V. Pr.
VI. 21.

lit. sending aw ay; causing 
prohibition ; cf. wft-

I T.
Pr. X X II. 6.

the same as ft^ng; placing or 
employment of the instrument of 
sound to touch the various places 
or sthanas wfiere sound is produced; 
cf. ?sn»n̂  wnfcHraraj.
snqit <Kfaiuiw qwnfip T. Pr.
X X III. 2. '

feqflmnr change; cf. ssrâ 'rRoirrnsr re5^1 
w m  gwm w OTftqR'nm: 1
M. Bh- on I. 1.56 Vart. 14. The 
wt-rd is veiy frequently used in 
connection with a change of the 
case of a word in a grammar rule 
which becomes necessary ior inter
pretation ; cf. fq*tra%KqTfli5ct 
as also ' I M.
Bh. on P. I. 3.9, 12 ; V. 3.60, VI.
1.4, VII. 3-5°-

f=m£kl ( 1 )  in the opposite or reverse 
way ; cf. toctcN:

„ M. Bh. on P. IV. 2.93 Vart. 2 ; (2 )  
change of ^  into f, seen sometimes 
in Vedic Literature when that ^  is

preceded or followed by a palatal 
letter; e.g. ^  into ftrjf ( Rk. Samh. 
V. 2.9) into fef%3Tct_ ( Rk.
Samh. X .X .9 ) into f%fsra Rg. 
Veda II. 27. 6 ; cf.

S w fllT n : R. P r .X lV .
17-

change in the reverse order; 
reverse transposition ; interversion; 
cf. the usual expression cftfr%%I. cf.

S. K .
on P. V I. 3.109. The word is 
used in this sense in the Maha
bhasya; cf. 1 it%: 
I§f:l M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 5 Vart. 
1 5 ;  cf. also K a i  on P. VI. 3.109 
and Candra Vyakarana II. 2.48.

distance; standing at a dist
ance ; cf. ?r
«r: M. Bh. on P. IV . 2.3.

fe lf ig  remote; at a distance, with a 
word or two intervening; cf, gfjr^B- 
HsrfE^: i given like a Pari-
bhasa-Sutra V. Pr. I. 144.

fluRjqsf ( x ) doubtful; a matter of 
doubt; cf. qRfaBjV

R. Pr. X V II. 13 ; ( 2 ) per
verted ; cf. HEj- 
an^vzj: f t  f l l W R l  M. Bh. on I. 
1. Ahnika 1.

fstaigfo.s, standing in conflict; conflict
ing ; contradictory; cf.

Kas. on P. II. 4.13 .

conflict, opposition ; opposi
tion or conflict between two rules 
of equal strength, which become 
applicable simultaneously when 
Panini’s dictum <rt ap
plies and the rule mentioned later 
on, or subsequently, in the Asta- 
dhyay! is allowed to apply; cf. ftsr- 

qt *ri%3; P. 1. 4.2; cf. also m  
51 s w  g
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I Ka£. on P. I. 
4.2; cf. also fqsM*r 3tR spsk??^ V. 
Pr. I. 159. The dictum of the 
application of the subsequent rule 
is adopted only if the conflicting 
rules are of equal strength ; hence, 
rules which are either nitya, anta
ranga or apavada, among which 
each subsequent one is more power
ful than the preceding one and 
which are all more powerful than 
the or the subsequent rule, set 
aside the m rule. There is another 
dictum that when by the dictum 
about the subsequent rule being 
more powerful, an earlier rule is set 
aside by a later rule, the earlier rule 
does not apply again in that inst
ance, barring a few exceptional 
cases; cf. gfs#T snfelr 3%,

Par.
Sek. Pari. 40, 39.

ftiPTfal ° ( x ) separation as contrasted 
with geft mentioned as one of the 
several criteria for deciding the 
sense of a word in cases of doubt 
Cp. ^
=31#: CR*T Slfrfi 3 3
5 #  mPtftfir 1 (5021. on Vak. pad. II. 
315) (2 ) use of a word against the 
warrant of experience cf. M. Bh. 
on P. 1.4.2 r Vart. 1.

fwsRi«i*-4 a grammarian who has 
written a gloss on
the Sutras of Panini.

lit. division, separation; sepa
ration of the base i.e. that factor 
which shows the base separately. 
The word is generally, used
in the sense of case affixes ; but in 
Panini’s grammar the term 
is applied also to personal endings 
applied to roots to form verbs ; cf. 
f^Tfoan i f e l  K*?ferfT ^  S. K . on 
P. 1.4. 104. The term is also 
applied to tad. affixes which are

applied to pronouns, and w§, 
ending in the ablative or in the 
locative case or in other cases on 
rare occasions. Such affixes are 
(erfta:), % ( ^ ) ,  c, era., <n, writes »■ 

*TT ( sns;) and given in P.
V. 3.1 to V. 3.26. The case affixes 
are further divided into 
affixes and ERR3#¥rf%i affixes. For 
details see P. II. 3.1 to 73.

conventional name given to 
the third pada of the fifth Adhyaya 
of Panini’s Astadhyayi, as it begins 
with the Sutra P.
V. 3.1. .

a term applied to such 
words ending with krt affixes as 
appear similar to words ending 
with case-affixes; such words have 
no further case affixes put after 
them, and hence, they are called by 
the term ‘ avyaya ’ • e.g. cf.

s'imilar to 3TOT- 
FWtm: Ganasutra 

inside the Cadigana P. I. 4.57.

the relative superior 
strength possessed by the 5i?3rf̂ vtf%i 
which takes place in supersession 
of the aq’Rf^Rn when both become 
applicable at one and the same 
tim e; e.g. grasra and not
gR=PlR ; cf. 5 Î v*

Par. Sek. Pari. 94.

supposition of a diffe
rent case affix in the place of 
that which is actually stated, for 
purposes of construing and inter
preting. cf. Vak. pad. III. 14.468.

similar in form to a 
word ending in a case-affix or to a 
vowel. Such words are looked upon 

. and are treated as indeclinables ; 
e.g. srfer, 3, <? e tc .; cf.
the usual expressions
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etc. cf.
ft'TTcTT M. Bh. on P. V III. 3-1 1 

cf. also 3 w l  fi vtfxht'J <̂1 =ri I a? 
a Ganasutra inside the 1̂(̂ *1 men
tioned in P. I. 4-57 -

lit. the sense of a case-affix 
as also of a personal affix ; the term 
is applied to the Karaka Prakarana. 
or Karaka chapter or topic in gra
mmar where senses of the 
affixes are fully discussed and illu
strated ; cf. a chapter in 
the Siddhanta-kaumudI of Bhattoji 
Diksita.

a general term given to 
a chapter on case-affixes as also to 
treatises discussing the sense and 
relations of case-affixes. There is a 
treatise of this name written by 
Giridhara and another written by 
Jayakrsna Maunl.

fqsjTOSJSRFRT a work on '-syntax of 
words written by a grammarian 
named Kamalakarabhatta

an indeclinable, which 
is generally described as having the 
sense of a case sffix predomi

nant in i t ; e.g. m, aw:, jfi%: e tc .; 
some indeclinables have the sense 
of a root viz. the verb-actvity as 
predominant; cf.
5TTO S ftg; M. Bh. on P.
1 . 1.38.

a method of forming a 
word, or of arriving at the comp
lete form of a word by putting all 
the constituent elements of the 
word such as the base, the affix, 
the augment, the modification, the 
accent, etc. one after another and 
then arriving at the form instead 
o f ,completing the formation stage 
by stage ; e.g. in arriving at the 
form # #  the wording #!H+3T+f is

to be considered as it stands and 
not eTfr4-3f .= # S  and then eiH +f. 

' The in connection
with the formation of a word 
corresponds to the in
connection with the formation of a 
sentence.

fe-HN ( 1 )  lit. division, splitting; the 
splitting of a sentence into its con
stituent parts viz. the words; the

■ splitting of a word into its con
stituent parts viz. the base, the 
affix, the augments and the lik e ;
(2 )  understanding or taking a 
thing separately from a group of 
two or m ore; cf. 
q ŝifni j r H  qt' ft 3fcjT

srftr-
fSRlU:, M. Bh. on P. V. 3.57 ; ( 3 )  
splitting of a Samhita text of the 
Vedas into the Pada te x t ; cf. 
3mic0p i t  fq*?Ft T. Pr.
III., x, where fqwr is explained as 

by the commentator; cf. 
also R . Pr. X V II. 15 ; (4 )  the 
capacity of the Karakas ( to show 
the sense) ;  cf.
Nyasa on K a i. I. 2.44.

optionally, alternatively; the 
word is explained by Panini as ?tfT 
in the rule q 3f t  ( P. 1. 1.44) 
in consonance with its derivation 
frcm the root with f%; cf. %fer

*r?n 1 srfa^r-
fisfisqnqfait 1 9 1ft#

The option ( f|wp?T) 
is further divided into three kinds 
Sill swift f w n  and
f^OTT. For details see Mahabhasya 
on P. I. 1.44.

( x ) stated or enjoined optio
nally ; cf. it«j: l 
?n®strsq M. Bh. on P. I. 1.44 
Vart. 15 ; cf. also mgrt^eT: I 
M. Bh. on P. III. 1.27 Vart. 4 ;
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( 2 ) roots taking personal affixes 
of both the Padas.

taking the guna-gradation 
optionally ; cf.
5Fi: I Nirukta X . 17.

a Jain grammarian of the 
sixteenth century who _wrote a short 
metrical work on the padas of 
roots, known by the name

an old grammarian who is 
believed to have written a gloss 
named wnf% on Panini’s Sutras to 
which the grammarians Purusot
tamadeva, Siradeva and others of 
the twelfth century refer. Some 
scholars say that w iff%  was written 
b y ; but it is not feasible, as 
there is a reference to Maghakavya 
in In books on grammar,
especially of the’ . Eastern School in 
the n t h  and the 12th century, 
there are several quotations from 
the Bhagavrtti. See

a grammarian who wrote a 
small grammar work named WTRsr.

a class of words headed by 
the word fqgrfi to which the tadd
hita affix 3f ( spu.) is added in the 
sense of ' possessed of provided 
the word so formed, denotes a chap
ter or a lesson of a sacred w ork; cf.

l Ka£. on P. V. 2.61.

liberation of the last letter 
( especially a class consonant) of a 
word from phonetic modifications 
by coalescence with the initial 
letter of the following word, or 
liberation of modification of a 
consonant or vowel standing at the 
end of a verse or sometimes even 
in the middle of a verse; e.g.

to :, m i
5P  3H53: ; cf. v .  Pr. I. 90, 91.

omission of a consonant, some
times when it is preceded and also 
followed by another consonant, as 
if it were squeezed between the two; 
this is no doubt looked upon as a 
fau lt; e.g. the omission of the con
sonant ^ in 3TOT 5r 51 uttered as 
3TO ^  m 5T; cf. sqSTTOf %PT:
R. Pr. X IV . 16. where Uvvata 
explains as sta.

an ancient term used in the 
Pratisakhya works for a stop or 
pause in general at the end of . a 
word, or at the end of the first 
member of a compound, which is 
shown split up in the Padapatha, 
or inside a word, or at the end of a 
word, or at the end of a vowel when 
it is followed by another vowel. The 
duration of this virama is different 
in different circumstances; but 
sometimes under the same circum
stances, it is described differently 
in the different Pratisakhyas. Gener
ally, there is no pause between two 
consonants as also between a vowel 
and a consonant preceding or follow
ing it. The Taittiriya Pratisakhya 
has given four kinds of ( a ) 
*k(N<W, pause at the end of a foot 
or a verse of duration equal to three 
matras or moras, ( b ) W w r  pause 
between two words of duration 
equal to two m atras; e.g. f t  f*?T «§r 
cqfT, ( c ) pause between two words 
the preceding one of which ends in 
a vowel and the following begins 
with a vowel, the vowels being not 
euphonically combined ; this pause 
has a duration of one matra e.g. g 
fTO:, 5T , ( d ) pause between 
two vowels inside a word which is a 
rare occurrence; this has a duration 
of half a m atra; e.g. ;
cf. sRpTOJr: Tqfftrf^w t o r -
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^n3<j=qil T. Pr. X X II. 13- Tlie word 
fqifrl is explained as The
vivrtti-virama is further divided 
into qfgig^ft which has the preced
ing vowel short and the succeeding 
long, JRgrgaifKT which has the pre
ceding vowel a long one and the 
succeeding vowel a short one, 
which has both the vowels short, 
and mTfaqir which has got both the 
vowels long. This four-fold division 
is given in the Siksa where their 
duration is given as one matra, one 
matra, three-fourths of a matra 

. and one-fourth of a matra respect
ively. The duration between the 
two words of a compound word 
when split up in the is also 
equal to one matra; cf. R. Pr. 1. 16. 
The word frotr occurs in Panini’s 
rule P. I. 4.110 where
commentators have explained it as 
absence; cf.
S. K. on P. 1.4.110 ;'cf. also 
m :  1 f w #  3Pr?r m  ?t K a i  on 
P. I. 4.1x0. According to Kasika 
even in the Samhita text, there is a 
duration of half a matra between 
the various phonetic elements, even 
between two consonants or between 
a vowel and a consonant, which, 
however, is quite imperceptible; cf. 
#  q: gfefm  <nnfqf e
9%rra# mftt Kas. on P. 1. 4.109, cf. 
also f̂ o*T Him R. T. 35; cf. also R. 
Pr. I. 16 and 17. For details see 
Mahabhasya on P. I. 4.109 and I. 
4.110.

tad. affix M s  or M e  applied 
to the word f% in the sense of flat
ness of nose. See M e  above; cf. 
P. V. 2.32.

opposition or conflict between 
two rules where, the rule which is 
subsequently mentioned is regarded

as stronger and given preference to, 
as far as its application is concern
ed ; cf. 1 ffsifir- 

P. I- 4.2 ; ( 2 )  contra
diction where one thing prevents 
another ; cf. 3?«j#HFr- 

K a i  on P. V II.
1.86.

contrary nature; dissimilar
ity ;  enmity as one of the criteria 
for deciding the sense of a word in 
cases of doubt, cf. Vak. pad. II. 
315. cf. 1 Am

a kind of tone where the inter
val between the utterance of two 
letters as also the time required for 
the utterance pf a letter is compa
ratively longer than in the other 
two kinds, viz. fff and • cf. ^ ft 
ferret goT?: spsmrera;,

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.70 ; cf. also spr- 
P. 1. 1.69 Vart. 11.

feciftqdj fPtf retarding or slow manner 
of speech in which the letters are 
uttered quite distinctly ; this kind 
of speech is followed by the pre
ceptor while teaching r eda to his 
pupils ; cf. 3iwjRjTsr surf Ira sRtaw 3

R. Pr. X III. 19. cf. also T. Pr. 
X X tIL  24. See above.

name of a commentary by Jaya
krsna Mauni on the Madhyasid- 
dhanta Kaumudi of Varadaraja.

( 1 )  a substantive which is 
declined in all the three genders cf. 
Hemacandra III. 1.142 ; ( 2) of a 
different gender (although in the 
same case) ; cf. fife# f f  
Rfqr M. Bh. on P. I. 1.44 Vart. 
5-
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the same as which see above. 
The term fqsta was possibly in use 
before Panini’s time; cf.

3<?m: R.
Pr. X I. 26 ; cf. also W w : 
Uvvata on R. Pr. X I. 28.

reverse, in the opposite w ay ; 
the same as which see above.

intention or desire, generally of 
the speaker with legard to the sense 
to be conveyed by his words.; the 
words are often used by
grammarians in this sense; cf. 
f ille r : ( Paribhasa ) cf. also

1 l M. Bh. on P. I. 1-66-
67, I. 2.64 Vart. 53, IV. 1.3; cf. 
also fqq̂ V'ffaT Durgh, Vr.

' II. 2.8; cf. also ffe sq t KaS.
on P. II. 2.27, IV. 2.21, IV. 2.55, 
57, etc.

&<****! critical comment; a name given 
by a writer of commentary works 

. to a critical commentary work 
: writtenby him; e.g.
: («ng) by Jihendrabuddhi, *rpqn%r- 

) by Nagesa, as also 
by Bhaskarasastri 

' Abhyankar. There are a number 
Vivaranas on Bhasyapradlpa of 
K aiyata, by Isvarananda, Nara-

- yana, Ramacandra Sarasvat! and 
others.

transformation; the word is 
. generally used in the sense of trans- 
, formation of the Padapatha into 

‘ : the Samhitapatha. - *

name given to an external effort 
in the production of a bound , when, 
the vocal chords .of the glottis or 
larynx are extended; cf.

Uddyota on M. Bh I.
1.9. cf. also f ^ Y  I «

. ipj qtn jpi r̂: 5 '^
■ f e l l  I

4 6 ’ .....-  ■

?rra sin-- f%^wf
Bhasya on T, Pr. II. 5.

possessed of a different case- 
affix ; cf. 03Rft srratftr 1
BWfcI. w  M. Bh. on P.
II. 1.1. Vart 19 ; cf. also M. Bh. on 
P. L 1.27, V I.‘4.t ; VII. 2.82.

fi'C'W name given to an internal 
effort ( as contrasted with the exter
nal effort named ferR) when the 
tip, middle, or root of the tongue 
which is instrumental in producing 
a sound, is kept apart'from  the 
place or sthana of the production of' 
the sound ; cf. iTPW fapqt-

cTWft?rf%«RTJ)f 
3Tn: ^  HlfaT. Tattvabodhini 
on S. K . on P. I. 1.9,

produced by fully extending 
the chords of the throat. The first 
and the second class-consonants 
are described as’ fqfctf«s; cf. era 
w foit 5i«mf5^qi .%jskp5i: jgratgir^HT 
aqqfon;' M. Bh. on P. I. 1.9. Vart. 2.

; possessed ■ of; the internal
effort /viz. ftfef which is specially 
strengthened- The diphthongs have 
got at the time of their production 
the internal; .effort ftffr specially 

, strengthened; c f ..
M. Bh.. on Siva Sutra 

3, 4 VSrt. 10.

i ^ T  separated, d is jo in e d th e  .word  ̂
is used -in '^conhectioM^witli, the 

' separated elemeiats of a. euphonic 
’ co m b in atio n .th e  ‘ wor^s] ftfla,
' 3r%#gr 'and 'ik f^  dr .̂ used in the 

same sfense. ' "

feffrr ( 1 )  separation of the two 
vowels, which were euphouically 
combined into one; the hiatus or 

: position of two vowels near each 
' o th e r c f .  % i^ ; ; ( 2 )'.the

1 interval between two vowels.placed
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■ near each other; cf. ^OTfciFcrc f̂ccf't 
f f f f e  V. Pr. I. 119 ; cf. also sffenqf 

erfilf%HlT wa. U vvata on 
R. Pr. II. 1. This interval is one 
matra according to the Taittiriya 
Pratisakhya, while it  is only half-a- 
matra according to the Rktantra 
and tbp R k-Pratisakhva; cf. T. 
Pr. X X II. 13 ; R. T. 35. See % r .

doubtful; possessed of a
doubt about itself; cf. %

I W  ft*?#: I sixrq; I 
Nir. II. 1.

feRlfci ( 1 )  lit. specific ; qualified by, 
characterized b y ; cf. HfNftlS- 
JtRsi.; P. II. 1.60; cf. also snStafc- 

JIHIRQ Par. Sek. 
Pari. 7 1 ;  ( 2 )  different; cf fH%g- 
fewnt Kas. on P.
II. 4.7.

specific nature causing differ
ence ; difference; specific feature; 
cf. ( Pari
bhasa ) cf. also f3T®t f%ll%
etc. M. Bh. ih Ahnika x ; cf. also 

fW i9 ;  Uvvata
on V. Pr. V III. 50.

determining; determinant; cf. 
I TFTI ft§W .

Hftls^TfPTC ; M. Bh. on P. II. 
2.6; cf.

; M. Bh. on P. I. 3.62 Vart. 5.

f=i*Nul attribute; adjective; any word 
which qualifies another; hence, 
subordinate ; cf. =qRit: l

snslfeg;
oilft l M. Bh. on P. I. 2.52. cf. also 
Vak. pad. III. 14.7

( 1 )  a tatpurusa com
pound of the type of Mayuravyam- 
sakadi where both the words which 
are compounded together are adjec
tival ; ( 2} a karmadharaya com
pound where the second member is

an adjective; a determinative com
pound ; cf. jtiw =3 =Ef

Kas. on P. VI. 2.6.

a clear understanding, or a 
determined sense in a place of 
doubt; cf. sqnjJiRat

Par. Sek. Pari. 1 ;  also 
M. Bh. in Ahnika 1.

specifically prescribed, as 
contrasted with prescribed in gene
ral which is set aside; cf. W TR- 

ftt'T flflfo  sin*:; M. Bh. on 
P. II. 1.24; cf. also M. Bh. on P.
III. 1.94 Vart. io  ̂ III. 2.77 etc.

attribution of special pro
perties of that thing or object with 
which another object is stated to be 
looked upon as similar or identical, 
cf. Vak. pad. II. 77.

substantive, as opposed to 
adjective or qualifying; cf.

iHi fqtN ^  K ai. on P. II. 
1.57; cf. also % ^r-

K ai. on P. II. 1.36. cf. also 
Vak. pad. II. 14.7.

i%«n%r relaxation, a characteristic of 
the grave accent, as contrasted 
with 3TTCW which characterizes the 
acute accent; cf.
^iftcra ^<i: i airarai%?P*nf§W

Uvvata on R. Pr. III. 1. f|st«T is 
the same as ajsjiRpf which is ex
plained in the Mahabhasya as 3?sq- 

nraiwit fatten . M. Bh. bn P. 
1.2.29, 30.

fgsrF ^ fcn y f name of a grammar 
work of a general type which once 
occupied a prominent position and 
was studied as a text book of gra
mmar, representing an independent 
system. The work is referred to by 
Hemacandra and Haribhadra, I t  is
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attributed to Vamana who may be | 
the same as one of the joint writers 
of the Kasikavrtti. In that case the 
date of the work is the 7th century 
A. D . ; cf. the popular verse 
'nPtftaqfi: 1 %iRr-
f t w  It quoted in Vol.
V II. p. 388 Vyakarana Mahabhasya
D. E . Society’s edition.

f ^ T  separation of vowels that are in 
coalescence; showing separately 
the two vowels that are combined 
together in the Samhita Text. The 
term is contrasted with 5fw which 
is the same as in the termi
nology of Panini.-

name of a grammarian 
who wrote a commentary flfsrfen- 
sqnfcr on the Prakriya-kaumudi.

a well-known gramma
rian of the nineteenth century who 
wrote several commentary works 
of which the commentaries on the 
two Sekharas of Nagesa are well- 
known to scholars.

a grammarian of the sixteenth 
century who has written a small 
grammar treatise called

a grammarian who has 
written a gloss on the Siddhanta- 
kaumudi.

f%WT5F,n W  or ftsp ft( i)  a critical 
commentary on Nagesa’s Laghu- 
sabdendusekhara written by Rag- 
havendracarya Gajendragadkar of 
Satara, who lived in the first half of 
the nineteenth century and who 
has also written a gloss named 
f̂ qkPIT on the Paribhasend uiekhara;
( 2 )  name of a commentaiy on 
NageSa’s Paribhasendulekhara by 
Cidrupasraya; (3 )  name of a 
commentaiy on Siradeva s Pari
bhasavrtti. (4 )  name of a mocm-

entary on Sabdakaustubha by 
Nagesa.

fe F R F W  incorrect nasalization, men
tioned as a fault of pronunciation; 
cf. hssjt flwinm i ^ 1 R. Pr. X IV . 4.

fW T domain ; province ; cf.
CRT Par.

Sek. Pari. 63.

HWRcTT’ being a subject of discussion 
o f ; coming under the domain of, 
applicability; the meaning of fttpi- 
$H*ft which is similar to

relation between the 
object and the subject. cf.

iwifiraftura: Kaiyata on 
P. VI. 4.104. Vart. 2.

locative case denoting the 
domain or province of a particular 
suffix or a substitute or the like, 
which could be actually applied 
later o n ; this is contrasted
with when the thing men
tioned in the locative case is 
required to be present in fro n t; 
cf. sraft TRW  fWTCItPft 
M.Bh. on P. II. 4.35; cf. also JfR- 

ffir KaS. on P. II.
4.35; cf. also M.Bh. on P. III.
1.26 and IV. 1.90.

fWIT^ meant for showing the pro
vince or domain of the application 
of a particular rule; cf. ( in

gjpftem;) M.Bh. on
P. III. 1.92 Vart. 6.

Qisyjqfqgft or m0re properly
a grammarian belonging to the 
famous Se§a family of grammarians, 
who has written a small treatise on 
Paribha§as or maxims of interpreta
tion which he has named

fespTf a scholar of
grammar of the latter half of the 
nineteenth century, who has written
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_ learned commentaries on the wor ks 
of Nagesa Bhatta, two of which viz.

and ftwpngl' are well-known 
to scholars.

f̂ ®g*n§fr name given to the commen
tary on the Paribhasendulekhara 
written by Visnubhatta. See ftwpRf 
above.

a Vedic scholar who wrote 
a gloss on the Rk-Pratisakhaya 
which is known as

a scholar of the Supadma 
system of grammar who has 
written a commentary named 
or Supadmamakaranda on the 

and also a commentary
on the

aspiration, leaving off the breath 
generally at the completion of the 
utterance of a word when there is 
a pause; the term was in use
in ancient times. Although not men
tioned, in his alphabet by Panini, 
this phonetic element, visarga, is 
looked upon as a letter; it is men
tioned as one of the letters in the 
Siksa and the Pratisakhya works 
and Patanjali has advised its 
inclusion in the alphabet. As visarga 
cannot be found in use indepen
dently of another letter ( which is 
any vovel after which it occurs) 
it is called .

same as ftgrr which see above 
cf. fqsssRt' f t ;
Durgasimha on Kat. I. 1.16. The 
term f^ g  is also used in the same 
sense. The. visarjanlya has the 
same position ( ) in the mouth 
as ihe vowel alter which it occurs. 
It is a glottal sound; the R k - 
PratiSakhya says that some scholars 
describe visarjanlya as a chest 
sound; cf. % 31?.-

swnr 1 R. Pr. I 18; cf-
also m R. T. 3.

f k m  the same as Visarjanlya or 
Visarga, which see above.

belonging to a position of 
utterance ( ^JR) other ) than the 
one assigned, or referred to; cf.

w : ' !  R- Pr. IV . 3.

clear and correct; the term
is used in connection with the
pronunciation of Vedic words; cf.

RckU Nir. I. 16.

f̂ E'TSIT̂  a class of words headed by 
the word which retain their
own accents in a compound when 
they are the first, members^of a 
compound, provided that any word 
of quality is the second member; 
e.g. sp.TfiSijoî  where the
words fro g  and are used in the 
sense of clear, referring to the differ
ent tastes; cf. Kas. on P. VI. 2.24.

fe'WT characterized by a faulty or in
correct accent, which is looked upon 
as a fault of pronunciation.

expansion cf the position ( S R  ) 
and the means of utterance ( ) 
of a sound beyond the necessary 
extent, which produces a fault of 
pronunciation, called cf.

sqr# jjiut 3n#,,Uvvata on R. Pr.
X IV . 2.

prescribed by a rule; that for 
which a vidhi or injunction has been 
laid down. The word is very fre
quently used by grammarians with 
respect to an affix prescribed after 
a base.

[qRjtffefmui an adjectival word gene
rally in a different case from that 
of the word to which it is applied.
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as an adjective, and hence, trans
lated as ‘ prescribed after5 and not 
as ‘ belonging to ’ cf. 
snowt I TOlqx ftfer ffir I M. Bh. on 
P. I. 1.5 Vart 3 ; cf. also M. Bh. on
II. 4.74. Vart 1.

complete application to all the 
difierent p arts; comprehensive in
clusion of every part or u n it; desire 
to occupy completely ; cf. sqifaf^fa-

?iRi»|aTtqTf%̂ f qisrai 
wnf?t qpqift ~̂ t ftsti3Dn«if gjmsiqt- 

; e.g. ijmt nmt 
K a i  on. P. V III. 1.4. For details 
see Mahabhasya on P. V III. 1.1 
and 4.

^ general term for the augment gfj and 
the affixes 3^, 3^ , 35*.> and 3^. 
After the indicatory letter has dis
appeared the remnant g  of the 
affixes and not of the augment, is 
always changed into 3tsr; cf. gqHSFfiT 1 
P. VII. 1.1.

( 1 )  augment 3 added ( a )  to the 
word st after it, when the tad. affix 

, {m )  in the sense of is affix
ed to .it ; cf. 3^ ^ P. IV. 1.125; 
{ b ) to the root ^  before an affix 
beginning with a vowel in the per
fect and the aorist tenses; e.g. 
spjcp  ̂e tc .; cf. P. VI. 4.88 ; ( c )' to 
the root 5. in the Perfect thirdpers. 
sing.; e.g. 553, P . VII. 4.74; (2) 
tad. affix 3J5 applied to the word 

as seen in use in the Bannu 
(cj§) district; e.g. cf. P.
IV. 2.103.

tad. affix 3^ applied optionally 
with the affixes q and f s  to the 
preposition 3<T when the whole word 
is used as the name of a man e.g. 
3 ^ : ;  cf. K a i  on P. V. 3.80.

sp^ ( x ) tad. affix spk causing vrddhi 
to the vowel of the first syllable of

that word to which it is added, as 
prescribed, ( a ) to the words de
noting an offspring as also to the 
words etc. in the sense of ‘ a
group’ ; e.g.

e tc .; cf. P. IV. 2.39, 40;
( b ) 'to the words and others 
in the sense of * inhabited country 
e.g. IpR m : etc., cf. P. IV.
2<53» ( c ) to the words headed by 
SRtfOI such as sTEpiJ, «§fqX, tiSJMUl, 

etc. in the quadruple senses; 
e.g. aJlftfro;, cf. P. IV.
2.80, ( d ) to the word meaning 
a desert, to words with ^ or x for 
their penultimate, to words ending 
in 5R*T, and qf as also to words 
headed by sjti, t o ,  ^s, 
etc., under certain conditions in the 
miscellaneous senses; e.g. omnw;:, 
'nzfepw . *iMr<yi:, snips:, qrpv, irm;:, 
WFfiS.-, srPTOi: efc,; cf. P. IV. 2.121- 
130, 134, 135, .136; (e )  to the 
words oR^; 3T[5qa4t, sfal,

and others in the specific 
senses given; cf. P. IV . 3.27, 45, 
46, 49, 50; ( f ) to words denoting 
descend?nce or spiritual relation, 
words meaning families and warrior 
clans, words fsr® and others, words 
meaning clans, and students learn
ing a specific Vedic branch in speci
fic senses prescribed; e.g.

' asi^FPPWi,' SSIWIW5, qSTŜ , 
W ?  e tc .; cf. P. IV. 3.77, 99,118, 
126; ( g )  to the words stfk®, sg, 
3JTI and in the specially given 
senses; e.g. # $ 5:, ,

cf. P. IV. 3.18S, 157 ,158 ; 
( h ) to words with penultimate 
and a long vowel preceding the 
last one, to words in the dvandva 
compound,- and to the words 

and others in the sense 
of ‘ nature’ or ‘ profession’ '; e.g.

’fimsq^'nfsqii, jtiPrrt, 
etc.; cf. P. V. 1.132, 133,134 ; ( 2) 
krt affix sjq; added to the roots
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tfH. and others, and to the roots 
^ a n d f j^  with a prefix in the 
sense of a habituated, professional 
or skilled agen t; e.g.

an^^R:; etc. cf. P.
III . 2.146, 147.

( 1 )  krt. affix sps added to the 
roots a, i ,  and in the sense of ' a 
skilled agent’ and to any root in 
the sense of ' an agent who is bless
e d ’ ; e.g. j t w ,
( meaning sftwict.) ( meaning
•Ktfkt.); cf. P. III. 1.149, 150; 
(2 ) tad. affix 3i  ̂added to ( a ) the 
words 5R*r and others in the sense of 
‘ a student of ’ ; e.g. esrra;:,

; cf. P. IV. 2.61; ( b )  the 
words 'pf®, afro® etc. as also the 
words and awRn^ji in the sense 
of ‘ produced in ’ ; e.g. i jc fe ,  qwpfi, 
smKim ; cf. P. IV . 3.28, 29, 30; 
( c ) the words gsnfq, m  and 
gfl in the sense of ‘ debt paid at the 
time of ’, the words .and sjsp
in the sense of ‘ devoted to ’ , and 
the dvandva compounds when the 
words so formed mean either 
‘ eDmity ’ or * nuptial ties ’ ; e.g.

), ( ̂ ph O, *jti-

cf. P. IV . 3.48, 98,125 ; .(d) the 
words nta3[, etc. in the sense of
* containing'  or * possessing and 
the word in the sense of ‘ ex
pert ’ e.g. t o ;;; c f.P . V. 2.62, 
6 3 ; and ( e ) the words <TK and jag- 
preceded by a numeral, in the sense 
of %HT, as also in the senses of 505 
( fine) and when those words 
are preceded by a numeral; e.g.

), fetrfer ( ^Tfir ), % -  
feif s fe n ;  cf. K ai. on P. V . 4.1 
and 2.

a word signifying the end of a 
particular group of words; the word 
frequently occurs In the Dhatu
patha of Panini but not necessarily

at the end of each class or group 
therein ; e.g. 1 ^  I
m  33tt€t t o W t t  I Dhatu
patha at the end of the First Conju
gation. Similarly is used at the 
end of the fourth, fifth, and sixth 
conjugations.

a class of roots headed by the 
root which take optionally the 
Parasmaipada affixes when the 
vikarana ^  of the future tense and 
the conditional mood, or the deside- 
rative vikarana is added to 
them ; e.g. ,

fe fa '#  cf. K a i. on 
P. I. 3.92 ; cf. also P. V II. 2.59.

f r f  ( 1 )  arrived at or accomplished, as 
a result of f  1% which means a further 
grammatical formation from a noun 
or a verb ; resultant from a v r t t i; 
cf. jioti sn ip #  ittpi % % arfir-

^ 351: M. Bh. on P. I .
2.51; cf. also gm
sig^r: ( 2 )  employment, the 
same as si%t, cf- 3®5T I infa: 1 
Pradipa on P. I . 3 .9 ; ' 3) behaviour, 
treatment ; cf..JpHR#*H3<|. f% R . Pr. 
X . 13 ; ( 4 )  manner of Veda writ
ing, metrical form, metre; cf. 
l a  R . Pr. X V II. 22.

f f a  ( 1 )  treatment, practice of pro
nunciation ; (2 ) conversion of one 
phonetic element into another; cf. 
R . Pr. I. 95 ; (3 )  position of the 
padas or words as they stand in the 
Samhita text, the word is often seen 
used in this way in the compound 
word aiFro: ifsfaq: R . Pr.
IV. 17 ; ( 4 ) modes of recital of the 
Vedic text which are described to 
be three gar, *n=q and based 
upon the time of the interval and 
the pronunciation which differs in 
each one ; cf. M. Bh. on P. I. 4.109, 
Vart. 4 ;  also I . 69 Vart. 1 1 ;  (-5) 
nature; cf. jp ifa  R ,
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P r. X V III. 33 ; (6 ) interpretation 
of a w ord; '( 7 )  verbal or nominal 
form of a root; cf.

fRwNU-JH Nir. II. i ; ( 8 ) 
mode or treatment followed by a 
scientific treatise; cf. 3>r 1 
3ireOTlf%: I M. Bh. in Ahnika i  on 
ffirewraratf Varttika i o ;  ( 9 )  
manner of interpretation with the 
literal sense of the constituents 
present or absent, described usually 
as two-fold and aisrf«3T*rf,
but with a third kind added by 
some grammarians viz. the

(10 ) a compound word giv
ing an aggregate sense different 
from the exact literal sense of the 
constituent words; there are men
tioned five vrttis of this k in d ; cf. 
w rfftraR  i f a  i irdRMBH 
TO l^R*. 1 ??q*ifa%PK sifr ftJlf: S. K . 
at the end of the Ekalesaprakarana;
( 1 1 )  interpretation of a collection 
of statements; the word was origin
ally applied to glosses or comments 
on the ancient works like the Sutra 
works, in which the interpretation 
of the text was given with examples 
and counter-examples where neces
sary; cf. $€r em nrnisynw itftg 1 
introductory stanza in the Kaiika. 
Later on, when many commentary 
works were written, the word ff% 
was differentiated from 
Start, =̂ fSi, ftgfo, feq#, <rf«PKr and 
others, and made applicable to com
mentary works concerned with the 
explanation of the rules with ex
amples and counter-examples and 
such statements of arguments as 
were necessary for the explanation 
of the rules or the examples and 
counter-examples. In the V yika- 
rana-Sastra the word occurs almost 
exclusively used for the learned 
V rtti on Panini-sutras by Vamana 
and Jayaditya which was given the 
name KaSika V r tt i; cf. 5WT =3 I

often occurring in works on Panini’s 
grammar.

an important grammarian re
ferred to by Bhartrhari often in his 
Mahabhasyadfpika. He is not the 
author of KaSika. Bhartrhari ex
tensively quotes from him e.g. in 
his Dipika, P. 112, line 14 ,15 ,18  etc.

commentary works of the type 
of Vrtti, which see above; cf. OTt T

name of a grammar work 
written b y a grammarian Kaiinatha 
who also is believed to have written 

andlqi^ D iefe.

a very short work in 
verse-form explaining in a very 
general manner the nature of Sutras 
and V arttikas; the work is anonym
ous.

a treatise on the different 
ways in which the meaning is 
conveyed by words according to 
the conventions of grammarians, 
written b y  a grammarian Kfsna- 
bhat(a surnamed Mauni.

ffrT W  the alternative method of 
speaking by the use of compound 
words as contrasted with simple 
w ords; both the methods are 
observed in use among the people; 
cf. s? If qgjr 1 ^*nf-

mm ^ suras* 1 M. Bh. on 
P. II. i . i ,  II. 1.51, III. 1.7, IV .
1.82.

a definite enumeration of 
words nsed in a specific sense (as 
contrasted with qfiSqftjwH) which 
means a definite enumeration of the 
senses in which an operation, such 
as a compound-formation or so, 
takes place; cf. arqffonft
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s'TH; cf. M. Bh. on P. II. 2.24. Vart. 
16.

ffrW « f name of a gloss on Panini’s 
Astadhyayi written by Rama
candra.

serial arrangement of 
letters in a specific way ( as for 
instance in the MaheSvara Sutras) 
for the sake of grammatical func
tions ; cf. l 1%:

M. Bh. on Ahnika 1.

name given to the four
teenth section of the third Kanda 
of Vakyapadlya. It discusses the 
denotation of compact expressions 
( lf% ) such as compounds, taddhita 
formation and others.

a rule forming the basis of a 
vrtti, i.e. a rule on which glosses 
are written, as contrasted with 
3!ki<«i3  or qifaqi, a pithy Sutra-like 
statement composed as an addition 
or a modification of the original 
Sutra ; cf. ffff I

II. 2.25) ?6r I M. Bh. on P . II. 
2.24. It is mentioned by Itsing.

( 1 )  a term used in Panini’s gra
mmar for such words or nouns (HT%- 
Tfp;) , which have for 'their first 
vowel a vrddhi vowel, i.e. either 
m or- \  or aft; e.g.. gr®T, e tc .;
cf. I . 1 .7 3 ( 2 )
a term applied to the eight pro
nouns headed by ^  for purposes 
of the addition of ; tad. affixes'pres
cribed for the Vrddha-words, such 
as 15 by P. IV. 2 .ii4  ; ( 3 )  a 
term applied to words haying ?  or! 
sit as the first vowel in them, provi
ded such words denote districts of ' 
Eastern India, e.g. nfat, e tc .! 
cf. t ^ 3 n # ^ ,  P. I. 1.73,74 and 75;

( 4 )  a term used in the Prati
sakhya works for a protracted 
vowel (s§<r) which has three 
m atras; cf. fa#  R. T. 44.

( 1 )  a technical term used by 
Panini to denote the vowels sn, \  
and # r; a vowel belonging to the 
third grade out of the three grades 
of vowels which are known as zero, 
normal and- long grades; cf.
P. I. i .i  ; (2 )  lengthening comp
letely of a vowel which is called 
tgfcf in grammar; the term is used 
in the Rk Tantra Pratisakhya in 
this sense.

lit. cause of Vrddhi 
RtfO  such as the employment of 
the indicatory letter <  or m. in an 
affix or the letter in tad. affixes; 
the term is, however, found used 
in the sense of having in it a cause 
Of Vrddhi, i.e. an indicatory letter 

“to r ^ ; cf. =g cr%nHT-
P. VI. 3.39. cf.

M .Bh. on P . I . x .i

name given to the first pada 
of Panini’s Astadhyayi by gramm
arians, as the beginning of the 
pada is made by the Sutra

,133 . ( f n ) ,  a term used in ancient 
grammar works for a word of the 
masculine, gender as contrasted 

.. withJfai.

a class of words headed by the 
word which have their initial 
vowel accented acute; cf. K a5. on
P. VI. f .203̂ . 3-

^wi<jur tad. affix 3^  prescribed by the 
’‘^sutra^ . after words

denoting- members of the Vrsijf 
' ‘ race • cf. iW tSTOqf: l 1

a /term applied . to roots which 
j : optionally admit the application of
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the augment ? (??) to the Ardha
dhatuka affixes placed after them, 
e.g. roots having the indicatory 
vowel sk added to them as also the 
roots ^and the roots headed
by ^  as also some specifically men
tioned roots under certain condi
tions; cf. P. VII. 2.44-51.

a class of words headed by %cR 
which have the taddhita affix 
( 3f j)  added to them in the sense 
of ‘ earning a livelihood ’ e.g. ?̂r- 

l ; <-afes:; cf. 
lerfei: Kas. ; on P. IV. 4.12.

language of the Vedic Literature 
as contrasted with the term cf. 
%r <5f% sr ^ 3 ^  Rfalfer M. Bh. 
on Mahesvara S u tra; cf. also

M. Bh. Ahnika 1. 
The term referring to words 
found in Vedic language is also 
frequently used in the Mahabhasya. 
Panini, however, has used the term 

, fm  and ftim, and not %?, out 
of which the first term 0 ^ 5 , is 
often used; cf. 3§tt P. II.
4:39, ; 6 ; III. 2.88 ; V. 2.122 ; or 

^ P. V. 1.67, V. 4.142, VI. 
3.126. VI. 1.34, V II. 1.8, etc.

an ancient writer of a Prati
sakhya work mentioned in the Rk 
Pratisakhya.

[W E B E R , A LBR ECH T of 
Berlin, 1825-1901] a sound scho
lar of Vedic Literature who has 
written many articles on Sanskrit 

-Grammar in “  Indische Studien. ”

lit. enclosure or envelope; the 
term is used in the sense of 
with reference to the repetition of 
one and the same word more than 
once in the Krama and other arti
ficial recitals ; cf. 'ifiSl rt*ihWl9. ̂

47

TO II on which Uvvata remarks

lit. optional, voluntary; the 
term is used in connection with a 
rule or operation prescribed alter
natively with another, where there 
is an option to apply any one of 
the two and arrive at two forms in 
the same sense.

ii
3fjtf lit. subjected to modifications; 

which have undergone a change; 
the term, as contrasted with sifsr, 
refers to letters which are noticed 
in the Samhitapatha and not in the 
Padapatha. The change of 3?̂  into 

or of the consonant 3; into \  
before soft letters, as also the inser
tion of g; between 3, and ^  etc. are 
given as instances, cf. WfcTT:  ̂ 'R'TTS 
3Tf§r: 1 mi w m :

I

%<s<̂  audible and articulate speech, cp. 
Vak. pad. I. 143. cp.

Am: stftm i  g e r  
. fegT srfe a w a w  ( )

simply for the sake of variety 
without any specific purpose in 
view ; cf. %

pa: I K a i  on P. I. 2.35 
cf, also Kas. on P. III. 3.96, IV. 
1.148,153, 160.

found in Vedic Literature; the 
term is used in contrast with 
#rfes which means ‘ found in 
common use ’ ; cf. m i 
M, Bh. Ahnika 1. Kaiyata explains 

as

an important work on gene
ral phonetic topics. It quotes a 
number of Siksa works, many of 
which are available. Its author 
Gopala Yajvan lived sometime 
during the fourteenth century.
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name of that section of 
BhatfojFs'SiddhantakaumudI which 
deals witti Vedic peculiarities notic
ed by Panini in his sutras. There is 
a well-known commentary upon, 
this section named written
by Jayakrsna, a famcus grammar 
scholar of the Maunin family.

( r ) a commentaiy 
on the sutras of Panini dealing 
with the Vedic words and their 
peculiarities written by a gram
marian named M urari; ( 2 ) a com
mentary on the section of Bhattoji’s 
Siddhantakaumudi named 
written by Jayakrsna Maunin and 
named Subodhini.

33J3PT, Vaidyanatha Payagunde, a 
famous grammarian of the eight
eenth century, who was one of the 
chief pupils of Nagesa and who pre
pared a line of pupils at Varanasi. 
He has written learned commentar
ies on standard works on grammar, 
the principal ones being the Prabha 
on the Sabdakaustubha, the Bhava- 
pralcasika on the Brhacchabdendu- 
sekhara, the Cidasthimaia on the 
Laghusabdendusekhara, the Kasika 
or Gada on the Paribhasendu- 
Sekhara and an independent short 
treatise named Kapratyabara- 
khandana.

a
W tB belonging to a case-affix; cf. 

5RT«ri #  ) I I
gfftig i cf. also n# P. V i. 1.85 
Varttika 6.

optional, alternative; cf. %% 
T. Pr. X X II. 7 ; see

lit. possession of separate 
residences, as contrasted with gpn-

• absence of apposition ; use
in different cases, non-agreement 
in case.

^  f.
^£<7 absence of any purpose or uti

lity ; the word is used many times 
in the case of a rule, or a word or 
two of it, in whose ca se ^ M  or ab
sence of utility is shown, and, with 
a view to prevent its being looked 
upon as a serious fault, something 
is deduced and the purpose is shown; 
cf. and gs^mfcr
used in grammar treatises.

lit. a student of grammar ;
cf. Kas. on P. IV. 

2.59. The word is used in the sense 
o f ' a scholar of Grammar ’; or, ' a 
person who has obtained proficiency 
in Grammar. ’ The word is used 
several times in this sense in the 
Mahabhasya. cf. M. Bh. on P. I. 
1.3 ; I. 4.2, II. 1.53, II. 2.29, II. 3. 
18, II. 4.56, III. 2.115 etc. The 
word is also used in the sense of 
‘ pertaining to grammar ’ or ' found 
in grammar.’

a term used for the 
grammar treatise written by Can- 
gudasa, which is also called Can- 
gusutra or Canguvyakarana.

o r a
well-known work on the gramma
tical interpretation of words written 
by Kondabhatta as an explanatory 
work ( sqpsqH) on the small work 
in verse consisting of qnly 72 
K arikas written by his uncle Bhat- 

toji Diksita. The treatise is also 
named Brhadvaiyakaranabhusana. 
A smaller work consisting of the 
same subject-matter but omitting 
discussions, is written by the author 
for facilitating the understanding 
of students to which he has given 
the name Valyakaranabhusanasara. 
This latter work has got three com
mentary works written on it, named 
Kasika, Kanti and Matonmajja and
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one more scholarly one Sankarl, 
recently written by Shankar Shastri 
Marulkar. There is also a comment
ary by Rudradeva.

K a slightly abridged 
form of the Vaiyakaranabhusana by 
the author Kondabhatta himself, 
for students and beginners. It con
sists of the same number of fourteen 
chapters as the main treatise, which 
are given the name Nirnaya. See 
Vaiyakaranabhusana.

commentary 
written on the well-known work 
on the sense of words and syntax 
written by Kondabhatta. There 
are many commentaries out of 
which, the well-known ones are 
( i ) Darpana by Harivallabha, ( 2 ) 
Laghubhfisanakanti by Gopaladeva, 
a pupil of Balambhatta Payagunde, 
and ( 3 )  Kasika by Harirama 
Kesava Kale and Sankarl by 
Sankarasastri Marulakara.

a commentary on 
the Vaiyakaranabhusana, written 
by Mahananda in the beginning of 
the nineteenth century.

t q n s w is s w s i ,  a
treatise on the use of words written 
as a helpful guide to Sanskrit 
writers, by a grammarian named 
Somayajin in 1848 A.D.

Import of a sentence 
according to the grammarians, in 
which verbal activity occupies a 
predominant place, and the residing 
place of the subject as also that of 
the verbal activity is identical in 
the active voice, while the object 
and the verbal activity have got 
the same place of residence in the 
passive voice. The other auxiliaries 
of activity such as the instrument,

location and the like, are connected 
with the verbal activity. The im
port of the sentence q̂ ifcr, in 
short, can be expressed as

a small treatise on gram
mar written by a scholar of gram
mar named Kasinatha, who has also 
written a few more small works 

*rrpsrct etc.

work by Bhattoji Diksita on the 
interpretation of words and sent
ences, based upon the learned dis-

- cussion on that subject introduced 
in the Mahabhasya, Vakyapadlya, 
Pradipa etc. and discussed fully in 
his Sabdakaustubha by the author 
himself. The work although scholar
ly and valuable, is compressed in 
only 72 verses ( karikas) and has to 
be understood with the help of the 
Vaiyakaranabhusana or Bhusana- 
sara, written by Kondabhatta, the 
nephew of the author. See 
*1501 and

an extremely 
popular work on the subject of 
Sanskrit grammar written for the 
use of students, which, although 
difficult at a few places, enables the 
students by its careful study to get 
a command over the subject and 
enable him to read other higher 
works on grammar. The work is, 
based on the Astadhyayi of Panini 
without omitting a single Sutra. 
The arrangement of the Sutras is 
entirely different, as the author, for 
the sake of facility in understand
ing, has divided the work into 
different topics and explained the 
Sutras Required for the topic by 
bringing them together in the topic. 
The main topics or Prakaranas are 
twelve in number, viz. ( 1 )  g fi-
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- Tf^m , (2 )  ^ f s r ,  ( 3 )g« r or *n- 
feif, ( 4 ) ^fa?ra, ( 5 ) ^ R , ( 6 )
( 7 )  crftcT, (8 )  fir̂ ser, ( g j  s f e v  
{ ro ) f^nT, ( i i  ) %f^t and (12 ) 

which are sometimes styled as 
wnwn^RRfh The work is generally 
known by the term rcfeitHig^T, or 
even €ig#, and it has got a large 
number of scholarly and ordinary 
commentaries as also commentaries 
on commentaries, all numbering 
above twelve, and two abridgments 
the MadhyakaumudI and the 
Laghukaumudl. The work was 
written by the reputed scholar 
Bhattoji Diksita of Varanasi in the 
seventeenth century. See Bhattoji 
Diksita.* a

a general name given to 
the large number of commentaries 
written by members of the line of 
pupils, and pupils of pupils of 
Bhattoji. The well-known among 
the commentaries are snSfRlw by 
the author himself by

g^H^ft-by aHUFnn! ^wt, 
i?l<3i#WT by and crown
ing all, the 3g3T%g4 i=K by qpfcjpRg. 
The mgTRl^m has got a learned 
commentary written by 
called or which also
has on it commentaries named f̂iw- 

by -and by
^Jn°Ws. The Laghusabdendcse- 
khara has got commentaries reach
ing about ten in number.

the same a s t ^ o i -  
sjqoi, which see above.

a well-known 
work on the syntax and denotation 
of words written by NageSabhatta 
which is popular by the name 
Laghumanjusa. The Paramalaghu- 
manjusa is an abridgment of this

work by the author himself. There 
is a commentary called Kala on it.

name of a comm
entary on the Siddhantakaumudi 
by Ramakrsna in the latter half of 
the seventeenth century.

name of a comm
entary on the Siddhantakaumudi 
by NUakantha.

JSi
name of a treatise of grammar 

written in ten chapters by an an
cient grammarian sqisjqK; cf. 
% 11W ^  KaS. on P . IV. 2.65. For 
details, see Vyakaranamahabhasya 

' Vol. V II. D. E . Society’s Ed. pp. 

133. 134*
-

a term used for the Pragrhya 
vowel, possibly the same as ssr=ffir, 
which means a specific feature of 

or the dual number. The 
term is used in some Siksa works.

a  . • .
3 ^3  name given to the svarita or

circnmflex accent on the vowel
following npon a vowel accented
acute, when there is a vivrtti or
pause between the two vow els; e.g.
q ; cf. IsrrffflSfftm xf

1 R. Pr. III. 10.

specific feature, peculiarity.

special differentiating feature; 
cf. i

'rcmmra tranra; 11 T.Pr.
X X III. 2.

A,
diversity in number or proper

ties; cf. wmmwq
M. Bh.

Ahnika 1 ;  cf. also M. Bh. on P. I.
2.27, I. 3.10. Vart. 4, I. 4.101.

( 1 )  pertaining to the word 
in the sutra P. IV . 2.

5 2 the term refers to the tad.
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affixes prescribed in the sense, of 
' country ’ or ‘ district ’ ( fqtpj) in 
P. IV. 2.52-54 as contrasted with 

IprrfffS affixes prescribed in the 
sense of ‘ inhabited district5 by P.
IV . 2.69-80. ( 2 )  one of the three 
senses of the locative case, viz. the 
sense ‘ substratum ’ of the locative 
case, which is not physical but 
which is a topical one, forming an

■ object or aim of an action as speci
fied by- the word ‘ about ’ ; cf. 

3 to 
1

distinctly perceived i.e. percei
ved with reference to the indivi
dual referred to, which enables the 
speaker to apply the specific affixes 
in the sense of gender and number ; 
cf. i

BTOi  ̂ sqfrfMSim I STOW gat

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.57.

( 1 )  lit. distinct manifestation, 
as for instance that of the generic 
features in the individual object; 
cf. STOF% ^RfiWnqa-, M.Bh.
on P. I. 1,57; (2 )  gender, which 
in fact, is the symbol of the mani
festation of the generic property in 
the individual object; cf. 
sqfti: P. I. 2.52 Vart. 3, as also gfq 

1 .2 .5 1 ; (3 )  indi
vidual object; cf. sjjfe cp. 
also Vak. pad. I. 68, 6 9 ; III.

I4-I57-

the same as 
the view that a word denotes the 
individual object and not the 
generic nature. The oldest gramma
rian referred to as holding this 
view, is szjife who preceded- 
PataSjali.

a grammarian who 
has written a grammar treatise- 
named

( 1 )  suggested sense as contrast
ed with the denoted sense; (2 ) 
the supreme or ultimate suggested 
sense viz. Sphota which is the 
ultimate sense of every sentence.

a consonant,; that which mani
fests itself in the presence of a 
vowel, being incapable of standing 
alone ; cf. g

^rn: I ?Rrf?r i M. Bh. on
I. 2.30 ; cf. also I

• flflsr irE5P!lTttiR9T̂ :% spsRpq; | gro-

Kaiyata on P. I. 2.30; cf. 
tTOfpi; T. Pr. I. 6 ; cf. also =2i§Reg- 

5=R t̂ftfta T=T sr̂ St'’Tqfcf I Uvvata 
Bhasya on V. Pr. III.. 45.

a junction or coalescence of 
two consonants as distinguished 
from In Panini’s system of
grammar the name fsg ft is given to 
sqaiRTfw and the Siddhantakaumudi 
has given a separate section for it.

or OTtif, conjunction or 
falling together of two consonants ; 
cf. c e te ra : P. I. 1.7.

^ c o n s i d e r a t i o n  of a 
consonant being not present as far 
as the accentuation of a vowel is 
concerned, the vowel being looked 
upon as the initial or the final, 
irrespective of the consonant or 
consonants respectively preceding it, 
or following i t ;  cf. sqstfR-
ftsmwt?. Par. Sek. Pari. 79.

^ 4. tad. affix added to the word 
ai? in the sense of spm, e.g. siicjaj;; 
cf. P. IV. 1.144.

( 1 )  confusion of one number- 
affix for another number-affix 
{ ^ * 0 , as noticed in the state
ments e.g. ajaJtfSi % ?tl# nf|; qi î $ 

M. Bh. on P. I . 4 .21; ( 3}
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any confusion, say confusion of one 
grammatical element for another; 
cf. ft;: m i s  3ti?jr-
»RRr, J?T *J3. M. Bh. on P.
III. 4.1 Vart. 2.

ssrfaRrfi distinct from, separate from,
Cf. 5RRf^qlH{: .

t 'l:  I Kas. on P. II.
3- 50.

( 1 )  surplus, excess; ( 2 )  sepa
rate presence ; ( 3) contrary thing ; 
cf. e r a ^ i g . 1  M. Bh. on 
Ahnika x.

reciprocal junction or conne
ction ; cf. nft; R. 
Pr. X III. 16.

^rfriqlT exchange of a ctiv ity ; cf. ft
P. I. ■3.14*

occurrence of one for another; 
transposition ; cf. gfafTOC ... sq?W- 

gpsn^ T -M . Bh. on P. III.
1.85. See fsiqqq.

alteration of a phonetic element; 
change of sound ; mispronunciation; 
cf. Îqr: R. Pr. X IV . 1.

characterized by different 
case-relations or case-affixes; posse
ssed of different case-affixes; qs: 
JTB̂ t ^  sqfeWlW BTTRf. «ra. M. Bh. 
on P. II. 1.67.

tad. affix sq causing the acute 
accent for the first vowel of the 
word, added to the word sag; when 
the sense of the word so formed, 
is ' enemy ’ ; see above; cf. P.
IV. 1. 145.

=*1735$ exception to a rule ; cf.
1 M.Bh.

on P. VIII. 4.61 Vart. 4.

( 1 )  special designation or re
presentation ; cf. srra 
Bnfer snfer: R. Pr. X V II. 4 ; (2 )

main designation; cf. ftfrraeSRTti;- 
%tr*T%RT: 3^% sw m : Par.
Sek. Pari. 30; cf. also % g t̂: *?#-

- rafts#: sra% wrfir, 3R*icR<Tt
I M.Bh. on P. I. T.51 Vart. 7.

treatment of a secondary 
thing as the principal one, e.g. a 
person or a thing, without any 
second or any others, looked upon 
as the first or the la st; cf.

mh wcFto; M. Bh. on 
P. I. 1.21. Vart. 2. The remark or 
expression -is
found often given in the Mahabha
sya ; cf. M. Bh. Ahnika x Vart. 
14 ; I. 1-9,1. 1 .5 1 ,1 . 1 7 2 ;  I. 2.48 
etc. For details see Par. Sek. 
Pari. 30.

statement of Vyapade- 
sivadbhava; cf. m  
tpRret I  sWTT̂ r 1
M. B h. on V III. 3.59 Vart. 7.

( 1 )  division of a single thing 
into its constituent elements; cf.

5qtm: M. Bh. on VII. 
2.36, V II. 3.44 Vart. 3 ; ( 2) distinct 
comprehension as possessed of a 
specific q uality; cf. ^ ff  
sqqqjn S it  JfiftsT W f̂cT I 
M. Bh. on P. I. 2.64 Vart. 37; ( 3) 
separation into parts, cf. 
srcftn isdft, M. Bh. on V. I. 
119 Vart. 5 ;  ( 4 )  distinct notion 
as a separate unit after the things 
have been combined; cf.
52mnf*nq: ?r snatfa M.Bh.
on P. VI. 1.69 Vart. 3 ; cf. also M. 
Bh. on V II. 1. 80.

sq’Tfrfj distinctly separated as two or 
more consonants joined together in 
a conjunct consonant, as contrasted 
with the two vowels in a diphthong 
which cannot be called sqtfj ĉT; cf.

. crftPrW ^ 3 .  M. Bh.
on Siva Sutras 3 ,4  Vart. 9. cf. also
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1 % sqq̂ cTT
8?f% gnrf ^if%, M. Bh on Siva Sutras 
3, 4 Vart. i  r.

designation, reference, cf. 
5q^nn TOJJ3T: I 3̂ 4. 0n Vak. pad.
II. 223.

=^§5? mutual relationship in sense, 
as obtaining between two different 
words (w$) connected with ea<;h 
other in a sentence, as contras
ted with compositeness of sense as 
seen in two words joined into a 
compound word ( is 
given as an alternative definition 
of the word along with t o # -  

as the other one, in the Maha
bhasya ; e. g. there is between 
gfq: and fifa in the sentence 
bat not in %g§ #r: ft? ^ ; cf. 
n ^ q t  1st *Rfcr qr gro*4

%fer 1 M. Bh. on P. II. i .i - 
cf. also Kas. on P. V III. 3.44. cf. 
also Vak. pad. III. 14. 41 etc.

w t e  having an intervention of (a  
letter, or letters or a pada) ; the 
word is used in the same sense as 

cf. om ul'll 1 sq -̂
aWTSWFfl: I I M.Bh. on
P. VII. 4 67.

lit. deviation or discrepancy; 
irregularity re: the application of a 
rule ; cf. K ai. on
P. III. 3.19; cf. also. srfSJifii sqftr- 
^TKtt  ̂I SRrffSiT, RhR'M I *  I
flR l# :; Kas. on P. III. 3.108.

deviating^ being, irregular 
in application, not applying neces
sarily: cf. 3rasigKJn<jff?rTO î sgnreq

lit. loss; disappearance ; the word 
is used in the sense of inflectional 
changes. An indeclinable is called 

because it has no inflectional 
changes, cf. *5W 1
ggsqq g 1 Nir. I. 8 ; V. 23.

( i ) possessed of sjq or inflec
tional change ; a declinable word ; 
cf. m i s

1 ^  1
V. Pr. II. 26 ; (2 ) characterized by 
a loss of accent i.e. the loss of the 
original accent and the presence 
of another accent ; cf. fg

J? I sjggng^Rttf ^ I 
U vvata on R. Pr. X I. 31.

r*
S5W ( 1 )  useless, serving no purpose, 

superfluous; the word is usually 
used in the sense of useless or futile 
in connection with a rule or its 
part, which serves no purpose, its 
purpose or object being served 
otherwise; such words or rales have 
never been condemned as futile 
by commentators, but an attempt 
is made invariably by them to 
deduce something from the futile 
wording and show its necessity; cf.

flsqjmfir a remark, which is 
often found in the commentary 
literature ; cf. ftT
«PT SRsppn'c?! cisitm 1 Par. Sek. 
Pari. 56; ( 2) possessed of various 
senses such as the words arsjiT: ^Ri: 
e tc .; cf. szfstg =5f M.Bh. on
P. I. 2.64 Vart: 52. The word s #  
possibly stands for in such
cases. It appears that the word 
sq# in the sense of futile was rarely 
used by ancient grammarians ; the 
word appears to have been
used in its place. See Mahabhasya 
in which the word sqt does not 
occur in this sense while the word 
srfl^R occurs at several places.

( 1 )  separated ; detached 
from a specific thing by 1he loss of 
connection with i t ; cf. <^crf?ir- 
'J W t  w l  STfTH «JH3
s ir  M. Bh. on P. II. 1. 1. Vart. 2 ; 
( 2 ) characterized or possessed of 
an intervention by similar things 
cf. 351 i?
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- I M. Bh. on P. III.
3.83 ; cf. also P. VI. 4 2.

^TTOFT ( 1 )  intervention ; the word 
is used in connection with the 
intervention or occurrence of 
letters or phonetic units between 
the cause ( )  of an operation. 
and the operatee ( ); cf.
I>\ STlfe =4^ 1̂  1 sW R -
TTf 1 The word is used also in 
the sense of intervention in gene
ral, which separates the two con
nected things; sqWR =sr 
!̂5f 3 ^ :; the word is used 

in the same sense; cf.
( 2 )  an inserted letter or 

phonetic element; cf. sjprerc: araq- 
T. Pr. 185, 786.

causing an intervention; 
intervener which is required to be 
of a different kind ; cf. arsssnifaps 

*53% M. Bh. on P. I. 1.7.
Vart. 8.

lit. definite arrangement; re
striction regarding the application 
of a rule, especially when it seems 
to overlap, as done by the Varttika
kara, and later on by the Paribhasas 
laid down by grammarians regard
ing the rules of Panini; cf- r̂Tm%qr- 

s-msn S. K. on P. I. 1.34; 
cf. also sspfljprasnOjsrr Par. Sek. Pari. 
99,108.

permanence where the in
ner essence remains intact although 
appearances show differences, 
cp. Vak. pad. I. 28. 3f?=qr

qraq. ( 1 )

an option which does 
not apply universally in all the 
instances of a rule, which prescribes 
an operation optionally, but applies 
necessarily in some cases, and does 
not apply at all in the other cases,

the total result being an option re
garding the conduct of the rule. The 
rules sf^oqqsrqt: P. II. 4.56, s?: ggsiw -

III. 2.124 and gift 
I. 4.5 are some of the rules which 
have got an option described as 

The standard inst
ances of are given in 
the ancient verse Jlit sjrf: 

^ Bftft: 1 *T 
w  Hftrsacf: ll M. Bh. on P. III. 
3.156; V II. 4.41. cp. also Vak. pad.
III. 14.45.

( 1 )  having an intervention by 
a dissimilar thing ; separated by 
something coming between; cf.

sqqfteim m ^  M. Bh. on I. 
1.8. Vart. 5. ( 2 ) separated ; cf. 
Vak. pad. II. 328.

intervention, separation by 
insertion ; separation by means of 
the insertion of a phonetic element. 
See sqcfWH above, cf.
P. V III. 4.2 ; P. V I.
1.26; cf. a^s-pn  ̂W R :  R* T. 190; 
^ irraf R- Pr. Xiv.
25. cf. Vak. pad. II. 384.

separated into its constituent 
elements; separated by a new in
sertion ; a recital of the Vedic text 
by separating a coalesced vowel, 
which is looked upon as a fault of 
recital.

=<4ll'fc<ui Grammar; the development of 
the meaning of the term can be seen 
by the senses given below in a serial 
order and the examples after those 
senses; ( a ) analysis or explanation 
by analysis ; ( b ) rules of explana
tion ; ( c ) specific rules explaining 
the formation of words ; ( d ) ex
planation of the formation of rules ; 
( e ) a treatise in which such an 
explanation is given; ( f )  a collec
tion of such treatises and ( g ) a sys«
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tematic explanation of the forma
tion of words in a language ( sohot- 
3TM or ^51̂ 116̂ ); cf. ( a )  sqif=jst 
3T%5T ff& sq]=R^ It refers to sjffoUcqJl- 
f t w i ; M. Bh. on Ahnika x. Vart. 
12 ; cf. ( b )  «s?[q®$5t M.
Bh. Ahnika 1, Vart. 14 ; cf. ( c ) «r 

fi'4T M. Bh. on P. I.
1 .1 .. Vart. 7 ; ( d ) ga%f' 1

q ^ ifcn  H=n M.Bh. on 
P. I. 1.1. Vart. 7 ;  ( e ) ^
W  s!IRS?t M. Bb. on P. I. 1.23 Vart. 
4; cf. ( f ) ? f  ^ sqmnr 
3T? 3t^^: 1 M .Bh. on P. I. 1.68. 
cf. ( g ) sn*T Î fgTiTT I M.
Bh. on P. I. 2.32. The word sqif.^q 
is mostly used in the sense of ‘ the 
Science of Grammar5 in the Maha
bhasya. It is explained by modern 
scholars as ‘ the law of the correct
ness of speech and etymological 
science' and described both as a 
science and an art.

name of a 
single grammarian or sometimes 
that of a school of grammar. They 
are Indra, Panini, Candra, Katantra, 
Jainendra, Sakatayana, Hema
candra, Sarasvata, Bopadeva, 
Jaumar, Saupadma, Vaisnava or 
Saiva. The number of grammarians 
is given as eight in Durga and 
Bopadeva and five in Kasika on 
P. IV. 2.60.

®5H><<JRrijf35T a short treatise on gram
mar written by Krsnacarya.

the science of Vyakarana 
with the element of Sphota intro
duced in it and brought consequent
ly on a par with the other Daisanas 
by the stalwart grammar-scholar 
Bhartrhari of the 7th century A.D. 
For details see Sarvadarsanasarh- 
graha ‘ Paninidarsanam ’ and page 
385 Vol. VII. of the Vyakarana 
Mahabhasya, published "by the D.
E. Society, Poona.

48

a small treatise on gram
mar by Cidrupasraya.

name of a short gloss or 
Vrtti on the Sutras of Panini written 
by a. modern scholar of grammar 
Orambhatta of Varanasi.

ô TqR'JlSqfJra' name of the commentary 
written by Mahamisra on Jinendra- 
buddhi’s great work ‘ Kasikaviva- 
ranapanjika ’ or Nyasa.

S3rm<n*TfmTS!T see JTfTO'J}.

a brief com
mentary on the Mahabhasya written 
by Sadasiva, son of Nllakantha and 
pupil of Kamalakara Diksita. The 
gloss confines itself to the explana
tions of obscure and difficult 
passages in the Mahabhasya and 
criticises Kaiyata’s explanations.

the original name 
of the learned commentary on 
Patanjali’s -Mahabhasya by Kai- 
yatabhatta, the well-known gram
marian of Kashmir of the eleventh 
century. See sr% and

( 1 )  a gloss 
on the Mahabhasyapradipa of 
Kaiyata, written by a pupil
of ( 2 ) a gloss on the Maha
bhasyapradipa of Kaiyata by

the well-
known scholarly commentary by 
the stalwart grammarian NageSa- 
bhatta on the Mahabhasyapradipa 
of Kaiyata. See and

e;4 I see JTfPH55! above.

a short work on gram
mar written by

o^IFROtfRIf a small grammar work 
written by a grammar scholar 
Gangadhara which is based upon 
the Mugdhabodha of Bopadeva.
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a gloss on the Sutras 
of Panini written by VisveSvara.

the purpose of the 
study of Grammar which is beauti
fully summed up and discussed in 
the first Ahnika by Patanjali in his 
Mahabhasya.

a term used by scholars 
of the Paninian system of gram
mar with respect to grammar works 
of other systems such as the 
Katantra, the Sakatayana, and 
others; cf. f e f

S. K . on 3T#%jg P. VII. 44
72.

=3TIf>f?r a commentary on Prakriya 
Kaumudi by Visvakarman.

( x ) explanation of a rule, or 
a line, or a verse by analysing the 
rule and giving examples and 
counter-examples; cf. if

sfe: arict, 1
a ft  1 3^ f^ r  5R g^ > n  n w m ifR :  ? # -
acggfed sqi^R *mf?f 1 M. Bh. Ahnika 
1 Vart. 11; cf. also 
tt^ fl 1

I (2)  authoritative deci
sion given in places of doubt by 
ancient scholars ; cf. ftfN-

■ JffcPrft: M Bh.
Ahnika 1 ;  Par. Sek. Pad. 1.

osnsPTF̂  name of an ancient gram
marian who is quoted in the Prati
sakhya works and the Mahabhasya. 
His grammar work was called 
‘ dasaka ’ possibly on account of 
its consisting of 10 chapters; cf. 
^ic-ufJ^qfg gay
3ftg: Kas. on P. VII. I. 94 ; cf. also 
3;g?Tq?liaT#qi: Kas. on P. IV. 2.65.

=?nsnj|% name of an old grammarian 
later than Patanjali who is quoted 
by later grammarions; cf. =qiSf*̂ TT- 
S*R#T %  Siddhanta

kaumudi on P. V II.

15 -

a class of words headed by 
sqm which, as standards of compa
rison, are compounded with words 
showing objects of comparison 
provided the common property is 
not mentioned ; e g. 
etc., cf, Kas. on P. II. 1.56.

name of an ancient grammarian 
with a sound scholarship in Vedic 
phonetics, accentuation, derivation 
of words and their interpretation. 
He is believed to have been a rela
tive and contemporary of Panini 
and to have written- a very scho
larly huge volume on: Sanskrit gra
mmar named ‘ Sarhgraha ’ which 
is believed to have consisted of a 
lac of verses; cf. ggft ®nfefat

jpir: l Nagesa's U ddyota; cf. 
also 5? stf.TlPlsM sjnga-

1 Vak.
pad. Tika. The work is not avail
able at present. References to 
Vyadi or to his work are found in 
the Pratisakhya works, the Maha
bhasya, the Varttikas, the Vakya
padlya and many subsequent treat
ises. A  work on the Vyakarana 
Paribhasas, believed to have been 
written by Vyadi, is available by 
the name qfttfnng’W which from its 
style and other peculiarities seems 
to have been written after the 
Varttikas, but before the Maha
bhasya. Vyadi is well-known to 
have been the oldest exponent of 
the doctrine that words denote an 
individual object and not the genus. 
For details see pp. 136-8, Vol. 7 
Vyakarana -  Mahabhasya, D. E . 
Society’s Edition.

name given to the pupils and 
students belonging to the school of

■ V yadi; cf. M. Bh. on P . VI. 2.36.
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SSTFTS covering or applying to the 
whole in entirety, and not in parts; 
cf. 3jfro?i qiH fasrai

M. Bh. on P. VI. i .  72, 
cf. sjcrct ^
w f t t  * l^ R ' 3?T? l Kaiyata on P.
V I. 4 22.

3*TFTf% lit. loss or disapperance; the 
word is used in the sense of con
version of one thing into another 
in the Pratisakhya works; cf. smi- 

Nir. II. 1 ; cf. also 
^^wtrafgrer eral. sqiqftwH a 

Pr. V. 1.

^T9T occupied fu lly ; cf. m
3Tî KTcrri s?nai *te#  M.~Bh. on 

P. I. 3.11 Vart. 7 ; cf. also M. Bh. 
on P. I. 4.42; snEjcn sfnsimRstffra; 
P. IV . 3.134 Vart. 2.

ŝ nfST occupation ; presence; compre- ; 
hensive nature ; cf. 'St5?**! I
Nir. I. 2, where s?flf*r refers to the ' 
permanent presence of the word in j 
the minds of the speaker and the 
hearer, the word gs? referring to 
the or

5?nf^jTEr the general method of tak
ing a comprehensive sense instead 
of a restricted one in places of 
doubt 5 cf. sinftwiraiST K a i  on P. 
III. 2.168.

spiral lit. that which is occupied; the 
word refers to a kind of an object 
where the object is occupied by the 
verbal activity of the transitive 
ro o t; the word sncq is also used in 
this sense ; cf. W  5TIC4 % I
w  s r t ^ l d  g'nrat 1
Smgara-Prakasa 2. The term is 
used as a technical term instead of 
the term sfift in the Hemacandra, 
Candra and other systems of gra
mmar ; cf. Hem, II. 2.3 ; Candra 

1 . 1.23.

separated; one out of the two 
conjoined consonants separated by 
inserting a vowel in between; cf. 

sqrqa d ssr
R. Pr. X IV . 19, where U vvata 

gives the explanation-##^
^  : I
1 W I 1 1 1 W # “ 

Rq 1 Rk Samhita I . 85.39,
X . 158. i ; IX . 91.3 and IX . 63.2,

reversing the order of words 
and going back from a subsequent 
word to the previous one, as in the 
Krama, Jata and other artificial 
recitals of Veda.

pushing a s id e r e m o v a l; the 
word is frequently used in connec
tion with the setting aside or 
removal of the application of such 
rules, as also of the contingency of 
such rules as are not desired in the 
formation of a correct word, by 
means of applying another rule 
necessary for the correct formation; 
cf. f t  f ^ a ^ g  S3W 
Par. Sek. on Pari., 34; as also fife

Par. Sek. on Pari. 55; cf. also the 
usual statement s?nff%: f t #  I

s?nsr*r resting on, or applying to, 
difierent words or elements of 
words or parts of words ; the word, 
is used in connection with a gra
mmatical operation which affects 
one part of the word, as distingui
shed from another operation which 
affects another p art; cf. 
sirRT«mRi3?u M.
Bh. on P. III. 1.44, VI. 4*22 Vart.
12, VI. 4.43 etc.

3TOT ( 1 )  showing separately; sepa
rate expression as contrasted with 
MRU ( 2 )  fault of pronunciation 
ol the type of unnecessarily extend
ing the place of origin as also the
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- instrument of the production of 
sound; cf, UCT

STT# Uvvata on R. Pr. X IV . 2.

a comparatively older Siksa 
work belonging to the Taittiriya 
school of the Black Yajurveda. The 
Madras ms. of the work (n o ..957 
of 1905) contains thirteen verses 
treating doubling.

«3TI{|ra or "qrp't lit. the utterance of 
a word ; the word is generally used 
in the sense of the specific utter
ance of the words * j:, etc; cf.

srawffr: Tait. Sam. I. 
6.10; cf. also gqaj P.
V III. 2.71.

KpipROI the same as or
which s:e above.

ogcTrS derivation of a word from a 
root which formed a special feature 
of the Nairukta school of Vedic 
scholars in ancient times; the word 
FTl^J is used in the same sense ; cf.

Kas. on P. V. 2.93.

the view that every word is 
derived from a suitable root as 
contrasted with the other view viz. 
the 3iÊ [=r(q<g. The grammarians 
hold that Panini held the 3T3̂ 5qi%qr̂ , 
i.e. ihe view that not all words in 
language can be derived but only 
some of them can be so done, and 
contract him 1 ( i.e. Panini) with an 
equally great grammarian Sakata
yana who stated that every word 
has to be derived; cf. 
jqjfa sft 3T̂ <rf%-
tft Kas. on P. VII. 3.6.

name given to a topic 
in grammar which deals .with the 
derivation of words as suitable to 
the sense; (2 ) name given to 
treatises discussing the derivation

and interpretation of words like 
the well-known work Vyutpatti- 
vada of Gadadhara Cakravartin.

derivation, correct under
standing of the sense by derivation.

o^pWtry the view that every word 
in the language has been derived 
from a root which explains its 
sense; see sgpjftw-

setting aside of a rule or ope
ration by means of another more 
powerful rule, or by means of a 
conventional dictum, cp. Vak. pad.

11. 79.
rs

a class of words headed by th e . 
word to which the taddhita 
affix sr ( sjoij is added in the sense 
of the place where something is 
given or prepared; cf. sgg # #

Kas. on P. V. 1.97.

( r )  resolution or determination; 
cf. trrPRkr: 1 q fi t̂ raftig
®fr Sim: %: 1 ar.
Sek. Pari. 5 6 ; { 2) separation of the 
phonetic elements in a word, done 
especially for the recital of the 
Vedic texts according to m etre; cf. 
s?t:: 1 
IDIOTS? U vvata on R. Pr. V III. 22.

rfter lowering of the chin, respiting 
in a fault of utterance; cf.

Jfrn <fl?r WcT I Uvvata 
on R. Pr. X IV . 3.

t̂iITT3 a class of words headed by 
sftit to which the taddhita affixes 

and are applied in the sense 
of possession along with the usual 
affix (n g q j; e. g.

flRi, JTlftsfi: cf.
KaS. on P. V. 2. 116.

[ W HITNEY, W ILLIAM 
DW IGHT, 1827-1894 ] a sound 
scholar of Vedic grammar who
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']

has, besides some books on Ling
uistic studies, written a work on 
Vedic Grammar and edited the 
Atharvaveda Pratisakhya.

3T

^  ( I ) a sibilant letter of the palatal 
class, possessed of the properties, 

amft and sfiosRf=r<?T ; (2 )  
the initial indicatory letter
^ o f  a non-taddhita affix in Panini’s 
grammar, which is dropped ; ( 3 ) 
substitute for ^  when followed by 
an affix beginning with a nasal con
sonant ; e.g, jrt, cf. P. VI. 4.19 ; 
( 4) substitute for ^  when followed 
by ^  or any palatal letter; e .g .

Kas. on P. VIII.
4.40.

3T ( 1 )  conjugational sign (reO T) 
applied to the roots of the sixth 
conjugation ( )  in all conjuga
tional tenses and moods (i. e. the 

. present, the imperfect, the impera
tive and the potential) before the 
personal-endings; cf. qp,
P„ I I [. 1.77; this signer (3r)has 
got the initial consonant 5̂  as an 
indicatory one, and hence this 3? 
is a Sarvadhatuka affix, but, it 
is weak and does not cause 301 
for the preceding vow el; (2 )  tad. 
affix 3T in the sense of possession 
applied to the words and
others ; e. g. cf. P. V. 2.
100; (3  ) krt affix (3t) applied to 
the roots qT, m, «RT, % and %% when 
preceded by a prefix, to the roots 

etc. not preceded by a 
prefix, and optionally to and wr 
of the third conjugation in the sense 
of ‘ an agent ’ ; e.g. 3f?W:, 357̂ ', 

i ^ ,  ; cf. P. III. 1.

137-139-

name of a grammarian of the 
eighteenth century who wrote a

commentary, called r̂rafr after him, 
on Nagesa’s Paribhasendusekhara.

( upssek) a modern scho-
• lar of grammar who lived in 

Poona and did the work of teaching 
and writing commentaries. He has 
written a commentary named r̂î fr 
on the Vaiyakaranabhusanasara of 
Kondabhatta.

Vflisrr name given to a Yama letter in 
the Siksa treatises.

name of a class of words in 
whose case the last voivel of the  ̂
first word does not coalesce with 
the first vowel of the next w ord; 
e. g. aprep; | srgqf 3 #  I 
,5j<n SRI 1 gwr | cf.

R. T. 87 which is ex- ' 
plained by the commentator as

name of a class of words in 
which an irregular coalescence of 
the vowels of the kind of the latter 
vowel in the place of the former 
and latter both is observed; e.g.

IBsSf, *ft*Fcr:, w r a  etc. cf.
( q^q ijrsJRj P. VI. I.

94 Vart. 4.

endowed with i. e. the
potentiality to express the sense ; 
potent to show the particular sense.

)  potentiality of ex
pressing the sense which is possess
ed by words permanently with 
them ; denotative potentiality or 
denotation ; this potentiality shows 
the senses, which are permanently 
possessed by the words, to the 
hearer and is described to be of one 
kind by ancient grammarian ' as 
contrasted with the two ( sfffltrr and 
®$P1T) mentioned by the modern 
ones. It is described to be of two 
kinds— ( a ) SflfW or recalling
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capacity which combines %sRsr with 
TO, and ( b )  which is
responsible for the actual meaning 
of a sentence. For details see 
Vakyapadlya III.

the substratum of potentiality 
which forms the object pointed out 
by means of the potentiality to the 
hearer by the word ( i.e. ) which 
directly communicates the sense, 
in which case it is termed as 
contrasted with or when 
the sense, which is of the type of 

is conveyed rather indirectly. 
This nice division into ^r^grr and 

was introduced clearly by 
cf. Vakyapadlya Kanda 2.

tad. affix applied opti
onally with the affix ( sins) 
to the prefix in the sense of the 
base itself ( s $ ) ;  e. g. z% i 

l ; cf. S. K. on "B; V. 2.28 ; 
cf. Kas. on P.'-V. 2.28 vvlfich states 
f%gi% 1 ' afire, fftfo
3=5#  1 ‘

a class of words headed by 
the word which have the
taddhita affix A ( s q ) added to 
them in the sense of ' domicile ’ or
* native place ’ ; e.g. snfeFq:, grf- 
ftsj:, cf. Kas. on P. IV . 3. tj£.

tad. affix ga, as seen in the words 
mra;, etc., cf.

P. V. 1.59.

conventional name given to the 
fourth pada of the fifth adhyaya 
of Panini’s Astadhyayi which begins 
with the sutra qR^RT^

P. v. 4 I.

tad. affix applied to the word 
ft to form the word Ĥ IKT; cf. P. V. 
I- 59-

WPJ krt affix 3  ̂in the sense of ‘ the 
agent of the present time', appli

ed to any root which takes the 
Parasmaipada personal affixes; 
cf. <re: ?•
III. 2.124. The words formed 
with this (3 ^ ) affix are termed 
present participles in the declen
sion of which, by virtue of the 
indicatory vowel sr in ^3, the 
augment is inserted after the 
last vowel of the base, and the root 
receives such modifications as are 
caused by a Sarvadhatuka affix, the 
affix being looked upon as a 
Sarvadhatuka affix on account of 
the indicatory letter The word 
ending in this affix 515 governs -a 
noun forming its object, in the accu
sative case.

the acute £ccent specifically 
stated for the vowel of the case- 
affix beginning with a vowel etc. 
prescribed by the rule T̂sfcgiit 
P. VI. 1.173 ; cf. l 
sigigqt ;r«i3iTt^Rraif^<T ^  1
M. Bh. on P. V III. 2.6. Vart 2.

51*% 51 krt affix in the sense 
of the infinitive added to a root as 
seen in the Vedic Literature; cf.

:, P. III. 4.9.'

a Vikarana affix ( conjugational 
sign) applied to roots of the first 
conjugation and in general to all 
secondary roots i.e. roots formed 
from nouns and from other roots 
before personal-endings which are 
Sarvadhatuka and which possess 
the sense of agent, provided there 
is no other vikarana affix prescrib
ed ; e. g. sc#, 3TCqfir, CR3%, 
gvpRT, 3#qfcT, pOTPW; 51W ,  
ntqp#, f^ cT  ( znm^:) 
etc. cf. ft; 51 q. I P. I l l ;  1.68. This 
affix 51 q. is dropped after roots of 
the second conjugation ( )  and 
those of the third conjugatioa
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(spteni§;) and in Vedic Literature 
wherever observed ; cf. P. II, 4.72, 
73, 75, 76.

a grammarian to whom a 
metrical treatise on genders named 

is ascribed. This 
was comparatively a modern gram
marian who was given the title q'Tw- 
q|#SR. This iSnprraJl has a com
mentary written by Evi
dently these grammarians 
and ?tqtfii are different from the 
famous author of the and 
the patron of the poet Bana re
spectively.

the Vikarana affixes 5 ^ ,  r̂} «ra;,
3 and -sr according to those who 
hold the view that these affixes do 
not form the exceptions of 55,, but 
they are substituted for cf. 5T3T- 
% i: M. Bh. on P. I.
1.27, II. 2.3, IIL  1.33 and III. 1.67.

51®? lit. ' sound ’ in general; cf. 5$ 
^  m't: l p a s j j f * # 1 M.Bh, 
in Ahnika i ; cf. also ^5?: sffrffr:

1 =1# qra 3tq|%: T.
P r. X X I I I -  1 , X X I I I .  3. In  gram 
m ar the word is applied to such 
words o n ly  as possess sense ; cf.

e-̂ r : 51^: M. Bh in 
Ahnika 1 ;  cf. also 3jsJ:
H # #  B 31s?: Srngara Prakasa I ; cf. 
also 3?*f M. Bh. Ahnika
1. In the Vajasaneyi-Pratisal hya 

is said to be constituted of air 
as far as its nature is concerned, 
but it is taken to mean in the 
Pratisakhya and grammar works.in 
a restricted sense as letters possess
ed of sense. The Vajasaneyi-Prati- 
sakhya gives four kinds of words 
fci ,̂ tffefr and ?WTg while Jim, 
ssTĈ na, FtaTcT and are described 
to be the four kinds in the Nirukta. 
As in grammar is restricted to 
a phonetic unit possessed of sense,

it can be applied to crude bases, 
affixes, as also to 'words that are 
completely formed with case-end- 
ings or personal affixes. In fact, 
taking it to be applicable to all such 
kinds, some grammarians have given 
twelve subdivisions of 31^, viz. JT-JM, 

3>refiR; aim , srriNfcV 
3TO&T, ATO, TS, 5tOT and ; 
cf. Srngara Prakasa I.

__ A
a treatise on\ grammar, 

critically explaining ana- discussing 
the meaning of Panini’s Sutras in 
the order of the author himself. 
The work is written by Bhattoji 
Diksita and is mainly based on the 
Mahabhasya.

a short gloss on Bha-
• ttoji’s Sabdakaustubha written by 

a grammarian named

o r a
commentary on Bhattoji’s Sabda- 
kaustubha written by Vaictyanatha 
Payagunde.

a commentary on 
Bhattoji’s Sabdakaustubha, named 

a name probably given 
to a commentary written by Nagesa.

name of a commentary 
on the- Sarasvata-Vyakarana by 
Kamsavijaya.

Tisrvaxg lit. the essence of a word ; the 
ultimatS;:&iiense' conveyed by the 
word which is termed by the 

: Vaiyakaranas. Philosophically, this 
£abdatattva or Sphota is the philo
sophical Brahman of the Vedantins, 
which is named as Sabdabrahma or 
Nadabrahma by the Vaiyakaranas, 
and which appears as the pheno
menal world on the basis of its own 
powers such as the time factor and 
the like; cf. sin ^rgcm

1 srflPii ii
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Vakyapadlya, I. I ; cf. also Vakya
padlya II. 31.

name of a commentary on 
the Mugdhabodha Vyakarana by 
Govindarama.

515̂ 1915̂  the indicatory, power to 
show the sense ; the word is used in 
connection with the potentiality to 
convey the sense possessed by the 
Nipatas.

the two special properties of 
word viz. the property of reception 
of sense and the property of delivery 
of sense, cp. Vak. pad. 1.58.

the doctrine of the Vaiya- 
karanas as also of the Mlmamsakas 

. that word is permanent, as contrast
ed with that of the Naiyayikas who 
advocate the impermanence of 
words.

the comparatively sup- j 
erior strergth possessed by a word, 
which in the text of a particular 
Sutra is later than another word, 
which is put in earlier in the Sutra. 
This is contrasted with
the standard srremflsifcr^r which is 
laid down by Panini in his rule 
ftsira^ *K sfiwn and which lays down 
the superior strength of that rule 
which is put by Panini later on in 
his Astadhyayi; e.g. in the rule 
T^llf it is not the
word although occuring earlier, 
but the word fro  occuring later in 
the rule, which helps us to decide 
which should be taken, cf.
srraife Bafq-

crmf%
i Kaiyata on P.

V II. 2.18; cf. also, P. V I. 1.158 
Vart. 12.

name of a commentary on 
Bhartrhari’s Vakyapadlya which is

available only on the first -Kanda. 
I t  was written by Helaraja, the 
famous commentator of Vakya
padlya.

recital or enumeration of 
one word after another in a langu
age ; cf. 3 % ^  stftr-

siJTW I M. Bh. Ahnika 1. Mahabhasya 
BIpika says it was a grammatical 
work. “  ssm W*r. 1 ’’ P. 17
1. 1.

Use of a word in the spoken 
language which forms in a way the 
basis of grammar.

fib«ri a grammar treatise on 
the denotation and relation of words 
written by a grammarian named 
Kamakrsna.

name of a short gloss on the 
Sutras of Panini, written by Nara
yana Pandita. .

2(l5 î^ra?Fc[0l name of a small gramma
tical work written by Ramacandra 
Diksita.

name of a short grammar 
work written by Narayana Pandita.

^ts^TlFlg^ra' name of a commentary 
on Hemacandra’s Brhadvrtti.

name of a scholarly gloss 
written by Haridlksita on the 
Manorama, a commentary by 
Bhattoji Diksita on his own 
Siddhantakaumudi. The proper 
name of the commentary is 5*pg<C5?T 
of which is an abridged
form. The commentary is
generally studied along with the 
Manorama by students. There is a 
bigger work named 
written by Hari Diksita, of which 
the is an abridgment.
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known by the name *tr- 
spfilRra, a commentary on Hari 
Dlksita's Sabdaratna, written by 
Vaidyanatha Payagunde.

a commentary on the 
LaghuSabdaratna written by a 
grammarian named Kalyanamalla.

SIS^*T the actual form of a word as a 
collection of letters or or

irrespective of the Sense.' 
Iii grammar, it is the that js
mainly considered arid not the 
meaning of the word; -cf. st 

P. !• t .68.

a very brief treatise on 
declension giving the forms of the 
seven cases of a few choice-words. 
The work is studied as the first 
elementary work and is very 
common without the name of any 
specific author. There are difierent 
works named giving
declensions of different words 
which are all anonymous, although 
from the dates of manuscripts men
tioned, they appear to be more 
than five or six hundred years old.

QS{t(|«tr«4 expression of its sense by a 
word which occurs to the mind of 
the hearer as soon as a word is 
heard.

a grammar work on the 
meaning of words and how it is 
conveyed, written by a grammarian 
named The work forms a
part of his bigger, work 
See

%is 5̂jp qf% derivation of a word by 
tracingit to the root from which it 
is formed.

a small treatise on the 
derivation of words written by a 
grammarian named Rajarama- 
iastrin.

the power possessed by a 
word of expressing its sense, cf. 
Vak. pad. II. 168.

the sciene of words. The term 
is geaesally applied to grammar* 
although strictly speaking the 
K ^ a,^ sa Sastra is also a science, of

,0 $  anonymous etejg$Kg»taiy 
bn declension similar to

SSpavali,

a. techpical term given. to a. 
wofding irrespective of the sense 
element as contrasted with 
See. e.g. §. or the lik e ; cf.

P . I. 1.44.
Vart. 2.

preparation of a word for 
its use. cf. Vak. pad. III. 14.139.

5il5^ 5fjf5T?r a work on grammar said 
to have been written by a gramma
rian named s?^Tt.

a grammar work on the 
formation of words written by a 
grammarian named

( 1 )  formation of a complete 
word fit for use by adding proper 
suffixes to the crude base and 
making the necessary modifications; 
cf. JFf srssfefe: 1 ( 2 )  name
of a commentary by on the
Katantra-sutravrtti by Durgasimha

name of a grammar work by 
a grammarian named 3T?FcR?.

lit. science of grammar 
dealing with the formation of 
words, their accents, aad use in a 
sentence. The word is used in 
connection with standard works on 
grammar which are complete and 
self-sufficient in all the above-men-
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' tioned features. Patafijaji has 
begun his Mahabhasya with the 
words m  referring
possibly to the vast number of 
Varttikas on the Sutras of Panini; 
and hence the term 
according to him means a treatise 
on the science of grammar made up 
of the rules of Panini with the ex
planatory and critical Varttikas 
written by Katyayana and other 
Varttikakaras. The word 
later on became synonymous with 
Vyakarana and it was given as a 
title to their treatises by later gra
mmarians, or was applied to the 
authoritative treatise which intro
duced a system of grammar, similar 
to that of Panini. Hemacandra’s 
famous treatise, named by
the author, came to bs known as 

Similarly, the works 
on grammar written by 
zmz and were called

andlft=W?T3W?R respec
tively.

a different wording, as it 
results from modifications such as 
agama, or adtsa, or lopa ; cf. g 3?!- 

Par. Sek.
Pari. 34.

a work, explanatoiy of the
- Sutras of Panini, written by a 

grammarian named

name of a grammar woik 
by Hamsavijayagani of the seven
teenth century on the introductory 
verses of Sarasvataprakriya.

^ sfi4 sn«cri%, k n o w l e d g e
of the meaning of a word from that 
word when heard, the word being 
either denotativa (JJHSfi) or indi
cative ( ) .

a grammatical work on the 
interpretation of words by Rama- 
natha Vidyavacaspati.

the connection between a 
word and its sense which is a 
permanently established one. 
According to grammarians,’ words, 
their sense and their connection, 
all the three, are established for 
e v e r; cf. P. I. 1.
Varttika 1, and the Bhasya thereon 
Rte gs?: Sj4: ?H?«TSjfcr I Later gra
mmarians have described twelve 
kinds of viz.

s r ^ ,

and cf. Srngaraprakala. I.

§I5o[T̂ ê |c})<ui explanation of the sense 
of a word as arising from the ward 
by stating the base, the affixes and 
the modifications to the base and 
the affixes.

a science fully dealing with 
the words in a language and their 
sense; the same are 
which see above.

name of a grammatical 
work believed to have been written 
by Durgavinita.

name of a glass on the 
Mahabhasya attributed to Deva- 
nandin.

a popular name given to 
the LaghusabdenduSekhara written 
by NageSabhatta. See

and

scientific and authoritative 
citation or statement of a word as 
contrasted with sjq^s^q^i; cf,

I M. Bh. in
Ahnika 1.

3TOTf̂  a class of eight roots headed by 
which get their vowel 

lengthened before the coniuga- 
tional si gn« { ( as also before the
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krt. affix ( fagm) in the sense of 
' habituated to ’ ; e.g. suffer, p̂fr, 
suffer, etc.; cf. P. VII 3.74 
and P. III. 2.141.

God £iva who is supposed to 
have composed, or to have inspired 
Panini to compose, the fourteen 
Sutras sifam, etc. giving the 
alphabet of the Panini system ; cf. 
f^rfe 31*1^  Hm:- Pan.
Siksa, St. 3.

a Siksa work of the Taittiriya 
school of the Black Yajurveda, 
composed in the middle of the 
thirteenth century. It is fairly com
plete and deals with accent, quan
tity, hiatus, doubling and so on. It 
is quoted (verse 36) by Vaidika- 
bharana on Taittiilya Pratisakhya 
(I . 40).

a brief term or Pratyahara stand
ing for the three sibilant or spirant 
consonants ^ , 1. and ^ .

a prominent grammarian of 
the Eastern school of Panini’s 
system of grammar who lived in the 
thirteenth century and wrote works 
on Panini’s grammar. His work 
named which explains ac
cording to Panini’s rules, the Vart
tikas thereon, and the Jfiapakas 
deduced from them, the various 
words difficult to be explained, is. 
much appreciated by scholars of 
grammar. He has quoted from a 
large number of classical works, and 
referred to many works of the 
Eastern grammarians who followed 
the KaSika school.

the words of the type of 
such as etc-
which have the compound-ending si 
( a=qj added to them when they are 
at the end of the Avyaylbhava

compound ; e.g. s r% R ^ , 
cf KaS. on P. V. 4.107. ■

3iKlk( a class of words headed by the 
word 3R which have the tad. affix 

) added to them in the sense 
of ‘ product ’ or ‘ portion ’ ; e.g. 
W i n ,  cf. K ai. on
P. IV . 3.144 ; (2 )  a class of words 
headed by which get their final 
vowel lengthened before the tad. 
affix ng. when the whole word forms 
a proper noun; e.g.

cf. P. VI. 3-H9-

a class of words headed by 
to which the tad. affix bt (srn.) is 
added in the sense of viz. similar
ity ; cf. tps- 

Kas. on P. V. 3.107.

srtamf a reputed grammarian who is 
believed to have been a contem
porary of the poet Gunadhya in the 
court of Satavahana. He wrote the 
Grammar rules which are named the 
Katantra Sutras which are mostly 
based on the Sutras of Panini. In 
the grammar treatise named ‘ the 
Katantra Sutra ’ written by £arva- 
varman, the Vedic section and all 
the intricacies and difficult elements 
are carefully and scrupulously 
omitted by him, with a view to 
making his grammar useful for 
beginners and students of average 
intelligence. He is said to have 
written a commentary on it named 
Brhadvrtti.

. intervention by any one of the
spirants ^and g., which prevents 
the substitution of ox. for but

- allows the substitution of % for 55.; 
cf. 5 5 5 ^ % ^  qr M. Bh. on P. V III.
4.2 as also St P.
V III. 3.58 Vart. 1.

short term ( srarCR) for the sibi
lants 9. and f_; cf. 31® sr iw r- 
i*te: P. I l l ,  1.44.
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class of letters beginning with ^  
i.e. the consonants 1 , 9  and g.

name of a work on gram
mar by which is mentioned 
by A1 Beruni.

( i ) case affix ( aig;) of the accu
sative plural; cf. P- IV .
1.2 ; (2  ) tad. affix appliedto words 
meaning much or little as also to 
a numeral; e.g. qfsft 3/5Tlf%,

ftsn, ftg:, TCSf: etc.; cf. 
P. V. 4.42, 43.

name of a gloss on Konda- 
bhatta’s V aiyakaranabhfisanasara 
by Samkaralastri Marulkar; (2 )  
name of a commentary on the Pari- 
bhasenduSekhara of NageSa written 
by Sankarabhatt a ; ( 3) The Vva- 
karana-vidya or instructions in 
Grammar given by God Siva to 
Panini on which the Siksa of Panini 
has been based.

sjil'fci a tad. affix added optionally 
with qnfer to the words ?§ and 
others in the sense of a field pro
ducing the thing ; e.g. cf. 
P; V. 2.29.

51TOZPR ( 1 )  name of an ancient re
puted scholar of Grammar and 
Pratisakhyas who is quoted by 
Panini. He is despisingly referred 
to by Patanjali as a traitor gram
marian sympathizing with the 
Nairuktas or etymologists in holding 
the view that all substantives are 
derivable and can be derived from 
roots; cf. cpsr 311̂ *

Nir. 1. 12 ; cf. also ^ra 
% mgsjrni; ^
M. Bh. (A  P. 111. 3.1. Sakatayana 
is believed to have been the author 
of the Unadisutrapatha as also of 
the Rk Tantra PratiSikhya of the 
Samaveda; ( 2 )  name of a Jain

grammarian named 
who lived in the ninth century 
during the reign of the Rastrakuta 
king Amoghavarsa and wrote the 
SabdanuSasana which is much 
similar to the Sutrapatha of Panini 
and introduced a new system of 
Grammar. It has an auto-comment
ary called Amoghavrtti. He freely'

■ takes help from Panini, Katantra, 
Jainendra and Candra. His work 
named the Sabdanuiasana consists 
of four chapters which are arranged 
in the form of topics, which are 
named fgfig. The grammar work is 
called StlssUjPRfif. ‘

a commentary on 
Sakatayana’s SabdanuSasana.

3tta414Me*N<b4«fl. the treatise on gram
mar written by Sakatayana. See 
gressizR.

name of the 
treatise on grammar written by

a class of irregular samana- 
dhikarana Samasas, or Karma- 
dharaya compound formations, 
where according to the sense con
veyed by the compound word, a 
word after the first word or so, has 
to be taken as om itted; cf. gnRTf%-

staaj srasq: 1 l
fcmrar: -mser: 1 q fm w t

: qf|StS5q: t M. Bh. on P. II.
1.69 Vart. 8.

an ancient writer of Nirukta 
who is quoted by Yaska ; cf.

Nir. III. ix , or 
TORfer srwjfSi: 

Nir. III. 13 or I I
5&*qEr w tfir  Nir. III. 19.

a word frequently used in the 
Mahabhasya for a grammatical ope*
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ration or injunction ( f%f%) which 
forms a specific feature of the gram
mar of 3TR&53, viz. that the vowels 
%, 3, 5ft, and remain without 
phonetical combination and a short
ening of them, if they are long ; cf. 
SJfitSBSR P. V I. 1.127 ;
3IRS*R*l &  1; cf. also M. Bh. 
on P. VI. 1.77, V I. 1.125, VI. 1.27;
VI. 2.52, V II. 3.3 and V III. 2.108;
( 2) pupils of cf. 3 rai:
■aarcsn: M .B h. on P. IV. x.xS; (3 )  
a village in the Vahlka district; cf. 
f lW  *flH m itw n : M. Bh. on IV.
2.104 Vart. 3.

absence of a phonetic 
coalescence ( )  as specifically 
mentioned by See î iw .

prohibition of the 
coalescence of any of the vowels 

3, iff and ES with any dissimilar 
vowel following it. See 5̂ *55.

name of an ancient gramma
rian and Vedic scholar who is 
supposed to have revised the Vedic 
texts and written their Pada-patha. 
He is often quoted by Panini and 
the writers of the PratiSakhya 
w orks; cf. M.
Bh. on P. I. 4.84; also on P. I.1.18.
IV. 1.18 ; cf. also 
srrwtf 1R- Pr. X III.12

tjllfiR tad. affix (originally a word 
formed from W'tt by affixing 5J as 
given in M. Bh. on P. V. 2.100), 
applied to the word ?§ in the sense 
of a field producing i t ; e.g. fg - 
3nf%^-; cf. *n3f P  *ma-
SUftw Ka§. on P. V. 2*29.

a class of words headed by the 
word which have the taddhita 
affi-g q added to them in the sense 
of ^  i.e. similarity; e.g. STUr?:, 

etc. cf. KaS. on P. V.

3. 103-

( 1 )  krt affix ( 3TR) substituted 
for the Atmanepada affixes, to 
which ^  is prefixed if the base 
before the affix ends in sr; e.g. w -  
flR, %m?T, etc. ;cf. P. III. 2. 124, 
125, 126 ; ( 2) Vikarana affix (sjiif) 
substituted for before the perso-

- nal ending % of the imperative 
second person singular, if the 
preceding root ends in a consonant; 
e.g. 3TO, g^m, cf. P. III. 1.83.

STFfŝ  krt affix (arra) substituted for 
the Atmanepada affixes insted of 
SlWg,, prescribed after the roots ^ 
and the application of for 
STW îs for the acute accent on the 
initial vowel of the root; e.g. 
with the acute accent on the initial 
vowel as contrasted with ft«raR: 
with the acute accent on the last 
vow el; cf. P. III. 2.128.

an ancient scholar of grammar 
who wrote a treatise known as the 
Phit-sutras on accents. He lived 
after Papini.

verbal interpretation; the 
term is generally used with refer
ence to the verbal interpretation 
of a sentence as arising from that 
of the words which are all connect
ed direcctly or indirectly with the 
verb-activity. It is defined as

According
to the grammarians, verbal activity 
is the chief thing in a sentence and 
all the other words ( excepting the 
one which expresses verbal acti
vity  ) are subordinated to the 
verbal activity and hence are 
connected with i t ; cf. 4<f w g 
sit aw 1 m  m

1 g^cri^r III. 8r.

a treatise on the theory 
of verbal import written by
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a treatise on the 
theory of sri'^w  written by an&sjk-

theory of verbal import or 
cognition; the theories to be 
noted in this respect are those of 
the Grammarians, the Naiyayikas 
and the MImamsakas, according to 
whom verb-activity, agent, and 
injunction stand respectively as the 
principal factors in a sentence.

T̂FT5? Vikarana affix ( 3fra) substitut
ed for the Vikarana m  in Vedic 
Literature; e.g. Jj'fll?? TSHfzff cf. 
Kas. on P. H I 1.84.

a class of words headed by 
the word which take the femi
nine affix |  (®X) makin& ttie 
initial vowel of the word ( to which 
f  of the feminine is added) an 
acute-accented one ; e.g. ;

cf. p - IV - T-73«

tad. affix 3ns applied to the 
prefix ft in the sense of the base 
itself ( ) .  See

name of the great gramma
rian Panini given to him on account 
of his being an inhabitant of r̂®T§* 
tin old name of the modern Lahore 
i;r a name of a place near Lahore ; 
cf. P. IV. 3.14.

eternal or permanent, as con
trasted with =Rtif i.e. produced; cf.

Siradeva Pari. 36 ; cf. also ^  qotfsj. 
=rrafere^ R. Pr. X III. 4.

SIFST scientific treatment of a subject; 
a system of thoughts giving a scien
tific treatment of any subject. The 
word is applied to the rules of 
Panini and sometimes to an indivi
dual rule; cf. ^ rraw or srqri^w or 

frequently used by the

commentators; cf. ^
Nagesa’s Par. Sek. on Pari. 

1 ;  cf. fe^R5!W*i; R- Pr.
II. 2.

the originator or the founder 
of a Sastra or system of particular 
thoughts. The word was used by 
ancient grammarians for Panini, 
the founder of the great system of 
grammar, or of grammar in general; 
cf. szRqqfriWr ^ Ri«ifir

M. Bh. P. III. 1.85.

brought about by a ru le ; 
brought about by the science of 
grammar; cf. gnnfjat qtnai Nir. I, 2j 
cf. also ^wqicTfcWH'rra ^n^isr- 

M. Bh. on P. V II. 3.54,
V III. 2.38.

harm or injustice to a science; 
i.e. non-application of a rule 
although it could apply, there being 
no prohibition for i t ; cf. I

511% M. Bh. on P.
VI. i .i  Vart. 12.

?traiici%r supposition of the original 
in the place of the substitute 
merely for the sake of the appli
cation of a grammatical rule as 
contrasted with the actual
restoration of the original form ; cf. 
ra siwrfrfen 1 q;% 35%-

I ^%£<nf?rl=r: ^  cRRr-
M. Bh.°on P. VII. 1.95.

Wn l̂4  the purpose of a rule of gra
mmar ; cf. 5Trai#:

- M. Bh. on P. V I. 1.84 Vart. 5; cf. 
also, c m ri <3l% 39#  

iff: 5TIW1#
M. Bh. on VI. 1. 84 Vart. 3 ; -VI.
4.104 Vart. 3.

the supposed invalidity oj 
a rule or a set of rules by virtue of 
the dictum laid down by Paijrni in 
'J^mfesq.VIII. 2 .1; cf.
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1%#i Barren# wifir i
M. Bh. on P. VI. 1.86 Vart. 5.

%  case-affix ? substituted for the 
case-affixes and 519 of the nom. 
pi. and the acc. pi. in the neuter 
gender; cf. %: P. VII. 1.20.
This affix % is called g#?iTiRTO just 
like the first five case-affixes in the 
masculine and fem. gender. This 
case affix is seen dropped in Vedic 
passages ; cf. )
P. VI. 1.70.

f̂ TSin general name given to a work on 
Phonetics. Although there are 
many such works which are all 
called f%̂ T, the work, which is 
often referred to, by the word, is 
the Siksa named qtM N Rw , about 
the authorship of which, however, 
there is a doubt whether it 
was the work of Panini or 
of somebody belonging to his 
school. The Siksa works are help
ful, no doubt, for the study of 
grammar, but no topic belonging 
to Siksa is given by Pagini which 
apparently means that these works 
do not come under the subject or 
province of Grammar. The reason 
why the Siksa topics are not given 
by Panini, is worth consideration. 
These Siksa works are not speci
fically related to a particular Veda 
and it cannot be said whether 
they preceded or succeeded the 
Piatisakhya works.

a variety of the methods of Vedic 
recital. I t  is defined as 5151̂

Snawraf: s r ^  > e- S-

1 55*1 

A - j  1 #***

M  ' « , - w  1 m  m ,

1 1 1
KlffT m , W l, W  I This
is an extension of set. It is in vthe 
order of abbaabc, bccbbcd, 
cddccde, deeddef, eSeef.

one of the subdivisions of the 
artificial recitals of the Vedic texts.

a term for (ar pronoun ) in
the works of ancient grammarians ; 
cf. Phit Sutra 29,
where ftr̂  is explained as 
in the gloss.

possessed of, or characterized by, 
the indicatory letter the krt 
affixes which are marked with the 
indicatory ^  are termed Sarvadha
tuka affixes ( cf. P. III. 4.1x3), 
while, the Adesas or substitutes, 
marked with the indicatory are 
substituted for the whole of the 
Sthanin or the original and not for 
its final letter according to the rule 

P. I. 1.52; e.g. f% is sub
stituted, not for the final g  of srg. 
and 5T9. but for the whole ana 
the whole r̂a.; cf. P. I. 1.55.

R lW  produced at the top of the 
orifice, cerebral.

a grammarian who 
wrote the grammatical works cfjRSf;- 

and

a grammarian, who wrote a 
commentary named gigiiflsfira on 
the Padamanjari of Haradatta. He 
Was the grandson of Nilakantha 
Diksita who was also a gramma
rian and who wrote an indepen
dent work on the Paribhasas, named 
the Paribhasavrtti.

f$WRT (=^3 cft) a grammarian who 
wrote a commentary on the Katan- 
trapari£i§ta called the Siddhantara- 
tnankura.
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(gre?<£t) a grammarian who 
wrote ( i ) a gloss on the sutras of 
Panini, ( 2) a commentary named 
fUsFxTCJim on the Siddhantakau
mudi, and ( 3 ) a commentary on 
the Mahabhasya named Mahabha- 
sy a prakaSa.

name g iven . to the fourteen 
small sutr?te giving "the alphabet 
which Panini took as the tasis  6f 
his g?atn%i-r. -.TMjBj.; JisrfisQtraa. fa^ev 
got a well-kncWfi explanation in!' 
verse* on which
there is a commentary of the type 
of Bhasya by The origin ef
the Sivasutra given by the writer 
of the Karika is summed up in the 
stanza— HfjT?

1 gsgsRin: 
fafltl ferejrarenj; li Nand. r.

a grammarian mentioned by 
Vardhamana and referred to in the 
Dhatuvrttis of Madhava and Siva- 
swamin. He lived in Kashmere in 
the tenth century.

a big class of about ninety 
words headed by the word 
which have the tad. affix sr ( am,) 
added to them in the sense of a 
descendant ( spjcq) in spite of other 
affixes such as 5*5., D*Kt. and others 
prescribed by other rules, which 
sometimes do not take place, or do 
so optionally ; e g.%^:; m^i:, ;
W :, ’Its*): HfRH:; cf. Ka£. on P.
IV. 1.112. This class is looked upon 
as and a word is supposed
to be included in this class, when 
the affix sr is noticed in spite of 
some other affix being applicable 
by some other rule.

( 1 )  cultured _ and learned people 
who want to speak correctly and 
who therefore have studied gra

mmar ; cf. % g?i: ftigi: \ tqreOTi: I
KM. I ;jTO'JT4=fiT f| fefimROTW 

I M. Bh. on P. V I. 1.109;
( 2 )  enjoined, prescribed; cf.PM*it 

R. Pr. VI. 120.

ftilSsWNl the forms of words used by 
tbe learned people ; the expression 
use4  by such persons ; ef. 
ftresrftn 1 M. Bh. on P. I .  3. 1 

■ V & t. 13.

explanation ( of ^jpubtful . 
things or expressions.) given b y the 

Tgim ed people. •

( lf% ) a work on grammar 
written by of which a men
tion is made by A 1 Beruni in his 
work.

^  ( 1 )  case affix ( t )  substituted for 
the nom. pi. affix sig. (^ 9 ) in the 
declension of the pronouns, when 
the affix aa. is preceded by the 
vowel sr; e.g. $1, ; cf. Ka£. on 
P. V I I . - 1.17 ; (2 )  case affix ( f )  
substituted for afi of the nom. and 
the acc. dual after fem. bases end
ing in an, as also after bases in the 
neuter gender • e.g. qi|, *%; jo f ,  j 
cf. K a i  on P . VII. r.18, 19.

lit. over-rapid ; an extra quick
ness of breath ( srpn ) which charac
terizes the utterance. of a sibilant 
which has got one more property 
viz. SWRf in addition to the three 
properties ( JrruJMtir) possessed by 
the other consonants; cf. sftsrert 

. smiifti I R. Pr. X III. 6.

a person reciting Vedic passa
ges more rapidly, when his recital 
results into a fault of utterance.

principal; ch ief; the word is 
used in connection with the utter
ance of Veda passages which ' are 
uttered loudly at the time of the
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third pressing (g^fcwffr). cf.
<TK*t. T . P r. X X I I I .  12 ; cf. sfHoq;

M.Bh. on P. VI. i 6r.

name of the Pratisa
khya treatise pertaining to the 
White Yajurveda which is also 
called the Vajasaneyi-Pi atiSakhya. 
This work appears to be a later one 
as compared with the other Prati
sakhya works and bears much 
similarity with some of the Sutras 
of Panini. It is divided into eight 
chapters by the author and it deals 
with letters, their origin and their 
classification, the euphonic and 
other changes when the Samhita 
text is rendered into the Pada text, 
and accents. The work appears to 
be a common work for all the 
different branches of the White 
Yajurveda, being probably based 
on the individually different Prati
sakhya .works of the different 
branches of the Sukla Yajurveda 
composed in ancient times. Katya- 
yara  is traditionally believed to be 
the author of the work and very 
likely he was the same Katyayana 
who wrote the Varttikas on the 
Sutras of Panini.

a class of words headed by 
to which the taddhita affix 

sr ( spi;) is added in ihe sense of 
‘ who has come from ’ ; e.g. 
sn%oi:; cf.'Kas, on P. IV. 3.76.

pure, unmixed ; the term is used 
( x ) in connection with a vowel 
which is not nasalized ( )  J 
cf. : Slffi

Ka£. on P. V IL 1.85 ; as 
also, ( 2 ) in connection with words 
which are used in their primary 
sense and not in any secondary 
sense 5 cf. ggisif 5T?TT 3^31 l

*1 M.Bh. on
P. I. 1.27 Vart. 3.

I a gloss on the
Asubodha-grammar, written by a 
grammarian named RameSvara.

USTI3 a class of words headed by the 
word to which the taddhita 
affix (5^) is added in the sense 
of a descendant in spite of other 
affixes being prescribed by some 
other rules which sometimes are 
added optionally with this ; e.g.

This class is 
looked upon as snfiRfnin and hence 
if this affix is seen applied 
although not prescribed actually as 
in the word JTit*?, the word is 
supposed to have been included in 
this class; cf. P. IV. 1.123.

utterance with a swollen mouth 
which is looked upon as a fault of 
Vedic recital; cf. gg 
R. Pr. X IV . 2,

name of a grammarian who 
wrote a gloss named on the
Sarasvata Vyakarana.

$  case-ending seen in Vedic Literature 
substituted for any one of the 21 
case-endings as found in Vedic 
Language; words ending in this % 
(  ̂) are not coalesced with a vowel 
that follows; e.g. 
cf. P. VII. 1.39 and I. 1.13.

( 1 )  any other senses than what 
are given above ; cf. %% P. IV.2.93 ;
( 2 )  surname of a reputed family 
of grammarians belonging to Sou
thern India which produced many 
grammarians, from the fifteenth 
century to the eighteenth century. 
Ramacandra Sesa was the first gra
mmarian in the family who wrote 
the Prakriyakaumudi in the fif
teenth century. His descendants 
developed the system of studying 
grammar by the study of topics as
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given in the Prakriya Kaumudi 
and wrote several works of the 
nature of glosses and comments.

one of the prominent gramma
rians belonging to the Sesa family, 
who was the son of and
brother of RamacandraSesa, the 
author of Prakriyakaumudi. He 
wrote a gloss on the Prakriyakau- 
mudi and two small works Piakrta- 
candrika and PadacandrikS. Two 
other minor grammar works viz. 
the YanlugantaSiromani and Upa- 
padamatinsutravyakhyana are ascri
bed to who may be the same 
as the son of TOg?, or ano
ther, as there were many persons 
who had the name Krsna in the big 
family. He was preceptor of 
Bhattoji Dikgita.

a grammarian of the Sesa 
family who wrote a small treatise 
on case-relations named SiHSitM.

also known by the name
a grammarian who has 

written a commentary or.
NageSa’s Paribha§endusekhara.

a grammarian who wrote a 
commentaiy on the Paribhasendu- 
Sekhaia of NageSabhatta.

grammarian of the seven
teenth century who has written a 
work, Paribhasabhaskara, on the 
Paribha§as of the Panini system ; 
the treatise is written in the manner 
of Siradeva’s Paribhasavrtti which 
has been taken as a basis by him.

TSt the genitive case used in any 
other sense than those given in the 
specific rules. The expression q# 

is often found in comm
entary works.

I te r m  an ancient Grammarian and 
Vedic scholar who is quoted in the

Taittiriya Pratisakhya for recomm
ending a sharp and distinct nasa
lisation of the anusvara and the 
fifth class-consonants; cf.

sfer tfcim : T. Pr.
X V II. T.

recital of the Rgveda in the 
school named after SiSira, a pupil 
of Sakalya.

remaining, or rem nant; the 
term is used with reference to a tad. 
affix prescribed in senses other 
than those mentioned before the 
rule i t  P. IV. 2.92; cf. f  foitffJTg- 

JJfffSRS: I Uq#  ^8:

a class of words headed by the 
word which are compounded
with a noun in the locative case to 
form a Nbcative tatpurusa com
pound ; e.g. aRjEOT®?:, etc. cf. 
Ka£. on P. II. 1.40.

a great ancient Vedic scholar 
who is believed to have written the 
Rfe. PratiSakhya, which is said to 
be common for the. two main 
branches of the IJgveda but which, 
at present, represents, in fact, all 
the different branches of the 
ggveda.

a popular name of the 
well-known PratiSakhya of the 
IjjLgveda, named as well
as ssi^pnf^rn?*!.

a class of words headed by 
the word # 1^  to which the tadd
hita affix f3t f t) is added in the 
sense of ' instructed by provided 
the word so formed is a portion of 
what is looked upon as a part of 
the sacred Vedic Literature; cf.

cf. KaS. on P. IV. 3.106.
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£Tc3 the substitution of the palatal 
consonants and sj.
respectively for the similar conson
ants g ,  g-, ŝ , % and ^  ol the 
dental class; cf. >5: P. VIII.
4.10.

the syllable % applied to the 
Vikarana-ending form of a root to 
denote a root for a grammatical 
operation. The specific mention of 
a root with added, shows that 
the root of the particular class or 
conjugation shown, is to be taken 
and not the same root belonging to 
any other conjugation; cf. SfiftOTr 

; e.g. P.
III. 1.52. Although operations 
prescribed for a primary root are 
applicable to a frequentative root 
when the frequentative sign q has 
been omitted, operations prescribed 
for a root which is stated in a rule 
with f t  ( fifera.) added to it, do not 
take place in the frequentative 
roots; cf. — qlra#

WJ, a vikarana or conjugational sign 
of the agama type to be inserted 
after the last vowel of the roots of 
the seventh conjugation
e.g. ^ fs ,  fwifa e tc .; cf. ^
P. III. 1.78.

=30 a vikarana or conjugational sign of 
the ninth conjugation, to be added 
to roots headed by #  before the 
Sarvadhatuka affixes ; e.g. #nrffr;
cf. -STf. P. HI- 1.81. W is
added optionally with ^  ( 3 )  to 
the roots and
%  e.g. ^raifcr, 
e tc .; cf. P. III. 1.82.

W a vikarana or a conjugational sign 
to be placed after the roots headed 
by §  ( i.e. roots of the fifth conju- 
gation) as also after the root g,

when g is to be changed into ^  and 
the roots 3?̂  and 3^; e.g. goffer, 
cf. ^nfcwi: f : P. III. 1.73. It is also 
added optionally with -9fi to the 
roots etc. See mi.

a vikarana of conjugational sign 
of the fourth conjugation added 
to roots headed by before the 
Sarvadhatuka affixes; e.g.

etc. 3q^is added optionally 
with sr) to the roots vn^, 3!^, 

and others, as also to qg..

W3J a technical term for noun-stems 
ending in an in the feminine gender 
used in the Katantra Grammar; cf. 
art srat Kat. II. 1.10.

a class oi words headed by the 
word «wnt with which words in the 
masculine or the feminine gender 
are compounded when they stand 
in apposition ; cf. spot

swjit, 331 sreim: K a i  on
P. II. 1.70.

srgssi hearing of a plionetic element or 
a word in the actual speech ; audi
tion ; cf. cW m*!
S. K . on 1?. I. 2.32. In many 
technical grammatical terms, affixes 
and substitutes, there is sometimes 
a portion of them which is not a 
vital part of the word, but it is for 
the sake of causing certain prescrib
ed grammatical operations. The 
letters or syllables which form such 
a portion are called and they are 
only for the sake of grammatical 
operations (OT?#j, as contrasted 
with the other ones which are 
actually heard ( g a t  or sott# )!

snfgg; lit. that which is heard; cf. gspn 
str: 1 Nyasa
on K a l  V. 2.37. The term is used 
in connection with an affix for which 
no elision is prescribed and hence 
which remains and is heard; cf„
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«rrf%oi M. Bh. on P. V. 
2.37; KaS. on P. V. 2.37.

a grammarian who has written 
a small treatise on corrupt words 
or ungrammatical words, which is 
named

STtSR ( 1 )  an old grammarian who 
wrote a gloss on Bhagavrtti. (2 ) a 
grammarian of the last century who 
has written a commentary named 

after him, on the Paribha- 
senduSekhara.

name of a commentary on the 
Paribhasendusekhara written by 
Sridhara. See

sTlPtaltj a grammarian who has written 
a commentary on the Paribbasa- 
bhaskara of Haribhaskara.

*nfnq|«^ifspr probably same as Sri
nivasa given above, who wrote a 
scholarly work on accents named
S varasiddha nt acandrika.

wrote a supplement to Katantra 
iiamed Katantraparisista. It has 
been commented on by Gopinatha 
Tarkaearya, Ramacandra Cakra- 
varti, Sivarama Cakravarti and 
others.

«rUliuw<6 a famous grammarian who 
held the titles
fg f and iqgRtlj and who has written 
a systematic work on case-relations 
named ; the work is
also known by the name

5ftan*rercrf a famous grammarian of 
Eastern India who has written a 
short scholarly gloss named Vijaya 
on Nagesa’s' Paribhasendusekhara. 
For details refer to Paribhasasam- 
graha.

3RT lit. what is actually heard ; the 
word is used in connection with

such statements as are. made by the 
authoritative grammarians, Panini 
and the Varttikakara by their 
actual utterance or wording, as con
trasted with such dictums as can 
be deduced only from their writings, 
cf. 4icr: Par.
Sek. Pari. 104.

a term of a very great honour 
given to such Jain monks as have 
almost attained perfection; the 
term is used in connection with 
Palyaklrti Sakatavana, the Jain 
grammarian SIROTA, whose works 

and its presenta
tion in a topical form named 5FFK- 
zwwfiFlT are studied at the present 
day in some parts of India. See 
gisfijjqJT above.

srfe ( 1 )  lit. hearing ; sound, cf. §TT ^ 
M. Bh. on P. I. 2.64; per- 

. ception, as a proof contrasted with 
inference ; cf. Jig ^ gffllTlft Staffer. 
M. Bh. on P. VII.-x.72 Vart. 1 ;  cf. 
also M. Bh. on P. V III. 2.25; cf. 
also R. T. 6 r; (2 )
authoritative w ord; th e . word is 
sometimes used in connection with 
the utterances of the Sutrakaras 
viz. the Sutra.

common heating; common 
form of technically different word
ings, such as an of 511., sin. and 
feminine affixes, or f  of 
and fem. affixes; cf. r; g%- 

Kas. on P. V III. 2.18; 
cf. also Kas. on V III. 2.42 and 
V III. 4.x.

«S5*noi heard, presented ; c f. 3?£15% qjl- 
m®i: j cf.
g ft l tm3°iT M. Bh. on P.
V II. 1 .7 3 /

$T°*ITR[ a class of wordsSheaded by the 
word which are compounded 
with words like $tr if they stand in
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apposition, provided the. word so 
compounded has got the sense of 
the affix f^r i.e. having become what 
was not before; cf. awnq: Iwq; sgcTT: 
irt&ifcn:, K a i  on P. II. 1.59.

a loose connection as obtaining 
between the various words in the 
Pada recital, as contrasted with 

in the Samhita text.

or fegsp'f compact arrangement 
as seen in the Samhita text.

a term used in the sense of elision 
or lopa in the case of the affix 5iq. 
when it is elided after the roots 
headed by §, i.e. roots of the third 
conjugation as also after any root 
wherever it is so seen in the Vedic 
L iterature; cf. 31® P. III. 4. 
76. This §  is looked upon as a sub
stitute zero, or nil for the genera] 
vikarana 31 q. in the case of these 
roots; cf. P. II. 4-75-
The specific feature of this elision 
of the vikarana gq. by means of the 
term *55, is. that it causes reduplica
tion of the roots to which it is add
ed ; cf. gfo
K a i  on P. II. 4.75 and P. III. 1.10.

treatment as before the elision 
named i.e. ieduplication of the 
preceding root. This «3ifl3 is Pre* 
scribed in the case of th e roots *ft, 

% and § ; cf. P. III.

1-39-

roots, characterized by the 
addition or application of the con
jugational sign which is elided by 
the use of .the term f  for elision; 
roots of the third conjugation; cf. 
q q t sf%wni: M. Bh. on P.
III. 1.67 Vart. 2, as also on P. III. 
1.91.

the specific operation caused 
by §  viz. the reduplication for the

preceding root; cf. m  gPfi 
*̂T:, M. Bh. on P. I. 1.62 Vart. 6-

Varttika or supplementary 
rule to Panini’s rules laid down by 
scholars of grammar immediately 
after Panini, composed in verse 
form. These Slokavarttikas, nearly 
250, are quoted in the Mahabhasya 
at various places and supposed to 
have been current in the explana- 
tions'of Panini’s Astadhyayi in the 
days of Patanjali. The word is often 
used by later commentators. Sloka- 
vartikas were composed by prede
cessors of Katyayana, Katyayana 
and Patanjali also.

WQsft a term of ancient grammarians 
for the first future called by 
Panini; cf. sreaffr wf3E3;OT 1
S3 g  *RT JpcfT 33 qKT M. Bh. 
on P. III. 3.15.

5ffT?f lit. breath; the voiceless breath 
required for uttering some letters; 
the term is used in the PiatiSa- 
khya and Vyakarana books in the 
sense of breath which is promi
nently required in the utterance 
of the hard consonants, sibilants, 
visarga and the Jihvamuliya and 
Upadhmanlya letters; the term is 
used in connection with these 
letters also ; the usual term in use 
is, of course, the term

' showing the property of the breath, 
with which these letters are charac
terized.

caused by the emission of 
breath ; th e . term is used in con
trast with in connection 
with hard consonants, surds, visarga, 
the Jihvamuliya and the Upadh
manlya letters ; see asre above.

an -ancient grammarian who 
lived before Patanjali; cp. Maha-
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bhasya on I. 1.57. The name Sva- 
bhud instead of Svobhuti is given 
by Kaiyata as also in Kasika on
V II. 2.1 r.'

a grammatical work of the 
type of a gloss on the Sutras of 
Panini written by an ancient gra
mmarian mentioned in the 
Mahabhasya; cf. qrfe-

' acr: n̂er̂ t ^ M. Bh.
on P. I. r.57. Possibly the gramma
rian *jt»|fcr is referred to in the word 

in the verse,

W

\  ( 1  ) a sibilant letter of the cerebral 
class of consonants possessed of the 
properties *iig, ar f̂f, and
?Tfflnoi; ( 2 )  mute indicatory letter 

attached to nouns as also to 
affixes with which nouns are form
ed, such as s^ete. 
showing the addition of the femi
nine affix f  ( i l l . ) ; cf. P.
IV. T.41; (3 )  changeable to o: 
when placed at the beginning of 
loots in the Dhatupatha except in 
the case of the roots formed from 
nouns and the roots fe^ and 
( 4) substitute for the last conson
ant of the roots ii®, srsi., ^  

. ^51., Vira, as also of the roots 
ending in §  and before a conson
ant excepting a nasal and a semi
vowel, as also when the consonant 
is at the end of the word ; e.g. sgst, 
f̂ST, qpc, BSI? etc. cf. P. V III. 2.36;

(5 )  substitute for a visarjanlya 
preceded by a vowel except bj and 
followed by a consonant of the 
guttural or the labial class which 
does not begin a different word, as 
also before the words tfRl, W ,  3>, 
sriki, etc. cf. P. V III. 3.39 ; cf. also 
P. V III 3.41, 43, 44, 45 and 48 for 
some specified cases; ( 6 )  substi

tute for g, when placed near a con
sonant of the cerebral class or near 
the consonant 1.; e.g.
KM. on P. V III. 4.41.

?  ( 1 )  consonant %} the vowel a* be
ing added for facility of pronuncia
tion ; (2 )  compound-ending ar, 
substituted for the final of the word 
J j ^ a t  the end of a Bahuvrihi com
pound when the word is prece
ded by ft or f t  e.g. fippf:, cf. 
ftftwif jjht: P. V. 4.1 j5 (3) a 
technical term for cftpsranTH in the 
Jainendra Vyakarana.

W5*? the compound-ending (gm flRr) af 
added for the final of the words 

3f% and standing at the 
end of a Bahuvrihi compound 
under specific conditions, e.g. ftgi- 
sisj:, ( 3K ); cf. P. V.
4.113, 114.

( x ) the six Karakas or instru
ments of action, which are differ
ently connected with the verbal 
activity, viz. Ef.g, 3$, sot, 5PT3R, 
aqqiafisf and ; fox details see
csk̂  above ; cf. cTsi 5 5 ^

s i w n
i

%f?t I Sfngara PrakaSa I V ;  (2 ) a; 
work of the name ( ) written 
by a Jain grammarian MaheSa- 
nandin.

known also as * m -  
(gogqijugfl a grammar-work on the 
six case-relations written by a 
scholar of grammar named iftnfoHui.

a work dealing with the 
six kinds of instruments of the 
verbal activity ( karakas) written 
by Trilokanatha.

a short work in 
verses on the sis case-relations 
written by a grammarian Prabhu-
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dasa who has added his own 
commentary to it.

a small work in verses on 
the six case-relations ascribed to 
Amarasimha, but very likely the 
author was Amaracandra, a Jain 
grammarian of the fifteenth cen
tury. The work is also named

an anonymous small trea
tise on the six case-relations in 
verse-form with a commentary.

a small treitise on the 
six case-relations written by a gra
mmarian Bhavananda who held the 
title SiddhantavagiSa.

f S W I  the six kinds of subordinate 
activities ( îqflsRRT: I) which 
the principal activity of existence 
called 3=31, assumes in the ordinary 
affairs of the world, cp. Vak. pad, 
III. 1.36.

a popular name given by 
grammarians to the topic of gra
mmar which deals with the abbre
viated popular forms of proper 
nouns which are names of persons, 
as for example the form for 
qsgfecra 5 cf. sraKIfst p.
V. 3-83-

lit. a collection of six cow s; 
secondarily ‘ a collection of six 
animals or quadrupeds. ’ The word 

was prescribed by later gra
mmarians as a tad-affix by means 
of a Vartika when they saw the 
word W  used in language 
after the word svq etc. e.g. 3T«r- 

; cf. q^N-^KaS.
on P. V. 2 29.

a work on six dialects 
"w ritten by a Jain grammarian 

sspm ft.

a term used instead of the desidera- 
tive affix ^  prescribed by P. III. 
1.3. to 7, especially when the g.of the 
affix is changed into ^ as for insta
nce in e tc .; cf.
'R #  =3 6R t o :  ’Cfcn&jrt

Kas. on mfeT'Hjfol Wflrara. P. 
VIII. 3.61.

^  change of the consonant % into \  
in certain conditions in the forma
tion of a word, or after prepositions 
in the case of verbs beginning with 
g . This cerebralization of g, was a 
peculiar phonetic change which 
naturally occurred when g. in utter
ance came after a vowel excepting 
3?. Some of the PratiSakhya works 
have exhaustively treated this 
change and Panini has also men
tioned many rules in connection 
with it.

^  ( ^ )  a technical term used ia 
Panini’s grammar for such numeral 
words ( )  as end with ?. or \
e.g. e tc .; cf. WTRTI 

P. I. 1.24. , -

f g  a term used in coaaeetion with the 
sixth of the spirants viz. the Jivha- 
mullya letter cf. wnr
R. Pr. I. 1 8 ; the term is also used 
in the sense of the sixth vowel viz.
f . in the 5lk. Pratisakhya; cf.
«£’ qgjp?8%sr R. Pr. II. 29.

wit the sixth case ; the genitive case. 
This case is generally an ordinary 
case or as contrasted with

A noun in the genitive 
case shows a relation in general 
with another noun connected 
with it in a sentence. Commen
tators have mentioned many kinds 
of relations denoted by the geni
tive case and the phrase 
jresfarf: (th e  genitive case has 
senses a hundred and one in a ll),
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is frequently used b y gramma
rians; cf. W  %% P. II. 3-5° ;  °f-
also ft

qi^er: ^  
sins raw: f e l t  

f̂?r l K ai. on P. I. 1.49. The 
genitive case is used in the sense 
of any karaka when that karaka 
is not to be considered as a karaka ; 
Cf. srfs^fgjt ^
A noun standing as a subject or 
object of a a activity is put in the 
genitive case when that activity 
is expressed by a verbal deriva
tive and not by a verb itse lf; cf.

g& P. II. 3-65- For the 
senses and use of the genitive case, 
cf. P. II. 3.5o to 73.

a tatpurusa compound with 
the first member ( rarely the second 
member as in the case of )
in the genitive case. The compound 
is very common as prescribed in 
the case. of a word in the genitive 
case with any other word connected 
with i t ;  eg . xmim:, etc.;
the other tatpurusa compounds viz. 
feftqracg^T, qiftaracp'I and others 
prescribed in connection with speci
fic words or kinds of words. The 
word sr#6*nH is also used in this 
sense.

a word put in the genitive 
case; a substitute given as con
nected with a genitive case which 

. replaces the whole word which is 
put in the genitive case unless the 
substitute consists of a single letter 
or is characterized by the mute 
letter cf. <?gT ?̂ n%%rr I s p a te s  | 

etc. cf. P. I. 1,49
to 55-

a compound word formed 
by one noun with another in the 
genitive case; see above.

1̂3*4 sense of the genitive case which 
is a relation in general. See 
above.

a krt affix applied to the roots 
SPSS,, §1 go?, and f  in the sense 
of an agent, the mute letter '[.signi
fying the addition of the fem. affix

e.g. stSTPfi:, f*TSIW e tc .; fem. base 
sw i# , TO#, e tc .; cf. P. III. 2.155.

tad. affix ?=fi added to the word 
in the sense of ' a student of ’ 

or ‘ a scholar of ’ when the word 
qfSfil is preceded by the word gw 
or *?fg. e.g. qrciqrfSra:, I cf.
5m s: W  Kag. on P. II. 2.60.

an affix . or sometimes a  word 
marked by the mute letter The 
mute letter v  attached to roots 
signifies the addition of the krt 
affix ( 3l)  in the sense of-the 
verbal a ctiv ity ; e.g. from the 
root (q ft), 5RJ from (|);
cf. P . III. 3.104J
attached to affixes, ^ signifies the 
addition of the fem. affix f  ( # 0 ,  
e.g. TO#, w iP r #  etc. cf.
P. IV. 1.41. A few roots headed by 
si? ( roots from to are to be 
looked upon as for the purpose 
of the addition of the krt. affix a? 5 
e.g. qHT, etc. cf. qsRq: f r̂: 1 Gana- 
sutra in Dhatupatha.

combination pf the verbal end
ing- with the augment 
prefixed to it, which is changed 
into after a root base ending in 
a vowel excepting 3T; cf. foi: #;# 

P. V III. 3.78 79.

augment 1, added to ( 1) qg be
fore the tad. affixes and ?? e.g.

; cf. P. IV. i .i6 r  - ( g )  
Wf and 3fg before the tad. affix spl, 
e.g. cf. P. IV . 3.X38;
(3 )  % before the tad. affix e.g.
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cf. P . IV. 4.89 ; (4 )  the root 
vft before the affix fa of the causal, 
e.g. cf. P. V II. 3.40; ( 5 ) the 
root sft before ihe affix (g ) e,g. 
%BT; cf. jrI: 3=5 ^ P. III. 2.135 
Vart. 2 and Vart. 4.

^rcpji tad. affix added to the word 
hot;, e.g.
cf. gft*TTUWI% P. IV. 3.120
Vart. 10.

an anonymous work consi
sting of only 16 stanzas discussing 
the denotation of words and that 
of the case-relations with a com
mentary by the author himself.

^ 5̂  tad. affix ^ added to the word 
in the sense of ‘ one who goes 

e.g. q fe :  ; cf. vr. P. V. 

I-75- "

tad. affix a? added to the words 
srrj. and ntoft in the sense of small
ness ; cf. fWT aRW,: 51# ,  "TWtoft 
Kas. on P. V. 3.go.

cerebralization of the dental con
sonants as prescribed by the rule 
p t  b: P . V III. 4. 41J e.g. #rf|- 
3 $ # ,  MSI, 3jta: e tc ; cf. Kas. on P. 
V III. 4.41.

( 1 )  krt. affix n, signifying the 
acute accent of the initial vowel
and the addition of f  to the base in 
the feminine, added to the root 
tri in the sense of object ( andr 
to the roots 3R, qt, qra. and others 
in the sense of instrument (TOrl)," 
e.g. TOT, etc;
cf. P. III. 2. 181-183 ; (2 )  Unadi 
affix w as seen in the word nra from 
the root f ; cf.
P. II. 4.54 Vart. 12.

W S^ tad . affix 55, causing Vrddhi to 
the initial vowel and the addition 
of the fern. affix I, applied to the

word in the sense of product 
or portion ; w r : cf. P. IV .
3.142.

tad. affix added to the word 
in the sense of censurable 

giving of interest or profit; sfpWS- 
f% :̂, ; cf. K ai. on P. IV.
4.31.

I 5!, tad. affix ( 1 )  added to the 
word 5.#? in the sense of giving a 
sum or something on an objection
able rate of interest or profit; cf. 
pfr? cf.
P . IV* 4.31; ( 2 )  added to the 
words qnteR? and in the sense 
of ‘ explanatory book thereon ’ ; e.g.

w t-
s t fg # ; cf. P. IV. 3.70; (3 ) added 
to the words and others as also 
to swi, WT and others,

and others, the words 
TO and the words 3^5, srrfer and 
qra at the end of Dvigu compounds 
in the specific senses mentioned; 
e. g. qffo:,

, sqisft# etc.; cf. P. IV. 4.10, ix ,' 
16, 17, 53, 54. V. 1.46, 54. 55-

I® tad. affix added ( 1 )  to the 
word 3}[=fj| (touchstone) in the 
sense of ‘ living thereby ’ ; e. g. 
3TP#fi:, ; cf. P. IV, 4.9 ;
(2 )  to the word in the sense 
of ‘ dwelling in ', e.g. sr#

snqgSt#; cf. P. IV . 4.74.

feminine affix ajppflf, termed also 
c ffe  ( 1 )  added, according to the 
Eastern school of grammarians, to 
words ending with the tad. affix 

( prescribed by rules like 
m, IV. 1.10 5  ) e.g. 

cfR^qrft as contrasted with *nnr or 
according to the Western 

school of Panini; ( 2 )  added to 
form feminine bases of the 
words from stftft 'to  to which
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to the words and iri'Jf'fi. e.g.

wpqT-
q?ft, Tp|^tqvft cf. P. IV. 1.17-19.

tad. affix anqq, added to the 
words w ft#  and as also to the 
words wi#, in the residual or 
miscellaneous tad. senses; e.g, 

flg, Efiifq̂ wHT pasjr, 
m:, ŝ M t, i R i r t ,  cf. M..
Bh. on-P. IV. 2.99 and 100.

tad. affix a ( taking Samprasarana 
change i.e. before the words 33 
and and ^  in the Bahuvrihi 
compound) added, instead of the 
affix 3m, or in the sense of off
spring, ( 1 )  to words having a long 
(33) vowel for their penultimate, 
only In the formation of feminine 
bases; e.g. €lSc?F«ir,qrcifn';
3irfTW%?K,
( Bah. com p.) ; cf. P. IV . 1.78; (2) 
to words expressive of family names 
like jf&Hi, jpg* etc. as also to the 
words ffiilit, 55#, EJt#, etc.
and optionally to the words 
and others in the formation of femi- 
nine bases; e.g. frfn^T, TOqf,
^5^1, snf^i^T etc.; cf. P. IV. 1.79, 
80, 8r.

tad. affix ( 1 )  in the sense of 
‘ nature ’ applied optionally with 
the affix 5iTR=̂  to words showing, 
colour as also to words headed by 

. gg; e.g. # fW 3;, 5 fw %  sfipn^ffwOTr, 
etc.; cf. P. V. 1.123; 

(2  ) in the sense of nature as also 
in the sense of professional work to 
words of quality and words headed 
by stiipi, e.g. cf. P.
V . 1.124; (3 )  to the words TjjjifoT, 

and others in the same sense 
as that of those very words; e.g.

B ^  etc.
cf. P. V. 1.124 Vart. 1.

krt. affix sî K added to a root in 
the sense of a skilled artisan e. g.

3##; ^ *5. *3# ;
c f.P . III. 1.145. '

ST ( 1 )  a sibilant letter of the dental 
class of consonants, possessed of the 
properties sue, and
Wisrpi ; ( 2 )  substitute for visarja- 
niya if followed by a hard consonant 

' excepting a sibilant cf. P.. V III. 
3-34. 36, 3s . 4Pf 42, 46, 4 7 , 48-54-

( 1 )  short; term for w e .u s e d  by 
ancient grammarians; the term is 
found Used in the Jainendra V ya
karana also; :cf. ^?r%: 
fi%: ef%Pr: Jain.; Pari. 100 ; cf, also

( 2 )  Upadi affix e  placed 
after the roots j ,  cj ,̂ and 
others; cf. Unadi-Sutras 342-349;
(3  ) tad. affix e  in the. quadruple 
senses ( ==nitf*PK) applied to the 
words g»r and others, e.g, uro:; cf. 
P. IV . 2.80; ( 4 ) tad. affix g  applied 
to the word when praise is in- 

L« tended e,g. i?gr, also cf. P. V.
; 4.41; ( 5 ) substitute for-the pre

position before the words ftcT ■ 
V and 5RT; cf. e #  M. Bh.

on P. VI. 1,144 Vart. 1.
, e ' *

non-resolution of the consonants 
qr and % into and sq. e.g. 

z as contrasted with which is
' ‘ called ffo#.

( 1 )  joining with a subsequent 
word after omitting a word or two 
occurring between ;”‘cf.
WWtT m 3* 1: ;  e.g. 5^ 3$ for 
^  ar^ where is passed over in 
the krama and other recitals ; cf. V.

. ' Pr. IV . 77 ,16 5, 194 ; ( 2 )  a term
• used in ancient grammars for such 

affixes and others which do not 
g lloy  the substitution of guija or
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vjrddhi for the preceding vowels the 
term is also used for the letters % 
T., and when they are mute,* serv
ing only the purpose of preventing 
guna or vrddhi; cf. .
ftvnir I fe m w t  M.Bh. on P. 1. 1.3.. 
Vart. 10.

name of a complete grammar- j 
work written by swifteR for facility? 
of study. This grammar appears to 
have been written before the time 
of %?]? or as can be seen from
the popular stanza qif̂ TTq̂ rt: 

i ^  fWRrftm:
ll It- is an epitome of 

Astadhyayi. It is likely that Pra- 
kriya-KaUmudi and Siddhanta- 
Kaumudi were modelled on Sam- 
ksiptasara. There is a commentary . 
on it by Jumarnandin.

( 1 )  a numeral such as {5 etc. 
In Panini’s Astadhyayi, although 
the term is defined as applicable to 
the word ŝf, and words ending. 
with the tad. affixes and gfft, . 
such as SITO, 3# and the like, still 
the term is applied to all numerals 
to which it is seen; applied by the 
people ; cf. M. Bh. on P. I. 1.23 also. 
Pari. £ek. Pari. 9 ; ( 2 )  numerical 
order; cf. V. Pr. I. 49.

SnPncTIl^iT application respectively of 
terms stated in the and 
portions in their numerical order 
when the stated terms are equal in 
number; cf.. P.
I. 3.10; cf. also sTOTtt:
I w rg , ?r snatRt M. Bh.
Ahnika 2.

( sr3? ) ( I ) a word denoting a 
number given to a collection of 
objects such as Tag, etc.
which is used in connexion with 
groups of objects, cp. Vak. pad. 
III . 11. 19. (2 )  enumeratioB;

statement; cf. =enff%
I M.Bh. on

Sivasutra 1 Vart. 10.

with a numeral word placed 
first or at the beginning; a term 
used for defining the Dvigu com
pound ; cf. fig: P. II. 1.52.

name given to the eleventh 
section of the third Kanda of Vak- 
yapadiya. It deals with number.

Sre’W  lit. those that are to be count
ed ; objects-of enumeration; cf. 
sjptfT P. V. 4.73;
cf. also amr eioqr ĵ rr m  t o t o t  1 

M.Bh. on P. II.
2.24 Vart. 9.

^T3Ta4 a word unit where the senses 
of two words are mixed together 
completely as in a compound word 
such as ^ 3 ^ :  e tc .; cf.
M.Bh. on P. II. 1.1. Vart. 4.

HTOT combination of things coming 
one after another; cf.

where the term is used with 
respect to a combination of grave 
syllables; cf. also sqswgrpT 
ftsira., R. Pr. X V III. 19.

included ; the word is often 
used in the Mahabhasya in conne
ction with instances which are 
covered by a rule, if interpreted 
in a- specific w a y ; cf. 3?*r i%m%s-

eOOT M.Bh. on P.
I. 1.57; cf. also HTtm 
<3R!H ES: M, Bh. on P.
II. I .i.

name of a very vast work on 
grammar attributed to an ancient 
grammarian Vyadi who is supposed 
to have been a relative of Panini ; 
cf, Bhartrhari’s Vak-
yapadlya cf. also cf.
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Some quotations only are found 
from the Samgraha in grammar 
works, like Mahabhasya and Vak- 
yapadiya, but the work is lost long

• ago. Mahabhasya is greatly indebt
ed to it. cp. Vak. pad. II. 478-481.

tTSTRT ( I ) aggregate, collection ; the 
word is often used in grammar in 
connection with letters ( qoT) ; cf. 
WtraRr: cf. also sNra^fnaq?^
§5f¥n% spnfĝ  M.Bh. on Siva Sutra 5 
Vart. 13 ; the word is also used 

. in connection with a collection of 
words; cf. Riarfer 1

W -P'T: M. Bh. on P. I, 4.13 
Vart. 8 ; ( 2 )  effort made in the 
utterance of a w ord; cf. tfqrat srra 

g ft̂ rr 1
on V. Pr. I. 9. cf. also g  gq icri^

V. Pr. I. 9.

collective sense given by a 
combination of letters called q î#.

• When the collective sense is given 
by a combination of words it is 
called and when the idea is 
complete it is called gmi#. Some
times the meaning of a compound 
word is taken individually and not 
collectively; such a meaning is 
called cf.

M. Bh. on IV.
3.72 Vart. 1.

55^1 a collection or a grou p ; cf.
which means s^ gjngpi or 

alphabet.

?IS?? ( 1)  a technical term ; a short 
wording to convey ample sense; a 
term to know the general nature 
of things ; convention ; cf. 
t p ; M.Bh. on P. I.
i.x  There are two main divisions of 

or an artificial term 
such as fc, g, or ^ which is merely 
conventional, and which

refers to the literal sense conveyed 
by the word such as s?sjpi, gsfaTfr 
and the like. Some grammar works 
such as the Candra avoid purely 
conventional terms. These^samjnas 
are necessary for every scientific 
treatise. In Panini’s grammar, 
there are the first two chapters 
giving and explaining the technical 
terms whose number exceeds well- 
nigh a hundred. (2 ) g^TR is know
ledge (*?}sr) cp. M. Bh. g fr , 
on P. I. 2.53.

SSWRT? ( i ) one of the four divisions 
of words, 3lT?fRF% feflSF®?
and gsiw ^ . The g s n ^  is also 
called a word forming the
name of a thing by virtue of a 
convention; See ( i i )
Technical terms in a Sastra. Panini 
gives them in first and second 
adhyayas of Astadhyayi. The 
technical teims of Pratisakhyas are 
the same as those of Aindra system 
according to some scholars. gThe 
techinical terms of Katantra, 
Sakatayana (Jain ), Jainendra, 
Bopadeva, Saupadma, Harinama- 
mrta and Prabodhaprakasa are 
different from those of Panini.

a topic or a chapter or a 
portion of a treatise in which 
technical terms are given and ex
plained ; cf. M. Bh. 
on P. I. 1.46, I. 1.56, I. 4.1, I. 
4.23; see the word g f l .

an operation with respect to 
which a techinical term has been 
expressly mentioned; cf. g p l# #  

Par. Sek. Pari. 93.1; 
Vyadi Pariv^g.

( x ) that, which by usage has 
become a technical word possessed 
of a conventional sense ; cf. 
w in  srreqisriH era
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c T ^ , M. Bh. on III. i .  26 Vart- 7; 
(2  ) which stands as a proper noun 
or the name of a p e r s o n c f. ŝrr-

ii S. K . on P. I. 1.27.

SiSJTf̂ f̂ T a rule laying down the defi
nition of a sfsn or a technical term 
as contrasted with sfitqllPr or a rule 
laying down a grammatical opera
tion ; cf. % t M t  
M. Bh. on Siva Sutra 3, 4.

the recipient or the bearer or 
possessor of a technical term ; cf.

i ife=r^: w r ,
I M. Bh. on P. I. 1.1 

Vart. 3 ; cf. also
5T??i3q M. Bh. on P. I. 1.1
Vart. 7.

continuity; lin e ; continuous 
recital.

name of a commentary , on 
the Mugdhabodha Vyakararia of 
Bopadeva, written by a gramma
rian, named BholanStha.

a fault of pronunciation when 
the constituent letters of a word 
are uttered with the teeth kept 
close together. Kaiyata has explain
ed the word as qffcr.

i&M am biguity; doubt regarding the 
wording of a rule or its interpreta
tion or regarding the correctness of 
a word. It is looked upon as the 
main purpose of grammar to solve 
doubts regarding the correctness of 
words; cf. sqreqrsrat

Pari. Sekh. Pari. 1.

lit. meant for the removal 
of dou bt; the word is used in 
connection with a word or an 
expression or an addition of a mute 
letter, as seen in the expression of 
the sutrakara for the purpose of 
leaving no kind of doubt regarding

the wording or its meaning ; cf. fra 
3TW-} ftt'rmwr f%%^sgsRt-
53^ : M. Bh. on P. II. 2.24. Vart. 6.

sraFTO putting very close in utter
ance ; slurring of a phonetic ele
ment when it appears as almost 
suppressed; cf.
Uvvata on R. Pr. VI. 5.

euphonic combination; phonetic 
combination of two vowels or tWo 
consonants or one vowel and one 
consonant resulting from their close 
utterance; many kinds of such 
combinations and varieties are 
given in the Pratisakhya works. In 
the Siddhantakaumudi, Bhattoji 
Diksita has given five kinds of such 
Sandhis at the beginning of his 
w ork; cf. g-fa: 1 M: ^ g -

fersq: 1 t  
1 src-

V. Pr. III. 3.

a diphthong; see the word 
cf. 3Tt4?iR;Tt

diphthong, a vowel resulting 
from a combination of two vowels, 
but which is to be looked upon as 
one single vowel by reason of only 
a single effort being required for its 
pronunciation; the letters tt, t£, aft 
and s?r are termed as as con
trasted with cf. srar ggRty-

gHI33̂ og^ f̂ni R, p r,
1 . 10 ; cf. also T. Pr. II. 13, R . T.
i i i  ; cf. aho 
Kat. Pari. 43.

#RT«T interpretation, explanation; cf.
' Nir. 1.

contact, juxtaposition; this 
contact between two letters is called 
HffffT when it is very close; cf. 

eften P. I- 4.109.

gfiraT'H putting together too close, so 
that the two phonetic elements
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which are so placed, coalesce toge
ther and result into a third, or one 
of the two merges into another.

juxtaposition ; coming together 
phonetically very close ; cf. n^ww- 

Tarka Saihgraha;
3r ŝm<q!?3qR'4fcr: Tattva- 

cintamani 4 ; the samet as 
which see above. *»

^HTlcT ( 1) a contact or relation of 
two things, cf. HW'rrat sril: 1 
Pari. Sek. Pari. 85 ; (2 )  coming 

•together; cf. 3 eft'n t
M. Bh. on P. III. 2.123 Vart 5.

^TRT'TfttTIWI the maxim or conven
tion that an operation which is 
based upon, or is caused or occa
sioned by, relationship between two 
things cannot break their relation ; 
in short, such an operation as res
ults in breaking the -relationship 
between two things on which it is 
based, cannot take place. This 
dictum is many times followed in 
grammar in preventing the appli
cation of such rules as are likely to 
spoil the formation of the correct 
word; many times, however, this 
dictum has to be ignored; For details 
see Pari. Sek. Pari. 85; also 
Mahabhasya on P. I. 1.39.

an operation which is 
characterized by the relationship 
between two words or two phonetic 
elements. See effJiraiftum above

»  rs 'S
STFPIFT occurrence together of two or 

more words in one sentence or in 
one grammatical rule ; cf.

M. Bh. on
IV  1.36 Vart. 4; cf. also ^  jjfpqf 
q p  tf^rilrsRrrpqtnj'n^ 1

<n̂  3f5#TC *Ktfcr, M. Bh. on V.
1,64 and ;6,

placed together in a particular 
order at a particular p lace; cf. 5 
HRilgRt 5R=K€K: M. Bh. on P. III. 
1.40 Vart. 3 ; III. 2.127 Vart, 6.

order or arrangement of letters; 
cf. g f^ r :  BfiTO: M.
Bh. Ahnika I. Vart. 15 ; cf. also 

srenfKi#: I R. T. I. 3.

( 1 )  present by implication ; 
taken as granted ; cf. sm ^

vrnir M. Bh. on P. I.
1.9. Vart. 5 ; ( 2 ) nearby, at hand; 
cf. g'4|

1 M. Bh.
on I. 3.1. Vart. 2 ; I. 4.23 Vart.15.

the agent of the activity or of 
the event which is to take p lace; 
cf. fsj: I
gtfsrof Kas. on P. V. 4.50.

completely mixed in such a way 
that one of the two or more letters 
mixed together can neither be 
distinguished as different, nor can 
be separated; cf. asm 1

fr r #  mi 1

M. Bh. on P. I. 2.32.

understanding, .comprehens
ion of the sense ; cf. 
g5r&1lf%:, M. Bh. on P. V III. 3.82 
Vart. 2.

3TJT3W the same as gTOcrf% which see 
above ; cf. «H5TPI% W  M. 
Bh. on P. I. i . i  Vart. 2 ; cf. also

e 1 M. Bh. on
Ahnika 1.

HHg[T?T a karaka relation or a relation 
between a noun and the verbal 
activity with which it is connected, 
of the type of the donation and the 
donee ; the word is technically used 
in connection with the bearer of
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such a relation; cf. g^oii qnf+m% g  
BSI5R ^  P.' I. 4.32. cf. also Vak. 
pad. III. 7.12.

n̂TMHuU simultaneous occurrence. 3i§t-
^ quife:aj-i ?trfer g s w i t ,  M. Bh. 

on I. 4.2. Vart. 9 ; cf. also i%st- 
vnfer BWR3!! M. Bh. on P.

VI. 1.9. Vart. 7.

used together with ; cf. sf^R- 
itfir g  gsiapra: R.
Pr. 1.22.

communion, union, e.g. =K 
entering into union with ®r because 
the former has no original ( w i t ) 
and the latter has no substitute 
( 3 ir% ). This can be possible by the 
maxim ; cf. M. Bh.
on Vart. 16, on P. 1.1.50.

HTOKH lit. extension ; the process of 
changing a semi-vowel into a simple 
vowel of the same sthana or place 
of utterance; the- substitution pf 
the vowels w. and ® for the 
semi-vowels %. and ^  respecti
vely ; cf. fnioi: P. 1.1.45- 
The term gjraRiJ is rendered as a 
‘ resultant vow el' or as ‘ an emer
gent vowel The ancient term was 
JreRoi and possibly it referred to the 
extension of \  and into their 
constituent parts f  -far, & +  sf etc.

- the vowel sr being of a weak grade 
but becoming strong after the 
merging of the subsequent vowel 
into it ;  e.g. cf. irgRf&i*# s: P. 
III. 2.8. Vart. 1. For the words 
taking this samprasarana change, 
see P. VI. 1.13 to 19. According to 
some grammarians the term g'JTBRni 
is applied to the substituted vowels 
while according to others, the term 
refers to the operation of the sub
stitution ; cf. M. Bh. on P. I- 1.15- 
The substitution of the sampra
sarana vowel is to be given pre

ference in the formation of a w ord; 
cf. gsreiw erem ^ Pari.
Sek. Pari. 119,

the relative superior 
strength of the samprasarana 
change in comparison with other 
operations occurring simultane
ously. The phrase ^ 37 gsftiTW#- 

is often used in the Maha
bhasya which is based upon the 
dictum of the superior strength of 
the samprasarana substitution, 
which is announced by the writer 
of the Varttikas; P. VI. 1.17 
Vart. 2. See gjrHR"!.

with senses ( of the two words ) 
merely connected with each other 
and not completely mixed into 
each other ;*cf. gJT?r$ a w  m k

1.. m:
" 1 I ^ 5  mgsfc qt

, srasr m # 3  sqfimal 1 M.Bh. on 
P. II. 1.1. Vart. 4. This is
connected with the definition s^ t 
out of the two definitions 
and sqtfegr cited with respect to the

- word

( 1 )  lit. connection in general; 
cf. JRW: P. H I. 4. I. The
word is explained by the general 

■■ term : cf. T^tw-
Kas. on P. III. 4 .1; (2) 

context, cf. JRfsjj 4 sifcr
JRJtWTST 5T stfir M. Bh. on
P. I. 2.43. Vart. 5.

name given by convention by 
grammarians to the fourth pada of 
the third adhyaya of Panini’s Asta
dhyayi which begins with the sutra

• SR?1W P. III. 4.1.

name given to the third 
section of the third Kanda of Vakya
padlya. It discusses the relation 
between a word and its denotation.
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relative term ; the . term 
refers to words connected in such a 
way by their meaning that if one of 
them is uttered, the other has to be 
anticipated and undersrood; e.g. 
f il ,  Sil3; TTi'a, ‘flPlf etc. cf. I 

i waft: i ftaft g-sgft-
^3^1 *1I3R 

fafft sder l cf. also M. Bh. on 1. 1.7*.
. cf. also =Et

M. Bh. on F. I. 2.43 Vart. 5 ; I. 
2.48 Vart. 4. See also M. Bh. on 
I I I .1 .1 9 .  Vart. 3.

*31%  ( 1 )  a term used in Panini’s 
grammar for the case-affix of the 
vocative singular ; cf. tpS3 =W €§<5: 
P. II. 3. 49; the vocative is, how
ever, not looked upon as a separate 
case, but the designation is
given to the nominative case hav
ing the sense of g ilW ; ( 2 )  the 
word is also u-:ed in the general 
sense of i.e. addressing or
calling ; cf. 1

H lfe  ( II.
3.49) M.
Bh. oi} P. I. 2.33.

calling or address which is 
given as one of the additional 
senses of the nominative case 
affixes ( cf. =a P. II. 3.47 ) in 
addition to those given in the rule

w n  P. II.
3.46; cf. anfagiRSRor Kas.
on P. II. 3.47.

?T*T=T lit. possibility. The word is 
used in the general sense of the 
possibility of the application of a 
rule or of the occurrence of a rule ; 
cf. M.
Bh. on VI. 4.49 V a rt.; Pari. Sek. 
Pari. 100; cf. also 
m m \  Sira
deva Pari. 35.

W jlskf lit. lying inside; present inside. 
Continuing its own condition or 
condition or existence as a cause, 
cp. Vak. pad. III. 7.118 and srOT- 
r tR ^ m  \ { H ela.).

( 1 )  closely connected; cf. q f- 
'ififrlT « § #  P. IV. 4.90; (2 )  
joint, conjoint; the term is used 
frequently in connection with two 
or more consonants in juxtaposition; 
cf. 1 T. Pr. X X II. 15.

connection in general; the word 
is used as a technical term in the 
grammar of Panini, in the sense of 
two or more consonants coming 
closely together unseparated by any 
vow el; cf. cf. P. I.

- 1.7 ; cf. also sRFcn; 3 %t: V. Pr. I. 48.

the elision of the first of 
the conjunct consonants if it is H or 
%  provided the conjunct consonants 
are at the end of a word or followed 
by a consonant which is not a semi
vowel nor a nasal; e.g. etij, cTS^ 
from the root gar; cf.
=Ef P. V III. 2.29.'

the elision of the final of 
the conjunct consonants when they 
are at the end of a word provided 
they are not formed of  ̂ as the first 
member and any consonant except 
H as the second member; e.g.

e tc .; cf. srqtoFcrer <Km P. 
V III. 2 23, 24.

lit. concealment; slurring over 
a consonant by practically merging 
its sound into that of the following 
one ; the technical term is
also used in the same sense ; e.g. w? 
51 §J; cf. BTOn atsj R. Pr. VI.

' 5" '

name of a small treatise 
on roots and their meanings written 
by a grammarian named
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who has also written a commentary 
on the Sabdakaustubha called TO|pT- 
g<n and

one of the external efforts in the 
production of a sound when the 
gullet is a little bit contracted as at 
the ' time of the utterance of the 
third, fourth and the fifth of the

- class-consonants ; cf.
*P?K: Uddyota on P. I. 1.9.

Sn̂ StTcf conventional; lit. known wide
ly among the people, as a result, of 
course, of convention ; cf. B&qTTcTTfr 
55Tft <n<?q: 5 #  Nir. 1. 12.

apprehension ; cf. 3§#f\ ^goj-

furnishing with the necessary 
material for an activity, cp. Vak. 
pad. III. 12.8. cp. h f t  tfftsnw r sra: I 
3TO 1  ^  33. !
b R w t  f t  j jra fa  ^ 

1 (|® i.)

'3'lcf lit. covered or concealed; name 
of an internal effort in the produc
tion of sound which is accompanied 
with a laryngeal hum ; cf.

cf. also I
l  fclcOT S. K , on P. I.

1.9 ; cf. also cltrrtTf: 
nfqijsnf?! cn^i#»if

aq̂ filg5% Sabda-
kaus. on P. I. 1.9.

very closely held together just 
as the sound of the consonant ^ in 
the vowel %• cf. *rfetf
stgt%TO sHH'nf where-Uvvata has ex
plained the word as cf. 
U vvata on V . Pr. IV. 148.

lit. contact, connection ; ( x ) 
contact of the air passing up 
through the gullet and striking the 
several places which produce the 
sound, which is of three kinds,

■52

hard, middling and so ft; cf.
Brfflsnen? :̂ 1 g  {sfiftn 1 

| crs r̂-
1 errg: 3^:-

I 3FcTC*TRok?t im- 
1 ssiffiDssfq. 1

com. on T. Pr. X X III. 1 ;  ( 2 ) 
syntactical connection between 
words themselves which exists be
tween pairs of words as between 
nouns and adjectives as also be
tween verbs and the karakas, which 
is necessary for understanding the 
meaning of a sentence. Some 
Mimamsakas and Logicians hold 
that samsarga itself is the meaning 
of a sentence. The syntactical rela
tion between two words is describ
ed to be of two kinds of the 
type of Efflsmr^wr and of 
the type of 5 ™ ,  3R3- 
cR5CTH and the like.

WTS words syntactically connected 
with each other, and hence, cap
able of expressing the sense of a 
sentence; cf. w a i 1 Vakya
padlya II. 2.

the theory, that the mean
ing of a sentence is a novel thing 
( 3 i0 ), held by some Mimamsakas 
who believe that words connected 
with activity display their pheno
menal capacity (srgflnq^TRlfe) after 
the recalling of the senses, of words 
by the recalling capacity (gnfeiT- 
wfef )•

( 1 )  preparation such as ( a ) 
that of a word by placing the affix 
after the base and accomplishing all 
the necessary changes, or ( b ) that 
of a sentence by placing all words 
connected mutually by syntax and 
then explaining their formation ; 
these two views are respectively 
called the and the g m -

( 2) grammatical forma-
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tio n ; cf. w-w 1
' ^WI'fiftsKRRffa'flreagJ’Ji: I U vvata on

V . Pr. I. i  ; cf. also 333 mmmis 
gfcf sT^ai Wfil^ etc. Nir. I.

?T^d+i3fft a short handbook on 
declension and case-relation? wri tten 
by a grammarian named Sadhu- 
sundara, who lived in the beginning 
of the eighteenth century.

W R  deterioration of qualities or 
p arts; contraction, cp. Vak. pad. 
III. 13-27; III. 14.171. cp. {fcSW 
BCW gift: TO-
spsr: ferchw: I (Samgraha
quoted by t®T. on Vak. pad. III.
13-2.

H^n«f stature, form ; cp. Vak. pad.
II. 105 ; III. 1.41.

lit. formed by combination or 
com pact; the term is used in the 
Pratisakhyas for diphthongs which 
are combinations, in fact, o'f two 

. vowels which aie completely mixed 
being produced with a single effort. 
The diphthongs and m also, are 
called B^gfift.

a peculiar phonetic element 
described along with another one 
named both of which have got 
no definite place of utterance in the 
mouth; cf. 1

*rr i fsKRirwwT- 
Rmt 3T I com. on R. T. 11.

a combination or collection of 
the Svaras or musical notes for 
purposes of singing the Sama hymns.

a note in which two or more 
accents or tones are mixed up with 
one another; cf. Bharadvaja Siksa.

unnecessary contraction of the 
place (^t r ) as also of the instru
ment (O T ), which results into a 
fault of utterance called cf.

R, Pr. XIV.' 2.

position of words or parts of 
words in the formation of a word 
quite near each other which results 
into the natural phonetic coale
scence of the preceding and the 
following letters. Originally when 
the ,Vedic hymns or the running 
prose passages of the Yajurveda 

. were split up into their different 
constituent parts namely the words 
or padas by the Padakaras, the 
word b % tt or B % m i5  came into use 
as contrasted with the The
writers of the Pratisakhyas have 
consequently defined BftcTT as 
BffcTT, while Panini who further split 
up the padas into bases (JTffr) 
and' affixes ( 5RW) and mentioned 
several augments and substitutes, 
the phonetic combinations, which 
resulted inside the word or pada, 
had to explain by reason of the 
close vicinity of the several phone
tic units forming the base, the affix, 
the augment, the substitute and 
the like, and he had to define the 
word Bften rather differently which 
he did in the words t c  b h # :  B%tr 1 
cf. P. I. 4.109; cf. also
w a r sngtraitd: 1 fts r  B in t i

BT M Sabdakaustubha on
Mahesvara Sutra 5.r.

HffcTITO the running text or the ori
ginal text of the four Vedas as ori
ginally composed. This text, which 
was the original one, was split up 
into its constituent padas or sepa
rate words by ancient sages

and others, with a view to 
facilitating the understanding of 
it, and consequently to preserving 
it in the oral tradition. The origi
nal was called JjssHRfcT of which the 
iRTO and the smuts which were 
comparatively older than the other 
artificial recitations such as the 
sm rs, 5WTT5 and others, are found
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works.

augment g, added to the roots 
TO, ^  as also to roots which end. 
in air before affixes ol the aorist 
tense; e.g. 3?4# ^ , ; arqi#^,
cf. P. V II. 2.73.

a root which, by virtue of the 
nature of its meaning i.e. verbal, 
activity, requires or expects an 
object which is covered by the 
activity ; a transitive root. In the 
passive voice of these roots the 
object is expressed by the verbal 
termination and hence it is put in 
the nominative case.

?T3>K3i accompanied by the qualifying 
words such as the different Karakas 
or causal agents for the verbal 
activ ity ; cf. sfusqi# 3 3 ^

1 M. Bh. on P. II. 1.1. Vart. 9.

capable of being 
understood on being mentioned 
only once just as the notion of 
genus or generality which is so 
understood; the phrase gf^qicT- 

is cited as definition of n̂fir cf.
% w i :  e f  1 M.Bh.

on P. IV. 1.63.

S3f>ST% or the maxim or
convention of the non-application 
of a grammatical rule or operation 
any longer when, on conflict with 
another, it has been once set aside. 
The maxim is eflv^T

M.Bh. on P. I. 1 .56 ,1-4.
2, V I. 3-42 etc. cf. also Par. Sek. 
Pari. 40.

accompained by a word 
qualifying the verbal activ ity ; 
sometimes a verb with such a word 
makes a sentence; cf.
%gr EJERpara ! § 1  'Rra 1 M. Bh. on P.
II. i . i  Vart. 9.

or enfcl̂ i accompanied by a pre
position which is called cf. 
enfkft P. V III. 1.68; cf. also 

I jprsrfff M. Bh. on P. V III.
1.68.

a short term or made up of
the e  of 6^ in P. III.
1.5, and the f  of in P. III. 
4.78 with a view to including all 
affixes from e*i. to *rft^; cf. efe 
iT&fcf fRRqt  ̂ M. Bh. on
Pi VI, 1.9 Vart. 7 ; cf. also M. Bh. 
on P. VIII. 2.22.

5W tad. affix B“I. prescribed after the 
word q|j in the sense of collection ; 
e.g. ; cf. q*ih wk P. IV. 2.43 
Vart. 3 for which there is an alter
native reading w f  ^  ; for 
facility of grammatical operations 

is recommended with preference 
in the Mahabhasya; cf. n#
TOW: M. Bh. on P. IV. 2.43 Vart. 
3; (2 ) e°Us given as a technical 
term for eitn in the Pratisakhya 
works; cf. e ^  1 1̂»T-
e ?  R. T. 27.

^  a short term used for the affixes 
(350  and 50^  ( ^  ) which 

are applied to roots to form the 
present and the future participles; 
cf. #r e^ P. HI. 2.127 ; cf. also 
egt P. III. 3.14.

prescribed^ ubsequen tly; occur
ring after the preceding has taken 
place; cf. BRT Rietfa eFf*TT§-

I although the words gfcT 
and %g: are separate still it is 
habitual to take them combined in 
an adjectival sense and make the 
word efa%s an adjective to the 
word ^  as in the dictum efwftra- 

=? p. VI. 1.158 Vart. 9.

the comparatively 
superior strength of a subsequent
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accent which prevails by the remo
val of the accent obtaining before 
in the process of the formation of a 
word; cf, V I. i .i 58 Vart. 9. See 

above, cf. Vak. pad. III. 
4,413; III. 14.62.

STftl existence, supreme or universal 
existent-1; the Jati par excellence 
which is advocated to be the final 
sense of all words and expressions 
in the language by Bhartrhari and 
other grammarians after him who 
discussed the interpretation of 
words. The grammarians believe 

,, that the ultimate sense of a word 
is which appears manifold and 
limited in our everyday experience 
due to different limitations such as 
de£a, kala and others. Seen from the 
static viewpoint, BxiT appears as 
while from the dynamic viewpoint, 
it appears as a f e l .  This *rai is the 
soul of everything and it is the 
same as or JfgFt or cf.
Vakyapadlya II. 121. The static 
existence, further, is called sqfifi or 
individual with reference to the 
object, and 3 #  with reference to 
the common form possessed by 
individuals, cf. Vak. pad, III. 
3464.

an aspect of 3=31 of the type of 
the static existence possessed by 
substantives as contrasted with 
the dynamic type of existence 
possessed by verbs; cf. sriWTO- 

ifimwi Nir. I ;  
cf. also ftqTcf: 'TT^oi: I
R. Pr. X II. S. V. Pr. V III. 50. cf. 
Vak. pad. III. 1.35.

5f533cri qualities of a substantive such 
as or f e f
and qpr cf. *5qfcq-

^ I M. Bh. on P. I, 1.38 
Vart. 6, also on P. I. 3.64 Vart. 53.

the word meaning 3 3̂ ; cf.

, T?!#* 1 M. Bh. on P. I. 4.57.

5T?3TSRh=r name of commentary work 
on the Sarasvataprakriya.

a teacher of Isvarananda who 
wrote Mahabhasyapradlpavivarana.

the locative case prescribed 
by the rule q q̂ =q 
P. II. 3.37 as seen,, in qlg pWRTg 
ncr:; cf. pf% ifir TOfPfti m 
flfi 1 1 gfcr fftr M. JBh. 
on P. I. 2.49 Vart. 2. On account 
of the frequent occurrence of the 
word flfcT in a large number of 
examples of this locative" absolute, 
the term e faw ft is used by modern 
grammarians for the better word 
g c f r t  in the Mababhasya ; cf. M. 
Bh. on P. VI. 4.23 as also on P.
V III. 3.61.

name of a modern 
grammarian of the seventeenth 
century who has written a gloss on 
Pratisakhya works called glf^n^q-

a grammarian of the 
seventeenth century who has written 
a commentary on the Sutras of 
Panini and a brief commentary on 
the Mahabhasya called or

which is incomplete.

(  l® )  a prominent gram^ 
maiian of the latter half of the 
eighteenth century who was a resi
dent of Nagpur and whose gloss on 
the LaghuSabdenduSekhara by 
name is well-known to
scholars.

name of a commentary 
written by on the Laghu-
SabdenduSekhara of NageSa.
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5J%T lit. belonging to the same place ; 
the word is used in the sense of 
immediately near ; or quite in proxi
m ity ; cf. Pari. 
Sek. Pari. 103.

tad. affix sisfcl proposed by the 
Varttikakara in the sense of ‘ some
thing in that or from .that ’ ; e.g.

KfcSirfte; cf.
P. V. 4.7 Vart. 2. The standard 
affix in such cases is (Iff)  by the 
rule ^  ...3T£jcn;q?ra^: 1 P. V. 4.7.

( 1 )  desiderative affix g  applied to. 
any root in the sense of desire ; 
e. g. feftffer, M f e ,  1*5 # ; cf. 
*nst: ^01: P. III-
1.7; (2) applied in the specific senses 
possessed by the root to the roots 
U1, ^  and
p ^ - e .  g. fcrf^ -, "iifeifir,
*Mg%, sforeg ,̂ ; cf.
P. III. 1.5 and 6. The roots to 
which ^  is applied are redupli
cated and the reduplicated form 
ending with 5^  ( H) is looked upon 
as a different root from the original 
one for purposes of conjugation, 
which takes, however, conjugational 
affixes of the same Pada as the 
original root; cf. gsflsWT ’TRra: III.
1.32.

sisra* graver, comparatively more 
grave; a term used in connection 
with a grave accent which is follow
ed by a vowel with an acute or cir
cumflex accent; e.g. the vowel of 
gssfer in ?!? % iff ;
cf. g^ fir M. -Bh. on
P. I.2.33,

behaviour like that of the 
affix g^  in point of its specific fea
tures, viz. causing reduplication in 
the case of the previous root by 
the rule g«l5r; VI. 1.9, as also 
substitution of ? for ar in the re

duplicated syllable (si«ng) by P.
VII.--4.79. This is prescribed 
in the case of a root ending in ? 
( R=qJ before the aor:st sign ( ) 
=3^. cf. ft V II. 4.93.

a term used in connec
tion with Panini’s first seven books 
and a quarter of the eighth, as con
trasted with the term Tripadi, 
which is used for the last thtee 
quarters of the eighth book. The 
rules or operations given in the 
Tripad!, are stated to be. asiddha 
or invalid for purposes of the appli
cation of the rules in the previous 
portion, viz. the Sapadasapta- 
dhyayl, and hence in the formation 
of words all the rules given in the 
first seven chapters and a quarter, 
are applied first and then a way is 
prepared for the rules of the last 
three quarters. It is a striking thing 
that the rules in the Tripadi mostly 
concern the padas or formed words, 
the province, in fact, of the Prati- 
sakhya treatises, and hence they 
should, as a matter of fact, be appli
cable to words after their forma
tion and evidently to accomplish 
this object, Panini has laid down 
the convention of the invalidity in

- question by the rule P.
V III. 2.T.

together with a word that is put 
before, and not with any suffix like

placed before; cf. w n q r
■pRRF. P. VIII. 1.26 ; V.
2.87.

tTJJfT the seventh of the vowels state .1 
in the alphabet; a word used for 
the vowel r ( m ) by ancient gram
marians ; cf. £rar f?qr: WTFm:
R. Pr. I. 14.

( 1 )  the seventh case ; the loca
tive case; a term used for the ^ca-
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tive case by ancient grammarians 
and Panini; cf.  ̂ga*3raf^:t%: V. Pr.
III. 139; cf. ^ P. 1. 1.19 
or P. V. 3.10; cf. also

^ T :  -STf W «
Ka£. on P. II. 3.2; (2 ) the seventh 

. of the moods and tenses ; the opta
tive m ood; cf. E at. III. 1.20; 
Hemacandra III. 3.7.

lit. the seven accents; the 
term refers to the seven accents 
formed of the subdivisions of the 
three main Vedic accents 
3T«|̂ rei and ?=rfor viz. ^ I tT,

and
i^gRr; cf. 3 ?p%. bh sra 

1 3 ?T\i: 1 1 arg^ra: 1
3T3?mrc: I 1 q 3 r̂a: 
ftftlg: I esgfir: sait: ll M. Bh. on P. I.
2.33. It is possible that these seven 
accents which were turned into the 
seven notes of the chantings of the 
samans developed into the seven 
musical notes which have tradition
ally come down to the present day 
known as gi 3; n *T 1  f  # ;  cf. 
3^1% HTOFTO 3Tg=?l%
^TferiTOI ii^ I Pan.
Siksa. The Vajasaneyi Pratisakhya 
mentions the seven accents differen
tly ; cf. m  i TO-arfflfa-

■ tcr|'f-srfeg-%d=q^rt-trdft*m -  qKi<?- 
Uvvata on V. Pr. 1. 114.

T̂Snssn̂ ft a term used for the first 
seven chapters or books of Panini's 
grammar; cf. gai«t^r

 ̂WIf'tciT: I *g: I M. Bh. on P. VI. 1. 
158 Vart. 1.

5W equal in number to something 
. given; cf. cf.

Ka£. on P. I. 3.10.

a Jain scholar of great repute 
who is believed to have written, 
besides many well-known religious 
books such as 3TRt#rraT *Fe!ffemisq \

etc. on Jainism, a treatise on gram
mar called Cintamani-TippanI on 
Yaksavarman’s Cintamani.

a treatise on the philo
sophy of Vyakarana written as a 
commentary by the author 
on his own Karikas on the subject.

utterance together of 
several vocal elements or words; 
verbal concomitance; cf. arjnqj 
fliTO sgRf...
<ra?ac*W§fe# Par. Sek. Pari. 71.

WTTOITC’ repetition of an action ; in
tensity of an action. qfa:;pj *Kn*TT 
m g*rf%fK: Ka§. on P. III. 1.22.

STTfar the omission of words which 
have already occurred before in 
the recital of the Pada and other 
Pathas or recitals, with a view to 
avoiding an unnecessary repetition'; 
cf. f wm: I 
^ qracfvqf ^ ^ 1 R .Pr.X.12.

( r ) having an identical sense ; 
cf. JTtqiwii %a. stItt s t o

gsqnlf m s: 1 m 1 srm-
1 Kas. on P. I. 3.42; (2 )  

mutually connected in meaning in 
such a way that the meanings are 
connected together or commixed 
together; gn'4 : ^ 5 :  l

n: w :  e  s w  1 ar^i 
gn4q̂ r?iqcqran4: 1 ?w4far retort #rsr- 
qfar l K a i  on
P. II. i .i  ; cf. also ^ajir
3T ; I (3 )  connected with
reiationship of senses, as between 
the activity and the subject, object, 
instrument etc., or as between the 
master and the servant or the 
possessor and the possessed ; cf. KJff: 
3^ : or upt or ffa, but
not gft: fq  ̂in the sentence ragg gft: 
fqf ; (4 )  capable of ex
pressing the sense e.g. a word with 
the sandhis well observed; cf.
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e w k f  mmzx i qfircfKRq^i
fKrafN^erftfo I s. K . on IV. 
i . 82; cf. also qg: p̂rt": 
qqfan 1 ^ ^iqR qi^ qi^ ^  1 etc. 1 
Balamanorama on the above.

SFP-l’fteT that which can be justified; 
justifiable ; m h h ^ -

Kas. on P. V. 2.118.
*

name given by Siradeva and 
other grammarians to the first pada 
of the second adhyaya of Panini’s 
Astadhyayi which begins with the 
sutra e*T#: q^URr: P. II. 1.1.

a case which is appro
priate to express the sense of the 
tad. affix prescribed ; e.g. cR îqcq  ̂ 1 

q# \ cf. P. IV. 1.92;
M  im  1F113; 1 1
cf. P. IV. 2 .1; cf. agar 
3 f t  l M. Bh. on P. IV. 3.
134 Vart. 2.

the rule gn#: qecftft: P. II.
1.1. cf. entg|r sgicm: *n>sW;j[Tn̂  
S. K . on P. VI. 4.11

SnrstffaqfiFr the province or the 
jurisdiction of the rule gw faf STWlat 
(P . IV . 1.82), all the three words 
in which continue further on, and 
become vaild in every rule upto the 
end of the second pada of the fifth 
adhyaya; cf. H ^ r  SFTOT&T I

w W f f r  ^  ^  ^  1

ftfff qm . I 5R3 3q%iit ^Tlfe I
cfflraqfera: I Kas. on P. IV.

1.82.

appearing together, present
ing themselves together; cf. 
BOTg'qt: I M.
Bh. on P. I. 1.3 Vart. 6.

letters of the alphabet in a parti
cular order so as to facilitate their 
combination, technically termed 
mqifrc; cf. gq^r:! =RT

Siremtffrl m  w. *wqrq:i 
l M. Bh. Ahnika 

1 Vart. 15. cf. also grrqiql 
awfq%q: | Uddyota on the Bhasya 
mentioned above; ( 3 )  contact; 
cf. *% R. Pr.
X IV . 24.

SfTRW tad. affix gjjg, applied to the 
word to form the word c;qn: 
meaning ‘ this year ’ ; cf.
BOTl. 1 BUB11!, SWit R qial ^RSl- 

I strh^ ej;^  | M. Bh. on 
P. V. 3.22 Vart. 3.

snTURT appelation ; name; mere app- 
elation without any refernce to the 
real nature of the thing, cf. Vak. 
pad. 111. 6.7.

ifnTFOT concourse, coming in close 
quarters; cf. gTifgtlT'lt R. T. 224.

gwfSr reply to remove the 
objection ; conclusion.

?T*TR common; the sam e; cf.
1 3iRisF%gqr: 1 ^«tr

W R ; v . Pr. I. 80. gtJRS!: 
sfcfqjlflt jpqRr =q ^ M. Bh. on
Ahnika 1.

having got the same agen t; 
the word is used in connection 
with actions ( fe n ) having the 
same agent of the activity; cf. 
gnraqr&%3 33^ P. III. 3.158.

the same word as contrasted 
with f̂ raq̂  a compound word which 
consists of two or more words, cf. 
WI«lf % ,«i: WRRq% P. V III. 4.1.

5ffraT?T ( i ) combination as contrasted simple vowels or monoph-
with disjunction or separat- thongs sj,  ̂ and 3 as contrasted 
ion; ( 2 )  the enumeration of the with diphthongs ( m n m ) cf.
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gs^BgTRifSi
R. Pr. I. i r .  cf. also W4  5{*n%rea- 
HWRKlfa T. Pr. I. 2. Some writers 
of Pratisakhyas held =K as an(i 
n o t-a sg ftM ^ ; cf. 3 ^ 5  ira^-^RI- 

l̂*u swmi ^ s s a -
5[Rt^rr W i si f f  licr ^Rremlfa-1 gloss 
on T. Pr. I. 2.

words which have got the 
same individual object ( ŝq ) refer
red to by means of their own 
sense, and which are put in the same 
case; co-ordinate words ; cf. 
suraiftw i: Jf.fcrra: P. I. 2.42; cf. 
3TfSr3OTw: 1 arrR im w
?wlTnf*%: I Kas. on P, I. 2.42.

having got. the same wording 
to operate on ; the word is used in 
Connection with operation which 
occur in the same word or wording 
as contrasted with smm ■ cf. b tot- 

W3. S. IC. on P. VI. 
4.22 ; cf. also s îFf 
Kas. on P. VI. 4.22.

restoration of the resultant to 
the original, as for instance, resto
ration of the padapatha and the 
kramapatha to the Samhitapatha; 
cf.'sfifeRiiT smqfg: A. Pr. III. I. 7.

traditional enumeration or list 
of words or leiters; cf.

etc. ; cf. 3?srrat 
^a*ngpi V. Pr. V III. 1.
m  jpfamrFqiq: T. Pr. I. i ;  cf. also 
v!RF̂ W: SHINTO: B s^iqTgsq: Nir. I. 
1. t o o t  1 Com. on T.
Pr. I. 1.

superimposed; secondary
notion.

tOTlWWT placing together at one place, 
simultaneous application, generally 
with a view that the two or more 
things so placed, should always go 
together although in a few instances

they may not go together ; cf.
1 1 f t

m i toRt 3 =3 %i% 1 =Rfsw %f% n ^ 
g TO <reRr I M, Bh. on P. IV . 2.59 ; 
cf. also
iffsqw w r M. Bh. on
P. I. 4.1.

WATO' placing together of two or more 
words so as to express a composite 
sense; compound composition ; cf.

ama: 1 Although 
the word a*na in its derivative sense 
is applicable to any wording which 
has a composite sense ( still 
it is by convention applied to the 
gmatfa only by virtue of the Adhi- 
karasutra JTif Efî raa. OTTS: which 
enumerates in its province the com
pound words only. The Maha
bhasyakara has mentioned only 
four principal kinds of these com
pounds and defined them ; cf.

^ p i  f | : i

I M. Bh. on P. II. 1.6; cf. 
also M. Bh. on P. II. 1.20, II.
1.49, II. 2.6, II. 4.26, V. 1.9. 
Later grammarians have given 
many subdivisions of these com
pounds as for example figj, 
and cfcjw (with ftft«iRrcp< 
etc. as also 3'T7aKRp,Er and
so o n ) sqPpOT-

and so on.

a short anonymous treatise 
on compounds which is very popu
lar and useful for beginners. The 
work is attributed to and
called also gtnOTJ®. The work is 
studied and committed to memory 
by beginners of Sanskrit studies in 
the PathaSalas of the old type.

a metrical work on com
pounds which has no author men
tioned in or assigned to it.
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fHTKrai?E ( i ) a short treatise on com
pounds by (2 ) a 
gmall compendium on compounds 

. written by a grammarian named

a short treatise on com
pounds by qgrgpR.

secondary suffixes-which are 
prescribed at the end of compounds 
in specific cases and which are 
looked upon as taddhita affixes; 
e.g. the Samasanta 5 ^  (ar), caus
ing elision of the last syllable of the 
compound word, is added to com
pounds called ; e.g. 3«r- 
5511:, tm r: etc. P. V. 4:73 Sama
santa sr is added to compounds 
ending with sm,, and gr, 
and 3;^, to words ending with 

3t ^ s SR.,3̂ ,
*r|g.; crag, Jwg., i m , z m , T̂r,
3̂ ^ ,  etc. under specific condi
tions ; cf. P. V. 4.68 to 85. 3i=^(ar) 
is added at the end of the tat
purusa compounds to the words 
3?§fe, and under specific condi
tions ; cf. P. V. 486, 8 7 ; 2=^(3T) 

, is added at the end of tatpurusa 
compounds ending in 
# 3 , nt, and 3*g; and under specific 
conditions to those ending in fT8ĵ , 

BPw, *1T, and arafc as
also to words ending in aifl and 3i^ 
in the neuter gender in Vedic Lite
rature, and to the word under 
specific conditions; cf. P. V. 4.91 
to 105; e^ is added at the end of 
=HtnfR5'g compounds ending in %,
%  ^ al1  ̂ 5.aD  ̂ at the

— end of BissrfTmq ccmpcunds ending 
with the w o r d s s r a n , a n d  
:tRIH etc. as also at the end of words 
ending in or with any of the 
class consonants except nasals, cf. 
P. -V. 4 .io6-ii2  ; ^ ( a r )  is added 
ta  gahuvrlhi compounds ending

53

with and ar% as limbs of the 
body, as also with sjgfg, while f ,  ag, 
and si^are added to specified words 
under special conditions; the Sama
santa sffix 3#,=  ̂( 3ig ) is added at 
the end of a Bahuvrihi compound 
ending in srsir, and ifaT, the Sama
santa affix 5=̂  is added at the end 
of the peculiar Bahuvrihi com
pound formed of ^  etc. when 
they are repeated and when they 
show a fight with the instruments 
of fight exchanged ; cf. P. V. 4.113- 
128. Besides these affixes, a gene
ral flurew affix is added nece
ssarily or optionally as specified in 
P. V. 4.151-159.

a -substitute for a 
word or its part at the end of a 
compound prescribed for certain 
specified words under specified 
conditions; e.g. 1  fo r3U§, for 

for *r«jg., stirrr for *n*n, 
irfj'T for and for t o ,  53L
for g r̂, sfif.=v for cf. P. V .
4.129-150.

the acute accent prescri
bed in general at the end of com
pounds excepting the Bahuvrihi 
and some specified compounds; cf. 
P. VI. 1.223 and VI. a.x. to.end.

HHTIR collection, collective notion, 
which is one of the four senses of 
the indeclinable =3. The collective 
notion by nature being single, the 
dvandva compound formed of 
words showing such a collection 
takes the neuter gender and singu
lar number affixes ; cf. ^  
q=rf̂ 85T T O  35T ^WfCR: Sira
deva Pari. 16 ; cf. also P. II. 2.29 
and II. x.51. (2 )  Term for 
in Bopadeva’s grammar.

accumulation which is one of 
the four senses of the indeclinable
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^  and which means the anticipa
tion of another allied by the 
express mention of one, in which 
sense the Dvandva compound pres
cribed by the rule =Ef$ g;g: does not 
take place; cf. srg^t: I 93^
*Fger M. Bh. on P. II.
2.29 Vart. 15.

denotation of objects 
put togethar as by the indeclinable 
% ; cp. Vak. pad. II. 195. 196.

aggregate, totality, collection 
of individual members; cf.
Jtfgr: also cf.

M.Bh.
Ahnika 1 Vart. 14 ; cf. also Bg T̂^

I Par. Sek. Pari. 108.

specific individual mention or 
discussion - the term is used in 
connection with the several sections 
of the third Kanda or book of Bhart
rhari’s Vakyapadlya.

simultaneous presentation 
of. different (grammatical operations; 
cf. 3^5-

iiRdifir
qftw rrJU M tl KaS. on P. VI. 4.22.

presenting themselves simu
ltaneously; the word is used in 
connection with two grammatical 
operations which present themselves
simultaneously.

\
aggregate, group or collection; 

one of the prominent senses in 
which the tad. affixes apt, and 
others are prescribed. These affixes 
are called . e.g.
H fjf:) ;  similarly
s^cfT,-JiPjTO. q m , w ,  etc. cf. P.
IV . 2.37 to 51.

a single collection of several 
things forming one unit of sense as 
the sense of a f ig  compound, cp. 
Vak. pad. HE. 14.599.

^ 3 ^  connected, the word was used by 
ancient grammarians in the sense 
of ; cf. m  R- T. 27.

3?  Unadi affix mentioned in the 
rule fapgqR tgm w s ^ P. V II. 2.7. 
e.g. 3T^s;; cf* 'FEW Unadi. 
III. 70.

SFC'P, <ETĈ  Unadi affix e.g.
1^ :, cf. Unadi
III. 70-77.

name of a comparatively modern 
lucid commentary written by Tara-> 
natha Tarkavacaspati on the 
Siddhantakaumudi.

called also. :• 
name of a voluminous grammar 
work ascribed to king Bhoja in the 
eleventh century. The grammer is 
based very closely on Panini’s 
Astadhyayi, consisting of eight 
chapters or books. Although the 
affixes, the augments and the sub- 
stiutes are much the same, the 
order of the Sutras is considerably 
changed. By the anxiety of the 
author to bring together, the nece- 
ssaiy portions of. the Ganapatha, 
the Unadipatha and the Paribhasas, 
which the author has included in 
his eight chapters, the book instead 
of being easy to. understand, has 
lost the element - of brevity' and 
become tedious for reading. Hence 
it is that it is not studied widely. 
It has an auto-commentary by 
Bhoja himself. There is a comm
entary called HrdayaharinI by 
Dandanatha, Purusakara .by Krsna, 
Ratnadarpana by Ramasimhadeva 
and a work called Prakriyasindhu- 
setu mentioned by Vitthala in his 
Prasada. For details see pp. 392, 
393 Vyakarana Mahabhasya Vol.
V II. D. E . Society’s edition.

( 1 )  having the same form for 
practical purposes such as the form
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arr possessed by zn., and ^ o r  
the form ar possessed by the affixes 

sr^, 3, % ot and: others; (2 )  
having the same form even literally, 
but possessed of difierent senses; 
e.g. the. works ura, 3?8J, TC etc.;

m  b ! .sura 
?ra? «ra. 1 < w : slsr 1 f t  •

■ H i 3I5JT: w :  nm: 1%  I 
ĝ r:  ̂ m fr 1 M. Bh. on
P. I. 2.64.

lit. at all places, on all occa
sions; the word is used in connec
tion with an essential application 
of a rule and not optionally in some

• cases; cf. nfsr I
sria f w i w  l Kas, on P. IV.

1.18 ; cf. also P.
V III. 4.45 Vart. I, 5fW5JR*t
V III. 4.51. etc.

?rl5-lT at all costs, in auy case, in all 
places; cf. M. Bh. on
P. I. 1.69 Vart. 4 ; cf. also ?r*n 

■qt'fMa: b ^ erPt: R. Pr. X II, 2.

pronoun; lit. standing for
• any noun. There is no definition 

as such given of the word pron
oun, but the words, called pro
nouns, are enumerated in Panini’s 
grammar one after another in the 
class or group headed by g# ( s f ,  
f^g, words ending in the

. affixes ScR and ^  e tc .) which 
appear to be pronouns primarily. 
Some words such as

StFC, 3W , am , etc- are
treated as pronouns under certain 
conditions. In any case, attention 
has to be paid to the literal sense 
of the term gfortRV which is an 
ancient term and none of these 
words when standing a s  a proper 
noun, is to be treated as a pronoun;
cf. gfsnmfo P. I. x- 27> cf.
also ,*t swfc5?: %  Bh.;

on P . , I .  1.27 Vart. 2 ; (2 ) The 
word means also a common
term, a general term; cf. sRigfa: 
s r c a f a w , *rar Jfje # ; M .  B h .
on P. VI. 4.174 Vart. 4.

a term used in Panini’s 
grammar> for the first five case- 

, affixes g, afr, sfg,, and as also 
for the nom. and acc. pi. affix 
f  (% )  of the neater gender. The 
term appears to be an old one, 
which was used, by a specific men
tion, for the first five case-affixes 
which caused a special change Ain 
the base before them in the case 
of many words; cf. % I

P. I. 1.42-43. For details 
see Vyakaranamahabhasya Vo!.
VII, D. E. Society's ed. p; 239 
footnote. ^

w tferra grave accent («?«pFa) for 
the whole word, generally lor a  
verbal form or a word in the voca
tive case, if preceded by another 
word which is not a verb. The term 
is used in contrast with 
the grave accent for the remaining 
vowels of a word when a particular 
vowel is definitely fixed as an acute 
or an independent Svarita or cir
cumflex; cf. P. V III. xaZ  to 74.

a substitute for the entire 
word and not for a part of it. This 
doctrine of everywhere is
advocated by grammarians in con
sonance with their doctrine of 
FfWT ; cf. ^'K&srt 1

ft !l M.Bh.
on P. I. 1. 20, V II. 1.27.

a general prohibition of every 
grammatical operation that presents 
itself; cf. <n?cr:<rRftfcr 1 M.
Bh. on P. VI. 1.115.

a presentation of all the sub
stitutes for all the original ones
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indiscriminately ; an application in 
all cases irrespective of any special 
consideration ; cf.

gtstes: I M. Bh. on P.
I .  1.50 Vart". 1 and 12 ; cf. also 
M.Bh. on P. I. i.6o, I. 3.2,.3,10 etc.

any noun-base irrespective 
of any discrimination ; cf. bttc bttc

' fiprasqtstRr *r;-
M.Bh. on P. III. i . i r

Vart. 3.
g.

3fOT3f$T a commentary on Nagesa’s 
Paribhasendusekhara written by a 
grammarian of the nineteenth cen- 
tm y named or .
The work is incomplete.

the whole orifice of the 
mouth as a place of utterance, as 
for example for the vowel sr; cf. 
Bf{pErefFm<n^ ^53% I M.Bh, on 
P. I. 1.9 Vart. 2. ,

spelt as also ; a Budd
hist grammarian who is believed to 
have redacted or revised the gra
mmar work Durghatavrtti of Sara- 
naaeva.

*
the personal affixes in gene

ral pertaining to all the ten laka- 
ras ©5, f?-̂  etc., cf. ^SSRioJTrmK:. I 
ICal on P. III. 3.144.

* r\
?T=w5p n  US3 in all the genders; cf.

g  ffe f̂rr ^ 1 snuou  ̂ t o  1
q.?: 1 *rramiq' 1

the elision of the entire word
ing instead of the final letter only, 
which is prescribed by P. I. 1. 52, 
cf. g: slTT q?er :̂ stqt j?t

1 M.Bh. on P. VI. 4.154.

srlgJl^ spelt as sjpM^ also, the reput
ed author of the Katantra Vyaka
rana. He is believed to have been a 
coatemporary of the poet

hya at the Satavahana court, and 
to have revised and redacted the 
Katantra Sutras already existing 
for the benefit of his patron. With 
him began the Katantra school of 
grammar, the main contribution to 
which was made by g'ffgc who 
wrote a scholarly gloss on the K at
antra Sutras. For details see TO«r.

lit. ending with all cases; 
the term is used as an adjective of 
the word BRre and refers to a com
pound which can be dissolved by 
putting the first member in any 

. case; cf. w #  %T%r 1
' 3^: tos Uf a: ; M. Bh.  

on P. I. 1.56.

a Siksa work of the Tai- 
ttiiiya ' school of the Black Yajur
veda, has 170 verses and is attri
buted to Kegavarya .( Madras ms. 
no. 998 of 1905 ). It is a compara
tively older work quoted by Tribha- 
syaratna ( Taitti Prati. X X I. 5 )  
and Vaidikabharana ( Taitt. Pra'ti. 
X IV . 6)

conventional name given to 
the first pada of the eighth adhyaya 
of Panini’s Astadhyayi which begins 
with the Sutra V III. 1.1.

lit. a group or a class of words 
beginning with the word as the 
first word in the list 5 the term is 
used in general as a synonymous 
term with Sarvanaman; cf. 
frarn»icn?3 Kas. on P. 1. 1.27.

a substitute for the entire 
wording instead of the final letter 
as prescribed by the rule srsfcpRq 
P . 1.1.52 ; cf. P.I. 1.55.

the grave accent for the 
entire word. See BtftqTa'.

final , of all these that are 
denoted or enumerated; cf. a&f
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g^fspiusri^R 5T&T fi}^ I M.Bh. 
on P. IV . 2.67.

5TWlW5i«T all the constituent members 
of which ( compound) are subordi
nated to quite a different word and 
not mutually in the manner of one 
member to another. The Bahuvrihi 
compound, as contrasted with other 
compounds, is described to be such 
a one, as all its members - are 
subordinate in sense to another 
w ord; cf. Hi a?WT 3Mtf-l.it 

ew gsn t •Vptftgg! I Kas. on P.
VI. 3.82.

a term used by 
the authors of the Kasika in conne
ction with the application of a 
rule irrespective of all limitations 
and not of any one limitation; cf.

55# 1 3jfq?rŝ :
; Kas. on P. III. 2.75; cf. also 

K a i  on P. II. 1.32, III. 2.101,
V II. 1.3S.

inclusive of the notion of 
gender; the word is used in connec
tion with, the sense of a Pratipadika 
or a crude base as inclusive of the 
notion of gender and number; cf. 
sr&jcnlirra. sptew i ^ :  trcw

M * o n
II. 2.24. Vart. 8.

S'srsnT with the notion of number 
included in the sense of the base 
itself; see gfesf-

belonging to the same class of 
letters; cf. 3crr 1 
3?lR: woi 9IB: 1 f : > Candra 
I. 1.2.

cognate, homophonic; a letter 
belonging to the same technical 
category of letters possessing an 
identical place of utterance and 
internal effort; cf.
P. 1. 1.9. For example, the eigh

teen varieties of sr, due to its short, 
long and protracted nature as also 
due to its accents and nasalization, 
are savarna to each other. The 
vowels and 55 are prescribed to 
be considered as Savarna although 
their place of utterance differs. The 
consonants in each class of conson
ants are savarna to one another, 
but by the utterance of one, ano
ther cannot be taken except when 
the vowel 3 has been applied to 
the first. Thus f  stands for n,, 
1̂ , and s?. cf. P . 1.

- 1.9. and P.1. 1.69.

taking or including the cog
nate letters ; a convention of gra
mmarians to understand by the 
utterance of a vowel like sr, f  or 3 
all the 18 types of it which are 
looked upon as cognate ( ) ,  as 
also to understand all the five con
sonants of a class by the utterance 
of the first consonant with 3 added 
to i t ; e.g. §  denoting all the five 
consonants ^  and ^ ; cf.
sigfegqTO p . I. 1.69.

the lengthened form of a 
vowel which is substituted for two 
cognate vowels coming near each 
other; cf. 3^: gqq p . VI.
1.101.

of the same kind; having the 
same accent.

with the suitable case-affix 
added ; cf. JTqRt: M.
Bh. in Ahnika 1.

possessed of the same number 
or ; cf.

gfesf: 5 1 ^ :  1 M. 
Bh. on P. II. 2,24 Vart. 8.

STOT5! having got an identical place of 
utterance; the word is much used 
in the Pratisakhya works; cf. w i=
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Sfr t t f w  qlfiStf. R. Pr. X III. 5. 

froMta: ?#ira mt% t

'f-RSTpra?; more sasthana i.e. nearer 
among those that have the same 
sthana or place of production ; cf. 
*13 ^ b;?: .mraercr 35%RRi#Km M.Bh. 
on P. I. 1.48 Vart. 3.

lit. connected with a vow el; the 
term is used in connection with a 
consonant as connected with a 
vowel for purpose of syllabication, 
the vowel being either the previous 
one or the succeeding one.

STiT̂ f?<3 going together; occurring 
together; e.g. f%TO«tf %: ( where to  
is taken as the preposition t o  and 
not the pronoun to  which is the 
fem. base of on account of the 
paribhasa
35^ ) ;  c *̂ Pari- '^ek. Pari. 103.

STff^STC the same as gfrcftfajT, the 
desire t.o put quite closely with each 
other ; cf, I gnrfl^r-
Wbfifftoi M. Bh. oh P. I.
2,64 Vart. ig , I. 2.105 Vart. 5.

*Tfrf% simultan eous expression of 
words as found in the Dvandva 
compound ; cf. gfTw 5=?: Hem. III.
1.1x7.

?TF?2r a rule or a topic concerning 
number; cf. qR me fc W  w m fe fN t 
Ifr: 5T M. Bh.
oh P. II. 2.24. Vart. 8.9. . .

a student of the
word occurs in the Mahabhasya 
along with and it may
therefore mean a student of the 
stupendous work named the Sam- 
graha of sqife which is believed to 
have consisted of small numerous 
sutralike assertions, with an exhau
stive gloss thereon. See

lit. placed as a deposit, i.e. 
without any special purpose for the 
time being; the word is used in 
connection with a word in a 
rule which apparently is super
fluous ; cf. g N itM  ragg

- ciwa[. I M. Bh. on P. V II. i,8r ; cf. 
also M. Bh. on III. 2.107,.. VI.
I.8, VII. 2.86.

( 1 )  what is actually express
ed or found in the context; cf.

M- Bh. on
P. VI. 1.177 Vart. 1 ;  ( 2 )  origi
nal, found in the original context 
or Prakrti; cf. gfsrfira 
gRr COT 311: spjc?i: T. Pr.
II. 6 ; (  3 ) of the present time ; 
cf. Purus. Pari. 1,5.

srH tfor original, as belonging to the 
Samhitapatha of the Sutras, and 
not introduced for some additional 
purpose without forming a part 
of the actual affix; cf. 3TfTOig;§^i

■ f f  w f ^ g r f t f c r e ;

M. Bh. on P. IV . 4.9.
<

together with the affix-3*^  
which is inserted in a pronoun after 
its last vo w el; cf.

TOsq: I srto I M. Bh. 
on P. V II. 2.107; cf. also fer: m: 1 

I Kas. on P. VII.
2.108.

possessed of an expectancy 
in meaning; cf. ^5 TOTOf M r 

g s r a p ;  M. Bh., on 
P. III. 2.X14.

W K R 5 possessed of the augment;- cf.
BTnTO M. Bh. on

P. I. 1.20. Vart, 5, also on P. I. 
1.46; cf. also the verse g f  g tre i^ r

I quoted in the Mahabhasya 
to.support the view that augments 
are not inserted, but a word \rith 
an augment replaces a word with-
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out that augment; cf. M. Bh. on 
”P, .1. 1.20 V ait 5.

STfra ( 1 )  tad. affix in the sense of 
entirety with respect to the occurr
ence. of a thing where it was 
not before, e.g.
ariaere..’* #  cf. P . V . 4.52, 53; ( 2 )  
tad. affix in the sense of ‘ handing 
over ■ or ‘ entrusting ’ ; e.g.

■ srifTOKt cf. P.. V. 4.55.

'HHti of a substantive, belonging to 
the object; cf. l srfa 31

8 m  fl^JT ^1^! Nir.
VI. 16.

S W  instrument of an activity ; cf.
M. Bh. on I. 

1.42; cf. also 5RRTO5T
K̂cftRr spTcis^ M. Bh. on I. 4.23. 

See the word sfins above.

most efficient in the accom
plishment of an action ; the karaka 
called K aran a; cf. BRSfsra I 
P. I. 4.42. See the word

WTSR the same as or crrer which 
see above ; cf. ^ ferai: I f e l -  

M .B h. on P. I. 3.1. 
Vart. 1 ; cf. also <j# WTg:
TOlgTO^0! and its opposite maxim 
also, <jl wigsronoi 33zi?r M.
Bh. on P. VI. 1.135. Vart. 9. cf. 
also Siradeva pari. 128,129.

seventh section of the 
third kanda of Vakyapadlya. It 
discusses karaka (flPW).

commoD, conveying a common  
no tion  ; c f. ^

. ==r Nir. II. 13.

* n S l53* a scholar of grammar who
■ was a pupil of and who 

wrote a short work on grammar 
named

nasalized; uttered partly 
through the nose; cf. ft

M. Bh. on P.
VI. 1.67.

or an affix or a root
or the like, to which a mute letter 
has been attached ; cf.
*1 Par. Sek. Pari. 81.

an injunction accompanied 
by a rule or rules of exception. It 
is a convention that an injunctive 
rule gets its sense completed when 
prohibitions or exceptions to it 
have been fully considered; hence 
the convention runs, 5IWR-
m q  tfcT I Par. Sek.
Pari 63 ; cf. -also ^(<pn^: 3 ftfTO 

M. Bh. on P. IV. 3.155, 
VI. 2.177; VIII. 1.68.

with an expectancy in sense; 
although in grammar expectancy 
is at the root of, and forms a sort 
of a connecting link for, theu various 
kinds of relations which exist be
tween the different words of . a 
sentence which has to give a com- 

. posite sense, yet, if a word outside 
a compound is connected with a" 
word inside a compound, especially 
with a second or further member, 
the sense becomes ambiguous; and 
expectancy in such cases is looked 
upon as a fault; e.g. f t

Raghu X L  When, however, 
in spite of the fault of expectancy 
the sense is clear, the compound is 
admissible; cf. ^  sfqitWRr

 ̂ vf^ ^ q -
jp p :,  snatft 1

' I M. Bh.
on P. II. i .i  ; cf. also the expression 

often used by
commentators..

f̂TErirî  prescribed in the seventh 
chapter or Adhyaya of the Asta
dhyayi; cf. giafrra 3n#*rT§5R̂ f3fa 3^4 

1 M. Bh. on P. VI. 4.62,
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. 33: m fllt l M.Bh.
on P. VI. 1.70.

SIIW furnished wilh or object; a 
transitive root; the term is used in 
the Sakatayana, Haimacandra and 
Candra grammars; cf. Candra I. 4. 
100, Hema. III. 3.21, Sakat., 1V. 

3-55- '

?riwn?r together with the reduplica
tive syllable; cf. gR-qraCT P.
VIII. 4.21.

the case-endings ( of the
genitive plural with the augment g; 
prefixed ; cf. HW P. VII. 1.33.

an anonymous ancient 
work of the type of the Pratisakhya 
works dealing with the euphonic 
changes and accents in the pada
patha of the Samaveda. Some 
scholars attribute its authorship to 
Audavraji, others to Gargya.

equalization of tones; cf. qqfef

c
5TTHS3T lit. capacity of a word to ex

press its sense; the word is, how
ever, used rather technically, as 
deiived from in the sense of 
compositeness; cf. 33 t̂ .iqr+tre: SWSJT 
31 i M. Bh. on P. II. 1.1.
See above. The word is also 
used in the sense of ' conformity in 
sense ’ or ' connectedness ’; cf. ?§#: 

P. V III. 3.41 ; cf. also 
R. T. 105; cf. also R. T. g8 

and 130.

name of a-Samdhi or euphonic 
change of the type of the vowels 3T, 
I and 3 being lengthened in some 
specified cases chiefly for the sake 
of music (HW) or metre. This 
lengthening is given the name 
in the R k Pratisakhya; cf. 5?%

R. Pr. VII. 1 .

srTĤ ?jrfcRlT<:-*r name of a Pratisakhya 
work on Samaveda. It is probable 
that there were some Piatisakhya 
woiks written dealing with, the 
different branches or Sakhas of the 
Samaveda, as could be inferred 
from indirect references to such 
works. For instance in the Maha
bhasya there is a passage "  33 =3 

w^gfsraaiPFfrar:
nlfltaTt =31* ^  I .......351-
flsfcn’C ’ which refers to such works. 
A t present, however, one such work 
common to the several branches of 
the Samaveda, called Rk tantra is 
available, and it is.called Samaveda 
Pratisakhya. It is believed to have 
been written by sfrpjft and revised 
by

standing in apposition ; 
the word is used many times in its 
literal sense ‘ having the same sub
stratum For instance, in

the personal ending ra and 
are said to be B'Treiftwi- The 

Samanadhikarana words are put in 
the same case although, the gender 
and number sometimes differ. See 
the word

HOTF3T lit. resemblance in any one or 
many respects. In the Nirukta the 
word is used in the sense of resem
blance between the word to be 
derived, and any form of a ro o t; 
the term refers there to gramma
tical resemblance and many there
fore mean grammatical considera
tion in general; cf. sjfqsrait 

Nir. II. 1.

mention of a term in such 
a general way as would include some 
varieties or specific forms of it to 
which the expression put is common 
e.g. the word 3flq^(fem. affix) for 
the affixes anq., ^  and cf.

"TO:: M .B h. on P. III.
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1.30; cf. also gim-qqi;inr4:1
1 . III. 1.43 Vart. r.

^ T flF s ra r fC itT th e  preservation of 
the inclusion of two or more terms 
by such a wording as is common to 
those two or more terms; e.g #  for 

and ; am. for 2R,3iq., 
and îq,; cf. sm r s i^ fra  grnistiif’nr- 
f̂ 5jirn'4: ;#KRtg*pr: 3i<N: 1 M. Bh. on 
P. III. 1.83 Vart. 7. The phrase 
graFqitfonftsfRnt is very frequently 
used in the KI£ikavrtti.

future tense in general; 
the general future tense expressed 
by the verb-endings substituted for 
555. There is also the term fjs r̂R'sra, 
or *tf3s*Fat used in the same sense; 
cf. tfr =3! 3% 3 #

sr?q% 1 Kas. on P. III.

3-13-

denotation of a general 
nature, cf. Vak. pad. III. 14 387. 
cf. «rm

the relationship be
tween the general and the parti
cular, which forms the basis of the 
type of apavada which is explained 
by the analogy of the
word also refers to the method 
followed by the Sutras of Panini, 
or any treatise of grammar for the 
matter of that, where a general rule 
is prescribed and, for the sake of 
definiteness, some specific rules 
laying down exceptions, are given 
afterwards: cf.

M. Bh. Ahnika x.

S T R T p s j a  general rule, a rule laid 
down in general which is restricted 
by special rules afterwards; cf.

feftfcl M. Bh. on P. II. 1-24 Vart.

5, cf. also M.Bh. on III. 1.94, III. 
2.77 etc.

HWF*nf%^T extended application of. a 
thing to others in general; cf.

‘ j p t ’
( 3-3-I32 ) Pari. Sek.
Pari. 101.

WnRTTra^WnTiWiSi name given to the 
Paribhasa
Pari. Sek. Pari. 101.

W TF^8ir referring only to a general 
thing indicated, and not to any 
specific instances. The word is used 
in connection with a Jfiapana or 
indication drawn from the wording 
of a rule, which is taken to apply in 
general to kindred things and 
rarely to specific things; cf. f t  ^ 

STiq̂ S VTRf^lr I
Pari. Sek. on Pari. 50.

^TJfflRnf ŝrpT denotation of the genus 
factor of a word, as contrasted with 

denotation of the indivi
dual object ; cf. cf=[T

vrftsqfe' M. Bh. on P. I. 2. 58 
Vart. 7.

wmiW'O pertaining to a compound; 
found inside a compound; cf. ttt 
^5rt qilt qrar

f̂â ĉi: I M. Bhc on 
P. V II. i . i ;  cL also sraTf&fi§sR: 
3UTIW etc. Pari. Sek. on Pari. 56.

name given to tad. affixes 
prescribed in the sense of collection' 
( g j j f ) by the rule cRq gijy: and the 
following ones; P. IV. 3.37. to 5r.

?!!?$ similarity, homogeneity: dps- 
cribed to be of two kinds- in w o ds 
and in sense; cf. .(1 gff: 5i=?n:! ai^

M.Bh. on
P. I. 3.10. Vart. 3; cf. also ?-rR3gq- 

#153*3; T. Pr. X X IV . 5.

54
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the celebrated Vedic 
scholar and grammarian of Vijaya- 
nagar who flourished in the 14th 
century and wrote, besides the 
monumental commentary works on 
the Vedas, a grammatical work on 
roots and their forms known by 1 he 
name As the colo
phon of the work shows, the Dhatu
vrtti was written by Sayanacarya, 
but published under the name of 
Madhava, the brother of Sayana- 
carya; cf. TUTHffepni

*n§f#r~ Madhaviya Dhatuvrtti 
at the end ; cf. also w w p n i flPt-
ok 1 %4 *ngtf%-

1 Mad. Dhatuvrtti at the 
beginning.

name of a grammarian, the 
writer of

UkAWJPtel name of a commentary by 
Jagannatha 011 the Sarasvata Pra
kriya.

name of a grammar work 
written by Kavicandra.

a further abridgement 
of sgfegRcTOg#, See

Slk'Wci name of a grammar
work which was once very popular 
on account of its brevity, believed 
to have been written in the sutra 
form by an ancient grammarian 
named Narendra who is said to 
have composed 700 sutras under 
the inspiration of Sarasvati. The 
exposition of these Sutras by a 
reputed grammarian named Anu- 
bhutisvarupacarya, who possibly 
flourished in the thirteenth century 
A. D., is known by the name 
sifefl, which has remained as a text 
book on grammar to the present 
day in some parts of India. This 
JTflpn is popularly known as

EZfiWl. The technical terms in this 
grammar are the current popular 
ones.

name in general given to 
commentary works on the Sara
svata Vyakarana, out of which 
Vidvatprabodhin! by Ramanara- 
yana, Dipika by Satyaprabodha, 
Tippana by Ksemankar, Sarapradl- 
pika by Jagannatha are known to 
scholars. Besides these, there are 
commentaries by Punjaraja, Subo- 
dhika by Amrtabharatl. ( Mss. of 
Subodhika mention different names 
as its authors viz. Visvesvarabdhi, 
Satyaprabodhabhattaraka, all be
longing to fifteenth century), a 
commentary b y  Narendra, Subo
dhika of Candrakfrti, a commentary 
by Madhava ( 16th. cent.) Vasu- 
devabhatta ( 17th. cen t.), Man- 
dana, Megharaja (Dhundhika), 
Dhanesvara, Saradfpika of Jaga
nnatha, Sarasvatabhasya of Ka£i- 
natha, Saraprakriyavartika of 
Sahajakirti, a commentary by 
Bhattagopala, Sabdarthacandrika 
by Hansavijayagani, Vidvatprabo- 
dhiiil by Ramabhatta, and comm
entaries by Ratnakara, Narayana- 
bharat!, Ksemankar and Mahl- 
dhara.

by Megharatna of the 
seventeenth century, is a comm
entary on Sarasvataprakriya. It is 
also called Sarasvatavyakaranadhu- 
ndhika.

a grammar work of the 
Sarasvata school written by Daya- 
ratna in explanation of the techni
cal rules giving conventions and 
maxims.

the popular name given 
to the gloss by Anubhutisvarupa- 
carya on / Narendra’s grammar 
rules. See BRffcT above.
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see above.

9 R^g[$Rn^ a commentary on Sara- 
svataprakriya by Vasudevabhatta 
of the sixteenth century.

a critical gloss on the 
Sarasvata grammar by a gramma
rian named Kasiaatha.

see BR?W above.

a work giving a short sub
stance of the Sarasvata Vyakarana 
with a commentary named Mitak- 
sara on the same by Harideva.

a work on the 
Sarasvata Vyakarana by a gramma
rian named Ramasrama.

a work on the Sara
svata Vyakarana by Surasimha.

o r  an inde
pendent treatise on grammar by 
Narayana Vandyopadhyaya,

name of a commentary 
on Nagesa’s Paribhasendusekhara 
written by 3T<33n #  *RI%, the stal
wart grammarian of the ninteenth 
century at Varanasi.

lit. possessed of sense; signi
ficant, as contrasted with cf. 
Stft tj gitsfil.vRk. Prati. X III. 9.

^nsfoni^ denoting time, irrespective 
of its divisions such as j:he past,' 
the present and the. future; e g. 
the krt affixes prescribed by rules 
before P. IH . 2.84; cf. sra: gm- 
3iTf§5ifiT Kas. on P. III.
2.83.

a term used in Panini’s gra
mmar for affixes applied to verbs, 
such as the personal endings and 
those krt affixes which are marked 
with the mute letter cf. fsi-

P- 4- i r 3- The
term  w as taken  into his gram m ar

by Panini from ancient grammar 
works and thence in their grammars 
by other grammarians; cf. gitwTg-

SB ^ fftR rl Trilok-com. on Kat.
III. 1.34. The term gpt'ffjpj also 
was used by ancient grammarians 
before Panini; cf. sriftW R p^ F W : 

raf%. K ai. on
p . v i l  3.95.

lit. pertaining to pronouns; 
the term is used in connection with 
rules or operations concerning ex
clusively the pronouns; cf. Jii^eart- 

Kat. II. 1.33.

?TTW»TOT a grammarian of theeightenth 
century who wrote a very brief 
critical work on compounds named 
SH1OTR-

snifOTfftwF pertaining to all cases, i.e. 
prescribed to convey the sense 
of all case affixes; the term is 
commonly used by commentators 
with reference to the tad. affix 
erg. prescribed by the rule jrlgqR 
W^Rcffa: and the Varttika frfgsi^  
snwr^J} 3tRfl?2{R^ thereon, cf. P. V. 
4.44 and Vart. 1.

possessed of scope for its ap
plication as contrasted with FRJpfiTW,- 
a term used in connection with a 
rule which has got its application 
to some cases without conflict with 
any other rule; cf.

*rafcT I M. Bh. on
P. I. 1.3 Vart. 6.

the quality of being cognate or
allied ; see the word ffipfr above.t

together with avyaya or in
declinable ; cf. srremtf i 
3%: tort i ?{t%: qsra I M. Bh. on P.
II. 1.1. Vait. 9.

presence together, mention 
together, association; this is
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many times of use in cases .of doubt 
regarding the meanirg of a word or 

. the choice of a word in a particular 
sense; cf. m m  g if  l
M. Bh, on P. J. 1.70, I. 2.27; cf.

M. Bh. on P„ I. 2.51 Vart. 3.

( x ) personal ending feq. of the sec. 
pers. sing.; cf. flftl P.
III. 4.78; ( 2 ) Unadi affix (% ) 
Cf. fee: Un. III. 155.

the analogy of the 
backward look peculiar to a lion, 
who, as he advances, does always 
look back at the ground covered. 
The word is used in grammar with 
reference to a word taken back 
from a rule to the preceding rule 
which technically is called 3iq=ef; cf. 
qsprom

Kas. on P. III. 3.49.

one of the substitutes (g,) for the 
general sign £5 of the aorist tense 
(§ 1 ) ;  cf. fes'gfsi P. III.
1.43, 44-

name given by convention to 
the second pada of the seventh 
adhyaya of Panini’s A?tadhyayi as 
the pada begins with the sutra f f̂% 
?fs: P. VII. 2.r.

an affix marked 'With the mute 
letter g. signifying the designation 
cr; for the preceding base to which 
that affix has been added; for 
examples where such affixes are 
noticed., see the words 3W%,
sKfcw:, cf. fgfo ^ P. I. 4.16.

1^5 ( 1 )  established; the term is used 
in the sense of ftgj or eternal in the 
Varttika ral. where, as
Patanjali has observed, the word 
feg meaning f?;?a has been purposely 
put in to mark an auspicious begin
ning of the which

commences with that Varttika ; cf. 
®nraw"f Jiffr: sffsw ras-

351 M. Bh. on Ahnika 1 ;  
( 2) established, proved, formed ; 
the word is many times used in this 
sense in the Mahabhasya, as also in 
the Varttikas especially when a 
reply is to be given to an objection; 
cf. P. I. 1.3 Vart. 17 , 1 1 4. Vart. 
6 ; I. 1.5, Vart. 5 , 1. 1.9 Vart. 2 etc.

the chapter or portion of 
Panini’s grammar which is valid to 
the rules inside that portion, as also 
to the rules enumerated after it. 
The word is used in connection with 
the first seven chapters and a quar
ter of the eighth chapter of Panini’s 
Astadhyayi, as contrasted with the 
last three quarters called the
rules in which are not valid to any 
rule in the preceding portion,'called 
by the name 6qi?5caisqr4t or as 
also to any preceding rule in the 
Tripadi itself; cf. P. V I I I .
2.1.

an ancient Jain sage who is 
believed to have written an original 
work on grammar.

a title given to his gram
mar by Hemacandra himself, which 
subsequently came to be called

or For details
see

%1X'5g established tenet or principle 
or conclusion, in the standard works 
of the different Sastras.

a critical and scholarly 
commentary on the Sutras of Panioi, 
in which the several Sutras are 
arranged topicwise and fully ex
plained with examples and counter 
examples. The work is exhaustive, 
yet not voluminous, difficult yet 
popular, and critical yet lucid. The 
work is next in impoitance to  the



Mahabhasya in the system of Pariini, 
and its study prepares the way' for 
understanding the Mahabhasya. It 
is prescribed for study in the courses 
of Vyakarana at every academy and 
PathaSaia and is expected to be 
committed to memory by students 
who want to be thorough scholars of 
Vyakarana. B y virtue of its metho
dical, treatment, it has thrown into 
the background all kindred works 
and glosses or Vrttis on the Sutras 
of Panini. It is arranged into two 
halves, the first half dealing with 
seven topics ( i ) ^rwfwrai, (2 )  

WHft, ( 3 ) ( 4 ) # 5Tsiv
( 5 ) T O , ( 6 ) aura, (7  ) crfer, and 
the latter half dealing with five 
topics, (2 )
( 3) ¥3?er, (4 ) and ( 5 )
The author has himself
written a scholarly gloss on it called 

1 on which, his grandson,
Hari Diksita has written a learned 
commentary named or
simple The Siddhantakau
mudi has got a large number of 
commentaries on it out of which, 
the commentaries srtSTRtan, 3I5J- 
jwftsrt, (by  tR#fsRT
and are read by almost
every true scholar of Vyakarana. 
Besides these four, there are a dozen 
or more commentaries some of 
which can be given below with their 
names and authors ( I ) by
smfwrarra, ( 2 )  by w t p w i,
(3 )  ??!E!55̂ §iPtFC by ( 4 J 
JRiWI by SRJcrqfeff, ( 5 ) 
feF cR f tq by (6 )  by

(7 )  by
(8 )  ?r55t by enipnsr, ( 9 ) 

gira»«n by fmn®, (10)
sqreqi by S8$t#r€, ( i t )

,®W?3T by fPrasM ,
and (13 )  by

dttq®a3%a- Although the real aame 
of the work is as

given by ihe author, still popularly 
the work is well-known by the name 

_The work has got three 
abridged forms, the Madhyakau- 
raudf, Sarasiddhantakaumudi and 
the Laghukaumudi. all written, by 
Varadaraja, the pupil of Bhattoji 
Diksita,

a small gloss 
on Bhattoji’s Siddhantakaumudis 
explaining its difficult lines and 
passages, written by a grammarian 
named

or Vaiyakaranasid- 
dhantakaumudlrahasya, a com
mentary by Nllakantha Dixita on 
Siddhantakaumudi; cp. Paribhasa- 
samgraha, p. 303.

work, discussing the difficult sent
ences and passages of the Siddhanta
kaumudi, written by a grammarian 
named Ramakrsna.

a grammar work based 
"on the Sarasvataprakriya. written 
by Eamacandrasrama. It has a 
commentary called Tattvadlpika 
by Lokesakara, SubodhinI by Sada- 
nanda, Laghusiddhantacandrika Is 
an abridgement by the author him- 
self.

an independent gloss on the 
Sarasvatlsutra written by a gram
marian named Jinacandra.

name of a commentary 

on the Katantrapari^ista by Siva- 
ramacakravartin.

a commentary on Sara- 
svataprakriya written by Madhava.

an independent work on 
grammar believed to have been 
written by Devanandin.
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a term used in connection 
with the writer himself of a , trea
tise when he gives a reply to the 
objections raised by himself or 
quoted from others, the term ’Jjf'rfg*!, 
being used for the objector.

T&fig; formation of a w ord; establish
ment of the correct view after the 
removal of the objection; e. g. 

w rafe ,

( i )  the personal ending (f%) of 
the second person singular ( 
qEKefrjjf) substituted for the affix 
of the ten tenses and moods

and others ; cf, P, III. 4.78 ; (2 ) 
Vikarana affix ^  added to a root 
before the affixes of or Vedic 
Subjunctive.

a technical term used in the 
Vajasaneyi-Pratisakhya for the first 
eight vowels of the alphabet, viz. 
sr, sil, f ,  3. a , and 55; cf. 
ffWTf^ttr V. Pr. I. 44.

augment # 1., prefixed to the 
personal affixes which are sub
stituted lor the affixes. in the 
Atmanepada; e.g. »t%T cf.
P. III. 4.102.

a prominent grammarian of the 
Eastern part of India who lived in 
the twelfth century A.D. He was a 
very sound scholar of Panini's gra
mmar and wrote a few glosses on 
prominent works in the system. 
His Paribhasavrtti is a masterly 
independent treatise among the 
recognised works on the Paribba§as 
in which he has quoted very pro
fusely from the works of his prede
cessors, such as the KaSika, Nyasa, 
Anunyasa and others. The reputed 
scholar Maitreya Raksita is more 
often quoted than others.

§  ( 1 )  case affix ( g.) of the nomina
tive singular and ( § )  of the

locative plural; cf. P. IV . 1.2 ;
( 2 )  Unadi affix §  ( f § )  applied
to the root e.g. cf. wg: 
Unadi 437.

augment added according to 
some grammarians to any word 
optionally with , which is pre
scribed in the case of the words 

I 5*. sfk and ©w before the affix 
( n ) in the sense of desire. e.g. 

sfwifir, H fP #  etc. cf. P.-VII. 1.51 
Varttika.

r *  ( 1 )  tad. affix q  applied to ft, 
ft, and to ^  optionally, in 
the sense of * repetition of the 
activity ’ e.g. fg: <Rtf§r etc. cf. Kas. 
on P. V. 4. 18, 19 ; ( 2) Unadi 
affix g., see g  above.

a grammarian who wrote 
a small treatise on genders named

§ 2  ( i ) short term ( aaifR  ) for the 
first five case-affixes which are 
called also, when they
pertain to the masculine or the 
feminine gender; cf. ggsjjpfiR?! I. 
1.43; (a )  augment g, prefixed to 
the root §  and to the root m when 
preceded by certain prepositions 
and as seen in the words 
and others as also in the words

srrm, arow, 
sftare, t o  

srsftg*?, and words in the
class of words headed by 
under certain conditions; cf. P.
V I. 1.135-57 ; ( 3 )  augment g. 
prefixed to the case-affix 
after a pronoun; e. g. cf.
P. V II. 1.52 ; ( 4 ) augment g. pre
fixed to the consonant ^ or sj, 
pertaining to affixes, e. g.
f f̂ts cf. P. III. 4.T07.

ipJIS?5! an anonymous commentary 
on the Siddhantakaumudi of Bhatt
oji Diksita.
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I ’T ( x ) locative case affix § ;  (2 )  
short term for case-affixes, as 
formed by the syllable g  (the 
nom. sing, affix) at the beginning 
and the final consonant ?. of gq_, 
the locative plural case-affix in 
the rule P. IV.
1.2. These case affixes are called
* vibhakti ’ also. These §<*. affixes 
are elided after an indeclinable 
word ; cf. p . II . 4.82 ;
in Veda h , f  (o;), %  531, ^  
and sn^ as seen, are substituted for 
these case affixes, which some
times are even dropped or assimi
lated with the previous vowel of 
the base ; e. g. *Fg w [ : ,  snt 
etc. cf. P. V II. 1.39. These case- 
affixes are as a rule, grave-accented 
( )  excepting in such cases 
as are mentioned in P. V I. 1. 166 
to 184 and 19T.

an independent work on 
grammar written by a scholar of 
grammar named who flour
ished in Mithila in the fifteenth 
century A. D.

a commentary written 
by a scholar of grammar named 
ft'gfJrsi on the Supadm a vyakarana, 
which see above.

a treatise written by a 
grammarian named on the

which see below.

a commentary by a 
grammarian named on the
gTOCTOTgf which see above.

a popular name given to a 
compound formed of two nouns, 
which cannot be ordinarily explain
ed by the rules of grammar laid 
down in definite terms by Panini 
in II. 1.51 to II. 2.29. These so 
called Irregular compounds are ex
plained as formed in accordance

with the rule BS ITT II. 1.4 wherein 
the word T? presents itself by  3T3ff% 
from ssrwff?# wipra; II. 1.2, 
the rule g f  gtfi as a result being 
explained as §5. §qT e f  As
these compounds cannot be put 
under the topics of 
and others mentioned by Panini in
II. 1.5 to II. 2.29 they are called 
S'g'fwra or

l ^ T  name given to a word formed 
with the addition of a case-affix' 
and hence capable of being used 
in a sentence by virtue of its being 
called a by the rule 
The ancient grammarians gave four 
kinds of words or padas viz. rrw, 
srmw, 3q?PT and Fftnvf which Panini 
has brought under two heads g ^ r 
including JfTH, a w r  and fttrRT and 
ffe?cT standing for ; cf. §fas#

P. I. 4. 14.

name given to ( 1 )  a com
mentary on the Siddhantakaumudi 
by Krsnamaunin or Jayakrsna- 
maunin; (2 )  a commentary on the 
Sarasvata Vyakarana by Amfta- 
bharati; { 3 ) a commentary on the 
Sarasvata Vyakarana by Candra- 
kirti. (4 )  a commentary by Gopa- 
lagiri on Vijjalabhupati’s Prabodha- 
prakala. Another similar name 
Subodhika should be understood as 
a commentary on Sarasvataprakriya 
by Amrtabharati.

§0^11 a root formed from a noun or 
a subanta by the addition of any 
of the following affixes— ( by P.
III. 1.8, 10 and 19), (b y  
P .I I I . 1.9), {by P .I I I .  i . i r ,  
1 2 and 14-18) , f ^ ( b y  P. III. 1.13),

(by  P. III. 1.20), fSr^fP. i n .  
. x .21 and 25) and qfj ( by P. III. 127) 

and also by ffisn or zero affix by P„
III. i . i r  Varttika 3. All these 
formations ending with the affixes



mentioned above are termed roots 
by the rule ( P. I l l ;  i .
32) and are regularly conjugated 
in all the ten tenses and moods 
with the general conjugational sign 
3IH. added to them in the conjuga
tional tenses, and 319, and others 
in the other tenses and moods, and 
have verbal derivatives also formed 
by the addition of suitable kft 
affixes.,

fpJTH known also as Subhuticandra 
was a grammarian who wrote a 
commentary on the AmarakoSa. 
He is mentioned by Ujjvaladatta.

IppftOT name of a commentary writ
ten by a Southern grammarian, 
feints on Bhattoji’s Siddhantakau
mudi.

^  a short pithy assertion laying 
down something in a scientific 
treatise; aphorism; the word is 
sometimes used in a collective 
sense in the singular, referring to 
the whole collection of Sutras or 
rules; cf. sqTOTO 93^ M. Bh. on 
Ahnika x. The term is defined as

1 arst-
Wfficrt % There are
given generally six kinds of Sutras 
viz. % res,
srlcft*Hi3 and also cf.
=er ^  ^ 1

qfipr gjfssjopui Com. on Kat. 
I. 1.2.

the original writer of the 
sutras ; e.g. sT'fefcv,
|f!=qr̂  and others. In Panini’s sys
tem, Panini is called Sutrakara. as 
contrasted with Katyayana, who is 
called the Varttikakara and Patan
jali, who is called the Bhasyakara ; 
cf. M. Bh. on P. II.
2.11.

the text of Panini’s Sutras, hand
ed down by oral tradition from

the preceptor to the pupil. 
Although it is said that the actual 
text of Pacini was modified from 
time to time, still it can be said with 
certainty that it was fixed at the 
time of the Bhasyakara who has 
noted a few different readings only. 
The Sutra text approved by the 
Bhasyakara was followed by' the 
authors of the Kaiika excepting in 
a few cases. It is customary with 
learned Pandits and grammarians 
to say that the recital of the Sutras 
of Pacini was originally a conti
nuous one in the form of a Samhita- 
text and it was later on, that it was 
split up into the different Sutras, 
which explains according to them 
the variation in the number of 
Sutras which is due to the different 
ways of splitting the Sutrapatha.

( 1 )  splitting up of a gramma
tical rule ( qlJlff^nr) ; (2 ) change 
in the wording of a ru le ; cf. g  w

q t tm  M. Bh.
on Siva Sutra 2 Vart. 5.

reference to something as 
present, when, in fact, it is yet to 
come into existence, on the analogy 
of the expression gjRij q-q ; 
cf. €?n M.
Bh. on P. I. 3.12 Vart. 2.

W §\  the place of the articulation or 
production of the sound %.

name of the famous commen
tator on Purusottamadeva’s Bhasa
vrtti, who lived in the fifteenth 
century A.D.

% ( t ) one of the several affixes found 
in Veda in the sense of §g^(g»£of 
the infinitive) ; e.g. km: ; cf. 
P. III. 4.9; ( 2 )  personal-end
ing substituted for «n9 in the pres., 
perfect, and other tenses; cf. *116:
& P. III. 4.80.
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together with the augment *if* 
prescribed in general lor being pre» 
fixed to an Ardhadhatuka affix 
beginning with any consonant 

" except The word is also used in 
the sense ol a root which allows the 
augment ? )  to be prefixed to 
valadi Ardhadhatuka affixes placed 
after it, in contrast with such roots 
which do not allow it and hence 
which are termed srf*n>;.

possessed of the augment See

S a r a *  name of a commentary on 
Bopadeva’s Mugdhabodha Gra
mmar written by a grammarian 
named Garigadhara.

one of the several affixes found in 
Veda in the sense of the infinitive 
affix g ^ ;e.g. Tsraf, cf. P. IIL  4.9.

name of an ancient gramiharian 
quoted by Panini in the rule 

P. V, 4.112.

tad. affix prescribed in the 
sense of ' milk optionally along 
with the affixes f g  and after 
the-word ; e.g. cf.

P. IV. 2.36. Vart. 5.

nature of being borne in m ind; 
being stored up in memory; memori
zation by frequent utterance cf.

JisWfldffa crgjl. onVak. pad. 
L  82. c'

together with a preposition 
( 3TO?r) prefixed;. the term is used 
in connection with a root to which 
a preposition such as sr, TO etc. has 
been prefixed; cf„ 3? ft % gfa-
m h  M. Bh. on P. I.
1.44.

having u tility ; having some 
purpose to serve, cp. Vak; pad.
H I. 14.465-.

55

Slfor, sfasnij' name ol the writer of a 
gloss named on the Taitti
riya Pratisakhya.

a Jain Grammarian, the writer 
of a gloss Sabdarnavacandrika on 
the Jainendra Vyakarana named 

by the author, who was a 
resident of the Deccan and lived in 
a village named Arjurika ( called 
3TT3TC; to-day) near Kolhapur in the 
twelfth century. Sabdarnava is 
said to be another name for the 
southern version of Jainendra Vya
karana, which is attributed to 
Gunanandin.

a grammarian quoted by 
Ujjvaladatta, possibly the same as 
Somadeva, which see above.

a modern grammarian ol the 
nineteenth century who wrote a 
short grammatical work as a hand- 

; book for scholars who aspired to be 
poets. The work was called qqiwn- 
5is^nai.

accompanied by a rush of 
breath. The word is taken to apply 
to the second and fourth conson
ants which are produced by the 
rush ol unintonated breath through 
the open mouth like steam through 
a p ipe; the second and fourth 
class consonants ; cf. gwu: #a?Fi: 
R. T. 16.

A.
S-Tra' belonging to the sutra; found in 

the sutra as contrasted with what 
is given elsewhere; cf. *n§:
or mi  etc. cf. also tMf
M. Bh. on P. III. 2.139, 4-6o, 
64, IV . 2.64 etc.

5 0 name of a school of ancient gra
mmarians who composed Varttikas 
in explanation ol the sutras of 

r Panini • cf. #amn trsPrf P. III. 2 56 
Vart. 1, IV . 1.74. Vart. 1. cl/sRr^f
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M,' Bh. On II.
2.18. Vart. 4,

school of grammar founded by
- Padmanabhadatta. See 

Padmanabha has himself written 
Supadinapafijika. Accessories writ
ten by Padmanabha are Saupad- 
maparibhasavrtti, Unadi, Gana
patha by Kaslsvara and commented 
on it by Ramakanta. There are 
works in the system like Saupad- 
mamakaranda by Visnumitra, and 
commentary works by Kaslsvara. 
Sildhara Cakravartin and Rama
candra.

•fc,
5 W 5 name of a grammarian who is 

believed to have criticised the argu
ments of the author of Mahabhasya 
as quibbling, cf. Vak. pad* II. 481.

an ancient grammarian 
quoted in -the Mahabhasya ; cf. m

' i s :  M. Bh. on P. V III. 
2.106. Vart. 3.

a root of the ^if^FT or the 
Fifth Conjugation.

a tad. affix in the sense of 
collection, added to the words sr, 
and jjKf; cf. Varttika on P. IV. 
2.51 quoted in the Kasikavrtti.

^3 a term used for the sibilant B and 
dental class consonants for the , 
substitution of the sibilant and 
palatal consonants in respective 
order; cf. # :  §3T a: P. V III. 4.40.

( 1 )  the sense of the feminine ; J 
cf. ftrara: P. IV . 1.3-81 (2 )  a word j 
ending with an affix in the sense of ! 
feminity such as siq̂  §1  ̂or =3iq. or 

#1. °r °r the lik e ; cf.
/Slj IV. 1.120; ( 3 )  a word in the 
sense of feminine cf. #  5 ^ .  P. I. 
2.66. !

( 1) affixes added to the mascu
line base of a word to show the 
sense of the feminine, such as stj in 

and ^  and f  in # i., 
and See P.- IV . 1.3 to 8i; ( 2) 
name of a section of Bhattojfs 
Siddhantakaumudi which gives the 
affixes added for the formation of a 
feminine base.

based upon ; the word is peculiarly 
used in the Pratisakhya works in 
the sense of * based on % * belonging 
to ’ or ‘ made up Gf 5; cf.

, R. T. 94, so also cf. # 3 #  
R. T. 162.

name of an ncient writer 
of Pratisakhya works who is quoted 
in the Taittiriya Pratisakhya cf. T. 
Pr. X V II. 4.

name of Jinendrabuddhi;
see

?2TFf place of articulation ; place of the 
production of sound, which is one 
of the chief factors in the produc
tion of sound; cf. sgsRRRf

I W -
rrMra WJTI3. II T. Pr. X X III. 2. Gen
erally there are given five places of 
the production of sound viz. gps, 
cr®, ??cT and T̂g, respectively 
for the articulation of guttural, 
palatal, cerebral, dental and labial 
letters and *nfgsfii as an additional 
one for the articulation of the nasal 
consonants “l.and For
the Jihvamuliya sound (x m), jiifT- 
Jjm is given as a specific one. For 
details and minor differences of 
views, see T. Pr. I l l ,  R. Pr. 1.18 to 
20, R . T. 2-10; V.- Pr. I. 65 to 84 
and M. Bh. on P. 1. 1.9. (2 )  place, 
substratum, which is generally un
derstood as the sense of the genitive 
case-affix in rules which prescribe

substitutes; cf. K*n¥it*rF. P. I.
1.49.
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one of the several kinds of 
the genitive case when it  means a 
place or substratum, see the word

'€4#SW the original- word or part of a 
word such as a syllable or two of it 
or a letter of it, for which a substi
tute ( 3n ^ r) is prescribed ; cf. ^IW?-

P . 1. 1.5&-

^TR^T similar to the original be
haviour ; cf. P. I. 
1.56. See

acting like the original. See

behaviour of the substitute 
like the original in respect of hold
ing the qualities of the original and 
causing grammatical operations by 
virtue of those qualities. B y  means 
of the substitute for a
root is, for instance, looked upon 
as a ro o t; similarly, a noun-base or 
an affix or so, is looked upon like 
the original and- it can cause such 
operations or be a recipient of such 
operations as are due to its being a 
root or a noun or an affix or the 
like. This wrftsrgPT cannot be,1 and 
is not made also, a universally ap
plicable feature; and there are 
limitations or restrictions put upon 
it, the chief of them being sjfe'fr or 
in the matter of such operations as 
are caused by ‘ the property of be
ing a single letter ’ ( ). There 
are two views regarding this * be
haviour like the original ’ : ( 1 )  sup
posed behaviour which is only 
instrumental in causing operations 
or undergoing them which is called 

and (2 )  actual restoration 
to the form of the original under 
certain conditions only as prescrib
ed which is called The 
^ 7 # ^  is actually resorted to by

some grammarians in the case of 
the reduplication of roots; cf. K ai. 
o n t f ^  P. 1. 1.59 and M. Bh. on 
P. I. 1.59. See the word ^nt^sr 
also. For details see Vol. V II. pp. 
241-243, Vyakarana Mahabhasya 
D. E. Society’s Edition.

one of the two alter
native views regarding reduplica
tion according to which two word
ings or units of the same form re
place the original single wording, 
cf. ?*nR5?£RfcJT|ifer
Siradeva Pari. 68. The other kind 
of reduplication is called fg:sn5tn- 
fiphRW which looks upon redupli
cation as the mere placing of an 
exactly similar unit or wording after 
the original first unit. This alter
native view is accepted in the 
Kasika ; cf. Kas. on P. VI. r .i.

w A w d  a variety of the genitive case 
when it is connected in sense with 
the Pratipadika by the relationship 
of or place, as contrasted with 
the relationships of the kind of Ptqq- 

arewsrqfqsire and others. 
As grammar is a science of words, 
in those places where one word is 
mentioned for another by the use 
of the genitive case it should be 
understood that the word mention
ed is to be substituted for the other; 
cf. the rule of Panini for that pur
pose toT ?4T^lnr explained by Bhat
toji Diksita. as ^  

cf. S. K . on P. 1. 1.49. 
In some grammars the sthanin and 
ade£a are expressed in the same 
case, viz. the nominative case.

the relation between the 
original and the substitute which is 
described as of two kinds:—  sup
posed and actual; cf. sngmftwrFstr-

Pari. Sek. Pari,
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to be established, to be 
brought about.

fera  ( i ) happened, come to pass; e.g. 
KW S'H Rarer etc.; (2 ) establish
ed ; remaining intact after the re
moval cf doubts; cf. ft'
( 3 ) remaining unaffected as referr
ing to aresEwoi; cf. awpni 
=3 ar̂ ag 5Pi 1
m  era; ferafe-

Uvvata on R. Pr. X III.; ( 4 ) 
established or stated in the Pada
patha ; cf. qft T q̂iir ^ ’4: gloss 
on T. Pr. X X . 2.

utterance of a pada or padas in 
the Padapatha without ?fer; the 
utterance with ?fff being called 3q-
#41%; cf. qt w  gr ferfa: R. 
Pr. X I. 15 ; ( 2) established prac
tice or v iew ; cf. ^sfq^etKI 
ferft: R. Pr. II. 44.

f̂ '<I7JTra a Buddhist scholar who trans
lated grammar-woiks of the Caodra- 
school into Tibetan.

tad. affix ??r added optionally with
g, to the word ^  in the sense of 
praiseworthy ; e.g. ?cwi also *rfgT; 
cf. gwr sr^gRi^i P. V. 4 40.

?'I5? tad. affix added in many tad
dhita senses, sprg, 5 ^  gtjf, stiirt 
and others mentioned upto P. V. 
1st pada end; e.g. %&):, w r :, c i  %'t- 
ggi'vqf ^ r a ;  P. IV. 1.87.

a word used in the sense of * a 
conflict of two rules’ (f^ fcl'fa) in 
some grammars such as those of 
Jainendra, Sakatayana and Hema
candra ; cf. Jain. I. 2.39, Sak. I. 
1.46 and Hema. VII. 4.119.

contact consonant; a term 
used in connection with the conso
nants of the five classes, verily 
because the karaija or the tip of

the tongue touches the place of 
utterance in the mouth in their 
pronunciation ; cf. . s p #  F̂T6RT: 
q̂̂ ff: S. K . Samjnaprakarana on P.

V III. 2 .1; cf. also srrai: m f :  W   ̂
qg r̂rf: R. Pr. I .78 ; cf. also T . Pr. 
I.7.

WSFT an expression used often by 
commentators with reference to a 
line or a passage of the text the 
meaning of which is clear and no 
explanation in necessary. %

^25 name of one of the four internal 
efforts when the instrument (3OT) 
of articulation fully touches the 
sthana or the place of the produc
tion of sound in the mouth. See 
the word wsj above;
?qgfr!Fi; S. K . on P. V III. 2 .1; cf. 
also M. Bh. on P. I. 1.9.

'E'ft a short technical term used in the 
Jainendra Vyakarana instead of 
the in Panini’s grammar, cp. 
Jain. Su. 1.1.3.

name given to the radical Sabda 
which communicates the meaning 
to the hearers as different from 
or the sound in ordinary experience. 
The Vaiyakaranas, who followed 
Panini and who were headed by 
Bhartrhari entered into discussions 
regarding the philosophy of Gra
mmar, and introduced' by way of 
deduction from Panini’s grammar, 
an important theory that =1̂ : which 
communicates the meaning is diffe
rent from the sound which is. pro
duced and heard and which is 
merely instrumental in the mani
festation of an internal voice which 
is called Sphota. 3?#:

or sqrejngq--
siral Vakyapadlya ; cf. also sjf ôqxfi- 

u k r r ?1? siFcR: 53s?: Kaiyata’s 
Pradipa. For details see Vakya
padlya I and Sabdakaustubha
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Ahnika i .  It is doubtful whether 
this Sphcta theory was advocated 
before Panini. The word K'fiterasi has 
been put by Panini in the rule

only incidentally and, in 
fact, nothing can be definitely dedu
ced from it although Haradatta 
says that was the originator
of the The word is not
actually found in the Pratisakhya 
works. However, commentators on 
the Pratisakhya works have intro
duced it in their explanations of the 
texts which describe ?oifcqf% or 
production of sound; cf. com. on R. 
Pr. X III  4., T. Pr. II. 1. Gramma
rians have given various kinds of 
Sphota; cf. fiftT H sqfeR’STzt'
Sflfcrf'SteSJ I ' s q f e 'E t S :  3I?jpJ5ig |

1 ftsn | sngog; tR-
f|*rr i qg 1 *nRr- 

f^m 1 ?#rntr
cT3 113  |fef Jjsqi; iq-pPI

snfirm s 5% 1 srra: ll cf. also
tre;srfi&: gitar sfer srrfireinFm *tr ^  1
TCRf JTl^fcT wilcT?^
2̂ : r 11

a small treatise on the theory 
of Sphota by a sound modern scho
lar of Vyakarana and Nyaya, by 
name Krsnasastri Arade, who lived 
in Benaras in the earlier part of the 
nineteenth century.

a small treatise on the 
theory of Sphota written by Jaya
krsna Maun! of the famous Maunin 
family. The author is known as 
Krsnabhatta also.

a work on the Sphota 
theory by the famous grammarian 
Kr§na3esa of the Sesa family of 
grammarians.

?'R12«r ( 1 )  manifestation of the sense 
of a word by the external sound or 
dhvani; the same as sphoja; ( s )

separate or distinct pronunciation 
of,a consonant in a way by break
ing it from the conjunct consonants; 
cf. situ
WHl S ^  m !HT 1 V. Pr. IV. 165.

name of a work discussing 
the nature of Sphota written by 
Apadeva.

a general name given to trea
tises discussing the nature of Sphota 
written by the -Vaiyakaranas who 
defend and establish the theory of 
Sphota and by the Naiyayikas who 
criticise the theory. Famous among 
these works are ( 1 )  ,by a
stalwart Grammarian Kondabhatta, 
the author of the Vaiyakaranabhu
sana and (2 )  wtefi? by Nageia, 
the reputed grammarian of the 
eighteenth century.

the doctrine of Sphota, as 
advocated by the grammarians and 
criticised by others. See the word

-

( x ) name of a short treatise 
on the nature of Sphota, written by 
a grammarian named Bharata 
MiSra; (2 )  name of a short dis
quisition on Sphota by Mandana- 
miSra.

an ancient grammarian refe
rred to by Panini in the rule 3 ^

P. VI. 1.123. Great gra
mmarians like Haradatta observe 
that this K'Bteiq?! was the first advo
cate of the Sphota theory and 
hence he was nicknamed 
cf. b  astern: 1

I Padaman
jari on P. VI. 1.123.

ssrra; case-ending substituted for 
the ablative sing, case-affix 5 #  
placed after pronouns; cf.
Silf&ffiT P . V II. 1.15, 16.



an authoritive dictum of an 
ancient grammarian before. the 
famous author of the Varttikas ; cf. 
<ar*n ^ R r s  etc,
Siradeva Pari. 68.

A
case ending substituted for the 
dative sing, case-affix ^ after pro
nouns ; cf. gfcng: 51 P . VII. x.14.

^  ( 1 )  case-ending substituted for 
the genitive singular case-affix after 
bases ending in sr; cf. 
qT?P!T: P- V II. X.12 ; ( 2 ) Vikarana 
affix placed before the personal 
endings of and ^  ( the second 
future tense and the conditional 
m ood) ;  cf. w i #  P . III.
*•33- (3 ) a term used for words 
ending with the genitive singular 
affix ^r, used by ancient gramma
rians.

augment ?«?r affixed to a case- 
affix marked with the mute i.e. i?, 

and \t- of the dat. abl. gen. 
and loc, singular after a pronoun 
and optionally after and 
ending with the fem. affix arr; c f . ,

ffeftw, f e r m ,
; cf. P. VII. 3.H4.

115-

^Tlf^ the Vikaranas headed by the 
Vikarana mentioned in P. III.
1.33 upto III. 1.90.

( 1 )  porsonal-ending of the second 
person sing. Atmanepada in the 
imperative mood ; cf. & l 
3TOI P. III. 4.80, 9 1; (2 )  a term 
used in the sense of ( belong
ing to the same class or category) 
in the Pratisakhya w orks; cf.
#  R. T. 25 ; cf. also ssF<a. R. T.

. 1.55 ; cf. also R. Pr. IV. 1 ;  and
V I. 1 ;  ( 3 )  cognate, the same as 
gsR defined by Panini in 
gf&ra; P. 1,1.9 ’> the term is

found used in the Jain grammar 
works of Jainendra, Sakatayana 
and Hemacanda cf. Jain. I. 1.2. 
Sak. I. 1.2 ; Hema. I. 1.17.

lit. independent; independent 
in activity; the subject or 
agent of an action (3Rrf) is defin
ed as independent in his 
activity, i. e. not depending upon 
any one for the same ; cf.
ERcrf P. I. 4. 54-

an alternative view 
regarding the explanation of the 
rule ‘ 1#  3 ^ !# ’ p . I. 1. 3 by 
taking an additional word 311?# 
supplied in the sutra. For full ex
planation see Sabdakaustubha on
P. I. 1 .3 .

WT^I'4 meaning of one’s own, as 
possessed b y a word. In many 
compounds especially in the Bahu
vrihi compounds the meaning ex
pressed by the compound word 
is quite different from the one 
expressed by the constituent words; 
cf. q̂̂ r*r 1 1
M. Bh. on P. II. 1. 69.

the original recital of the Veda ; 
the Samhitapatha as opposed to 
the Padapatha which is looked 
upon more or less as artificial.

f̂TlSTT existence or nature of s e lf ; 
evolution or development of self, 
cp. gifr f t  snfimraft ^qif%#nrn 1 
( # .  on Vak. pad. I. 129)

'SR ( 1 )  vowel, as contrasted with a 
consonant which never stands by 
itself independently. The word ^  
is defined generally as t

(M. Bh. on P .) , The word 
^  is always used in the sense of a 
vowel in the Pratisakhya. works; 
Panini, however, has got the word 
3?=̂ ,( short term or Pratyahara form-
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ed of 3f In ‘ 3??3<n.’ and ^ a l  the end 
of Mahesvara sutra 4) al
ways used for vowls, the term w  
being relegated by him to denote 
accents which are also termed ^  
in the ancient Pratisakhyas and 
grammars. The number of vowels, 
although shown differently in diff
erent ancient works, is the same, 
viz. five simple vowels sr, ?, 3, w,. 55, 
and four diphthongs K, H, aft, and 
sir. These nine, by the addition 
of the long varieties of the first 
four such as sir, f ,  3>, and are 
increased to thirteen and further to 
twentytwo by adding the pluta 
forms, there being no long variety 
for 55 and short one for the dipht
hongs. All these twentytwo varieties 
have further subdivisions, made on 
the criterion of each of them being 
further characterized by the pro
perties 3Tj=piTr and and 

and ( 2 )  The 
word also means accent, a 
property possessed exclusively by 
vowels and not by consonants/as 
they are entirely dependent on 
vowels and can at the most be 
said to possess the same accent 
as the vowel with which they are 
uttered together. The accents 
are mentioned to be three; the 
acute (a^lTl), the grave arg r̂e 
and the circumflex ( ^ % )  defined 
respectively as
and guTfTC: by Panini ( P. I.
2.29, 30, 3 1). The point whether 
fWTfPC means" a combination or 
coming together one after another 
of the two, or a commixture or 
blending of the two is critically 
discussed in the Mahabhasya. ( vide 
M. Bh. on P. I. 2.31). There 
are, however, two kinds of svarita 
mentioned by Panini and found 
actually in use: ( a )  the indepen
dent as possessed by the word

^  ( from which possibly the word 
t̂ KcT was formed) and a few other 
words as also many times by the 
resultant vowel out of two vowels

• ( and aig^ra) combined, and 
( b )  the enclitic or secondary 
svarita by - which name, one or 
more grave vowels occurring after 
the udatta, in a chain, are called ; 
cf. P. V III. 2.4 VIII. 2.6 and V III. 
4.66 and 67. The topic of accents 
is fully discussed by the authors of 
the Pratisakhyas as also by Panini. 
For details, see R. Pr. III. 1.19 ; 
T. Pr. 38-47 V. Pr. I. 108 to 132,
II. 1.65 A . Pr. Adhyaya 1 padas
1, 2, 3 and Rk-Tantra 51-6 6 ; 
see also Kaiyata on P. I . 2.29 ;
(3 )  The word is used also in 
the sense of a musical tone. This 
meaning arose out of the second 
meaning ‘ accent ’ which itself 
arose from the first viz. ' vowel 
and it is fully discussed in works 
explanatory of the chanting of 
Samas. Patanjali has given seven 
subdivisions of accents which may 
be at the origin of the seven musi
cal notes. See gjrai above.

a word or Pratipadika 
which is exactly similar to a single 
vowel such as 3 or a?r or tc and the 
lik e ; such svords are to be looked 
upon as Avyayas and the case- 
affixes after them are dropped when 
they are used. cf.

a vowel p a rt; appearance 
of a consonant as a vow el; the 
character of a vowel borne by a 
consonant. Many times a semi
vowel which consists of one letter 
has to be divided especially for 
purposes of metre, as also for 
accentuation into two letters or 
rather, has to be turned into two 
letters by inserting a vowel before 
it or after it, for instance ^ is to
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. be turned into ^  e. g. in 
Jpspft, while  ̂ or is to be turned 
into as for instance in 
which is to be uttered as ft

This prefixing or suffixing 
of a vowel is called ; cf,

sn#Rft
^ I sfWTl-qi I R. Pr. I. 32.35; cf. 
also «r R . Pr.
VI. 35; cf. also ^ q % r i^  sqa- 

s?wf%iSxKT; R. Pr.
VI. 46. In Panini’s grammar, 
however, the word 3^1% , which 
means the same, is used for ;
cf. ?i\fer m <£ SJT

gmgq Ism ^  1 srm« ^  ft 
^  cT l̂ r̂ *TRT i 3?{wt3fl%KTO 1 S. 
K . on V I. x.101.

saiftra differing in the matter, of 
accent; words so differing are 
practically looked upon as one and 
the same ; cf.
SlWfitlqt snRfsq: I 3*33«J sr̂ aj anrsgr I 
M. Bh. on 1. 2. 64 Vart. 24. For 
technical purposes, they are some
times looked upon as different; cf.

^ Jn^sr I Par.
Sek. Pari. 49.

difference in accents. See 
above.

^JTSrffi a grammar-work on accents 
by Nrsimha, who is quoted by 
writers of works on accents. They 
mostly refute his arguments and 
views. He belonged to the seven
teenth century. He is quoted in 
the Chandas' section of Narayana- 
bhatta’s Prakriyasarvasva.

a rule prescribing an accent 
or a modification of accent.

^ T T O 3T a pause between two vowels
. in one and the same word as in 

feicTS or w i  or in two different words 
coming close by the visarga or ^ 
between the two being elided, as 
for instance in f f .

( 1 )  the same as 
which see ab ove; (2 )  short trea
tise on Vedic accents written by a 
modern Vedic scholar and gramm- 
rian named Indradattopadhaya.

euphonic combination of 
two vowels, a detailed description 
of which forms a small topic 
in the Pratisakhya and grammar

• w orks; vide R. Pr. chapter II. 
1-26; T. Pr. chapters 9 and 10

V. Pr. III. and sTxgpsrTOojjj; in 
the Siddhantakaumudi.

^TCSrtsiTf! a common accent; the 
accent which is supposed to be 
present in a word when none of 
the three accents is definite, cf.

M. Bh. on VI. 4.174.

recital of the Veda 
Samhita text with intonation or 
accents, as contrasted with 
^rdt which is specially prescribed in 
a few cases; tonal system showing 
distinction between words of differ
ent senses although pronounced 
alike, in the Samhita text. e.g. ?i;r  
and

a scholarly work on 
accents by Srlnivasadlxita, pupil of 
Ramacandra Dixita. He lived in 
the seventeenth century.

for purposes of accent, meant 
for accent • cf. %qT ( sn%s

) snstftffnir M. Bh.
on P. I. 1.57.

the circumflex accent, the accent 
between the acute ( )  and the 
grave ( ); for details see

marking or characterizing 
by a svarita accent, as is supposed 
to have been done by Panini j,vhen 
he wrote down his! sutrasJof gram
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mar as also the Dhatupatha, the 
Ganapatha and other subsidiary 
appendixes. Although the rules of 
the Astadhyayi are not recited 
at present with the proper accents 
possessed by the various vowels as 
given by the Sutrakara, still, by 
convention and traditional explana
tion, certain words are to be 
believed as possessed of certain 
accents. In the Dhatupatha, by 
oral tradition the accents of the 
several roots are known by the 
phrases m  sw^tTT:, BWfai'-
5rai:, put therein at
different places. In the sutras, 
a major purpose is served by the 
circumflex accent with which such 
words, as are to continue to the 
next or next few or next many rule, 
have been marked. As the oral 
tradition, according to which the 
Sutras are recited at present, has 
preserved no accents, it is only the 
authoritative word, described as
* prutijiia ’ of the ancient gramma
rians, which now is available for 
knowing the svarita. The satne  ̂
holds good in the case of nasaliza
tion ( snrpifew) which is used as a 
factor for determining the indicatory 
nature of vowels as stated by the 
rule fct;; cf. sfiifT-

mmrai: s . K. on P. I. 3.2.

. wtefffRSn the conventional dictum 
that a particular rule or part of a 
rule, is marked with the accent 

which enables the gramma
rians to decide that that rule or 
that part of a rule is to occur in 
each of the subsequent Sutras, 
the limit of continuation being 
ascertained from convention. It is 
possible that Panini in his original 
recital of the Astadhyayi recited 
the words in the rules with the 
necessary accents; probably he

56

recited every word, which was not 
to proceed further, with one acute 
•~'r with one circumflex vowel, 
while, the words which were to ’ 
proceed to' the next rule or rules, 
were marked with an actual cir- . 
cumflfx accent (-Kffer), or with a 
neutralization of the acute and the . 
grave accents (w fcftf), that is, 
probably without" accents or by 
t^gf?r or by cf.
P . I. 3.11 and the Mahabhasya 
thereon.

marked with a mute circumflex 
vowel; the term\is used in connec
tion with roots in the Dhatupatha 
which * are said to have been so 

. marked for the purpose of indicat
ing that they are to take personal 
endings of both the padas; cf. 
^feifacn P. 1.3.72.

q̂̂ TSTfCFr mention by the verbal form, 
and not by  the description of 
characteristics; e. g. ?•
VII. 2 .114; VI. 1.
58; cf. ffcirm w -

M. Bh. on P. V I. 1.58.

deserving by virtue of 
one’s own form.

an operation prescribed for 
the verbal form of the word and 
not for such words as possess the 
meaning of the word ; cf.

1 1 1
^  1 M. Bh. 

on P. I. 1.56 Vart. 1. In grammar 
there is a general dictum that in 
connection with words of a Sutra, 
unless they are technical terms, the 
word-forms are to be understood, 
and not those shown by the sense 
of the word; cf. m ^
P. I. 1.6S. This rule has some 
exceptions; for example, in the rule 

P. II. 1.20 the various rivers
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are to be understood and not the 
word i# .

^5®* remaining in its own form 
without admitting any euphonic 
change for the final letter; an anci
ent term for ‘ pragrhya ’ of Panini.

relationship of the posse
ssor and the possessed ; one of the 
general meanings of the type of 
relation, expressed by the genitive 
case; cf. srfsRtsft 1 l B ^

I Kas. on P. I. 4.97,

( 1 )  one’s own limb, as contrast
ed with that of another person ; cf.

1 531s %■ *r qift-
1 # crit 1 Kas.

011 P. I. 3.28 ; ( 2) forming a part, 
a portion-; cf.
1% 1 mstf sufSiwi-

1 3Tcrs ?s =ei srs 
' 35rn.il sunfDj^ft M. Bh. on

P. IV . 1.54.

independence, or autonomy 
as a characteristic of the agent 
( w ! ) ;  cf. 1 gsr: 1

fsRfSfcf: l M. Bh. on P. III. 1.87 
Vart. 5.

the affixes headed by g ; a gene
ral term for case-affixes; cf. 
^R2i*=tr -  P. IV. 1.2.

the addition of case-affixes 
which requires the designation sriR*- 
qfesR for the preceding base by the 
rule irrra<n%  ̂or t^r-
ferewrewi 1 P. I. 2.45, 46. The 
addition of a case-affix entitles the 
word, made up of the base and the 
case-affix, to be termed a Pada 
which is fit for use in language; cf. 
3 ^   ̂ staler; cf.

SfrfiHqT I 1% 5 ^ 3  q̂ TfraJT

’reM r <KHfn, q^rft^ fito *  m i 
^ng;i M. Bh. on P. I . 2.45 
Vart. 12.

natural, unartificial; the 
word is used' frequently in connec
tion with the capacity of denota
tion which words naturally possess; 
cf. gif: P. I. 2.64
Vart. 36.

inherence; natural capacity ; 
the word is used many times in 
connection with the power of deno
tation; cf. Nyasa
on P. III. 1.112 or 
Nyasa on P. IV. 4.60.

a term used in the Pratisakhya 
works fo r:^ifor or the circumflex 
accent; t̂ftcT: I Com.'oh T. Pr. 
X V II. 6 ; cf. also T. Pr. X X . 20; 
X X III. 24. There are seven variet
ies of ?qn given in the Pratisakhya 
works, viz. %>T, ftc?, snfafsr, ;-3rf%ftlcr,
srfiss, ’TK13 and .cf. T.Pr.
X X . 1-7.

one’s own sense possessed by a 
word, such as sirfir, ipi, fe ll o r % T  
which is called in .the
case of nouns, and fts i in the case 
of verb s; cf. also srnftara!: sî PTT: 

M. Bh. on P. III. 2.4.
Vart. 2.

prescribed ( after a base) in 
the sense of itself ; i.e. in the sense 
of the base. The word is used in 
connection with a large number of 
tad. affixes which are prescribed 
without any special sense attached 

. to them ; vide P. V. 3.36 to P. V. 
4.67.. The Samasanta affixes pre
scribed from P.V. 4.6S onwards can 
also be called cf.

M. Bh.on P.
V. 4.14,27. See the word

possessed as its own, as 
contrasted with artificial or inten-
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efforts causing «fa-; cf, sificr#
f^Rf Jtw:' l̂®: sprJt: flR# i 

^ Eftqr 3liqt I Vaidikabharana 
on T.Pr. II.6 ; ( 4 )  name of a kind 
of external effort of- the type of 
ar-pr̂ W found in the utterance of 
the consonant (|^) and the fourth 
class-consonants; cf. l^Rf 
T.Pr. II.9.

name given to a kind of 
svarabhakti, when the consonant 
followed by %, is read as ^

f^rfgsqTtnn author of Sabdarthacan- 
drika, a small treatise on the 
introductory verses of Sarasvata- 
prakriya.

fpfjR See f^as also f ,

an old grammarian quoted by 
Ujjvaladatta and Rayamukuta. 
He has written a commentary on 
Amarakosa.

f 5  inside of the chin, mentioned as 
a or place which is touched 
by the tongue when a peculiar 
sound described as something like 

is produced ; cf.
R.T.10.

tionally stated (sngMtra); cf. 3rc?pj 

M. Bh. on P. I. 1.59
' Vart. 6.

■ S

£ the last of the spirant consonants; 
which is a glottal, voiced letter 
called also 3?tr or spirant of a part
ial contact, i.e. possessed of the 
properties wm, 3?H and
i^gc^r. This letter has been given 
twice in the Paninian alphabet, 
viz. the Maheivara Sutras, and the 
Bhasyakara has given the purpose 
of it, viz. the technical utility of 
being included among soft conson- 

' ants along with semivowels, nasals 
and the fifth, the fourth, and the 
third class-consonants^ ( f ^  sr^ 
e tc .), as also among the hard con
sonants along with the fourth and 
the third class-letters and spirants 

The second letter f_in fs> 
appears, however, to have only a 
technical utility, as the purpose of 
its place there among spitants is 
served by the Jihvamuliya and the 
Upadhmanlya letters, which are, in 
fact, the velar and the labial 
spirants respectively, besides the 
other three 1  and The Rk 
Pratilakhya'calls f  a chest sound. 
For details, see Mahabhasya on 
the Siva Sutra Varttikas I , 2 
and 3.

f  ( 1 )  representation of the conso
nant with sf added for facility of 
pronunciation ; ( 2 ) a technical 
term for the internal effort between 
ftfcT and which causes %  in
the consonants cf. 
sRswsratf: 21: 31=?: f e #  B f'WOTqTf I 

 ̂ ‘ iw d  f=f#5 ’ (%
srr. W ) I Tribhasyaratna on T.Pr. ,
11 .6 ; (3 )  name of an external |

name of a reputed grammar
ian of Southern India who wrote 
a very learned and scholarly com
mentary, named on the 
Kasikavrtti which is held by gramm- J 
arians as the standard vrtti or gloss 
on the sutras of Panini, and studied 
especially in the schools of the sout
hern grammarians. Haradatta was 
a Dravida Brahmana, residing in a 
village on the Bank of Kaveri. His 
another name was Sudarlana. His 
father’s name was Padmakumara. 
He was a pupil of Aparajita. He 
lived in the beginning of the 
twelfth century after Kaiyata. His 
scholarship in Grammar was very 
sound and he is believed to have
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Panini who lived in the end of the 
seventeenth century. He was the 
grandson of Bhettojl Diksita and 
the preceptor of NageSabhtta. His 
commentary named but
popularly called on Bhattoji
Dlksita’s Praudhamanorama, is 
widely studied by the pupils along 
with the Praudhamanorama in the 
Vyakaranapathasalas. There is a 
work named ‘ Brhatsabdaratna ’ 
which has been written by Hari- 
dlksita, although some scholars 
believe that it was written by 
Nagesa who ascribed it to his 
preceptor. For details see

’ commented on many’ grammar- 
works The only fault of the scholar 
was a very keen sense of egotism 
'which is found in his work, aliho- 
ugh it can certainly be said' that 
the egotism was hot Ill-placed 
and could be justified; cf.

^  11 also
-1- iT&if IBHRS: 1 Pf-5^

^  ll Padamanjari, on P. I . i .
3, 4. The credit of popularising 
Panini’s system of grammar in 
Southern India goes to Haradatta 

. to a considerable extent-

IR  a short form used for the
stalwart grammarian Bhartrhari, by 
later grammarians and commenta
tors in their references to him. 
See the word above.

a scholar of grammar who 
wrote a short treatise on the 
nature and function of prepositions 
names a'TwrfP?.

name of a kind of svarabhakti 
when r (\) followed by s (sjQ 
and s ( g.) is read as j; +  f  +  sj. and 
I +  ? +  9, respectively.

a class of words headed by the 
word ffe f to which the taddhita 
affix tRf ( s ik r ) is added in the 
sens© of a descendant after the 
affix sr C3*3*,) bas already been 
added to them by P. IV. 1.104, 
the word so. formed possessing the 
sense of the great grandchild 
( )  of the individuals denoted 
by ffcr and others ; e.g. ;
cf. fs; g jjw ;ra%-

Ka£. on P. IV. 1.100.

a grammarian who wrote a 
. — commentary on the Unadi Sutras, 

called- soilfcgjiSfar.

a reputed grammarian of 
the Siddhantakaumudi school of

a grammarian of the 
nineteenth century who has written 
a commentary named 
cn Nagesa’s Paribhasendusekhara.

name of a grammar work 
by Rupsgoswamin.

( arraflsit) a grammarian 
of the Deccan who lived in the 
seventeenth century at Nasik and 
wrote commentaries on grammar- 
works out of which his treatise on 
Paribhasas ( wri t t en 
independently but based upon 
Siradeva’s Paribhasavrtti, deserves 
a special notice and mention.

(ffccw  Wsf 513?) a modern 
grammarian who has writteen a 
commentaryx named Kasika on 
Kondabhatta’s Vaiyakaranabhu- 
sanasSra. He lived in the second 
half of the eighteenth century and 
the commentary K aiika was 
written by him in 1797. He is said 
to have been a pupil of the great 
grammarian Bhairavamisra.

a grammarian who has written 
commentaries named on the 
Vaiyakaranabhusanasara of Konda- 
bhatta, and Laghubhusanakanti on
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the Sabdakaustubha of Bhattoji 
Diksita.

*rwi?r ) a grammarian of the 
. nineteenth century who has written 

Vakyarthacandrika.a commentary 
on NageSa’s'Paribhasendusekhara.

* •name of an ancient grammarian 
who found fault with the Maha
bhasya as quibblings as also by 
advancing baseless arguments cp. 
Vak. pad. II. 481.

0 rv r\p
a pupil of Candraklrti. He wrote 

a Dhatupatha for Sarasvata gra
mmar and wrote a Vrtti on the 
latter called Tarartgin!. He lived 
in the seventeenth century.

a fairly old grammarian 
who wrote an extensive metrical 
compendium on genders named 

on which a commentary 
was written by a grammarian 
named These gramma
rians were, of course, different from 
the reputed king and the
Mimamsaka

5̂5 a short term (st^riK) for conso
nants, made up of the first letter 
in and the last letter ^  in fS;. 
The term is universally used for 
the word in Panini’s grammar; 
cf. P . I. 1-7*
I. 2.10 etc.

a term used for words ending in 
consonants; cf. ^ '^ 5%
M. Bh. on P. I. 1.3 Vart. 10; cf. 
also the term fSferasFtT for the 
Vrddhi prescribed by the rule 3333- 

P. V II. 2.3.

beginning with a consonant; cf.
M. Bh. on P. II. 

4.32 Vart. 2 ; M.
Bh. on P. III. 1.32. Vart. 2. etc.

a term frequently used by 
commentators for the omission of 
all consonants except the initial 
one in the reduplicative syllable 
as prescribed by the rule of Panini 

. f s i f c  %<*: V II. 4.60. The word 
’ as one word, is also 

found used in the same sense.

I[55a t 3n%  a possibility of the applica
tion of an accent to the consonant 
by the literal interpretation of rules 
prescribing an accent for the first 
or the last letter of a word, to pre
vent which a ruling is laid down 
that a consonant is not to be accen
ted ; cf. f ^ m t f  Par. 
Sek. Pari. 80.

p t  a short term ( EiwfK) for semi
vowels, eT , and the fifths, the 
fourths and the thirds of the class- 
consonants ; cf. =sr P. VI. 1.114.

name given to a kind of Svara
bhakti when the consonant ^  is 
followed by ^  and the conjunct 
consonant 55, is read as or ^ 5 
=r.; cf. Tait.
Samh. 1.

% ( I ) personal-ending of the second 
pers. sing, substituted for 1% in the 
imperative mood; cf. P. III.
4.87; (2 ) a sign-word used in the 
Vajasaneyi-pratisakhya to mark the 
termination of the words of the 
Adhikarasutra V. Pr. IH- 5 , IV . 11.

the use of the sign-word p . , put 
in the grammar of Apisali according 
to some grammarians who read 
for in the KaSikavrtti on P„
IV. 3. 115.

tpj, a technical term of Jainendra gra
mmar, corresponding to nfer of 
Panini cp. I Jain. Su. 3.1.61,
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name of a commentary 
written by a grammrian named 50s- 

" yTT«r on the Sarasvatlkanthabharana 
of Bhojaraja,

t l  ( 1 )  cause ; cf.-«ret:
R , Pr. X I .2 ; also cf. H r  P . H . 
3-23 ; t§tgpr)T®l P. III. 3.126 ; ( 2) 
causal agent cf. V. 3OTfcT tl |g: Kat.
II. 4.15 ; cf. also 3cir%3i# |gs} P. I. 
4.55. cp. Vak. p ad ..III. 7.26,27.

the affix added to a root 
in the sense of the activity of the 
causal agen t; see tgrra. above ; cf. 
?Pi tspfrora: jrfa^w: P. 1. 1.62. Vart.7.

the activity of the causal agent 
to express which a root has the 
affix added to i t ; cf. |§ : 
sficj:' 1 5r#qt ®qm:

trf^rafrr^ TOlffci, **n<u 
Kas. on P. III. 1.26.

a Jain sage and scholar of 
remarkable erudition in the reli
gious works of the Jainas as also in 
several Sastras. He. was a resident 
of Dhandhuka in Gujarat, who* like 
Sankar'acarya took H^re^gjr at a 
very early age and wrote’ a very 
large number of original books and 
commentaries, the total number of 
which may well nigh exceed fifty, 
during his long life of eighty-four 
years (1088 to 1172 ). He stayed

• at Anhilavada-Pattana in the North 
Gujarat and was patronised with 
extreme reverence by King Kumar- 
apala who, in fact, became his- devo
ted pupil. Besides the well-known 
works on the various Sastras like 
Kavyanusasana, Abhidhanacint- 
amani, DeSfnamamala, YogaSastra, 
Dvyasrayakavya, TrisastiSalakapu- 
rusacarita and others which are 
well-known, he wrote a big work on 
grammar called b y  him,
but popularly known by the name

'. or The work
consists of eight books or Adhyayas, 
out of which the eighth book is 
devoted to Prakrit Grammar, and 
can be styled as a Grammar of all 
the Prakrit dialects. The Sanskrit 
Grammar of seven chapters is based 
practically upon Panini’s Astadh
yayi, the rules or sutras referring 
to Vedic words or Vedic' affixes or 
accents being entirely omitted. 
The wording of the Sutras is much 
similar to that of P anini; at some 
places it is even identical. The 
order of the treatment of the sub
jects in the is not,' 
however, similar to that obtaining 
in the Astadhyayi of Panini. He 
is • mainly indebted to Panini and 
Amoghavrtti and Jainendra Maha- 

. vrtti. It is somewhat topicwise as 
In the Katantra Vyakarana. The 
first Adhyaya and a quarter of the 
second are devoted to Samjna, 
Paribhasa and declension; the 
second Pada of the second Adhyaya 
is devoted to karaka, while the 
third Pada of it is devoted to 
cerebralization and the fourth to 
the Strlpratyayas. The first two 
Padas of th e 'th ird  Adhyaya are 
devoted to Samasas or compound 
words, while the last two Padas of 
the third Adhyaya and the fourth 
Adhyaya are devoted to conjuga
tion. The fifth Adhyaya is devoted 
to verbal derivatives or krdanta, 
while the sixth and the seventh 
Adhyayas are devoted to forma
tions of nouns from nouns, or tadd
hita words. On this Sabdarmsasana, 
which is just like Panini’s Astadh
yayi, the eight adhyaya of Hema- 
^andra being devoted to the gra
mmar of the Arsa languge similar 
to Vedic grammar of Panini, Hema
candra has himself written two 
glosses which are named and
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and the famous commentary 
known as the Brhannyasa. Besides 
these works viz. the 
the two Vrttis on it and the Brha
nnyasa, he has given an appendix 
viz. the Linganusasana. The Gra- 

. mmar of Hemacandra, in short, 
introduced a new system of gra
mmar different from, yet similar to, 
that of Panini, which by his fol
lowers was made completely simi
lar to the Paninlya system by 
writing works similar to the Sid- 
dhantakamudi, the Dhatuvrtti, the 
Manorama and the Paribhasendu
sekhara. He has drawn very freely 
on earlier Brahmanical and Jain 
grammatical works.

l&Ti?FTFl a grammarian belonging to 
the school of Hemacandra, who 
lived in the fifteenth century and 
wrote a work on Paribhasas named 

on which he himself wrote 
a commentary called 
and another one called by the 
name

%551T!5I a learned grammarian who 
wrote a commentary on the third 
Kanda of the Vakyapadlya of 
Bhartrhari t o . which he has give, 
the name

also called Candraprabha— an 
exhaustive commentary on the 
SabdanuSasana of Hemacandra 
written by a Jain grammarian 
Meghavijaya in the seventeenth 
century which is similar to the 
Siddhantakaumudi of Bhattoji 
Diksita.

tsrssijiTO name of a treatise on roots, 
as found in Brhadvrtti of Hema
candra.

written by a Jain gra
mmarian named which is

similar to the Madhaviya Dhatu
vrtti. ,

a work very similar to the 
Siddhantakaumudi written by a 
comparatively modern Jain scholar 
named Girijashankar Shastii. :i;

a gloss written on the -  
Haima Sabdanusasana Sutrapatha 
by Hemacandra himself. See

, above.

an extensive critical comm
entary written by Hemacandra on 
his own work, Haima Sabdanusa- 
sana. See

a commentary on Hema
candra’s Brhadvrtti by Devendra- 
suri, pupil of Udayacandra.

a topicwise work based 
on Hemacendra’s Sabdanusasana 
written by Vinayavijaya, a Jain 
scholar of grammar.

a short gloss on the Sabda- 
nusasana, written by Hemacandra 
himself. See above.

A f>v
intTOjfT'PTreH a treatise on genders 

written by See i p r ^  above.

a commentary, 
written in the seventeenth century 
by Kalyanasagara on the firfewTS- 

T̂RR.

a commentary 
named also, written by Jaya- 
nanda on the

f?fsqR5?DT a treatise on grammar 
written by .called by the
name See above.

 ̂ ' -

a treatise on grammar 
written by Hemacandra. See 
above.

lU 5TŜ Î t|<0r«I3igKrre' a short comm
entary on Hemacandra’s Sabdanu- 
sasana written by Devendrasuri.



H?ra5?I55lli0ffiffxr a short gloss called 
sT^ft also, written b y a Jain gra
mmarian on. the

IRcT'ft imperfect tense ; a term used 
by ancient grammarians for the 

" affixes of the immediate past tense, 
but not comprising the present day, 
corresponding to the term of 
Panini. The term is found in the 
Katantra and Haimacandra gra
mmars ; cf. K at. III. 1.23, 2 7; cf. 
Hema. III. 3.9.

fSU/ktf*! a Chinese pilgrim (602-664 
A . P . ) who came to India in 629 
A. D. stayed and extensively 
travelled in many parts of the 
country. He wrote a work entitled 
Records of the Western Countries 
(Si-yuki) wherein details regard
ing Indian alphabet and Indian 
grammarians are given.

short, a term used in connection 
with the short vowels taking a unit 
of time measured by one matra for 
their utterance; cf. 
tgcr: P . I. 2,27.


